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PREFACE
THIS book is made up from the stenographic

report of Technicians' Conferences held under

the auspices of the American Steel & Wire Com-

pany in their Assembly Room at 208 S. La Salle

Street, Chicago from September 16, 191 6, to

May 15, 1918, inclusive.

These reports have been edited by the Chairman

as agreed upon by the original participants at their

first meeting. The discussions at times becoming

intimate, the names of individuals, firms and pro-

ducts figuring largely in comment and criticism,

anticipation of censorship was deemed essential

to free expression.

The interdependence of all contributing in any

measure to the building of pianos was assumed

from the beginning, and the entire proceedings

were characterized by a desire to substitute

understanding for belief —scientific construction

for traditional assemblage.

F. Baackes,
Vice PrcsH and Gen'I Sales Agent
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"Music Trades" Sept. 16, 1916

Piano Technicians Meet in Chicago
Frank E. Morton of American Steel & Wire Company, Assembles Factory

Superintendents and Technical Department Heads

Chicago, III., Sept. 11.— A conference of superintendents and technical directors of

piano manufactories was held in the conference room of the American Steel & Wire Company
Wednesday evening of last week. The meeting, both in attendance and interest evinced, met

the best anticipations of Frank E. Morton, acoustic engineer of the company, who worked out

the plan. After a substantial dinner Mr. Morton explained the object of the conference.

It was, he said, to arrange for individual and collaborative study, research and experiment,

and he offered a meeting place for conferences of the kind. Everyone present took part in the

discussion of the plan, and it was unanimously agreed that it was for the betterment of the piano

industry, and all pledged co-operation and support. Mr. Morton was chosen permanent chair-

man with power to act, and he was asked to outline subjects for future conferences, assigning sub-

jects to members.

It was agreed to meet the first and third Thursdays of each month in the conference room

of the American Steel & Wire Company, at 1140 Continental and Commercial Bank Building.

At the next meeting the subject will be "Piano Tone," the question to be answered being

"What quality of tone are we striving to produce, and why?" The subject was assigned to

C. H. Jackson of the Edmund Gram Piano Co., Milwaukee, and he was requested to prepare a

paper giving the viewpoint of the manufacturer.

To add to the interest of the meeting Mr. Morton promised to have present a pianist of

national repute who will give to those assembled the viewpoint of the artist performer, demon-

strating these views upon the piano. It is hoped that this conference will go a long way toward

reconciling the viewpoint of the manufacturer and artist.

It was agreed that the entire proceedings of each conference, including papers, discussions,

quizzes, etc., be stenographically recorded, edited by the chairman, and that copies be furnished

those present, the trade press and such non-residents as may express a live interest, and that

these non-residents be invited to participate in future conferences to the extent of their interest

by the contribution of papers, comments and suggestions with the privilege of personal attendance

at their convenience.

It was also agreed that no information relative to the proceedings should be given out by any-

one other than the chairman.

It was also agreed that the technical department heads in the manufactories represented

be invited by their respective superintendents to attend whenever the subject under discussion

had a direct bearing upon their line of work.

Tone regulators will be present at the meeting on Oct. 5.

The entire evening was characterized by unanimity of purpose and method.

A rising vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Morton and the officials of the American Steel &
Wire Company.

Those present at the initial meeting were Thure Johanson, The Cable Company; E. B.

Bartlett, W. W. Kimball Co. ; William Davis, W. W. Kimball Co. ; Fred Weidling, Smith, Barnes &
Strohber Co.; H. H. Arnold, Bush & Gerts Piano Co.; William Braid White; Mr. E. E. Beach,

Hamilton Piano Co.; Mr. C. H. J. Thorby, Straube Piano Co.; Robert H. Waud, Lyon & Healy;

C. H. Jackson, Edmund Gram Piano Co.; E. J. Fishbaugh, Hobart M. Cable Co.; E. M. East-

man, Smith, Barnes & Strohber; Conrad Kreiter, Kreiter Manufacturing Co., and C. Arthur

Brown, chief engineer, Water Purification Department, American Steel & Wire Company.

Letters were received from the following expressing regret that they were unable to attend

and manifesting interest in future conferences: W. B. Price, Price & Teeple Piano Co.; Will M.
Bauer, Julius Bauer & Co.; A. F. Larson, Marquette Piano Co., and G. Miller, Lester Piano Co.

9



10 What Ton© Are We Striving for and Why?

Verbal messages were received from the following: Paul B. Klugh, The Cable Company;
George Steger, Steger Piano Co.; Mr. Starke, Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.; Carl Williams, Williams

Piano & Organ Co.; George Lufkin, Kimball Piano Co.; Mr. Consoer, Smith, Barnes & Strohber

Co.

What Tone Are We Striving for and Why?
October 5, 1916

C. H. Jackson:

"The condition of the human mind is one of endless change and variety; hence the great

diversity of opinion as to what constitutes quality of tone. Thanks to the progressive spirit and
endeavor, we are not looking to the past alone for an inspiration. We hold a reverend admiration

for the beliefs and contributions of the early pioneers in our calling, who, in accordance with their

perceptions and opportunities, attained their standards of excellence. Fortunately for us, how-

ever, ambition has ever urged man to seek out channels of endeavor through which he might

improve upon that which has been attained by past effort. Thus day by day the work of enlighten-

ment continues.

"As time unfolds its wonderful possibilities to us, the manufacturer of that most expressive

of musical instruments — the piano — is confronted by the problem of determining how best

to meet the demands of the diversified ideas of the ultimate consumer.

"It is not a question of catering to the characteristic tonal idea, conceived by the individual

preferring one specific tone quality, but the production of a composite tone possessing all the ele-

ments requisite for appeasing and fulfilling the demands of the human family.

" Consider, for instance, the varying demands in a single home. There are as many appetites

to be satisfied here as there are members of the family.

"There is father, who shows a preference for the fundamental, positive and commanding
tones; mother, whose mind naturally turns to the soft, sweet tones of the old family square; sister,

who revels in symphony recitals and desires constant tonal reminders of the orchestral effects;

while brother, with his cabaret tendencies, is delighted with the brassiness and crash of his effer-

vescent vaudeville 'classic'

"So here we stand as caterers to a diverse and varying taste— one dish only to tickle the

palate of all. We have pleased some of the family all the time, we have perhaps pleased all of

the family some of the time, but our problem is to please all of the family all the time.

"Personally, I am striving for a composite, universal tone— not merely a tone that you

or I deem the most desirable, but one that will satisfy the demands of all those who purchase,

and, in purchasing, furnish the means for further progress. To my mind, this is the solution

of this problem; a method of procedure to which all of us may consent without sacrificing any

past favored tone quality and without injury to our professional dignity.

"In this universal and composite tone we offer the elements of symphonic quality; just

enough of the violin and the 'cello; the pr.oper proportion of the contra-bass for a foundation of

our tonal structure; sufficient smoothing and filling properties of the wood winds, pointed with

the brilliancy of the trumpet and French horns— the whole constituting a perfect blend.

"All the primary colors combine to produce a pure white, and in this composition no specific

color is lost and none dominates. This white, when viewed by one through blue glasses, has a

decided blue tint; through green glasses, a green tint, etc. It becomes, therefore, the privilege of

the manufacturer of pianos to furnish the all inclusive, composite tone and permit the artist to

draw therefrom such characteristic partials as may satisfy his demands."

Frank E. Morton, acoustic engineer of the American Steel and Wire Company and chairman

of the meeting, then asked for criticism, questions and suggestions.

William Braid White: " Is it not true that in approaching any question like this we are com-

pelled to approach it from one very narrowly limited road? Is it not true that just as soon as we go

in the direction of cutting down—if I may put it so—softening up the percussion effect, to the

same extent, we lose in all the other qualities? The more we try to sostenuto that tone and the

more we try to make it beautiful, the more we are getting away from the piano-forte, and I would
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like to ask how we propose to initiate any discussion of this kind unless we start from that point
view?

C.H.Jackson: "You are going beyond the point. I have been discussing the tone merely from
the point of view as we know it today. Whether we are some day going to do it some other way
than by percussion lies with these gatherings. I have endeavored to give my opinion—to give
what constitutes a good tone and not the method of bringing it "out.

"

F. E. Morton: " Perhaps it might be well for m?to state that we are discussing an idea to-night,
and it was my suggestion that we discuss the question in the abstract, instead of the concrete;
the methods of construction; the materials used and like subjects will follow. In other words,
what particular quality do we expect to get from the piano which we consider a good piano, after
we have made it a satisfactory one to ourselves? That is an idea. I see Mr. White's trend, and
there is a limitation. I think Mr. Jackson is working on the assumption that the combined brains
of this august body will be sufficient to remove any limitations which now may exist. Other ques-
tions, please."

Thure A. Johanson: "I understand our chairman asked us to discuss ' What Tone Are We
Striving After?' More than a half century ago two of our noted manufacturers of pianos took
up the tonal question. One worked on the European idea of tone; the other wanted to make the
piano an American instrument. He wanted the beautiful tone of the European instrument, but
he wanted to better it by making a big tone in keeping with this country, for use on the concert
stage. We have singers—singers with beautiful voices—but we also have great big singers with
just as fine voices that carry well. They will fill an auditorium, where the smaller voice will only
be at its best in a small room.

"Will the American public be satisfied with the small voice or the big voice with the big carry-
ing power? The second manufacturer wanted a tone correspondingly big. The first worked for
the beautiful, fine tone and the second wanted the big, carrying tone we have to-day in their
piano and I believe that is what we are all now striving for.

Seventy-five per cent to ninety per cent of the manufacturers in the country are striving after
big, pleasing, carrying tone. We can put it in the small room and it will sound beautiful and also
in the big concert hall that the grand opera singer can fill. It seems to me that is what we should
discuss. Find out how we can improve and come up to the best in the country."

E. B. Bartlett: " The piano has to fill such a multiplicity of requirements that we have a more
difficult problem than the maker of any other instrument. With the organ we get the various
tone qualities by means of different stops. Certain upper partials are emphasized and brought
out. In the flutes we eliminate some of the upper partials, leaving that hollow, s mooth, sweet
tone that is so greatly admired. In the reeds, we have a great variety, but in the Diapason we find
all the elements that are present in these others, and Mr. Jackson's illustration of the white light

embodying all the primary colors, was a very good one. The Diapason properly voiced embodies
all the qualities found in the other stops. In the piano, the multiplicity of uses we have to com-
bine in the one instrument is our difficulty. Years ago, a small piano was brought out. When it

first appeared, it was noticeably nasal in quality. Alterations were made and the peculiar nasal
quality disappeared. If I were to interpret the paper read, I would say that Mr. Jackson prefers
the Diapason quality in the piano, and I agree with him.

"

C. H. Jackson: "That is exactly what I meant, Mr. Bartlett. On the other hand, the
representative of a certain factory at one time told me they were basing the tone of their
piano on that of the 'cello. If we are all lovers of the 'cello, well and good, but it is wrong for the
manufacturer to attempt to insist upon the acceptance of any one characteristic of tone by his
public."

R. H. Waud: "We have all heard plenty of pianos that sound very nice when played softly,

but when one tries to bring out a full tone there is nothing left. Lots of our pianos are that way
when forced. When the player demands power he can't get through with it. There is no bottom.
A singing quality of tone is preferable to volume. When you strike a note you should have the
tone without striving for it. You should have something you can remember, not something you
have gone through and find there is a bottom or there isn't a bottom."

F. E. Morton: "Will you tell us exactly what you mean by singing quality of tone? I would
like your definition."
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R. H. Waud: "The singing quality of tone is one you can caress, can play something nice

and sweet; and when you get to where sister plays, it will be a little stronger; brother, of course,

likes the crash-bang, but the whole family likes the singing quality of tone that you can do any-

thing with, and can't 'go through.' We are not trying to get the bass drum. There are lots of

pianos that do that. Some of our friends in South America like to get the castenets and the man-

dolin. I don't believe the majority want that sort of stuff, and I don't believe any of us are striv-

ing to turn out instruments with mandolin attachments. We are merely catering to that trade

asking for it. It is only dollars, and we want our dollars. We have two kinds of pianos—the grand,

which is driving up and the upright, driving back. We should take into consideration the two
kinds of pianos. Everybody is striving for the smaller grand. It seems to me that the

piano that can stand up against the wall and can drive the tone into the wall and still come back

to the people is the right kind of piano. There are reasons for it—must be reasons. We want to

determine why."

E. E. Beach: " My ideas are very similar to Mr. Waud's and Mr. Jackson's—the tone which

could be called a spontaneous tone, well sustained."

Thure Johanson: "The instrument we are trying to come nearest to is the human voice. In

discussing quality of tone, we speak of the singing tone, and we also have the Carrying tone. There

are many kinds of voices. A singer who knows how to project the finest pianissimo will be heard

to the end of the hall. Singing fortissimo he will fill the hall and pretty nearly lift the roof, and

that is what we are striving for,—a piano that will carry when played pianissimo.

"

John H. Gerts: "I have spent, you might say, all my life working on pianos and looking over

work, etc. When we speak here of the tone we are striving for, my idea is to get a greater tone,

—first getting the false notes out of the piano. We should try to eliminate them first, then, of

course, it is with each concern to draw up a good scale so that something will come out. I think it

would be well to discuss how we first can get the false notes out of the piano."

Wm. Braid White: " I have just been amusing myself during the last tenminutesor so by ob-

serving the different definitions which various ones have made and their attempts to state what

they mean by ideal tone,—the singing tone, the human voice, the Diapason, sweet and carrying,

clear, etc. Each one has given a different definition and I might say if there were fifty, there

would be fifty definitions. If we get a sustained tone, would not the rest follow? Are we not

working for a tone which shall take us away from the limitations of the percussion instrument,

bringing us nearer the quality we can't describe, which we know as the sostenuto? It seems to me
that there is some working toward a definite end in that service.

"

E. J.Fishbaugh: " I have greatly benefited by what I have heard, and some new light on the

subject has been given me. The kind of tone as I see it that we want, is the quality of tone that

in pianissimo is the same general character of tone that we get at double forte. We want carry-

ing power that will sustain the original quality of that tone."

F. E. Morton: "Madame Sturkow-Ryder has consented to give us the artist's side and I can

assure you an interesting address."

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: "I really feel timid in addressing you all, and I am not going

to try to enter your side of the argument, but only tell you what we artists think and feel when
we have a piano under our hands. You may say, 'What do we care what the artist thinks—we
sell our pianos to householders and to music lovers, only a very small percentage to artists,'

but about nine-tenths of your patrons come to us and ask if we like a certain piano. They say,

'What do you think of it? I wish you would play on the piano we have chosen and tell us if it is

good' or, 'We have to get a piano for Jennie, what piano do you think is the best,' so you see

we are worth pleasing.

"In fact, the good artist is your greatest aid, for the most important thing to him is a fine per-

formance, so when he finds a piano with a squeaky pedal, he tries to cover it by using the pedal

rarely and quickly; if the bass predominates, he subdues his left hand; if the tone is weak, he

helps out with the pedals; if the tone is shallow and noisy, he uses the soft pedal and makes the

softest pianissimo possible, and so on, so you can see how valuable it is to have the artist on your

side.

"Now about the tone. With the artist the tone is largely a matter of feeling. I should say that

the great important feature of tone was to have it ' vital,' 'alive,' a tone that sparkles, that has an
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after-clap, a tone, loud or soft, as long as you can hear it,—that is alive. I believe that a tone should

have body, meat and vitality, for the things of real art are vital, living things. When it is not vi-

tal, it is dead, cold, second-hand, emotionless.

"Pounding on a note does not make it vital—it is the energy behind it that keeps it alive, like

this—(illustrates). The quickness with which you think, makes it vital.

"As a general rule, artists don't hear much of the tone at a concert, but they feel it. It is very

much like a person speaking, the sound of the tone goes away from him, is thrown out toward the

audience and this is especially true when they are playing with the orchestra, for the sound of

the instruments is in his ears and he hardly hears himself at all.

"Then there is clarity of tone. That is very desirable. I hardly know anything more discon-

certing than a 'muddy' tone, a thick, flannel-mouthed, mushy tone—one simply can't make it

sparkle.

"And here is where I want to say a word to the man who comes around and pricks up the felt

in order to soften the tone—is he here?—for I have had him on my mind for a long time. He often

does more harm to the tone than good. Please tell him to go carefully.

"Of course theactionofa piano has a good deal to do with tone production. If it is very stiff,

it is hard to play with fluency, and also hard to play compositions that require quick repetitions.

I had to abandon a little 'etude' at a good many concerts last winter because the piano wouldn't

take the repetition. Then a thick tone seems to the artist as if the action were heavy, because

he has to work to get brilliancy, and a too-light action makes the piano feel shallow. The soft

pedal is also frequently hard to move and when it does move the tone is often of an entirely dif-

ferent quality, so it has to be used with care—and the middle pedal sometimes works very slowly,

and sometimes 'sticks,' prolonging a note to an awful length.

"Again, if the keys are too sharp, the edges Imean.it is sometimes a cause of discomfort to the

artist, for a blow on a sharp key is quite a shock and a torn finger nail will spoil a good many del-

icate passages, to say nothing of the state of mind of the artist.

"All these things harass the player, so that he cannot think undividedly about the tone or the

performance, and that is why they are so important.

"I am now going to play you two modern compositions by Rhene-Baton.as they show two dis-

tinct and different kinds of tone. The first is the pounding of the surf on the rocks and the turn-

ing of the tide, requiring a heavy, sonorous tone, a great deal of pedal and big crescendos; the

second is the 'Spinning Girls of Carantec,' representing a group of women in the old Breton mark-
et with their work, chattering and gossiping. This requires a scintillating tone of extreme clarity

and lightness and great fluency of technique."

F.E.Morton: "Assumingfrom Mr. Jackson's paper these tone characteristics are to be found

in the ideal tone, and from Mr. Bartlett's likening it to the organ pipes, is it within the province

of the artist to bring out any one distinct characteristic tone as a partial from this composite? Has
the artist a selective power?"

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: " I should hate to feel that I wasn't master of the instrument and
couldn't do exactly what I wanted with it. I would be a very poor artist to think I couldn't do
that."

Wm. Braid White: "To what extent are we to regard the piano as mere plastic material?"

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: "I should say that the piano that had no character was like a per-

son who had no character. I should only want to work with a piano that has character. We don't

want you to strive for a character of tone that will be unfit for many uses. I doubt whether you
could afford to specialize on any particular style of tone.

"

Wm. Braid White: " Does theartist really regard it as the artist's duty to create a quality or

merely to color an existing quality?"

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: " It would be beyond any artist's ability to create quality. What
an artist does is to make the best of all conditions, which means trying to give the most beautiful

performance possible on whatever instrument is furnished. Does this cover?"
Wm. Braid White: " I would like to go even further. Weare in the position of distressed marin-

ers, looking for help. Madame Ryder can help us. Are we to give the artist something to color or
something to create?"
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Madame Sturkow-Ryder: " Go as far as you can. We cannot create the instrument, we may

only use."

Thure Johanson: "Couldn't artists help bytellingus what color of tone we should have in an

instrument? Should we strive for a certain color of tone in a piano? It is impossible to photo-

graph a tone. If that were possible we could start from a known point with the hope of arriving

at something definite. Madame Sturkow-Ryder spoke of 'vitality' and 'meat' in the piano, but

we would like to know what color of tone is the best. Mr. Jackson spoke about the 'cello. It is

one of the most beautiful tones, but should we go after that quality?"

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: "While the 'cello is beautiful, it is limited in the scope of its qual-

ity. The quality most to be desired is that of the mezzo soprano, if you are selecting an example.

The mezzo soprano is the only voice that does not lose in the high register and does not thicken

in the low register. I am extremely partial to the contralto voice, but the contralto voice is lim-

ited like the 'cello. The ideal tone is the mezzo soprano. It has the widest range and does not sac-

rifice roundness of tone to pitch. The soprano is a wonderful tone for carrying; fineness, and for

the confectionery of music, but it is not a satisfying tone. For the many uses the piano has to fill,

the ideal quality of tone to be followed as nearly as possible is that of the mezzo soprano."

R. H. Waud: "Madame Ryder has spoken several times this evening regarding the mechani-

cal uses of the pedal. We want to find out how far we should go in the mechanical work. In using

the soft pedal to get effects, there are two ways of doing it. Which, from an artist's view, is the

better one; shifting the keyboard and striking two strings or one string, or the one moving the

hammer rail up with that 'gone' feeling?"

MadameSturkow-Ryder: "I should say the movement of the hammers to the two strings s

satisfactory enough if the wire strikes the right place on the hammer, but that doesn't very often

happen. Generally it gives a different quality of tone which is most disconcerting. For evenness

of tone, an upright piano gives the most satisfaction in the change to the soft pedal.

"

Thure Johanson :

'

' The way the grand actionsare made you can never get a beautiful touch on

account of the lost motion. If we could make this, the artist would rather use it. Madame Ryder

spoke about squeaky pedals and rounding of sharps and many other defects. We are criminal

when it comes to making a piano for the artist. We feel that it is perfect when it leaves the factory.

There are many conditions which tend to put the piano out of order. We do not hear as much of

the conditions of the pianos after they have been used by an artist, and it is a pleasure to meet an

artist and hear of them, and it would be better to meet them more often. We should be more in

touch with the artist and learn the defects in the piano. We don't figure that the pianos get out of

order, but they do. When Madame Ryder meets our officers and officers of other concerns, she

should tell them also."

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: " Don't think I am always fault-finding. While it is true that you

should hear some of the faults, so also should you hear of the enjoyment derived from playing on

your pianos. I often play on pianos that are beautiful."

Wm. Braid White: "Inlisteningto Madame Ryder's playing, the second Breton piece for in-

stance, I was particularly conscious of the atmosphere, and I was particularly interested in the man-

ipulation of the pedals. Madame Ryder used the damper pedal. I would like to know whether on

the whole she believes that the tone sustaining pedal is justified? Should an artist do without the

tone sustainer?"

Madame Sturkow-Ryder: "Personally, I can see no reason why an artist can't get along with-

out the sostenuto pedal. I tried to show you what could be done with the hand without using the

sostenuto. I struck one note of a chord with greater energy. The tone of it ran into the next chord

and formed without the use of the sostenuto pedal. There are certain effects which require the

middle pedal, but they are not common and deal only with an artist's performance, not with the

layman. We often avoid the soft pedal. I should rather say that the change of quality in the soft

pedal is to be deplored. I am saying this without a great amount of thought on the subject. It is

not so noticeable in an upright as in a grand—this change to a soft pedal tone. But why do you

have you'- pedals so stiff? What you should have is a transformer. (Laughter.) Something else has

annoyed me. Is there any reason why piano benches should all be of different heights?"

R. H. Waud: "
I don't believe the difference is in the height. A grand piano bench is 19 inches

from the floor to the top, and an upright bench is 20^ inches."
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Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "There is always so much unnecessary delay in getting a bench to fit

the piano. There is a point where it is dramatically splendid to make people wait for you, and
there is the very finest line between that and the effect of coming in too late—anything that re-

tards a performance is to be deplored.

Thure Johanson: "Grand piano keyboards could be of uniform height; uprights also. On
account of the architecture they vary. We make the piano 3 feet 11 inches to 4 feet 10 inches in

height. The architecture of a piano could easily be changed to give a keyboard of uniform height."

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "All who pay $2.00 for a ticket to a concert are prospective buyers.

What they hear on the stage impresses them. They are much more impressed there than by
vhat they hear in a store. When anything goes wrong at a recital, the audience thinks there is

omething the matter with the piano. You should help us to help you. I try to do the best I can

or the piano and for the audience."

R. H. Waud: "While we do not round the black keys for American trade, we are obliged to do

:.o for the export trade."

C. H. Jackson: " I was very glad to hear Madame Ryder say that the pounding era is over.

\t one time I had charge of concert grands which were used for concert purposes. I have often

leard people, after the concert, say, 'Did you hear that terrible piano?' The fact of the matter

vas that through this pounding, it did sound terrible to those people."

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "From very great artists we forgive moments of almost anything,

but these artists are rare."

Wm. Braid White: "Should we not be interpreting you correctly if we said the one particular

thought you want us to carry away, as illustrating what piano tone should be, is that modern
nusic demands a constant change of color and all that we mean when we use the word 'atmos-

phere'?"

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "I want the materials at hand to create atmosphere. Atmosphere

s the effect not the cause. You have therefore an instrument capable of producing effects, both

that which we call atmosphere and the effects of classic music — body in the tone; meat."

E. B. Bartlett: "Would it be fair to ask the artist to do away with the soft pedal on the

^rand?"

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "That would limit concert work too much. There are some things

that require the soft pedal."

E. B. Bartlett: "The advantages, then, out-weigh the disadvantages?"

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder: "Make the soft pedal as pliable as possible. The heaviness is not as

objectionable as the position of the hammers on the wire."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Johanson stated if we could get a photograph of a piano tone we would
then be able to use that as a starting point and argue from that point. While we can't say truth-

ully that we have a photograph of piano tone, we have photographs of a reproduction of forms of

vibration by Prof. Dayton C. Miller. Dr. Sabine also has succeeded in producing upon a photo-

graphic plate an impression which amounts to a photograph of the condensed portion of a sound
'• ave. I think we should try to secure Dr. Muckey to present the Manometric Flame for our

istruction. Very little has gone direct from the laboratory to the work bench. That is the

reason why we reach out after the solution of problems only to find they are common knowledge
t") the acoustician. They have been solved only in the laboratory. They are still theories which

have not been applied. We can analyze tone. We can build up tone and know positively that
Mrhen this combination makes a certain quality of tone and that when one or more partials is

taken away or amplified we have another quality, we have a basis from which we may go back to

the factory and attack our problem. If we can recognize and define a certain tone quality in a

piano and understand its composition, we will certainly be in a better position to reproduce

that tone. Please give me credit for knowledge sufficient to keep me from assuming that any
"ne thing is responsible for the tone of a piano. There are so many things, that I don't look for

the working out of more than one or two subjects this winter. What is the function of the sounding

^oard, for instance? We may learn how it is functioning; the response that the board is giving to

he wire through the bridge; the relationship of the bridge to the sounding board; the relation-

ship of the wire to the hammer.
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"We will take for our next subject 'Tone Composition.' Of what is the piano tone com-

posed; what are the partials and what is their relative intensity?"

It was suggested that Mr. Morton write this paper.

H. H. Arnold: "In regard to the different heights from the keyboard to the floor, I would

suggest that we take measurements, bring them here at our next meeting and compare them."

Mme. Sturkow-Ryder was given a rising vote of thanks for her kindly co-operation with the

manufacturers.

A vote of thanks was tendered Lyon & Healy for their courtesy in furnishing the piano for

the evening. This instrument was a Steinway grand which was sent over by Manager William H.

Collins of the piano department.

Composition of Tone
October 19, 1916

Mr. Morton stated that the co-operation of the trade press was evidenced by their treat-

ment of the report of the last meeting and recommended that the music trade avail itself more

generally of the services and privileges offered by the trade press.

After the results of observations of the height of grand keyboards were taken up, a general

discussion followed upon the issue:

"Shall the architecture govern the height of keyboard, or shall the height of keyboard govern

the style of architecture?"

A committee, consisting of Messrs. Waud, Chickering and Bartlett, was appointed to inves-

tigate further and report at the next meeting.

F. E. Morton: " It has been generally conceded by all theoreticians, and very largely by the

practical men of the trade that the ideal tone is indefinable. No one person can say: 'This is an

ideal tone.' We may say: 'This is a good 'cello tone; cornet tone; bassoon tone,' and I am under

the impression that this is reasonable.

"There is in the mind of each musician an ideal tone for which he is striving, but to say to the

public generally that this is an ideal tone —- not a characteristic ideal tone— would be unreason-

able. The acoustician can analyze a given tone, but the acoustician cannot synthesize and say:

'This tone is ideal.'

"The question arises: ' Is there such a thing as a characteristic piano tone— an ideal piano

tone?'

"We will start with the understanding that tone is composite. That statement is true in a

general way, but we have a tone not decomposable, for instance, that of the tuning fork and the

flute in its lower middle register. They are simple tones produced by simple, or pendular vibra-

tions. One of the simplest methods of illustrating or symbolizing the form of vibration is accom-

plished with a rope. In a measure, this visualizes the abstract. (Illustrated.) This is the form of

a vibrating wire, and we may think of the appearance of a sound wave as being the same. Really

it isn't, but I find it advisable to avoid the wave theory in preliminary discussions.

"This rope is vibrating in one segment only (illustrating) producing the fundamental or first

partial. (Fig. 1.) We will assume that it vibrates at the rate of 64 per second, giving the pitch

of Ci.

Fig. 1

"It is now vibrating in two segments, each segment at a rate of 128. (Fig. 2.) This

produces the second partial C2.

Fig. 2
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"Here is a vibration in three segments or a rate of 192, (Fig. 3), producing G2 , which is the
third partial.

Fig. 3

"You now observe a vibration in four segments or a rate of 256, giving C3 , the fourth partial.

"And now by increasing the tension, we get a vibration in five segments or a rate of 320,
giving E3 . Six segments give G3 with 384 vibrations, and seven segments, 448, giving Bb3 as nearly
as we may designate the key by our equal tempered scale.

"We need interest ourselves very little, and that negatively, in partials above the seventh,

for they speak in hard metallic tones as the sound of bells and bars. These are overtones which
your tone regulators are engaged in eliminating.

"After examining pianos very generally in this country, I have found only three makers
striving for a tone involving the use of odd numbered higher partials. These three are now
changing their scales, thus evidencing doubt of the correctness of their original plan.

"It may be interesting to know the value of an added partial. What is its function? Later,

we will correlate with construction, going into the specific treatment of sounding board, plate,

hammer, scale, proportions, etc. But first let me assure you that you cannot produce a partial

tone from the sounding board that is not formed in the string.

"I have here a flute pipe which produces a simple tone. Here is C2. We add one partial

— the octave. You will observe the composite effect is brilliancy. I now add the third partial

G3 and you will note that the composite effect is life, virility, vitality"— that something which

in vocal work is called timbre. Here is the fourth partial C4, which gives point or added brilliancy

to the tone, relieving in a measure the heavy dullness effected by the third partial.

"The fifth partial qualifies the third and relieves the sharpness of the fourth. This fifth par-

tial is E4.

"We can more easily bear in mind a tone quality when we associate it with some particular

instrument. Quality is absolutely dependent upon the relative intensity of the component par-

tials, and you will note that by damping any one of these pipes, a change of tone quality is effected.

"The tone of this first pipe does not carry well. It is a simple tone— smooth, quieting but

tiresome. We don't want to hear too much of it. The tuning fork has the same quality, becoming

dull at lower pitches and at higher pitches a lack of seasoning— as it were. An old saying illus-

trates this: 'The only thing worse than a flute concerto is a concert of flutes.'

"The piano is supposed to be a universal instrument containing those tones found charac-

teristic in all other instruments. We may therefore deduce that a simple tone is not a desirable

piano tone. Let me call your attention to the tone of the flute and tuning fork. The qualities

are identical and yet we can readily distinguish the difference. These tones are distinguishable

through accompanying sounds. Helmholtz shows that the tone produced by blowing across a

bottle is identical with that of the tuning fork. A certain organist objected to the tone of a flute

stop because of the hissing, initial sound upon which the voicer had bestowed great care. The

organist evidently was not a flutist. In analyzing tone, we must first strip it of its outer cover-

ings — noises incident to its production.
" Given a series of partials to and including the seventh, allot 50 per cent intensity to the first

partial, the balance in sequentially decreasing intensity and we have the mezzo soprano quality.

This quality was referred to at our previous meeting as a pleasing tone, its quality uninfluenced

to a marked degree by increased volume, and I think we safely may thus classify the piano tone.

"That tone carries well, but we must bear in mind that pitch is a factor in carrying power.

The same quality carries farther at a higher pitch. The higher notes of your piano carry farther

than the lower notes. This should be taken into consideration in tone regulating.

"By striking a piano wire in the middle, you will get a hollow sound, a tone in which the odd

numbered higher partials predominate. This narrow stopped pipe produces a similar tone. Mov-

ing the hammer line toward the center gives this hollow quality, therefore, this quality indicates

that the hammer line is too far toward the center. The same quality may be produced by stringing
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with wire of toosmall gauge. If a larger number of odd numbered higher partials is added, the tone

is nasal. Note the tone of this Salicional pipe. It is pungent. You can approach this nasal quality

by moving the hammer line toward the agraffe.

"We frequently refer to a given tone as 'thin.' What we really mean is that the fundamental

or first partial is lacking in intensity. This effect may be produced by high tension.

"The shape and elasticity of the hammer affects the relative intensity of partials, and there-

fore is a potent factor in tone production. Helmholtz gives the following sequence for wire struck

by a hammer touching the string for three-sevenths of the periodic time of the prime tone: 100,

99.7, 8.9, 2.3, 1.2, 0.01, 0.

"For a string struck by a perfect hard hammer: 100, 324.7, 504.9, 504.9, 324.7, 100. and 0.

from which we may determine that the intensity of higher partials is directly as the hardness of

the hammer and inveasely as the length of time the hammer remains upon the wire.

"And now before taking up the striking point and its effect, I want you to hear the tone of a

stretched wire actuated electrically. (Illustrated.)

"The magnet interruptions are the same as the rate of vibration of the wire. Now please note

that the fundamental or first partial is relatively weak and that the second and fourth partials

are very strong. A tone sustained as this tone is permits prolonged study, and a fuller realization

of its composition. This a pleasing tone— not a satisfying tone owing to the weakness of the

first partial. We may define good tone as one in which the first partial dominates by a relative

intensity of at least 50 per cent, and a poor tone as one in which the first partial is weak.

"The striking point of the hammer upon the wire is a matter of great interest to the trade

now and with good reason, for, in a great measure, regardless of other contributing factors and

within the range prescribed by other factors, the position of the striking point determines tone

quality. The first attempLto locate a definite striking point was made in 1788 by John Broadwood,

assisted by Signor Cavallo. As a result of their experiments, one-ninth of the vibrating length of

the string was adopted as the striking point, considerable latitude being allowed in the extreme

treble. In 1844 Carl Kuetzing proposed one-eighth. Since that time the distance has been

shortened upon occasion to produce a greater volume. With the type of hammer now in use the

one-eighth point influences materially the seventh and ninth nodes, thus destroying, to some

extent, the odd numbered partials.

"If a distance of less than one-eighth is used, the softer hammer is required to get the same

quality of tone. The tone regulator in picking up the felt, is, in effect, restraining the hand of the

player, for insofar as the function of the wire is concerned the hard blow with a soft hammer is

equivalent to a soft blow with a hard hammer. The harder the hammer and the harder the blow,;

the greater number of higher partials developed. Thus the picking up of felts actually changes the

quality of tone as well as the volume.

"Tension is a vital factor. The effect of increased tension is identical with that of hardening

and a hard wire vibrates segmentally, as a steel bar, with predominating odd numbered higher

partials. The higher the tension the greater number of higher partials. A decrease from high

tension increases the intensity of the fundamental and a point may be reached where a simple

tone will result. Assuming as the ideal piano tone that in which the first partial has a proportion-

ate intensity of 50 per cent, the other 50 per cent being distributed in sequentially decreasing

intensity over the next six partials, the proper tension becomes an important factor. This degree

of tension is variable as the composition and practice in wire making changes. Tests with Per-

fected wire have shown conclusively that this point lies between 160 and 165 lbs. and also shows

that at this tension the wire becomes more responsive, with use.

"As tone quality is effected by tension, uniformity of quality depends upon uniform tension.

Not being a revolutionist the immediate adoption of equal tension is not advocated as this would

involve radical changes in the agraffe line or sweep, and without a change in sweep an equal tension

only could be effected by the use of wire having a different gauge foreach note. The gauges now in

common use vary only .001 of an inch between half numbers and in our practice we consider .0002

of an inch allowable variation a maximum.
" I want to call your attention to the vibrating lengths on each side of the bar break, the

tension varying from 30 to 60 lbs., the higher tension being above the break. You readily can

determine the difference in quality before the tone regulator evens it up.
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"As scale loading or the distribution of gauges is dependent upon sounding board ribbing, any

change in the distribution must be followed by a change in position and weight of ribs.

"Assuming that your loading is correct, the method of securing a uniform tension is as

follows

:

"From the logarithm of the longer wire length subtract the logarithm of the shorter wire

length and divide by the number of semi-tones intervening. The quotient is the logarithm of the

semi-tone proportion. To the logarithm of the shortest wire length add the logarithm of the semi-

tone proportion. The result is the logarithm of the string length next longer. Continue in like

manner throughout the entire scale.

"In case the longest plain wire does not permijt the required tension, simply adopt the given

length in computing from No. 18 gauge."

C. C. Chickering: "A thicker wire then gives a higher tension?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes. The general practice in loading is good. It does not vary much. Some
use four of No. 13, some six, but these variations are generally taken care of in the sounding board

ribbing. You will secure much better results by using half numbers. If your longest plain wire will

permit the required tension and if half numbers are used to and including YJ lA, the variation is not

over four pounds each way, while it is much greater if whole numbers are used.

"The uniform tension scale has been demonstrated in a factory where the cost system is

given great consideration. The results in eighteen months showed material saving of time in tone

regulating, one less factory tuning, less time for full tuning and a more salable instrument. One
scale showed this result: An increase in cost of wire 26c; an increase in cost of hammers 85c per set;

increased cost of presser bar 75c; decrease in total production cost 32c per piano.

"The next factor for consideration is the sounding-board. The ideal sounding board re-

sponds alike to all pitches and is sensitive to all degrees of vibrational intensity. This precludes the

use of any material having a specific resonance; that is to say, responding more promptly or with

greater intensity to one rate of vibration than to another. A sounding board of Rock Maple is

undesirable because it has a definite pitch. If you were to suspend a Rock Maple sounding board

and tap it, it would vibrate with a given audible pitch. That board would respond with greater

vibrational intensity to its own pitch than to any other given pitch. A piano with a hard wood
sounding board has a brilliant tone in one key only. That key is the keynote of the sounding

board. The board responds readily to its own keynote and less readily to multiples of its own
rate of vibration. Outside of its pitch number and multiples thereof the tone is dead and has no

carrying power. A sounding board of Teak or Cedar does not respond readily to any pitch and

this is characteristic of any wood of its type. Spruce marks the dividing line between the elastic

and inelastic.

"The area of the sounding board is not a vital factor save in such instruments as are intended

for use in a very large audience room or out of doors. This statement may seem iconoclastic but

its truth has been demonstrated. We have here a small grand piano 4 feet 8 inches in length.

Its sounding board is not much larger than that of a bass guitar, yet please note its volume.

(Demonstrated upon Brambach grand piano.) This volume, clearness and brilliancy of tone is

obtained not through area of sounding board but by the rigidity of its retention. You will observe

that no soft linings are in evidence. I hold in my hand a thin strip of wood. I pull back the upper

end and release it. It gives about two vibrations and then stops. The hand which holds the strip

in place at its lower end is elastic. I now place one end of this strip in a vice, snap the upper

end and it vibrates for several seconds. Be certain that no elastic material contacts your sounding

board for it will act as a shock absorber while you are really desirous of shock reflection."

C. C. Chickering: "How do you approach the thin tones of the scale? This is very practical

and nearly every piano maker has more or less trouble with this section.

"

F. E. Morton: "There is a section usually beginning with the fifth octave, commonly known
as the 'weak spot' in most pianos. If you will follow a line from the point on the bridge where

those wires cross, along the grain of the sounding boarcl you will find that it passes under or very

close to the bass bridge. If you will try out one of those pianos before putting on the bass strings

you will find the weak section very much improved. Strike a key in the weak section. Your
prime object is to make the sounding board 'dance.' The part of the board responding to the

sixth octave on the piano lies close to the bass bridge and a heavy bearing upon the bass bridge
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prohibits the dancing movement of the sounding board. I find that the tension of the bass strings,

particularly at the break is abnormally high on the majority of pianos manufactured. The

average tension in the extreme treble is 160 lbs. The average tension of plain wire at the break on

a 6 foot 6 inch scale loaded with No. 20 wire is 138 lbs. On a 4 foot 4 inch scale about 125 lbs.

The first bass string from the break on the majority of pianos has a tension of 185 to 235 lbs. Aside

from the change in quality at the break because of this abrupt tension transition an extra heavy

load is placed upon the sounding board at a point where the greatest responsiveness is required.

One remedy, radical to be sure, is the extension of the 26 note bass scale to 29 for a 4 foot 6 inch

and to 31 for the 4 foot 4 inch. The tension on wound strings should not be over 10 lbs. greater

than that upon the plain wire and a much better result may be obtained on all bass scales regard-

less of size of case, by holding the maximum tension to 170 lbs. The practice of the string maker

is excellent. His graduations in gauges of core and covering wire are correct. You have given him

scales in which the first string from the break has too great length for the required pitch at a

reasonable tension. If the string maker uses a core wire too small, sufficient energy cannot be

conducted by this wire through the bridge to actuate the sounding board to the required amplitude

and he is limited in his use of covering wire of smaller gauges by the need of durability, hence his

only recourse lies in the use of a larger gauge core wire, the breaking weight of which increases more

rapidly than the rate of vibration on increasing pitch. The result is broken strings, buzzing strings,

ringing strings, returned to the string maker for replacement. The tension requirement on such

bass string wire is such as only may be made by ignoring acoustic value. Some time ago I visited

a bass string maker's shop. I found him in his experiment room surrounded by a pile of broken

strings. He said he had been trying to get the proper core and covering wire for a new scale that

had been given him. I computed relative length, weight, pitch and tension and found that the

first string from the break had been given too great a length, and suggested that he send it back

requesting a moving of the bass bridge and consequent shortening of the string. He said: 'If

I did that the manufacturer would say: " I will send this scale to some string maker who can make
these strings as I want them."

'

"So do not expect the string maker to correct your bass scales. And do not be afraid of

bringing the treble end of the bass bridge farther toward the center of your sounding board. The
decrease in tension will tend to eliminate the break. The tone quality of your wound doubles will

be materially improved and you will save the time of your tone regulator, for remember, the tone

regulator takes as a standard the weakest point in your scale and brings the balance of the scale

to that standard. Some string makers today are using music steel spring wire Nos. 17 and 18,

which has no acoustic value for your bass strings because of the high tension requirement. The
breaking weight of the wire should never be considered. If it were, you could draw those first

bass strings up to 300 lbs. tension and have no trouble with them thereafter. The all important

factor is the elastic limit of the wire, and if the wire has a breaking weight of 350 lbs. its elastic limit

is not over 210 lbs. Once this wire is drawn to or beyond its elastic limit, it ceases to be music

wire. Please remember this when drafting your scales."

C. C. Chickering: "This is very interesting and important and as a feature of our piano

construction should be given prominence in the music trade papers, particularly your statement

that our average piano is given too great tension in the bass."

Wm. Braid White: "Don't you think it is.our duty to help the string maker as much as we
can in making up his bass string loading? The formulae give length, weight, pitch and tension.

From any three of the factors we can get the fourth. In the bass scale, it seems that if we decide

upon the tension, it would be a very simple matter to apply the formulae reversed."

F. E. Morton: "It is practical. I have worked out lengths and gauges for several piano

makers which have gone to the string makers with very satisfactory results. Recently three scales

were forwarded to me with the statement that the string maker could not meet the demands of

the draughtsman. I found the tension of the first wound strings from the break respectively 188^
lbs., 208 lbs. and 2353^ lbs. No. 18 core wire was used and we will assume that the breaking weight

of that wire is 360 lbs., which would be fair. The impression obtained that those strings could be
pulled up to 350 lbs. with safety, but as the elastic limit was only 216 lbs. the wire stretched when
that point was reached. In the case of the first one with a tension of 1883^ lbs. at International

pitch, the chipper and first tuner drew that string at least one semi-tone above International

pitch, possibly more. This carried it very close to the elastic limit. In the case of the other two,
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they were carried beyond the elastic limit by the chipper and first tuner and the core wire was

dead as soon as the elastic limit was reached."

C. C. Chickering: "The question of changing the scale in the bass is not serious. The mov-

ing of the bass bridge on the sounding board is absolutely simple."

F. E. Morton: "If your hammer line is correctly placed in your present scale it will be

absolutely wrong after the bridge is moved. If your hammer line is set at one-eighth, for every

inch you move your bass bridge you must move your sweep one-eighth of an inch, therefore the

changing of the scale involves changing the plate pattern, which is usually considered quite serious

by the piano manufacturer. The points noted all affect the relative intensity of the partials.

They are all vital factors in tone building. False or wild notes in the treble usually are found near

the bar break or in the middle of the upper section. They may be caused by too heavy loading

or from high tension because of inaccurate lengths. The lack of responsiveness of the bridge may
be indicated. If your board is particularly rigid at that point, you are in effect vibrating your

wire, bridge and sounding board as one. Cutting the bridge under the bar is bad practice. Raising

the bar at that point is entirely feasible. It is a crime to cut the bridge."

C. C. Chickering: "If the manufacturer will put a rib under that point it will help."

F. E. Morton: "This has been done on some pianos. Here is one in which a small block is

secured to the board under this point but there was no occasion for cutting the bar in the first

place. A little engineering work on plate construction would save the time of the mechanic and
clear up the break at the bar."

C. C. Chickering: " I find that the plate maker wants to get as near a straight line of resistance

as he can. We have to fight him to get away from that."

F. E. Morton: "Still it can be done and has been done. The piano manufacturer should

interest the engineer in his problem. Plate making is tending every day further in the direction of

truss construction and there is not an engineer on general structural steel work, particularly

bridge work, who could not give valuable assistance in the designing of plates. They meet prob-

lems every day compared with which this problem is elementary, and I trust before the winter

is over.we will be able to have at least one first class engineer on structural work address us on

this subject."

F. Weidling: "You referred to the area of the sounding board and spoke of its carrying quali-

ties. A note from a concert grand carries a great distance."

F. E. Morton: "The loss of energy is directly as the square of the distance, and the concert

grand is subject to the same law as is the upright. If at 10 feet we have an energy of 100, at 20

feet we will have an energy of 25. This, however, is in the open and does not take account of

reflection and reverberation. Therefore, the matter of carrying a volume need hardly be con-

sidered in a house piano. If your sounding board is established with absolute rigidity at all points,

you have a board of maximum efficiency. Area cuts very little figure. Concert grand pianos, the

sounding boards of which are split on both sides of the bridge leaving a working sounding board

one foot wide only, have been used for considerable periods of time without the split being dis-

cerned through any change in tone, and this in halls not less than 35x75 feet."

C. C. Chickering: " Does that law of energy loss hold regardless of tone quality? Would the

tone from an inferior instrument be heard as distinctly as a piano having a correct distribution

of partials?"

F. E. Morton: "The law affects both pianos alike. The energy loss is always in proportion

to the amount of energy put forth. Energy is lost on a poor piano between the stroke on the key

and the vibration of the sounding board. Assuming that a 10-ounce blow is struck upon a key

having a three-ounce touch, the vibration of the board with seven ounces energy would indicate

absolute efficiency."

Wm. Braid White: "When you were speaking of the composition of tone you were a bit hard

upon our friend the seventh partial. Helmholtz showed that the seventh partial is a very strong

concomitant of the tone of the violin, and according to Dr. Miller's phonodeik, the human voice

has a strong seventh partial. It has been established by experiment that when a string is struck

upon a node the partial of that node will be eliminated. If the hammers were so pointed, speaking

generally, that they would not have such a tendency to slop over on the seventh, it would have a

better chance."

F. E. Morton: "The reason for the suppression of the seventh is that when it is developed
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the ninth follows. The develop ent I any odd numbered partial makes audible the sequentially

odd numbered higher partials."

C. C. Chickering: "Your argument in regard to tone production if accepted will seem to do

away with tone regulating."

F. E. Morton: "If the tone is made uniform by attention to such points as have been indi-

cated, a permanence of tone is assured. There is not a man here who would not be glad to know

that the piano he is turning out today will be referred to ten years hence as: 'I would not take

anything for my piano. It has the same sweet tone now that it had ten years ago.'

"There is no possibility of permanence resulting from tone regulating. The artist's scope is

limited by the spongy top hammers, and remember, the tone regulator must use the poorest and

weakest note on your scale as a standard. After several years' observation and experience I can

freely say I have found no one factor greater than uniform tension. To be sure the treatment of

the sounding board is important. The bellying of a board to a crown is unnecessary. Bellying in

line with the bridge is much better and much more conducive to permanence."

C. C. Chickering: "Maybe I am wrong, but I am of the opinion that a crowned board is

little insurance against the danger of a board splitting."

F. E. Morton: " If your crown is in line with your bridge, it is in line with the grain. I mean

simply to crown your board in one way, not to approach the hemispherical."

Wm. Braid White: "The average tension is on the whole too high, and I would like to ask

whether it would not be advisable for this conference to make a careful study of whether certain

definite advantages could not be had by bringing about a gradual declension of our tension

levels."

F. E. Morton: "This must go hand-in-hand with changes in the sounding board thickness

and ribbing. I recall a case within the last year of a piano, the average tension of which was

200 lbs. The bass down as far as lengths would permit ran from 235 lbs. and after full discussion it

was decided to adopt a lower tension. We compromised on 170 lbs. This was as much of the dog's

tail as they were willing to cut off at one time. Later, I was asked to check up the piano. It was

tonally dead all through. They were using the same sounding board, the same crown, the same

ribbing that had been used with the higher tension. Of course it was dead. It takes a definite

amount of energy to make the board vibrate, and it must be conducted by a given mass of wire.

If the tension is lowered, the sounding board must be made more responsive. There must be less

ribbing, less bearing, but the rigidity with which that board is retained at the outside becomes an

all important point and the effect of any elastic material is quickly perceived. In a low tension

scale, you have a 'thoroughbred' to deal with and every little blemish shows up very much plainer

than it does in a 'plug' higher tension scale. Between 160 and 165 lbs. is a rational tension and you
may well work toward that end in the development of the sounding board, and particularly in the

manner of retaining that sounding board in its position."

After a discussion of specific instruments, the meeting was adjourned.

Effects of Hammer Felts and Tension

November 2, 1916

Topics for future deliberation were agreed upon.
The committee on the height of grand piano keyboards reported progress and requested the

secretary to communicate with grand piano makers not represented, requesting data covering height
of white keys from the floor; the distance from the front of the pedal to a perpendicular line drawn
from the front of the keybed to the floor, and the height of piano benches.

F. E. Morton: "The proceedings of our last meeting are submitted for your criticism and
comment, the principal points being the effect upon tone quality of hammer line, elasticity of

hammer'felt, elapsed time of hammer and wire contact and the ratio of length, weight, pitch and
tension."

Wm. Braid White: " Don't you think we established certain conclusions regarding the safety
limits of loading? It seems to me it is our duty to stress particularly for the attention of others
the simple fact that we are engaged in developing an idea which is perfectly practical, which these
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discussions are showing can be done, and that there is no longer the slightest excuse to 'fumble'

that subject,— an even tension scale. There is nothing theoretical in it. We have established the

fact and can go farther. These discussions should be considered the classic on that subject."

F. E. Morton: "Is it the purpose of this Conference to establish or act arbitrarily, or to

study? This is a question to be decided. Personally, it has never been my intention to dictate or

assume any imperialistic attitude in these matters, but I am strong for this one thing— the

opinions and experience of all shall indicate a condition, that from this condition we may progress.

For instance, I have been engaged for some time in a study of the sounding board. I have only

this week succeeded in establishing one point, and that one point will furnish but a single constant

for a big equation. If we can establish a certain number of constants our problems will more easily

be solved."

E. B. Bartlett: "You have stated the matter according to my conception. The good we
get from this individually is what we can absorb and carry home, not in attempting to formulate

any set rules. I think the farther we keep away from anything that smacks of arbitrary rulings,

the more we can accomplish. We should leave to the individual the adoption of any points appeal-

ing to him as helpful."

Wm. Braid White: "We have put ourselves in position of being in possession of certain con-

stants, certain mathematical and mechanical facts. We have the opportunity of setting forth in

a manner which has never been possible before, which never may be possible again, the existence

of these things and their importance. What greater function can we have than establishing these

things and establishing them in the most definite manner so that these discussions can stand as

the classic on the subject?"

F. E. Morton: We seem to be agreed save in the manner of application. Any further sug-

gestions?"

C. H. Jackson: "There is a question by Mr. Chickering reported in the last minutes: 'How
do you approach the thin tones of the scale?' A year or so ago, I put the same question to Mr.

Morton. I told him at the time that I thought the string lengths were all right, and he answered

me very much as he has Mr. Chickering. He said: 'Look at your bass strings and let me see how
you have them loaded.' We found that they were loaded up very heavily. I reduced the tension

and the result was good, and I haven't had any complaint on that particular part of the piano

and can now devote my attention to other things."

Wm. Braid White: "About a year and a half ago, a western manufacturer desired to improve

his product. He parmitted me to make him a new set of gauges for his scale. Using the American

Steal & Wira Company's formula and wire, and taking his scaleas it stood, we adopted a tension of

155 pounds in the treble and 170 in the bass simply by computing the weights according to the for-

mulae. We strung up a few pianos with this new loading, and upon measuring found we came
within about five pounds of the desired tension throughout. The result was that at a negligible

cost, the manufacturer found his piano greatly improved, tuned better, the tone regulating

reduced, and the tone was considerably more even and measurably improved."

E. B. Bartlett: "My experience has been largely theoretical. I got this even tension bug
many years ago. It had occurred to me that the peculiarities of different pianos were due to

difference in tension and possibly they would stand in tune better if the tension were equal.' I

laid out some string lengths by a formula I deduced from books I had read and made one piano.

The wound section may have been a little high. The perusal of the minutes of the last meeting

verifies a theory I formed from this piano. I overlooked one very important point. I gave the

strings a little more bearing and didn't thin up the sounding board. It stood in tune wonderfully

well. Later, based on that experience I made another piano at a tension of 196 pounds all through.

We retained that for purposes of observation for a year and a half or two years. It was fairly

satisfactory except for the hammer line. I am not sure yet what was wrong with it. The 196-

pound tension piano has some bad spots in it which I think due to the improper location of the

hammer line. This piano stood for nearly two years without being tuned. It wasn't absolutely

smooth, but there was no spot in the scale that was way down or way up— none of those changes

that would come from a scale that had a very uneven tension. I have been hoping I could get from

these meetings a formula for the hammer line that would remedy this trouble. I believe Mr.
Davis has carried out these ideas in some of our styles with very good results."
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F. E. Morton: "Plate founders inform me that a plate of which they had the pattern fre-

quently is taken as a basis in making a new scale. A few changes are made which will not neces-

sitate a new pattern and the sweep of that plate is accepted. This makes the hammer line sub-

servient to the sweep. This has been related by several plate founders as a very common ex-

perience, and leads me to think that the objection of the manufacturer to a change in his sweep

line is based upon something more than the expense involved."

E. B. Bartlett: " In my computations on equal tension scales using the half sizes of wire, I

found it impossible with a scientific hammer line to use a sweep for the upper bridge and we didn't

attempt to do it. I think it quite likely that I was figuring too closely. In the second piano we did

make the sweep of the upper bridge and maybe that is one of the errors. A different size wire

would be required for each note to keep the sweep uniform and scientifically accurate at the

same time, and that isn't feasible."

F. E. Morton: "The compromise which I have suggested of establishing a semitone propor-

tion between gauge changes permits the sweep. This has been demonstrated by actual experiment.

The one constant first established is the hammer line. One method of taking care of the treble is

to establish XA from the longest plain wire to the bar break; and from the bar break to the shortest

wire a semitone proportion to l/20. The same quality of tone is not desired in the last octave as

obtains in the middle register. The piano would be unsaleable."

Wm. Braid White: "The first time I undertook to make a scale drawing I began by establishing

an octave proportion of length. Knowing the ratio of tension to pitch and length and knowing the

ratio of all factors to each other, I deduced a given proportion of length for the octave and from

that obtained the semi-tone proportion. I undertook to lay out the hammer line as follows:

Taking a point nearly \Jl for the greater part of the bass, Y% for the entire middle section and

then from about. No. 26 or thereabout from the treble, going up to l/9, l/lO, l/l2, as closely as

I could measure, which landed me at about l/20. Theoretically I was getting nineteen partials.

I found in the first place that theoretical determination of the hammer line made a beautiful

sweep. In adjusting the tension of the strings, I found little difficulty, and, using Perfected wire

came very close to the required tension of 160 pounds."

F. E. Morton: "In the method of adjusting weights to lengths already determined, did the

result show the common practice of loading to be nearly correct?"

Wm. Braid White: "Yes, except, of course, when approaching the break, which took a rather

larger wire."

F. E. Morton: "Owing to the nature of steel regardless of tension, length and weight, the

stiffness of the wire is a factor. Use a No. 21 or No. 22 wire at the break and you will find a

rod or bar tonal effect. Because of the stiffness, it is impracticable at such a length; it will vibrate

segmentally rather than fundamentally. The overtones are very much in evidence because of

the nature of the steel itself, and you are absolutely obliged to take that into consideration,

otherwise we could have a fairly uniform tension through to the wound strings regardless of

length. Take a little grand of today, with plain wire length of between 38 and 39 at the break

and it is so short that a No. 20 wire is impracticable on the last two notes before the break. No. 20

wire at that length becomes a bar in its tonal effect and you find overtones galore— in fact, the

overtones in some cases are almost dominant."

Wm. Braid White: "On this particular scale the mathematical requirement was for No. 22

wire. We did try a No. 22 wire and found it impossible for that very reason. It was impossible to

get a clear tone. It had no recognizable fundamental."

E. B. Bartlett: "Have you tried the effect of using a covered string there in order, to maintain

the tension?"

F. E. Morton: "It is impossible after the plate is formed. If you start on that basis in the

first place— bringing the agraffe line in and the bridge closer so as to give a shorter string, the

effect is not at all bad. It has been done in several cases with success. I have advocated a greater

number of wound strings in the bass. I don't know of any reason why we should be limited to

28 notes in the bass, or any particular reason why, if we add wound strings, we should carry them
over to the treble section. I have kept in very close touch with the development of one grand and
have carried the bass section quite a little farther. We must have 48K inches length on B, (key

27), in order to acquire a tension of 160 pounds with a No. 20 wire, so it is really quite a com-
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promise, cutting down to 38, 39, 40, as we do in the small uprights and grands. I think we should

have more data in our reports on hammer line experience. General data is limited and seems to

have resulted rather from precedent than experiment."

E. B. Bartlett: "The hammer of necessity covers quite a space on the string, and the farther

down the scale the more it covers. This is one of the difficulties I have experienced in getting a

mathematical basis for it."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. White has stated that it was established before his time that the node

is eliminated at the striking point. For instance, if the hammer strikes at a point V% of the length

of the string, the node of the eighth is destroyed. Helmholtz's experiments, however, were con-

ducted with very small German silver wire and a considerable length was given in order that the

effect might be observed, and the hammer used was a metal hammer— generally of brass. The-

oretically, the node is abolished at the striking point, but practically segmental vibration is

observed with a lesser degree of intensity. The point of greatest interest to us, however, is the

effect of any change in the hammer line, as we must effect a change of quality in the extreme treble

by this means."

E. B. Bartlett: "Suppose you start with one-eighth at the break, assuming you have 28

wound strings, and by equal steps reduce that ratio until you get to the highest string in the treble

at say one-sixteenth the length of the string. Is it practicable?"

F. E. Morton: "There is a uniformity deemed essential through the middle of the piano and

a given hammer line proportion will give that. We do, generally, maintain the same proportion

for the hammer line through the center of the piano. For that reason I doubt if a graduated

change would effect the purpose. We want the same quality of tone until we come to the point

where uniformity of tone is sacrificed for brilliancy. We can agree that common practice of the

hammer line is generally good and satisfactory, but that it is uniform is another proposition which

we don't accept so readily. In a great many magnificent pianos some weak spots remain. What
degree of uniformity we desire in the piano is still an open question and is a matter for discussion

and research as well."

E. B. Bartlett: "You didn't change immediately from YA to l/9 between 58 and 59?"

F. E. Morton: "No. There may be a different point in each piano, but at the bar break or

a trifle below we may safely begin to graduate. A curve plotted shows a straight line from that

point to the break, and a geometrical progression to the extreme treble."

E. B. Bartlett: "I think the ideal scale is one that can be put down on paper and if all

patterns were lost another just like it could be made."

C. C. Chickering: "You might be interested in Mr. Frank Chickering's experience. After

working over the problem for many years he came to the conclusion that he could get the kind of

tone he thought came nearest pleasing the average ear by striking the lower section of the piano

at the eighth. The old German way was the seventh; the French idea was to strike shorter, and
he got something between. About the thirtieth note from the treble he struck on the ninth, then

from the ninth to the extreme treble graduated again. I have measured a good many pianos of

different makes and have come to the conclusion that Mr. Chickering wasn't far from right in

striking a perfect average."

Wm. Braid White: "Mr. Morton mentioned we had been guided more by precedent than

anything else, and whenever we think of hammer lines we are compelled to think of the hammer
itself. The hammer hasn't any striking point at all. If we have a good hammer we do once or

twice strike that point. I wonder whether we could perhaps undertake, or suggest the under-

taking of some research with a view to discovering what would happen if an attempt were really

made to produce a hammer that came closer to striking where it is supposed to strike."

F. E. Morton: "We are getting just such hammers for experimental purposes and hope to

get results. As I mentioned the other night, the length of time the hammer contacts the wire is an
important matter. If a hammer strikes say for instance the eighth node, it rests on adjacent

nodes just as long as it contacts the wire and those partials are damped by the hammer."
C. H. Jackson: "While we are reducing the tension on oue strings, I think we ought to

prevail upon the hammer makers to increase the tension of the felt on the moldings."

R. H. Waud: "Don't you think in some cases the action has something to do with the

length of time the hammer stays on the string? In using the same actions you will find some of
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them will work and some will not. You can keep on pressing the key and there is a point on some

of them where the hammer will stop."

T. A. Johanson: "We all know the importance of the hammer. It is an important factor in

producing tone. There are so many things that make a poor hammer. Quite a number of our

hammer makers are not using the right kind of felt. They are trying to make a hammer hard by

compression. It should be hardened in carding. I have no desire to dictate what hammer you

should use. That is up to you. My idea is that the hammer should strike the string at a perfect

line. If the hammer should be bored a little less than %, or more, it might strike a down or up

blow. Hammer makers are very careless in their boring. When the hammer strikes a blow that

will fly off, it doesn't produce the result desired. We should help the hammer makers. We should

have sufficient felt on top so that when the head of the hammer goes into the press it will not cup

at one side and make the hammer lopsided. It is necessary to have the head shaped to perfection.

If we could get together and visit a factory where the hammers are made it would be an excellent

thing. We should aim at a big hammer. This will produce the best tone.

"The resistance of the hammer should be about the same as the strings."

H. H. Arnold: "A hammer maker in New York told me why the so-called German felt was

superior to the American felt. Here, the wool is treated in large vats and a large amount of chemi-

cals, and especially alkalis are used for the purpose of bleaching, making the wool white. The idea

that the hammer must be white is not carried out in the imported. They come in a pale yellow

color on account of the natural oils being left in. Here, the life of the wool is killed by the alkalis

and chemicals, resulting in short fibers. On further talking with this hammer maker, he stated

that labor in this country was dearer than in Germany and that we couldn't afford to use the

same process. There, the wool is placed in the sun to bleach instead of using alkalis and chemi-

cals. If the method was changed here, just as good felt could be made. We can make American

felt out of American wool just as well as the German people can make felt from American wool.

"

C. Arthur Brown: " I think you have reached the kernel of the whole thing. It was my priv-

ilege and pleasure a number of years ago to be brought into contact with the problem of how to

purify water for use in the textile industries. I was connected with the first industry in this coun-

try to make a success of that work, and it was only after some eight or ten very able chemists had

exhausted every resource that they learned that this company was able to purify water in such a

way that it could be used in any one of the textile industries with satisfaction and success. Water
plays a very large part in wool or any other fabric. You can kill any kind of fiber with an improp-

er chemical treatment.

"This is one of the things in which Mr. Morton has interested me. As it happens, we have a

large amount of data accumulated a number of years ago that will prove valuable in this connec-

tion. The methods of scouring, bleaching, washing and curing wool or any other fiber plays a vi-

tal part in the life of the resultant fiber. It is merely a question of putting that of which we have
all the data into effect, and it may be well to state that like most operations, when you do it right,

you do it more economically than when you do it wrong. We can do with American methods an
equal quality of work and use less labor than is being used in Germany. They are making some
mistakes. Their felt is not as good as can be produced. If you want the most resilient fibre in the

world you must go to a Navajo Indian for it. They don't use any chemicals and it is the best in

the world."

C. C. Chickering: "We formerly used a German felt on our hammers. We noticed a very de-

cided change in the results in the upper register when we changed to domestic. We complained
and changed from one concern to another. Then the first concern which had been supplying us

asked for the privilege of sending some more hammers which we found very much better. They
explained that they had changed their presses and moldings, and I gathered that the few exper-

imental hammers which gave us better results had been given a higher pressure. They had loos-

ened up the lower sections and left the pressure on the upper octave or two for a considerable

length of time. The resultant hammer was a decided improvement—an improvement over the

hammers we received from Germany. I might say, however, that they have left the pressure

too far down in the scale to suit us. We are going to suggest that they take the pressure off a
little earlier on six or eight notes which were made so hard that we got a rather thin tone on the
scale.
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"The point is very noticeable where the pressure ceases. There is almost a break in the scale

of the hammers due to this treatment."

F. E. Morton: "Has anyone any experience with 'reinforced' hammers?"

C. H.Jackson: "I thinkthe reinforcement is really good. It helps to retain the original shape

of the hammer."

C. C. Chickering: "The tendency in recent years has been to make the hammer as light

as possible, even to filing the shanks down."

F. E. Morton: "In 1887 or 1888 I made experiments with hammers submitted and de-

vised an apparatus afterward, called a 'kicker' for testing purposes. By this means, five years'

wear was given the hammer in about three weeks' time. The wire was given the high tension then

in use in the larger pianos, and some felt was actually cut as with a knife after one or two weeks'

use. Other felt packed instead to the end of the test. An examination showed that in the hammers
which did not cut the fibre showed a decided tendency to lay parallel with the wire, while the felt

that was cut through showed more of a cross fibre. The fibre quality was about the same in both

cases."

Mr. Morton then stated that certain experiments were being made with the idea of determining

the extreme range of possibilities in sound board construction and placement. Anticipating a

scarcity of clear spruce in the future, experiments have been made with steel and other alloys as

well as with laminated woods. He said:

"Spruce is used because it has no specific resonance. A good spruce board does not respond to

the pitch corresponding with its mass more than to any other pitch. It marks the dividing line

between wood which acts as a shock absorber and that containing such an amount of resin as to

give resonance to its own specific pitch. A laminated board will be practicable only when a glue

is found having a rate of vibration synchronous with that of the wood itself. Under present prac-

tice, crowning leaves the fibre in a state of tension on one side and compression on the other side.

Any mineral or animal substance, however, used in this process will eventuate in disintegration as

the mineral rate of vibration is lower than the vegetable rate, while the animal rate is higher than

that of the vegetable."

E. B. Bartlett: "How about shellac?"

F. E. Morton: "The process of extracting resin lowers its vibration rate. If the vibration rate

of resin were higher, the cohesion of shellac would be sufficient for the purpose."

T. A. Johanson: "I do not think the laminated board ever may be made practicable, as cli-

matic changes naturally will affect the three or five layers differently. I believe we will be able to

get spruce for the next hundred years."

The policy governing the future of the conventions was then discussed at length.

F. E. Morton: "We can popularize honesty in the piano industry by means of these discus-

sions. Honesty will be popularized not by advertising but by publicity."

C. C. Chickering: "What is the difference between advertising and publicity?"

F. E. Morton: "Advertising is the exploitation of a thing; publicity the exploitation of an

idea."

F. E. Morton then demonstrated by means of apparatus the rhythmic movement of the sound-

ing board, the projection of this movement upon a black screen being magnified 80,000 times.

Hammers, from the Sheep to the Piano

November 16, 1916

Chairman F. E. Morton: "When the hammer strikes the piano wire, the interests of the wire

maker and the felt maker become mutual. In fact, the interests of every trade contributing to

the completed instrument becomes involved. For about a year and a half I have been investigating

felt and its relation to the piano. So far, it has been a matter of diagnosis. I have no big ideas

to put forth, nothing to startle the trade but, realizing that diagnosis is 99 per cent and treatment

1 per cent, I am still engaged in diagnosis, and the assistance of the trade will be very grateful.

Assuming that your attitude is practically the same, I have secured from the officials of The Felt-
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ers Company of Boston an expression of their desire to co-operate with the trade for the improve-

ment of the products of both. Assuming the expression was given in good faith, I have asked

them to have representatives here capable of presenting the felt makers' side. They responded.

Gentlemen, I don't want to seem for a moment to dictate the method by which this matter shall

be handled, but I want to present this viewpoint to you. Between the sheep and the completed

hammer there lies the felt maker and the hammer maker. I would like to know, and assume that

you would like to know, the province of each and the responsibilities of each. If the felt is prop-

erly made and is abused in any way by the hammer maker, the effect upon you is just the same.

All we reasonably may expect is to find out just what that status is. Certain it is if we can define

the position of the felt maker, and our own, we have by a very simple process of deduction the

position of the hammer maker, or if we succeed in defining the position of the Rammer maker and

our own, we will have defined the position of the felt maker. If we allow the felt maker to define

his position; the hammer maker his position, we are in a position easily to define our own. In any

event, I can see nothing but profit to all concerned whichever way it is handled."

Mr. Morton then introduced R. H. Buchanan, manager of the New York office ; A. W. Nelson,

superintendent and manager of the Middleville plant, and W. H. Bryant, manager of the Chicago

office, who expressed their willingness to co-operate with the trade in any manner which might be

deemed advisable following the evening's collaboration.

C. C. Chickering: "Would it be interesting to us all here tonight to have any one of these gen-

tlemen tell us exactly what process the wool goes through from the time it is sheared to the time

it is ready for the piano manufacturer? It might help to bring forward some nice questions."

H. H.Arnold: "I would like to ask whether there is any great difference in the quality of the

wool, whether that wool is raised in one locality or another. For instance, whether it is raised in

the southwest or northwest; on the Pacific Coast or the central or eastern states where farmers

keep a few sheep and take better care of them; whether that has any influence on the finished felt?"

R. H. Buchanan: "Climate and blood are important. There are certain wools that have better

felting qualities than others. Some imported wools are better for certain purposes than domestic,

and it is the business of the felt maker to obtain a proper blending of wools. We must select in

the first place. Every precaution is taken in preparing before putting them in work. After they

are selected and graded we have certain blends which we work up in sections of sheets. Some wools

felt harder and are more elastic and these are used for the treble. We couldn't use the same class

of wool for the treble and bass.

"

C. C. Chickering: "Where do you get the wool for the bass end of the hammers?"
R. H. Buchanan: "This is left to the manufacturer and depends on the grade required. We

make two grades of felt.

"

C. C. Chickering: "Starting with the best grade, where does the wool come from?"

R. H.Buchanan: "We use an imported wool in our best grades. The wool from Australia is

good. Different wools come from different parts of Australia. It is a matter of selecting the prop-

er wool."

R. H. Waud: " How do you grade your wool? According to quality, length, color or what? "

R. H. Buchanan: " It is a matter of blending. Length of fibre has something to do with it.

"

C. C. Chickering: "Is the second grade of wool coarser?"

R.H.Buchanan: "Yes. A little coarser.

"

C. C. Chickering: "After you have gotten through the lowerend of your process, what do you
do for the central?"

R. H. Buchanan: "As I said before, it is all a matter simply of blending the wool. We begin

to make the felt from the bass and build on and on until we get to the treble."

C. C. Chickering: " Do you necessarily use a different growth of wool for the center and treble,

and is it selected from different parts of the animal?"
R. H. Buchanan: "Yes, but no parts of the animal are recognized by the felt maker. This is

the function of the wool sorter."

C. C. Chickering: "Do our fulling processes differ in any respect from the European?"
R. H. Buchanan: "Not so far as I know."
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C. C. Chickering: "I have been told that we cut our felt in several pieces and then full them

together, whereas abroad they step it up."

R. H. Buchanan: "We don't step it up."

Wm. Braid White: "Couldn't we get these gentlemen to tell us definitely the various steps, one

by one, in the process?"

E. B. Bartlett: "I don't feel quite sure that I have all the information I could absorb on the

question of wools. Someone told me years ago that in making hammer felt, particular wools of

radically different character were required. Some crinkly that would easily tangle and hold to-

gether; others straight. The crinkly wool couldn't be worked alone; the straight wool couldn't

be worked alone, so wools were selected with those qualities as well as length and strength of

fibre. I think it would be interesting to know a little more about that."

R. H. Buchanan: "That is the selection and blending of wools I spoke of."

E. B. Bartlett: "If a grade or blend of wool does not run uniformly, to what extent is the per-

sonal equation applied?"

R. H. Buchanan: "WT

e haven't any definite point to work from. We want to reach a definite

result. That is what we are here for tonight. WT

e buy wools according to grade, using every care

possible in the preparation of those wools before they are put in work. It is a matter of the buy-

er's judgment entirely whether this wool is of the same blood and length of fibre."

E. B. Bartlett: "The proper proportion would be a matter of judgment based on an examina-

tion of the particular wool you are working with?"

R. H. Buchanan: "We have gone so far that we know what to use of each particular grade to

get a result in a certain section of this felt."

F. E. Morton: "So far, only one point has been developed—whether or not the wool is crinkly.

Are there any other points relating to the fibre of the wool; the diameter of the fibre? Does the

fact that the wool was sheared from a dead sheep influence the condition of the fibre?"

A.W.Nelson: "Yes! Very largely.

"

F. E. Morton: "The dead wool won't felt! Does the period of time elapsing between the wash-

ing and shearing of the sheep affect the product?"

A. W. Nelson: "No. I don't believe so."

W. H. Bryant: "Most of these points you are bringing up are left to the personal equation

and judgment. They are not germane to the purpose. What we want to find out is: From the

sheep to the hammer, what can we do to construct a hammer felt that will give the desired result?

We want to find what the desired standpoint is so we can handle the matter. We want to start

from a clean base and a new start and work this proposition out to the end."

F. E. Morton: "I believe it is the desire of each man here to be placed in a position to co-oper-

ate in this work, but the limitations of each must be defined. If it is necessary to inaugurate a

publicity campaign to educate the farmers of this country in the care of their sheep, we want to

know what we require from that farmer. When we know this we will do our share. It seems to

me we can't ask and answer too many questions to define our position. I believe we can bring out

here, gentlemen, information that will give each of us a handle on the proposition so each may
carry his share of the load. I know it is fully understood that every question and every answer

is given in good faith. At just what point do the functions of each begin?"

H. H. Arnold: "When a man finds he has something—something he has made which is not

exactly perfect—he has to go to the root of it to solve the difficulty. After the felt is made, the

piano man doesn't care how it is made. We would like to know, because we would like to know
what to avoid if we can. What we are interested in is a piece of felt that when it is made into a

hammer will stay made. The hammer has to have a certain amount of life, a resiliency that will

come back. After it has been striking the string for a long time it ought to show as little as pos-

sible sign of wear. The indenture should not be there at all, or as light as possible. Then the wool

fibre should, in my opinion, be of such grade and material, and treated in such a manner that the

contact of the hammer striking the string will not cut the fibre. That is where our trouble lies.

First the indenture cutting in, and afterward the breaking of the fibre. Let us get to the point:

Why do some hammers cut in more readily than others and become brittle? A good hammer after

it is used for a long time should pick up, be loosened and brought back to a certain degree to its

original state."
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E. B. Bartlett: " I think you have stated the requisite qualities of a good hammer as well as

it can be done. I don't quite see how we could follow that plan unless we could first find a felt

that was ideal in character, adopt it as a standard and ask the man from whom we buy the felt to

conform to that standard. It seems to me all we can undertake is to define the results we want in

general terms, and let the men who have handled the same in a practical way explain the difficulties'

they meet.

"

William Braid White: "The first defect observed by the outside tuner is loss of shape, which

may be due to a breaking or packing of the fibre. Hammers from two to four years old have broken

down. Then there is the other kind which pack hard, but at the same time flatten out. Some-

times it is impossible to remedy the defects of a hammer of that sort, because there is no practical

method of re-shaping. The process of ironing is beyond the capacity of the average man outside.

"

C. M. Stanley: "Years ago we picked the hammer into a cushion. We never went far under

the surface to produce silent qualities. Old tone regulators of Baltimore, New York and Boston

in my time picked the surface of the hammer and very seldom went to the second or third layer.

A felt man then told me that the length and certain other characteristics of the hair made the ham-
mer resilient and wear for years and capable of being brought back approximately to the original

value. I defy any man today to use a set of needles on the ordinary hammer and produce that

cushion in the way they produced it twenty years ago. I want to know what characteristic has

vanished from the present hammer."
R. H. Buchanan: "I hardly know how to answer that. Methods have changed a great deal

since then. I have watched tone regulating a great deal and believe the shape of the hammer is

lost by over tone regulating. You are bound to do some damage if you use four or five needles.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Is it possible to make a set of hammers that will require very little tone

regulation?"

R. H. Buchanan: "It is our aim to make felt to graduate as uniformly as possible."

C. M. Stanley: "Years ago it was considered necessary to cap fifteen or sixteen hammers in

the extreme treble with buckskin. We did that because we couldn't pick the hammer. There was

nothing there to pick. We have been told that the pressures can be brought to bear on the felt

that will produce certain characteristics of tone, but I believe it is impossible to produce a uni-

form hammer. It is not in the pressure. It is in the quality of felt that we must look for the solu-

tion of the problem."

W. H. Bryant: "We believe that it is possible to construct such sets of hammers from felt of

the proper consistency.

"

R. W. E. Sperry: "I can't see how the hammer maker can do that. I believe the greatest

trouble is with ourselves. Each has a different standard."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you think that comes back to the question of the scale? One scale

requires a hard hammer; another a softer."

F. E. Morton: "Several makers may be after the same effect by different procedure. By col-

laboration we may determine a single effective method. We have that in the steel business to the

nth degree. One mill will make as many special steels as there are fabricators of the same product,

and until these men collaborated, those conditions obtained. After collaborating, we find a uni-

form practice may be established by the fabricator to his own advantage and ours, reducing his

cost and ours. This can be accomplished in the manufacture of pianos and player pianos as a re-

sult of these conferences."

E. B. Bartlett: "Isn't ittruethat wemust lookto the feltmaker for the durability and resil-

iency of the felt he supplies? Then, isn't it likely that we must have an understanding with our

hammer maker to use the proper amount of pressure in forming those hammers to suit the scale,

and if we want to get away from this excessive needling, isn't it necessary to devise our scale to

make it unnecessary? The ideal piano would need no regulating."

William Davis: "A good set of hammers don't require much picking. When examined through

a glass a first-class hammer shows a very fine fibre, uniform all through. The poorer hammers
have coarse fibre. With the latter we get a very poor quality of tone.

"

F. E. Morton: " Does the hardness or softness of the felt enter into that, or will the hammer
be good or bad according to the diameter of the fibre? Given then the finer fibre and it wouldn't

matter as to the pressure.

"
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William Davis :

'

' Yes ! The hammer that calls for excessive picking is full of heavy, coarse fibre."

C. Arthur Brown: "Is the short fibred hammer better?"

William Davis: "Long fibred is the best."

T. A. Johanson: "As the hammer maker builds up the hammer with very little felt in the mid-

dle section, it is hard to do much with it. You must have your weight in the middle section, and

I believe most of the manufacturers want a hammer heavier in the middle section."

William Braid White: "We might venture to tell our felt hammer making friends that the

matter of tone regulation has been perhaps somewhat misunderstood in the past, and we should

say boldly that the object of tone regulating is now understood to be nothing but that of correct-

ing the necessary and unavoidable mechanical deficiencies of the scale. Tone regulating is no

longer to be considered as a matter of coloring your tone."

E. E. Beach: "Twosheetsof felt made up with identically the same pressure will produce en-

tirely different results when you come to tone regulating. One set of hammers may require an

immense amount of needling, while the other set will be elastic and will respond readily to the ef-

forts of the tone regulator and will not require any great effort to reach the tone he is after. The
trouble lies in the felt. I have not been able to determine the reason.

"

R. H.Buchanan: "It would seem that of two sheets of felt weighing within an ounce or two of

each other the amount of pressure the hammer coverer put on each will determine which one will

require more needling than the other. You must start at a definite point and have a definite rule

all the way through.

"

R. H. Waud: "My experience has been that given certain scales, the hammer maker could

turn out hammers that would exactly suit the scale and need very little tone regulating. I have

done it and gone through the whole business. Anyone making his own hammers from a fairly uni-

form felt should have no trouble in making them, if the sheet is good. See that the felt is not

bumpy and reject all sheets that are not right. Those sheets that have hills and holes will re-

quire lots of tone regulating. The hammer makers' problem is to make hammers to suit all of us,

but those making their own hammers should have little trouble. The tone regulating should not

consume more than fifteen minutes."

C. M. Stanley: "It is the longevity of the hammer we are after. What we want to find out is

what quality makes a good hammer—whether it is one mesh of felt or another, one grade or an-

other; one kind of sheep under different conditions producing better wool than another. As far

as making a hammer that will effectually smooth out the difficulties— grades of ironing, hard

and soft needle, the bellying of the sounding board, etc. it is an impossibility. The tone regulating

takes care of all this and it becomes a question of the durability of the hammer and bringing it

back after use."

F. E. Morton :
" We can stick to the felters' side of the hammer to advantage if we can only

get on parallel lines. The shape of the hammer, the weight and all those points involved in the

making of a hammer we know to be the functions of the hammer maker. He may tell us he can't

do so and so unless he is given such and such felt, in which case the position of the felt maker is

designated, and that is what we want to know. I would like a little more complete data. Any
such experience as Mr. Davis has given is worth a great deal. Those who have tested and tried

out hammers could give us valuable data to work upon that also would be of value to the hammer
and felt makers."

C. C. Chickering: "The people who made our hammers began sending us felt which was un-

satisfactory in the treble. We complained and they used a little harder pulling in the upper sec-

tion, and arrived at what we wanted by leaving the presses on full over night, but loosening up
the presses at the lower end. Where the tone breaks off we have to do a little more needling to

make the scale even. It makes a harder hammer and seems to be a permanent hardness. It is

possible they may have collaborated with the felt maker and produced a little harder hammer in

the upper part. As near as I could gather it was done in the hammer department."
E. B. Bartlett: "Our retail department complained that the hammers were coming too soft.

After they had taken steps to remedy the difficulty I was asked to come out to the factory with
some of the retail force and the gentleman upon whose judgment we depended was very much
pleased with the result. On making inquiries afterward, I found they were using identically the
same felt, but leaving it in the presses longer and under heavy pressure. It brightened up wonder-
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fully and so far as I know didn't increase the labor of the tone regulator. It was the same funda

mentally, but treated differently in the presses when the hammers were made. We probably

should look to the felt makers for the durability and resiliency which they have explained is due

to the character and quality of wool, and I wondered at the same time whether the pressing process

wouldn't have something to do with that; whether in our zeal for time saving on this side of the.

water we didn't rush this through with chemicals that left the felt brittle."

A. W. Nelson: "There are no chemicals used in the manufacture of our felt except soap and

water. The finer the wool the better hammer you will get every time.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "Is there anything in the process of making felt by which you can determine

the direction of the fibres in the finished hammer,—whether it shall be parallel with the stringi

or across it? Which is the preferred position?"

R. H. Buchanan: "When they are parallel with the string. It doesn't cut the fibres then.

The fibres are first carded and laid parallel. When they begin to harden and full, they crawl in,;

interlock and bind the mass together.
"

F. E. Morton: "The carding processes would be interesting to hear."

A. W. Nelson: "The fibres are constantly being worked so as to lay them parallel. The woo

goes on the card picked, and is fed in there and the fibres of the web are parallel as they get to the

finisher end of the card. We use all care in selecting the wool. We get it as clean as we can—free

from specks. One of our great troubles comes from marking the sheep in the West. They put|

on a big brush of tar and the sorter is supposed to cut it off, but the specks show up all the way

through. We have girls picking these specks from the wool. Then the wool is combed and from

there run into a carder. We start at the bass of a sheet end and use a'combination of wools which

give most resiliency. Then it is run down on what we call a roller hardener. It is an endless apror

running over brass rollers. The rollers are perforated for steam. Then a narrow web is run down<

It widens out and builds a proper taper. If we want a full taper it is fed so that we get more woo

in the treble and less in the bass, or a perfectly straight taper can be run. Some faults would com(

because the sheet has not been properly hardened. It is absolutely necessary that they be hardenec

together. You would get a soft spot in there if it wasn't hardened that couldn't be eliminated aftei

it leaves the hardener. It is necessary that both sides be even. It takes about an hour and a hal

to run down a 12-pound sheet. This is taken from the hardener and cut into six sheets. It is ther

taken into the fulling room and washed very carefully and any oil or grease is washed out. Ther

it rs put under these hammers and pounded from e^very different angle. It is rolled one way. P

sheet will be about 60" wide where it changes to 36", and will be 50 long where it will finish 39

It is fulled in that operation. The whole operation is like a poor washerwoman with good under'

wear. We handle it with soap and pound it at all angles, so all portions are treated alike. Ther,

we shrink it in the extreme treble portion to make that as hard as we can. We leave the bass wherd

we think the customer wants it as nearly as we can find out. We make the treble as hard as we

can and yet leave it elastic so there is a certain amount of stretch left in it."

F. E. Morton: "What characteristic in felt determines the elastic limit?"

W. H. Bryant: "The life of the wool that has been preserved through all these operations.'^

F. E. Morton: "Has the hammer maker any safeguard which will prevent him getting beyonc

the elastic limit?"

R. H. Buchanan: "I don't believe he has any positive safeguard."

F. E. Morton: "This results either in a loss of stock or poor hammer."
R. H. Buchanan: "Yes!"

J. Gerts: "I would like to ask these gentlemen what they think of reinforcing hammers?';

F. E. Morton: "That subject is coming up at another time. We are treating with the direction

and control of energy and the object is to conduct the energy from the end of the key to the sound

ing board as effectively and efficiently as possible. That can be and will be worked out as an en-

gineering problem. The resistance at the point of the hammer can be computed as accurately an,

any other problem in force and resistance. The shaping of the felt before it is put on the hammei

is a question that does come up to the felt maker. As to elasticity, it was suggested at the last

meeting that the resilience of the felt should be the same as that of the wire. There can be a pro

portion established. It is purely an engineering proposition."

William Braid White: "We have established, I think, the matter of pressure. The time th<
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hammers are left in the press is of importance to the tone quality. Couldn't we arrive at some def-

inite data which the hammer maker could use for giving whatever results are desired, and if some

experiments were made by the manufacturers and hammer makers, many advances could be made
toward real knowledge of the subject and we then could accomplish something by working to-

gether.

"

F. E. Morton: " I agree with that fully. In the manufacture of steel—in annealing work, for

instance—we used to be dependent upon the judgment, good or bad, of a man whose business it

was to determine the temperature from the effects observed, and the whole process of annealing

for a space of hours was up to the judgment of that one man. The factor of domestic troubles, in-

digestion, etc., whiph naturally warps a man's judgment was not recorded. We had the same
problem that you have with the hammer maker. Today we have pyrometers which register the

temperature, and if we want to know the condition of rods or wire, we have a record showing var-

iations of a single degree, and no one can say, ' I thought it was all right,' or ' I did the best I could.

'

That part of the human element has been taken care of by scientific methods. There is room for

a great deal of that sort of thing in hammer making. I think we may possibly find room for a

great deal of that in the felt making process and we will try to find it and supply the need. The
igreatest engineers in the world combined can solve that problem. It is unnecessary to leave hu-

man equation in your business. It has been said that if one man could make the entire piano he

would eventually reach a point where he could make a first class and uniform piano. The logic

is clear, but we pass it from one operation to another and the piano becomes a composite of the ef-

forts of numbers of men. The check on the human element is inadequate."

R. H. Buchanan: " Here is some felt which we make for people who manufacture their own
hammers for their own use. That sheet is about 133^ lbs. These few hammers I have here were

made from that sheet of felt. Here are three hammers from a sheet of felt that weighed 11 lbs. that

is spoken of as a straight taper. This sheet of felt is what we called a full taper. A straight taper

has a straight line on both sides."

F. E. Morton: "Is that felt drawn too tight? Is it up to its elastic limit?"

R. H. Buchanan: "The bass of the straight taper felt is the best hammer of the two. "J

E. B. Bartlett: "I understood you to say the larger was made from 11-lb., and the smaller

from 133^. Is the difference of size due to the compression of the molds?"

R. H. Buchanan: "Yes."

R. W. E. Sperry: "Is there any special reason why the straight taper is used in preference

to the full taper? Is there any price reason?"

R. H. Buchanan: " The full taper costs a little more money but contains more felt. Here are

hammers from another set made by the same man. He thought he needed an extremely hard sheet

of felt to make a hard hammer. These hammers were made from an extremely hard sheet of felt.

The other one was made from a comparatively soft sheet."

C. C. Chickering: "How about the wieght?"

R. H. Buchanan: "The weight is the same within a couple of ounces to the sheet. We try to

keep the sheet within four ounces. The harder the sheets the thinner and smaller for a given weight.

One couldn't possibly felt the wools in the bass of that felt as firmly as is necessary in the treble.

"

Wm. Davis: "The hammer that has a mixture of coarse fibres will not wear as well as that

with the uniform fibre."

W. H. Bryant: "That brings up the question of the blood of the stock."

H. H.Arnold: "Doesn't it come back to the question that two sheets of felt made exactly alike

under the same pressure, uniform in every respect, given to two different hammer makers to make
'hammers, one will make a hard hammer from one sheet and one will turn out a uniform and soft

hammer? If the manufacturer will instruct the hammer maker as to the degree of hardness neces-

sary in certain parts of the sheet, can they make those hammers always uniform from the felt that
!

is furnished them?"
R. H. Buchanan: "They should be able to make them fairly uniform. A man depends very

largely on his sense of touch in screwing down a hammer press. He use's the very best form he

':an, I presume."

Wm. Braid White: " Have you any way or can a way be devised for measuring pressures?"

R. H. Buchanan: "I believe a way might be found."
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Wm. Braid White: " Couldn't that obtain by collaboration between the piano manufacturers

and you?"
R. H. Buchanan: "If you would co-operate with the hammer coverer and the hammer cov-

erer with us it could be done."

R. W. E. Sperry :
"

I think Mr. Alfred Dolge a number of years ago worked on that principle

in his hammer covering machines. He used a hydraulic pressure in three divisions and could reg-

ulate each division of the set from each unit. That was working on the idea you mention."

Wm. Braid WT

hite: "We should get down to an engineering aspect of things and proceed to

find out where we are. When we have once found out what our faults are and can put them down

on paper we can remedy them."

R. H. Buchanan: "We would be glad to have any of you who are interested in the manufacture

of felt visit our mill, and we extend to you the courtesy and freedom of the mill. We will explain

anything and will be glad of any suggestions you might make that would improve our product."

R. H. Waud: "Can you tell us what is in the wool that when you put a needle through, it

feels like grit?"

R. H. Buchanan: "I have heard that. It is pretty hard to explain what that is. It is

hard to convince some people that there is not sand in it."

W. H. Bryant: " It may be properties of the water that causes the condition."

R. H. Waud: "Why is our American felt so much whiter than the imported felt?"

R. H.Buchanan: "It is due to the finish as much as anything else. We are fast getting away

from finishing felt. It was the custom of the manufacturers here to 'pounce' felt, meaning sand-

ing. In other words, a finished sheet of felt has a few wrinkles and doesn't work very well and we

avoid that as much as possible in the manufacture. The users of felt have complained of the

wrinkles and we have pounced it—taken off the rough surface—and it seemed to whiten it."

R. H. Waud: "Doesn't some of the sand get into the felt?"

R. H. Buchanan: "No. It is finer than the finest talcum powder."

Wm. Davis: "What makes the imported felt finer than our American?"

R. H. Buchanan: "There can't beany finer wool bought than we buy and use in this country."

F. E. Morton: " Is it not true that foreign felt makers buy wool in America?"

R. H. Buchanan: "I am not positive."

Wm. Braid White: " It is quite certain they buy it from Australia?"

R. H. Buchanan: "Some is bought there."

C. Arthur Brown: " Do you know, Mr. Davis, whether the foreign fibre is finer than the Am-

erican? Have you photo micrometered it?"

Wm. Davis: "You can readily distinguish from the feel."

C. Arthur Brown: "This might be due rather to the physical quality of the fibre than the

absolute diameter."

Wm. Davis: "On looking through a glass one can see it is more uniform."

C. Arthur Brown: "A micrometer would give absolute diameter."

C. M. Stanley: "
I have always been under the impression, Mr. Brown, that the wool coming

from a single sheep is much finer in one part than another. What part of the sheep does the finer

come from?"

C. Arthur Brown: "I couldn't say definitely myself."

C. M. Stanley: " I have been told that the finest wool comes from the forepart of the body."

C. Arthur Brown: "Logically, it should be so."

F. E. Morton: "Would it be a commercial proposition if determined?"

R. H. Buchanan: "Yes."

C. M. Stanley: "Old felt makers have told me that felt buyers could tell the different grades

of wool by thrusting a hand in a bag containing it."

C. Arthur Brown: "That is true from all I can learn. I have learned that experienced wool

buyers tell by the feel of the wool. I understand also that they can tell very quickly and accur-

ately by that method whether the wool is from a live or dead animal."

T. A. Johanson: "Hasn't the shearing of the wool something to do with it—shearing in

the spring or fall?"
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C. Arthur Brown: " I would assume so. The question of the time of cutting would certainly

have an effect upon the wool itself. It does on every other animal."

R. H. Waud: "I have been told that the sun bleached wool is better than the chemical."

C. Arthur Brown: "Any chemically bleached wool that is treated with a sulphur or chlorine

or any active chemical bleach should, from the chemist's viewpoint, be less resilient and approach

more nearly that of the dead fibre than would be the case when acted upon by the sun. The prop-

erties of ozone would very closely approach that of sun bleaching and offers a chance for experi-

mentation that might be well worth while."

C. M.Stanley: " Twenty-five years ago, Mr. Dolge brought some hammers to be tested out.

These hammers were tried and the result convinced me that the resiliency was in the sun bleached

wool."

C. Arthur Brown :
" The method of cleansing the wool and the quality of water that is used after

cleansing would play a very important part in the life of the fibre. If you use a strong alkali on a

wool or any other fibre, whether it be vegetable or animal in its nature, there is a certain action

of the alkali that will injure the fibre. If that be followed with a wash of water that contains quan-

tities of lime and magnesia there is an action that will injuriously affect the fibre itself. The French

and English will not use anything other than very soft water. It has not received sufficient atten-

tion in American practice."

R. H. Buchanan: "We do not use chemicals in bleaching. After the hardening process we hang
the sheets of felt out under a shed to let the air penetrate as long as we can—a week or ten days,

longer if possible. After that we full it with soap made especially for that purpose."

Wm. Braid White: "The point is apparently established that if we are to make a distinction

between the domestic and European, we have to go by some difference in the actual felting itself,

and therefore there is no reason why the process here should not be as good as it is anywhere else.

"

C. Arthur Brown: " It is ordinary experience that there is no nation in the world that can do
anything better than the American if he puts his gray matter in it."

Wm. Braid White: "We have been dealing almost entirely in the past with tradition. There

is nothing fundamental about the foreign method that cannot easily be assimilated here."

R. H. Buchanan: "One of you mentioned having been told that a manufacturer made his felt

by laying it up in layers. I have talked several times to a party who has been in several German
mills and that is their method—it is not ours. Tests we have made for durability of German felt

against domestic in a piano factory proved the domestic outwore the German felt. We believe that

this is due to the fact that when a great mass of felt is worked—the thickness of the bass cut off in

lengths and stepped—it is difficult to get adherence. They take the great mass and try to harden

it together by wetting it and they put it between two large hardeners. They harden that together.

We maintain they couldn't possibly get it together so that it will stay or have the same lasting qual-

ity as we do by making our sheet on the endless apron where it clings and knits better than if a

great mass is taken and pressed. I made the tests and found that at the beginning their felt stood

up with ours, but that afterward their felt cut through in jumps while ours was more even. The
fibres were not all the same way as was ours, or as all American manufacturers. Our machinery

is superior."

F. E. Morton: "So far as has been brought to your attention from your sales department,

Mr. Bartlett, is there any sales value in a white hammer felt over the yellow?"

E. B. Bartlett: "I don't think so."

R. W. E. Sperry: "There are a few people who imagine the yellow tinted felt is imported. There

seems to be a magic halo about the word 'imported.'"

F. E. Morton: " I would like to get an expression of opinion in regard to felt color. Is there

any real advantage in a white felt over a yellow one?"

E. B. Bartlett: " I have something to do with the sales department in our house and my im-

pression would be that it would depend altogether on how the change, if it were radical enough to

be noticeable, was explained to the sales force. If we could tell them intelligently—give them a

logical reason—it would be all right."

F. E. Morton: "I want to say that I think the result of this talk will possibly be greater than

we imagine now from the interest that has arisen on both sides. The American Steel & Wire Co.
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has a department of water purification and that department has been at the service of municipal-

ities in the United States for several years with Mr. Brown as chief engineer. The health and
welfare of the community is of tremendous importance to people depending upon increased racial

activity for their increase in business. That means piano makers as well as steel makers. We have

in the Steel Corporation a department to look after the welfare of employes, which service has been

more or less extended to cities of the United States. The welfare of a city not only means the

health of its people but provision for their needs industrially. The laundries must have the right

sort of water, the mills must be given water that is usable as the progress of the community tends

very strongly toward increasing activity and the demand for new things. A great deal of data has

been collected which would apply directly to any industry and there are very few industries which

are not dependent upon the water supply. It would be safe to say that data collected in research

work applying to laundries for instance would apply to felt making. We also have data affecting

soap making and experts in that line under Mr. Brown. We will co-operate with the felt makers,

the farmers, the hammer makers and the piano makers, but there must be a central point. Col-

laboration only is effective when focalized. The central point in this case will be the Water Puri-

fication Department. I don't believe there is a single man in the business who wouldn't be very

glad to be able to say: 'We make the best felt in America that can be made in the world and we
are in the way of continuous progress. ' It is certain that there is a sufficient amount of gray mat-

ter engaged in the arts and industries from the farmer to the artist to carry this to successful frui-

tion. Collaboration would bring about immense results. The result of this collaboration would

probably be our answer to the question: ' Is the American felt suitable in every respect for making

a hammer for the American piano having an American tone? ' And it is the solution of that prob-

lem that is engaging us. We are going to do this anyway. We would like you to help us. We want

all the help we can get. I ask for your assistance and co-operation. Your experience with hammers
is valuable. I assure you that insofar as the American Steel & Wire Company is concerned they

are going into this matter to win. We have only one capital crime here and that is failure to make
good. I ask you personally and collectively for any assistance, and no matter how trivial it is to

you, your experiences are worth a whole lot. There are matters we have taken up in these meetings

such as tension,—high, low, uniform and varying. Those are the wires that these hammers are

going up against. When one string is pulled to 200 lbs. and another to 120, this marks the differ-

ence in the work of the hammer. We will have to bring the piano up to a point where it may be

fit to receive a good thoroughbred hammer. Let us not standardize, but individualize on reason-

able, rational lines and forget there is such a thing as 'talking points. ' We know of course, that

the condition of a hammer which strikes a wire drawn up to too high a tension or too small a gauge

isn't in effect the same as one striking a lower tension or a larger gauge of wire, so we will have to

take that into consideration, but at the same time we should not expend our effort in producing

a hammer to do unnecessary work—work which is inconsistent with its proper functioning. Take
into consideration all that lies back of that hammer and we will take up at a later meeting the

things that lie ahead of it, such as shape, form, hammer line, the relation of the hammer and its

proper function to the sounding board through the wire. We have engineers on pretty nearly every

line that one could mention and through collaboration we can find a way of doing things. As
Mr. Brown stated to me some time ago in discussing this matter, give me a sample of water that

you want and I will produce it. There is no limitation to the production of synthetic water. We
have been told frequently that the cause of certain characteristics in felt is due to the water used

and I have been told in Germany that the Americans never could make good felt because they

didn't have the water. We know better than that now. This is purely a commercial proposition

and I hope the time will come when we will stop selling wool from this country for a- few cents a

pound and buying it back for a few dollars a pound.

"

Wm. Braid White: "May I ask you whether it will not be possible in the near future to have

a structural engineer here in order that we may talk to him and take some steps forward to point

out that piano construction is a stress problem? We can learn an immense amount."

F. E. Mofton: "I am preparing for that now, but I want to work out the experimental stages

before presenting them to you. They are complex enough after we have tested them out. I am
having experimental scales drawn, patterns made, etc., and will give.you the result at the proper

time. The methods of plate construction will be demonstrated, but the experimental results will

be determined before presenting them."
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Height of Keyboard. Hammer Felts

December 7, 1916

The Committee on Height of Keyboard rendered the following report:

"The committee appointed at the meeting of October 19, 1916, to investigate and report

on the question, Shall the architecture govern the height of grand keyboards, or shall the height of key-

board govern the architecture? beg to submit the following:

"The convenience of the artist should be the first consideration, and study of the height of

keyboards of several pianos frequently heard in concert and recital leads to the inference that

whether through accident or design, similar dimensions are used in miny of the well known pianos.

"It appears that the height of the white keys is, in most of the cases considered, twenty-

eight (28) inches. Some slight variation from 28 inches may be accounted for by different methods
in measuring or lack of care in taking measurements, or even slight variations between individual

instruments, so that any manufacturer adopting 28 inches as standard height for white keys in

grand pianos cannot be far wrong. The horizontal distance between a perpendicular line dropped

from the front end of the white keys to the front end of the pedals will naturally vary somewhat
because of the varying length of keys in grand pianos of different sizes. A maximum distance of

10 inches in concert grands is probably about right; in small sizes seven and one-half inches is

more usual."

E. B. Bartlett: "We have tried to boil down the result of our investigation. Of course, we
have no legislative powers and we have even hesitated to put it in the form of a recommendation,

but those who desire to conform to what appears to be the standard among pianos most largely

used for concert purposes should have no difficulty in doing so."

The report of the committee was accepted with the thanks of the members to the committee.

F. E. Morton: "In our collaboration and collective research we have taken up the manu-
facture of felt. The point at which we are aiming must be kept in view, which is to place the

responsibility for conditions. It is fair to say that with the interest shown here the responsibility

will be placed with or without the assistance of those involved, from the sheep to the finished

hammer. This involves the hammer maker and those who put it in the piano and fit it for use.

We may go farther than that and invite such persons as may determine what happens to the ham-
mer after leaving the factory,—the tuner and the repairman. Tonight we consider the man who
receives the felt from the felter and fabricates it for your use. In looking for a man with a wide

experience to present this side to us, it seemed right and in keeping with the purpose that we ask

one using all makes of felt—domestic and imported. He should be able to define his position

and responsibilities much better than one who only uses one make of felt. The Import Felt Com-
pany of New York uses the felts of a number of makers. In domestic felt they use Standard, Fel-

ters, American and Crane. In imported, Weickert and Dittersdorfer's felt, and through their

interest in your welfare, which is identical with their own, Mr. Vincent Vilim, president and

general manager of that company, is here to answer such questions as we may see fit to ask."

Vincent Vilim: "I appreciate the opportunity to be here tonight at the invitation of Mr.

Morton. I have been making piano hammers for twenty-six years. I like the business and want

to continue for the next fifty—if that is possible. I have used all makes of felts and I find they

differ greatly in quality. I have all kinds of tapers here—the American, straight and German;

also all kinds of felts and hammers finished and unfinished, down to the hammer molds. We
want to find out where your trouble lies. I came here for your interest as well as mine, and for

that purpose I have everything here to show you. First we take the hammer moldings and

count off as much as we need in the sets. We then tighten them up in the clamps. Then we glue

on the under felt. (Illustrates.) It is then forced down into a small mold. It remains in the

mold for an hour and then is finished up. When it comes out of the under felt mold it looks the

same as a top felt and is tapered the same. It is then ready for top felt glueing. Here is a piece

of straight taper felt. Only a few manufacturers run the under felt all the way through."

F. E. Morton: "What is the function of the under felt?"

V. Vilim: " It is only for appearance. It only serves to build the hammer up."

H. H. Arnold: "Does an inferior grade of under felt have any bearing at all upon the ham-

mer?"
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V. Vilim: "Not so far as I know. We can make a 12-pound hammer out of a 13-pound felt.

(Illustrates.) It is forced into the mold; then it is glued. We put on just enough glue to hold."

C. Arthur Brown: "What quality of glue do you use?"

V. Vilim: "It depends on the temperature of the work room. A cold room demands a high

gride glue. We keep our work room at 85 degrees the year round. We have steam heat in our

department in June."

C. Arthur Brown: "Does the quality of the glue affect the hammer?"
V. Vilim: " It depends rather upon the way it is used."

Wm. Braid White: "If you used no under felt, would you have less difficulty in gluing?"

V. Vilim: ' 'It would save labor. No under felt trimming would be required, but it would be

hard to convince piano manufacturers. They want an under felt because of its appearance. We
would rather make single coat hammers."

H. H. Arnold: "What would be the relative difference in expense?"

V. Vilim: "About 30c more per set."

H. H. Arnold: "There would be a difference of $4.50 on one sheet, not allowing for the

under felt and the labor. From your experience do you believe we would get better results?"

V. Vilim: "That question is up to the piano manufacturer and the tone regulator."

E. B. Bartlett: "Suppose you wanted to make a set of hammers of that same size without

the under felt, you would naturally use a thicker piece of felt. When you come to strain it over

the molding, wouldn't you put a much greater stress on the face of the hammer because of the

additional thickness of the felt, and wouldn't it be apt to tear apart more and be less durable

than a thinner top felt?"

C. Arthur Brown: "That is true, but a change in the method might effect a difference in the

stress."

E. B. Bartlett: "A method could be devised."

Wm. Braid White: " If that were true, it would be better to have three layers than one."

C. Arthur Brown: "If you were to carry that to an absurdity, an infinitesimal number of

layers of felt would give you an absolutely non-resilient hammer."

E. B. Bartlett: "In the old days they used to cap hammers with leather in order to give a

brightness. When you are down half the thickness of this top felt you are about through, anyway,

and it is immaterial whether it strikes a joint or not, it seems to me. There might be an objec-

tion to a second glue joint because of its effect on the elasticity. This under felt is so far from the

striking point it would be negligible."

F. E. Morton: "Do you recognize an elastic limit in felt?"

V. Vilim: "I do. There is a limit to everything. The tone regulator can spoil a good ham-

mer. I believe a good many tone regulators ought first to try their hammers. They usually pick

it without trying it and some are over picked. I find in many cases hammers picked to death."

Wm. Braid White: "In reference to top and under felt—as the felt has to be stretched and

tensioned, is not the amount of stretching so far in advance of all the other tensions that the

extra thickness would be negligible in practice?"

V. Vilim: "When we get a piece of felt with a hard base or full taper we construct special

molds to get the right tension on ajl hammers. We are carrying twelve special molds to meet

customers' requirements."

C. H. Jackson: "You will notice that on all of these samples of hammers that one side of the

felt has not been properly glued on to the front of the moldings. While this may seem a trivial

matter at first thought, I can say that upon investigation I have found this to be the cause of

weak spots in the treble, times without number. I have never had to remove any of the hammers
in the lower sections for this reason, because it would not be noticeable unless they were much
looser than the samples here. However, I have found that where there is the least bit of de-

fective gluing in the treble hammers, it causes 'punk' or 'mushy' tones. I first made this

discovery about five years ago, and I have checked it up very closely ever since and know what I

am talking about. The hammers are from three different makers, so you can see that the trouble

is not confined to any one hammer shop. I am not making the claim that this is the cause of all

weak trebles, but, however, when a weak spot shows up in a part of'the treble that is ordinarily

good, invariably it will be found that the hammers are causing the trouble. At times I have
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removed as many as eight and ten hammers that were in the same condition as these samples,

and upon putting in new hammers the trouble was righted."

V. Vilim: "One man glues one side and one the other. The glue is applied to the felt only,

never to the molding. The trouble was experienced because the man who glued on one side did

not apply the glue all the way up to the under felt."

F. E. Morton: "By what means is the felt forced into the mold?"

V. Vilim: "We begin at the treble and press down by hand toward the bass, and when we get

the bass down to a certain depth, we work back toward the treble. After it is down in the mold
we put our iron side cauls on and screw them up. If a hard treble is required it is screwed hard.

The workman practically regulates the tone of the hammer by the degree of pressure. He judges

this by human touch—experience."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming that felt could be made and delivered to you with its resilience

and elastic limit known throughout the sheet, would a machine or apparatus to measure your

pressure on the side cauls be valuable? Would it replace the human equation?"

V. Vilim: "Yes, it would."

C. Arthur Brown: "Assuming that the felt is not uniform but possessed of variable elastic

limit and resiliency, would a machine which would take cognizance of these conditions and bring

the felt to any desired pressure at any point eliminate the human touch?"

V. Vilim: "I don't believe it could be done; there is too much life in the felt."

H. H. Arnold: "If the felt in this case came to the hammer maker registering the amount
of resistance, wouldn't that eliminate all the human equation?"

V. Vilim: "I don't think it would. We have tried many plans. Some felts need more pres-

sure than others. Every piece has a different life."

F. E. Morton: " Is that life apparent to the feel of the man at the screw?"

V. Vilim: "The man who works the press knows when it requires more or less. He can tell

by the way the felt comes down and up. Some sections don't come up even when taken from

the same piece."

F. E. Morton: "All the factors in these equations are variables. We have not struck a single

constant yet."

C. Arthur Brown: "I would like to ask whether I understood Mr. Vilim clearly in stating

that two pieces of felt cut from the same sheet will vary materially?"

V. Vilim: "Yes."

C. Arthur Brown: "This shows a lack of homogeneity in the felt itself as it comes to you.

Is this correct?"

V. Vilim: "Yes."

H. H. Arnold: "Then no two sets of hammers would come out exactly alike unless by accident,

but an experienced hammer maker can make them nearly alike."

V. Vilim: "Yes."

C. Arthur Brown: "This question of the human element—as I understand it, cutting from

the same sheet, you get non-homogeneous felts. That requires, according to your statement, the

individuality of the workman to make that non-homogeneous felt into two homogeneous sets

of hammers. Doesn't that come back to the application of pressure required to compensate the

non-homogeneity of the felts?"

V. Vilim: "
I don't know how I should answer that question. We depend upon our men more

than upon the felt. I cut every piece of felt that goes into the hammers we make. When I get a

piece that requires more pressure, I mark it for my man in this section. He goes according to my
specifications."

C. Arthur Brown: "You rely then upon the human intelligence to bring the non-homo-

geneous felt to a homogeneous set of hammers?"
V. Vilim: "Yes."

C. Arthur Brown: "Assuming that human element was not used but the machine or mold

took cognizance of every idiosyncrasy of the section of felt it was pressing and brought them

to a uniform or predetermined pressure, would not that be more perfect than the human ele-

ment could possibly introduce?"

V. Vilim: "That is to be found out. I would be very much interested in such a machine."
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H. H. Arnold: "Is a soft felt better than a hard felt for a soft hammer?"

V. Vilim: "Yes. We can make a soft hammer out of a hard piece of felt by lessening the

pressure after it is forced into the mold. For a soft hammer we ease up on the screw."

H. H. Arnold: "This comes back to a mechanical basis. If your machine were properly set,

you could regulate it."

V. Vilim: "The trouble would develop with a piece of felt having a German taper. When
this molding is put on, the ends of the sheet are free. It is low in bass and treble and heavy in

the middle."

H. H. Arnold: "The machine would mechanically care for an even pressure."

V. Vilim: "We would have to spend a great deal of money for machinery that would over-

come this trouble."

H. H. Arnold: "The question is, how much better would the hammers be?"

F. E. Morton: "Is the foreign taper also known as the full taper?"

V. Vilim: "Yes. It is heavy and has a very small bass. This sheet would make a 16 lb.

hammer but only a 13 lb. bass."

Wm. Braid White: "Suppose you have a sheet of soft felt, can you make a set of hammers

permanently hard?"

V. Vilim: "No. If the felt is too soft it cannot be done. It cannot be done by pressure un-

less it is treated. We would rather send it back to the maker than treat it."

F. E. Morton: "By what means does the manufacturer get his specifications to you? Does

he give you a set of hammers to duplicate?"

V. Vilim: "Yes. We examine them, note the characteristics and duplicate them as nearly

as possible. We try to better them."

F. E. Morton: "Can you tell what the piano manufacturer wants by the hammers that

are submitted to you? Can you tell where the points of improvement should lie?"

V. Vilim: "We try to guess at it. It is the only thing we can do."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Widney', how do you determine what sort of hammers the manufac-

turer wants—by samples he submits to you or by having him try certain hammers. Do you

take into consideration any characteristics of the pianos for which they are intended?"

S. W. Widney: "No. Usually he gives an order for a sample set or more. When he gets a

set that satisfies him he orders them duplicated. He rarely gives other technical directions."

V. Vilim: "When the right set of hammers has been submitted by the customer I examine

the set thoroughly and I know just what is required. I know what I must use, whether a heavy

or straight taper, and a soft or hard felt."

C. Arthur Brown: "It depends then altogether upon your ability to judge from a physical

inspection what that hammer really is. You have no physical tests?"

V. Vilim: "No."

H. H. Arnold: " If I were to order a set of hammers and give instructions that I wanted them

soft in the bass, medium hard toward the center, and running toward hard in the high treble, that

would be your only guide?"

V. Vilim: "Yes. I suggest to all piano manufacturers that they use a different boring for the

different weight hammers. A 14 lb. hammer should have a different striking distance than a

121b. hammer. The boring should vary one-sixteenth to one-eighth inch. The piano manufacturer

gets different striking distances and wonders where the trouble lies. Some use the same boring

on hammers of different weights. A 14 lb. hammer should have a boring of 2 lA inches in the

treble where a 9 lb. hammer should have 2 34 inches. This can be shown on some hammers I

have here. In the extreme treble it does not vary so much."

F. E. Morton: " Is your process up to the point of over felting identical on all hammers?"

V. Vilim: "Yes. After the top sheet is glued on and taken out of the press, it goes to the

hammer trimmer. He evens up all the defects of the felt. If it is a little bit one-sided he gives it

the proper shape. It then goes to the sandpaper man. He uses sandpaper from coarse down to

0000. Some makers use coarse sandpaper only and dress it up with hot cauls. When the hammer

is cut the felt pulls out on the bottom side. We place it in a cold press which puts it back in place."

C. Arthur Brown: "What is the maximum temperature to which that felt is subjected at

any stage of your process?"
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V. Vilim: "We have nothing to go by. We do not use thermometers."

H. H. Arnold: "How do you heat your cauls?"

V. Vilim: "We don't use heat. 26 years ago we used hot cauls because the room was not
warm enough. In the summer the glue came through the felt because too much glue was applied."

John H. Gerts: "I have come across a dozen or more old sets of hammers which had under
felt to the treble and the last octave was cut almost through. I think that is the reason why
they did away with the under felt."

V. Vilim: "It was really a nuisance to the hammer maker. It required more felt to run the
under felt all the way through, and a German taper cannot be carried to the extreme treble."

F. E. Morton: "Is there anything that can be done after you have made that hammer and
finished it that will affect its value?"

V. Vilim: "No. All must be done before it is glued."

F. E. Morton: " Do you submit the felt that you purchase to any tests other than the sense

of sight and feeling?"

V. Vilim: " No. The only way we can tell is by putting into the molds to determine whether
the felt has any life or not. If it comes up promptly it has life. If it goes to the bottom of the

mold it is dead. Reinforcement is only a 'talking point.' I really think it injures the hammer."
Wm. Braid White: "How is it reinforced?"

V. Vilim: "A celluloid cement or shellac and French grey is painted on the outside after

the hammer is finished."

F. E. Morton: "Given a warm, salt atmosphere, would a waterproofing keep the glue from
giving way?"

V. Vilim: "No, it would not. I spent three years experimenting on waterproofing. A gentle-

man asked me if I could make a waterproof hammer and I spent two years trying to do it and
after it was finished it could not be utilized."

Mr. Vilim then exhibited and described in detail a set of Grand hammers made from first

quality Weickert; Weickert's No. 1 and No. 2 Uprights; Dittersdorfers' No. 1 and No. 2; Amer-
ican Felt Company's 1st and 2nd; The Felters Co. 1st and 2nd; Standard 1st and 2nd; also a

piece of Neish's English felt.

F. E. Morton: "Is there any added value in a bleached felt?"

V. Vilim: "There is no advantage at all."

C. Arthur Brown: "Is. there a disadvantage?"

V. Vilim: " I don't believe in bleaching. It ought to be left natural. It injures it; takes the

life out of it. Here is a piece of white felt. We can tell the quality by tearing it open. You can see

what kind of wool it contains."

Specific felts and hammers then were intimately discussed. Mr. Vilim stated that this

year's makes of felts were inferior to felts made in the preceding years and exhibited samples

of various domestic felts of the years 1915 and 1916, respectively, in proof of his contention.

Those present examined both sheets and hammers, noting carefully the faults in the 1916

product as indicated by Mr. Vilim. He pointed out that the 1916 hammer cut through and is

less durable; is less resilient; less uniformity of fibre direction; shorter fibred; less perfectly car-

bonized; contains more hard spots and tar specks. He also pointed out that domestic felt came to

him stretched from 8 inches to 12 inches in process of making, drawing it beyond its elastic limit

and thus destroying its resiliency.

Asked about waste in cutting, he stated that the loss was about one pound to the sheet.

F. E. Morton: " I want to call your attention to the possibilities of the practical application

of that which we have learned from the hammer maker. Up to date, the function of the hammer
has not been determined. Going back to 1869 I find it stated that hammers are made softer in

the bass than in the treble and that no doubt the manufacturer had some good reason for it or he

wouldn't have done it. That seems to be about the sum total of the application of scientific prin-

ciples up to that time. We know and have demonstrated that the longer the time the hammer con-

tacts the wire the greater number of partial tones silenced. The hammer resting against the wire

after having struck damps the partials whose crests are at and near the hammer line. That means

if you want a crispness of tone, that crispness—I cannot find a better word—which comes from the

presence of the 3rd and 6th partials, your hammer must rebound quickly from the wire. If you
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mute those partials, you will eliminate that crispness of tone. That tone is more generally found

in a concert grand than in an upright. It is easier to produce it in a 9-foot grand than in any other

instrument, for in the grand you use the best hammer you can get,—a hammer of great resilience

—a hammer which leaves the wire quicker than does a poor hammer. The points developed here

tonight, when applied, show why a hammer contacts the wire after striking it. A poor hammer
needled in an attempt to make it resilient, does not leave the wire as quickly as one of live fibre

felt. You can produce a better tone from a piano with poor wire and a good hammer than you can

with the best wire made and a poor hammer. I have demonstrated it frequently. This accounts, in

a measure, for the interest of our company in the felt industry. The 'buck' has been passed to the

wire maker and he is now passing it back. If we can find a means—and I am assured that re-

sponse may be had from the felt maker through the hammer maker—to produce a hammer of

residual resilience, an elasticity that is in the hammer and not imitated by the needling of a tone

regulator, the tone of the piano will be improved and from that point tonal progress may ensue.

In order to progress tonally, we must establish everything up to the present. The hammer now
stands in the way. I ask you to make your individual experiments. Make a single section action,

adjust the wire and use a hammer until it shows signs of wear. Half a dozen will give valuable

data. This is the mechanical side. For the tonal side, you can try various hammers on the same
piano. It is well worth while. A point will thus be reached where the piano manufacturer may
specify accurately to the hammer maker, who in turn may specify to the felt maker. The hammer
issue will be closed and then we can go on to further refinement.

"In the matter of striking point and the area of felt contacting the wire, those points now
may be treated scientifically. Given a flat surface, a greater area of hammer is presented to the

wire than one firmly rounded. More crests of segmental vibration are contacted and certain

partial tones needed are muted and there can be no refinement beyond that point. A hammer
should contact the wire at a point and immediately leave it. If I could secure the experiments of

each man interested in this proposition covering two weeks' time, I feel certain I could evolve

from it a formula translatable into felt factory terms, and thus establish a line of communication

between the user of hammers and the maker of felt. When the responsibility for a faulty hammer
lies with the man who specifies, there is hope of tonal progress. I want to express for the piano

technicians, Mr. Viiim, our appreciation of your presence and we thank you for the great trouble

you have taken in enlightening us and feel we have been well repaid."

Peculiarities of Wound Strings

December 21, 1916

F. E. Morton: "The subject before us this evening is bass strings. When it was found that

the length of a piano did not admit of wire long enough to produce the required pitch, methods of

weighting the wire were adopted. Brass strings were wound with brass wire the whole length, steel

wires were first wound with iron, afterwards with steel (generally referred to as iron today by the

trade), and then with copper. Then followed swaging, and the cessation of winding before

reaching the bearing. Thus we have gradually evolved the bass string of the present day. The bass

string maker has been thoroughly investigated, individually and collectively. We find their prac-

tice of winding is far better than the practice of specifying by the manufacturer. We have here

in Chicago the John A. Schaff Company who make bass strings, and we have with us to-

night Mr. Edmund Johnson of this firm who will give us the maker's viewpoint. Afterward I

will endeavor to explain 'the why' of present practice, pointing out just how far we have gone

in our experimentation to determine remedies for present troubles."

E. Johnson: " I did not come here to make a speech but only to answer such questions as you

might ask, but I do think it well to make a sort of resumS of the evolution of the bass string during

the past thirty years. Ten years ago 90 per cent of strings were iron wound. As you know, that

has gradually swung around to copper. Within the past six months we have had considerable

difficulty in securing material and we started experimenting again with the iron wound string. We
have found that where we sold the iron wound string they had very little trouble,— in fact, none

of the trouble experienced with the copper string. That is really the part of the discussion I want
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to emphasize tonight—the adoption of the copper string. The theory prevailed for a long time

that the density of the copper produced a better tone. I cannot give the theoretical side, but the

iron string does possess a clearer tone—at least, that is our experience. I have brought with me
three kinds of bass strings,— iron, copperized and copper. The copperized is the same as iron ex-

cept that it is copper plated instead of tinned. Our experience with most piano manufacturers,

for years was they required very high tensile strength wire. Softer wire would be better for the

manufacturers if the scale permitted the lower tension. As it stands today, however, we have not

been able to use the softer wire. We have found a wire that will stand the swaging and loop.

These are the principal tests. The wire mills give a much more severe test than we do before

sending out the wire. In order to get the proper tension, it is necessary to make certain changes

in the scale. Just how far a manufacturer should go with that we do not know. We have certain

scales that have given us less trouble than others. We usually take them as models, taking the

wire sizes used on these scales as nearly as possible, using them on any new scales that may be

laid out. Of course, there is no set rule for doing this. We also try to anticipate the sort of tone

desired by a manufacturer and work with that end in view. Some manufacturers require a sharp

tone, others a tone more or less dull. If a dull tone is desired we find the copper wires act to better

advantage than the iron."

H. H. Arnold: "Do you know whether at any time any manufacturer has taken a certain

number of copper wound bass strings and a certain number of steel (commonly called iron) wound
strings, using the same weight of wire with each and tha same scale of piano and tried them out

systematically, and come to a conclusion from that trial, and if so, which gave the better results?
"

E. Johnson: "Only in this way: I have seen them use same weight of hammers using both

copper and iron strings. We do not advocate an entire set of iron strings— the last ten strings

should be copper. This is due to the fact that the diameter of the core is so much less than the

diameter of the covering wire. On fine strings we have found where the same weight of hammers
is used and on the same scale, the iron strings give better results. I do not know just what the

reason is."

H. H. Arnold: "We hope to hear that later. We all know we cannot get exactly the same
results from two pianos even if exactly the same scale and materials are used, but by taking a

certain number— anywhere from six to twelve, half copper wound and half iron wound— it

seems to me some average might then be determined upon and that average taken to govern the

whole."

E. Johnson: "When my grandfather was making pianos he always used the iron string

although at that time we naturally preferred to sell copper bass strings because we could make
more money. In our own piano at home we had iron strings. It seems to me the copper string has

come into favor more through salesmen's talk. Naturally everybody knew a copper string cost

more than iron."

Wm. Braid White: "When you are about to make up strings for a new customer, what data

do you ask for?"

E. Johnson :

'

'We get the size of the last plain wire and then try as nearly as possible to weight

our strings so they will be a trifle heavier. I think in most cases the last string of the treble is

longer than the first string in the bass. Our experience covering the 500 to 600 scales we have in our
Chicago factory, has shown that the shorter scales give less trouble than the long scales."

I Wm. Braid White: "When you have obtained this data, including the length, do you ever

find it necessary to inquire at what tension the strings are to be stretched?"

E. Johnson: "No, because I do not think the average piano manufacturer in the past has

paid any attention to the tension of his strings. It was more or less a matter of hearing, as for

instance our making a trial set of strings and following this up by trying them on a piano. Our
method of evening up the scale was either to raise or lower the strings, finding at which point they
seemed to vibrate the best and taking that as a basis.

"

Wm. Braid White: "Suppose some unusual manufacturer were to say to you: 'I have de-

cided my strings shall be at a certain tension and give you lengths and weights' would you find it

possible then to make up your strings accordingly?"

E.Johnson: "Absolutely yes. In rare instances weights have been furnished us. Unless the
results are not satisfactory we use those weights— we would prefer it."
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Wm. Braid White: " If you did it a certain number of times, would you not have a mass of

data to put your own scaling on a more scientific basis?"

E. Johnson: "Certainly. If the tension was determined in drawing the scale that naturally

would follow. A mathematical method of figuring weight would save us a lot of time and experi-

menting. We have also noticed that where the distance from the hitch pin to the bridge pin is very

narrow we have considerable trouble with strings. They have very high tension and practically

all life is taken out of the wire. You have a string like a bar, producing practically the. effect of

hitting a bass drum. Of course we are not scale drawers. As I wrote Mr. Morton a short time ago,

a scale is largely a piano man's pet and when you start criticizing, it is like criticizing a mother's

child. You are in trouble right away. So, naturally we try to get away from it as much as possible.

We never were desirous of making copperized strings. They turn black in a short time and the

mills do not guarantee the wire. As a result we must assume responsibility for the defects.

"I have here a copperized string and a copper string. I would like to see you pick them out."

(Attempts to distinguish were futile.) "The copper string is much brighter. When first made the

copperized string is a very good imitation. A good many manufacturers have insisted on copperized

strings and so we have made them. Under ordinary house conditions a copperized string will not

hold its color more than sixty days. If the weather conditions are dry and the climatic conditions

right they will last for quite a while, but just as soon as a damp day comes they turn.

"

F. E. Morton: " Is there any difference in your practice, or any changes necessitated in gauge

used, between copperized and steel covering wire?"

E. Johnson: "No, the gauge is the same. The difference in weight between a set of iron and

copper strings, medium weight scale of 44 strings, and weighing approximately 6/^ pounds is about

one-half pound in the weight of the strings. They are copperizing wire better today than ever

before. Our percentage of rejections is much smaller than it used to be. Take a copperized bass

string and if the wire is hard you get a bright surface but covering wire has to be a dead soft to

adhere to the steel wire. The result is they have considerable difficulty in plating. -We occasionally

get wire so nearly like copper it would be hard for an expert to tell the difference. But if the

solution happens to have a little too much acid it streaks black. Nothing can be done to prevent

copperized wire from tarnishing."

E. B. Bartlett: " Is it not true that the scientific reason copper is used on bass strings is be-

cause it increases the weight without increasing the size of the string? Copper is heavier than steel,

about 10 per cent, bulk for bulk."

E. Johnson: "I think the real reason in the old days was that we had considerable trouble

with iron wire, but the mills have made tremendous progress along that line. Today iron covering

wire is softer than copper. The old iron string used to rattle after it was out two years. We used

to replace the strings. That is not the case today. I think that was the principal reason for the

change. It would not adhere to the core."

E. B. Bartlett: "The iron wire grips less firmly than copper wire and is less likely to stretch

under vibration. It seems to me if it got loose after two years it would be because it loosened at

the swaging rather than in the stretching of the wire. In our experience with bass strings the

greatest percentage of trouble is in the shop, and any that we have afterward comes about after

the piano is unboxed by the dealer. A bass string that will stand up for a year we never hear of

afterward. I do not think we have been called upon to replace a bass string in a piano between

the ages of three months and several years. Of course, after several years they get rusty and a

tuner may get in a hurry and make trouble with any string, bass or treble. It is my impression that

the weight of a string should follow the scale and if the scale is short, calling for a heavy string, you

can get that weight easier with copper than with steel. On the other hand I have heard copper

wound strings criticized after they have had two to three years' use and still nobody can be ab-

solutely sure of the reason. The theory was that copper, being more ductile than steel, under the

constant hammering of the piano would stretch, even though it was perfectly sound at the end.

I never heard of such a complaint on steel. The winding might loosen at the end where it goes

around the swaged part of the string but it seems to me much more difficult for the steel winding

to get loose from vibration (except at the ends) than the copper."

E. Johnson: "I am basing my statements on the fact that we are replacing probably 200

sets of old strings per month. These strings are shipped in from all parts, and for a number of years

we kept record of the kind of strings. I do not think one per cent of the strings coming in are copper.
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I have seen covering wire that had almost the same tensile strength as steel music wire. You
wrap it around the core and the pliers will tighten it down and probably hold it for some time, but

the constant vibration will gradually loosen the ends. Steel has absolutely no gripping surface.

You give that to it in the swaging, and if the swaging is not absolutely perfect you have a loose

string. Tuners tell me that after the strings were out two years, they began to rattle. Covering

wire at that time was stiff but the mills have progressed along that line and we do not have that

trouble today. We have kept a record for several years of the number of strings replaced before

the piano left the factory. Two years ago we got our extra string list down to one in every 46 sets

and most of these were iron. Today the condition is just the reverse. I may say our replacements

are about one in five or six sets. Of course, that is primarily due to the fact of the present day rush

of business. None of this wire was American Steel & Wire Company's. We have had a lot of shoddy

stuff, soft in spots and the copper strings seemed to go dead. On the other hand, we did not have

that trouble with iron. We have used in a good many cases the same wire sizes on the copper as

the iron. The fine strings would naturally be lighter and we would have less tens ion. We got

better results. This proves low tension scales give better results. Mr. Morton's work on the low

tension scales is not only a benefit to the bass string manufacturer but also to the piano manu-

facturer— we have not that tremendous strain all through the piano."

H. H. Arnold: " I would like to ask Mr. Morton if the fact of extreme tension and expansion

of the steel wire string would not affect the outer ends. The climatic changes for instance going

from extreme cold to extreme heat brings about contraction and expansion of steel. Would the

length of the covering wire used, figuring from the center both ways, expand the steel covering

wire so much greater than the copper wire so the action would have a tendency to push it up and

loosen at the end?"

F. E. Morton: "The same temperature would also contract or expand the steel core wire

insofar as its tension would permit. On copper I will ask Mr. Knight."

C. S. Knight, Jr. : "The contraction and expansion is just about the same— is not appreciable

as between copper and steel.
"

T. A. Johanson: "Is foreign wire very much softer?"

E. Johnson: "The results in iron strings would show that. There are some manufacturers

here who make their own strings. I want to call their attention to the looping of the wire. In the

past most of the trouble in breaking strings has occurred in the joining of the loop—the first strand.

To overcome that we have used what is known as a retarding hook. Instead of gripping two ends

of the wire, jamming it down— twisting the steel itself, we have worked it back with a spiral ar-

rangement. You will find the loop will hold as great a strain as the other loop."

F. E. Morton: "Please tell us the direction of the twisting and why."
E. Johnson: "We twist to the right. When you have a loose string you usually twist a number

of turns to the left to tighten the winding. We therefore twist in the opposite direction."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Are the beneficial results of twisting permanent?"

E. Johnson: "There is a certain manufacturer for whom we make strings who makes a practice

of twisting his strings to the left. We have not noted any bad results. As a rule we do not advocate

twisting strings. If the string does not stand up there must be a defect some place."

Wm. Braid White: "It is the common practice of tuners to attempt to cure a rattling bass

string by letting the string down, unhitching it, turning to the left and putting it back. What
do you think of the practice?"

E. Johnson: " It is because of some defect. It may be that the steel has a soft spot and has

stretched. It may be due to the fact that the wire is not swaged enough, or the covering wire is

too hard and will not adhere to the core. If the wire is too soft, it will continue to stretch. If the

covering wire is too hard the results of twisting three or four times eventually will crop out. If

the fault lies in the swaging it cannot be overcome."

John H. Gerts: "Can anything be done to eliminate the over tones in bass strings?"

E. Johnson: "We have had considerable of that in times past. We first make up a set of

strings for a new scale and usually find a number of false notes. Raising or lowering the string

in many cases eliminates the false notes."

Wm. Braid White: " Do you find in the majority of cases that the difficulty is in the scale and
can be remedied by some change?"

E. Johnson: "Years ago we recommended changes in the scale which often remedied that
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defect. I haven't had that experience and cannot do it. Some manufacturers make a change in the

scale and get desired results. We always have had to contend with high tension scales and naturally

we always had plenty of trouble."

Wm. Braid White: " It is well known that the ordinary scale does not permit the fundamental

tone of the string in the lower bass. Do you find that on the whole the tensions in scales and re-

sulting complaints are dropping?"

E. Johnson: "Yes, materially so. We have in the factory approximately 500 scales and at one

time had a machine to test the tension of the wound strings. I don't know of any scale which ran

below 185 pounds. Most of them ran from 225 to 275 pounds. The first size of wire generally

used is No. 18. Our standard would require a wire having a breaking weight of 435 pounds. That
is not the elastic limit. Take a No. 18 with a breaking weight of 400 pounds, 240 pounds would

be the elastic limit. Your tension is almost up to the elastic limit of the wire. None of us are

infallible, nor is the wire man. He sometimes slips, probably due to the stock. He has practically

no leeway there. If the wire is not up to standard all the time you are immediately in difficulties.

Complaints are in the nature of dead,, broken or rattling strings. They don't usually call our

attention to false notes. They take the poorest points of the piano.

"

F. E. Morton: "Then their complaints are rather mechanical than acoustical?"

E. Johnson: "Yes, except that of over tones, when our method has been to raise or lower the

strings and find a point which is clear, then take that as a basis upon which to work.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "You get the results by change of tension then, and the predominance of

over tones would be an indication of high tension?"

E. Johnson: "In moving the string to a lower note you reduce the weight. In raising to a

higher note you increase the weight."

E. B. Bartlett: " Putting it on a lower note is equivalent to reducing the tension. Is there not

another point? The striking point on the string seems to be another vital element to be considered.

"

E. Johnson: "We are never given the striking point and do not take it into consideration."

R. H. Waud: "Don't you often find that core wire is polished too much and you have diffi-

culty in making the winding adhere to it?"

E. Johnson: " No, our difficulty was in having a wire polished high enough— a wire perfectly

clean. If the wire is oily the string will go dead. A highly polished wire, if properly swaged, will

give best results.

"

R. H. Waud: " I have seen string makers take a file and roughen up the steel core wire before

winding.

"

F. E. Morton: "We have had complaints from string makers that our wire is too highly

polished and asking for wire with less finish."

E. Johnson: "We have never complained.
"

Wm. Braid White: "I have seen a foreign grand piano in which the covering wire was brought

up to an apex and fastened at either end some distance farther up and the bass strings were

extraordinarily clear. Do you know that method?"
E. Johnson: "We occasionally have sets wound that way but I couldn't tell how it is done.

Strings come in from old pianos where the winding runs up in the loop. They get the gripping in

the loop itself."

T. A. Johanson: "How far should the wrapping be from the bearing?"

E. Johnson: "Three quarters of an inch; the same at both ends."

R. H. Waud: "That is after the tension is on?"
E. Johnson: "Yes."
R. H. Waud: " Now that we are all tuning to lower pitch maybe that is why you don't have

so many replacements of strings."

E. Johnson: "I think it is rather because we have made progress in the manufacture of

strings. The material today is better than we used years ago. Manufacturers have made great

progress and I think our strings are made more carefully. I am not speaking only for John A. Schaff

but for all the manufacturers. We do not have as much trouble as we used to have and the strings

look much better than formerly. In first and second tuning did you use to pull the strings about

concert pitch?"
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Wm. Braid White: "My first factory fork was C-275; International Pitch is 258 .6 . Every-

body now is putting out pianos very close to International pitch.

"

T. A. Johanson: "What bass strings give the best tone— single wound or double wound?"
E. Johnson: "In the last ten strings single winding produces a stiffness because a very heavy

covering wire gauged as low as 13j^ is required. Winding that on the steel with the covering at a

high tensile strength compared with the finer gauges and the tone is similar to that of a bass drum
It doesn't vibrate freely. With the double wound string this is not the case. It is very difficult

for a tuner to distinguish the proper pitch of a single wound heavy bass string. There is one point

I would like to emphasize. The value of copper bass strings is only salesman's talk. He is the one

who went outside and popularized it. Later, when you offered your piano with iron strings, he

told you everybody was using copper strings. A lower copper string is superior to iron. I recom-

mend copper on the lower 10 strings, but on the finer strings better results may be had with the

iron. From the bass string maker's point of view you will have less trouble and cost."

F. E. Morton: "Do you consider tinned under covering better than the plain?"

E. Johnson: "We do. We have had less trouble when we use the tinned under covering.

Some manufacturers use copper."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Johnson has spoken of trouble in making strings— trouble in replacing,

trouble in meeting the demands of the manufacturer. This trouble is expensive to him. His

recourse is price. That trouble reflects on the manufacturer and is his. He pays the bills and he

passes them along. Trouble is expensive for all. Our interest in these troubles is commercial as well

as technical. If you are a lover of horses and dogs, as I am, you have learned that a thoroughbred

will not stand abuse. That holds true in the treatment of materials and machinery. A man said to

me the other day, referring to two brands of wire which he was using for mechanical purposes:

'I want this "B" brand because "A" will not stand abuse. ' Brand 'B' was an inferior product and

yet he was very willing to abuse it and pay the penalty. That holds good in string making. What
is the function of covering on a wire? The pitch is inversely as the square root of the weight and

inversely as the length; therefore in order to secure a given pitch when added length is impossible,

length must be made up in weight. So the sole function of the covering wire is weight— nothing

more. If the covering wire vibrates it adds its own mode of vibration to that of the core wire, thus

changing the tone quality. In determining the relative values of copper and steel covering wire we
must consider whether either one oversteps its function. The weight of steel covering wire,

commonly referred to as iron wire, is less than that of copper. Cover one string with steel and its

unison with copper and you will find a difference in tone quality under the present day practice of

covering wire making. A covering wire could be made which would have only a weight value, but

it would require a practice with no factor of safety. Up to date no one has been able commercially

to draw wire without an allowable variation. The copper covering wire functions as weight only

when soft enough to have no vibration of its own. I made a series of experiments about a year ago

with copper covering wire of two degrees of hardness and strung alternate note? on a piano with

strings wound with each kind. A very decided difference was noted in the respective vowel sounds,

the softer producing more nearly the desired effect. Copper covering wire now has been drawn to a

point very nearly approaching the steel, but is so soft that it breaks in the process of covering the

string. We have been able to draw a steel covering wire having toughness without hardness and
with sufficient tensile strength to meet the mechanical needs of the bass string maker. There is

probably no wire company today desirous of making copperized covering wire. The men feel they

are imitating a product, practicing a species of fraud. Salesmen are not particularly proud of a large

order for copperized wire. The hope has been expresse by sales managers of wire companies that

the day of the copperized wire would end very soon. So far as its acoustic value is concerned, here

is only a trifle of copper to influence in any way the vibration, but the process of copperizing does

affect the steel. The acoustic value of the copperized wire is lower than that of the tinned covering

wire.

" Mr. Johnson has stated he would like to work with a softer steel core wire. When a covering

is placed over the core wire we must avoid stiffening the resulting product. Wire of high tensile

strength is used at the expense of the prime or fundamental vibration. W7hen we speak of a particu-

larly hard piece of wire having a barlike tone we mean that it is stiff and it is only the stiffness
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of that wire to which we refer. It is the stiffness of a steel bar that gives the characteristic metalli

quality of tone. That applies to wire, whether it is caused by the method of covering or the hare

ness of the core or covering wire, the same bar effect is produced and the acoustic value is reduce

that much. The steel is more resilient than the copper and that is the reason why a steel covere

string vibrates more effectually as a whole than copper. An analysis of partial tones given by bai'

piano strings shows very little of the fundamental. One who can listen well and distinguish partia :

easily can determine the poverty of fundamental vibration in the bass strings. You will note it in
1

reproduction of piano playing in the phonograph. It is almost impossible to determine whethe

there is any bass. Perhaps the phonograph recorder hears more accurately than we.
'

' Let me explain one or two points relative to buzzing strings and dead strings. If the coverin

wire does not rattle and the string is dead, the cause of rattling strings is there just the same. Th
covering wire has not responded to it for some reason, but the same cause produces both and the'

cause is drawing the string above its elastic limit. Our mill men have a good phrase to express th

condition of the wire after it has reached its elastic limit : 'Its back is broken. ' It is not a piece c

music wire any longer. If it is dropped below the elastic limit and then drawn again to the same poin

'

the stretching process will be slow but continuous. It may take one, two, or even five years t

stretch sufficiently to produce an ill effect, but it is only a matter of time. When you find some dea 1

strings in your scale, the rest are subject to reasonable suspicion. They may not die on your hand:

but eventually they will die. The same cause always will produce the same effect.

" I cannot gi^e you the relative proportion of elastic limit to breaking weight on other make

of wire, but ours is about 60 per cent, and that is very high. If a wire is made for you that will g

above the present standard of tensile strength,— our standard, if you will, because I think we ar

right,— you are sacrificing acoustical to mechanical value in the wi*e. There is a point betwee

mechanical and acoustical value and you will cross that line. A string maker said to me: ' I war

a No. 17 wire which will stand a tension of 275 pounds for bass strings on Blank & Go's scale 1

I said: 'You can get it. We can draw it for you special, but it will not be piano wire.' We ai !

making that wire for corset companies. I sent him some of the wire. Mechanically it didn't g

dead but it sounded worse than dead. It was too stiff a wire. The tonal effect is identical with the

you are trying to eradicate by tone regulating. That string maker was trying to get the best n'

suits possible with a defective bass scale,— the first bass string from the break was too long. H
probably could devise a machine by which he could wind a fine core with a 36 covering wire of ste«

and get around that, but there would not be enough mass to vibrate the sounding board, and th
1

sounding board is a part of the wire.

"The function of the sounding board is to disturb the atmosphere and there must be wii

mass enough to energize the sounding board. It cannot be done with a small string. If you wi

make your first bass string from the break short enough to use a core wire not less than one numbc
smaller than your last plain wire, and your bridge and ribbing is correct, you will get a very muc'

better result than with a longer and smaller gauge string drawn to a higher tension. Anything i

bove 175 pounds tension on your bass bridge gives a down bearing on the sounding board whic

prevents it responding to the balance of the scale. The part of the soundboard which responds t

the next to the last octave on your piano lies down in the region of the bass bridge and when the

bridge is being bound down tightly, the board cannot respond. The result is a weakness in tr'

next to the last octave of your keyboard. If you do not have sufficient distance between your hitc

pin and your first bridge pin you are by that means also binding the. sounding board, holding

down.

"You will find if you try a piano that is strung only in the treble that the sixth octave is muc

clearer than after the bass strings are put on. The average bass scale is too high in tension and

does not make any difference what the size of that scale may be, if you run a 27-note bass seal
1

there is no reason in the world for the twenty-seventh being any longer in a large scale than in

short one. If the tension on your treble strings runs 160 pounds the tension in your bass shou

be 170 pounds. About 10 pounds more tension on the bass than the treble will reconcile tl'

difference in the composition and form of the strings. You will find false notes in a string n<

drawn to a sufficiently high tension and you will find them in one of too high tension, and t

higher the tension, the more false notes. I have occupied my time when in strange towns by sho;

ping for pianos to hear the sales talk. A salesman said: 'Note the' uniform quality of toi
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throughout the piano.' I said: 'Do you mean the tone is the same throughout?' 'Yes'. As a

matter of fact, a piano having the same tone throughout would be unsalable. It isn't uniform and

we have accustomed ourselves to ununiformity.

"We do expect even graduation from one vowel sound to another. In a 4-foot 4-inch upright

piano with an ordinary scale, which is a popular size, you will rarely have sufficient length of the

first plain wire from the break to give you over 125 to 130 pounds tension at international pitch

using No. 20 wire. To jump from 128 pounds directly to a tension of 200 to 265, which is common,
is laying out more work for the tone regulator and there is no occasion for it. The bringing up of

the treble end of the bass brjdge and shortening that string will give you a better graduation down
to the singles. It will also require less tone regulating; give greater tonal uniformity and durability.

Giving a bass string three or four twists was done originally to make the strings stand a higher ten-

sion without becoming dead or breaking. It increases the tensile strength of the wire to twist it.

Mechanically, .it is good practice. The twisting of any piece of metal increases its tensile strength.

That increase could be given it in the process of manufacture, but it would be at the expense of

acoustic value. From a commercial viewpoint, the tensile strength of the wire provided for bass

strings and for treble strings alike must meet the demand of the consumer—the piano manufactur-

er— but it does seem to me that a knowledge of the fact that ah increase of the tensile strength

beyond a certain point is at the expense of acoustical value should prevent its specification.

"I find from watching here and there in factories, particularly in rush times, the chippers and
first tuners drawing the bass strings way above their pitch. I have heard them say: 'We simply

pull it up until it pulls out straight and that is equal to five tunings. ' They are doing that at the

expense of tonal value. The best practice is to draw it up to pitch every time. It is a slow practice

and therefore has no commercial value. Anything beyond that, however, is a compromise with

tonal conditions. If the idea is to leave the piano at international pitch, the chipper and first tuner

should not be allowed to draw the string above concert pitch. On a high tension bass scale, even

this is impracticable, and in some it is impracticable even to draw it to international pitch.

"The proper way is to move the bridge, change the bass sweep and get a length that will save

the cost of that change in a very short time in the time of tone regulation. This undoubtedly will

be reflected in sales of the instrument. There is one cause for false notes or overtones which is

the fault of the wire drawer. There is such a thing as 'overdrawing' the wire. Drawing it too far

without annealing. It hardens the wire. The wire becomes less tough in that process and that is

sometimes done on a coil or two coils of wire before it is discovered. The practice is being perfected

to such an extent, however; that very little of that can occur unless it is the common practice of

the mill. You will have less overdrawn wire in the future than you have had in the past.

"False notes in the treble may be caused by using wire of too high tensile strength. It may
also be caused by too low tension with too hard a wire. I have seen three such cases in the past

two or three months. When you find overtones around the bar break, take the measure— the

length and gauge on both sides of the bar break— and you will find your answer in the tension. If

it only comes with one coil of wire, if it is our wire, ship it back. It is your only hope. If the

tension and gauge is right at that point, the fault is in the wire."

H. H. Arnold: "At the time the wire is drawn, is it placed on the coils at once or is it done
afterward? The reason I ask is that I discovered two numbers on a single coil and I wondered how
they could get mixed up."

F. E. Morton: "After the wire is drawn it is put into the bins to 'cure.' What you speak of

was the error of an inspector in the packing department."

H. H. Arnold: "Where is the new mill and when will it be opened up?"
F. E. Morton: " It is in Worcester, Mass., and you are all invited to inspect it. We have no

secrets. Piano wire drawing is a matter of skill, the practical application of scientific research."

Moved and seconded a vote of thanks be given Mr. Johnson for presenting his subject so

Nearly ; also that a letter be dictated thanking the American Steel & Wire Company and Mr. Morton
or the use of the laboratory and their helpful co-operation with the music trade.
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Engineering Problems in Piano Construction

January 3, 1917

F. E. Morton: " 1 have been doing some experimental plate work. It is obvious to each man
who is engaged in scale drafting that a great many vital points have not yet been defined thor-

oughly,—among them internal stress. I want to show you the importance of internal stress in

the plate, first upon tone, then defer to our friends the engineers for a discussion of points of me-

chanical interest.

" If a wire be stretched to a very high tension it will vibrate segmentally to a high degree,—

|

a very stiff rod at high tension will vibrate so that the 29th partial is audible, and that is an

effect we are attempting to avoid in piano tone building. Those odd numbered high partials

are inharmonic,—are inconsistent with the tone quality desired. High tension produces hard-

ness. If a rod of high carbon steel is drawn particularly hard, tension is not necessary to produce

the same vibratory effect."

C. C. Chickering: "What do you mean by internal stress?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Metals in cooling contract. One of the most beautiful illustrations of

internal stress is the Rupert drop, a pear-shaped glass drop, cooled from the outside and leaving

the internal mass in a high state of tension. Upon breaking the outer film, the drop will fly into

pieces with a loud report. This is due to internal stress. When a metal is cooled, the outside chills

first; the inside cools more slowly, resulting in a strain on the interior of that metal called internal

stress."

F. E. Morton: " It is the effect of this internal stress upon the tone of the instrument that I

desire to call to your attention,—the possibilities developing from its elimination or equal distri-

bution; also through the use of a smaller quantity of material. The mechanical effect of this

stress, while obvious to all, is not the vital point for consideration at this time, because it has been

overcome in plate making to a degree affording a fair factor of safety from fracture. There is

an effect still remaining which expresses in terms of inharmonic higher partials. Bearing in mind

the effect upon tone quality, we will ask Mr. E. Salich of E. Salich & Company, Mechanical

Engineers, to give us his opinion as to the possibility of practical application of general engineer-

ing principles to the manufacture of pianos."

Mr. Salich stated that a piano could be considered in the same light as any other machine

and he dwelt on the importance of computing the resistance, tension and compression of all work-

ing parts and their exact relations to tensile strength, crushing weight and elastic limit of mate-

rials employed. He also called attention to the dividing line between the use of sufficient material

for resistance and excess of material producing internal stress.

F. E. Morton: "Would you consider the designing and making of an energy resisting body

such as this cast plate, an engineering problem."

E. Salich: "Certainly, and as such it may be solved."

F. E. Morton: "Is there a problem pertaining to any portion of its designing or execution

which might not be solved by engineering methods?"

E. Salich: "It is simply a problem in resistance and therefore can be solved. The different

parts can be so constructed as to resist the pull without reaching the limit of elasticity."

H. H. Arnold: "Would the use of different grades of metal in the casting of the plate have

any material bearing on the tone quality?"

F. E. Morton: "The quality of tone is dependent upon the perfect reflection of energy by

the plate to the vibrating member."

E. Salich: "Yes. All parts of the plate should be so constructed as not to give. Any mate-

rial could be made to answer to the requirements. A poorer material would have to be made

stronger by increased mass, or reinforcement."

C. Arthur Brown: " Do any of you buy plates made under specific analysis of the metal and

with test bars produced at the time of casting?"

C. C. Chickering: "No."
R. H. Waud :

'

' Foundries do that themselves. Each pattern is supposed to be strong enough."'
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C. Arthur Brown: "You are not furnished, then, with data of that kind and you do not

specify mixtures or anything of that sort?"

E. B. Bartlett: "No."

H. H. Arnold: "I would like to ask, inasmuch as there is a contraction and expansion at

various temperatures in metal, whether a plate pattern can be made so that, after the wire is

properly strung on the plate, tension is even at all points?"

E. Salich: "That question is up to the foundry man. The temperature at which the iron is

cooled has something to do with that."

H. H. Arnold: "Would the length of time of exposure have any bearing?"

E. Salich: "Yes. For certain pieces the sand is dried before casting is put into it. When
it comes out of the oven where the mould is dried it is warm. It is then assembled."

C. Arthur Brown: "If you will take any plate, you will find that it has at some point or other

—as far as I have been able to determine—a weak point. It will also have at another point a

cross section much heavier than is required. The cross section with the larger amount of material

will cool last and some foundry men in order to maintain an even cooling put in a heating bar or

riser on each side of the weak spot so that the heat from the auxiliary molten mass tends to keep

the weak spot from cooling too rapidly. This treatment has a tendency to relieve internal stress;

to prevent distortion of the plate, and to make a better casting. When a malleable casting is

contemplated, the completed casting is subjected to a high temperature for about sixty hours.

In that process, as ordinarily conducted, there is a certain absorption from the 'skin' of the

metal by the substance in which the annealing is done. When a casting is put in the annealing

furnace, subjected to a heat that is somewhat lower than the malleableizing heat and maintained

for a given period of time and cooled slowly, the internal stress is largely removed. The difference

between cast iron and malleable iron is shown particularly in its tensile strength and the ability

of the latter to re'sist shock. The tensile strength of ordinary cast iron varies from as low as 15,000

pounds to as high as 24,500 pounds per square inch. The tensile strength of malleable varies

from as low as 35,000 pounds per square inch to as high as 63,000 pounds per square inch, being

a little more than twice that of ordinary cast iron in tensile strength so that a given cross section

of malleable iron would give a tensile strength as great as twice as much cast iron."

H. H. Arnold: " Is that difference caused by the composition or by the process of making?"

G. Arthur Brown: "Almost wholly by the process. In considering tensile strength we take

no consideration of compression strength. You have tension on this member and you have tensile

strength between your supports. These members are acting in compression. (Indicating Braces.)

These members are acting in tension." (Indicating web back of hitch pins.)

F. E. Morton: "Just to get a little better basis, Mr. Brown, will you analyze this pattern

for stresses."

Fig. 4

C. Arthur Brown: "I made a rather hurried analysis of this plate this morning. You have,

acting from the bass hitch pin end to the tenor agraffe extreme here, a tension pull of 14,130

pounds. On this portion, the treble, the pull amounts to 14,400 pounds, making a total pull in
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the line of these bars D, (see Fig. 4) of 28,530 pounds; an average tension of 157 pounds through

the tenor and 160 pounds in the treble, and across the bass section in line of C bar, 44 strings at

170 pounds pull with a total of 7,480 pounds. The total of those pulls comes to 36,010 pounds.

You have a cross sectional area of two square inches of metal at A. At this section near the end

of the tenor section, B, you have a cross section of 23^ square inches of metal. If you take the

bending stress allowable in cast iron which is ordinarily given at 30,000 pounds per square inch

with two square inches you have a 60,000 pound resistance through the minor cross section A.

The total pull of all the strings is only in the neighborhood of 30,000 pounds, the leverage being

ignored. I am inclined to think that the pull, angle and leverage of each string will have to be

computed separately before we can arrive at an absolute knowledge of stresses, strains and re-

sistances permissible before the angle, leverage, resistance and cross section of any plate can be

properly computed. Every three unisons you are changing the length and angle slightly, and this

must be taken into consideration. The casting from this pattern has shown some results that

were not satisfactory. This part, B, as the casting came from the foundry, showed a drop of

about % inch. There is an apparant tendency in the casting to buckle at A. That in itself shows

that the internal tension due to unequal cooling brings about a bending movement there that is

not satisfactory. The other scale on the drafting board is intended to be free from some of the

defects in this."

C. C. Chickering: " If you put a little bead on both sides on the bottom of D you may elim-

inate some of the troubles. Rigidity is one of the foundations of tone production."

C. Arthur Brown: " In view of the resistance offered even by the poorer qualities of cast iron,

it seems absurd to use the amount of metal we have in that plate when we could get the same

result with a less amount of metal and better distribution?"

E. Salich: "The result can be obtained by the shape of the different braces and Mr. Brown
is correct in saying that we can get the same rigidity with a less amount of metal and a better

distribution."

F. E. Morton: "We have with us Mr. J. F. Reed of the Paragon Foundries of this city, who
cast this plate. Mr. Reed, will you please tell us if there are foundry means of overcoming the

buckling and internal stress of difficult castings?"

J. F. Reed: "In this particular plate, after looking it over and studying it about two hours,

I told the men to go ahead, put it in sand and do nothing to it. There are plates upon the cast-

ing of which I can give- instructions without examinations. This particular plate came out—

I

should say—perfect, from our standpoint. I don't think we have ever had less trouble in the first

casting of a plate than with this one. When the plate first is put in, if it won't go through, it cracks.

The day we get the plate out we make a chart. The superintendent looks at the chart to see that

it is taken care of."

C. Arthur Brown: "How did you gate this plate?"

J. F. Reed: "Three gates in the head and three gates down the center with six up, a heat

riser on this end and a riser on that end."

C. Arthur Brown: "Were there any heat members in the center?"

J. F. Reed: "None. We usually put a heavy riser wherever we think we rnay have difficulty.

We get a lot of different propositions from the wood pattern."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming a slight bow of this bar (C) could that come from displacing the

pattern in the sand?"

J. F. Reed: "Hardly."

F. E. Morton: "If the pattern itself was true and the first cast showed the bow, would you

say it came from buckling?"

J. F. Reed: "Not necessarily."

R. H. Waud: "My experience on the bars has been to saw them in the pattern after it was

cast. If we found a bar went crooked, we took the iron pattern and sawed the bar."

F. E. Morton: "Suppose that was sawed and replaced, would a casting from that be free from

stress?"

R. H. Waud: "No, but you would only have one-half the stress."

R. W. E. Sperry: "It has one-half the displacement, but no change
1

in stress."
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F. E. Morton: "We are striving for a point beyond where stress means fracture. Mr. Salich,

can the lines of stress in such a casting as this be fully reconciled with foundry practice?"

E. Salich: "Yes. It is merely a matter of careful design and study."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Brown, can you describe in terms of energy the effect of vibration upon
a casting having an internal stress? Does it effect its longevity?"

C. Arthur Brown: "A metal under stress loses certain qualities under repeated blows or

stresses. Its ability to resist strain is gradually decreased and we call it 'fatigue' of the metal.

Any metal under high internal stress will certainly become fatigued much quicker than one

which is under normal stress."

F. E. Morton: "Is there a change in the molecular structure of the metal?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Apparently."

F. E. Morton: "What is the effect of torsion caused by unequal side stresses? Assuming there

was a torsion in this member, D, for instance, what would be the effect upon that member?"
C. Arthur Brown: "The torsion would tend to harden the member."

F. E. Morton: "One thing is certain. The effect of torsion is observable in the ring of the

metal itself. If the object is the retention of energy in the vibrating member, the sounding board

being a part of the wire for that purpose, then any contacting material failing to reflect that energy

through lack of rigidity is faulty. Agraffe and bearing must be perfect reflectors of energy. Any
part of the plate which fails because of elasticity fails by just so much in performing the function

of a plate. There must not be a greater degree of resistance in one part than in another. If one

member of your plate in vibrating segmentally gives forth a greater number of higher partials

[than other members of that body, the resultant is inharmonic and is readily distinguishable in the

jtone of the piano. A member under torsion vibrates with a greater number of odd-numbered

higher partials than one that- is not under torsion, composition and practice being equal. I am
certain a vibration test of castings is possible.

"I look forward to an apparatus with properly mounted electro magnets that will register and

record the actual condition of the plate metal as it lays. I find points of relative stress and tor-

sion in a plate now by tapping and listening. If that can be done, much more is possible. Mr.

Brown, what is the best distribution, from an engineering standpoint, of the metal now con-

tained in the web of the plate?"

C. Arthur Brown: "In the places where it would offer the greatest value to resisting the

pull on the plate which would necessarily lie in the compression members and the tension mem-
bers,—in other words, if you have sufficient metal to resist the tension pull of the strings at the

tuning pins and hitch pins, the only additional resistance you need is in the compression mem-
bers. The compression members are the bars. The equal, proportional distribution of that metal

through the tension and compression members would be the best answer."

F. E. Morton: "How about the distribution of the metal to the outer section as in this case?"

(Fxhibiting plate with wide flange.)

C. Arthur Brown: "That flange in itself is both a compression and a tension member. It is a

compound member and would necessarily share in the distribution of the metal in taking it from

the web."

F. E. Morton: "Would the addition of a flange to a plate of that sort add to its rigidity?"

C. Arthur Brown: "It would depend upon the distribution of the rest of the metal. One

could be made as strong as the other with the same metal properly placed without that."

E. B. Bartlett: "What really bears the strain of the strings? Is it the plate or the wooden

frame of the piano, or both?"

F. E. Morton: "I took this question up with a structural steel engineer. A stream was

bridged by two timbers covered with planks. A farmer drove his wagon over it and said it was

a little shaky. Steel trussed rods were thereupon put on the bridge, making it firm. I said to the

engineer: 'Which is bearing the load, the steel, wood, or both?' He said: 'There could only be

one instant in eternity when both could bear that load. The stress would be on the metal or on

the wood, and there could be only one instant during a readjustment when it would come to

both alike.' That is not an entirely fair analogy to the plate and frame relationship. It does bring

out a very interesting point. The construction easily may be such that the plate will bear the
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entire strain. It will only require a different distribution of the metal. The wrest plank is not

necessarily a part of the frame."

C. Arthur Brown: " In such case, the tuning pin sets in the wood which takes the strain and
transfers it to the metal. In that case both get the strain, although the wood is merely a member
of transmission."

E. B. Bartlett: " If the plate and frame unite, the theory is all right. If the plate sustains the

tension then we can eliminate one or the other without disadvantage, and if plates as now de-

signed would have a tendency to be pulled out of shape if strung without being attached to the

wooden back, would it be practicable so to design the plate as to equalize the pull if strung without

the support of the back? Would that plate be any easier than if attached to a wooden frame?"

C. Arthur Brown: "That would be a question of the scientific placement of the material. I

don't think I could answer that difficulty with a yes or no."

F. E. Morton: "To define the relationship of the plate to the frame would be to define the

function of each?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Surely."

F. E. Morton: "Has the frame any other function than the retention of the plate and the

resistance to the pulling caused by the bridge and agraffe bearing?"

H. H. Arnold: "Inasmuch as the strain acts from the tuning pin to the hitch pin and there

is a great difference between the hitch pin and tuning pin where the end of the plate comes, the

strain on the pin block and the tuning pin is equal to that on the hitch pin. The only differ-

ence is in a plate which has the pin block set in over it, then the pull of the plate is against the

pin block and the pin block back support to that must stand its part of the strain. With bushed

pins the plate withstands all that portion of the strain which is taken up by the bushing. If

the plate is divided then the top of the back must bear its proportion of strain. The strain is

less on the back when a bushed pin is used."

E. B. Bartlett : "The pin block must hold the back. There is a small factor there. The agraffe

or bearing bar or whatever is used would change the strain as compared with the hitch pin. There

is some friction and that might reduce it to a fraction."

H. H. Arnold: " I would hardly think it would reduce it. The pull is greater from the bearing

bar than it would be from the bearing bar to hitch pin."

E. B. Bartlett: "Not enough to make any material difference."

F. E. Morton: "The effect of an open pin block has been observed and the results should be

worthy of consideration."

R. W. E. Sperry: "I have experimented with one-half, three-quarter and full plates. The half

plate piano had a very sweet, agreeable tone but 'stood up' the poorest. The three-quarter plate

was the poorest as to tone and d'd not 'stand up' well. The full plate type was not so pleasing as

to quality, but 'stood up' best. The difference between the half and whole plate type lies in the

contact with the middle block."

F. E. Morton: "The quality to which we now refer as sweet, and which resulted from the

use of the half plate, would hardly be acceptable today to the trade. At that time the idea of

quality very nearly approached the simple tone. Another point, the bridge pin bearing should

furnish a sufficient grip of the wire on the bridge so that the raise of the wire in vibration raises

the bridge with it. On some pianos I notice an impoverished tone caused by a failure of the sound-

ing board to travel up the full distance with the wire. The down bearing is not all, the board

must respond to the upward movement as well. Pins should be well staggered.

"In a 10 foot grand, we have certain lines of resistance, tension and compression. In a 4

foot 6 inch, those lines are shortened. What change in the distribution of stress is required

through shortening of this scale?"

C. Arthur Brown: "A lesser placement of metal in the compression members."

F. E. Morton: "Why?"
C. Arthur Brown: "Due to the shortening of the length of the compression members and a

lesser tendency to buckle."

F. E. Morton: "According to that would a 4 foot 6 inch plate require the same amount of

metal per inch as a 10 foot?"
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C. Arthur Brown: "No. It would not require as much in cross section of the different com-

pression members."

F. E. Morton: "On a plate similar to this, to what extent may the web function as the bar?

Suppose this bar ceased at this point?"

C. Arthur Brown: "You have a transference there of the lines of stress from the web to the

bar. There is only needed sufficient bar to take care of that stress, and any release of the metal

from the web if put in equal compression resistance would function exactly the same."

F. E. Morton: "We have the carrying of the bar over the web for quite a distance. I would

like to know as a principle of engineering to what extent then the web could take the place of the

bar? At what point may we stop, and why?"
C. Arthur Brown: "Stop it at the exact point where the resistance of that metal is sufficient

to take the torsion pull off the hitch pin web."

F. E. Morton: "That being the case, the old method of continuing the bar through, gradually

sloping it down, was unnecessary?"

C. Arthur Brown: "It was unnecessary."

The informal discussion was continued until midnight. Some of the subjects and ex-

amples cited were held to be too intimate for publication

Varnish

January 17, 1917

Mr. Morton stated that the purpose of the evening's convention was a more thorough un-

derstanding of varnish, its possibilities and limitations and an appreciation of its value to the

piano trade. He then introduced Mr. J. H. Shanley, manufacturing trade representative of

Pratt & Lambert, varnish manufacturers of New York, Chicago and Buffalo.

Mr. Shanley stated that the officials of his company, not unmindful of the privilege ac-

corded, had arranged to have their chief chemist, Mr. R. W. Lindsay, and Mr. J. F. Thomas, the

technical superintendent, in attendance.

Mr. Lindsay is a Boston technical man who, during the ten years he has been with Pratt &
Lambert, has been given wonderful opportunities for research work and has gathered informa-

tion and pictures of materials and processes essential to varnish making from various parts of

the world. He has exhibited these views and lectures before numerous educational bodies. Mr.

Lindsay said:

"I am very glad of this opportunity of addressing you, gentlemen, upon the subject of var-

nishes, and although what I have to say may not be for the most part new, yet I believe that in

reviewing once again the details regarding the various materials used in varnish making and also

the process involved, that there may be many points which will be not only of interest to you,

but at the same time will be of assistance in your business.

"Varnish as you all know is made up of four main constituent parts. We have in the first

place the fossil resins, or gums as they are termed, which give to the varnish its brilliancy and
lustre and to a certain degree its durability.

"Secondly, we have the drying oils which render the varnish elastic, durable and to a cer-

tain extent affect the lustre.

"Thirdly, we have the metallic driers which are incorporated with the oils to hasten the

drying of the varnish film, acting as carriers of oxygen from the air to the drying oil.

"Fourthly, we have the volatile solvents which aid in the spreading of the varnish upon

the work.

"I shall take up first the various raw materials used in making varnish, and describe the

source from which those materials come, and later show you how these materials are used in the

actual varnish process."

Mr. Lindsay, with the aid of the Stereopticon, showed the processes involved in the making

of varnish from the gathering of fossil gums and resins from Zanzibar, The Congo, Benguela,

Sierra Leone, New Zealand and the East Indies; through the production and transportation of
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Linseed and China Wood Oil and Turpentine to the proper union of oils and gums in the var-

nish factory.

Mr. Shanley then introduced Mr. J. F. Thomas who has been with Pratt & Lambert for twen-

ty-five years, having worked his way to the position of technical superintendent.

J. F. Thomas: "Varnish, as we know it from a varnish manufacturer's standpoint, is a ma-

terial made of the various ingredients described by Mr. Lindsay. He has gathered all of the

material essential to the manufacture of varnish and perhaps you will agree that there has been

something romantic about it; then he has gone farther and built it into a varnish, and that also

is interesting; but now he has taken the finished article and has turned it over to us and we have

something to deal with that will protect and beautify woods, produce what is commonly known

as a varnished finish, give us grateful lasting results, or, perhaps, he has given to us a matter

that we will be told is too dark, too heavy, too thin, will not brush, does not flow, does not dry,

will not rub, will not polish; it heaves, crawls, sags, runs, chips, shrinks and cracks, and has other

evils too numerous to mention.

"We know that with a properly selected wood (inasmuch as we are dealing in piano ma-

terials tonight, we may specify veneer) and with a properly selected stain, filler and varnish

we may be able to produce a sightly effect. The materials used will intensify the beauties of the

wood by emphasizing the soft, spots, as well as the high lights. The filler will fill the pores of the

wood and correct the unevenness due to such pores, and the varnish will form a transparent coat-

ing of light amber hue over the whole, and will permit of our viewing the charming effect brought

about by the veneer flake and finishing materials, and will protect this beautiful picture perma-

nently for us.

"May we assume that this is a fairly accurate description of what you, as piano builders,

bring about in the finishing of your instrument?

"It seems easy to the layman to take materials as we have described them and produce a

lasting finish, but perhaps we may say it is only ignorance of the subject that would lead one to

believe finishing to be easily learned.

"The staining of work to be finished is a voluminous subject in itself,, The present condi-

tion of markets makes it difficult to obtain certain dyes, acids and chemicals. The man who pro-

duces these effects must be alert and resourceful. Fillers, of course, are selected according to their

value, and it is fair to assume that any filler house should be able to supply a satisfactory article

if their intention is right.

"There is such variation in piano varnishes used by different concerns that if we had not

fairly studied the situation we would believe good judgment was not used in purchasing. Per-

haps we would be more nearly correct in saying that humans are intensely human—that they do

not care to be guided into one channel, but would rather think for themselves, that in the mind
of an ambitious man there is something that causes him to avoid laid-down methods and formu-

late a method of his own that seems more in harmony with the entire picture of his manufac-

turing proposition. Whatever it may be, we believe that no time or teaching will ever change

this condition and that whether a man be a manufacturer of pianos or other product, if he is a

man of capacity, he will believe himself capable of producing effects better than those of his neigh-

bors and by methods not used by his neighbor. We believe that all varnish manufacturers, like

all piano manufacturers, are of good intent and that they try to produce goods of superior merit

that will meet with approval and be sold profitably. Perhaps you, as piano manufacturers, could

you bring about such a condition, would make one piano of one style and devote all of your en-

ergy to its manufacture and marketing and perhaps varnish makers would confine themselves

to one particular varnish, and probably would do so were such a thing possible. On the contrary,

however, there are hundreds of varnishes which, if we looked at the formulae, might appear quite

the same to us, but when given to a careful varnish maker and strictly adhered to, produce var-

nishes of entirely different character, designed for different purposes. For the piano industry

alone there are many kinds of varnishes and the difference in the character of these varnishes

is as varied as the difference in men's faces, and it is quite safe to say to you that we can tell who
made a piano varnish by examining it.

"The finishing of a piano case should be and no doubt is considered' by you to be one of

your very important operations of construction. When one considers that the finished case is

constantly before the purchaser, and that the majority of piano owners are proud of their pianc
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finish if it is good, then we may assume that the finishing helps considerably in the sale of an in-

strument. Finish should be given considerable attention.

"The layman, perhaps, is not a jood judge of piano finish, but we believe that a finely fin-

ished case that will hold its condition over a period of years is a big asset to a manufacturer and

a very good investment in goodwill and advertising. It is the feature of a piano that is constant-

ly before the eye. If it is bad, the piano is bad; if it is good, the piano may be good.

"Varnish manufacturers today are supplying you with much better varnishes than they did

ten or fifteen years ago. They have longer life, are less susceptible to checking and cracking,

and we think you should be producing a much better and more lasting finish for your work.

You should ask yourself if you are doing this.

"To produce a good varnish of any kind, the foundation must be right. We know that

solid woods give a much better foundation for finishing than do veneer woods, but we also know
that solid woods are not suitable for your purpose and that you must use veneered woods. We
believe you will agree that the veneers that you are buying are very thin and not quite as suit-

able as they might be for the holding up of a varnish finish. We believe there is almost no differ-

ence in the methods employed by piano manufacturers to produce laminated or built up wood.

We further believe that you know your business and that if a better method were obtainable,

such a method would be in vogue. And now as to the best method of finishing a piano case, we
offer this method as being ideal. You may be using all or part of it. We are not giving this as

a rule, but as an ideal.

"First: Sponge the wood to raise the grain, and in twenty-four hours, or after the moisture

has evaporated, sandpaper to reduce the bristle that was raised by the sponging process.

"Second: Apply the stain and after this stain is dry, sand lightly to remove any bristle

raised by this operation. It may be that you are using a kiln for the removal of the excess moisture

due to this staining operation, but whether kiui dried or air dried, sand lightly to remove the

bristle and following this, the particles that the grain may contain due to sand from the paper

or particles of glue that may be loose, should be thoroughly brushed from the pores of the veneer,

after which the filler should be applied. We will not describe the filling operation other than to

say it should be done very carefully and the pores not partially but thoroughly filled with the

filler so there will be no air spaces permitting the soakage of the varnish causing what is com-

monly known to hard wood finishers as pitting. The filler should be permitted to stand long

enough to be thoroughly dry. If a kiln is used, perhaps eight hours is enough. If a kiln is not

used it may require forty-eight hours or more, according to the condition and temperature of

the atmosphere; but whatever the drying condition may be, the filler should be thoroughly dry

before the application of a coat of varnish. If this is not done, it will retard the drying of the var-

nish indefinitely and the finish in the end will have a 'dried in' appearance. This is one of the

evils of finishing and is a source of constant annoyance to those who-apply varnish over a filler

that is not dry, or over varnish that is not dry. In using the term dry here, we mean HARD.
Dry varnish may be considered as free from dust or free to the touch, while a hardened coat

would be that which had dried to a hardened state, and would not ordinarily harden further.

"Number of coats vary. Some prepare cabinet work better than others and finish a case

creditably with fewer coats of varnish than others. Some finish by fine rubbing, over the third

and fourth coat and polishing without flowing, while others use four or five coats of bodying

goods, permit their work to stand twelve days or more, after which they coarse rub, flow, fine

rub and polish or dull rub, as the nature of the work requires, and finish according to what seems

to them the best methods for their particular manufacture.

"When we are dealing with a prospect and endeavoring to make a selection of material

best suited to his purpose, or when we are dealing with a customer who is desirous of changing

his methods, we analyze the situation as thoroughly as possible to learn the capacity of his shop

for handling the amount of work he is trying to produce, to determine the number of days which

can be allowed for each operation, and in the end select a material best suited for the purpose."

H. H. Arnold: "Varnish applied, one coat after the other, dried in the kilns and after being

taken out shows no perceptible softness, yet after being cooled the last coat can't be rubbed

without showing marks similar to blisters, or water marks. After three or four days it may be

rubbed. What is there in varnish to cause this condition?"

J. H. Shanley: "What you refer to is a sweat. No one has ever found relief from it. Your
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kiln in the drying operation after staining will remove the excess moisture due to the staining

operation.

"

F. E. Morton: "Would a difference in grade of varnish affect the period of tirhe elapsing

before the flow?"

J. F. Thomas: "Absolutely yes."

J. H. Shanley: "The better grade of varnish would require a little more time."

E. J. Fishbaugh: " Is there a good varnish that can be coated every day without skrinking?"

J. H. Shanley: "You might put on all your body of coats at daily intervals if you will per-

mit that mass to dry out properly. In many kilns a temperature of 120 degrees is maintained

and that softens the varnish in drying even down to the fourth coat. I believe if varnish is dried

at 105 degrees, the result would be better.

"

J. F. Thomas: "That has been borne out by our experience. To obtain the very best work-

manship I don't believe in coating each day."

H. H. Arnold: "Would you suggest leaving the work in the kiln or operate the kiln part

of the time then let it stand under normal temperature to remove the heat from the stock?"

J. F. Thomas: "The latter."

F. E. Morton: "What would be the proper proportion of time?"

J. F. Thomas: "Kiln drying six to eight hours."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Should there be 50 per cent humidity in the kiln?"

J. F. Thomas: "Yes. The best results are obtained by air drying. Using kilns you are apt

to get the humidity too low and take too much moisture out of the wood.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "Where no kiln is used would you make any provision for obtaining uni-

form temperature and uniform relative humidity?"

J. F. Thomas: "I would if possible. All shops are very dry from steam heat in winter and
humid in summer."

J. H. Shanley: "The drying of varnishes will do best in the condition in which man likes

best to live.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Why will a stain bleed through some varnishes freer than others?"

J. F. Thomas: "Due to the composition of the varnish."

F. E. Morton: "What is your experience as to temperature and humidity in kilns, Mr Waud?"
R. H. Waud: "About 108 temperature and 85 humidity."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Thomas, what specifications would give such a varnish as when prop-

erly applied, thoroughly dried and finished, would move with a vibrating piece of wood and not

disintegrate?"

J. F. Thomas: "It would be difficult to draw such a specification. The gum would enter

into it to a large extent.

"

F. E. Morton: "Have you ever had specifications given you for sounding board varnish?"

J. F. Thomas: "Only for color."

F. E. Morton: "Suppose I buy a varnish from a firm regularly and continue to order month
after month, can I assume a uniformity of product under present day practice?"

J. F. Thomas: " Yes, absolutely. There is no reason why you should not."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Do you believe it good practice for the finisher to add any thinner in

the finishing room?"

J. F. Thomas: "I do not."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "If you use shellac underneath would you thin your first coat?"

J. F. Thomas: "No. Where you do not use a shellac or similar substance, you should thin

the first coat about one-third.

"

H. H. Arnold: "Do you use turpentine for thinning?"

J. F„ Thomas: "Yes, to a certain extent. It helps the oxidizing."

F. E. Morton: "Does the laboratory check up scientifically the human element entering

into the manufacture of varnish?"

J. F. Thomas: "Absolutely. The laboratory checks up each step and checks up the hu-

man element entering throughout. In addition to that, the varnish itself is run through by prac-

tical men. All the best manufacturers test each lot of varnish practically before making ship-

ment of any part of it.
"
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Chas. Stanley: "Docs it injure varnish to spray it?"

J. F. Thomas: "No."
E. E. Beach: "Our experience may be of interest. We use four of the Pasha Air Brushes.

We have never been able to tell the difference between air brush work and that done by hand."
H. H. Arnold: "What is the difference between a long oil and short oil varnish?"

J. F. Thomas: "A long oil varnish is used for outside varnish that is supposed to have long
life. It is the oil that gives the elasticity. Sierra Leone gum is lasting. It seems to carry an oil

in itself. When you make a varnish of that gum you get extreme durability. The Kauri gum is

much harder than Sierra."

E. B. Bartlett: "Would you recommend Spar varnish on pianos?"
J.F.Thomas: "No. It won't polish out. Linseed oil will not evaporate. To the ordinary

layman the Spar varnish might seem fine, while to you it would look awful.

"

J. H. Shanley: "We have a panel here that was finished over ten years ago. Perhaps the
veneer on this panel is heavier than is used in practical shop work. You who are experienced can
tell very readily by looking at it. This has never been coated since it was finished ten years ago.
It has been cleaned up."

H. H. Arnold: "How many coats were put on at the time?"

J. F. Thomas: "Five body and one flowing.

"

H. H. Arnold: "Does the relative thickness of the veneer make any material difference in
holding up the varnish?"

J. F. Thomas: "It does."

F. E. Morton: "Can you say why?"
J. F. Thomas: "With a thin veneer the glue works up into it."

F. E. Morton: "You are then applying varnish to glue. What is the effect?"

J. F. Thomas: "A shrinkage of the glue.

"

H. H. Arnold: "After the glue takes on moisture it expands and raises the varnish above
the wood.

"

Qualities and Uses of Wood
February 7, 1917

Thure A. Johanson, general superintendent of the factories of the Cable Company, presided
in the absence of Frank E. Morton, acoustic engineer of the American Steel & Wire Company,
who was in Lawrence, Kansas, to address the students of the University of Kansas. Mr. Jo-
hanson announced the subject for the evening, "Wood," and in an interesting way told of the
woods best adapted to piano making. Mr. Johanson said:

"The subject for discussion this evening is the various kinds of woods best adapted to the
manufacture of pianos. Certain woods are selected for building certain parts of pianos, because
these woods possess just those qualities or characteristics which best enable them to perform the
functions required. Some of these properties or characteristics are tensile strength, rigidity,
hardness, ability to expand and contract, resonance and beauty.

"The construction of backs requires strength and rigidity. For this purpose, spruce, maple,
rock elm, beech, etc., are used, either in the solid wood or laminated.

"Wrest planks require tensile strength, rigidity and hardness, and the American rock maple
laminated is without doubt the best wood for this purpose. Bridges of laminated ash and maple
have proved to be very good.

"For sounding boards experience and experiments have proven that spruce is the best
material. Some fine sounding board lumber comes (or did come before the war) from Bohemia
and Roumania, but it has been found that spruce from our own Adirondack mountains and the
Pacific coast is of such excellent quality that it may still be considered a debatable question as
to just where the best is grown.

"For actions, strength, rigidity and hardness are desired and rock maple meets these require-
ments better than any other wood.

"Keys require a wood that is unusually strong in comparison with its weight, besides having
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the least tendency to warp. Sugar and cork pine seem to be the materials best adapted to thij

purpose, and perhaps basswood is the nearest substitute for these.

"Stiffness and strength are vital factors in the making of key beds and built up stock is usee

to good advantage for making these parts.

"Most of the lumber used in the construction of a piano enters its case making. The gram
case rim requires strength and rigidity and laminated maple and ash are the most favored woods

" In direct contrast with the requirements of strength in grand case rims is the demanc
made upon the corewood or veneer backing used in upright cases. This corewood must be lumbe
which, when thoroughly dried, will contract or expand the least and will best hold its shap
under the varying climatic conditions as regards heat and m&^ture. Yellow poplar, chestnut

ash and white pine meet the requirements for corewood better than other varieties.

"Among the solid ornamental woods none excel mahogany, walnut and oak.

"Various fancy woods are used more or less for face veneers. The most popular of thes<

for turning out cases that are truly beautiful are mahogany, rosewood, Circassian walnut, oal

and last but not least, our own beautiful American walnut, which to my mind surpasses them al

It is the king of woods. And let me say in passing that this American product of ours of whid
we should be particularly proud, has not attained the degree of appreciation that' it merits.

What more beautifully figured wood can be found? Nature must have left walnut for the las

in the production of its woods, for in it she has portrayed beauty surpassing that in all others.

"Needless to say in such a company, all the woods mentioned must be selected and treatei

with the utmost care in order to produce the best results."

Mr. Johanson then introduced L. L. Barth, vice president of the Edward Hines Lumbe
Company; Mr. H. S. Dewey, lumber expert; Mr. P. W. Huston, also of the Edward Hine
Lumber Co., and Dr. E. W. D. Laufer, associate agricultural commissioner of the America]
Steel & Wire Company. Mr. Dewey was the speaker of the evening. He has spent year
in the study of the woods of the world, and his address was heavily freighted with excellen

advice. He said:

"Few, if any, of the products of Nature are of such manifold utility as wood. Substitute
have taken its place in many instances, but rarely with advantage, except as to first cost. S:

multaneously with these substitutions have come added requirements for wood, thus main
taining an average annual consumption that runs into big figures, and enables the industry c

manufacturing lumber and kindred products to retain its place among the leading industrif

pursuits of the world.

"The numerous woods in general use today offer wide opportunity for practical and inte
ligent selection for quite every specific need.

"As a material in the arts, as well as for general structural and other purposes, the demand
are so diversified and so divergent that to a student of wood values, the subject abounds wit
interest and impresses the close observer with a versatility that is inspiring and arouses er.

thusiasm.

"The botanical interest in timber, its growth and development, has, until very recentl)
occupied a too inconspicuous place in the realm of wood manufacture and manipulation. Ac!

cordingly there has been too little consideration given to the selection of certain woods to k
specific needs for which they are especially adapted by nature, and quality has not been a

important a factor in determining these selections as it should have been.
"Wood is produced only by the highest sub-kingdom of the plant world, the seed-bearinf

or flowering plants, subdivided into two distinct divisions, viz.: the Angiosperms an 1

Gymnosperms. The Gymnosperms are all perennial trees and shrubs divided into three natural
orders, two of which are valueless as timber. The third, the order of Coniferae, is so name'l
from the general arrangement of its seeds on a series of over-lapping scales arranged in a conil
having narrow, rigid individual leaves whence they get the familiar name of needle-leaved treer
The members of this order are the pines, larches, firs, cedar, balsam, spruce, hemlock, etc., c I

softer texture and more rapid growth, possessing in a large degree physical characteristics tha
render these woods indispensable for certain requirements, such as house building, sash, doom I

blinds, etc., and also pattern making, etc.

"The second division of seed-bearing plants, the Angiosperms, is "divided into two classes I
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known botanically as monocotyledons, comprising lilies, orchids, palms, grasses, etc., of no
economic value as wood, and dicotyledons, which include perennial members of the class of wood
value, besides numerous plants that never form wood. The trees of this division having wood
value include the oak, ash, birch, elm, maple, beech, gum, etc., of our own native woods, besides

numerous woods of the tropics, such as mahogany, rosewood, ebony, Spanish cedar, etc.

"Dicotyledons, so named from having two seed-leaves to the embryo, comprise an immense
and varied assemblage of plants, a very large proportion of which are merely herbaceous, never

forming wood. In those perennial members of the class, however, which acquire the dimensions

of trees or shrubs, the stem generally branches freely, has a separable bark and increases girth

with age; the wood, though, as we shall see, differs in several important but very obvious char-

acters, agreeing with that of conifers in being arranged in rings produced in successive seasons.

These rings as they appear in a cross-section of a tree, or conically tapering sheaths surrounding

|

the tree — as they in fact are — form on the outside of the wood of previous seasons and beneath
the bark. This type of stem characteristic of gymnosperms and dicotyledons, is in consequence
correctly termed exogenous, which means in simple English, to produce. The term, endogenous,

still sometimes applied to the structure of the stem of monocotyledons, is less accurate.

"Dicotyledons are commonly of slower growth than conifers and their wood, especially that

near the center of the stem, is often much harder. They bear, as a rule, also broad net-veined

leaves and are known familiarly as hardwoods or as broad-leaved trees.

"It is then with the two classes of exogenous stems, those of the gymnosperms or needle-leaved

trees, ancl those of dicotyledons or broad-leaved trees that we are concerned. Though as we have
already said, conifers and broad-leaved trees present important differences in the structure and
consequent character of their wood, their manner of growth is so nearly identical in its initial

i

stages and broad outlines that we may treat them at first collectively. It is considered likely that

the many branches and numerous small leaves exposed by means of these branches to a max-
imum of air and light in these two groups of plants as contrasted with the general absence of

branching and the small number and large size of the leaves in ferns and palms, have deter-

mined the production of the progressively enlarging solid stem that characterizes them.
"It must be remembered, however, that the stem of a tree fulfills several very distinct phy-

siological purposes. Besides bearing up the weight of leaves and foliage so as best to obtain the air

and light they require, it is the means of communication between the root and the leaves. Through
it the water and its dissolved gases and saline substances, taken in by the root from the soil,

are conveyed to the leaves, which have been termed the laboratory of the plant, to be built up
in them with the carbonaceous food-material taken in from the atmosphere into these complex
organic compounds of which the whole structure of the plant is composed. Furthermore, the
stem serves as a reservoir in which some of these organic compounds, the plastic material of

|the plant, are stored up for use in future growth.

"Every stem and every branch (and a branch is but a secondary stem differing only in po-

sition as long as it remains capable of elongation), is terminated in the groups of trees with which
we are concerned, by a bud. A bud is the growing point protected by over-lapping rudimentary
leaves.

' "In the immediate neighborhood of this growing-point the stem in this, its initial stage, is

;entirely made up of structures which almost completely resemble one another. Whether we
cut such a growing-point across or lengthwise it presents under the microscope the appearance
of a delicate mesh-work of thin membrane filled in with a viscid, semi-fluid substance. These
meshes, from their resemblance to honey-comb, were in 1667 named cells by Robert Hooke.
The delicate membranes which form the cell walls, as they are termed, are composed of a sub-

stance or rather a group of substances known as cellulose. This substance contains the three
dements carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in definite proportions, which the chemist represents
|is C6H10O5, that is, in a hundred parts by weight, forty-four are carbon, six are hydrogen and
fifty are oxygen. Cellulose, like starch and sugar, belongs to a group of compounds of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen in the proportions in which these two elements occur in water, which
ire known as carbo-hydrates.

"It is, in fact, the same percentage composition as starch, though differing from it in many
oroperties. It is insoluble in water, flexible, slightly elastic, permeable, but only slightly ab-
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sorbent and does not readily undergo fermentation. When treated with acid it passes into a starch-

like condition, as is evidenced by its then turning blue with iodine, and under certain conditions

in the living plant it would seem capable of being formed from, or of passing into, sugar. The
viscid semi-fluid substance in the cells is of far more complex chemical composition. It contains

not only carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, but also, though in far smaller proportion, nitrogen with

traces of sulphur, and perhaps, always also, phosphorus and other elements. It is probably a

mixture in varying proportions of some of those substances which from their resemblance to al-

bumen or white of egg, are known as albumenoids, and, from the readiness with which they un-

dergo chemical change, or decomposition, as protoids. Being the substance out of which all

plant-structures originate, the sole constituent of the first germs of all living beings, it is known
as protoplasm, from the Greek protos, first, and plasma, formed matter.

"Any collection of similar cells or modifications of cells having a common origin and obey-

ing a common law of growth is known as a tissue. These young cells at the apex of the stem, of

nearly uniform size and that extremely minute, with their as yet unaltered cell-walls, filled with

protoplasm, form an embryonic tissue, one, that is, which will undergo change. Its uniform char-

acter causes it to be termed undifferentiated, while the various kinds of tissue to which, by dif-

ferent changes it gives rise are known in contra-distinction as permanent tissues. One change to

which any cell is liable so long as it contains protoplasm is to divide into two divisions, a parti-

tion wall of cellulose forming across it. The formation of this solid wall is from material in solu-

tion in the protoplasm, and a correlative power, which, as we shall see, the living plant possesses,

of dissolving a cell wall, illustrate that interchangeability of sugar and cellulose of which we have

spoken.

"A tissue the cells of which undergo .division is termed merismatic or meristen, from the

Greek merisma, division; so that the embryonic tissue at the apex of the stem is known as ap-

ical meristem.

"Although its cells are all embryonic, they nevertheless at a very early stage commonly
present such a degree of differentiation as to make it possible to distinguish three well defined

rudimentary tissue systems. First, there is a single layer of cells on the outside of the growing

point, with thickened outer walls and undergoing division only in planes perpendicular to the sur-

face. If we trace this layer backwards down the surface of the shoot below its apex, we shall find

that it is continuous with similar cells, which have lost their protoplasm and have even thicker

outer walls. As this outer layer of permanent tissue is called epidermis, from the Greek Epi,

upon the; derma, skin, the embryonic layer in which it originates is termed dermatogen from

derma, skin, and gennao, to produce. In the middle of the growing point is a solid column-like

mass of cells which are all somewhat elongated in the direction of the elongation of the stem.

This is known as the plerome and the central axis of the tissues to which it gives rise, as the steel,

Greek for a column. Between the outer dermatogen and the inner plerome there is a layer or a

series of layers of cells which undergo division both in planes perpendicular to and in the planes

parallel to the surface of the stem. These are known as the periblem. On tracing them backwards

down the shoot we find them continuous with tissues which immediately beneath the epidermis

are commonly green, and which often have their cells much thickened in the corners in herba-

ceous plants or shoots whilst still further back, on older parts of woody shoots, the green layer

is often buried under one or more layers of brown cork. These tissues which thus originate in the

periblem are known collectively as cortex.

" It is with tissues originating from the central plerome or stele that we are mainly con-

cerned. If we cut a young shoot across, a little below its entirely embryonic apex, we shall see

that, whilst there is a central whitish mass, which on being magnified exhibits a comparatively

wide-meshed structure, there is around this a ring of patches of a grayer, closer tissue. These

gray patches may be observed to be roundish or slightly wedge-shaped in their outline, their

longer diameter lying in one of the radii of the stem, and they are wider across their outer parts.

They appear gray on account of the smaller diameter of their cells. Longitudinal sections show

these patches to be cross-sections of long strands or bundles of cells, narrower and more elon-

gated than those around them.

"The central mass of tissue is the pith or medulla and these strands are known as the pro-

cambium or desmog£n. The procambium strands extend from the rudiments of leaves near its
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apex right through the stem into the root. They get their name from a Latin word, Cambio, to

grow, being in a nearly transitory or embryonic condition. In monocotyledons the whole of their

tissue passes into the condition of wood so that as the strand in its permanent form is termed be-

ing incapable of any further growth in diameter, is said to be closed or finished. In those trees,

however, with which we are most concerned, viz.: gymnosperms and dicotyledons, whilst the

inner portion of each strand becomes wood and the outer part bark, a band between these two
parts remains embryonic. This layer is called the cambium. This cambium layer of wood is

termed an open one which is familiar to us as the layer of delicate thin walled cells, full of sticky

protoplasm through which we easily tear when we peel the bark from a tree or stick. Having

what is termed the quality of perpetual youth, it remains recognizable in a stem many years of

age, and with the pith of the tree furnishes us with a convenient rough classification of all struc-

tures of such a stem. From the pith or heart of a tree to the cambium, is wood; outside the cam-

bium is rind or bark. The main function of the stem is to convey liquid nourishment from the

root to the leaves and to carry back also in a diffusible form the material elaborated in the leaves

to growing parts through vessels, which are elongated tube-like structures, formed by the ab-

sorption of the transverse or top and bottom walls or rows of long cells placed end to end.

"These are often referred to as vascular bundles. They also contain, however, cells which

have not been thus fused into vessels; such cellular tissue when its constituent cells are not more

than three or four times as long as they are broad, being technically known as parenchyma.

"As we have already stated, in addition to its function of conducting liquids, which necessi-

tates these vessels or other conducting tissue, as it is termed physiologically, the stem has to per-

form the mechanical function of bearing up its own weight, as well as the weight of its branches,

leaves, etc. The necessary mechanical strength or resistance is acquired by a change in the walls

of cells, fibres and vessels, known as lignification. This consists in their impregnation with

a substance known as lignin. Lignin consists of the same three elements as cellulose, viz.:

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, but in different proportions, its composition being 49 per cent

of carbon, six of hydrogen and 44 of oxygen. Its chemical constitution, is however, as yet

unknown. It is harder and more elastic than cellulose, readily permeable by water, but not

absorbent, that is, not retaining the water.

"There is much of scientific interest which I shall omit, because of the need for more prac-

tical survey of the subject. We have considered the various elements embraced in the processes

of wood growth, and the functions of the tree in its development. The conversion of cells into

wood structure is caused by the lignification of the cell walls thickening as the infusion and in-

filtration of lignin with the protoplasm in the cells go on.

"There is a difference between the wood of conifers or needle-leaved trees and that of the

broad-leaved trees, readily discernible in the difference in the texture, the wood of the conifers

being softer and lighter in weight than the wood of the broad-leaved trees.

" In the wood of the conifers the sap-wood or alburnum contain cells that are in a sufficiently

active state of vitality to store up starch, at least in winter, though growth is confined to the

outer-most layer of all the cambium. The heart-wood or duramen, the cells of which are physi-

ologically dead, serves only the mechanical function of supporting the weight of the tree, resist-

ing the lateral strain of the wind.

"The annual rings composed of the lighter colored spring-wood, and the darker colored sum-
mer-wood, which is heavier and denser, show us each year's growth and the relative propor-

tion of the denser and firmer summer-wood becomes a valuable aid in distinguishing heavy, strong

pine wood from that which is light and soft.

"Of the conifers the woods most valuable in the manufacture of pianos and many other

musical instruments are the soft cork White Pine (Pinus Strobus) so successfully utilized in the

manufacture of piano keys, and the spruce (Picea Excelsa) so useful for sounding boards. The
supply of both these woods, while not inexhaustible, promises to fulfill quite every need for your
purposes for many years to come, therefore we need not concern ourselves about substitutes for

them for two generations at least.

"When we examine the stem ofa broad-leaved tree, such as an oak, we find the same exogenous

arrangement of pith, bark, heart-wood, sap-wood and annual rings with considerably greater

complexity in the variety and grouping of the elements of which the tissues are built up. The
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pith in some hardwoods is extremely variable, and in some woods like the elder it soon dies anc

disintegrates, leaving the stem hollow, whilst in young stems of elm the inner portion of it has

thin walls and loses it protoplasm, while the outer part becomes thick walled, but retains its

cell contents.

"The pith rays of broad-leaved trees are in general far more conspicuous than those of the

conifers. In oak the large primary pith rays extending from pith to cortex are often twenty or

more cells in width, appearing as long, clearly defined grayish lines in a transverse section of al

stem.

"I shall not dwell upon the distinctive features of the various hardwoods, and the elements

of complexity and variety that distinguish them from the conifers. The processes of lignifica-.

tion proceed with much less rapidity, and with vastly differing and widely varying functions.,;

There is, as a rule, among the woods of the broad-leaved trees no such regularity of radical ar-

rangement of elements as characterizes the simple wood of conifers.

"In the hardwoods most used in the manufacture of pianos and other musical instruments

those of even and uniform growth, of firm structure and strong fibre, have been deemed to be 1

most useful. Uniform structure, density, even grain and elasticity are elements essential to yourt

needs. In the dense, even fibered hard maple you find the wood suited to your requirements for

actions. In the rapid depletion of the somewhat limited areas of maple forests, I perceive a pos-

sible shortage of this valuable wood in another generation, and the consequent need for seek-

ing a substitute wood. It is possible, however, that you may even now have such a substitute;

in mind.

"In 1910, 1911 and 1912, I had occasion to investigate timber resources in Tropical Mex-
ico and Central America, where I found a great many unknown woods, that impressed me veryi

favorably indeed, as being suitable woods for many purposes where wood from our own forest

resources are now being utilized. Samples which I happened to examine very carefully showed

characteristics very similar to our American basswood, poplar, ash and maple, and while I had

but limited opportunity to experiment with these woods, such limited experimentation as was

made proved to me the likelihood of our utilizing in the years to come many of these valuable,

woods, particularly for requirements where woods of uniform density and structure are essential.

"Hard maple, for instance, is a wood that grows in very limited areas in the United States,

and our available supply of this timber is rapidly diminishing. I firmly believe that many of

these unknown hardwoods of the Tropics will in time to come be found to be fully as useful for

a great many purposes as even the mahogany and Spanish cedar of the Tropics, which have long;

filled many practical needs and requirements. Just what one or more of these woods may pos-

sibly take the place of the hard maple I am now unable to say, but when the time comes that youl

are compelled to seek a substitute for maple, I think you will find it in the Tropics of Mexico

and in various localities in Central America.

"For various of your other requirements for white ash, oak, elm, etc., it is not likely that

for a matter of 20 to 30 years other woods will be required to replace them. However, the great

forests of Venezuela and Brazil offer splendid inducements for investigation of the great prime-

val and untouched forests of those countries, so that I feel warranted in saying you have little

or no occasion to be concerned about a source of supply in the event that our own American woods

finally disappear.

"There is much diversity of opinion as to the limitations of wood and its general utility,

but wood experts and those more widely concerned in the manufacture and manipulation of wood

and lumber are inclined to view more complacently the conditions that confront us, namely:

the rapid depletion of our forest resources, and the prospective opportunities for replacing the

known woods of commerce from other sources of supply. As I have already stated, the unknown

woods of the Tropics of South American countries have not found their way to market, except

in very limited quantities, by reason of the fact that there has been little occasion for the pioneer-

ing work that is necessary to introduce them.

"The grandeur of the stately white pine, which has been so successfully used in piano con-

struction in years past is not excelled anywhere in the great forest areas of the world, either in

its primitive beauty or its superb action in every use to which it has been adapted for commer-

cial purposes. The only specimens of the order of Coniferae that approach it as a utility when a

soft wood of uniformly even growth and softer texture is required, is the sugar pine of Califor-,
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nia (Pinus Lambertiana)and a species of pine which I personally investigated in 1911 in the

State of Michivacan in Mexico. It is my opinion that some of the requirements that previously

have demanded the good old cork white pine of Maine, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota and Idaho, may be filled satisfactorily, but I am doubtful about either of these woods

ever fulfilling some of the extremely particular needs that white pine has served.

"Among the latter I choose to include the requirements for piano key stock.

"In the selection of a musical instrument, of first importance is the tone and quality, to

which wood has been a modest, if indeed not an extensive contributor. Secondary only, and very

closely associated with this first essential we find wood in some shape or form adding beauty and

charm, and a conspicuous factor in supplying an exterior finish of exquisite luxuriousness of an

instrument that is a delight to the eye as well as to the ear.

"You have succeeded so splendidly in your skillful efforts to blend harmony and pathos

with the fundamental needs for beauty of design, that your work has been an inspiration and shall

ever occupy its rightful place, not only in the world's commerce, but as a factor of potential in-

fluence in our social life."

Following the address woods were discussed exhaustively. Most of those present partici-

pated. Mr. Barth opened the discussion:

L. L. Barth: "In the construction of the back of a piano, Mr. Johanson speaks of spruce.

If that requires hardwood, spruce is hardly classed in with hardwood. Mr. Dewey spoke of maple.

The time is coming when you must obtain a substitute for maple. Rock elm would be next,

beech next, etc. You could hardly classify spruce with maple. Spruce gives lightness and rigidity.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "It would be interesting if you could suggest substitutions—even if it

is not necessary. If there is something else of similar classification, we would be glad to hear it."

L. L. Barth: " If white pine is more valuable and gives you the lumber you want, the amount
required is not such as to make a great difference in price."

E. B. Bartlett: "Spruce is mostly used in sounding board construction."

L. L. Barth: "For keys you speak of sugar pine, cork pine and basswood. There is a dif-

ference between sugar and cork pine."

E. B. Bartlett: "There is more sugar pine being used than cork pine."

H. S. Dewey: "The area over which basswood grows is very limited. In a 100,000 acre

stand you may find no basswood. If you start with basswood, then you will find you can't get

enough of it because you have to be so particular. The cost is increasing all the time and you are

going to get right up to the other cost."

E. B. Bartlett: " I think I am right in saying that more sugar pine is sold in this market for

keys than cork pine. Several years ago, before we abandoned the use of cork pine, we arranged

with a company to cut all their good logs for the season. I think their season's cut was about

fifty or sixty million feet. Out of that season's cut they laid out about one quarter of a million

feet. One of our men looked it over before it was shipped and he could not pick more than about

90,000 feet. That was the last serious effort we made to get this lumber."

H. S. Dewey: " In pine you have a wood that is really in a class by itself. I think, however,

our greatest concern is about maple. We are getting right up against a real shortage ofmaple."

T. A. Johanson: "The wood to take the place of maple would most likely be beech."

H. S. Dewey: "Beech is very scarce. How would birch do?"

G. Lufkin: "What variety of birch do you refer to? White or yellow?"

Dr. Laufer: "There are several species of birches in this country. The red and white comes

from Wisconsin and Minnesota, and there is also a yellow birch."

G- Lufkin: "The yellow birch is much tougher than white."

T. A. Johanson: "Birch may not be as adaptable as maple. Even in rock maple you will

find planks that have not the resistance or hardness required in building actions."

Dr. Laufer: "In wrest planks, I believe that the solution will be found by using maple and

birch lamination."

T. A. Johanson: "It would be a very hard thing to laminate different parts of an action."

Dr. Laufer "In the action itself, as the pieces are comparatively small, it would not re-

quire trees of such large diameter as are being used today.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "Would the wood from the small tree be as dense and hard as in the older

ones?"
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Dr. Laufer: "There is no reason why it wouldn't be if grown in a proper climate. If it was

grown in a climate that was cold and moderately moist, the smaller timber would be just as good

as the longer timber. It is difficult to get any tree to grow in a section where it is not at home

The government has tried to grow willow to replace basswood. There is quite a bit of willow sold

as basswood. We are succeeding very well in growing willow in dry areas."

E. B. Bartlett: "Would willow be suitable as a substitute for basswood?"

Dr. Laufer: "Certain parts of the willow are doing very nicely as substitutes for basswood.

It does not seem to possess some of the objectionable characteristics of basswood."

G. Lufkin: "Isn't willow rather brittle?"

Dr. Laufer: "Only certain varieties. Yellow willow is rather tough."

T. A. Johanson: "What is magnolia?"

Dr. Laufer: "Midway between a hard wood and a soft wood. It is similar to the Eucal

yptus species."

H. H. Arnold: "Wouldn't the Eucalyptus, being a very fine, close grained wood and very

rigid under certain treatment, take the place of maple?"

Dr. Laufer: " If you could dry and prepare it properly it undoubtedly would. We have not

found a real method to do that. California produces Eucalyptus of 24 inches to 30 inches diame-

ter. I believe that in the proper climate, 30-inch can be grown in fifty years."

H. S. Dewey: "The natural place to go for substitute woods is the south. Mesquite is an

extremely hard wood and would, perhaps, with proper preparation act well to replace maple

in certain places."

L. L. Barth: "Could yellow pine be used for piano backs?"

Dr. Laufer: "A piano undergoes great changes of temperature and yellow pine, due to its

habit of growth, develops a great internal stress, and because of this, shell-like fractures occur

which may cause the frame to splinter and ruin the tonal effect."

H. S. Dewey: "How would fir do?"

Dr. Laufer: "Quarter sawed fir would be a great deal better. Cypress is another wood which

by quarter sawing might prove useful."

H. S. Dewey: "You are up against a waning supply there."

E. B. Bartlett: "Fir seems to have the necessary stiffness, but it chips off easily. It wil

check.

T. A. Johanson: "Would you consider fir stiffer and stronger than spruce?"

L. L. Barth: "Yes. It has greater tensile strength."

T. A. Johanson: "Have any of you any suggestions for building backs? I believe some man-

ufacturers are using birch."

H. S. Dewey: "We know of nothing better."

C. C. Chickering: "We have used spruce altogether."

T. A. Johanson: "What do you say about spruce for posts?"

C. C. Chickering: " It is the best there is for tone producing."

Carl C. Williams: "What kind of spruce?"

C. C. Chickering: "We use the eastern. I don't think the back question is serious. All

we need is something that will hold together—something that is true."

H. S. Dewey: "I should think birch would answer for backs. Furthermore, it is a beauti-

ful wood. In interior finishing it stands just as well as mahogany."

T. A. Johanson: "Going from backs to wrest planks, I don't believe any of the manufac-

turers are using anything else than rock maple for pin or wrest plank."

H. S. Dewey: "It would be pretty hard to replace that wood."

H. H. Arnold: "One thing we must not forget in looking for a substitute for maple pin blocks

If we use wood that is too hard and the fibre too fine, the hardness is of a crystalline nature and the

pin wouldn't hold. Even in maple if we pick a piece with a swirly knot and get two of them to-

gether the pin would be loose in a short time because the threads of the pin are so fine they blocl,

readily. We find the qualities that grip the pin in a pin block found in the end wood. The qual

ities that hold the pin rigid are found in the long wood. The long wood part in the pin block wil

hold the threads of the screw when turned, whereas the pull on the pin rests on the end wood anc

that becomes very rigid. If we should take a piece of pin block material and laminate it our tun-
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ing pin would not hold. The wrest plank must be of the same kind of wood, hard maple, and es-

pecially so if a thinner pin block is used so that the pin itself has a bearing in the wrest plank.

I am speaking of uprights."

Dr. Laufer: "Maple is fatty, due to the fact that is it made up entirely of very close, hard-

knitted wood fibre cells with practically no ducts in it. When your pin enters between those

cells they form levers on that screw. If you get a wood made up of stone fibre cells, such as some
of the nut woods, say butter nut, you find the condition you spoke about."

E. B. Bartlett: "Isn't it very likely that the peculiar cell formation of the maple is perhaps

one of its most valuable qualities for pin block construction?"

Dr. Laufer: "Undoubtedly. It has practically no ducts in it. Because of its stringy, rope-

like wood fibre cells it clings tenaciously to the pin."

T. A. Johanson: "The question has often come up between piano manufacturers whether

the quarter sawed wrest plank or the plain sawed would be the best. What maple would hold best?
'

'

Dr. Laufer: "A plain sawed maple."

T. A. Johanson: "Can you give us any suggestions regarding our core wood?"
H. S. Dewey: "What are you using for your core?"

T. A. Johanson: "The eastern manufacturers are using more white pine than we are. We
are using more chestnut and poplar."

L. L. Barth: "You can get more white pine for veneering purposes than chestnut or pop-

lar."

T. A. Johanson: "In using white pine for sides of a piano, one objection is its softness."

L. L. Barth: "Use Norway pine."

T. A. Johanson: " It is out of the question.

"

H. S. Dewey: "What is the thickness of your veneer?"

T. A. Johanson: "One-twenty-eighth of an inch for face veneering."

H. H. Arnold: "Norway pine is too knotty. You can't veneer over knots and obtain a per-

fect surface."

T. A. Johanson: "We are using perfectly clear poplar. Willow would warp more than pop-

lar."

Dr. Laufer: "The yellow poplar and bass wood that you have been getting is largely wil-

low."

T. A. Johanson: " In that case all of our piano manufacturers are being deceived."

Dr. Laufer: "The difference is just botanical. The grain and color of the two woods are so

closely alike that the layman cannot tell the two apart, consequently it doesn't make much dif-

ference whether you call them by one name or another."

T. A. Johanson: "A very important point in the construction of a piano case for permanency
is found in the core wood.

"

L. L. Barth: "How large pieces are used for core wood?"
Dr. Laufer: "Seven feet would be about the limit."

H. S. Dewey: "You are confronted with a rapidly diminishing supply of both chestnut

and poplar."

T. A. Johanson: "There are certain parts of a piano case where pine cannot be used. The
foot block would not be hard enough to hold the screws for the casters. The foot rail, on account

of its cut in the center, would not be strong enough. We could not use it for fall boards because

of the finishing of the ends and moldings. You could hardly use it for sides unless lined with pop-
lar or some harder wood. Pine is apt to be dead and dozey to a certain extent and it is apt to

shrink in."

H. S. Dewey: "You wouldn't get much of the dozey wood in the white pine."

H. H. Arnold: "If we use a narrow board from a small tree or a wide board from a large

tree, we find the wide board has less tendency to warp. Why does the narrow board warp more
readily?"

Dr. Laufer: "A small tree possesses a proportionally larger sap layer. A board six inches

wide from a seven inch tree will have a greater proportion of sap wood than an 18-inch board
from a 22-inch tree. The sap wood is capable of taking up more moisture than the heart wood
and this larger proportion of sap wood produces a greater tendency to twist and warp in the nar-
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row board. The sap wood takes moisture readily even after curing, the heart wood very much
less readily. A wide board, sawed, glued and veneered, under ordinary conditions will last a hun-

dred years. A narrow board, in about ten years, may cause trouble because the sap wood takes

up moisture, causes the glue to swell and produces checking and sweating in the veneer."

E. B. Bartlett: "Is there a difference between sap and sap wood? In manufacturing we
try to get rid of the sap.

"

Dr. Laufer: "The manufacturer calls that portion which is not solid sap. This is the spongy

portion that may be found in a large number of otherwise sound boards. Sap wood, on the con-

trary, constitutes the outer edge of the board which has not matured to the consistency of the

heart wood."

T. A. Johanson: "That brings us to the drying of lumber, and I would like to ask Mr. Barth

and Mr. Dewey the best way of kiln drying wood for construction of pianos."

L. L. Barth: "Kiln drying of lumber is like baking a loaf of bread. It dries it on the outside

and swells it on the inside. Kiln drying leaves the wood on the inside soft like the inner part of

the loaf and the outside dry and hard like the crust of the loaf. It is a problem that the lum

berman has been unable to solve."

Dr. Laufer: "From a tonal standpoint, if we seasoned our woods just as the old violin mak-

ers did we would approach perfection."

L. L. Barth: "Some pattern makers purchase their lumber three or four years before using

and pile it under cover where it is absolutely dry and well aired. The pattern lumber they use

today is four or five years old and absolutely dry. I can only say, buy your lumber far enough

ahead and put it into a dry place."

Dr. Laufer: "The manufacturer should not use lumber unless he has had it for five years.

Piling on ends under a shed would increase warping. No matter how careful you are there would

be more moisture at one end of the board than at the other and hence the greater danger of warp-

ing. It would be best to pile it in the flat, well cleated so as to secure perfect drying. The manu
facturer has lost sight of the fact that lumber is not just wood. It is not a question of 'what is

wood'—it is a question of 'why is wood,' and that has been pointed out to be due to histological

factors. Whenever you take a board and put it in a dry kiln and turn on a roasting temperature

you have ruined that wood tonally, because you have developed inside the cells of the component

fibre an internal stress, the same as exists in an iron plate or any manufactured product that is

submitted to a wrong heat treatment. Wood is not living matter, but you have internal mois-

ture—water with a mineral content. This mineral content will be variable. It will consist of

salts, lime in connection with phosphorus, sulphur and nitrogen—all salts that are extremely

soluble. In placing the wood in a dry kiln you dry the outer portion of the cells. You rapidly

heat the lumen or the inside of the cell causing the cell walls to be fractured and disintegrated.

It matters not if a certain proportion of the cells contain either air or water when heated arti-

ficially. You get the condition Mr. Barth pointed out. This tears every fibre of that wood
apart, due to the internal stress you develop and ruins it for tonal purposes."

H. S. Dewey: " Perhaps some of you have found that oak honeycombs through rapid dry

ing."

Dr. Laufer: "You can try that on any board. Take a board, put it through the planer and
sander, look over it carefully and you will find a beautiful unbroken surface. Put it through the

dry kiln and you will find little checks running all the way through it. When that occurs the in-

ternal stress makes puffed rice out of it."

L. L. Barth: "We sell kiln dried lumber only on the basis of its grading before it is kiln

dried. It is possible to reduce the grading by kiln drying."

T. A. Johanson: "I believe you all appreciate the way we handle lumber is to have it in

stacks from two to five years. If the manufacturer should maintain a five years' supply of all

woods, some manufacturers would have millions of feet. That is quite an item when it comes to

money. I believe most of us are keeping lumber up to four years. When it comes to core stock,

it would hardly pay."

Dr. Laufer: "Don't you give it a short dry kiln treatment before using?"

T. A. Johanson: "We do. Would you air dry it down to the finish?"

L. L. Barth: "When you dry kiln it readily reabsorbs dampness because the pores are all

open and the dampness goes in in spite of anything you can do to prevent it."
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T. A. Johanson: "In air drying lumber, suppose it does not go through your dry kiln, what

percentage of moisture would it hold?"

Dr. Laufer: "That is difficult to tell. I would recommend that the lumber be taken and

air dried five years and then brought in to the mill room from one end and passed through a room

in which a current of live air is circulating. In a week your lumber would be fairly dry. Vitalized

air on lumber that has seasoned is very powerful. You bring your lumber from the yard and it

goes into the air drying room and is moved slowly to the point of usage. By that time it has lost

all the surface moisture it has accumulated and you have dry lumber which will not pick up

much moisture."

H. S. Dewey: "The remaining moisture content would largely be in the heart of the piece

and would not give one-hundredth part as much trouble as the moisture that would be taken

on the surface of the piece."

T. A. Johanson: "Should it be dried in the open air?"

Dr. Laufer: " I would dry it in the open with a roof over it. I would pile the valuable

lumber in the center, the next most valuable lumber on the sides and the cheapest lumber on the

outside. In this way the maple is getting all the air but is not depreciating because the mois-

ture and elements do not get at it."

Wood and the Piano Builders' Art
February 21, 1917

Mr. F. E. Morton, Chairman, introduced Dr. E. W. D. Laufer, Horticulturist of the Ameri-

can Steel & Wire Company, who presented the following address:

The object of this paper is to familiarize the practical piano builder with certain funda-

mental facts in regard to the structures that make up his most necessary material, as well as to

correlate certain practices of the builder with their effects on the finished instrument. This ne-

cessitates tracing the development of the wood from its original cell through the various tissues

to final perfection, taking cognizance of the chemical changes constantly occurring with vary-

ing intensity according to rapidity of growth, soil conditions, climatic environment, and the treat-

ment of the timber after cutting. Careful study of the accompanying microscopic views will

make clear these points.

Fig. 5
A single cell, the basis of all life, com-

plete in itself, capable of all living
functions.
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Fig. 5. Shows the cell which is the basis of all plant life. This cell is of the simplest form,
being made up of a thin cell wall and living cell contents. The wall adjoins walls from other
cells. This cell wall consists of cellulose and contains the elements carbon, oxygen and hydro-
gen. Cotton is a very pure form of cellulose with which all are familiar. Within the cell will be
noticed a peculiarly formed body which, however, is not limited to this shape at all times. This
is protoplasm or live matter. The rounded portion in the center of this protoplasm is the nucleus
or center of cell life. Note also a still smaller body in the center of this nucleus. This is the nu-
cleoli or germinal spot of the cell. When new cells are formed the nucleoli divides into two por-

tions thus giving rise to two new cells; these two divide into four, the four into sixteen, etc. When
a live tree is cut down the growing cells contain this protoplasm, but the older or heart wood is

free from this substance.

Protoplasm is made up of the basic elements present in all nature. It contains compounds
of nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, carbon, hydrogen, phosphorus and other elements in varying pro-

portions. When the tree is cut the protoplasm shrinks from loss of water and dies. If such a
tree is not taken to the sawmill within a reasonable length of time or the bark removed, the en-

tire outer portion will decay in five or six months. This is due to the fact that the reabsorption
of water and heat causes the dead protoplasm to ferment, rupturing the cells and allowing decay
fungus to enter, which at first produces the darker coloration known to the mechanic as "sappy
spots." On the other hand, if the wood is properly treated these soluble salts are absorbed by
the cell walls where they are capable of undergoing changes, giving rise to various phenomena
in the finished product. These changes always occur in the outer or sapwood section of the tree.

The difference then between sap and sapwood is found in the fact that sap is an indication of

commencing decay, and sapwood is that portion which consists of the current year's growth
made-up of simple and slightly altered cells.

* 01

i«&

Fig. 6
Parenchyma or basic tissue

—

An aggregation of unaltered or simple cells. In cross section on left, a longitudinal section is shown on right.

Fig. 6. This illustration shows the first or basic tissue of nature. It is known as paren-

chyma. It is simple in form, all cells having thin walls. One of its peculiarities is that its cells

-usually are of equal diameter in each direction. Some parenchyma lays .close to the outer por-
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tion of the plant whose cells are somewhat elongated as shown by the longitudinal section at
right. This tissue is the fundamental tissue of all plants. No matter what kind of wood, be it

the softest cork pine or the hardest maple, this is the first tissue that is formed, and on its struc-

ture the wood cell and all of the other forms are built up. All the walls in this section are simple

cellulose. The section shows all of the cell contents removed. In this form it is closely related

to the pith of the elder. The actual size of the cell of parenchyma tissue varies; this one shown
would perhaps measure one-two-thousand-five-hundredth of an inch.

Fig. 7. Here is a tissue that is closely allied to parenchyma; changes have taken place.

Fig. 7
Collenchyma or altered basic tissue.

The original basic parenchyma has becone older; the plant has grown taller and now requires

support. Nature provides that support by depositing either cellulose or a substance called lig-

nin on the walls of the simple cell. This deposit does not always occur exactly in the way it is

shown in the upper of the two illustrations, but has a tendency to deposit in the angles as shown

in the lower illustration. This gives very small cell cavities and very thick angular walls. The
various ways in which the deposits occur affect the section of wood cut from such a stem. On
the upper edge note square-shaped cells, like bricks in a row, while on the extreme outer portion

are little corrugations. This is the cork tissue of the bark. When these cells die they chip off.
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This gives rise to the roughness of the bark on old trees. The name of this thickened tissue is

collenchyma.

Fig. 8. This shows another view of collenchyma tissue both in transverse and longitudinal

section. In this case the cell walls have hardened and thickened still more. As before noted,

this tissue lies just underneath the bark and serves to give the plant its first support. When the

Collenchyma still further altered than in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8
Here the basic tissue is becoming woody. This forms Bast.

tissue has reached this state, it is called "bast." If it occupies the position in which we find it

here it is fibrous and tough. The cells are quite long. This alteration from the basic tissue is

due to the fact that the intersecting wails between cells have broken away; pressure from with-

in and without has compacted the cells into closely interlacing strands. It is this portion cut from

basswood that is extremely tough, hence it is used in crossband veneering.

Fig. 9. This looks like a cross section of a pile of logs but really is stone tissue. These stone

cells are parenchyma tissue which have rapidly taken on lignin (wood substance) and have ab-

sorbed mineral matter which makes them very hard. Note that the lumen or central cell cavity

is very small. Owing to the rapid thickening of the walls the inner contents of the cell were placed

under pressure in various diameters and this pressure has created fissures in the walls. This

hard tissue it is which dulls tools so rapidly. It also causes difficulties encountered in the maple

wrest plank. It occurs in all hardwoods, in the shells of nuts, and directly under the bark of

mature oaks, sycamores and walnut. This particular section is taken from the pear because

its cells are so decidedly characteristic. If in a maple wrest plank you find a section containing

this tissue and attempt to drive a tuning pin into it, the small threads on the pin will fill with

this wax-like substance causing a "jumpy pin." The transitional stages from the original basic

tissue to the actual wood fiber and stone tissue are not quite so simple as they appear here, all

gradations being found. It is sometimes difficult, therefore, to say where parenchyma merges

into collenchyma and where collenchyma merges into bast and bast into wood fiber and stone cells.

Fig. 10. Gradually we. get farther away from the simple forms. Here we have true wood fi-

bers typical of all hard woods. They are not always of this perfect round form, but the true wood

cell always has a thick wall and small central core. To the right are true wood fibers in longitu-

dinal section. Running almost through the center of the section at m is a medullary ray. This

is the divisional ray that always divides a block of wood into wedge shaped portions. Every
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Fig. 9
Stone tissue. The altered tissue has become very hard through mineral and Lignin

(wood substance) infiltration.

W
Fig/ 10

True wood'fibers. Basic tissue plus Lignin.
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structure in the stem runs to a wedge shape. The wood bundles are separated by a row or two

of these medullary ray cells. They consist of basic parenchyma tissue which has lignified but

retained its thin walls, becoming much compressed by the adjoining wood bundles. If wood is

rapidly grown under stimulative culture and climatic conditions with a large amount of water

and heat, these ray cells will be weak and if a nail should be driven in a board where two of them

cross, the board would split. If this condition obtains in a maple wrest plank, and the pins

approximately follow the medullary ray, the plank will break before half of the pins are driven.

The course of the ray can be recognized by the naked eye from the duller color of the ray

cells. Notice the peculiar shape of the wood cells to the right. The center core is always small

and the walls thick, while the ends are pointed. This causes these cells to exert a binding, twist-

ing, rope-like effect on each other. This is particularly the case in our maple as this wood is free

from any large ducts, hence a close, bridge-like structure results. A substitute for maple should

have these characteristics.

Six forms of Ducts.
Fig. 11

These form the great arterial system of plants.

Fig. 11. These are ducts. A plant eats, drinks and possesses a circulatory system. These

ducts are required for the proper functioning of this circulatory and absorptive system. Ducts

may be likened to large open tubes of great length, reaching the remotest parts of the plant

In growing wood tissues we find that the spring growth is lighter in color and appears more po-

rous to the naked eye. A transverse section of such a wood examined through the microscope showj

a large number of holes between the cells corresponding to the ducts. The illustration shows

some of these ducts dissected longitudinally so that their structure may be seen. Passing from

left to right we find first the dotted or pitted duct showing constrictions at regular intervals

This gives great strength and carrying capacity.

This type of duct is typical of practically all of the hard woods having a thin growing layei

where adequate moisture supply must be maintained in the least possible space. Number 2

resembles swell shutters on a phonograph, or ladders placed side by side to form a six-sided tube

All of the little slots appear as though sawed through the walls. This is* the ladder or scalariform 1
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duct. It is particularly abundant in the pine, number three and five; the spiral and annular duct
respectively are also found in the pine. In the spiral duct we may find one spiral or any num-
ber up to six as in No. 4, either running in the same spiral as a broad band or in opposite direc-

tions. In No. 5 the spiral is reduced to single rings, while in No. 6 a net work, or reticulation,

is found; hence its name,—"reticulate duct." These markings exist not only on the walls but
actually form projections and grooves along which nutrition and moisture pass, and at the same
time give support and strength to the plant.

Fig. 12
A cross section through a mature piece of pine, showing relative size of cells, from spring

and autumn growth (annular rings) to the left a resin vessel corresponding to R.

Fig. 12. On the right is a section cut from an old piece of pine. It shows the relation of spring
growth to summer and winter growth. Note that the cells of the spring growth in the lightest
zone are large but gradually become smaller as it approaches the darker zone. The darkest, dens-
est portion has been formed in late fall and early winter, making the rings of growth visible when
a stem is sawed through crosswise. Under certain conditions more than one ring is formed in

one season. The larger, hole-like opening at R in the lower left side is a resin secreting vessel.

The larger illustration to the left shows a detail of this vessel. Later on these secretion ves-
sels will be treated in greater detail. The relative enlargement of these figures is 50 diam-
eters and 200 diameters respectively.

Fig. 13. This is a greater magnification of the transverse section seen in Fig. 12. The small-
est cells shown at a correspond to those of the dense portion in Fig. 12, while the large cells are
those of the current spring's growth.

Fig. 14. On the right are the cells of pine cut in a radial, longitudinal direction, making
them appear as though covered with small rings or discs with a smaller ring in the center. The il-

lustration on the left shows the same section cut at right angles to the one on the right, giving
an idea of how these cells are shaped. They are more acutely pointed, having thin walls and com-
paratively larger central diameter; are not so densely lignified as wood fibers, but have a cer-
tain resemblance to ducts. No other family of plants possesses them so abundantly as the pines;
as a matter of fact, they constitute practically all of the wood of the pines. This characteristic
tissue of the pines is known as tracheary tissue and the cells are called tracheids.

Fig. 15. The upper left illustration is a transverse view of the tracheids of the pine a show-
ing the position occupied by the small disc. At the extreme left is a view of typical wood paren-
chyma cells, divided several times by transverse walls. The illustration to the right shows four
tracheids of the pine, much enlarged. Compare their acute angled ends with the sharp pointed
ends of the wood cell. The bordered pit is shown at a while the cells of the medullary ray com-
posed of basic parenchyma, lignified, cross at in. In the figure farthest to the right, a tangential
view of the same cells is shown. Note that the bordered pits appear lens shaped where they meet
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Fig. 13

The annular ring shown in Fig. 12 greatly enlarged demonstrating the shape of cells in cross section.
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Fig. 14

The cells of pine in longitudinal sections. Right hand cut in line with radius of stem left cut at right angle to Stemradir
These cells are called Tracheids.
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each other as at a. The medullary ray is proved to be basic parenchyma from its isodiametric

shape at m. Close observation will show that the tracheary tissue has developed from this ba-

sic tissue by the breaking away of transverse walls and their peculiar pitting. These pits are

really little cups with holes passing straight through the walls in old dead wood. That this is

important to the piano builder in his selection of woods having tonal value, such as pine and

spruce readily can be demonstrated.

Fig. 16. Here is a tracheid of the pine greatly enlarged. At the extreme left, a flat view, in

the center is a perspective of the little cup-shaped disc,—a minute hole cut on either side. In

Individual Tracheids greatly enlarged, showing cross, radial longitudinal and
tangential longitudinal sections, also comparative wood cells in outline on
extreme left, observe the wood cells are divided transversely, tracheids are
not. Note the small discs (a) which give pine and spruce woods their
tonal value. The medullary ray crosses at m.

its center is a small membrane septum, like the vibrator on a phonograph reproducer with a some-

what thickened disc in its center. This is shown in plain view in the illustration on the extreme

right. It is this vibrating membrane that gives tonal value to the woods derived from the spruce,

the pine and related species. There are billions of these membranes in every piece of pine, the

view shown being magnified 650,000 times. If a log of spruce or pine is not properly cared for

after felling, by being promptly barked, or if the lumber is subjected to careless kiln drying in-

stead of being air seasoned, these delicate membranes will be ruptured, thus giving rise to inhar-

monics or destroying tonal value. All the crowning or pressure put on a sound-board of this ma-

terial will not improve the tonal effect.

Fig. 17. This is a section of a three-year-old stem of basswood and shows the relation the

various tissues bear to each other. Cross section rs shown at C. In the center we find the basic

parenchyma tissue, or pith. Passing radially from a common center and dividing the wood bundles

we find the medullary rays (m) in cross section. At (me) we find the same ray in radial section as

it shows in quarter sawed stock. R indicates this section while T shows a tangential view. The
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outer layer of cells shows the epidermis or skin layer, underlaid with the small brick shaped cells

of the cork tissue. This is nature's method of protecting the tree against evaporation and any

undue climatic changes so that the growing layer directly underneath will not be injured. The

Fig. 16

The disc with the vibrating membrane in flat-, perspective, and plan view. Every sound board of spruce contains
millions of these resonators.

cam

Fig. 17

The arrangement of the tissues in the stem showing transverse (C), radial (R) and tangential (T) cut, all illustrated

on one section from a three-year-old basswood stem. This illustrates the effect of quarter, fiat and cross cut sawing

on the grain of the board.
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growing or cambium layer is shown at (cam) the new growth spreading outward, thus increasing

the diameter of the tree, while the cells toward the center lignify, mature and die, acting only

as a support for the tree and finally becoming the timber of commerce. At / are small breathing

pores or lenticels. These are particularly abundant in the birch, and give the bark its character-

istic spotted appearance. They are nature's safety valves for overcoming internal stress.

A large amount of lumber is quarter sawed, the effect of this on the grain being shown at R.

Note particularly the ducts of the spotted variety as well as one of the spiral type, while to-

ward the center the softer basic tissue is quite noticeable. The medullary ray crossing the wood
gives light colored or flaming spots. As basic parenchyma is the weakest and always can be

found in the center of the oldest trees, it is here that the first decay takes place in a growing tree.

This is styled core rot and soon destroys the valuable wood layers that adjoin the core by follow-

ing the medullary ray cells between the wood edges. It should be borne in mind that these struc-

tures are not only present in the stem, but extend even to the remotest twig and leaf on a tree.

More than this they extend to the smallest vein and capillary of the leaf. In the leaf these bundles

radiate in all directions from the midrib and secondary ribs of the leaf, forming so fine a network

that if the leaf is skeletonized it becomes the most delicate and beautiful filigree.

Fig. 18

Sections of Oak stem. On left plan view of stem showing relative arrangement of Bark (ck) growing layer (C) Pith
(P) and the annular rings of growth (1, 2, 3, 4). On right is a greatly enlarged section showing the arrangement of
wood cells, pith or medullary ray (m) and the large ducts (V) of the circulatory system, it is these that render the
grain of Oak so open, that it must be well filled before polishing.

Fig. 18. This is a diagram of the stem of a black oak. The central portion is basic tissue

pith. Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 are annular rings of growth. C shows the growing portion, c the bark

layer, ck the corky outer portion with the medullary rays at m. To the right is a highly magnified

view of one of the annular bands. Note the thick walls of the cells of the previous summer's
growth while the current spring's growth is shown in the large thin-walled cells and vessels. V
shows these vascular ducts, m is the medullary ray of basic tissue. In using oak this soft sap

wood should be cut off. If it is left it may cause trouble later on by absorbing moisture, swell-

ing and warping.

Fig. 19. This is a section of the piano builders' friend, the maple. Notice the broad med"
ullary ray RM, crossing at right angles between the wood fibers. Here the basic tissue has lig-

nified rapidly, thus becoming wood fibre with close cells. This ray has been referred to in connec-

tion with the wrest plank as being the cause of splitting if a number of pins should follow its

course too closely. The pith portion is at P, while the outer portion is at M. You undoubtedly
have noticed in maple boards a small strip through the center where the wood appeared soft,

being dented easily by the finger nail. This corresponds to the portion at P. From that point

outward toward each side of the board is found solid wood fibre (PL, VF, and T) closely interlocked.
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Fig. 20. All who have handled the beautiful hardwoods, such as walnut, butternut and ma-

hogany have noticed that they dull edged tools. This is particularly noticeable in Circassian wal-

nut. The reason is apparent in the above black walnut cells. One of these cells is so enlarged as

to form a cyst or sack. This formation is due to infiltration through the cell wall of a drop of se-

cretion material saturated with mineral salts. As this cyst ripens, the water is withdrawn by the

R M

R M
.

.

•

Fig. 19.

A section from a piece of hard maple closely knit like a rope and bound together by solidly lignified pith or medullary
rays.

plant, causing the mineral to form in manyrsided crystals. As these crystals are numerous in

the above-mentioned woods, they produce the dulling effect on tools. These crystals being com-

posed of either calcium oxalate or carbonate, are readily attacked by acids and other decom-

posing media in the filler, and on dissolving give off gases and form voids, causing a granular

appearance in the finish, due to varnish absorption by the wood.

It is therefore advisable to use fillers closely approximating the composition of the wood to

be filled. In these colored hardwoods the soil conditions and the relative amounts of moisture

in which they are grown are controlling factors in giving brilliancy and high color. Examples

of this are found in native walnut; that which is grown in the central states—Indiana, Ohio and

Kentucky—with an abundance of water and rich soils, being of a rich reddish brown quite even

throughout, while the eastern walnut has varied color spots through its heartwooddue to miner-

al infiltration,—particularly iron compounds. On the other hand, the walnut from the Ozarks

is dull grey without much color or luster, due to the alkaline reaction of the soil and an abundance

of lead and zinc salts. When such wood is sawed and exposed to the light it bleaches out, losing

the rich brown color so much desired.

Fig. 21. In going over all these cells and plant tissues, the question naturally arises where

and how are all these tissues located in the plant. This illustration gives us a glance into the in-

terior of a plant, from the bark to the pith. At the extreme left in the first bracket are the cells

of the bark, viz. : the epidermis and the brick-shaped cells of cork tissue. Next is the tissue con-
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taining sieve cells and the bast fibers of collenchyma or altered basic tissue. The sieve cells carry

the nourishing stream to the growing cells; they have the power to pass through the crystallizable

salts, and to hold back the colloidal matter for nutrition of the plant. Next we find five or six

rows of cells closely compressed. This is the growing cambium of the wood bundle or phloem.

Next, a number of ducts; first the dotted form, then one of the spiral followed by one of the an-

Fig. 20

Cell from the Black Walnut showing a crystal of Calcium oxalate. Note the sharp abrasive edges, thousands of these

in the hard woods cause the rapid dulling of edged tools.

nular ring form. These are interspersed with true wood fibers, and finally in the last bracket

is the pith made up of basic parenchyma tissue. The upper portion of the figure shows all these

cells in transverse view and a comparison gives a clear picture of the shapes of th§se various

cells. The magnification is 50,000 times.

Fig. 22. This will give a graphic idea of the size of sections with which we are dealing. It is

a section of a pine needle cut through the center, enlarged 250 times. Here at A are the epider-

mal cells, the tissue of protection controlling evaporation from within, just as the skin of our bod-

ies; at bb, breathing pores known as stomata, or little mouths. At c are shown thick-walled hy-

podermal cells corresponding to cork. Next at d is basic tissue or parenchyma cells filled with

chlorophyll or green coloring matter. Underneath these are cells of parenchyma which are much
folded internally, giving them an odd flower-like appearance. Still further in at e the endoderm

or inner skin surrounds a graduation of pitted parenchyma tissue reminding us somewhat of the

tracheid cells common to pines (g) and finally at h a fibrovascular or wood bundle. In the con-

voluted or plated parenchyma notice several ringlike openings (/). These are secretion vessels.

It is here that the wonderful odor of the pine needle is manufactured to be liberated when the

needle is subjected to heat.

Fig. 23. This shows one of these secretion vessels from the Scotch fir in cross section greatly

enlarged; r, shows the resin passage. The small bodies surrounding this passage are the labo-

ratories where the aromatic principles are manufactured. Through their walls they are trans-

mitted to the resin passage, to be passed on and sweated out of the needles and bark in the form
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Fig. 21

Showing how all of the tissues occupy the plant stem from the outer edge to the center. Protective cells first, thet

strength giving tissue followed by the arterial system and true wood, with basic tissue in the center.
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of small drops to yield the substance called resin, or to be stored in the old wood from which it

later may be distilled to yield turpentine. In some plants these secretion vessels secrete a milky

juice, when they are called lacteals as in the plant yielding rubber. In others they secrete gum
as in the gum woods, and in still others they yield gum resins which furnish us our varnishes

such as copal, damar, etc. It is owing to these vessels that gum woods continually absorb

moisture, causing swelling and excessive warping as well as checking.

Fig. 22
This is a slice cut from the center of a pine needle enlarged 250 times. As everyone is familiar with the shape and size

of a pine needle this is used to illustrate the size of sections we are dealing with.

Fig. 23
A secretion vessel; this corresponds to (f) in Fig. 22 and gives rise to the secretion of resin and turpentine.

r, the resin vessel proper.
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F. E. Morton: "What is the relative action of glue and wood in crossbanding with bass-

wood?"
Dr. Laufer: "Crossbanding with basswood is done to save on the core. Basswood acts as

a strengthener, binder and smoother of the surface for the ultimate finish veneer. The glue is

usually put on a little thicker than it should be and the water in the glue drives the fibres apart.

Then the glue sets. The core wood absorbs the water rapidly—is thicker and can hold more of

it; you put your veneer on top of that entire layer of glue and more water; that water gets in-

side. Now you have started a double action pump. As soon as a little moisture gets on the out-

side and the piece is in a warm room the pump starts to work, pumping through the basswood. The
wood then swells and checks the varnish."

H. H. Arnold: "If the core wood is fully dried and glue is put between cross banding and
core stock, then dressed down and the other veneer is put on top of that with a layer of glue be-

tween, either at the same time or after the first operation is finished and dried out—when this

moisture is^all extracted before the finishing process takes place—should not the act of finishing

prevent moisture from getting into the stock?"

Dr. Laufer: " No, sir, because there is no known method of making something— not even a

steel cai wheel—without pores."

H. H. Arnold: "Then on the other hand, is not the crossbanding largely done to prevent

expanding beneath the outer layer of veneer, which as a rule is very tender, simply to strengthen

and prevent that expanding and tearing the outer veneer?"

Dr. Laufer: "That is the chief object of crossbanding."

H. H. Arnold: "Because the wood does not easily expand and contract endwise.

"

Dr. Laufer: "I would almost contend it would be as cheap to use heavier veneer and one

glue instead of two because the better the core wood is seasoned the more water it will take up.

"

H. H. Arnold: "That might be all right if plain or long grain veneer is used, but take for in-

stance burl walnut which checks very easily, is it not better to use the crossbanding to prevent

checking?"

Dr. Laufer: "It will prevent fissures in such wood—actual tears. Glue being of an entirely

different nature than the wood gives two vibration numbers, an animal and a vegetable vibra-

tion, the glue will disintegrate. Take an old piano case and it is surprising to find out how dead

the glue is. In a case in mind it was dead after fifteen years.

"

L. L. Barth: "We brought up the question of core making from shop lumber. You take a

No. 1 shop that will cut up 60 per cent to 70 per cent, cutting clear as we call it, it will cut as

long as 6 to 7 feet clear. You will get some short pieces of course but a No. 1 shop will cut door

sills and trimmings about 7 feet. Take a piece of shop which is naturally wide and no shake in

it, comparing the price of shop and clear lumber, the shop is much cheaper. In cutting up this

shop you will get a great many small pieces from which you will get a great deal of key lumber

which is very valuable. We had a case a few years ago where we cut for the government 100,000

feet of 134 xlO xl2 absolutely clear. We got it out of shop, and of the lumber we cut off, trim-

mings we called it, fully 60 per cent sold in Chicago for piano key lumber. This convinces me that

some of these gentlemen have not given that shop question sufficient thought and experience."

Dr. Laufer: " Due perhaps to the fact that they have not arranged their machinery for hand-

ling such lumber. Is this not the case?"

H. H. Arnold: "I do not know—I never worked in pine, but I have worked up some west-

ern spruce, what they call here No. i shop, and there is a large waste on account of knots. 1

L. L. Barth: "What can be used to best advantage and most economical purpose? It

occurs to us that if some of our Chicago neighbors would do as we do, take 1 M or 2 M feet of

ordinary shop, just as it comes and cut it up and see how it would work out in place of clear pine,

it would prove less expensive. We experimented many times as we wanted to get certain kinds

out of shop and other cuttings, keeping accurate account of the lumber and what it produced

and what the product would be worth if cut out of clear lumber and found shop was the most

economical. If they use clear lumber today it will cost $100.00 per M and even then there is

going to be some waste.

"

H. H. Arnold: "You can figure 5 per cent to 10 per cent waste."

E. E. Beach: "I would like to get some lumber having a lower waste. Our experience on
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waste is 25 to 30 per cent. The lowest percentage of waste I have ever known has been tank

pine in key beds where the waste was 10 per cent. On the merits of redwood, outside of its

being noncombustible we don't know much about it except that it checks or cracks."

H. H. Arnold: "Six or seven years ago I bought a car of 32,000 ft. We still have some of

it on hand and if anybody wants to experiment with it they can have it. Our experience was when

we had a piece that was quarter sawed and properly edged with another stock and heavy cross-

banding we get beautiful results. But in the sliced or ordinary cutting, the veneer would pull

the layers of the wood loose and we have had blisters for the full length of a piano top. Quarter

sawed will not do this except where the edges are exposed. You have to glue a piece of close

grained wood on the edge to cover the entire cross grain. The redwood absorbs moisture from

the glue and that raises the grain. It will not show until after it is dried and gets the finish."

Dr. Laufer: "It should be a good wood and is in favor with manufacturers who have used

it for several years."

H. H. Arnold: "I know a firm that does not use anything else, but it is all quarter sawed.

A few years ago I had it quoted to me in dimension sizes at $42 .00 per M."

Dr. Laufer: "The stress there is due to the contraction of colloidal formation of glue. Glue

is spongy and when it takes water it swells."

H. H. Arnold: "The old idea of gluing something is to use just enough to be sure the sur-

face is covered and then put enough pressure on to drive out all glue matter possible leaving

none except what works into the pores of the wood."

Dr. Laufer: "While that seems a small matter, if it were placed under the microscope you

would find the glue in large quantity. If you could regulate the quantity of the glue in such a

way on a 1-28" veneer that the glue would penetrate only 1-56" you would get away from that

trouble. But if you had a glue that would not absorb moisture, it would no longer be glue. There

is a point where you must stop waterproofing glue."

H. H. Arnold: "We had some men fixing belting and they used a glue that water did not

easily affect. There was a certain percentage of glycerine in it but I don't know the other ingre-

dients. They told me this made the glue pliable.

"

Dr. Laufer: "Glycerine preserves pliability and binds the water to the glue. Glycerine has

an affinity for water one hundred times greater than glue. One of the other ingredients might

have been litharge because it forms a binder with the glycerine itself, and it might be possible

the glue is bichromatized.

"

E. E. Beach: "The action of the glue is also due to the way the lumber is dried. Dr. Laufer

spoke of the pumping action of the wood."

Dr. Laufer: "The point I make is you should try to fight the pumping action of the wood if

you can. Here is one of those pumping spots in this pine. That little spot only penetrates one-

half inch up into the pine but it caused that fracture to pass up the wood for 18 inches. It can

swell to such an extent as to throw the entire structure out of kilter—can tear it apart.

"

R. H. Waud: "A man told me he was sellimg lumber to a concern using oak—old stock, that

had dried and collapsed in the center. They said they could steam it and bring it out and after-

wards put into a kiln and dry so the centre would be even with the outer edges."

Dr. Laufer: "It cannot be done."

R. H. Waud: "But you can steam it and let it swell to an even thickness and then grad-

ually dry it."

Dr. Laufer: " It would be more scientific to put a planer on and plane it smooth.

"

R. H. Waud: "If you veneered over that, leaving the surface water absorbed by the core

stock to be drawn up, would that not swell the stock so much more that you would get an un-

even surface?"

Dr. Laufer: "No, because the portion that would shrink most is really your easiest por-

tion, that is, the heart wood and that would take far less water than the rest."

H. S. Dewey: "If you are £oing to use wood with a certain portion of sap wood, why not

rip the sap wood out?"

Dr. Laufer: "I said at the last meeting that the proper way is to get rid of the sap wood.

The percentage of loss is the cheapest waste we can have because it is liable to create more loss

if you keep it.

"
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H. S. Dewey: "You have two kinds of wood fighting each other, due to different forms

of cells."

F. E. Morton: "There is a question of substitute for maple that came up at the last meeting.

There is going to be some trouble and we are not far away from it. I have had correspondence

on this subject and the trade is interested. The characteristics of a wood that will perform the

functions of maple for wrest plank stock, bringing these characteristics out and defining them
thoroughly, would undoubtedly lead someone to research work."

L. L. Barth: "The only wood I know today that has many of the characteristics is green

heart from the West Indies and some other points but it is very expensive."

Dr. Laufer: "Would it be well to make attempts to reforest maple? It will take fifty years

to produce a good tree."

H. H. Arnold: "We can use a lot of the small stock maple because we can glue the pieces

together and get desired results. There are a lot of tops going to waste now that would be de-

sirable if properly handled. We could make use of limbs and branches and short ends that are

now wasted and left to rot or are burned.

"

L. L. Barth: "There is not much wasted now. Most of it is used to make wood alcohol.

"

Dr. Laufer: "We have enough other wood to make wood alcohol without using this val-

uable wood."

F. E. Morton: "What particular localities would best produce maple?"

Dr. Laufer: "Northern Michigan."

L. L. Barth: "There are woods in Australia having much the same characteristics as maple;

there is plenty of it and controlled practically by one lumber concern."

Dr. Laufer: "This country should learn to depend upon its own supply. We have millions

of acres suitable for the cultivation of trees."

L. L. Barth: "Our Department of Agriculture should undertake this."

F. E. Morton: "Movements are started by just such a stimulus as this. We have in our

company an Agricultural Department that is advocating just such things."

Dr. Laufer: "The farmer who plants ten acres to timber never sees the result. We have more

farmer tenants than owners and tenants cannot afford to plant timber. The farm owner cannot

afford it because he must make a living from the land lje rents. Now in Europe taxation is not

applied to timber until it is cut. They also determine at what diameter the trees may be cut.

Lumbermen in this country would be glad to reforest if they did not have to pay taxes on the

standing timber. One of the methods in Europe is to have lumbermen cut timber and pay part

of the timber tax by replanting, and taking care of certain areas for a number of years. It spreads

the tax over a long period of time."

L. L. Barth: "The fire hazard has been very great and we have lost millions of feet because

there is no fire protection from negligence of people. The government has offered none. We can-

not do it ourselves. From fire in the north and tornadoes in the south we lost a hundred million

feet a few years ago. On the subject of kiln dried lumber, I have not much to show because there

is such a difference of opinion as to the kinds of kijns. It is not safe to kiln dry lumber, particular-

ly hardwood. Years of taking care of it, storing it, partly under cover, partly with stakes in be-

tween of same kind of wood as the lumber itself, is the only way to season it because the damp-

ness is there and you cannot take it out by kijn drying. We will undertake, if you desire, to in-

vestigate and report to you the result of what we can find."

F. E. Morton: "I can say for all that we would be much interested and very grateful."

L. L. Barth: "It will take some months, but we will undertake it and submit the results

to you."

R. Waite: "It will be of great interest for publication."

L. L. Barth: "The Department of Forestry at Madison is making reports on this." Mr.

Barth then explained some experiences in kilns and continued: "In drying white oak we found

it took ten months or longer on stakes. Other kinds of oak, especially that grown in.swamps, is

apt to break up in drying no matter what care is taken."

Dr. Laufer: "That sustains the contention that the thin wall cell is the one that breaks

down first."

H. H. Arnold: "In taking lumber that has been only partly seasoned, say three or four
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months, and steaming in low pressure steam for a couple of days to swell the cells of the wood
out even again and afterwards begin to slowly dry, would it not permit the original moisture in

the center cells to get out more readily than if it was put into a kiln at first?"

H. S. Dewey: "The tendency in drying is to coagulate and that forms a crust. All drying

must start from the heart out and it must be gradual. We have a free moisture in wood in ad-

dition to its protoplasmic moisture. By putting steam to it you have the operation called osmosis.

"

F. E. Morton: "Dr. Laufer has shown you in the spruce the different cells and how the kiln

drying fractures them. You will occasionally find this in your sound board stock and also that

an undue bearing on your sound boards will fracture those cells in the same manner—slowly but

surely will bring them down. The board goes dead. The point I would like to convey to the trade

is that every piece of wood entering into the construction of a piano should be such as will as-

sist in the resonance of the instrument. You have probably noticed that one style of piano put

into a case of walnut, oak and mahogany, respectively, will yield different tonal results. It seems

almost absurd that a thin layer of veneer on the outside should make a difference. A piece of

wood to respond to every vibration regardless of pitch must have its cells intact and the air

contained in those cells confined with only the natural pores of the wood for an outlet. In the

breaking up of these cells through the process of kiln drying as described, or putting on a crush-

ing pressure, the wood is destroyed for resonance. The ideal sounding board is in the harp, not

crowned, but having a direct pull by the strings. We have a sounding board in the piano with

a bridge across it and wires across that bridge. When the wire is energized by the hammer it

should depress and elevate the board through the bridge. If you get too high a tension, or the

board is crowned too much, or too great a bearing you get only half the motion. It gives way
to a certain extent on the down turn of the wave but it fails to raise the board, and therefore

you only get about 60 per cent efficiency. If the board is loaded too heavily, or if it has been

fractured in its cell structure by kiln drying, you then get only about 60 per cent of that. Im-

provement in piano construction must take the line of getting a greater efficiency from the en-

ergy placed on the end of the key. If I strike the end of the key a ten ounce blow and the piano

has a two ounce touch, including friction, I want that eight ounces expressed as energy in the sound

board movement—the dancing up and down of that board.

"In this connection the drying of wood is a tremendous facte*. All this points to the fact

that the ideal piano is the one in which every part assists in expressing the energy put forth and

that none of that energy passes off as heat. The energy from the sounding board also must be

reflected from its edges and points of its own contact back to the board. If it is not received by

an inelastic medium in case or frame, it passes off as heat. It is to stop that loss of energy ex-

pressing as sound that we are striving for when we try to improve the tone of the piano. The
treatment and selection of wood must be with this end in view. Carried to an absurdity a per-

fect sounding board would continue to sound, sustaining like an organ pipe. The only 'resonance

box* that the piano contains is between the sounding board and the front panels. There is a

real tone chamber and we are filling it up today with player actions materially changing vol-

ume and quality. This argues the use of inelastic material insofar as is practicable in player

actions. Player action stock can be made of such material and in such manner as not to absorb

but to reflect energy. We are striving for resonance in the piano and the panel construction

above and below have a real effect upon the tone. People do not always buy pianos on account

of the wood in the cases, but because of the tone quality. All the retaining material in a piano

should be insofar as possible, inelastic. The inside of the upright piano from the strings to the

panels is capable of making a good resonance box and very materially benefiting the tone of the

instrument."

H. H. Arnold: "You stated the veneers put on the different kinds of wood have some-

thing to do with the changing of the tone qualities of the piano if all other things were equal.

If all other things were equal in that piano and the veneers used on the inside—for instance if

the lining of the case was of a good hard lining—would the nature of the veneers have a bearing?
"

F. E. Morton: "Yes. There is not a part of the entire case that does not affect tone. It

may seem microscopic in some cases, but as a whole it is a big factor."
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Problems of the Piano Action Maker
March 7, 1917

Mr. F. E. Morton, chairman, introduced Mr. A. T. Strauch of Strauch Bros., Piano Ac-

tion Makers, New York.

A. T. Strauch: "Mr Chairman and Gentlemen: When Mr. Morton sent out his invita-

tion to the action manufacturers I did not know exactly what line your thoughts were here and

wrote asking for enlightenment. I told him we had these models showing the progress of action

making. He said he thought they would be interesting to you so I sent them on. These models

are exact copies both in the keys and action work and closely adhere to the size of strings used

in those old pianos. As you know, the earlier action makers were the piano makers. The piano

and the action were contemporary. As the piano manufacturer evolved advanced ideas, he built

himself an action to bring about the results he was seeking.

"The earliest action we have is a clavichord action from Germany. It was operated nearly

at the back of each key in an upright position. There was a tangent of Vg at the top. A single

quill action followed and then to obtain better results they put in a double quill operating one to

the right and one to the left of the strings. After that there came actions as we understand them

today. The first to manufacture a serviceable action was Christofori. In about 1720 he pro-

duced the first percussion action; the model upon which all grand and square percussion ac-

tions since have been worked out. About 1726 he perfected his original model, the first per-

fect under striking action for a piano. There followed a different type of action having a very

crude type of damper. It has good escapement, good leverage and apparently good power. This

is a primitive Viennese produced in Germany in the eighteenth century. This one was pro-

duced in the early part of the nineteenth century—a French model.

"Action making seems to have come up through Italy into Austria, Germany and France.

Later, France and England were very extensively producing actions of different characters and

with improvements. In 1716 the French harpsichord manufacturers were interested in manufac-

turing actions suitable for instruments built at that time. England later became interested in

that kind of work.

"The grand action was first produced about 1776. The upright actions were first produced

a little earlier, but were exceedingly crude. In 1821 Erard produced the grand action and the

grand actions of today follow in detail that action he made nearly one hundred years ago. The

only difference between that action and the action used today is some little devices added to it

for simplifying the regulation, the methods of operating dampers and a screw in the jack for reg-

ulation. Otherwise the action is exactly the same as the original. Along about 1776-1780, the

upright actions were first worked out, and along in the early 1800's they commenced to per-

fect them on this side. The upright action as it stands today is virtually an American perfection

—not an inception. A few of them were made in 1873, but in 1876 the upright piano came into

its own and from then can be dated the advancement of the upright action. Action making as

a special trade did not begin in this country until somewhere along in the early sixties. It then

became a specialty and was centered mostly in New York, with one house in Boston.

"Up to that time the piano manufacturers had almost all made their own actions and fol-

lowed out in some cases individual types as is done today in Germany. Nearly every manufac-

turer in Germany has an individual type of action made for him. They have some individual

idea in connection with an action which they use in their own piano. It may seem strange to

state that in one hundred years there has been virtually no change in type of the grand action,

and it is a great credit to and a wonderful inception on the part of a man that his invention can

go through a century of tests without there being found opportunities of improving that action.

"When I speak of that I mean the type rather than the smaller improvements made that

meet the current requirements of operation today. The same almost may be said of the upright

action. The grand action, we all agree, is the most perfect type made for tone production in a

grand piano. An upright action, we all agree, has weaknesses and it has often been remarked that

the action makers are slow in making improvements. There have been a great many patents.
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We have in our possession one of the fullest compilations of patents on piano actions taken out

in this country. None, however, have been adopted nor successfully accomplished all the pur-

poses for which they were devised. An adoption of one thing generally meant a weakness in some

other part of the action. I know that possibly there will be a stand taken against that statement

because we all differ in our opinions, but in my experience this has been the case. The result is

that for all general purposes of producing a tone from the percussion of the strings in an upright

piano, the present type upright action is the most perfect that has yet been put on the market.

"Now in regard to the relation of the action maker and the piano maker. Tonight, both

my friend Mr. Abendschein and myself are ready to be catechized and to answer any questions.

We are here to receive enlightenment as well as to give it. There are certain fundamental things

in regard to an action. There is not an action built, but to obtain the best results out of it, you

must set it a certain way. The results from more actions are spoiled from an improper setting

than almost any other cause. It may seem like criticising a piano man, but I am simply speaking

of conditions I meet. The brackets are made so the rails will set at certain angles, and it is well

to consult the action maker to see how the action should be set. Sometimes you think l/% makes

no difference, but it does. You have quite a bit of slant when you take the distance from the

key to the hammer. Push your action out a little at the bottom and you will find that you must

block up your hammer rail.

"It brings the butts over the center and you wonder why the jacks won't hold to the butts.

An action is made of the driest of wood, felts and cloths. You sell a piano. The buyer pays you

say $300 to $350. One end of the piano is placed at an open window; the other end is next the

radiator where the steam is getting into the piano, and they wonder why the action does not work.

The woods are dried thoroughly in the kilns and then given a thorough restoration in the factory

at average temperature. That brings the wood back to normal conditions.

"Bushing cloths are chosen because of special qualities. You may think a bushing cloth

is ordinary cloth which is bought anywhere. It is made specially for that purpose and no other.

It must be of a certain class of wool, of good wearing yarn; tight and yet not hard. If we use

hard cloth, we get noises and you cannot get results. We must use a cloth springy, firm and thor-

oughly shrunk.

"There is one thing in which you can assist an action maker very largely. Where it is known
that pianos are going into especially damp places, and an action maker can know a little in ad-

vance of this fact, he can help you by loosening up the centers and making them very free. The
best thing to do is to leave shakers in. If you find yourself 'up against it/ water the action.

This may sound strange, but it is correct. If an action maker knew something better than water

he would use it. His experience has told him an oil can on an action is the best way to destroy

it absolutely. If you want to put the action out of business, oil it. Take a shank, flatten the end,

dip it in water and touch the side of the center and then let it dry out. Put it in front of a steam

box or let it dry out normally. You will find after that treatment the action will give you no trouble

except in an extremely damp climate. These are the two things that come home closest to the

action maker outside of the keys.

"There again we have another point that it is possibly well to take up because I feel reason-

ably confident to talk on keys, having had some sorry experiences along that line also. The key

balance has a very great deal to do with the matter of the touch of an action. We have been very

careful in taking measurements of keys of all standard makes of pianos and their divisions. We
have found on uprights, a key that was divided three parts from the center of the front hole to the

center of the balance rail hole, and two parts from the center of the balance rail hole to the cap-

stan screw, will give the best results. A key balanced in that manner, three to two on an upright,

will produce the most satisfactory results. Of course, the height of the rails will have something

to do with it, but your balances will come pretty nearly giving you the very best kind of a touch.

For the grand, two parts to the center hole, one to the capstan screw will give the best results.

Those are pretty nearly standard measurements. If your keys are laid out along these lines, you
will produce a satisfactory, pleasant and powerful touch."

F. E. Morton: "How grateful it is to hear from someone who has an experience instead of

a grievance."
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Mr. Morton then introduced Mr. G. F. Abendschein of Staib-Abendschein Co., makers of the

Master Touch action.

G. F. Abendschein: "Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, after listening to the acknowledged
historian of the trade, there is nothing left for me to say about the construction of piano actions.

He has fully explained the modern trials and troubles of an action maker. There is one point in

modern construction that I would like to elaborate upon and that is why a balance rail should be

placed where it is."

Mr. Abendschein then demonstrated by means of an action model the leverage powers which

produced a travel distance of lM of the hammer striking point by a movement of M at the

wippen abstract center, thus accounting for the division of the key from the front rail pin position

to the capstan position in proportions of two and three.

G. F. Abendschein: "That is a further illustration of why balances should not be out of pro-

portion by misplacing the capstan screws. The true set up of an action depends upon the blow

line. To determine that correctly, the angle of the back makes no difference. Forward at the

top is probably better because the blow strikes it without a downward dip. The butt center

should be 2 away from the perpendicular. If that center is set \% from the perpendicular,

the balance rail position will be changed, and the action maker will be called upon to remedy

flat touches, etc.

"Mr. Stauch has explained the possibilities of producing a conventional piano action. We
befooled ourselves for years trying to improve upon them. After going through misery for about

seventeen years, we realized that the ancients knew more about them than we did so we went

back, insofar as centers are concerned. We attempted about seventeen years ago to eliminate

one trouble as it was considered then—the bridle tape. We took this up with several inventors

and continued experimenting until we produced what we call the Master Touch. In doing away
with the bridle tape we conserved space, as you can see, if you will run a perpendicular line down
from the hammer rail back, nothing projects. It also provides less food for our friends, the mice.

We do not do away with it, but put it out of the way. Our bridle tape is this back check. A bridle

tape is used to help repetition.

"When the key is struck, the bridle will help to draw it back quickly. We have the back

check on the fly. One of the great faults of the regular piano action is its tendency to block. We
believe we have produced an action that will not block."

Mr. Abendschein then removed front rail punchings and demonstrated that even under ex-

traordinary conditions the Master Touch does not block.

G. F. Abendschein: "We claim greater repetition. Our fly is constantly with the butt. We
claim this gives greater control and therefore better repetition. You will note every center is

identical with the conventional action. In regulating there is no difference except in the back

check. In the Master Touch we simply regulate the set screw, and a set screw places an object

permanently at the point desired, whereas the long back check wire will recede upon a sharp blow.

The catcher and the back check are without friction.

" Many people ask why one piano action costs more than another. It is what you cannot see

that costs. Are you able to tell me by looking what bushings are used on these centers? Can you

tell me which one of these costs a certain amount to needle and was done by hand, by thought or

by automatic machinery? We believe in doing some things by ancient methods. In the needling

of a butt, some do it by automatic machines. There is no piece of bushing cloth 40 odd yards

long and 54 wide that can be so fabricated that every inch of it is alike to one hair. There are no

wires produced of the same thickness. I have found them No. 20 at one end and No. 21 at the

other end, two one-thousandth inch difference. How are you going to do that with an automatic

machine? Some parts of the piano action are reproduced by the mind as well as the automatic

machine. We claim we have practically overcome all the faults that have been enumerated to us

in this action. We claim that this action can get out of regulation and still keep on doing its duty.

"

J. H. Gerts: "I would like to ask Mr. Abendschein why there is no after touch on his ac-

tion."

G. F. Abendschein: "To my mind the after touch is a fake. The only reason for an after

touch is to prevent blocking."

Wm. Braid White: "Have you not found it to be true that the old way of laying touch both
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at the finishers' and regulators' is almost always a matter of case work. A man gets into the habit

of doing things in a certain way. A larger margin than is necessary is left in the after touch simply
for that reason."

G. F. Abendschein: "Ina sense yes. They use measurements which they place on a key and
allow for the rest of it. That is not true in all cases. I have seen many places where they work on
the actual touch. We have been endeavoring to produce something different from the present
construction. We are working for betterment."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Strauch, what is the tonal effect of setting an action at an angle rather

than perpendicular with the string?"

A. T. Strauch: "If your action is thrown in such a way that the butt is lying over the cen-

ter so that you have to block your action up you lose tone value. You cannot get the tone if you
have a slippery action because you cannot get the force. You cannot control your action because
it is out of your hand. An action is constructed so that at all times you can take hold of it and
feel it under your hands. If your hammer is blocked up too high so your butt stands over the cen-

ter or up on the center, just as soon as you strike a blow, your jack flies out and you lose your
power and when you lose the power you lose the control of the tone of the piano.

"Mr. Morton and I were discussing some methods regarding actions and were speaking
about grands and the opportunities there were of producing them more economically than today.
He asked me what I thought of the modification of the grand to conform to the construction
idea of the old square, whether a type of square action adapted to a grand piano would not be ef-

fective for the small popular priced grand. I know square actions because I came into the business
when they were largely used. It was the best action made for the object for which it was intended.
The three objects of a grand piano are to get the power and repetition out of the action and tone
out of the piano. You can get but a limited amount of power out of a square action, conse-
quently a limited amount of tone out of the piano. It is absolutely impossible to get the same
power and repetition out of a square as out of a grand. In a grand when you strike a blow you
bring down a lever. That lever supports the hammer. As soon as you release the back check, the
hammer goes up. Your jack is now under the butt and you are ready for your next blow.
That is where your repetition comes in. The lever always carries the butt up and just as soon
as there is the slightest relaxation on the key to allow the back check to release, you are ready
for the next blow. There is nothing of that character in the square action at all. In order to get
repetition in a square, you must let the key up almost the same amount as you have to let it up
on the upright. On the upright you can get your repetition before the key gets all the way up.
You can only get repetition when the jack gets under the butt, and when you let up your key
on a square you have to let it up nearly all the way before your jack can get under the butt.
Consequently the adaption of a square action to a grand piano gives nothing but a square piano
with the grand shape and with all the defects of touch of the original square."

F. E. Morton: "With a view to popularizing the small grand I had anticipated the possible
commercializing of the grand piano action to meet the demand for a cheap piano. It seems to
me the opinion of the action makers would be valuable in view of that fact. Do you hold the
adaptation of the square piano action idea to the grand piano is impracticable?"

A. T. Strauch: "I do not hold that it is impracticable, but that it is not advantageous. I

hold that you lose the advantages you have with the present type of grand action—those of
power and repetition.

"

R. W. E. Sperry: "Why do you say you lose power?"
A. T. Strauch: "You have an action that is constructed powerfully enough to do the work

ina grand."

R. W. E. Sperry: "Why can't you get the same power in a square action?"
A. T. Strauch: "It is not in the construction of a square action to obtain it. I doubt if,

constructed as it is today, it will carry the weight of a grand hammer and carry it successfully
without tearing the action to pieces in the attempt to get power. In a square you have direct
action on your knuckle from the key. Your jack and jack bottom are screwed on the key, and
the attack on the butt is a little further out than on a grand. In a grand action you have cumu-
lative power through powerful leverages. You attack your action approximately in the center.
Your jack is out at the end. The leverage of the key on the butt is all you have in the square,
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direct leverage from the key to the hammer. In the grand you have the leverage of the key on the

support. The jack is out on the end—another leverage. You come up quite close to your center

on the drive and obtain a much more powerful drive. You have a double leverage in the grand

action where you get cumulative power as against direct drive in the square action."

F. E. Morton: "What is the division length of a square piano key?"

A. T. Strauch: "They are all different."

C. C. Chickering: "Your original question was particularly in regard to the possibility

of building grand actions to come near the cost of an upright action. It is my understanding

that nearly all of the action makers are pretty thoroughly equipped at the present time with auto-

matic machinery for upright actions. Is it true that they are equipped with automatic mach-

inery for grand actions?"

A. T. Strauch: "I am glad you asked that. There are two things that have made the pres-

ent prices of upright actions possible. When upright actions were first manufactured, we got

$45 a set for them. In those days we had one planer; a molding machine, and they were two of

the first machines ever built for turning out work of that character. We had the first planer :

that was used in an action factory. We had a machine, of which there were only three or four,
,

for making square levers. We had power machines to drill holes. We thought we were doing >

pretty well. If we wanted to make a set of wipps we put them on the machine and made them i

in nine handlings. Today we take a wipp, put it on the machine (the machine costs $2,500) and ]

it turns out about eighty or ninety sets a day. A machine for butts costs $1,800. We put the !

butts on and it turns them out finished with six operations. That is the progress that has been
I

made in piano actions and has brought them from $45 a set to the price of today. If we pro-

duced then twelve to eighteen sets of upright actions per week, we thought we were doing

pretty well. If a factory does not make at least two hundred and fifty actions per week now ,

they wonder why there is not more business. That is what brought down the cost. Quantity ,

enabled the action maker to put in the latest kind of machinery to produce in quantity and

economically. Quantity brought down the price.

" If we do not make 20,000 to 25,000 upright actions per year we are not doing any business.

The whole number of grand actions used throughout the country amounts to about 15,000 and

roughly speaking I should say there is over half of that amount made by piano manufacturers.

One house alone that I know of is making 4,000 grand pianos per year. Here is nearly one third

in one factory alone. That leaves 11,000 actions to be divided among the other piano and action

makers. The cheapest automatic machine will cost $750. When we come to put one in for a

larger number of operations, the cost multiplies in proportion. If the country can give the quan-

tity that will justify an action maker in spending the money to put in automatic machinery,

there is no question but what grand actions can be produced at less cost than today. It is im-

possible to produce a grand action for anything approaching the price of an upright action,

because as Mr. Abendschein says ' It is the things you do not see in an action that cost."

F. E. Morton: "If the manufacturers of pianos turned their contracts over to the action

makers, would the present price of actions be reduced?
"

A. T. Stauch: "Fifteen thousand divided among those specializing in the manufacture of
|

grand actions would not give any of them a very large quantity."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you think that if the action makers equipped themselves in such

manner that they could make grand actions for less money it would stimulate demand?"

A. T. Strauch: "I don't believe any business man is warranted in making a dead invest-

ment. Equipment runs into thousands of dollars. The increase of grands is too small to spend

a great deal of money on machinery and have it lie idle two thirds of the time. The demand

creates the supply. It would be an awful job to go out with the supply and try to create a de-

mand."
H. H. Arnold: "You and every other action maker are making a certain number of grand

piano actions. I do not believe that you are very far apart in price. If one of you should equip

your plant with modern up-to-date machinery whereby you could save money to the purchaser

of grand actions, would the trade be increased?"

A. T. Strauch: "I should say no, because the other fellow would put his price down too.

Then there would be one job of competition."
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G. F. Abendschein: "You manufacturers can reduce the price by giving up your 'talking

points. ' Cut out the sostenuto pedal. The object of that is so that some one can hold a bass

note and play at the top. If you stop talking about it you can make a saving of $2. Make the

damper head simpler. It now requires eight runs. That makes another $2 for the head. You
want rosewood. If you give up some of the ideas of rosewood and use other woods, it would be

another saving. Cut out fancy curves, talking points and the action maker will help you too."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Abendschein, how do player action attachments affect the upright

action? Are the player action people or the piano manufacturers attaching in such positions

as place the modern upright action at its best?"

G. F. Abendschein: "The best position is at the wippen, being near the point of the real

constructive striking movement of the piano action."

A. T. Strauch: "There are 10,000 parts in a set of piano actions, keys and hammers, and
every piece passes through the hands of an operator at least twenty-four times."

F. E. Morton: "We have action models here from a number of makers—Bransfield-Billings,

Action & Supply Co., Wasle & Co., Wessell, Nickel & Gross, The Cable Co., as well as those that

have been demonstrated. These makers have been kind enough to say that after they have

served their purpose with you they are donated to the Acoustic Laboratory of the American

Steel & Wire Company. We desire to express our appreciation."

E. E. Beach: "This has been one of the most entertaining and instructive meetings we
have had for some time and I would move a vote of thanks be tendered Mr. Abendschein and

Mr. Strauch for their attendance, and to those makers who have so kindly furnished these mod-

els. " (Seconded and carried.)

Mysteries of Glue

March 21, 1917

Mr. E. J. Fishbaugh, superintendent of the Hobart M. Cable Company, La Porte, Ind.,

presided at the meeting in the absence of Frank E. Morton, chairman. The glue experts who
attended the meeting were: F. W. Mehlhop, manager glue. department, Swift & Co., Chicago;

G. B. Morris, assistant sales manager, Armour Glue Works, Chicago; H. T. Taylor, Swift & Co.,

Chicago; R. J. Garvey, U. S. Glue Company, of Milwaukee; W. C. Valentine, Chicago branch

manager, U. S. Glue Company, of Milwaukee, and S. D. Taylor, sales manager, Perkins Glue

Company, South Bend, Ind.

Mr. Fishbaugh, in opening the meeting, said:

"We now have an opportunity to get some valuable information from the gentlemen repre-

senting the various glue companies— information on the manufacture of glue and how properly

to use it. We will welcome any suggestions that will better our product.

"The strenuous competition of this age makes it necessary for the successful superintendent

to inform himself as thoroughly as he may on all subjects directly connected with his every day

factory procedure.

"It is essential that complete analyses of all materials entering into the product be made,

not only that the best grade for the money may be procured, but also the highest possible quality

ifor tone production.

"One of the materials that has always had considerable mystery connected with it and upon

which much depends is glue, which we are to consider tonight. When one considers that the life

of a piano is largely dependent upon the quality of glue used, it makes one scrutinize this subject

more closely, for no matter whether the piano is placed in a steam heated flat, a house free from

dampness the year around, or one at the seashore— wherever the instrument may be — we are

relying upon glue to hold it together. The perennial summer trouble of piano manufacturers,

.varnish shrinkage, is attributed directly to the effect of atmospheric conditions upon the glue.

In this connection it may be interesting to note that it is claimed vegetable glue is not affected

to any appreciable extent by atmospheric changes.

"This importance of 'adhesion' puts glue on a pinnacle by itself in the opinion of most prac-

tical piano men and influences them into following the precepts of their forefathers, both as to
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material and its application largely by reason of the fact that they have so accustomed themselves

to using it. This has been brought about simply because they have not been well enough informed

as to just what they had a right to expect or require of the glue manufacturers and of the glue

itself. That situation is changing.
" In this world no man is considered good or bad and no thing is considered good or bad save

by comparison with other men or other things. This truth applies equally to glue.

"The unusual advance in prices caused by the shortage at the source of supply and the many
new avenues of consumption has, it would seem, made the testing and close inspection of glue

imperative. I presume each of you test samples before letting your glue contracts. From
personal experience I have found that we were able to maintain a grade of glue worth 15 per cent

more for the same money after starting these tests. I have also learned that the glue companies

uniformly furnish higher grade samples and live up to these samples after learning that glue

tests are made. I have also discovered that where factory men were inclined to use 50 to 60-

second glue for veneering purposes that equally as satisfactory work could be produced by the

use of a 20-second glue, which at a much less cost gives a greatly increased spread per pound
of glue used.

"The value of glue depends upon two properties— viscosity and strength. Viscosity de-

termines the spreading capacity, and strength is very closely indicated by the firmness of the

jelly.

"The viscosity test is made by taking a percentage mixture of known quantity and tem-

perature and allowing it to flow through an orifice. The time it takes this glue to pass through

the viscosimeter determines the body or the viscosity of the glue and by comparing this run

with tests of the standard glue grades, the individual grade of the tested glue is obtained.

"In making the viscosity test, the solution we used is 33M per cent. We find the most

convenient batch of glue is 120 grains put into a stand test cup. Weigh forty grains of dry glue,

pour this into eighty grains of water, allowing in addition 1.5 grains for evaporation and adhesion

to inside of cup. The cup should then be closed and the glue allowed to soak in cold water for

twelve hours. Then take a pan with false bottom, filling it about one-half full of hot water.

When the heated water has come to 200 degrees F., put the cups containing the glue solution in

the pan, allowing them to cook for twenty minutes. At the end of twenty minutes the water

should be about boiling point; the glue about 190 degrees. Then open the cup and stir the

mixture with a ladle, being sure there is nothing left undissolved. Lift out the cups, placing

them upon the top of the support rack, at the same time taking the temperature of the glue.

If it is above 186 degrees, stir gently until the temperature is reduced to that point. When a

temperature of 186 has been reached, take the viscosimeter, insert the lower end well into the

glue and draw in until it is full up to a standard point. Hold tube easily between the thumb
and finger and with a stopwatch determine the time necessary to empty the bulb. (Pure water

will take about five seconds to run out.) The time that this glue takes to run out, with the

corrections made for loss of heat, is the viscosity of the glue.

"After taking the viscosity, the liquid glue should be poured into glasses or metal cups,, an

equal portion in each, and after this is Cooled in a jacketed pan with cold water running through

it reducing the temperature to about 59 degrees it is ready for the crushing or jelly test. It will

take some time for this glue to come down to that temperature — anywhere from six to ten

hours. The crushing of this jelly with a plunger completes the test, the cups being supported

by a scale which indicates the required pressure for crushing.

"The above is a good commercial test and is close enough for ordinary use. The jelly test will

expose any adulteration or impurities that will escape notice in the viscosity test. However, if

one wishes to go further with a test and obtain more accurate information by a tensile strength

test of dry glue, this requires skill and care, but it can be done and gives a most accurate gauge

of the strength and value of the glue.

"We find that for our purpose a flat-tipped brass cone on a handle, allowing an even pressure,

is practical for a crushing test. We place the glass or metal cup on a scale which will record the

amount of pressure placed on the top of the glue, put our plunger carefully in the center of the

glass exerting pressure on the handle, then from the scale learn the amount of pressure necessary

to break this jelly.
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''There are other more elaborate tests that can be made for excess of grease or other foreign

substances in the glue, but we have never found it necessary to use these other tests. Either

one of these suggested tests can be made to practical advantage without any glue table or scale

so that a man may know to his own satisfaction which is the best quality of glue offered at a

given price.

"The tensile strength of dry glue will average from 500 pounds to 16,000 pounds per square

inch, some averaging less than 500. Cast iron has a tensile strength of about 20,000 pounds,

therefore it is easy to see that the highest grade glue is not much below cast iron in tensile strength.

"A fair grade of joint glue should have a tensile strength running from 6,000 to 8,000 pounds.

A fair grade of veneer glue from 5,000 to 7,000 pounds. The strength of a joint depends, first,

upon the tensile strength of the glue in the joint; second, upon the percentage of the mixture.

With the ordinary good quality of glue used with a spread of about 25 feet per pound of dry glue,

end wood joints should require from 500 pounds to 1,500 pounds per square inch to break them.

This weight should be a straight down pull.

"Long continued heating, or overheating will reduce the tensile strength very perceptibly.

The loss of strength is in exact proportion to the amount of heat and the length of time the heat

is applied. A couple of hours of excess heat will mean a loss in strength of 4 per cent computed

in the purchase price of glue. A day's heat at 160 degrees would reduce glue about 15 per cent;

possibly more. A glue in the work has then only a fraction of the strength that freshly prepared

glue would have. In other words, a good joint glue left under excess heat for a day would not

be equal in quality to a fairly good veneer glue freshly prepared and used at 150 degrees F.

"Every glue room should have a thermometer attached to its glue cooker and spreader,

and glue should not be allowed to reach above 150 degrees. Likewise, the cooker should be kept

covered in order that the least possible evaporation should occur. We have found it a very

good practice at the end of a day's work to have some method of cooling the glue to a jelly. Pans

with passages for cold water to run is perhaps the best method. It is also wise to prepare only

the required amount for use, so as to have the least possible glue left after a day's run.

"The spread of glue varies greatly among different users, ranging from 18 to 32 square

feet for each pound of dry glue. Testing so as to get just the right viscosity aids greatly in pro-

ducing the largest number of square feet spread per pound of glue, and makes quite a difference

in the cost of this material, which has advanced proportionately more in value during the past

eighteen months than almost any other material entering into piano construction."

Mr. Fishbaugh then introduced Mr. F. W. Mehlhop, who detailed the manufacture of animal

glues. He said: "Chairman and gentlemen: I hold no brief from my brothers here in the trade.

I think we all manufacture in very much the same way. Glue can roughly be said to consist

of two kinds— hide and bone. You probably use both if you use glue for veneer and joining

work. The subject of bone glue is very much abused, incidentally. There are a good many kinds

and grades of bone glue. There is one kind of glue used more generally than any other kind by
piano manufacturers for high grade joining work, and I don't think I am violating any confidence

when I say that, to the best of my belief and knowledge, that glue is a bone glue. The process

of manufacturing glue is very simple. It has to be carefully done. Hide glue is made from

hide cuttings and trimmings and fleshings before the hide is tanned. The process of curing is

important. It takes from two to three months to put the raw material in condition to give up
the greatest quantity and the best quality. The hide raw materials also comprise sinews. That
is the general run of hide material. Bone glue is made in various ways. The ordinary bone
glue is made from fresh bones from animals killed the day the glue stock is put into the kettle.

That makes, as a rule, a cheaper and a weaker glue. It is not glue that any glue man would
recommend for joining work in itself. It is, however, a glue that can very easily be combined
with hide glue, which has greater tensile strength to make an excellent veneer glue, and most of

you probably are using a combination of those two glues for veneer work. Bone glue has the

body, and hide glue the strength. There is another method of making bone glue which is called

acidulation method. It is used very largely in Europe and copied by our manufacturers here.

The stock used in that process is dry bones, or cattle bones from which the tallow or grease has

been extracted, and the bones then allowed to dry. Bones in this condition will keep indefinitely.

The process of making bone glue is simply a process of cooking. You just make soup out of the
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bones. We take the grease off and then what is left is the gelatinous matter in the bones. The

glue liquor is secured from cooking kettles and is run into pans and cooled artificially into a jelly.

The jelly is then cut by machine into thin slices. These are placed on racks of galvanized or

aluminum wire frames and run into air tunnels and dried. After they are dried they become

the glue you get when you order it in the flake form. There is nothing mysterious about it. The

glue depends for its excellence upon the stock and the manner in which it is treated. Mr. Fish-

baugh has gone into the matter of testing glue. The following test is a good one as a comparative

test of two or more kinds of glue. There is a proper consistency at which glue should be used.

The good bench worker knows what that consistency is, and it depends upon the kind of wood

he is using. Porous wood will require a thicker glue than a close-grained wood. He will find,

if he measures his materials, that it will take a certain amount of glue and a certain amount

of water to produce that necessary consistency. To compare the glue he is using with another

glue, all he has to do is to go through the same formula with the other glue and find out if, in

order to produce that consistency, he has used more glue or more water, or less of either or both.

He will then have his comparison as to the cost of his glue solution. It is to be assumed, of

course, that a given quantity of glue solution will do a certain amount of work. If he finds that

he has been obliged to use more glue of one kind than of another to produce the required con

sistency, h'e knows that this glue solution has cost him more, and consequently is not the glue

to use from an economical standpoint. I am assuming in this test that he has satisfied himself

that both glues will make a perfect joint. That is something any cabinetmaker can very quickly

determine."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Are there several cookings in getting different grades of glue?"

F. W. Mehlhop: "There are several different runs from each kettle of stock. The first run

naturally makes the best grade of glue."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "How intense a heat is necessary for cooking the glue?"

H. T. Taylor: "The temperature depends on the stock and how previously treated. The

ideal temperature should not exceed 140 degrees F. Sometimes it is necessary to go higher.

Glue removed from the stock at a temperature of 140 is the best."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "In the shop practice glue will melt at 140 in its solution. What is your

recommendation as a glue maker on the temperature at which glue should be used in the factory?"

F. W. Mehlhop: "Glue should be used as low as possible. There are better results from

lower temperature than higher. It can be handled under 150."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "In getting these lower grades of glue in subsequent cookings, do you

increase the heat?"

H. T. Taylor: "We do. The lower grades of glue are the last runs upon which the highe

temperatures are used."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Suppose a 50-second glue was being used by one man and a 20-second

glue by another, would not the 50-second glue stand a very much warmer caul than the 20-second

glue?"

F. W. Mehlhop: "When you speak of 50-second and 20-second glue, I don't know what

you mean, except comparatively. The higher the viscosity, the better the glue."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "
I am talking about shop practice. If a man is using a thicker solution

than another man, wouldn't it stand a warmer caul than a thinner?"

F. W. Mehlhop: " If he is using a glue so thick that it leaves a film of glue between the twc

woods, he will get no joint at all. The object of the glue is to bring your wood together as one

piece. The glue must soak into the wood. You will find in all good joints no film of glue. He

needs either a warmer wood when making the joint or something to make up for that difference.

If you chill the glue by putting it on a cold piece of wood you set it before you give it a chance

to spread and absorb."

Mr. Fishbaugh called on Mr. G. B. Morris, assistant sales manager of the Armour Glue

Works, who said: "Mr. Mehlhop has gone over the manufacture of glue extensively and there

is not much left for me to say. In making tests we do not make every test exactly the same

We cannot arrive at an exact figure for each grade. There is a variation of three or four points

to each grade which is not enough to make any significant difference in the working qualities

but in selecting a glue to send to customers for test, we select a lower rather than a higher test
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glue in the same grade so as to have no trouble in supplying glue on order." Mr. Morris then

stated that his ideas had already been expressed by Mr. J. F. Williamson of the Armour Glue

Works in a recent address, and at his request Mr. Fishbaugh read this address:

"Glue is an article of such wide and diverse use that one might well say it is universally

used. Yet how many of its users understand it as it should be understood? How many use it

as it should be used? You buy glue and expect it to properly perform the work for which it is

intended. You have a perfect right to expect that it will do so. Yet do you give that glue the

opportunity to do for you all that it will do, all that it can do, all that it wants to do for you?

If you do not give the glue all of its opportunity, you do not get full value from the glue which

you buy and you have in consequence a waste in your factory which should be stopped at once

and turned into a profit. You are constantly on the alert to stop leaks of any kind that may
i be found in your business. It is the exception rather than the rule that the experienced glue

man does not detect a leak in the glue room of a factory before he has been there many minutes.

He may not speak of it; he probably will not unless he be on terms of intimate friendship. I

might say he dare not in many factories and for the reason that you perhaps would look upon
ihis criticism as impudence on his part. It might look too much like he was trying to tell you
your business and how to conduct it. Having given glue alone his attention for years he doubtless

has many points about it and its use that may readily be turned into profit by the user. Let

i me at the outset call your attention to a fact which is always of prime importance when handling

glue. It is an animal matter and as such is subject to decay or decomposition. Imagine for a

moment the condition of a dead body whether man or beast which might remain exposed to

the elements for even a comparatively few hours during the heated term especially. A near

approach to this mass of human or animal flesh would be sickening. Glue, however, which is

but a part of the animal after being subjected to a far greater heat than would be this exposed

dead body or carcass is expected by many of its users to remain sweet indefinitely and properly

perform its functions at all times. Failing to so act, it is complained of, frequently rejected

and returned to the seller. The reputation of the seller for the quality of his goods is often jeopard-

ized, if not lost entirely, with that buyer. There is but a single way by which glue may be kept

sweet indefinitely, and that way is by having thorough cleanliness about your kettles. Insist

upon them being perfectly clean. They should be washed every day during the hot weather and

:

at least three times weekly during the colder season. The work of the day may not have used

all of the glue which was prepared. It is not necessary to waste what may remain. Put it into

another bucket or kettle during the time of cleansing the kettle that has been in constant use.

If you are using an article reasonably sweet this left-over glue will be entirely fit for use the

,next day. If, however, it should be foul it will also befoul any fresh glue you may add to it.

"Have you ever given due thought and consideration as to the temperature at which glue

should be used? It is one of the most important points that make for the satisfactory working

Df any glue. You cannot have it too cold. You must not have it too hot. If it be too cold

it cannot secure a binding hold upon the wood. If too hot its fibre is destroyed and it cannot

[hold. The workman may be and doubtless is doing what in his judgment or experience seems

:o him perfectly proper and right. He may be a young man of little experience or he may be of

I

mature years and have worked glue all his life and is satisfied that he knows all there is to learn

ibout it. His sphere is a narrow and restricted one at best. Does he know all about glue?

Has he had the opportunity to learn all about it? Is it fair of you to expect that he has had
:hese opportunities and has learned all that he should know? Yet you demand of him perfect

>vork. His excuse for imperfect work will not be satisfying to you. He has in reserve, however,

me excuse which is usually unfailing and which you cannot combat without perhaps going into

:he matter personally and you feel you have not the time for it. His excuse will be that the glue

s poor. It will not hold. It is not like the last he had. What is the result? The seller is

blamed, your patronage probably withdrawn and a new source of supply is found. The neces-

sity of the proper temperature at which your glue should be used is important. If you are using

ind will insist upon using the crude old-fashioned glue-kettle you can gauge the temperature

i)f your glue solution by attaching to it a cheap thermometer allowing the mercury to be in the

,,
rlue solution. When a temperature of 140 is recorded your glue is right to use. It should not

n any case for your work be used at a lower temperature than 120 or higher than 145. Let me
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give you a point: In the extraction of glue from the raw material the temperature of the glue

liquor is most carefully watched, the glue maker knowing all the time that a temperature that is

too high reduces the grade of his glue and necessarily lowers its value. It is just as necessary

that the user retain the grade he buys as it is that the glue maker preserves his quality. The

glue maker has made it his life study to perfect his goods, and a thermometer is one of his greatest

friends in attaining his end. Have you ever given the matter any consideration at all? Why

not try a thermometer and stop abusing your glue to that extent?

"How do you soak your glue? In cold water, warm water or hot water? How long do you

soak it? Let me tell you what you should do. Whether your glue be ground or in flake form, let

it soak over night in cold water always— not ice water— but the water you would draw

from a well or a city main. Do not use warm or hot water under any condition and expect full

value or good results.

"Do not put the glue to soak in the kettle you have used all day unless the kettle has been

well cleansed and washed. If you do not use your kettle have a receptacle that will hold enough

glue for the next day's use. Cover the glue with water and have the water an inch above the

glue. Stir it well for a moment, especially if the glue be ground. By morning the water will have

been absorbed by the glue. Put the mass into your kettle and turn on the steam, stir it for a

few moments, and by the time your thermometer registers 145 your glue will be dissolved and

ready for use, and by keeping it at that temperature you will get all the value there is in the glue,

and that value you should have. Many workmen finding the glue running short will add glue

from the barrel into the kettle of liquid glue. That is an abuse of glue every time it is done. You

lose a part of the value of that glue. If you need more glue than is prepared at night, then put

more to soak in the morning. Prepare it in the same way as you did the evening previous. By

noon, if it be flake or unground glue, it will be ready for melting. Ground glue can be prepared

in a much shorter time. Hence its convenience and adaptability. Frequently stirred, ground glue

can be prepared in twenty minutes. Why then add unsoaked glue to your kettle and bring about

just so much waste? That is an abuse of glue. You gentlemen here are extensive buyers of glue.

Your glue bills run into quite a sum of money in the course of a year, and if you ca"n reduce those

bills, you have just that much added to the right side of your ledger. You doubtless have a man

whose duty it is to prepare all the glue that is used in your plant. How much do you pay that

man? Is he one of your best and most reliable men or just the man who prepares the glue? Don't

abuse your glue. Don't abuse yourself or your employees or the house from whom you buy the

glue because you do not get all the result you think you should. Instead of all this abuse look

around you and select your best man who is intelligent and capable. Show him where he can be

of great value to you by taking care of your glue. Impress upon him the necessity of getting

every ounce of water into the glue that it will take and properly do its work. He can readily

determine when he has reached the limit.

"The moment he exceeds it the operatives will complain that the glue does not hold. Let

him go to the extreme limit where the glue does hold and then keep his solution at that point.

The glue consumers of the country lose 20 per cent of the value of their glue because they do

not work it to the limit. How many of you have asked a salesman: 'How much water will your

glue take?' Have you ever had a direct answer from an experienced salesman? I doubt it. Why?

Not because he does not want to tell you, if possible, but he cannot tell you and for the reason

that he cannot tell whether you are going to use the glue intelligently or not. A bright, capable

man working for your interest will make a good furniture glue work with 2 lA to 3J^ pounds of

water, depending on the nature of the work; while the incapable man will use as many pounds

of glue as he does of water. You know how many pounds of glue you use per day. Figure the

difference and place the loss where it belongs. It will not reflect on the glue or the glue house.

Neither will it reflect on the incapable glue mixer. He may be unacquainted with its value or

proper use and doubtless did the best he could. There is blame attached, however, and to prop-

erly place it you must hunt out the owner of the business. Take him in the private office and have

your quarrel with him alone. When you have reached an understanding with him and made

proper arrangements for the mixing of your glue you will stop an abuse that is entirely too preva-

lent.
.

-

"Is your equipment for handling glue modern and up-to-date? Are you using jacket kettles?
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Are they iron or copper? If iron, they will rust. When glue evaporates in the kettle, workmen
add more water usually, either cold water from the hydrant or the warm water from the rusty

jacket kettle. Either is wrong. The cold water quite likely reduces the temperature of the solu-

tion to such an extent that the glue cannot hold. If the water from the rusted jacket is added,

the iron rust mixed with the glue prevents the glue from binding and also discolors it badly.

If necessary to add water use clean water and of about the same temperature as the glue.

"You have all seen glue that has been covered with a thick scum when the glue solution is

in open kettles, this scum being caused by the action of the air on hot glue. You doubtless have

seen the workman who goes to the central station to replenish his individual glue pot, stir the

glue and in that way mix the scum with the glue. This is another abuse of glue. The scum does

not dissolve and again become a part of the glue solution. In fact, it is all but insoluble. It does,

however, break into particles and these small bits are mixed throughout the glue solution. When
the workman applies the glue, does he pick out all of these small particles? No. He goes right

ahead. What is the result? Often joints that will come apart in the planer, shaper or sander.

Let me call your attention to another abuse of glue that is so common still that possibly some of

you may be guilty. Do you recognize that the lumber must be at least warm when the glue is

applied? Do you not readily see that hot glue applied to cold wood can have but one effect, and
that is to suddenly chill the glue or cause it to partially set, thus robbing it of its strength largely,

if indeed it does not refuse to bind at all?

"Using open kettles causes you a loss of from 5 per cent to 7 per cent in evaporation. You
can and you should buy for your own benefit and saving a modern glue heating apparatus which

consists of a copper kettle and jacket which may be kept air tight, thus preventing the scum
which I have heretofore referred to. To this kettle a thermometer is attached and heat is auto-

matically shut off at whatever point you desire to have your glue solution attain. In the same
automatic way heat is turned on when the solution has cooled to a certain point. Adjust this

thermometer at 120 for the low point and 145 for the high and your glue is always right. This

modern appliance has a warm water reservoir, furnishing a supply of clean water of proper

temperature when it is desired to add water to the glue. It also provides an agitator by which

the glue is thoroughly mixed and stirred, thus saving the time of a man for this purpose."

H. H. Arnold: "Why do some glues when properly treated and run into a spreader where

the glue passes over the rolls have a tendency to foam?"
H. T. Taylor: "There are a number of causes for foaming glue. Very often it is the source

of raw material. In such cases the manufacturer must take care of that in his manufacturing

processes. At other times a glue will foam that is sour. Very often the water with which the glue

is made will have a tendency to make it foam. Some localities can use the natural water and
produce a good glue; in others it is necessary to soften water in order to overcome the tendency

to foam."

R. J. Garvey: "We advocate a ground glue for veneering purposes because it is a mixed
glue. The only way a glue can be mixed is by grinding. We have had better results in selling

ground glue for veneering purposes than the flake. We are selling about 60 per cent of our glues

in the ground state even those that are used for joining purposes. We do that because they can

be brought up to our regular standards. As the boilings do not run over fifteen or sixteen barrels,

it is necessary to grind them in order to make large mixes."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Won't a good veneer glue answer for a good joint?"

F. W. Mehlhop: "Most good veneer glue will make a good joint and the durability will be

just as good as the other. I think I can speak for all reputable glue manufacturers when I say

that what we want is co-operation with the user of glue. If we can only get the consumers of glue

to work with us to help us, we can help you and can solve the problems very easily."

Mr. Fishbaugh introduced Mr. S. D. Taylor, sales manager of the Perkins Glue Company,
South Bend, Ind., who said: "No doubt many of you know something about vegetable glue.

Probably some of you have investigated it, but I will endeavor to acquaint you with how it

started.

"In the year, 1905, Frank G. Perkins first conceived the idea of making glue from a carbo-

hydrate. He experimented with different starches but found that starch made from Cassava
root gave the best results. After making experiments it was first tried in the making of three-ply
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barrel heads. He found it worked so well and made such a good joint that he thought it could be

developed for use in the making of higher grade veneered work, but before going into the higher

grade of veneered work he realized the quality would have to be better and put in such form

that a mixture could be made with less water because up to this time it required three parts of

water to one of glue. This necessitated a little more thorough process in manufacture to turn

out a uniform grade of glue. This was not perfected so that it could be used for better grades of

work until the summer of 1907 and a large manufacturer adopted it for veneer glue. Later on

the veneered door manufacturers were interested and it gave very satisfactory results. It with-

stood atmospheric conditions very well. The panel and top and furniture manufacturers were

next interested and to do their work satisfactorily it was necessary to change from cooking the

glue cold by the use of a solvent as the amount of solvent necessary seemed to stain the face of

veneers used by these people. The percentage of solvent was decreased and heat used in connec-

tion with it. By preparing it in this way the matter of stain was practically eliminated. Vegetable

glue is manufactured by a patented process. Being different from animal glue, it requires vege-

table glue equipment for mixing and applying as it is very heavy when prepared ready for use

and cannot be applied with an animal glue spreader or a brush."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "What is Cassava root?"

S. D. Taylor: "Cassava beet. Most of it is grown in the Isle of Java."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "How does it get into the form it is furnished to the manufacturer to be

used as glue?"

S. D. Taylor: "From the beet it is milled into a flour. We receive the raw material in flour

form. It is processed at our factory."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "When it is given to the cabinet man, do you people advise any solution

for that glue? We have been talking about solutions. Is vegetable glue recommended with any

vegetable solution?"

S. D. Taylor: "Yes. We recommend a mixture 2yi parts of water to one of glue. For the

cheaper grades of veneered work a little more water can be used."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "What is your method? Do you go into the factory and recommend the

percentage solution?"

S. D. Taylor: "As vegetable glue is different from animal glue, it is necessary to send a man

to install the equipment and teach them to use it. The demonstrator is a practical and experi-

enced man. He looks over the work and uses a mixture that will be suitable. We only recom-

mend it for veneering but some of our customers who are using if for joint work find it gives

very satisfactory results. As vegetable glue is slower drying than animal glue, it can only be

used for joint work in factories where there is plenty of space and clamp capacity."

H. H. Arnold: "Will any of this vegetable glue be injected into the open pores of the veneer?"

S. D. Taylor: "Yes. The wood will absorb a certain portion of it. As no hot cauls are used,

the glue is not drawn up into the veneer as when animal glue is used."

H. H. Arnold: "Would one being vegetable and animal matter and the other vegetable

and vegetable matter affect the finish?"

S. D. Taylor: "As varnish is a vegetable matter, vegetable glue would not be apt to affect

it any more than animal glue."

H. H. Arnold: "Are there any chemicals used that might become active under some condi-

tions after the glue had properly dried?"

S. D. Taylor: "No. We have never experienced or heard of any trouble of this nature.

Sometimes right after the glue has set on some woods a little stain may appear but the stain used

in finishing will cover it."

H. H. Arnold: "In what kind of wood have you observed that?"

S. D. Taylor: "Mahogany would show the easiest, especially where a poorer grade of ma-

hogany veneer is used."

R. H. Waud: "How long does the veneer work stay in the presses?"

S. D. Taylor: "In ordinary weather stock glued today should not be taken out until to-
j

morrow but there are times during the summer months when we have very humid weather when it

is necessary to leave the stock in the presses or clamps longer, but ordinarily 24 hours is enough.

E. J. Fishbaugh: "How about heating your core stock?"
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S. D. Taylor: "The wood should never be warm and we do not use hot cauls."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "You made the statement that you used to cook this glue entirely cold.

How do you cook it now?"
S. D. Taylor: "We still cook it cold in some cases, but that is where a heavy faced veneer

is used. Where thin veneer is used we reduce the amount of the solvent chemical and use steam."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Do you do high grade veneer work'such as piano work?"

S. D. Taylori "Yes."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "How do you mix it and cook it?"

S. D. Taylor: "First we weigh it in a proper amount of water into the mixer, then the proper

amount of dry glue. We agitate this for about ten minutes with the heat off until it is thor-

oughly dissolved. We then turn on the steam and let it warm up and then dissolve the proper

amount of solvent that is used. When this is dissolved we run this solution into a mixture of

glue and water. We leave the heat on until the glue is cooked to a light amb^r color and is

transparent. When cooked to the proper point, we allow the cold water to run through the jacket.

We recommend that when the mixture is at the proper point and after it is -cooled that the agi-

tator be stopped. We never add water to it after it is cooked. It is almost impossible to add

water after the g\ue has been converted."

C. Stanley: "Is it spread in a broad form?"

S. D. Taylor: "We use a corrugated roll. The glue being very heavy hangs together

when spread on the piece which makes a continuous spread of glue. It is necessary to have a

scraper arrangement to control the flow of glue. With animal glue you depend on the glue

being thin enough to flow back. Vegetable glue would not do that. In the making of three-

ply panels we recommend that a caul be put in after six or eight panels to stiffen up the bale and
help to take care of the little variation there is in the veneer."

R. H. Waud: "When this is spread on the piece of cross banding, do you find it swells it?"

S. D. Taylor: "It will expand a little; not quite as much as the hot glue stock. It is

bound to because the mixture in the glue will expand the cross banding. Because vegetable

glue is cold and heavy, the cross banding does not absorb the moisture as much. The corruga-

tions are lengthwise of the roll, not round and round. The corrugations are about 9>£ to the inch.

Some 9M."
C. Stanley: "Are the feeds from the outside of the roll like the ordinary glue?"

S. D. Taylor: "Yes. The scraper is arranged so that you get a very fine adjustment with

it. You can put on the piece with just the amount of glue you want."

H. Jarrow: "How will it compare with animal glue in covering surface?"

S. D. Taylor: "Some get considerably more and some less, but the average of all would
run about 32 or 33 feet to the pound. With vegetable glue we usually spread about 45 feet to

the pound."

Paul Reckow: "Is there any difference in cross banding your core stock first and then ap-

plying your veneers two or three days after?"

S. D. Taylor: "We recommend making it all in one operation. There is no reason why
you should not get just as good a job by making a five-ply piece of work in one operation as in

two."

J. H. Gerts: "Could this glue be used in gluing felts?"

S. D. Taylor: "The solvent used might attack the felt."

The Meeting of the Hammer and the Wire

April 18, 1917

F. E. Morton introduced W. S. Linn, western sales manager of the American Felt Company,
Chicago, 111.

W. S. Linn: "Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: My enthusiasm for the work of the American
Felt Company is such that today I have a fundamental conception of my job which I look on as

one not so much to sell the product of the American Felt Company but rather to sell the American
Felt Company. If I can convince a man of the scope, the resources and the ideals of the American
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Felt Company, there will be no difficulty in selling him our product. I saw the passing of the old

regime which a good many of you men will remember from the days when the company was Alfred

Dolge & Son until the time of the reorganization. In those days, the felt was manufactured at the

Dolgeville mill but was distributed through the New York store which was the general office, and

I think it is safe to say that in those days the New York store of the American Felt Company was

the center of the piano and organ industry of the country. When the American Felt Company
moved to Boston and the new regime took charge, I believe there was a tendency in some quarters

of the piano industry to feel that the American Felt Company got out of touch and lost sympathy

with their problems. They continued to manufacture piano and organ felts but without any

particular interest in the line as to whether or not they were manufacturing the felts best suited

for the individual purpose, and were making no particular efforts to solve the problems of piano

felts and improve their lines. As a matter of fact, the very opposite was true and when the com-

pany moved their general offices to Boston the company was born again. The men who took over

the business were wool merchants and understood wool thoroughly, which is the great fundamental

of the felt manufacturing business. They brought to bear on the American Felt Company all that

money and brains can bring to any manufacturing business and their results can be best illustrated

in some figures which show their growth. In the last five years, the American Felt Company has

put into new plants and equipment $950,000, yet in the same period the charges to depreciation

have been so liberal that the plant account has increased only 6 per cent. The result of this

expenditure in plant and equipment is an increase in capacity of 62 per cent over what it was five

years ago. It is needless to say that our sales have increased accordingly.

"I think you all know that the American Felt Company is one of a family of companies, all

controlled by the one organization and these companies manufacture everything from textile

machinery to felt shoes. Three of these companies are represented here tonight. A. E. Pfeiffer

represents our Service Company in which we concentrate all our professional service and which

gives to each one of the affiliated companies expert service. Mr. Pfeiffer will tell you later of some

of the ramifications of the organization that he represents. Mr. E. H. Allen, president of the

Boston Piano Supply Company—our hammer business—represents a user of modern American

Felt Company products and ideas. I am merely here to tell you on behalf of the American Felt

Company that while we have spent a great deal of money and thought on the development of

piano felts and the solving of the problems of the piano trade, we realize that these problems are

not nearly solved. We therefore distinctly appreciate the opportunity to co-operate with Mr.

Morton and with you all in these fundamental efforts to find a solution of these problems. In the

words of the owner of the American Felt Company, I am here to assure you that there is only one

limit to our co-operation and that limit is the blue sky."

F. E. Morton then introduced Mr. A. E. Pfeiffer, production engineer of the Industrial Service

& Equipment Company, Boston:

A. E. Pfeiffer: " It may seem irrelevant but I would like to bring out the scope of our organiza-

tion. We have an engineering department composed of mechanical, electrical and other experts.

The results of your investigations and particularly the subjects in which we are interested tonight

— 'The Meeting of the Piano Hammer and the Wire,' comes under the notice of this department.

We are working in the dark at present in determining just what the piano trade wants. It will be

in their province to determine standards.

"In our service department we have a research laboratory, sales expert organization, a

personnel department for welfare work, and our calculating, financial and auditing department.

"I might mention the American Felt Company had a factory at Dolgeville. After our

investigation we moved this plant to Glenville, Conn. Today we know our piano felt is better

than it was at Dolgeville. We can produce more in our Glenville plant and can go further toward

meeting the specific requirements of the piano manufacturer than we ever could at Dolgeville.

We analyzed the situation, made a definite report to the owners of the company and made recom-

mendations. We shall do this in working with Mr. Morton, take advantage of Mr. Morton's

research work and submit our findings to the American Felt Company."
F. E. Morton: "I want to say for the gentlemen who have been kind enough to meet with us

that there are certain factors in the manufacture of felt and hammers which are well earned assets

of the company utilizing them. We have no desire to gratify morbid curiosity, therefore in th«
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discussion which may follow, I only ask for them what I would ask for myself,— that the discus-

sion be confined to those things which are of mutual interest. We are assured of full co-operation

and that in itself is sufficient. I take pleasure in introducing Mr. E. H. Allen, president of the

Boston Piano Supply Company of Boston and Norwood."

E. H. Allen: "Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: The Boston Piano Supply Company is the

largest manufacturer of piano hammers in the world, which means we are the largest consumers of

hammer felt. As has been said, the Boston Piano Supply Company is a subsidiary of the American

Felt Company. Naturally, as a part of the American Felt Company's organization, we might be

expected to use American Felt Company's hammer felt, and it is a fact that 90 per cent or more

of the hammers covered in our shops are covered by felt manufactured by the American Felt

Company. It is also true that we carry at all times as complete a stock as possible of other brands

of hammer felts. There are certain very good reasons in our mind, aside from the fact that we are

part of the American Felt Company organization, why we should use the American Felt Com-
pany's felt. One of the reasons is that through the use of that felt we have been able to satisfy

to the fullest extent the varied demands made upon us by the piano manufacturers of the country.

In order that you may appreciate that the demands upon any hammer coverer are varied, I might

mention that we have on file at our factory specification cards representing over two hundred

different kinds of piano hammers. These are the specifications of our customers, and a comparison

of these specification cards reveals the very interesting fact that no two are identical and that

the piano hammers used by any piano manufacturer differ from those used by his competitors.

The differences in many cases are slight; differences in quality, weight of felt; shape of hammer;

colors of under felt,— some with and some without under felt; differences in boring and pitch. It

is therefore seen that hammer covering is purely custom work. The hammer coverer cannot set

standards of his own, and say 'These are the hammers we would like to have you use, or think you

ought to use.' We have been limited at all times by the demands of our customers, and, purely as

a business proposition it has seemed best — so far as possible— to give every customer those

things which he seemed to need or wish.

"We have also been limited in a number of other ways. Wool, as you know, is the principal

factor entering into hammer felt and wool is an organic substance. It is a variable and not easily

controlled. It has been the greatest problem of the hammer coverer to turn out a uniform product

— to be able to furnish a customer, say, 100 sets of hammers and have each one of those individual

sets as nearly alike in touch as possible. The hammer coverer has been held responsible for the

results of the manufacturer's specifications. Often another limit has been placed upon the hammer
coverer— that of price. Certain results have been expected but the hammer coverers have been

held closely within the limits of a price. As you probably all know, hammer felt is one of the

finest textile fabrics that is manufactured. The more expensive the article, the more readily its

value is affected by price limit, and it is very true that a difference of 10 cents or 15 cents per set

in the price of piano hammers disproportionately affects the value. Again, the hammer coverer

can control results only up to a certain point. He can use the best knowledge and best methods
at his disposal to turn out a good hammer, and yet after that hammer leaves his hands and passes

into the hands of the piano manufacturer there are still possibilities of things being done that

largely determine the results obtained. Different tone regulators use different methods and I do
not think you gentlemen will resent it if I say here tonight that there has been many a good set

of piano hammers spoiled by a poor tone regulator. Most of you are familiar in a general way
with the methods in use in the covering of piano hammers. While these methods may vary in

some slight degree in different shops, the problems, practically the same throughout the world,

consist of taking the sheets of hammer felt as they come from the felt mill, cutting them up into

strips, putting them into a mold of a certain size or shape with pressure, leaving the hammers in

this mold until the glue is sufficiently dry to allow for their removal and then the various opera-

tions which attend the covering, trimming, cutting of selvage edge, sanding, cutting up into

individual hammers; boring holes for the wires, putting in wires and testing them and boring for

the hammer shanks.

"We do not know how far each or any of these various operations affect the tone of the

hammer. It is unquestionably true that practically every operation in a hammer shop from the

time the coverer receives a sheet of felt up to the time the hammers are completed and wrapped in
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a package, has some effect. It might interest you to know the methods of handling the felt as it

comes into our factory. The felt mill delivers the felt to our receiving room where it is carefully

inspected for resiliency, evenness of touch, any possible mechanical faults, and any foreign sub-

stances. All felt is examined and a separate report made on each sheet. We can look back any

time over a period of years and place our hands upon a report showing the characteristics of any

sheet of hammer felt used by us. No felt is used until it has passed through the hands of the

inspector. Among the demands made upon the hammer coverer is the variety of touch. One

piano man wants a hammer with a bass section of a certain softness another with the treble of a

certain hardness. No two piano men will agree on the degree of hardness of their hammers in any

one section of the scale. To give each man as nearly as possible what he wants, we must start with

the felt. The man who inspects the felt has the specifications of each customer and as these sheets

of felt pass through his hands, he determines which sheets are best adapted to the respective

customer's requirements. Each customer has a bin of his own in our plant, and as fast as sheets of

felt come in, they are placed in his bin and used for no other customer. After the felt has been

taken out of a bin and cut up into strips, it goes down into the covering room. Here the strips

are glued on to the molding. Various kinds of presses are used. Whatever the type of press,

the principle is found to be the same in all cases.

"Probably no one thing entering into the covering is of greater influence than the care taken

by each man having anything to do with the operation. This is particularly true of placing these

hammers in the mold. It is necessary that a certain pressure be given this felt to obtain certain

results. It has been customary for years, and as far as I know is customary today in most hammer

shops, to leave this matter of pressure largely to the judgment of the individual. In general prac-

tice, a man screws the felt into the mold until he thinks it is about right and that is as nearly

correct as may be determined. We have devised, and have had in operation for some little time

a method and the necessary instruments which enable us to give a predetermined pressure to a

certain number of hammers. Although this pressure is controlled to. that extent, you can appre-

ciate that this is of small value unless the felt is very carefully selected. before being passed on to

the coverer. You may think I dwell considerably on the matter of care, but really if there is any

secret in hammer covering, that secret is nothing more nor less than care,— continual, infinite

care,— care in the selection of the proper felt, care in putting that felt on the moldings, care in

cutting the hammers up so every hammer will have the same thickness in all cases; infinite care

that in the boring the angles shall be the same, and that the pitch shall be the same throughout the

entire set.

"One of the difficulties with which the hammer coverer has to contend is the fact that at

least 75 per cent of his work is done by hand. As I have said before, we do not know how far each

individual operation of the hammer coverer affects the matter of tone. We do know the pressure

does affect tone to a very great extent and probably the two factors that influence the tone most

are the selection of the felt and the actual covering practice. It is true that if a fine strip of hammer

felt has been selected and turned over to the coverer and if he has at his disposal only the crudest

of tools, presses and methods, it is still possible for him to make a mighty good set of hammers.

On the other hand, if the felt turned over to him is poor, is without life and resiliency, you can give

him the best equipment in the world; you can let him give it all the attention possible and when

everything is done it will be a poor set of hammers. In considering therefore the relation of the

piano hammer to the tone, it is necessary for us to go back a step to the making of the felt itself.

There must be certain very good reasons why one hammer felt is good and will give excellent

results and another brand of hammer felt will not give satisfactory results. The answer to this

question does not lie in any secret process. I am not a felt manufacturer, but I believe I have a

very good idea of the methods and processes used in the making of hammer felt. There is nothing

particularly intricate or strange about those processes. They are no more intricate than the

methods of turning out certain other textiles.

"I think we will all admit that the thing most to be desired in a piano hammer is life and

resiliency. The ability to get away from the string as quickly as possible. This matter of resiliency

or life in the hammer is determined entirely by the life in the felt, and the life in that felt is deter-

mined principally by the life and resiliency of the raw wool used in its manufacture. It only

seems reasonable therefore that the concern commanding the best means of obtaining the greatest
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variety of wool from which to pick, that can command wool experts, can command laboratory

experts and determine the various mixes, standards, grades and brands of wool to be used in the

felt, will be in a position to turn out the better product. One of the reasons why the Boston Piano

Supply Company has the utmost faith in the product of the American Felt Company as best

adapted for piano hammers, is that the American Felt Company through the various branches of

its organization is in a better position than any other organization that we know of to secure the

best wools and the best methods of handling those wools. We have been making our experiments

and investigations with the idea of determining the best felts and processes. However, we have

been working more or less in the dark because the demands of our customers have been so different

and we have not known precisely what the piano man wants us to give him. I want to assure you

that we are in a position to give you certain results when you have once clearly shown us what

results you wish to obtain."

F. E. Morton: "For a long time I have been trying to devise some means of utilizing a wire

long enough and stretched to such a tension as to permit observation of the movement of the

wire when struck with a hammer. A short wire acts so quickly that the eye does not follow it.

A wire stretched to such a tension as is used in a piano acts so quickly that the eye does not

follow it and therefore the function of the hammer is not visualized. What is this function and

to what extent does the wire aid or retard that function, and what treatment may be accorded the

felt that in the meeting with the wire each may perform its proper function? It is impossible to

secure any mode of vibration from the sounding board that is not given it by the wire. As Mr.

Allen so ably puts it, the ideal hammer is the one that gets away from the wire the quickest. The
necessity for resiliency in the hammer is understood, but how about the resiliency of the wire

and to what extent may the resiliency of that wire affect the meeting and parting of the hammer
and wire? Before we may expect to set up a standard for the hammer maker, we must establish

our own standard and we must define our present position before deciding upon the next move.

Heretofore this position has, been difficult of visualization. I have experimented with wires up
to 25 feet in length, and while one knowing exactly what to look for and when to look for it, might

observe, the chances of understanding through sight were small. Finally, the idea occurred to me
that a wire need not necessarily be straight and so have succeeded in so arranging that you will

be able to observe a wire 210 feet long in process of vibration and observe its movements.

Fig. 24

"Here is a piano wire in spiral form 210 feet long and I will set it in motion so that you may
observe the travel of the impulse. This impulse is an expression of energy which in piano playing

is applied at the end of the key. The energy directed to the wire will so express until conducted

away by some elastic substance. An inelastic material only will reflect energy.

"I give this wire one stroke. Watch the impulse as it travels. There are numbers of movements
caused by the returning wave or impulse overlapping the original impulse, thus giving rise to these

segmental vibrations. (Fig. 24.) In the piano there is an infinitely small period of time in which the

hammer may get away and not interfere with the return impulse. It is this segmental vibration

and the relative intensity of the segments forming that is responsible for the quality of tone in

your piano. You don't get tone quality from the construction work, sounding board, etc. You
only get a magnification or diminution of quality already existent.

"The quality first is determined by the mode of vibration of the wire itself. If the period of

time of contact between the hammer and the wire is disproportionate to the length and tension of

the wire the hammer interferes with the return of the impulse. This is what happens when the

hammer does not get away from the wire quickly enough. It changes the mode of vibration and
hence the quality. The series of partials is broken and that is where the tone quality is changed

by the hammer. Mr. Allen says we do not know to what extent these various operations on the

hammer affect tone. The piano manufacturer has not sufficiently taken into consideration the

action of the wire. If a wire, of a given gauge, is drawn to a certain tension and is struck with a

hammer, the resiliency of the wire becomes a factor in this 'getting away of the hammer from the
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wire.' The rebound of the hammer from the wire is affected as much by the wire as by the hammer,
and if one hammer gets away in a certain period of time and the next hammer requires a longer

or shorter period it may be because of a difference in the resiliency of two hammers or a difference

in tension or resiliency of the two wires, or both. It is not unusual to find 30 pounds difference in

tension between two adjacent strings. That means the impulse returns more quickly upon one
than upon the other, and even though the hammers were possessed of identical qualities, they

would not get away in the same period of time. The interference of the returning impulse by
the hammer changes the mode and therefore the quality."

Mr. Morton then demonstrated the modes or segmental vibrations, visualizing the causes of

differing tone qualities from nasal to hollow, also showing the part played by hammer and wire

respectively in the tone changes effected. He cross referenced these visible performances with

practical tone production, thus locating the responsibility for faulty results. He stated in con-

clusion that if the manufacturer should issue a particularly intelligent specification, the perform-

ance of which would be simple, it would be of no value unless based on a constant contained in

the piano itself.

H. H. Arnold: "From the striking point to the short end is very much shorter than to the

long end. The wave starts both ways. What is the actual condition — what happens as the

wave passes back and forth?"

F. E. Morton: "A breaking up of the larger segments by the small ones."

H. H. Arnold: "Does that condition last as long as the wire is in motion?"

F. E. Morton: "It continues always until stopped. Practically until the energy is spent."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "I would like to ask Mr. Allen if we can approach very closely to the

hammer that will need no tone regulator, and if that hammer will not be longer lived?"

E. H. Allen: "We believe it possible to produce such a hammer. We further believe that if

such a hammer could be produced it would give those results without needling and that the life

and resiliency would be longer. It is possible, we believe, to bring about that result, but it is

first as Mr. Morton has so ably explained that the piano hammer coverer must know before he

attempts to produce such a hammer just what the conditions are."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Can you suggest or lend any aid along those lines, and will you?"

E. H. Allen: "We can and will. We want to assure you gentlemen that our Service Depart-

ment will lend all possible aid along any line of experiment for the purpose of determining what

can be done to solve the piano manufacturers' problems. It is just as much to our interest as yours

that those problems be solved."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "You spoke about the blending of felts in order to arrive at that condition.

Would any different blending of felts be necessary?"

E. H. Allen: "The selection to obtain certain results in hammer felt depends largely upon the

selection of the proper wool in the first place and the selection of that wool would depend largely

upon knowing in advance what result was to he obtained. That in itself would be largely a

laboratory proposition. It might interest you gentlemen to know that when the American Felt

Company undertakes to produce a certain result in its hammer felt, it is not necessary for them to

take a batch of wools of different brands and make up a lot of felt and then find out what the

result is and try and try again. We take those wools into the laboratory. We try them out on a

small scale until we are satisfied that certain grades of wool will produce certain results. With

that standard set, we go ahead in the actual manufacture of the felt along those lines."

A. E. Pfeiffer: "We know the relative value of the various kinds of wool before we go into

our laboratory."

T. A. Johanson: " Is it possible for your hammer makers to make 100 sets of hammers exactly

alike?"

E. H. Allen: "At the present time, it is not possible for the hammer maker to make 100 sets

exactly alike. As I said, the wool is the factor that determines the resiliency of that touch and

wool is an organic substance. It will not always work just exactly the same under given condi-

tions. It has been our aim and we are still on the job to determine methods and processes whereby

we can duplicate anything we have done once. I am willing to admit that at the present time I

should not care to undertake to cover 100 sets of hammers that would be identically alike in the

matter of touch."
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T. A. Johanson: "In that case is it advisable to make a hammer a little harder than the
general practice requires?"

E. H. Allen: "That would largely depend upon just how the tone regulator handled that
hammer after it came into his possession. All tone regulators do not work alike. Given two sets

of hammers as near alike as possible, give them to two tone regulators whose methods are different

and it may safely be assumed that the results would be quite different."

F. E. Morton: " Is it good practice to allow for a considerable leeway for tone regulation in

the making of the hammer?"
A. E. Pfeiffer: "That ratio is constantly decreasing. We are coming closer in our controls

in the principal factors."

C. Arthur Brown: " How closely can you approach equality in 100 sets of hammers? In other
words, what will be the maximum or minimum variation? Could it be put on a percentage basis?
How widely would two extremes in that 100 vary?"

E. H. Allen: "I think you are in better position to answer than we are."
A. E. Pfeiffer: "How far can human touch go? We have not been able to get a machine but

are still trying to get rid of the human element."

H. Jarrow: "How far have you gone to eliminate the unpositiveness of the organic matter of
the wool?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "We have started on educational service to the wool grower. Things that can
be eliminated — dirt, vegetable matter, etc.— are being eliminated. Mineral matter is something
we all have to contend with, and those are the points we cannot control in the manufacture of
felt."

F. E. Morton: "It was stated by a felt dealer or manufacturer, that the treatment of the
wool by the farmer, the ground on which the sheep fed, elements entering into its feed, climate,
conditions, etc., were of no interest. Can you state whether it is true?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "The hammer maker must disregard this year's clip. It is of a specific nature.
Next year's would be entirely different. The hammer maker demands a certain article. The
question comes up of the markets that are open. If the felt conditions are good, the wool will be
full of life; next year it may be dry and a dry, lifeless wool will be grown in the same field. That
is why we are trying to determine the actual conditions under which the wool is raised."

F. E. Morton: "Would your Department accept the proffered service of the Agricultural
Department of the American Steel & Wire Company and would you consider it of sufficient im-
portance to the industry to warrant the effort?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "This would be very welcome."
H. H. Arnold: "In your laboratory, if you had two specific clips and they both showed the

same amount of resiliency, would that insure the same amount of life?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "We can only determine relative resiliency by that felt experiment."
F. E. Morton: "Given a piece of hammer felt compressed to a certain degree of hardness, a

hardness in excess of that required for a working hammer and that hammer needled by any
process in common practice, could the fibre be expected to retain its resiliency as it would had
the hammer been made up of the required degree of softness in the first place?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "The minute you have brought your wool to a certain point every additional
process injures it. It will never come back entirely to the same condition in which it was in the
first instance."

F. E. Morton: "That is of more importance to the tone regulator than is at present recog-
nized."

A. E. Pfeiffer: " No hammer maker has ever gone beyond the customer's request. We have
never taken into consideration anything except that we have given the customer what he has asked
for."

F. E. Morton: "What would be the nature of your advice were it asked, and to what extent
would you be willing to go for mutual profit in assisting a customer in formulating your specifica-
tions?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "We would produce hammers, evolve a method and then observe those ham-
mers under given conditions. We would determine all factors and the action of the felt under
a given set of conditions and then work our own processes to reproduce that felt. As you know,
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Mr. Brown, the one thing that stands in our way is the machine both you and I have set our

hearts on. It has developed in the last two weeks that Mr. Brown has been attempting to perfect

a machine we have been trying to get. When we get that, we will be able to produce 100 sets of

hammers exactly alike,— just as nearly alike as it would be possible to turn out 100 steel rings

exactly alike. How to measure the standard is a thing we do not know today. Twenty years ago

in the rubber business they had a similar condition. Rubber was turned into the manufacturing

department. Every department met the difficulties as they arose. Today the rubber business

is a-b-c after it leaves the laboratory. They have a definite standard or series of standards to

which or from which they can work."

R. W. E. Sperry :
" I don't see how it is possible for any of us to contribute to any standard

unless we have something on which to base our own judgment. We have no standard, therefore

we have no basis for criticism. The fault lies with us."

C. Arthur Brown: "What is the first essential to establish that standard? My idea has been

to find a starting point. Inasmuch as it has been pretty clearly demonstrated that wire can be

produced of a fair degree of standardization that is the logical point from which to start. The felt

meets wire of various gauges — in some instruments under very unequal tension; in other instru-

ments more or less closely approaching a uniform tension. With the evidence as far as I am able

to guess it, particularly that seen here tonight arguing very strongly in favor of uniform tension,

it would appear that any standard test must take the wire into consideration. In other words, the

test for the felt must necessarily be based upon some function of that wire and in the ideals which

I have developed in my own mind as far as I have gone, the question of area of the felt coming

in contact with the wire is a feature that might offer itself as a possible easy point of attack. In

the testing hammer which I have in mind, there would be various types of hammers for testing

various thicknesses of felt, for testing in the sheet, both for resiliency and for durability. A striking

hammer could be made to correspond in area with the gauge of wire representing a given section.

It seems to me that in working it out along that line we will arrive at a given standard, and measure

the resiliency of the felt when a given number of blows have been delivered. Continuing the blows

for another period of time and measuring the thickness of felt under that additional number of

blows might enable us in time, and with sufficient hard work, to arrive at a curve which would

show what the particular resiliency of that particular felt amounted to in comparison with a given

standard. Continuing still farther to the destruction of that felt would give us a continuing curve

that would be both a measure of resiliency under continued service and its durability."

A. E. Pfeiffer: "It is always advisable to eliminate every variable. If we start with the

hammer itself we can give just as many thicknesses on the hammer as you could possible arrive

at or possibly get in a sheet. If we start with the wire, take the first step back of that, etc. I

think if we start with the completed hammer and experiment first with the thickness and quality

of felt on the hammer; determine those factors as a completed article and getting its direct rela-

tion between those two points, we can safely guarantee that once having established those factors

we can work back to the process and always come up to a finished product. In the steel industry,

Midvale and United States Steel do not both follow the same steps, but will both guarantee to give

the same standard. If you standardize your felt first you will then have to change the processing

of your hammer."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming for the sake of argument that the results obtained in the analysis

of wire performance are correct, we have found that in the common practice of piano manufacture,

assuming the present form of scale as permanent, that with proper loading and with our present

graduation of wire gauge in half numbers, one one-thousandth of an inch variation, that our piano

wire drawn to 160 lbs. tension is at its best,— that it performs in such a manner as to produce the

mode of vibration needed for the proper performance of the sounding board. Would that form a

basis, or could it be assumed to form a basis for standardizing hammer felt?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: " I don't see any other point we could work from. The wire would be the only

thing."

F. E. Morton: "We have found by analysis and synthesis that our wire is at its best at 160

lbs. tension,— that as soon as the tension is lowered or raised throughout a reasonably drawn scale

the performance of that wire or its mode of vibration is adversely affected. Then why not accept

the performance of wire at 160 lbs. tension and at the present relative weights of hammers, treble

and bass and the present gauge of wire from 13 to 18?"
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A. E. Pfeiffer: " I say that it is possible that you may have to change your piano practice."

F. E. Morton: "Those changes would tend toward a greater uniformity."

A. E. Pfeiffer: "No one can say definitely certain conditions can be standardized perfectly.

We could take your wire at any tension."

F. E. Morton: "It would be a reasonable thing to assume that a given wire tension would

form a basis?"

A. E. Pfeiffer: "To simplify matters it would."

C. Arthur Brown: "You must take into consideration the actual use of the hammer. For

instance, one hammer strikes three strings; another two; another one."

F. E. Morton: "That has been covered by the mass of felt in the respective hammers. In-

sofar as I have been able to test out by tone analysis, the common practice in distribution of mass

of felt over the respective hammers from treble to bass is correct."

A. E. Pfeiffer: "There is nothing in the standardizing that will prevent any man using his own
ideas."

F. E. Morton: "One of the first things I stated to the technicians in conference was that

there was no intent to standardize to the point of destroying individuality."

J. H. Gerts: "Don't you think we should take the piano action into consideration? If the

hammer is good and the springs are weak, the hammer will not bring the desired result. Further-

more, I wish to state from my experience in tone regulating, that I don't think the hammer maker

can make a hammer which will not require tone regulating. There will always be some needling to

even up."

A. E. Pfeiffer: "We can simply standardize the hammer to give a certain condition. A com-

bination of standards will always give definite results."

A rising vote of thanks was given the gentlemen representing the American Felt Company
for their enlightenment and offer of co-operation.

Treatment of Piano After Leaving the Factory

May 2, 1917

F. E. Morton: "When the piano leaves the factory, what treatment will be accorded it by
the owner and in what measure and manner may the owner be advised as to its proper care?

We have invited you, gentlemen, as tuners for some of our leading retail piano warerooms to

ask you what the manufacturer can do for you that will make your work more pleasant and

agreeable, more profitable. When the manufacturer learns this he will understand that it is to

his advantage to do it. He needs you as much as you need him. Your interests are identical.

The tuner has been looked upon by manufacturers and dealers as a necessary evil. They may
have in mind some specific tuner or an experience, but it is pretty safe to say that the tuner

and the manufacturer and the dealer have not been co-operating. The conditions are different

from those obtaining from twentyfive to seventy-five years ago. We are becoming organized and

crystallized to a degree that one cannot be affected without all being concerned. When we
secure a perfect understanding between tuner, dealer and manufacturer life may not be 'one

long sweet song,' but it will be well accompanied. What is your experience with tuning pins

that are too tight or too loose? What can the manufacturer do for you in this matter?"

E. G. Becht: "When the pins are too loose they are not properly put into the wrest plank.

In many cases you will find that the tuning pin is hammered in instead of turned. In a case of

that kind I would say to the manufacturer to turn the tuning pin into the wrest plank.

"A drill that does not correspond with the measurement of the tuning pin frequently is used.

If a tuning pin is too loose there is nothing for us to do but put in a larger pin."

F. E. Morton: "In the case of a 'jumpy' pin, is the piano left in as good condition by the tuner

as when the pin turns freely?"

E. G. Becht: "No."
F. E. Morton: "In the case of a loose pin, what is your experience in using shims?"

E. G. Becht: "It is customary to use bushing but I do not think favorably of it. In most
cases the manufacturer uses the largest size pin at the start."
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F. E. Morton: "If a pin smaller than the one in common use were used by the manufacturer,

would it be of advantage to the tuner?"

E. G. Becht: "Yes; it would be a great help."

F. E. Morton: "Have you in your experience been able to determine whether a pin has been

turned or driven in?"

E. G. Becht: "A first-class tuner can detect it."

F. E. Morton: "You would say then that driving a pin in is a disadvantage?"

E. G. Becht: "It works to a disadvantage in tuning. The piano won't stand solid."

F. E. Morton: "Can you tell the difference in time taken in turning pins and driving them

in stringing up a piano?"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "It takes a man about two hours to string a piano by driving the pins."

F. E. Morton: "What is the difference in time in turning the pins?"

J. L. Voss: "Where a boy drives the pin a certain distance and the stringer turns the other

three windings a man and a boy can string as many pianos as a stringer who drives them in all the

way. Where the pin block is drilled by machine, if the drill is not kept sharpened it will drill just

the same but it will burn. Drilling gives the proper condition; burning gives a 'jumpy' pin."

F. E. Morton: "Then we may assume that it is better to turn the pin part way than not to

turn it in at all! What is the difference in time between driving and turning the pin in the whole

way?"
E. J. Fishbaugh: "It takes double the time."

F. E. Morton: "Do any of you who restring have difficulties in adapting new pins to the

holes after the old pins have been taken out, and if so what measures do you take to produce a

proper relationship between the wrest plank and tuning pin?"

N. Boe: " In Norway where I learned my trade, after removing the old pins we made a drill

out of a new pin and reamed out the block. We never hammered a pin. In Europe a pin is not

hammered. You can tell by the top of the pin if there is a mark from hammering. European

pianos stand in tune better."

F. E. Morton: "How is the tuning pin treated to make it into a drill?"

N. Boe: "We cut a thread on it and make a twist drill out of it."

F. E. Morton: " If the piano is strung, whether original stringing or restringing, it is custom-

ary in some shops to even up the tops of the pins by going over with a large hammer. Have any

of you discovered anything detrimental to the piano in that process?"

N; Boe: " Driving is not good for a pin. It is unnecessary to drive a pin if a gauge block be

used. This block should be placed around the pin and indicates the distance for turning before

stringing."

E. G. Becht: "Strings are not all of the same gauge so you could not screw the pin in to the

same gauge. The pins would be very uneven."

F. E. Morton: "The point I want to reach is: Is it proper or isn't it to drive a tuning pin

under any conditions? It must be proper or improper or else the complaint of thousands of people

is without foundation."

Wm. Davis: " If the block is in good condition it will not injure pin or block."

N. Boe: " If you turn it in you have naturally produced a thread with the pin. If you ham-

mer it in you destroy that thread and it is very essential to keep the tuning pin from slipping.

"In regard to the different gauges of wires, we use blocks of varying heights in the different

sections. We could not use the same block in treble and bass."

F. E. Morton: "The conditions under which the piano operates affects the tuning. The

matter of humidity possibly is a big factor. I don't doubt that many of you have found pianos

with a window on one side and a radiator on the other. Can the humidity be so regulated as to

keep a piano in such condition that your tuning will be effective and give satisfaction?"

N. Boe: "I have studied that problem considerably especially in its application to the

playerpiano. I had one player which took a trip to the factory every February or March to be

tightened up. The man called on me and asked me if I could not remedy the trouble. I told him

if he would assist me I could assist him. I took a Mason quart jar and filled it with water and put

it at the bottom of the piano and another one at the back of the piano and told the man to see

that those two bottles were kept full of water during the heating season. As soon as the heat
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stopped they should be taken out. The piano has not taken a trip to the factory for a good many
years. I have talked to a lot of tuners about that. They said it would rust the strings, but if the
water is taken out when the heating season is over this does not happen. A hygrometer showed a
humidity around 20 and sometimes as low as 12 where it should be 50. The water in the Mason
jar will not rust the strings as long as the water is colder than the wires. The wires are warmer than
the water during the heating season. The humidifier which is put on the radiator may be all

right but it contains something like 60 cubic inches of water with 24 exposed to the surface. If

the ratio were reversed it would be effective."

F. E. Morton: "A lack of knowledge of values on the part of the piano owner is the cause of
a great deal of trouble, and it is up to the tuner to help educate him. Mr. Albert Strauch of
Strauch Bros., action makers, gave a good illustration, and I give it to you for use among your
clients. 'A man buys a watch for $75.00 and keeps it in a chamois case; is very careful not to
expose it to extremes of temperature; puts it under his pillow at night; carefully winds it at the
same time each day; takes it to the jeweler if it shows a second's variation and takes a great deal
of pride in its care. The same man will buy a $500 piano and put it between a window and a
radiator.' How can we instill into the mind of the owner of a piano that he has a valuable art
product that requires attention? When a man buys a painting he is careful where he hangs it.

He will send it to be varnished at certain times and watches it with great care. He does not
have the same feeling toward his piano. The fault does not lie entirely with the owner. I do not
think he has been given a proper idea of its value by the salesman. I have seen pianos exhibited in
a manner to destroy all ideas of piano value; newspaper advertising of price cutting, an axe
chopping a piano, entitled 'Prices Smashed,' etc.; the treatment of an art product by an alleged
dealer as though it were a piece of junk is responsible largely for the attitude of the public. Neither
public nor dealer have a correct estimate of the value of tuning. Mr. Charles Deutschmann of
Lyon & Healy will tell us of some constructive work being attempted on these lines by the Tuners
Guild."

Chas. Deutschmann: "We have been working for a number of years to evolve some method
of educating the people to the necessity of taking care of the piano. The manufacturers didn't
do it. We came to the conclusion that if a housewife was told that it was just as necessary to have
the piano tuned as the windows washed and the rugs cleaned, she would do it. At our last con-
vention we got this in tangible form and started by sending letters to manufacturers asking them
to issue instructions to dealers and customers on the care of the pianos. To that letter there were
sixty-six replies. This was followed up by a letter last week in which we advised the dealers and
manufacturers to put some sort of instructions in the piano to the effect that if the piano is not
properly cared for they will not stand by the guarantee.

"While some manufacturers have been doing this it has not been general. You all know the
care the piano must have in the first few years of its outside life. The pianos are tuned five or six
times in the factory. That does not fulfill the purpose and the piano does not get the proper set-
tling. We want the public to know that the piano needs tuning. We want to co-operate with the
manufacturer and dealer in bringing this about."

F. E. Morton: "Have you a plan to offer to the manufacturer that will enable him to co-
operate with you?"

Chas. Deutschmann: "As Mr. Morton says, the tuner has been a necessary evil. We have
not been co-operators. If the dealers will take into consideration that the outside tuner is one of
his biggest assets and that many sales come through him more credit will be given him. They
should not expect the tuning department alone to make money. It is a hard proposition to make
money out of this department. If proper credit were given on the sales which are brought to
his house by the tuner I think there would be some assets on his side, but it is forgotten. We ad-
vise the manufacturer to put some sort of instructions in the piano. I go to a house and tune a
piano. I say: 'You ought to have this piano tuned.' They answer: 'They didn't tell me that at
:he store.' If I pull the pamphlet out of the piano and read it to them it backs me up. We want
something that will substantiate our statements."

F. E. Morton: "There is another side to this proposition. I would like to hear the sales
manager's side from Mr. W. H. Collins, sales manager of Lyon & Healy."

W. H. Collins: "I recently received a communication from the Tuners Guild that was a
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revelation in my career as a piano man. Here I have been selling pianos and never admonished,

the customer that he assumed any responsibility. The minute I read that I said: 'The next

man to whom I sell a piano will take this responsibility.'

"I have talked service since then and I have never talked with one who has not said: 'Sign

me up for a year's service.' From now on I am going to instruct the sales service not to give any-

thing free. I have communicated with my firm and they have confirmed it. We will take this

matter up with every customer. He will be told it is up to him to take care of that piano. It is

t

delivered in A-l condition. If a defect shows up in the manufacture of the instrument we will

replace it. The responsibility for proper care will be placed with the buyer. It has for too long

been placed on the dealer."

F. E. Morton: "We also have with us Mr. Eugene Whelan, sales manager of W. W. Kimball

Company. We want to hear his experience along that line."

E. Whelan: "One thought came to my mind when Mr. Morton spoke of the piano being

placed between the window and the radiator. I wish most heartily there was an architect here.

This is a city of apartments. It seems that the architect in planning an apartment makes up his

mind that the people in it are not going to have a piano. Most of the apartments are built where

the only available space for a piano is between the window and radiator. When the gentleman

made the remark that he never heard of a tuning department that paid I swelled with pride

We have one. A little over four years ago when we put in the one-price system we made it im-

possible for a salesman to give anything away and we almost had a revolution. We said: ' Boys

from now on there is no such thing in our house as free tuning. It ends on October 1, 1912. Tht

nearest you can come to giving a tuning is to sell a tuning contract for three years.' Consequently,

the customer has his piano tuned the same as he has his watch oiled. To prevent the salesmer

putting it over 'on us, we print at the bottom of our guarantees, 'This Does Not Include Tuning,

and I think it is one of the finest guarantees. Then we insist upon the salesman telling the cus-

tomer that this piano must be tuned every six months and we sell them a tuning contract for

three years. This is paid for as they like.

"We also give the customer a booklet in which in the largest type is written: 'No Free Tuning,

You Must Tune Your Piano at Least Twice a Year. Would suggest you examine our tuning

contract.' The salesmen have nothing to do with the contracts. They are attended by a young

lady, and incase the salesman has overlooked this, the young lady says to the customer: 'Did the

gentleman speak to you about this tuning contract? Have you thought of taking it?' If the

customer says no, she immediately explains it. So there is no way a customer can get out of oui 1

store without having the plan explained to him. Our three years' tuning contract is a good talking

point. Our salesmen can say: 'This piano is so reliable that we contract to take care of it foi

three years for a small amount of money.' The tuners in our house are not now a necessary evil

but are necessarily good. When these boys go out on a job we make it an object for them to tall

tuning contract, and I am here to say that there are very few tuners who go to a new customer anci

do not come back with a three-year tuning contract. We do not give free tuning."

F. E. Morton: "Would it be consistent with sales policy to embody in the guarantee or.:

the piano the liability of the customer to damage to the mstrument resulting from imprope

care?"

E. Whelan: "Our guarantee mentions that if it is neglected we are not responsible."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Deutschmann, would it not be well for the Tuners Gu£d to advocat

to the manufacturer a clause in the guarantee placing the responsibility for damages on th<

instrument resulting from non-attention upon the customer?"

Chas. Deutschmann: "I propose to put that in the next letter for their consideration. 1

good salesman said to me: 'One thing hurts our business. The pianos in hotels and other publli

places. If I ever sell a piano in a hotel I am going to tune it forever because when people look a

the name on the piano and find it so badly out of tune thev sav: 'I wouldn't have a piano lik>

that.'
"

E. Whelan: "When we sell a piano in a public place or a nickel show we double and tripl

up on the tunings many times. I have sold tuning contracts monthly where the pianos are use«

from 11 in the morning to 12 at night. W7

e have no trouble selling a contract where we doubl

and triple on tunings and price accordingly."
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N. Boe: "After tuning the piano three times the first year I never find any trouble to keep

the piano up to pitch."

F. E. Morton: "The matter of service to the customer before and after selling is being given

much more consideration by dealers than in the past. The up-to-the-minute firms today are giv-

ing service great consideration. Mr. Whelan can tell us something more of his ideas of service as

exemplified in the Kimball warerooms."

E. Whelan: "I might tell you of our system of handling the piano when it comes from the

factory. When the ' SOLD ' ticket is placed on the instrument we have a place on the tag for the

polisher to sign his name after he has polished this piano. We also have one for the tuner who
has tuned it ready for delivery to sign his name. Then we have a man whom we call an inspector

who looks over tuning and polishing, and it is this man we hold responsible for the piano when it

reaches the home. If the customer calls up and says something is wrong we refer to the ticket

and see who tuned it. (The tuners have a little book in which they keep track of the pianos by
number). We call him up and find what he has to say. When the tuner looks over the piano he
makes a written report which tells us all about it. In that way our service is well in hand and
complete. All memoranda is made on a card. When the man goes out in three or six months he
has all the facts before him and makes another report."

F. E. Morton: "What do you think of the idea of recommending to the owner of every
piano the possession of a tuning fork and comparison between that fork and the piano from time
to time — putting it up to the customer and stimulating an interest in the pitch of the piano?
A card could be placed inside the piano on which the tuner can write his name and the pitch at

which the piano was left so that the same tuner or the next man may know that pitch."

Chas. Deutchmann: "I don't think the fork would help."

F. E. Morton: " I am seeking to interest the owner. It does not take very long to show the
owner of a piano how to determine whether or not it is in tune."

Albert Schenk: "To keep a piano up to pitch it should be tuned four times a year."

H. H. Arnold: "We have found so many different things in a piano that it would be hard to
enumerate all the difficulties we believe the people have had in trying not to take care of the pianos,

and of course in the majority of cases it was our fault, looking at it from the other fellows' view-
point. One piano came back last summer in which we found seven large sized wasp nests. Some
of them were on the sounding board and three underneath the key beds. We recently had a grand
piano returned from Indiana with nothing the matter with it except that it would not stay in tune.
When we got it into the shop we discovered water marks. When we got the plate off we found
why it would not stay in tune. The pin block was blue. Water had penetrated through the first

and second layers. We repaired it and charged them. When Mr. Dealer couldn't understand why
we should make a bill we showed him our reasons and said he should charge his customer. How-
ever, in repairing we find it is frequently necessary when restringing a piano to re-drill all holes
with a twist drill because even if you use a larger size pin it. does not give perfectly satisfactory
results for the reason that the wire is subjected to a tremendous strain which tends to make the
hole oval in form. You will find you are coming in contact with wood which has been affected
through pressure. If you ream it out you make a perfectly round hole and then by using a pin
several sizes larger get the same result as you would in doing a new job. The minute you burn the
wood by using a dull drill you are making a polished surface for the pin resulting in 'jumpy'
pins."

F. E. Morton: "Which is better, a spoon bit or a twist drill and why?"
E. M. Evenhouse: "A spoon drill cuts only at the bottom edge. A twist drill will drill the

hole and cut all the way down. You get a more perfect hole with a twist drill than with any other
'kind if the drill is kept in good order."

H. Gearman: "Speaking of pianos not standing in tune. The dealer is as much at fault as
'the manufacturer. I have not met a tuner on piece work who gets more than 75 cents or $1.00 per
tuning and it takes at least 2 XA hours to make a good job."

F. E. Morton: "The tuner has not taken the dealer into his confidence. The result is failure
:o co-operate. If we can bring this to the mind of the dealer in such a way that he will see where
he can benefit by such co-operation he is going to do it. You have perhaps not shown him where
lis benefit lies. This movement of the Guild will have the active support of everyone interested.
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"The condition of the piano when it leaves the factory has not been told here. What are you

doing, Mr. Fishbaugh, to merit the co-operation of the tuner?"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "First of all, we are trying insofar as possible to get a low and equal tension

scale, so that the piano will stand in tune. It is a very old and good saying that 'If the blind

lead the blind they will both fall in the ditch.' We have, perhaps, in this industry depended too

much upon hot air and too little upon facts. There are enough facts to merit the purchase of a

piano by any discerning customer. When a tuner writes to us he gets a personal letter from one off,

our officials inviting him to write us at any time we may be of assistance. We believe that the

more we can do for the tuner the more he can do for us. It has been the practice of manufacturers;

to employ a boy to chip. When he knew something he was discharged and another hired in hisf

place. We take a boy and put him through three years' apprenticeship. He learns action regulat-

ing, player action work, etc. We then secure a responsible position for him with a retail house.

He is then in position to give some adequate idea of responsibility and dependence upon the dealei

and manufacturer to the ultimate purchaser of pianos. We are also giving a great deal of atten-

tion to the matter of bearing, construction of pin plank and make-up of sounding board that will

make the piano with equal and low tension stand in tune the longest possible time."

F. E. Morton: "We have with us tonight Mr. S. B. Hohman of Lincoln, Nebr., who ha?

been in the game a good many years and we should like very much to hear what he thinks of us."

S. B. Hohman: "I fully enjoyed meeting here with you tonight and have learned a great

deal. I do not know that I can add anything to it, but so far as the manufacturers are concerned

it seems to me that they desire to treat the public fairly and give them the best they know how.

As regards the tuning proposition, it might be a good idea to embody it in the guarantee but a

great many dealers would pigeonhole it. If the manufacturer would burn it into the piano as they

do the 'International pitch' the tuning would not then escape the attention of the user. A great

many people say: 'We don't use the piano.' They think because it is not used it does not neec

tuning. They do not take into account the enormous tension there is on the strings. In the mattei

of humidity, it has always seemed to me the placing of water in a piano would create moisture anc

rust upon vital parts of the instrument. It would cause the sounding board to swell, which

would throw the piano out of tune."

F. E. Morton: "A piano is at its best in a room in which a healthy man is at his best. Wher

ever a man can be most comfortable the longest time, is the place for a piano, and if you could onc<

convey this idea to the man a bond of sympathy between man and piano might be established

The trade press is open to you for any constructive thought, but don't use up their valuable spac<

in fault finding and complaining. Treat of causes rather than symptoms."

John II. Gerts: "
I would like to get some opinions of the proper pitch of a new piano when n

leaves the factory. What pitch is best for the tuner, manufacturer and dealer? My idea is Phil

harmonic. Every piano will drop more or less, and when it is next tuned the tuner will not hav<

to pull it up."

H. Gearman: "That depends upon the length of time the piano stays in the factory. Or

dinarily a piano should stay in the factory six months before being shipped. Sometimes a pian<

made for a special order is shipped after two months. This should be Philharmonic pitch. In

struct the dealer to have the piano tuned within three months."

Albert Schenk: "Philharmonic pitch is all right but I do not advocate anything above that.'

Wm. Davis: "I think Philharmonic is about right. That is reasonable."

F. E. Morton: " If a piano is built with the idea of supporting a definite strain in pounds a

International pitch, as soon as it is raised above that pitch, conditions have been changed through

out. It is utterly impossible under present practice to make a piano which is at its best at tw

pitches. If a scale is drawn on a basis of 160 pounds tension to each string at International, whic

is the present basis of figuring, and that piano is drawn to concert pitch, you can figure on fror

5 to 15 pounds difference in the strain on each wire, depending on its position in the scale. Figur

up the additional stress on that piano with from 5 to 15 pounds change in tension through th

entire scale and you will find that the whole piano is subjected to a stress for which it was neve

built. A change in tension from 160 to 175 pounds changes the position of the sounding boar

and increases the down pressure on the bridge. If you have ever taken strings off an old pian

and measured the height of the sounding board before and after, you found very little, if any
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difference. You will find a great difference in the height of the board before and after its original

stringing. This goes to show that the board adjusts itself to conditions going down but not

coming back. A piano should not be drawn above the pitch at which it was originally designed to

stand. There is a nice bit of engineering possible in the construction of a plate. It is possible to

make a plate for a grand piano that will withstand a given tension, but the distribution of that

tension is determined when the pattern is made and it can't be re-adjusted afterward. At that

original tension the stress is properly distributed and the compression and tension members are

equalized. When tension and compression are equal in amount and distribution there is no

internal stress. It is possible to make a grand piano plate in which compression and tension mem-
bers neutralize each other, making a nose bolt unnecessary. Build a piano of that sort and then

change the original tension and you change the tension proportion or distribution. You are not

getting a proportionate tension increase in raising extreme bass and extreme treble a half tone.

You know from experience that a piano showing uniform quality at the tension at which you

found it showed a different and disproportionate quality of tone when raised half a tone. Every

manufacturer should stamp on his piano the pitch at which he desires the piano tuned. The pitch

intended by the scale maker should be adhered to. The responsibility for unsatisfactory conditions

could then be located."

Mr. Morton then announced that this would end the active sessions of the Technicians for

this spring and summer. The meeting was adjourned to meet again at the call of the Chairman,

due notice of which will be given by the Secretary.

Dinner and General Discussion

May 16, 1917

F. E. Morton: "After a winter's work, it seemed proper before breaking up for the summer
months that we get together and informally discuss the idea upon which we have based our oper-

ations. The question at issue is: 'Has it been worth while and shall we continue?' The life of the

piano from the raw material to the finished product installed in its home has been gone over

roughly. It is not reasonable to suppose that a subject which requires a lifetime of study and
work can be thoroughly reviewed in a few weeks. After collaboration we have found that the

constant has been lacking in nearly every equation and must be found before proceeding farther.

This it is which has made practically impossible a final solution of any of the problems we have

taken up, but I think we can say we have made progress. Is it worth while—is it worth the effort?

Are we getting value received for the time and energy spent? If we are it is a good work and we
should continue.

Give your ideas full expression. I want to state that, while the trade press has been magni-

ficent and the music trade has been loyal, your co-operation has been hearty and clean and I have

felt grateful to be among real men who treat in good faith what they receive in good faith, yet I

have been placed in a false position. I am only a medium through which the executives of this

company may operate, and it is only because of their broad view of the interdependent industries

of this country that this has been made possible. I want you to know one of these executives,

Mr. Frank Baackes, Vice-president and General Sales Agent of the American Steel and Wire
Company."

Mr. Baackes: "Gentlemen, I am glad to meet so many of an industry in which we have
taken a very lively interest. It is true that you are not very much to us from a tonnage standpoint

or a dollar standpoint. This whole industry probably means 1000 tons of our output of 2,400,000

tons per year, but you have been of very great help to us from a scientific standpoint. It is through

you that we have learned to make piano wire and its accessories, which is no little job, and while

our people have learned this they have improved the quality of other goods; so really in having

you to take care of we probably have benefited more than you have. We are not philanthropists,

we are business men and we are doing this from a strictly business standpoint. When we know
our limitations and yours we also will know what to do to enable you to use what we make. We
also are manufacturers and the easier we can make it for ourselves the better. Mr. Morton, who
came with us a few years ago, has done excellent work, not alone for our company, but I believe
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for yourselves. We have learned more of the piano wire business since this work of yours has

gone on here than our people have ever known and I hope, therefore, that you, gentlemen, will

keep on co-operating in this business for your own good, because co-operation today is more nec-

essary in all industries than ever before. While in the past co-operation has been forbidden, it is

now very much desired by our own Government. A few weeks ago we were called upon to deliver

to the United States Government and the Allies 24,000 tons of wire in six months. That may not

mean much, but when you consider an industry only producing 100,000 tons annually of that

particular product when taxed to its utmost, 150 per cent demand with 100 per cent capacity,

it is a job. We had to mobilize the industry. Therefore, if co-operation is a good thing in time of

war—in time of need, what a blessing it must be under proper regulation in every industry in time

of peace.

"We are living in a very serious time. I feel that the American people up to date do not

realize that we are in a state of war. It is appalling to me. It means that every business man must

think straight. In my opinion it is not a war of bullets and swords, but a war of economics. It

is up to the business men of this country to guide our nation to win this war, and at the same time

not let that economic ship of ours go to pieces on the rocks. For that purpose, therefore, every

thinking man (and every business man is a thinking man) if he wants success, must think straight,

just as straight as his faculties will permit. Our first duty is to be loyal to the nation. Everybody

regrets we are in this war. It is not for any one of us to ask why. We are in and we must win with

honor. Therefore it is up to the business man to do his full duty. I believe there is enough of every

kind of foodstuff and material to continue every industry if we will be less selfish. Selfishness

today is one of the greatest difficulties with which I have to contend and I have made up my mind

that I am not going to consider in any instance the feelings of any one man. I am only going to

be considerate of the essentials. Not so much in this industry, but in others I find that people

care only for the dollars they can make. This great nation is only one hundred and thirty-six

years old, has over 100,000,000 people, and no other nation in the world has accomplished so

much in that period of time. We, therefore, owe this country a great duty and we should control

selfishness and do that duty in every respect. As I have said to many people, don't sell goods

just for the purpose of getting a big profit. My policy today is this: I absolutely refuse to

sell a pound of steel to any man until I know what he wants it for. I have said to every manufac-

turer 'be passive. Don't crowd. Don't sell anything, just because the customer thinks it is a

bargain. Don't sell a man a carload of nails when you know he can't use it in six months; sell

him twenty-five kegs.' That is the policy that must be pursued in every branch of business today

in this country. The reserves of every kind are gone, but if we are all a little less selfish and more

loyal I know we will get through and keep every industry going. A piano may not be considered

a necessity, but in my opinion in the struggles that are before us, in the hour of trouble, music is

a great comfort to a man's soul. I hope the piano industry will be kept going, and as far as we
are concerned we will keep it going. There are people in Washington who say that if the piano

industry goes under they can make munitions, but you can't make a tailor out of a blacksmith

or a blacksmith out of a tailor. If the piano industry is shut down it means your people will

be idle. It means purchasing power will be reduced and a business depression follow. We
business men know that, but unfortunately all our legislators do not. As I have said so many
times, they do not talk the same language we do. Their vocabulary is different.

"There is not much more I can say except be patriotic. Let us all do our share and help

this great country, because it is the greatest country in the world and we ought to be thankful

that we live under this great American flag. I am very glad that I have met you all and now let

us put shoulder to shoulder and we will come out victorious."

Short addresses endorsing the Technicians' Conference and advocating that it be continued

were made by Mr. E. B. Bartlett, President of the National Piano Manufacturers Association,

Mr. Frank W. Teeple, President of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce of America,

Mr. James F. Bowers, President of the Chicago Piano and Organ Association, Mr. Eugene
Whelan, President of the Piano Club of Chicago, and others.

Mr. Morton for the American Steel and Wire Company offered the facilities and services of

the company for a meeting on the first Wednesday in September. Upon motion by Hobart M.
Cable the invitation was accepted.
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Mr. E. J. Fishbaugh moved that a vote of thanks be tendered the music trades press for

their able co-operation and assistance. The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.

Moved by Mr. Bartlett that a rising vote of appreciation be tendered the American Steel and
Wire Company and Mr. Morton for the facilities, uniform courtesy and the very helpful interest

taken in the work. Carried unanimously. Adjourned.

Sounding Boards

October 3, 1917

F. E. Morton: "At the last meeting I told you I expected to devote this summer to experi-

mental work, based largely upon the sounding board. When less than half way through the

summer, it developed that the results were of most interest to the lumberman. If the proper tree

is selected and the timber handled in a scientific manner throughout the entire operation, your

interest in the process is lessened because you then get satisfactory sounding boards. The results

of this work, therefore, have been given to the lumberman. This research has been of a nature,

however, to develop ideas which may be of value to you and we will take them up in their order.

"The general conception has been that the sounding board simply furnished an area exposed

to the atmosphere to make up for the lack of area of the vibrating wire. My interest in that theory

was increased by a series of experiments in employing other materials — steel, aluminum, various

sorts of hard and soft woods. The difference in effect could not be accounted for in any manner

by a difference in area nor yet in the elasticity of the material. Fig. 12 in 'Wood and the Piano

Builders' Art,'* shows a diaphragm of which there are thousands in a square inch of spruce. That

is the cue, and we have followed it. The material efficiency of the sounding board depends upon

the intelligent treatment of the wood. A wood similar to spruce in every other particular, but

lacking those little diaphragms, isn't a sounding board.

"We think we have developed the proper practice in treating spruce. The tonal difference

between two boards with and without diaphragms lies in the uniformity of responsiveness to

partials. A good tone is one having 50 per cent or more fundamental intensity. A poor tone is

one having less than 50 per cent, therefore uniform responsiveness to partials becomes a matter of

paramount importance."

R. H. W^aud: "What do you mean by diaphragms?"

F. E. Morton: "The little membrane in the wood cell. There are millions to the square inch.

In the live tree they are surrounded by resin. In spruce the resinous liquid volatilizes and there

is left a dry membrane. If that is ruptured in kiln drjdng or by crushing, the tonal efficiency of

the wood is affected."

E. B. Bartlett: "Do these membranes lie in the same plane or at right angles?"

F. E. Morton: "They run with the grain of the wood. The effectiveness of these cells in

spruce is shown by comparison with other woods. Pine every other way conforms to the require-

ments of spruce, yet there is a lack of resonance. Another point which will be brought out later

is the difference in summer and winter growth. The summer growth, the pithy layer, if too thick

acts as a shock absorber. Experiments are now being made in an attempt to use other woods

having the same cell structure.

"The co-ordination of the bridge and sounding board is a big factor and one that we perhaps

should discuss at some length. Let us have your experiences and opinions. Given a board of a

certain thickness, supposed to follow the movement of a stretched wire and respond to every

movement freely, we have glued over it a piece of maple usually of a thickness and height which

in itself would seem to preclude the possibility of responsiveness. I have cut away parts of the

bridge underneath where no board response obtained. I have narrowed the bridge from one-

eighth inch to one-fourth inch, set bridge pins closer together and found very much improved

responsiveness of the board. I do not think that the width and thickness is the vital point. It

seems to me that the rigidity of the bridge prevents the undulating movement of the board. At
the break end of the treble bridge a great deal of trouble has been experienced. Some of this

trouble has been attributed to the proximity of the bridge to the rim. The bass bridge also has

* See Fig. 16. page 78.
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given a great deal of trouble. Metal bridges have been tried with partial success. One feature of

the metal bridge is the possibility of an overhang while still retaining rigidity. The elasticity of

wood prevents this treatment and result."

Wm. Braid White: " During this summer I have been making experiments upon the sounding

board with a manometric flame to discover a proper method for approaching the problem of the

sound board vibration. The sound board itself is the true vibrator. Everything that is done

for the purpose of weighing down the board should be examined very carefully indeed. We
are not dealing with an area. I am quite sure Mr. Morton is right. We should relieve any drag on

the vibrator."

F. E. Morton: "I have stated repeatedly that the area of the sound board was not the

important factor."

C. C. Chickenng: "Why, in a big grand, is the tone larger than in a small one? A big grand

will give a greater volume of tone."

F. E. Morton: "The amount of air space in a room determines the amount of air you must

contact with any energized body. If you want to set in motion a great volume of atmosphere

such as is contained in a great auditorium, you will more easily effect it with a large board than

a small one, the practice being the same in both cases. Twenty-five years ago, the idea of a

grand sound board three feet long would have been considered utterly impracticable, but the

treatment of the board has changed. If you compare the small grand piano of today with the

large piano of forty years ago, you will find it has greater volume and even better carrying power,

not because it is small, but because the treatment of the board has been improved very materially."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you think that may be due to the fact that the old board lost its

vitality?"

F. E. Morton: " I remember that the tone then was considered good. Today they would not

be salable. We have met a demand with the five-foot grand which was formerly met by the eight-

foot grand. I have made actual comparisons and am certain that this statement is demonstrable."

C. C. Chickering: "In your experiment was a new sound board put in the old piano?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, by the same treatment the original was placed."

C. C. Chickering: "Was the method of attaching the sound board to the rim of the case

the same then as now?"
F. E. Morton: "No, we did not have the same rigidity of retention."

C. C. Chickering: "Is the modern board improved by a wider gluing surface?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, and a more rigid retention. It is simply a means of conserving energy

in the board itself. Given a certain amount of energy of percussion carried to the board, the

board being set in motion, that energy travels to the rim. A firm, rigid retention of the board
returns the energy, while an elastic contact conducts it away."

R. H. Waud: " In the old fashioned grand, when we spliced up we had no concinuous vibra-

tion. We now build with the grain of the wood running all the way around."
F. E. Morton: "Your five-foot six-inch grand, Mr. Waud, has a much more brilliant tone

and one which carries better than ten-foot grands, which I recall having worked on and assisted

in developing for artists twenty-five years ago."

R. H. Waud: "We used to make our rast three inches wide. On top of that we built one and
one-fourth-inch rim. We attempted before we glued on that top rim to bevel the rast to crown
our sounding board right. Now we build our rast and belly it before we put on our outer rims.

We also treat our bridges differently. That brings to mind the difference in tone we get in the
lower end of the treble section if we step out our bridges. If we make our bridge contact to our
sounding board exactly at the point the rib crosses and leave the rest of our sounding board free,

we get an entirely different tone — more of a harp tone. When we step it out it seems to allow the
board to vibrate and move more freely. If we stepped out our bridge from rib to rib we would
gain."

J. E. Jennings: "Two sizes have been made by the same scale. The larger one has a greater
volume. The same piano also has the bridge stepped out. The same firm made another piano
with solid bridge. Experiments seem to indicate little difference with the bridge stepped out and
not stepped."
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F. E. Morton: " In these two scales, which we assume are identical, in the larger instrument

are not the treble strings next to the break longer than they are in the shorter one?"

J. E. Jennings: "Identically the same strings clear through and the same number of wound
strings. One has three inches more clearance below the bridges. I made some experiments. We
have in the factory one on which I made the bridge one inch high and one inch wide. It was a

very fine piano. We have had other pianos just as good with one and one-fourth-inch, which

is the size we are using. We formerly used a light bridge with nine laminations. By adding

two more laminations, the tone is improved. I agree with Mr. Morton that it is a question of

rigidity."

F. E. Morton :
" Don't you think the real point we are after is a conservation of energy in the

board itself for a longer tone? During the early part of the summer I had two bridges made for

one scale. One was stepped; the other solid. The result was a different quality of tone. Others

claimed the stepped bridge produced a much better tone. Certain it was that the tone was longer

and not so dry."

Wm. Braid White: " It seems fairly obvious that the sound board is the true sound maker—
that the analogy applies to the board. The thing to be desired in the bridge is rigidity. The
business of the bridge is to do the one.thing that it is supposed to do."

C. C. Chickering: "If your theory of rigidity at the end of the board is correct, the strength

of the construction and weight of plate enters into all these matters of rigidity. A light plate

then would detract from the rigidity, a heavy plate bettering the tone."

F. E. Morton: "Is it a matter of weight — volume of material — or disposition of material?"

C. C. Chickering: "Weight makes rigidity and if you distribute your weights properly, it

ought to add to your rigidity and length of your vibration."

F. E. Morton: "I think we agreed that the plate was most efficient when the tension mem-
bers and compression members were complementary. When we have a greater volume in com-

pression member than tension member, we have too much plate, or we have too little plate, de-

pending upon whether it is the distribution of material or the volume which makes it most ef-

fective."

R. H. Waud: " In going through our factory, we could discern when a man was tuning at the

lower end a stepped out bridge or a solid bridge. The carrying power of the stepped out bridge

is greater than that of a solid bridge."

C. C. Chickering: " Instead of stepping out the bridge suppose we use a solid one and add two

inches or three inches?"

R. H. Waud: "A stepped out bridge gives a sweeter tone and more carrying power."

F. E. Morton: "Julius Bauer & Co.'s new construction grand secures this effect by means of

small posts. It certainly is effective. I fully agree with what Mr. Waud says about cutting out

the bridge between ribs, for I have tried it where the piano apparently has been hopeless and

it has given it life."

R. H. Waud: " It is in effect the difference between a snare and bass drum."

C. C. Chickering: "In one of our little grands we thought we could improve the break

between the treble bridge and bass section, doing away with what we called the 'tubby' tones.

We cut out the corner of the board entirely, stopping it at the last rib. We tried that on perhaps

four or five of our small grands and at first we thought we had improved them. We got to running

the piano through on the older types of construction with sides glued down and couldn't see any

practical difference. I merely mention this to show that sometimes apparently freeing up the

board does not give any practical improvement that can be discerned by the ear. I have in my
own home a six-foot grand built in the same way, which is a very satisfactory instrument, but

do not know that it is different from any other. Many of these experiments at first promise well,

but ultimately we find they do not work out in practice to allow of the extra work. It would

seem theoretically that it ought to free up that corner of the piano."

R. H. Waud: "With stepping out the bridge down to the lower end and tapering it down as

thin as possible you will find a very great difference. Taper it off and lead it into the upper end

of the bass bridge. This is a good way to 'break the break.'
"

C. C. Chickering: "That is true, but on a piano five feet long there is little room for that

extension."
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R. H. Waud: "There is room. From the last string you can get four inches without getting

into anything."

E. E. Beach: "I once came across a piano that had a dead sound in the upper part of the

bass bridge that could not be accounted for. The strings had the proper bearing and everything

seemed to be all right. I took a hammer shank and cut it so it set firmly but not too tightly. I

found it had corrected the trouble. I think if the treble bridge is properly planed to conform to

the crown of the board, it often improves the tone. I tried a board which was not blocked but

glued. Contrary to all theories it turned out well."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Deutschmann, what is your observation of the different methods of bass

bridge construction?"

Chas. Deutschmann: "I cannot say very much" about it. I notice the violin bridge is

stepped out.

W. F. McClellan: "If the board is good, the bridge set the same, etc., suppose we spoil that

with too much side bearing, has it ever been determined what the effect of side bearing would be?

Has there ever been any investigation as to how much side bearing is necessary or beneficial?

Generally we find that the board is anchored — there is too much side bearing. It seemed at the

time to give results. I have at times complained that the treble part was absolutely dead and on

changing the side bearing very noticeable effects have been obtained. By side bearing I mean

the angle across the bridge — the stagger of the pins."

J. E. Jennings: "The usual practice is to set the pins exactly in line with the center of the

string. I know a piano where the front pin is so set as to increase the angle. The bridge will

'pull' a little. You cannot easily notice the forward pull, but the bridge will tilt toward the bass

side. To offset that I insert the first pins a little toward the bass side to get equal angles on both

sections of the string."

R. H. Waud: "The heavier bridge pins we put on the greater the angle. My experience is

that the bridge crowds toward the bass. Any stretch from the back string will tend to pull the

bridge forward. If set toward the bass side it will be equalized."

F. E. Morton: "Pins are staggered to give the string lifting power. A sounding board is

supposed to follow the motion of the wire. If the pins are not staggered the wire will carry it up

only one-half the distance and you only get fifty per cent efficiency. When you have gripped the

string with the bridge pins sufficiently to lift the board, the function of the stagger is accom-

plished."

W. F. McClellan: "My attention was called to a grand where the bass bridge was staggered

reverse."

R. H. Waud: "That was put in to save the draw on the bass bridge all one way. You will

find the single strings are drawn one way and the double the other. That equalizes the side

pull."

F. E. Morton: " I made a few experiments on bridge bearings and the addition of any metal

apparently cuts the sounding board out of that much work."

J. E. Jennings: "You spoke of a narrower bridge with the pins closer together. Were they

kept in line?"

F. E. Morton: " Insofar as I was able I kept the same relative position and angle as in ordi-

nary practice."

R. H. Waud: "Have you done any experimenting on the gluing surface of the bridge to the

board? Do you get better results with less gluing surface on the sounding board?"
F. E. Morton: "Not as much as I expected. I think, however, that with a narrower bridge

if allowance is made in the setting of the pins, setting them as you would with a bridge of full

width, the effect is good."

C. C. Chickering: "Make the bridge Y-shape soi t has a small surface at the bottom?"
F. E. Morton: "No. It doesn't seem to me that you can get as good an effect. In a grand

where the tone was unsatisfactory in the bass and lower part of the treble, cutting one-eighth
inch from the bridge and bringing the pins to the same angle did have a very good effect and
removed a great deal of the difficulty. There is no question in my mind but that a narrower
bridge in the case of the small instrument, where you are obliged to use a stiffer wire (whether
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made stiff by tension or excessive winding) you will find a decided benefit from narrowing the

bridge. I have not tried it on anything but the small grand."

C. C. Chickering: "I had an experience on a four-foot ten-inch piano. We turned this

piano out and the bass was awful. We immediately began to look around for a reason. We
changed the bridge to get different striking points. We finally found that there was a section in

the scale that was particularly bad and sent to the string makers for a certain number of strings.

The new strings were absolutely all right. The piano was then good, no matter where we set our

bridges. The trouble was 'rotten* bass strings. When we got this section of good strings every-

thing was all right."

R. H. Waud: "What have you found out about the height of the bridge? Is there any differ-

ence at the treble and lower end?"

F. E. Morton: "I have not found any difference of value."

R. H. Waud: "Why is it on the violin the bridge is set closer on the E than on the G end?"

F. E. Morton: "The greater amplitude of vibration of the G string demands more room.

There is a great deal of talk in retail stores about the opening of the plate, etc., 'allowing the tone

to come out.' I have heard this expression and people seem to believe it. So far as I have ever

been able to determine, the size of the opening is just about as important as in the case of the

human voice. When you consider the organs of speech, sounding board, resonance boxes, etc.,

and then note the relative size of the average mouth, it rather gives the lie to that sort of thing.

The freedom of the board is the most important factor. Resonance is obtained by the vibration

of a confined body of air. In an upright the resonance box is the space between the sounding

board and the front of the case. You know from experience that it is rather unsatisfactory to play

the average player upright manually. The resonance box is filled up with soft, elastic material,

felts, rubber, etc., and the energy is absorbed. The interior has ceased to be a resonance box. If

you listen well you can tell by the tone whether or not it is a player piano. In a grand we have

a resonance box between the plate and sounding board. If the under construction is filled up with

player mechanism, its resonance is destroyed in the same manner."

E. E. Beach: "Wouldn't it be better to leave the top down than to raise it?"

F. E. Morton: "For tone quality and with sufficient space between cover and board, yes,

and you will be surprised at the pleasing quality of tone you will get from a grand piano with

the top down. I am speaking only of quality. The resonance idea has received less attention than

it deserves."

Wm. Braid White: " Inasmuch as the bridge is merely a conductor and nothing else, it would

seem, other things being equal, the narrower you can get it the better."

F. E. Morton: "On a sonometer with a thin, narrow bridge, I get a free, full vibration of

the board as indicated by spreading sand over the board. If the bridge is glued, the board vibrates

less freely and the fundamental is very much weaker. The odd numbered partials come out

plainer. When the wire is set in motion, electrically driven, the first sound audible is the fifth

partial, then the third. When the string is set in vibration fully, the third partial may be heard

very plainly. That is an indication of a poor tone."

J. E. Jennings: "What is your practice in height of bearing?"

J. Klepac: "The height of bearing is generally in proportion to the height of crown. If I

crown my board too high I have to keep the bearing in proportion. When my board is crowned

less, then I take less bearing. Make the bearing proportionate to the crown of the board."

F. E. Morton: "To what extent does tension enter into your practice of bearing?"

J. Klepac: "The more tension the higher the bearing. The crowning of the board has very

much to do with the tone color. Some people like an instrument very sharp. They should not

have much bearing on the bridge. A higher crown gives a more 'round' tone. When I know

what is wanted I am able to satisfy by changing the crown of the board, sometimes changing the

weight of ribs as well as changing the bearing."

F. E. Morton: "What does the tension have to do with the rib?"

J. Klepac: "A higher tension requires a larger number of ribs or else that the ribs be heavier."

F. E. Morton: "The same effect would be given by a greater weight as by higher tension.

The loading of the scale effects that as well?"

J. Klepac: "Yes."
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F. E. Morton: "The distance from the bridge pin to the hitch pin is a big factor in bridge
responsiveness. If the hitch pin is too close to the bridge pin a down pressure on the bridge results,

anchoring it and allowing less freedom of vibration. This may account for improved conditions
with the same scale in a larger piano over a smaller."

C. C. Chickering: "We used a bass bridge that came down to the board with good results.

Now we are using an overhang which is very good. You can take a great deal of liberty with the
construction of a piano."

F. E. Morton: "I don't know whether any of you have seen a metal bridge that has been
constructed and patented. I think it is called Vanadium. It is made of aluminum stiffened with
vanadium. I have experimented with it. One result was rather agreeable.

"Two instruments, one with a wood bridge, the other with this aluminum bridge, were made
insofar as practicable the same. The metal bridge added something like fifteen or eighteen
seconds tone sustaining over the wood bridge. That was tried in six pairs of pianos with the same
result. As to the quality of tone, I will leave that to individual taste. The fact that it sustained
longer was accounted for readily by its inelastic condition. If you were to make a bridge of rubber
you would have as inefficient a bridge as practicable. Carrying that to an inelastic substance,
as an Aluminum with two or three units of Vanadium to give it rigidity and stiffness, gives the
other extreme. It gave a sharp, not a crisp tone. I don't think the tone quality we are after in
pianos indicates the use of metal bridges. I do think, however, it indicates the necessity of change
in wood construction."

Sounding Boards

October 17, 1917

Dr. E. W. D. Laufer, associate agricultural commissioner of the American Steel & Wire
Company, presided in the absence of Chairman Frank E. Morton, who was out of the city. Dr.
Laufer started the proceedings by an interesting talk on sound board woods and the processes of
selection and construction which make for good or bad sound boards. His talk was illustrated
with interesting stereopticon views of spruce in its various stages of growth as well as the finished
sound board product. Several sound boards were also exhibited. These included the ideal board
and others that were practically impossible for piano purposes.

Dr. Laufer's address was punctuated frequently with illustrations, and before it began,
photographs of the four sound boards pictured and later displayed were given to each of* his
hearers. When the first view was flashed on the screen Dr. Laufer began:

'

'

I suppose you all recall this picture from the booklet ' Wood and the Piano Builder's Art '

It is
the basic cell with its protoplasm shrunk, due to drying. (Fig. 5, page 69.) That cell is the basis
of all life and is made up of the simplest tissue. This second slide shows basic tissue of an equal
diameter in all directions. (Fig. 6, page 70.) When the cells become longer, they modify into
wood fibres, getting harder and harder, finally giving us the stone tissue you find in hard woods.
This, the third slide, shows the characteristic tissue of the pine. (Fig. 14, page 76.) We have
tracheids, which you notice are long cells with no transverse walls in between with a little portion
of the medullary ray crossing. These are the little discs or vibrating membranes that give to
needle-bearing woods their peculiar tonal value. I would like to correct a false impression
that may exist in your mind. We speak of wood as a 'tone wood' and wood that is not a
tone wood.' As a matter of fact, tone is non-resident in wood. Wood has no tone. It simply
possesses the power of reflecting tonal waves or vibrations that are transmitted to itWood has tonal value but does not possess tone. You must have a body capable of reflecting
the energy applied at the key. This, transmitted through the bridge to the sound board
and thereby rendered into audible tone waves and re-coordinated, constitutes a true res-
onance board. This is the true function of the wood in the sound board.

• .u
ln
a

thlS ?T WC haVG thG SamG Cdls in OUtline
' (Fi £- 15

' PaSe 77-) The disc here is seen
in the flat and for comparison alongside of it are ordinary wood cells which are divided bV
transverse walls.

"Again we have this little tonal disc. The center portion of that vibrator is thicker and runs
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off to a fine membrane on either side. (Fig. 16, page 78.) It is like a cup with a hole through
it, and this thicker portion occupies the exact center of the hole that passes from cell to cell.

When you interfere with that portion in any way, whether by heat, glueing or covering with
varnish (such as shellac) or by overheating or drying too rapidly, you will interfere with that
little body and it will not work freely.

Fig. 25

"This view is of a piece of old pine showing the annular ring. (Right hand of^Fig. 12,

page 75.) Notice how close the cells are. I call particular attention to the variation on both sides

of the densest portion. These cells are continually getting smaller as we approach the zone of

density. If you could have examined this before magnifying you would have found a dark

line, indicating a resin portion. Early spring grown cells are quite large and then get smaller

as the season advances. The large cells were formed in the early spring when growth was

very rapid and stimulated by a great deal of moisture. In forming these bands of well ripened

wood, a certain amount of pigment and resin was deposited in these storage cells. The plant
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must deposit a certain amount of storage material in these cells so that nutriment can be given

to the daughter cells. The greatest amount of nutriment is contained in the annular ring. In

the actual board the large cell layer is clear, lying alongside of the resinous grain of a sound

board.
" In this plate is the same thing, much enlarged. The center portions are small and the walls

thick. They get thinner on the edge and become compressed. (Fig. 13, page 76.)

Fig. 26

"This picture is a transverse section through a resin passage. (Left hand of Fig. 12, page 75:

also Fig. 23, page 83.) Here are cells on either side. The walls are greatly magnified. This
shows the structure of the cell itself, and here is where the starch and coloring matter gathered
by the sun are changed to the substance which we know as resin. If you use a cleaning solution

composed of alkalies you are apt, on very fine, thin sections of wood, to change the constitution

of cells containing resin. If an undue amount of resin is present (shown by resin-bearing cells in

the lines of annular growth) or if the annular growth has slowed up too suddenly and the
spring growth has been very short, you will secure from it a sound board that has a basic vibra-
tion of its own. Such a board will respond with great brilliancy only to the harmonics of its own
key note.

"The remedy does not lie with the manufacturer alone, but with the selection of the tree.

To produce a good sound board we should start in the forest. Start with the intention that the
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tree we are going to fell is to make sound boards. After felling the proper trees, it is necessary
that the wood be properly handled from the source to the finished instrument.

"This slide represents a sound board, the original of which I have here. It is a duplicate of
Plate No. 1 that you have in your hands (Fig. 25). This board, with an adjusted scale, crown,
etc., would make a good sounding instrument, but for a perfect scale and a perfect wire under
the proper tension, such a sound board would be worthless.

Fig. 27

"This Plate No. 2 shows the grain of that sound board (Fig. 26). This portion here is a resin

line that on Plate No. 1occupied one one-thousandth inch. This line (D) , belongs to the resin layer.

Here is where the summer or autumn growth is commencing. If this board were throughout like

the section (A) in the center of this view, the board would be good. Here is another piece glued

on the board to carry out the beautiful pattern effect (B) . For about half of its width it would have

made an ideal sound board. It is not so much the wood itself but how selected and put together.

There is another thing which might take place with this board—that is the relative moisture

absorption would be very different. The continued re-occurrence of those resin strips would at

all times allow certain sections to absorb moisture more rapidly than others and cause

checking.

"This corresponds to Plate No. 3 (Fig. 27) in your hands and is an ideal sound board or as

near ideal as you will find. As regards color, Eastern spruce is whiter; Western spruce darker.
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The ideal shade lies between a peculiar pinkish yellow and a yellowish flesh tint all over the

board. This should be the ideal for which' we should strive because the pigmentation in such

wood has taken place equally throughout all of the lumber used in the board. Even this board

has its defects. The light lines on the edges of some of the component parts are undesirable, as

they arc too soft and spongy. The most beautiful part of the board lies through the center. The

Fig. 28

width of the spring, summer and fall growth ib about the same. The cushion effects of spring
growth are overcome by resin bodies and vice versa. Fall grown bodies are cushioned by soft
spring growth, hence this board is uniformly responsive. It is neither loud nor soft; neither dull
nor raucous. With an ideal scale, this board will make an ideal piano, all other work being
properly executed.

"Plate No. 4 (Fig. 28) shows an enlarged section of No. 3 (Fig. 27). The general appearance
of the grain reveals that the wood that went into it was grown slowly. It took many years to
perfect the tree or trees from which this board was put together, and more than ordinary pre-
caution was taken in selecting the wood.

| The question has been asked: 'Why can't we use pine for sound boards?'
"There is no dominance of the annular rings of growth. It is all cushion. A dull tone would

result.
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" (Board No. I.) Here are the boards themselves. Notice the lines of growth are not straight.

Those are the lines the vibrations will follow. It has not yet been determined which is the livest

part of a sound board. Is its livest part in the exact center or its greatest undulation at the sides?

If that board in its vibrations is livest in the center, then all waves would run toward a false

center. The longer the fibre, the better its tone carrying power, consequently there may come a
day when we may have to revise our accepted standards of glueing up sound boards and we should
strive to leave the board as free as possible to go through its undulations.

" (Board No. 2.) Notice the beautiful evenness of that board. There is a light streak running
through the center. That is sap wood. That should have been ripped out. It grew too rapidly.

Another thing is the width of some strips. The putting together is at fault. The ideal board should
be made up of strips of equal width. The grain should all run one way. Many times the reverse
on a grain will cause a section of the board to appear whiter than the rest. I should like to see
that board in an instrument with an ideal scale. It promises an ideal instrument.

" (Board No. 3.) Here are spots showing the result of insect depredations. Spots of that
kind are apt to result in certain tones being dull."

C. C. Chickering: "How did you arrive at the conclusion that the spots on the board were
responsible for dull tones?"

Dr. E. W. D. Laufer: "There are no resonating bodies there. The discs are destroyed and
their places filled with cork tissue. If you vibrate one of those lines, you will find the vibrations
will not come through. We are working under great difficulties because to microscopically treat
a board is practically impossible. It takes a very sharp eye to discern this difference in the entire
board. When making a microscopic section you must take off a slice that is so thin that it is trans-
parent. To make it more transparent, it must be treated, and as soon as it is treated it loses its

value. It is rather a question of taking two and two and putting them together that determines
these factors than the actual demonstration. Mr. Morton, Mr. Brown, Mr. Klepac, myself and
various others have worked hard to get something that we could show you graphically."

C. C. Chickering: "I got the impression that you thought the varnishing of the board was
a detriment."

Dr. Laufer: "A certain violin maker said he had constructed an instrument which he believed
would be wonderful if not ruined in the varnishing. That is a confession. Shellac is the worst
thing to put on a sound board because we are creating a shell over the board. It is resin, hence it

possesses dominant vibration of its own. Instead, we should use a gum resin or a common resin

that is soluble in spirits or in turpentine. Give the Doard a coat of raw linseed oil, which is vege-
table substance. Instead of using a brush, rub the board all over; also sear the exposed edges of

the board with a hot iron. It is impossible to dry out any board to such an extent that no water
remains in the cells themselves. A certain amount of water always is present. Your sound board
should be protected at the edges rather than on the outside surfaces only."

C. C. Chickering: "Do you believe that rules and regulations in a violin belly are applicable

in the piano sound board?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes. The small volume and comparative area of the sound board of the violin

is one of the greatest keys to the resonance-producing properties of a sound board."

C. C. Chickering: "You produce a tone so differently in a violin. One is drawn by the bow,
the other emanates from a blow."

Dr. Laufer: "The tone of the wire is produced by its commencing to vibrate and then to

segmentate. If we bow the wire to cause it to segmentate, if we blow it with air, or if we hit it with
a hammer which quickly flies back, the result is the same, namely, vibration. We must re-coordi-

nate the energy applied to the wire or string into audible tone waves by the sound board no mat-
ter whether it be on a violin or any other instrument."

C. C. Chickering: "Would it be your theory that a sound board would improve with age and
use?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes, if properly constructed. We all may differ there. I have seen old instru-

ments that are better today than when built. The reason for deterioration is in the varnish and the

ribbing of the sound board. It is not in the inherent quality of the board. Most of the boards

we are speaking of have been mistreated and the board is carrying a lot of shellac. As the shellac

disintegrates, it affects the value of the sound board."
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C. C. Chickering: "If such a thing were possible as disintegration, it has always seemed to

me that the old board has lost its vitality."

Dr. Laufer: "A violin is carefully placed in a case or in a bag. A piano is put anywhere.

It is wet, dry, hot and cold. It is true that such conditions will de-vitalize the wood. Where the

breaking down of the wood itself takes place, your contention is correct."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you think the old piano loses its belly?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

H. H. Arnold: "I would like to ask your opinion on one point. Inasmuch as the bellying of

the board is largely created by the ribbing, there is a certain tension. You offset that by bridging

on the other side, which leaves the board in a cramped position. Will those fibres become crushed

together in time?"

Dr. Laufer: "When the board is new and is first placed under tension, it is between the two

and offers a resistance to both sides. With constant vibration sooner or later a point is reached,

neutralizing effective vibration."

H. H. Arnold: "If the ribs were taken off an old board very carefully, the board cleaned up

and re-ribbed, would it thea be a better board on account of its age?"

Dr. Laufer: " It should. As a matter of fact, I would like to see that tried out. Without being

too emphatic, I believe you could take a board out of an old grand piano, cut an upright board

out of it and put it into a new piano and get a fine tone."

C. C. Chickering: "The practical maker would take the bridge off and put it back on a new

board."

Dr. Laufer: "The contention was that the board had not lost any of its energy and that it

had improved in carrying power. If the vital energy of the wood when converted from the tree to

a sound board is destroyed by the process, it had better not be put into an instrument."

H. H. Arnold: "That being the case, the old violins have certainly got a thin piece of wood

for a sounding board and, besides, it is very old, consequently it must take a long time to disin-

tegrate wood."

Dr. Laufer: "Such wood simply retained its original vitality."

H. H. Arnold: "According to this, then, if we didn't destroy the vitality at the beginning

and it was left in there when the piano was completed, it should take a long time to

disintegrate."

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

H. H. Arnold: "Have you tried out the difference between the sounding board constructed

of fir and that of spruce?"

Dr. Laufer: "No. I do intend for the next meeting to take up the question of substitution

of woods for sounding boards."

H. H. Arnold: "We did use a fir some years ago. We found the tone qualities in such boards

fair—in fact, if anything, more brilliant than the finest of spruce, but owing to the fibre of the

wood not knitting as closely or as permanently as it did in spruce, we had checks. The color

also is very much darker, which was an objection, but it seems the annular growth of fibre was not

knit as closely as in the spruce."

Dr. Laufer: "That was undoubtedly due to the crossing of the medullary ray. The medul-

lary ray produces the grain of silver grained spruce. In other words, the medullary ray in the

spruce is so perfect you can hardly quarter saw a good piece of spruce without producing that

characteristic cross grain which causes the knitting. Mr. Arnold is correct when he says that

fir does not possess this grain to the degree spruce does. We have those medullary rays in

pine but they split into strips rather than wide bands that extend through the same layer of;

cells."

H. H. Arnold: "We did find, however, that the fir has a longer fibre than the spruce and,

because of this, has a tendency to give out a clearer tone."

Dr. Laufer: "There may be woods in existence that will give better results than spruce.

As Mr. Arnold stated before, the color of fir was a drawback. We may have to revise our ideas

of color. Linseed oil also would darken the color somewhat."

H. H. Arnold: " If you were to thin the oil a little with turpentine, thereby giving it a greatei

penetrating power, would it do any harm if it went through the board?"
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Dr. Laufer: "If you carry too much linseed oil you might produce a gummy condition of

the vibrating membranes. That would be just as bad as putting on shellac. In regard to grad-

ing, it must commence at the saw mill, not in the dried lumber pile. It should Commence at the

tree. The result will be all light colored spruce or whatever other lumber is used in one pile;

medium in another; darker in another. Dark would be preferred for loud, brilliant instruments.

Medium would make an ideal instrument. Light would cater to a tone that some like for a

small room."

H. H. Arnold: "Would you think, then, that the so-called first cut -of the tree after it was

felled would be the ideal cut?"

Dr. Laufer: "If I were going to fell a tree that was grown under normal conditions, I would

not use the first eight feet over the stump. Out of a one-hundred-foot spruce there is usually sixty

feet to the first branches, and I figure I could get thirty to forty feet of good sounding board stock

from this. When the tree is felled, the method of handling the bark on the tree would be a great

factor. We have starch, sugars and cellulose to deal with, all capable of fermentation, hence we
must be careful to bark the trees at once. Perhaps you have run across old instruments where

the board has crumpled. Fermentation has taken place in the wood and it has pulled the individual

fibres all apart. There is no cohesion between the fibres."

F. Schumacher: "Have any experiments been made with vibratory metal?"

Dr. Laufer: "Sounding boards have been made out of metal but apparently without success."

H. H. Arnold: " Do you believe that in the ribs you should use a long fibre wood, or doesn't

it make any material difference?"

Dr. Laufer: "I believe you should use a long fibre wood. You should use a wood that is in

growth very closely related to the wood you are ribbing. If you are using a light colored spruce,

it would be advisable to use a light rib—a rib that has grown rapidly. If you are using a slow

growth wood, use a slow growth rib."

C. C. Chickering: "Do you consider that the dark colored wood, irrespective of where it is

grown, is hard?"

Dr. Laufer: "It is harder than the light."

C. C. Chickering (indicating two sound boards on display): "Is that a harder board than

this light one?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes. The dark color is due to minerals. Undoubtedly, the mineral in the board

that gives the reddish color is iron, hence the iron oxide that is formed within the cell itself gives

to each of the cells a harder wall than is the case where the pigmentation has not taken place.

I am speaking of the general color. These darker zones owe their quality to the resin. The gen-

eral tone of the board is due to the deposit of pigment rather than resin. Take a piece of yellow

pine. You might have a piece of Georgia pine which looks pretty light. If examined it would be

found to carry more resin passages than one that would be considered darker."

C. C. Chickering: "In a general way you would consider the Washington spruce harder

than the Vermont?"
Dr. Laufer: "Yes, if grown under the same condition."

C. C. Chickering: "The question of color is not final."

Dr. Laufer: "No, but you must remember that pigmentation is also a carrying power. We
have a lot of little molecules. The mineral is seeking to combine with the carbon of vegetation,

hence there is a vibration between those two. When the vibration of the wire starts on these

millions of atoms you will get two vibrations in juxtaposition to each other until the point of neu-

trality is reached. Then it will express itself in co-ordination. Your pigmented wood, then, will

give a louder, more forceful and resonant quality than the lighter, because the resin and pigment

transmit more quickly from point to point."

H. H. Arnold: "Wouldn't the wave traveling back over the board check the vibration?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes. Probably you have all seen Mr. Morton's illustration with the jumping

rope. It breaks into segments. That also takes place on the sound board, hence a perfect board

must be capable of recording the segmentation with equal facility and rapidity, as the first fun-

damental impulse."
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Substitute Woods
November 7, 1917

F. E. Morton: "The question of substitutions came to me through statements that first

grades were becoming second and third grades and that certain woods were becoming scarce.

While I am not in favor of that substitution in time of plenty for the purpose of evading de-

Fig. 29

mands or reducing costs at the expense of the consumer, I recognize the necessity of anticipating

the scarcity of any material which we must have in our daily work. I therefore have confined

the research of the summer to that alone. Twenty-five or thirty substitutions have been sug-

gested to me—more than half of these offered by those interested in their preparation or sale.

Out of the fifteen or twenty examined, a very small proportion have proven practicable. In our

laboratory we are working with small units. We will work out the theories insofar as we are able

and give you the deductions. The practical application of these theories or the possibility of

adapting these theories to your use should be discussed here and are presented for that purpose.

"You have been shown the requirements of an efficient sounding board wood and the char-

acter of responsive and unresponsive boards. You have been shown alternate layers of vibrating

material and 'shock absorbers,' respectively. In some of this week's music trade papers and
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this month's lumber journals you will find a summary of that which we have discovered, but the
information contained therein is for the immediate attention of the lumberman—the man who
furnishes you with your sounding boards. They are not directly addressed to you because the
process has been finished before you get the boards.

"It would seem, however, that the indirect value makes it worth while to the piano manu-
facturer. If you know exactly what the lumberman is supposed to do for you, when you receive
your boards you will be able with the help of those directions to check up on the material fur-

nished and become a more scientific specifier to the lumberman. I have conferred with a number

Fig. 30

of the larger lumber manufacturers and all have expressed their willingness to co-operate with you.

Heretofore they have been unable to do so because they did not understand your requirements.

We have tried to bring you closer together. In the article referred to we have made a resum6

of the operation from the growing tree to the finished sounding board, describing each process—
what to do and what not to do and why. We require in a good sounding board that every par-

ticle of wood responds fully and freely to every key on the piano; wood that is not too hard, be-

cause if it is too hard it will only respond to its own key note. If too soft, it will hot respond to

any key. With a soft piece between two harder ones the center piece becomes a 'shock absorb-

er,' and the energy in the two outside boards will be communicated to the middle board—the

vibration of the particles of that board are one upon another—and a friction created so that the

energy passes off as heat.
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"Here is a photograph of quarter sawed cedar (Fig. 29). A man purchased some of this

cedar and made a violin from it. He wrote a letter extolling the virtues of this wood and its

great tone value. On the strength of that letter I made an exhaustive study of this wood.

Some of the results from this wood were excellent. Dr. Laufer, will you tell us the distribution

in that wood of the hard and soft portions?"

Dr. E. W. D. Laufer: "The distribution of hard and soft layers in that wood is exception-

ally good. It is about equal. If you will examine the photograph you will find there are no defi-

nite lines of contrast. The darker lines represent harder portions, the lighter representing softer

portions. There seems to be no definite softness in the soft bodies. The spring growth is al-

most as dense as the fall growth in this wood. It closely resembles spruce because it has medullary

rays running crossways of the grain, giving it very close adherence resembling silver spruce."

F. E. Morton: "Treating this cedar, in the form presented in the sample, and for the im-

mediate present, would it make a good sound board?"

Dr. Laufer: "From a standpoint of vibratory action alone it would.

"

F. E. Morton: "This is photographed from a fir sounding board which has been used for

some time, and here is the board from which this photograph was taken. (Fig. 30.) Will you

describe the vibratory action and construction?"

Dr. Laufer: "Here we find a strong resemblance to spruce. The spring and summer growth

remind one of the 'wool strands' in the ideal sound board. It differs from spruce in that the

strands are nearly as wide as the winter growth. In this particular section of board there is a

very narrow band that closely corresponds to that found in spruce where the cells are close to-

gether, but there are not enough of them.

"A broad band appears on one corner. The wood appears shell-like. It is not a clear tested

'wool strand. ' Looking at the lower portion we find a sort of twist around a common center. An-

other thing standing out prominently is the lines which are not intercrossed by medullary rays

as in spruce. The cohesion I spoke of before is not present in this wood. The general appear-

ance (and tests bear it out) is that this board would produce a round and brilliant tone."

F. E. Morton: "Would you say you had a greater proportion of shock absorbers than

shock conductors?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

F. E. Morton "Then we might say if the selection only took in the finer grain, the closer

grain, we would have a sounding board closely approaching spruce in its immediate vibratory

effect. Can we say that fir and cedar may have, through proper selection and treatment, those

characteristics essential to a good sounding board?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "That is for the immediate present. Merely tested for sounding board pur-

poses, properly selected wood gives^ excellent results. If that were all you would have a substi-

tute right there and a good one. There comes another point. Given a piano with a sounding

board of either one of these materials, what is the piano going to sound like in five years? Please

tell us, Dr. Laufer, the experience we have had in investigating that side of it."

Dr. Laufer: "In this wood I want to call attention to the fact that the wood constantly

gives off a volatile oil. The peculiar camphor-like odor is due to the ebullition of this oil. The
oil is what makes the wood staple. When the oil is gone, the wood is of another nature than at

present. The inner portions of that wood, especially thick pieces, would retain the oil for quite

a long time. A sound board is naturally of small section and it might be possible, with proper
protection, to retain that oil indefinitely. The'wood also 'shells out' in the form of short bands
between the winter growths. The summer and spring growth is apt to chip off in little layers.

This is demonstrated in this sample at the sawed edges.

"

F. E. Morton: "That would be the process of disintegration of the wood after the oil had
volatilized?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "This process, then, -of disintegration begins at the point where the evap-
oration is greatest. Given a piece of that wood in a room heated to a temperature of 78 degrees

by steam heat with the sawed end free, open to the outer conditions, how long before it would
begin to disintegrate, the constant use of the piano acting as an irritant?"
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Dr. Laufer: "It would not stand two weeks."

F. E. Morton: "To what extent would that apply to the fir?"

Dr. Laufer: "The cedar does not disintegrate within itself. The fir breaks.

"

F. E. Morton: "The evaporation of volatile oil or sap will begin at what point?"

Dr. Laufer: "The sap produces cohesion between the cells. The transitional stage from winter

growth to spring growth is pithy. The line of break will follow the line of winter growth. You
could rip out every dominant portion of that sound board."

F. E. Morton: "How about the effect of expansion and contraction in transition from sum-
mer to steam heat?"

Dr. Laufer: "It would split into slivers instead of breaking into pieces. That is the cause

of splitting sound boards."

F. E. Morton: "Isn't it true that if the cedar could be protected at the sawed ends, the sides

and the edges of the board be mechanically protected from the outside atmosphere, that board

would have considerable life?"

Dr. Laufer: "I believe if the flat sides were coated with a substance more or less waterproof,

as an oil or certain glue size, ordinary room temperature would not produce volatilization. The
protection of the edges would largely be a process of searing. Simply to iron it with a red hot

iron would effectually protect it."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Is it a fact that a preparation of China wood oil is a protection?"

Dr. Laufer: "China wood oil might answer. As a matter of fact, I should say if you want
to preserve the quality of the wood I would not varnish it. You will spoil the tone carrying and
reflecting qualities.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "If China wood oil is capable of keeping out the moisture wouldn't it be

all right to put it on the end?"

Dr. Laufer: "No. The tops are open. You would simply pour oil in there and saturate

the wood."

F. E. Morton: "Summed up, to make a good sounding board of cedar cover the surface

with some waterproofing substance and sear the edges. To what extent will that process apply

to fir?"

Dr. Laufer: "I think that fir is almost a forlorn hope. It gives brilliancy but lacks

cohesion."

F. E. Morton: "From the samples submitted of cedar, will that, under proper treatment,

make key frames?"

Dr. Laufer: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "There is nothing in the makeup of them that would give them any dis-

advantage over any other wood?"
Dr. Laufer: "No."
F. E. Morton: "How about back posts?"

Dr. Laufer: "I have not seen specimens of this wood in the large cube. It is a question of

selecting, cutting and preparing on the part of the lumberman."

F. E. Morton: "The real value in cedar lies in its adaptability to the making of key frames

and has the advantage of a big talking point. No moths; no mice. There is your mouse, moth-

proof proposition, and as such I know would be accepted by the people. Mr. Whelan, from a

salesman's viewpoint, would that be a valuable asset in a piano?"

E. Whelan: "Great."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Is it hard enough for action rails?"

F. E. Morton: "Dr. Laufer, will that wood stay put?"

Dr. Laufer: "The thin pieces have acted pretty well under steam. The quarter sawed

has stayed put so far—that is, in thin sections."

F. E. Morton: "It would be a valuable asset to introduce volatile oil in a piano. Have you

found any particular use for the fir in the piano?"

Dr. Laufer: "In heavy sections it might be useful—any place where you required a board

approaching the dimension of a plank, but not as good as other woods.

"

G. Lufkin: "Fir is used in making key beds."

E. E. Beach: "How does it compare in price?"
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F. E. Morton: "I haven't dared think of price. I want to leave that to the man who sells

it. We may be able to get some information on cedar.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Would that make available core wood in the lower grades?"

Dr. Laufer: "It should. It would be fairly free from knots."

F. E. Morton: "What would be the effect of glue on that wood with the volatile oil in the

wood?"

Fig. 31

Dr. Laufer: "The upper portions would be sufficiently free from oil to take glue thoroughly. 1
E. B. Bartlett; "Would it be equally effective with glue?"
Dr. Laufer: "Yes, it would. "

F. E. Morton: "How about a casein glue?"
Dr. Laufer: "I had in mind a casein glue for treating it. Probably a casein glue could be

found. It would be the ideal way of preparing the wood.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh; "Is linseed oil porous?"
Dr. Laufer: "No oil is a better protective than linseed. You have been led to believe

that all paints depend upon lead or zinc for protective value. This is not so. Boiled oil differs
in that it is apt to become more tacky. The raw linseed oil is absorbed more readily. The drying
properties of raw linseed oil are practically the same as the boiled. Lanoline is the preservative
of the oil. Your glue joint would be made before the linseed oil is applied. Don't put it on with
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a brush. Rub it on with a cloth. The basic treatment is linseed oil, otherwise it wouldn't stand.
It fills the pores. It is the greatest oil we have for that purpose. There is no substitute
for it."

F. E. Morton: "We have here another wood—larch. This is a good picture showing flat
and quarter sawed. (Fig. 31.) What is the relationship of the quarter sawed to the cedar?

"

Dr. Laufer: "This wood differs from the cedar, as you will see by the photograph, in be-
ing much closer grained. It possesses one of the most beautiful quarter grains. When we pass
this specimen around you will agree with me. It also possesses cohesion. If you will saw a piece
of this wood one-eighth inch thick and try to split it you can't get more than one-half inch or
three-fourths inch off at once. It will not split freely like the fir. It is tougher than the cedar
but it is decidedly more heavy. This wood, as its name indicates, comes from a tree that is not
a true needle wood. It belongs to the conifer family. It loses its needles in fall and gets new ones
in spring. It possesses the vibratory properties of a conifer or evergreen and the cross grain of
a medium hard wood. It acts very much up to the analysis. It shows all the properties of a close
grained wood and at times is liable to be erratic. If it were not for its great weight I should say
it would make a good sounding board. It would make a good sound board for the bass section.
We have not made a sounding board from this wood.

"

F. E. Morton: "It would, because of its hardness, be a very excellent reflector of tone. It

might be used to good advantage for back posts—unless we find some point not covered."
E. J. Fishbaugh: "Will larch wood stay put?"
Dr. Laufer: "There is no reason why it shouldn't stay put."
F. E. Morton: "Mr. Hall, is there an ample supply of that wood?"
Sam. A. Hall: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "Is the price such as would make it interesting for that purpose?"
S. A. Hall: "The clear grade in the wood 8 and 10 inches wide S 2 S to f§ inch is worth at

the present time, $35.50 delivered, Chicago."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "What would 12/4 be worth cut clear?"

S. A. Hall: "We have never cut this thickness except in common dimension. There is no
reason why it shouldn't cut to 12/4 clear. It would be between $50 .00 and $60 .00. I would not
recommend it for core stock. We use that wood in manufacturing silos. We find there is less

contraction and expansion than any other wood we have.

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "What would be the effect of taking it from a temperature of about 80
degrees, steam heated, and putting it into a temperature of about 40 to 60 degrees?"

S. A. Hall: "They use it for drop siding on buildings in Dakota where the temperature va-
ries from 40 degrees below to 106 degrees. This fills the bill. I would not recommend it for core
wood but it would be all right for posts and backs.

"

F. E. Morton: "One thing is certain. You may strike a two by four piece of that larch

and it rings like a bell. Used as a bearing for vibrating wire it reflects like an agraffe. That means
tonal value in the back. As to whether it would 'stay put' is up to the lumberman.

"

H. H. Arnold: "Have you had any experience in kiln drying larch?"

S. A. Hall: "We don't attempt to kiln dry it."

F. E. Morton: "What length of time is required for air drying such as the sample sub-

mitted?"

S. A. Hall: "We can put that down to shipping weight in about sixty days in proper dry-
ing weather."

H. H. Arnold: "What weight would you consider the wood should be if in shipping con-

dition?"

S. A. Hall: "One inch, surface one side or two sides 2200 is the association weight. Tim-
ber and plank about 2800 lbs. 2-inch dimension surface to 1%-inch to 3%-inch 2400 lbs. associ-

ation weight."

F. E. Morton: "If in sixty days it will come to shipping weight, what is the relative pros-

pect of air drying for the purposes noted?"
Dr. Laufer: "The wood would have to dry from three to five years, properly seasoned under

cover. It should be dried on cleats. It should not have more than 5 per cent moisture."

J. E. Jennings: "What do you think of the wood for ribs?"
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Dr. Laufer: " It has the reflecting property and strength. If you could season it to the prop-

er condition, it would make excellent rib stock. It has the proper weight."

W. Hehr: "
I made a few pianos and used larch for rib stock. The results were good. I have

a piano in my own home made from the same rib stock. It has been on hand for ten years. We

use a small kiln with an oil stove to re-dry."

Dr. Laufer: "It breaks up into little chips. Its binding properties are wonderful."

F. E. Morton: "How do you find the wood works, Mr. Klepac?"

J. Klepac: "I have found it very easy to cut in any direction. It is good working wood."

F. E. Morton: "Here is some Idaho cedar. How is that for volatile oil?"

Dr. Laufer: "It hasn't any."

F. E. Morton: "How would it differ in its tonal value from the other cedar?"

Dr. Laufer: " It hasn't the tonal value of the other cedar. Its grain is shorter. It hasn't the

length of fibre of the other cedar. The Idaho cedar would respond only to partials."

F. E. Morton: "In my experiments with phonograph tone chambers, I have found that this

cedar would be excellent stock and give gratifying results. The few characteristics that seem to

stand in the way of its value for sounding boards seem to be particularly adaptive to the needs

in tone chamber work. I made a tone chamber of Idaho spruce on which I believe to be correct

angles to bring about a completed resonance and the wood responds to all the frequencies of vi-

bration. Tested with a phonendoscope the response is uniform all the way through. An uncom-

pleted resonance gives the effect of sound in a box. A completed resonance gives the effect of

sound free from the box and seeming to be in the room. It is the difference between the voice of

a 'throaty' singer and one who sings over the teeth.

"We have ribbed our pianos in the past according to the scale loading. What hasn't been

done with loading as a guide has largely been done as a matter of tradition. It is possible and

can be demonstrated that the board may be ribbed at points that will not interfere with the un-

dulation of the board and that undulation is what we are lacking at present in our boards. We
bind it with a bridge and we bind it with extra high tension over the bridge. We interfere with

its tonal value by boring holes for nose bolts. We have treated the sound board badly. If I

hold this board and strike it here (illustrating) it vibrates segmentally and there are lines of

quiet. The vibration, passing from end to end crosses at a point, say two-fifths— a nodal point.

If you were to contact at that point you wouldn't interfere with its vibration. Also in stepping

out bridges, those points of contact of the bridge and the board may be determined to the en-

hancement of tonal value. It is not at all improbable that the points will be the same and, there-

fore, the bridge support point will follow those of the ribs. I want your experiences at any time

you try this out. We may establish a rule worked out mathematically whereby, given the area,

the thickness and the material from which it is made, a ribbing point may be determined math-

ematically for the greatest efficiency."

F. Schumacher: "Is there any relationship between the velocity and tone value?"

F. E. Morton: "If you speak of sounding boards the tonal value does not lie in the conduc-

tion but in the organization of the wood itself. We have discussed alternate layers of energy con-

ductors and shock absorbers. Velocity is greater lengthwise. There is less resistance lengthwise

of the sounding board grain, so the greater the velocity in that case the greater the tonal value."

J. E. Jennings: "Doesn't the velocity change with the thickness?"

F. E. Morton: "No; with the molecular construction. It is only applicable to specific things

at a specific point. The conduction of sound by water is good, but water would not make a sound-

ing board. If you don't take into consideration the practical use of the substance, computation

amounts to nothing. The value lies in utilization. As Mr. Chickering remarked, 'We take a

great many liberties with the sound board.
'

"

J. E. Jennings: "A number of years ago I made a sounding board with cedar ribs. It was

brown in color. The result was very fine. The firm for whom I made it were enthusiastic and

wanted some more made. I hunted through all the lumber yards for it but couldn't get any more

of that cedar.

"

Dr. Laufer: "That was Spanish cedar. Would that correspond with Mr. Morton's theory

that you were not holding down the sounding board to the extent that heavier ribs would have

held it?"
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J. E. Jennings: "Yes. Most anything which changes the resistance of the ribs will change

the tone. Mr. Morton mentioned another thing—having the bridge connect with the board at

the same point where the ribs connect. I made a bridge which connected at points between the

ribs. The result was poor.
"

H. H. Arnold: "Relative to the possibility of ribs made from a lighter weight wood being

better—that would be contrary to the statement that the larch wood ought to be a good ribbing

wood."

J. E. Jennings: "That could be equalized by making the larch ribs smaller. It is a strong

wood.

"

F. E. Morton: "It takes a larger rib in cedar."

H. H. Arnold: "Inasmuch as it is the aim not to cover as much of the board, that prob-

ably would be an advantage, using the ribs smaller in size, not covering as much surface.

"

F. E. Morton: "Bear in mind the function of the rib is distribution of vibration over the

area of the board from the bridge. When a piano is found with a split sounding board near the

bridge cutting off from it all the board on the other side and effecting very little difference in its

tone, this means the ribbing was not effective on that board or else the ribbing was so very effec-

tive that it carries by the split. In any event, the rib is the distributing factor, and as such must

be able to carry sufficient energy to energize the area of board through which it passes. It is true

that conducting with a smaller area gives an added value to the board.

"

J. E. Jennings: "The idea of the board vibrating segmentally lengthwise to grain, does

not that conflict with the general practice of ribbing closer in the treble and wider in the lower

end of the board?"

F. E. Morton: "Isn't it just as nearly probable that in any hit and miss fashion in ribbing

you are missing the same undulations? It is not improbable with a varied distance you may be

performing a service?"

J. E. Jennings: "We have secured results by ribbing the treble closer than the bass."

F. E. Morton: "You need a better conductor. A higher pitch has greater traveling power

than a lower pitch."

E. B. Bartlett: "Is there any sense in the idea that you need a stiffer board in the treble

than you do in the bass?"

F. E. Morton: "Not necessarily a stiffer board, but a better conductor. If that can be

given by the ribs it need not be given by the board.

"

E. B. Bartlett: "In speaking of the board, I mean board, ribs and all."

F. E. Morton: "Yes, in that case."

J. E. Jennings: "Is it your idea that a thin board, heavy ribbed, will give just the same re-

sult as a thick board with fewer ribs?"

F. E. Morton: "Not the same results, but if your bearing will permit, I think you will get

better results with a thinner board. Make your board as thin as your bearing will permit.

"

J. E. Jennings: " My experience has been that heavier ribbing tended to brilliance. A heavy

board would tend to be smoother but lacking in life."

F. E. Morton: "I am speaking relative to the bearing which has to do with the tension.

In a high tension scale you require a heavy board, and in a low tension scale you can have a lighter

board. Dryness of tone is effected by a lack of bearing. A short tone comes from the excess of

board mass."

E. B. Bartlett: "I was interested in what you said about the nodes in a board. It is prac-

ticable to secure a lumber of sufficient uniformity so that the nodes would appear in the same rel-

ative position every time? Have you gone far enough to determine that?"

F. E. Morton: "I can say that the mass of the board will determine it."

E. B. Bartlett: "The need for substitution is greater in the parts of the piano where greater

quantity of wood is used."

F. E. Morton: "We have been led to believe that only a certain spruce grown in a certain

area can be used for first-class sounding boards. I find that Oregon, Washington and Idaho spruce

is raised that makes excellent sounding boards. I have some. I also find that in making up boards

one strip of poor spruce has spoiled an entire board. The board was condemned because of one

poor piece. The man who made the board didn't know that would result or that putting a slash
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grain in with a piece of quarter sawed would spoil the board. I have in my laboratory a grand

sounding board made of slash grained spruce. It comes nearer being the opposite of a good sound-

ing board than anything I ever saw. We have not informed the man who can be of most value to

us just what he can do for us. I found in the Idaho spruce magnificent specimens. There is plen-

ty of spruce in the country that is good for sounding boards if we can tell the lumberman just

what we want. He has the finest spruce for sounding boards but hasn't been delivering it.

"
I have found during the last few weeks by shopping, that salesmen would like to know some-

thing about a piano and I found also in numerous cases he didn't know much about the piano.

I have been asked by salesmen personally and through correspondence for such points as would

enable them to sell more pianos; to be of more value to themselves and their employer. Sales-

men are reading these reports and the interest of the salesmen in these talks is established. How
much are we interested in the salesman? If it wasn't for the salesman we would not be making

pianos. In turn, cannot we be of a little more value to the salesman by giving him the points he

needs, and isn't this the place for it?"

H. H. Arnold: "I agree with you and I have been pleased to see some of the retail sales-

men up here regularly. They appear to have an interest in their work and are looking for points

of information that will profit them."

F. E. Morton: "That is the point exactly. We owe to the salesman anything he wants that

will benefit him. By benefiting him we benefit ourselves. I propose that the next meeting be in

the hands of the salesman and sales manager, and that they put you people on the grill and ask

you such questions as will enable them to sell more pianos, that will stay sold, with an under-

standing between buyer and seller. If I am right in the sales proposition, what we want is a sel-

lers' market, not a buyers' market. Let us have the sales managers here. Let us have one night

when we can get the producer and distributor together and have an understanding. Let us take

the 'bunk' out of the piano game."

Salesmen and Technicians Meet

November 21, 1917

In the absence of Mr. F. E. Morton, the Chairman, Mr. James F. Bowers, President of the

Chicago Piano & Organ Association, presided. W. C. Heaton, western manager of Kohler &
Campbell, was the first salesman called upon by Mr. Bowers. Mr. Heaton said:

"I find that most organizations do all they can to help the salesman, and that the majority

of the salesmen are to blame themselves. I have asked 90 per cent to tell me about their particu-

lar piano and they were unable to do so. The dealer himself is also to blame because of his lack

of co-operation. He does not give the salesman the ammunition the manufacturer sends out in

the way of catalogs, literature and selling letters. Pianos have increased 25 per cent in cost

and they are better than they ever were before. There is no excuse for backing down or being

weak-kneed when asking prices. People do not buy pianos, they are sold. Keep in touch with

customers — follow them up. Too many salesmen are to blame for allowing repossessions.

There is no reason why a customer should become dissatisfied with a player-piano. It is not the

piano they get tired of but they tire of the music rolls they have. If you keep the customer in-

terested in his player through the music roll, you will have less repossessions. By studying your

own product, and getting good talking points and becoming familiar— thoroughly familiar — a

great deal can be gained. Most salesmen would rather lose a sale than ask someone else to help

them. You cannot have enthusiasm unless you know your own product."

James F. Bowers: "We will hear now, if you please, from Mr. Eugene Whelan, secretary

of the Chicago Piano & Organ Association and a shining light in the great house of the W. W.
Kimball Company, who has some nuts to crack."

E. Whelan: "A number of questions have been given me by different salesmen on the

street, but before I ask any questions I want to read a piece that was written by the oldest active
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salesman we know in Chicago. He is on our floor today, having sold pianos for forty odd years —
Mr. George Schleiffarth:

Mistakes.

"When a plumber makes a mistake, he charges twice for it. When a lawyer makes
a mistake, it's just what he wanted, because he has a chance to try the case all over
again. When an electrician makes a mistake, he blames it on 'induction' because
nobody knows what that is. When a doctor makes a mistake he buries it. When a
judge makes a mistake, it becomes the law of the land.

"When a piano factory superintendent makes a mistake the salesman sells it and
the superintendent — well, he should worry.

"But a salesman, he is different. He has to be careful. He cannot turn his mistakes
into profit or into a profession, as other people do.

"In fact, my boy, you've got to 'go some' to be a piano salesman.

"Mr. Heaton touched upon my pet peeve slightly — the cost of production and cost of
selling. Both are much higher than of yore. A man and his wife came in to look at a piano.
It was $400.00. He said.: 'This being war times, you ought to be glad to get $200.00.' The
buying public thinks we are making an enormous profit and that everyone in our company is a
multi-millionaire. I think that the boys in showing their goods should start their customer on
one of two things: That music is not a luxury, but an absolute necessity, or with the fact that
an instrument costs a great deal to produce and that it is a beautiful, artistic product. It seems
to me that salesmen, as a whole, do not give enough attention to that subject.

"One of the first questions that has been handed to me is: How can you tell celluloid keys
from ivory keys? Is it a fact that there is no more ivory in the country?"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "I anticipated that question and I brought a little evidence. I have
here a cross section of ivory. I would like to have you all examine it. I also have here five
pieces representing five grades of ivory. These samples are marked A to E inclusive. I would
like each man to state which one he considers the best grade of ivory. While these are being
passed around, perhaps you would like to know how ivory keys are prepared. The ivory tusk
comes into the key factory and is sawed up in sections, the length of heads or tails to a piano
key. The saws are fine and run through water to keep them cool. Eventually when it gets
down to small, thin layers, such as you sec on a key, they are put in jars of peroxide and bleached.
They are then spread on trays under glass and bleached to the whiteness you see on a key. When
the fall-board is closed week after week on a piano, or the man of the house smokes his cigars in
the room where the piano is, the keys get yellow. Then you are told the keys are not ivory
Originally the ivory is yellow and is only bleached to give it the whiteness. After the keys are
bleached they are sorted into sets so that each set has the same uniform grain throughout. There
are five grades of ivory and there is very little real first grade ivory used. The second, third and
fourth grades are used on most of the better pianos. The lower grade is also used on some good
pianos, too."

R. H. Waud: "To further go on with your question as to the grades of ivory nowadays
as compared with years ago, I might say that we are not getting the finer grades because the
ivory is harder now, due to the fact that when they first began to collect the tusks they were
found in the valleys. The elephants used to congregate in the valleys and fight and kill one
another. The ivory laid there for years and the dampness of the valleys made the ivory soft.

We could get 30 or 40 per cent of No. A. The elephants now go in the mountains and the ivory
procured now is harder and has coarser grain, due to the dryness of the mountain atmosphere.
The softer ivory turned more yellow than does the hard ivory of today.

"Another point we should take up is the complaint about keys turning pink. At one time
the manufacturers laid down on the job and said pink ivory was the same as 'pink eye.' This
is not a fact. Ivory is turned pink sometimes by reason of a dye transferred to the keys from
a dress or some article of furniture. A person playing the piano will every little while reach
down and grasp the bench to pull it forward or put it back. Their perspiring hands come into

contact with the stain on the bench and it is transferred to the keys. Gradually the stain thus
transferred turns the keys pinkish. Then there are many people with uric acid in their systems.
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People afflicted with rheumatism especially have this uric acid. When they play the piano

their hands perspire and the uric acid in the perspiration acts on the keys, turning them pink.

It is hard to make people believe this.

"The question was asked how to distinguish between celluloid and ivory. There is an

easy way to tell that. Ivorine or celluloid has certain proportions of camphor, while ivory is a

bone. Scrape a key. If it is ivory, it will smell like bone; if ivorine or celluloid, the odor will

be like camphor.

"In spite of the talk of shortage of ivory, I am told there is just as much ivory as spruce.

I understand in India and other places the elephants are not allowed to be killed for their tusks,

but I presume there are millions of tusks in the world. There is also a substitute ivory used —
seal and walrus tusks. They are harder and bluer than elephant tusks and do not bleach to the

whiteness that elephant ivory does. The grain is just as fine as the majority of the elephant

tusks we are getting today."

John H. Gerts: "I would like to mention one experience with ivorine. We tried one

sample. Later we got some back which had turned black. Ivorine is like celluloid. As Mr.

Waud said, it is not a bone but a preparation."

R. H. Waud: "Celluloid is rolled out in a single sheet and is made of camphor and coal

tar products. In ivorine there are three or four thin sheets of celluloid rolled on top of one

another to make the thickness and give a semblance of grain."

H. D. Bennett: "Is all ivory fossil ivory?"

R. H. Waud: "It is all African ivory— dead ivory. Ivory is cut up into heads and tails

for the reason that the tail is narrower than the head. Celluloid is stamped out in sets of four

white keys and three white keys with no cut between. Many are deceived by the knife cut there."

E. Whelan: "Now to go back to the five samples of ivory which Mr. Fishbaugh passed

around. These are marked A, B, C, D, E. The following have been chosen as the best ivory:

Two salesmen have chosen A, none B, 23 C, three D and three E."

E. J. Fishbaugh: " I notice twenty-three for C. Now, this is not ivory, but ivorine. D and

B were the ivories. They are No. 4 ivory. I picked poor ivory on purpose."

J. H. Gerts: "May we say a word about ebonies? How can you tell a real ebony?"

R. E. Davis: "You cannot tell ebony on the piano. Ebony sinks in water."

E. Whelan: "Is a bushed tuning pin superior to one not bushed?"

R. H. Waud: "No. As far as I have been able to trace it, pins were bushed when the

plate manufacturers became careless in the manufacture of their plates. It is hard to cast a

plate 4 feet 8 inches perfectly flat and get a uniform thickness. The bushed pin drags down
and I never could see that it amounted to anything except in a very thick iron plate."

E. Whelan: "In the course of time, will an unbushed pin lean against the plate?"

R. H. Waud: "If it is a thin plate, as it ought to be, it won't; but it will if the plate is

too thick."

Wm. Braid White: "In reference to the last question, the majority of those engaged in

piano tuning do not handle tuning hammers in the right way. I have seen tuners who hold

their hammers in such a way when they tighten the string that they drag it down. Five years

of such grinding down means a pin bent out of shape. The piano then does not stand in tune."

L. W. Peterson: "Then the question is decided — there is no benefit from the bushed pin."

E. B. Bartlett: "My understanding is that the bushing is a make-shift. We depend upon
the end wood in the pin block to supply the necessary friction to keep the pin in place. It be-

came advisable on the part of some makers to run the plate up over the pin block instead of cut-

ting it out or stepping it at the lower end of the pin block, in order to make a neater job."

E. McKeever: "In regard to the bushing. It was patented by a certain firm and they

used a plate three-quarters of an inch thick. It was considered a great talking point. After

the patent ran out it was used by others."

E. Whelan: "What is the standard weight or touch of a key? Many people come in

and ask, 'Is that key standard?'"

R. H. Waud: "There is a difference in the feel. You can feel a little difference, although
the weight is just the same, 2% ounces in the extreme bass, 2% in the center and 2% in the treble.'

E. B. Bartlett: "I think you are a little high."
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Wm. Braid White: "There have been three steps in the evolution and progress of weight
in the piano action. One hundred years ago the piano for the music of Beethoven, Mozart and
Mendelssohn was made without an iron plate and the weight was as little as one and one-half
ounces. In the English action, which was adopted by the Boston manufacturers, it was nearly
two ounces. When Liszt began to make his reputation, in the year 1850 or thereabouts, heavy
pounding began and a piano was designed for the pounders and the weight ran from threeounces
in the treble to four ounces in the base. Since that time it has been going back to about an
average of two and one-half ounces, running a little less in the treble to a little more in the bass.
General practice is just a shade less. The piano has now reached a point where we are trying
to get tone."

E. Whelan: "What is meant by a twelve or fourteen-pound hammer? Salesmen say:
'This is a twelve-pound hammer on the upright — the finest made, and sixteen-pound on the
grand.'

"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "They mean the weight of a sheet of felt from which the hammers are
made."

E. Whelan: "But there is no difference in quality? Why are there holes in the plate of
.a grand?"

James F. Bowers: "One gentleman said to let the tone come out."
E. B. Bartlett: "The plate of any piano is designed to sustain largely the tension of the

strings. Of the metal you need enough to do the work. The reason why there are holes is

because the iron is not needed at the places where the holes are and for no other reason."
James F. Bowers: "It is a matter of economy then?"
E. B. Bartlett: "Yes, saving of freight also."

Wm. Braid White: "On all pianos made some years ago you will find that the plate is an
extremely elaborate proposition. On some, the plate was made of a solid sheet of metal. There
was scarcely any iron taken out anywhere. Then they used a higher tension scale with a higher
pitch. They had altogether too much iron. Little by little, this has been coming down. The
original plates covered the entire space. They were tremendous things, sometimes with six
enormous braces. In the course of time, it occurred to somebody to design a plate to take up
definite stresses in definite lines."

R. H. Waud: "A salesman once explained why a grand piano plate had holes. He said
a grand was so much better than an upright because the tone waves moved in segments, came
around, and as the waves circled around, the tone came through the holes." (Laughter.)

E. Whelan: "In making this canvass of questions, I talked with a salesman who had just
lost a sale, and I don't know of any worse time to meet a real salesman. I said: 'Why did you
lose the sale?

'
and he said: ' I lost it because the lady asked me if it had German blue felt ham-

mers and I said I didn't know. She asked me what it meant and why the piano didn't have it.'

What is meant by German wire and German blue felt? Are there many pianos built with Ger-
man wire?"

R. H. Waud: "We have some German wire, but are not using it."

W. C. Heaton: "I once told a customer about imported hammers. A few days later she
complained about the foreign tone it had. This tone she complained of was due to the bric-a-
brac that was standing on top of the piano."

E. Whelan: "Is a small grand, 4 feet 10 inches, an upright piano laid flat?"

R. H. Waud: "No."
Wm. Braid White: "The small grand has a better tone than an upright. Even a badly

built small grand is preferable to an upright. The mere fact that the action of the grand piano
is so far superior to the action of the upright makes a difference, and then the manner in which
the hammer strikes the string is more natural and gives a better response. It has everything
in its favor. If that piano is built so that the bass bridge does not go down to the very edge
and if the scale be an even tension scale, then no upright piano of the same size can compete
with it."

E. Whelan: "Mr. White has unconsciously answered the next question, and that is: 'Is a
large, full-sized upright to be preferred, from a tonal standpoint, to a small grand?'"

W. C. Heaton: "That would depend upon the length of the string."
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Wm. Braid White: "No matter what the length of the string, the grand is better from a

tonal standpoint."

E. Whelan: The next question was asked by one of the sales managers: "Why don't

superintendents take the salesmen into consultation relative to the style of pianos the public

wants?"

R. H. Waud: "They do, as far as I know. Where I have been they always have. They

are the ones who decide the finished product."

E. Whelan: "Is there a uniform measurement for sizes of grands; for instance, is there a

standard measurement, such as concert, medium and small?"

R. H. Waud: "That is determined by each manufacturer within very narrow limits."

E. Whelan: "How many factories are there in the United States that make every part of

their pianos?"

E. B. Bartlett: "None."

E. Whelan: "Here is a question that is one of the best given me: Do keys of all pianos

stick?"

Wm. Braid White: "Give them time and they will all stick. There are some climates

where conditions are even too much for cork pine. I tuned pianos in northwestern Pennsylvania

in the natural gas and oil regions. Everybody burned as much gas as they pleased because it

was cheap, consequently all the houses were very dry. In the summer when the gas went off, the

climate changed about the same time. The whole country turned into a marsh. All the pianos

there — from the very best to the cheapest — swelled in the summer and shrunk in the winter.

Given the conditions and you will have sticking. It is nobody's fault."

E. Whelan: "Will all varnish check?"

R. H. Waud: "Always. There is a remedy to a certain extent. There are two reasons why
varnish checks. One is the swelling and shrinking of the wood, which has of late been overcome

by up-to-date kilns. The other reason is the drying out of oils in the varnish. The best way

to keep varnish from checking is to oil it off. Dampening it with the oil will stop the checking."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Also heat and cold have an opposite effect on varnish and wood. Lack

of heat expands wood and shrinks varnish. The gum in a varnish gives it the polished appearance.

The oils give elasticity. As long as polished pianos are demanded, the amount of oil must be

reduced and they are bound to check by quick changes. If every piano were made dull finish

more oil could be put in the varnish."

E. Whelan: "Would twenty-five pianos built alike in every detail have the same tone?"

R. H. Waud: "No."

E. Whelan: "Then every piano is an individual piano. That is the way we sell them and

I wondered if it were a fact."

Wm. Braid White: "Yes."

James F. Bowers: "The original question is: 'What Can the Manufacturer Tell the

Salesman That Will Enable Him to Sell More Pianos?' I would like to hear some questions."

S. M. Wessel: "I would like to know what the dimensions of a perfect scale would be—
would like to know the length of the strings."

Wm. Braid White: "That can be answered in twenty different ways. It is not a question

of length. There are three factors, one depending upon the other. The result of compounding
those factors is to obtain a certain mathematical figure which can be obtained in as many ways
as you please. If you change the length, you change both the length and thickness. You
must then compound the other two factors accordingly. Roughly speaking, the proportion of

change of length from octave to octave is a little less than one to two. A great deal has been

said about the bass of small grand pianos being tubby. This is only due to poor design."

Francis Moore: "Do the manufacturers have any particular pitch? International pitch

is A-435. Why should it be international pitch when all standard orchestras use 438 5-10?"

Wm. Braid White: "Any tuning fork which is originally made for 435 is nearly always

found to have gone up a little. The piano, as a general rule, is always about international pitch.

The practical pitch is considerably nearer 438 than 435."

James F. Bowers: "Mr. Fishbaugh, I understand you have one or two very interesting

points. Will you be good enough to proceed?"
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E. J. Fishbaugh: "It was my pleasure during the last summer to go through fourteen
factories, and I saw some of the very best pianos. In every factory I visited there was varnish
shrinkage. I didn't see a piano either in a wareroom or factory— and I looked at some of the
best — but what had varnish shrinkage. There is a gray appearance and it looks asthough
the wood sticks out of the varnish and looks at you. That is varnish shrinkage. You have all
kicked about it in July and August. What makes it? The manufacturer is not to blame when
the varnish shrinks. Varnish is porous, so is the wood and glue. In the summer the atmosphere
has a great deal of moisture in it. That is a natural condition which no manufacturer can con-
tend with. Any manufacturer is glad to remedy this condition or teach the dealer. You can
rub it with rottenstone and water and felt on a block and then the man who knows how will
polish it with his hand and it will come back to its original body and lustre. In regard to ma-
hogany, have you ever gone into the wareroom in the morning in the summer and found that
the mahogany has all turned blue? Do you know what causes it?"

H. D. Bennett: "Moisture."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Yes. The moisture in the atmosphere. Just the same as the moisture
in a bathroom from the hot water causes the film on the mirror. Water and chamois will take
it off. Should a walnut cost as much as a mahogany or oak, everything else being equal?

"

E. Whelan: "It costs more, I would say."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "There is 50 per cent waste cutting walnut and perhaps 20 or 25 per cent
cutting oak."

James F. Bowers: "How can you tell the difference between mahogany finish and ma-
hogany veneer?"

Frank Albright: "The grain will always show. As a general thing, an imitation is easily
detected because the mahogany grain is not there. There is a big difference in cost between
walnut and mahogany. Walnut is wasteful. You would have to get more money for a walnut.
I was talking to a man from Louisville who builds up. He told me the best he could get out of
oak was 60 per cent waste. Oak is narrow and has to be cut up and matched. Mahogany is

the cheapest wood the manufacturer can use, for the simple reason that it is a nice-running wood.
Walnut is also apt to check. They have to cut away from the bottom of it to get away from
the end wood."

H. D. Bennett: "Is it true walnut checks more easily because of the unusual figuration

of the grain?"

F. Albright: "Yes. In a piece of walnut the grain is right straight through."
James F. Bowers: "Is Circassian scarce?"

F. Albright: "It is very scarce. It comes from the fighting countries and we don't get

any."

E. Whelan: "The furniture houses are making a great deal of Circassian lately."

F. Albright: "There is some wood which they call Circassian. We get walnut from Vir-

ginia, Maryland and some other places which has all the qualities of Circassian, but it won't
take the polish Circassian will. The public is not asking for Circassian. They are taking the

American walnut instead. If offered the real Circassian they wouldn't buy it."

E. Whelan: "The demand for Circassian has increased 60 per cent with us in the last

six months."

F. Albright: "I am surprised. They are after the imitation Circassian. The American
walnut has all the colors and character of Circassian. I suppose they are asking for Circassian

pianos to match their furniture, as the furniture men are using it."

H. D. Bennett: "Where does the best mahogany come from?"
F. Albright: "The best comes from Africa — both coasts. The man who uses mahogany

today will find it is not the grade it was before the war. It is soft and spongy."

James F. Bowers: "I am sorry Mr. Morton is not here, because he could suggest and bring

out matters and points we have not touched upon, and we might very profitably touch upon more
things at an early future meeting. It is very gratifying to see this gathering tonight, and a little

later on when Mr. Morton returns we will take occasion to repeat it. The gentlemen here will

receive invitations to the meetings from time to time and I would earnestly recommend that they

attend. I don't know of any better way of profitably spending an evening."
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F. E. Morton: "Collaboration between salesman and manufacturer still is a dominant factor

in the trade. A better understanding between the man who produces and the man who distributes

is as desirable as an understanding between the distributor and the consumer, whose minds must

meet before any exchange may be effected. Can we by some means establish communication

between producer and consumer? One of the difficulties in the piano trade today is due to the fact

that we have not taken the customer into our confidence. The making of a piano is an engineering

proposition, so is the manufacture of automobiles. The automobile trade has profited tremendously

by taking the public into its confidence. The public reads the automobile page in the daily news-

papers and because it is interesting to the public the newspapers publish it. A man will trade in

his 1916 car for a 1917 model because he feels he must keep abreast of the times. He has been in-

structed to think thus. The progress of engineering in automobile construction now is a matter

of public import. This condition we can bring about in the piano trade by co-ordination of effort.

It is to this end that we have thought it well for the sales managers to meet with the makers of

pianos. Let the salesman know the possibilities and limitations of piano construction. Let the

maker have news from the front direct that he may, wherever practicable, meet the demands.

Every man naturally is a buyer. Salesmanship largely consists in giving the prospective purchaser

a good excuse for parting with his money. If his excuse is plausible, logical and scientific, the cus-

tomer remains satisfied after purchase; if not, there comes a time when the customer learns the

truth and is dissatisfied.

"The situation thus depends upon the continuity of that element of justification. Boys and

young men now read scientific and mechanical literature. They are your future customers. What

are you going to say to them? What changes in present methods do you propose? Manufacturers,

what is there in your particular method of construction of your product which will sell it to the

salesman? If you don't make him a satisfied customer his chance of reselling to a customer is

lessened."

Eugene Whelan: "I agree with Mr. Morton that the time has arrived for the entire piano

industry to revolutionize their methods of selling. The shortage of cars, coal and material will

compel us to do three things— adopt a one-price system; eliminate the excessive 'trade-in' cost

and pay no commissions. From the time I was taught to sell pianos, one of the first arguments used

in selling a piano was that it was a beautiful instrument — an exquisite production. We made a

long talk and finished by saying, ' It will last a life-time.' Everybody who owns a piano says, ' It

is as good now as it was twenty years ago.' It was so impressed upon them that it would last that

they now have an exaggerated idea of the value of the instrument, and instead of being satisfied

with $25.00 or $30.00 in exchange they want $100.00 or $150.00, and we as a selling organization

allow them to come into our store and dictate prices and terms to us. When a sale is made with

a big allowance on the old one, your second piano is sold at a loss.

"What is the real life of an average upright piano?"

H. H. Arnold: "The main thing affecting the life of a piano is where and how it is kept. The

next thing is, how it is treated. A great many people when they purchase a piano expect it to stand

up as it did when new, irrespective of the use it gets. They never think of spending $10, $12 or $

for a general overhauling or a new set of hammers — whatever the cost may be. They think the

piano ought to last as long as the case. The main abuse is keeping it in a place alternately dry and

damp. These extreme conditions keep the pianos out of commission. The fault is ninety per cent

the owner's when the piano does not last twenty or twenty-five years. A piano needs a thorough

overhauling every two years, if not more often. With proper regulating and use, a piano shouk

last twenty or twenty-five years. It depends upon the people whether they want it that long. Som<

people like to change on account of the case. It is up to the salesman or retailer to set a price oi

the old instrument and only allow what it is worth. I have never traded in my life without tellinj

the customer what it was worth to me to resell."

F. E. Morton: " If the lifetime of a piano is twenty-five years, would that form a basis upoi
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which could be computed a re-sale price? In other words, could we deduct so much per year
and arrive at a re-sale price?"

H. H. Arnold: "Hardly. One piano might be entirely out of commission in two years, while

another would be in good shape after twenty years."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming that pianos were properly priced — which must come first--

then the re-sale price could be established on that basis. Suppose we had in Chicago a clearing

house for used pianos, owned and operated by the piano trade of this city — which would be a
logical carrying out of this idea — could there obtain by agreement of the dealers a schedule of

prices according to the serial number?"

H. H. Arnold: "I hardly think so. Only a short time ago we had returned to us a rented

trade-in used in a hall for two years. The ivories were intact but worn down to the wood in the

middle section. The hammers had been played through and the action was wobbly. Other pianos

of the same age used in private homes could be fixed up at a nominal charge and would be just

as good as new. The wear and tear of an instrument differs so greatly that one can only allow for

the instrument what it is found to be worth after giving it a thorough examination irrespective

of its age."

F. E. Morton: "Then such a clearing house must be in charge of an expert. Mr. McClellan,

what difference in cost of reconstruction would be fair between a piano subjected to the wear
Mr. Arnold has described and one having family use?"

W. F. McClellan: "$60 or $75."

H. H. Arnold: "Would that include the refinishing of the case?"

W. F. McClellan: "No."

F. E. Morton: " It seems then a basis can be established. It has been done with other prod-

ucts presenting difficulties as great as this."

R. H. Waud: "With the automobile after one year from date of purchase whether you run

3,000 or 30,000 miles the machine deteriorates fifty per cent. If such is the case why not pianos?"

F. E. Morton: " Mr. Ayers, is that fair in automobiles?"

B. B. Ayers: "Yes. An automobile loses its purchase value the next week after you buy it.

It is fair from all sides."

A. D. Bolens: "I made a rule of thumb plan by which to govern the trade-ins when I first

started in the retail business. I deduct ten per cent per year from the time the piano had been

out. If the piano was sold for $300.00, $30 the first year, $60 the second from the date the piano

was bought. I adhere to it to this day. In all the years I have been retailing in my home town I

have never had a trade-in where the piano was only one year old. Most of the pianos were up to

the ten year mark. I used that as a talking point — that machinery depreciated ten per cent per

year."

F. E. Morton: "That means refusing to take in a piano over ten years of age?"

A. D. Bolens: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Heaton, what is your experience?"

W. C. Heaton: "Say a person bought a piano for $250.00 and within a year wanted to trade

for a player $550.00. The piano could not be taken for $225.00 and sold without loss. It could be

sold for $175.00. The cost of selling is $100.00, so $75.00 would be a fair price to allow. It depends

on how much backbone the dealer has and whether he has his goods priced correctly in the begin-

ning. One company had a ruling whereby it was necessary to allow as little as possible because it

was charged against that sale. One couldn't allow on any trade more than the cost of the in-

strument less the overhead, cost of sale and a fair profit. The dealer has many fictitious prices.

The dealers have got together in the East and I learn they have set a fixed price on instruments

according to age. They figure on the cost of the instrument when new. The dealer should set an

absolute price for the salesman, not allow the salesman to dicker. One firm has established min-

imum terms of ten per cent down and five per cent per month. Salesmen call on many people

simply because they are easy to approach. Instead of wasting time and car fare on numerous

people who will visit they should call on a few good prospects."

F. E. Morton: "There is an apparent conflict of interests between the manufacturer and the

repairman. I would like to get the tuners' and repairmen's viewpoint. Perhaps they can be

reconciled."
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William Braid White: "There always has been an exaggerated notion as to the life of a

piano. Mr. Bolens hit the nail on the head when he said he never permitted a customer to trade

in a piano over ten years old. A piano is just as bad as an automobile. A week after you buy it it

deteriorates. After a year it shows definite traces of wear. In the home of the average wage earner

they do not believe in the piano tuner as an institution. In five years the piano shows serious

signs of inferiority. Without elaborate repairs it would not be possible to make that piano stand

up in the light of a new piano. Although a piano fifteen years old will play, still no amount of

repairing will make one twenty-five years old fit for anything except a bargain sale. Cease con

sidering the piano as something which lasts forever, but regard it in the same light as an automo-

bile. In other words, 'junk them.'
"

W. C. Heaton: "The average retail house does not figure cost of repairs properly. There

is no system of cost cards showing expense of light, heat, insurance, advertising and general

overhead."

William Braid White: "The people who do the repairing themselves are not the sort to'

be entrusted with the preparing of such data. We are in a difficult position."

W. C. Heaton: "I was put in charge of a concern which had got into poor financial condition.

Wc repossessed 527 instruments, and the man in the shop had been there many years and had his

own ideas. In our estimates we were very far apart. What he figured as $10 I figured at $50. We
re-organized the shop, however, putting in new men, and sold a great many of the pianos at some

profit. From the time the instruments were taken in to the time of re-sale I added a cost of $10

per instrument on account of increased value of new goods."

F. E. Morton: "What is the attitude of the manufacturer to the re-sale proposition? Are his

interests served or injured by the re-sale habit?"

W. C. Heaton: "The trade was once criticized for burning up the squares. It was a good

thing."

F. E. Morton: "If a piano is rebuilt and sold, does it injure the manufacturer of pianos?"

W. C. Heaton: "No. Suppose you allow $25 for a piano; put it in shape and sell it to a family

who cannot afford to buy an expensive one. It is a 'Music in the Home' idea. Pride does not

permit the family to keep this instrument long because neighbors have better ones, so after a

certain length of time this piano is exchanged for a better one."

F. E. Morton: "You have expressed my idea. I have been looking for a long time for some-

thing to take the place of the good old instrument which did the missionary work— the reed

organ. Desire for a piano came through learning the limitations of the reed organ. How far does

the second-hand piano serve that interest? Does the rebuilding and reselling cut the manufacturer

out of a piano sale or make more sales for him?"

A. D. Bolens: "That depends upon the salesman. Sometimes the salesman sells a second-

hand instrument where he can as well sell a new one."

E. J. Fishbaugh: " I worked for a man who didn't try to sell certain squares, but gave away
fifty to one hundred every year. He kept their names and later sold numbers of uprights to the

people to whom he gave the squares. He only gave the square to people who had children, who,

when they became older, became his customers."

W. Hehr: "As Mr. Fishbaugh says, let out the old pianos to get the children interested and

there is always a prospect ahead. The more you can get out, the better for the trade. As a rule

a piano of that kind will last a short time. They soon tire of it as to style and want something

better. One neighbor tries to outdo the other and it will be only a short time before they come in

asking for something better."

F. E. Morton: "Approximately, Mr. Bowers, what is considered a fair percentage for

advertising to the volume of sales?"

James F. Bowers: "It will run pretty close to five per cent."

W. C. Heaton: "Many houses allow five per cent."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming this treatment of second-hand pianos to be in the nature of ad-

vertising, is it expensive, or is it good business? Will it run more than five per cent?"

James F. Bowers: "I should think not. That could only be approximated at the best, but

five per cent would be good."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Why shouldn't it be free advertising by paying its own way?"
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F. E. Morton: "Fault has been found because of loss on second-hand pianos."
E. J. Fishbaugh: " I know a house which is prosperous which has a stated amount compared

to its wholesale price that they will allow salesmen to take up. They make a profit on any old
instrument they handle."

W. C. Heaton: "There are one or two houses where a salesman cannot take an instrument in
until the expert who understands cost makes an estimate."

William Braid White: "The whole thing comes back to the question of real valuation. It
is fairly well established that the re-sale of second-hand pianos is not a profitable business. If
it is a matter of advertising, how much are you willing to lose? Just as long as the public is being
fed up with ridiculously low prices on second-hand goods, just so long will it be difficult to maintain
fair prices on new goods."

F. E. Morton: "This goes back then to the original sale. The representation made by the
salesman that at the end of so many years, 'this will be in fine condition — as good as ever,' is

exaggerated. There is one other factor, and that is the effect on the trade of an offer by the selling
party to exchange at any time within a given period, a year or two years, for any other new
piano and allow all that was given for it. How does it affect the manufacturer and dealer? One
cannot be injured without injuring the other?"

W7

. C. Heaton: "The proposition the dealer makes to the customer on closing the sale is

merely to clinch it. It is not good salesmanship."

R. H. Waud: "While we have the chance let us send the old pianos to Canada, where they
want them, and we will be rid of them."

F. E. Morton: "I once wondered what became of the old straight scale squares. I found them
in Mexico. Perhaps the market will be good there for our discarded uprights?"

William Braid White: "We have been educating the public to think just what Mr. Whelan
was taught, that their pianos will last forever. Can you imagine an automobile salesman saying:
'This automobile will be as good at the end of ten years as it is now?' "

F. E. Morton: "That has been made impossible by reason of the manufacturers having
taken the customers into their confidence at the start."

William Braid White: "When are we going to make up our minds that we will educate them
another way?"

Eugene Whelan: "Right now would be the time."

W. C. Heaton: "Yesterday I was called to the 'phone to answer a lady who said she had a
piano that needed tuning and that a tuner said it would cost $5 or $6 more to tighten up the action.
She told me from where it was bought. I said: 'I am surprised the tuner didn't say $10 and that
it should be tuned again. How often do you grease and oil your car?' She said: 'Every time we
use it.' I said: 'Do you think because your piano has been tuned once or twice that it doesn't
need tuning again? I advise you to have him go over the piano thoroughly.' After the tuner was
through with this job, she said: 'He charged me $9 and now I have a fine piano.' At first she
felt she was being imposed upon, but my putting it in that light helped her realize the benefit to
the piano."

F. E. Morton: "If the tuner were backed up it would help."

A. D. Bolens: "It would be an ideal situation if we had a market for trade-in pianos. About
twelve or fourteen years ago I went into a dealer's store in Massachusetts — a man on whom I

had called a number of times to interest him in my line of pianos. I found he was loaded with old
organs. He had about eighty-five. I said: 'I will take the whole lot at $5 for the poor ones and
$10 for the good ones and we will sell them to the negroes if you will take my line of pianos.'
That whole section was scoured for organs and they were shipped to us. A couple of good negro
salesman were put on the job and the organs were sold for from $15 to $50. There was a market
sstablished for second-hand organs and that trade continued for a long while with that house.
Following that out, I met the treasurer of the concern here in Chicago, and he told me they were
hearing from that sale to this day. They now want pianos. Wouldn't it be an ideal situation
or the trade if second-hand pianos over ten years of age could be marketed by the trade in such a
nanner?"

F. E. Morton: "That was why I suggested a clearing house for pianos. If on Wabash avenue
1 clearing house for second-hand pianos were established, a customer coming in and desiring
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to trade could be directed to this place where he could be paid for his piano the price set by the

clearing house expert. Co-operation between tuners, dealers and manufacturers bids fair to

develop through the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce. We are going to learn that our

interests are mutual — that one cannot be hurt without hurting all."

H. H. Arnold: "What are you going to do with the man who has to make up copy for a

piano that used to be $300, was $150, and is now $49?"

F. E. Morton: "Put him at work where he can make an honest living. The clearing house

under the direction and control of the reputable dealers as a whole would take care of that very

proposition and make it very thin picking for any independent who started a sale of second-hand

pianos. The campaign which is bound to be waged by the manufacturers and dealers is going to

teach the people piano values, and. I can say from experience both in selling and shopping that

the customer has had few opportunities in the past of establishing a basis for a knowledge of

piano values. That the people now are interested is evidenced by inquiries that come in from all

directions— through the knowledge that we are meeting here and that there is literature to be

had on the subject. Taking the public into your confidence brings good results. There is no mys-

tery today in steel making. Uses of steel have been increased by teaching the people the nature

of steel. Those who have held secret the process or the possible value of component parts of

mechanism have limited the demands for those products."

William Braid White: "There is no doubt that the individual repair plant is a wholly in-

efficient thing. If we could bring about the condition Mr. Morton speaks of, we would not only

reduce the cost of the piano but at the same time we should do the work a great deal better and

solve the problem of allowances because this institution would be so arranged that when the

question of a trade-in came the expert would make his report on the piano and it would be put

into proper shape on a scientific basis."

W. F. McClellan: "Isn't that the plan advocated by Mr. Wamelink at the convention in

Cleveland? It seems to be acting in the minds of people in other parts of the country. In a paper

read at the Ohio convention two years ago the plan was worked out in detail. It seemed worth

while when read."

F. E. Morton: "I do not know. I did not attend that convention."

James F. Bowers: "Was it ever adopted?"

W. F. McClellan: "No; I think not."

Eugene Whelan: "I was wondering, on a piano that was practically rebuilt, what would be

the result obtained, for instance, by a child who had talent? Would it help or spoil it? Take a

piano fifteen or twenty years old, repair it in the way we do now, which is repaired as cheaply as

possible, and suppose it were given to a child, would the touch be so bad as to affect the child's

talent?"

William Braid White: "Without a doubt. One of the great difficulties is to be found right

there — the bad influence of badly kept pianos upon the beginner. That an old piano is good

enough for a beginner is very, very wrong. When a child is accustomed to hearing a piano that is

not in tune, how can you expect him to appreciate a good piano?"

J. Klepac: "What about the pianos of Beethoven, Bach and Mozart?"

E. J. Fishbaugh: "You have sold one piano and you have gotten the desire in the child's

mind for a better piano when he gets old enough."

William Braid White: "Every child should have the best kind of piano. Everybody knows

perfectly well that one of the most difficult things in the world is to make the ordinary layman

understand where the value of a piano comes in. One of our duties is to educate the public in

regard to the value of an instrument. If we don't give the public the best possible, then how can

we expect them to like anything better? Every tuner knows that you can put the best piano into

any home, leave it five years and if it is tuned three times they are doing well."

James F. Bowers: "We have to deal with things as they are — not as they ought to be.

Personally, I am strongly in favor of Mr. Morton's idea of a clearing house if humanly possible.

Only today Mr. Collins told me that a large room at the back of the floor where we have our made-

over and second-hand pianos of any value whatever, was absolutely gutted. He had nothing.

They were cleaned out. What are we going to do with that condition? We are not going to refuse

to sell those pianos. Aren't those pianos in their own way doing missionary labor?"
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E. J. Fishbaugh: "One of the reasons why so many pianos are out of tune is the lack of back-

bone of the salesman. Every manufacturer and every retail merchant should have printed on

their pianos that that instrument needed care every so often. It is the business-like thing, and it

is only fair to the customer that when he puts $300, $400 or $500 into an instrument it needs as

much care as any other piece of mechanism. We have not co-operated with the man who has

handed us the money. He is not to blame for the fact that nine-tenths of the dealers are running

a repairing department at a loss. The dealer himself is to blame. If he would educate that man
when he bought the piano he would want the piano tuned because it would last longer."

Eugene Whelan : "In regard to tuning, I mentioned our system of tuning at a former meeting.

For a number of years we have worked along that plan. We never allow one of our organization

to make a sale without he has thoroughly explained the service contract. To prevent him passing

the buck when the contract is signed we have the young lady who makes out our contracts ask the

customer if he or she has been told of the service contract which takes care of their piano every

six months. That contract is sold separately. This plan has been so successful that it has made
our tuning department stand on its own feet. Even if we sell a piano for $150, we go after them on

the service plan. The automobile trade has taught us how to do business. We have taken the

service end from the automobile fellows and the typewriter men. If every retailer would go after

that tuning contract and make his tuning department one of the important factors he would have

it on a paying basis. We also have a booklet of three or four pages, the title of which is: 'The

Home Care of a Piano.' We talk about atmosphere, tuning, regulating, and tell them how to keep

the piano looking bright, not to put liquid veneers on it, etc., and we take no chances of the sales-

man not handing out this little book, so the young lady gives it to every customer and we instruct

the customer to take it home and look at it. We also devote a page to the tuning in case it has

been overlooked."

W. S. Jenkins: "Anything that is universally done is never objected to by the public. In

trading for a talking machine it is generally conceded that $50 valuation for an old piano is right.

If we could get together and decide upon a definite proposition it would be adopted. United effort

is required. One woman told me that a friend of hers had a piano that had not been tuned for

five years and when the tuner was called in he was surprised at the good tone. Missionary work

could be done among the tuners. The policy of getting together is good."

F. E. Morton: "The trade has been driven from vicious practices — not only this, but other

trades — in sales and manufacture by publicity through the press and various trade associations.

Very few men will persist in any vicious practice when the details of it have been made public.

What does the customer want to know about the piano? What does the salesman want the cus-

tomer to know about the piano? How far can we say the salesman is assured he is right and in

making these statements is co-operating with the manufacturer?"

William Braid White: "We have undoubtedly assumed from the start as manufacturers,

retailers and theorists that the public understands the beauties of the piano as well as we do. We
have quite neglected to tell the public anything about the care of the piano, not because we

did not want to annoy the public but because we forgot. The automobile people have taught the

public to such an extent that almost everybody can talk about an automobile. It has been done

slowly and gradually. The advertising has been fascinating. We have never done anything of

that sort — haven't begun to do anything. Suppose we consider the possibility of adopting some-

thing of that constructive work in our advertising and begin at the beginning. Let us teach the

public something of the instrument when they get it in their homes, and what it really means to

keep it in good condition. There is not one piano salesman in three on Wabash avenue who has

much understanding of the problems on which the tuning of a piano depends. If everybody had

some of that and if all the public were being educated, we should have solved a big problem and

should have eliminated waste."

F. E. Morton: "That is what I meant when I said: Take the public into your confidence.

One thing has been developed, and that is well worth while— the key to future business in the

piano trade, as in other trades, lies in service and the nature of the service rendered. Service, to

seeffective, should not only precede a sale but follow it as well. I am under the impression that a

balesman should call on the party he has sold with as much interest as he now calls upon the

prospective customer. The salesman of the future, instead of being an order-beggar, is going to
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be a consulting engineer — the piano salesman of the future is the man for whom the customer will

send, asking his advice and counsel. He will specify, and that specification will be final. The

statements will be recognized as true or false, as when an architect is called, his advice paid for,

accepted and acted upon. His position necessitates the scientific treatment of his subject and the

faithful serving of his customer. We are bound to come to that. The vital point, however, has

not been touched very heavily yet. It was suggested only by a phrase or two. If I point out a

particular object and say 'look' at whatever it may be, describing it to you to acquaint you with

what I expect you to see, you are satisfied or gratified upon perceiving. If I say to you 'listen,'

and I strike a key on a piano, you are not helped one particle by the demonstration; but if I say

'listen,' and tell you why you are listening — to what you should listen — and you observe it for

the first time, then you have profited by the demonstration. Carried further, the result becomes

interest in tone quality. The individual will decide what partials he may desire combined in a

general tonal effect, but until you take him into your full confidence, having first a knowledge of

tone composition and tonal effect, the sale of a piano is effected on the same basis as a common
product and this basis is reflected in its use. There is so little knowledge of tone values in the

pipe organ that to find an organist in the average picture theater using anything other than two

or three string stops and the ubiquitous tremolo would be astounding. The people who attend

have not been told the possibilities of the instrument and their demands are not in evidence. We
have gone to extremes. The love of tone — the real joy of listening — only can follow a knowl-

edge of tone composition. The manufacturer, through his publicity department, should put forth

as a talking point the analysis of his tone values that the public may know what they are expected

to hear and become discriminating patrons, for after all the piano is an instrument to be heard.

"Strike one key on the piano and listen until you have absorbed every component part of

that tone. I cannot tell much of the tone of a piano by hearing some one play. Let me suggest

as the first step in this work, which I know must come, that you sit down at your own piano and

strike a single key and listen until you get acquainted with the tone. Take another piano and

listen to the tone of that key until you can distinguish the difference between the two. If that

is too narrow a margin, compare it with the other man's piano. The basis of discrimination is

listening. Get well acquainted with the tone of your own piano — put your efforts on that first."

Composition of Tone

January 16, 1918

The meeting was opened by F. E. Morton, who recited some of the difficulties encountered

in establishing a practical working plan for the study of tone composition. He said, in part:

"Artists tell us one-half the art of drawing is seeing things as they really are. If we hear

things as they really are, we will then have accomplished 50 per cent of our tonal studies."

He contrasted general listening with selective listening and the degrees of interest inspired

by each. He said:

"A knowledge of acoustics may be had by anyone who can hear. In instruments and voices

we learn to recognize certain combinations of those partial tones making up the entire tone and
without specific analysis we hear a sound and say: 'That is the sound of a cornet or the sound of

John's voice.' When we understand why we can tell one sound from another the pleasure of

hearing and comprehending is multiplied. There is not a sound that you hear during the day
that is not interesting from a scientific viewpoint. The fact that a sound may be reproduced,wheth-

er the characteristics are quite the same or not, is a matter of tremendous interest, from the days

of the little cylinder with the tin foil around it up to the present day, when the sound and repro-

duction are so nearly identical. That it is not exactly the same in quality as recorded is obvious

to the listener. I have more respect for the phonograph now that I know its limitations than I

had before I learned them. I also know more of its possibilities. We will hear the natural voice

and then the reproduction on this phonograph.

"The recording studio is a factor. Any room is a reverberating chamber and hence there are

echoes. The diaphragm of the recording instrument possibly has a better trained ear than we
have and the echo is recorded. The better the reproduction the more obvious the echo. The voice
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energy enters a receiver—a horn. That horn has a certain number of cubic inches of air, which
determines its pitch. The column" of air vibrates more intensely in response to its own key note
than to any other. The horn material also responds with a greater degree of intensity to its own
key note, which may or may not be the same as the column of air contained. The diaphragm also
has its key note to which it responds with a quality peculiar to flat bodies. It responds to odd
numbered high partials with greater intensity than to other partials. In reproducing the process
is reversed but the same conditions obtain. If the reproductions were made by the same diaphragm
through the same horn and into the same room as that in which the record was made, each aug-
mented partial would be doubled. If reproduced through another instrument having another horn
of different cubical content, a different key note of horn material, a different key note of diaphragm
other odd numbered higher partials would be augmented, as would also the reverberation in the
room. And so it is that we have a number of sounds foreign to the one recorded.

"After repeated experiments there is no doubt in my mind that a phonograph record of a ban-
io number gives a better banjo tone than the banjo itself. The same is true of the xylophone.
Those partial tones characteristic of the banjo and xylophone are the ones augmented. There
are certain voice qualities which are improved by recording and reproduction. There are other
voices and instruments which are not improved, but all are changed. With a knowledge of that
change we have no difficulty in appreciating all. You recognize another's voice, but it is doubt-
ful if you would recognize your own voice recorded and reproduced.

"Let us go back to our accepted piano tone composition, having a relative intensity of 50
per cent in the fundamental and the other six partials in sequentially decreasing intensity until
only a trace of the seventh is audible. A heavy stroke on a piano key brings out partials to or
above the twenty-fourth. By means of resonators they may be heard.

"

James F. Bowers: "For the benefit of those of us who are not high-brows, what do you
mean by the limitations of the phonograph?"

F. E. Morton: "The augmentation of these partials by the column of air contained within
the horn. The horn material and the diaphragm are loads carried by the phonograph and consti-
tute its limitations. If these loads were eliminated a true reproduction would remain. Break a
phonograph record and with a microscope observe the track of the needle and you will find there
truly recorded all the tone it was given, and more, because it recorded the vibrations of part of
its own material."

James F. Bowers: "If all the tone has been given, why isn't it reproduced?"
F. E. Morton

:

" It is not a limitation of failure to record but of faithfulness. If a horse hauls
a wagon weighing a ton and the contents weighing one-half ton, the limitation cause of hauling
capacity is the weight of the wagon, or one ton. The horse hauls both. I am not criticising the
phonograph. It is a wonderful instrument. Mr. E. H. Rose will now sing for us alternating
with his own record on the phonograph."

Mr. Rose (Prince Lei Lani, Hawaiian Tenor) sang "Pau Sabinia," "Aloha Oe" and the "Ro-
sary" taking one period with his voice, the next with the record and so on throughout the number.

F. E. Morton: "Applying the same theory to the reproduction of piano tone I confess I

spent many hours trying to find the cause of some apparent distortions. I couldn't understand
why a piano record sounded so much like a cross between a banjo and a xylophone. The limita-
tions are not failures to record or reproduce, but are caused by added partials. In volume I think
we could approach very closely the volume of the original instrument. The augmented partials
would become more obvious than in the phonograph of smaller tone chamber, or horn. We
can't magnify the good without magnifying the evil. The relative intensity of partials contained
in a tone determines its quality. If that relative intensity is disturbed, the quality is changed.
The mere increase in intensity of one partial above its normal degree would change the quality,
and this factor would account for distortion. It is wonderful that we get as true an effect as we do
with that handicap. If you have a nasal toned piano, with odd numbered high partials, you put
your tone regulator on the job expecting him to make a perfect toned piano. When such tones
appear on a phonograph record we are apt to condemn the phonograph. By the collaboration of
the piano manufacturer and the phonograph manufacturer that fault may be eliminated.

"We are fortunate in having the assistance of Mr. Harold Triggs, who will play for .us. We
will then have the reproduction of this number on the piano itself—an instrument not yet on the
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market, a Brambach Electric Player Grand—and reproduced by the Autograph roll, then re-

produced on the phonograph."

Mr. Triggs played the "Polonaise Militaire" then reproduced on Electric Player Grand.

F. E. Morton (at the phonograph): " I am repeating a sustained portion of the composition

where the echo occurs. It is in effect not unlike a 'shake' which follows what sounds like a plucked

tone. It is not improbable that this results from the reflection of energy by the walls of the

studio, and that this 'shake' is really an echo. You could build on the tone of a piano almost

any combination by addition. The upper part of the register is much better than the lower."

James F. Bowers: "What is a partial?"

F. E. Morton: "One of the component parts of the tone. Tone is composite and is made

up of a number of sounds called partials. The first is called the fundamental. That it is which

determines the pitch. A good tone is one in which the fundamental is 50 per cent of the whole.

The next partial is the octave above, and the next partial is the fifth above that; the next is the

double octave and so on up. We will be able to demonstrate this clearly with the apparatus I

am now constructing."

Wm. Braid White: "I have been listening for a number of years to phonograph records of

piano tone and have been struck with what you have said with reference to the defect of repro-

duction of the low tones. There seems to be a relation between the wave length of the fundamental

and the ability of the machine to reproduce. Sound travels at the rate of 1,100 feet per second.

The middle C on the piano in ordinary normal tuning gives something like 258 double vibrations

per second. The impulses of that sound would follow at the rate of 1,100 divided by 258. The

wave must be something like four feet. An octave below that middle C wave length will be eight

feet, an octave below, sixteen feet. At about one-twelfth below middle C, on F, the phonograph

recording diaphragm fails to take up as it should. There is a considerable field for

investigation."

F. E. Morton: "That is what I was going to point out. Note particularly the difference in

the lower and upper registers (demonstrating). From about middle C up the tone more nearly

approaches the tone of the piano. From middle C, the farther down the less fundamental is ob-

served. Analyses have been made of the tone of the various parts of the piano scale. By means

of Dr. Dayton C. Miller's phonodeikit was determined with whatever degree of correctness the

instrument might show, that the low notes—wound strings—had very little fundamental. If I

recall, down in the next to the last octave there was barely a trace of the fundamental. That

seemed unreasonable because we note the pitch of those strings and it is the fundamental which

determines the pitch. A possible explanation might be that the carrying power, is not so great as

in the upper register. At the same time, I am under the impression that, given a piano of such

size that bass strings of correctly proportioned length and pliability may be used, the recording

diaphragm will respond with sufficient intensity to influence favorably the reproduction. If we

get a stronger fundamental with a long pliable bass string than we do with a short stiff one, it

would be fair to assume that a balance of tone would result, and also that any company mak-

ing records would be glad to pay the price for a piano that would improve the reproduction."

Wm. Braid White: "Some time ago I experimented with very long strings. The result bears

out what you say. I stretched some cords from twenty-four to thirty feet long. I found it possible

with care and using a piano hammer with a long stick to tap them, to get as few as four vibrations

per second practically pure. One could watch the vibrations and count them as low as four per

second. There is no question but that if you can make the strings long enough and overcome the

engineering problem^ the fundamental would be materially increased in intensity."

F. E. Morton: "In a piano having very short bass strings—in a small grand— I strike one

of the lower bass notes and observe the pitch How much of that is direct and how much re-

sultant?"

Wm. Braid White: "Ninety per cent resultant."

F. E. Morton: "Where does it get its other partials?"

Wm. Braid White: "The short, stiff, heavy wound string tends to vibrate more like a rod

and less like a string. Mr. Deutschmann or any other tuner will say that when one gets down two

octaves below middle C the tuner works, whether he knows it or not, on the partial tones and

not on the fundamentals, because the fundamentals are not there."
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F. E. Morton: "One can't tell the pitch of a low bass note on a very short scale. Doesn't

the phonograph hear better than we do? Isn't the absence of the fundamental in the short bass

string truly recorded?"

Wm. Braid White: "We are all selective hearers."

F. E. Morton: "A camera sees better than the eye. One can't tell much of the real tone of

an instrument by hearing someone play. For a tone analysis, strike a single key until you have
heard the partials that go to make up the tone. Listen only for the partial tones.

"

Chas. Deutschmann: " Don't those low notes go beyond the perception of the human ear?"

F. E. Morton: "I don't think so. Mr. Milner, don't you think we actually hear a sixteen-

foot C at thirty-two vibrations per second?"

F. T. Milner: "Yes. It is doubtful, however, if we hear the thirty-two foot pipe."

F. E. Morton: " It is generally considered that the human ear will respond to at least thirty

vibrations per second. Whether or not we determine pitch readily with that number is open to

question. The ear does respond to it.

"

Wm. Braid White: "The lowest A on the piano at International Pitch is twenty-seven and
one-half vibrations per second. If you take a tuning fork which is built to give exactly that pitch

you can scarcely hear anything but a low drum. With a larger tuning fork you cannot hear it

at all. Twenty is the low limit.

"

F. E. Morton: "I am going to advance a theory—a something upon which to work. Mr.

Milner will tell you that given a pipe which gives thirty-two vibrations per second and one which

produces forty-eight per second, by regulating them to the proper relative intensity you will pro-

duce an effect of sixteen per second, that is known in pipe organ nomenclature as a resultant.

Given a bass string having length, weight and tension that will give sixty-four vibrations per

second. That string vibrates in segments of one-half and also produces vibrations of 128 per

second. It is also vibrating in three segments, each producing 192 vibrations per second. It is

not at all improbable that the resultant sixty-four is caused by the octave in the tone together

with the third partial in the tone, forming a true resultant, thus giving the effect of sixty-four.

We may be enabled through the use of this theory to strengthen the pitch-giving fundamental."

Wm. Braid White: "Experiment was made a number of years ago whereby an acoustician

listened to two tuning forks which were tuned one-twelfth apart, one sixty-four, the other 192.

One was held close to his ear, the other at a telephone receiver in the next room. One was re-

ceived through the telephone; the other direct. Those two waves couldn't cross."

F. T. Milner: "What has been done to overcome the limitation you have mentioned? I

refer to the reproducing receiver and the material of which it is made."

F. E. Morton: "As far as I have observed such things as wrapping horns in tape to pre-

vent the vibration of the horn itself. One of our men is engaged in making a horn of concrete

which would really make an ideal horn because of its rigidity. Numerous experiments have been

made with diaphragms of various materials and shapes."

E. B. Bartlett: " If we assume that the diaphragm in a phonograph corresponds to the string

of a piano, doesn't it clear up one problem? A string suitable for a high note will not be suitable

for a low bass note. We have to have eighty-eight different strings of different lengths and vary-

ing diameter. Isn't it reasonable to infer that a diaphragm suitable for reproducing very rapid

vibrations would not be suitable for the slower ones? Is not the diaphragm a compromise from

the start?"

F. E. Morton: "The diaphragm responds to its own key note with greater intensity than

it does to another pitch. A diaphragm is flat. Any flat body vibrates in odd numbered segments.

Take a rod, suspend it by a string and strike it, and you hear what you assume to be the pitch.

With a phonendoscope you can get the fundamental. It is much lower than the pitch determined

by the ear alone."

F. T. Milner: " It is the same as in bells. You get the partials first, which makes them sound

out of tune."

C. C. Chickering: " It would seem to me from the trend of the talk so far that the impression

obtains that the predominant partof the piano is from middle C up. The lower register, to my hear-

ing, predominates in the average instrument."

F. E. Morton: "The higher the pitch the farther the tone carries."
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C. C. Chickering: "In the average piano if it has a weak place it is the upper register. The

short string lacks the quality we want in the tone."

F. E. Morton: "Might it not be true that it is because of the penetrating character of the

upper register that these faults are more easily determined?"

C. C. Chickering: "It may be that what we all look for and strive for in the piano is singing

quality and we can't hope to make the short strings hold their vibrations as well as the long

strings. As I hear an artist play a piano it always seems that the treble is lacking as compared

with the bass. If that is true, and that impression obtains with other listeners, then your theory

that the phonograph doesn't get the bass is not true."

E. B. Bartlett: "It is a question of volume and sustaining quality. The fundamental deter-

mines the pitch and is less in evidence as you go down in the bass."

F. E. Morton: "I was referring only to quality, not volume. I suggest to those making

records of male quartets that the second bass be placed closer to the horn, the first bass a little

farther, etc. It would rid us of the predominant tenor and gave us the grateful fundamental. I

feel that the public will be much more interested in all records having full strong fundamentals,

however produced, than they will in the average present records, both orchestral and vocal. If

those in charge of studios will understand that when the public says, 'This is a good and this is

a poor tone,' and we analyze both it will be found that the one which the public says is good has

a dominant fundamental and the one which the public says is poor has little fundamental, they

will effect a grateful change."

C. C. Chickering: "I would like to ask what instrumental records sell the most readily to

the public?"

E. H. Rose: "Cello, violin and harp."

F. E. Morton: "There are some very excellent tones reproduced but their relationship is

distorted. Take two violins, viola and cello. The cello is usually too light. We glory in a passage

where it comes out strong. We like to hear a male quartet with a good substantial second bass.

To determine in a flat vibrating body the true pitch—the fundamental—you can use this instru-

ment, known as a phonendoscope. You can locate sounds foreign to the desired tone in your

piano, vibration of case, plate, etc. When you get through with it you can put it on your car and

locate engine trouble. It is an aid to listening, and any aid to listening is very well worth while.

And now to return to the phonograph, the diaphragm being flat and vibrating in odd numbered
segments, the attempt has been made to crown it. Just as soon as you near the arch you approach

the unresponsive. It has too much resistance. It is not practical. Some day we will get away from

the diaphragm entirely. The horn idea will never be entirely satisfactory as a true recorder or

reproducer. The horn idea, or tone chamber, is distorting and until you would enjoy a Tetraz-

zini singing or a Kreisler playing through a megaphone you will not be entirely satisfied with

the present form of phonographs. In the meantime we have records today that couldn't be re-

placed by any other means. Think what the record of ancient history would mean in our phono-

graph studios today. Think of some of the great speeches by Roman Senators handed down for

us today as phonograph records. If there is anything on earth that should be encouraged it is

the phonograph industry and everything pertaining to it. Give it its proper place. It has a big

place and is one which will redound to our glory if we back it up strongly. The phonograph doesn't

take the place of the piano. It never will and never can. It is no more fair to say that the phono-

graph is a substitute for the piano than that a reaper is a substitute for the plow. The reproducing

piano probably is the closest we can come today to a reproduction of an artist's work. The grada-

tions are not as fine as we would like to have them, but we are progressing.

"During the past few months the piano trade has been placed in a difficult situation- The
existence of the piano trade during the period of the war has been an issue. At one time the piano

was placed third on a list of a few hundred products of industry and those industries were la-

beled nonessential. The disorganization of capital and labor seemed imminent. The Music In-

dustries Chamber of Commerce and Allied Interests, through its counsel and general manager,

went to Washington on an educational campaign and succeeded in placing the piano industry

where it belonged—among the essentials. The great credit for that achievement is due the coun-

sel and general manager, whom we have with us tonight—Mr. George W. Pound."
George W. Pound: "Mr. Morton and Gentlemen, when the president of the Chicago Piano
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and Organ Association, after my last visit here several weeks ago, wrote me, as Brother Morton
says, to come 'back home' to Chicago on the occasion of your dinner here tomorrow night, I

accepted as quickly as a hot knife will go through butter. We have had strenuous days at Wash-
ington. The industry was in peril. The very life, foundation—the fundamental—of the industry
was at stake. I am pleased to say we have been able to present that issue and our industry to
the authorities at Washington in such a way that they have restored us to our proper position
in the industrial world of the country. We have ceased to be a nonessential.

"They.tell us there is a wonderful mosaic in Italy, and as the tourists gaze at this great work
of art they see what seems to be a number of half circles, but the better and more discerning eye
of the lens and the camera reveal that the half circles are complete circles, each entwined in and
dependent upon the other. So it seems to me that this talk tonight begins at the very founda-
tion of this circle of music. What is here discussed is the first entwining of the circle from which
must finally come the completing of the instrument. Mr. Morton's talk has been more than fif-

ty per cent fundamental. Music after all is the one beautiful gold note which makes the tired
ears young again. Our aim in our new work is to make America the greatest music loving and
the greatest music producing country in the world. Fate has struck the hour for us. Somebody
said when Napoleon was defeated at Waterloo the clock of ages was turned back sixty degrees.
The great Imperial Senator Roscoe Conkling said, when the powers that were defeated the nom-
ination of Grant the last time that the political history of America had been moved back. If

Washington had placed us and kept us in the non-essential list and had driven us backward would
it not have turned back the clock of ages and of progress? (Applause.)

" Music is in everything if we can only see it. In its final analysis everything in life is melody.
It is for us to teach the people and bring them to this great thought and perception.

"Oliver Wendell Holmes said the time to begin the education of the child is one hundred
years before it was born. Prior to the war, Germany exported ninety per cent of all the musical
instruments of the world. Today America exports seventy-five per cent of the musical instru-
ments of the world. France this year is making—my information differing somewhat—between
14,000 and 19,000 pianos. England is making but 20,000. In our industry we make nearly 300,000.

"Our industry is in its evolution. In the days that are not so far gone the musical instru-

ment in the farm house was our good old friend the square piano in the parlor which was never
opened and the curtains were never drawn back except perhaps on two occasions—a funeral or
a wedding. Gradually the daughter of the house went to the high school and college and the square
piano was discarded and the upright substituted. The father said he must have his music. Daugh-
ter hadn't practiced or she left her music at the neighbor's and couldn't play without it. This
brought father to the point where he wanted his music when he wanted it and so purchased a
player-piano.

"If we say now that tlie production of the player-piano as against the straight piano is fif-

ty-fifty, we can readily foresee and prophesy that while the straight piano will always be the in-

strument of the music loving, the public demand will perhaps remain and abide with the player-

piano.

"I thank our gifted friend, Mr. Morton, for what I have learned here tonight. It was Vice-

President Marshall who once said that you only went upon a mountain top for a vision. After

you had your view you descended to the dead levels of life, but after all, we must go to the moun-
tain tops for our vision. I wish to hear and absorb from the great and practical minds of the in-

dustry their vision and point of view. In this work of mine I want your sympathetic support.

Come over the top with me and let us do this. When this war is over America will surely be the

music loving country of the world. With the great future that is before us, let us make our in-

dustry the most essential of all, and make America its climax and its hope." (Applause.)

F. E. Morton: "We will continue in coming conferences the synthesis of tone that we may
better understand tone quality, that we may be able to know of what it is composed. I am not

a prophet, but if I can judge effect from cause, in a comparatively short time there will be no ac-

cidents of tone in piano construction. I know and you know that some scales are cherished very

largely for the reason that they couldn't be replaced if destroyed. I have been told so by their

owners. One manufacturer of note said to me: 'We will not touch this scale under any circum-

stances. It has a distinctive quality of tone. I don't know what it is and no one in the factory
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knows what it is, but if we ever lost the pattern it would be irreparably lost.' That condition

obtains largely in the piano trade. Mechanical contrivances formerly were classified that way.

We understand mechanics better than at that time and we don't have non-replaceable patterns.

On the assumption that the piano manufacturer is a tone builder, we will continue our investi-

gation, study and discussion of tonal problems and try to keep as closely on the track as practi-

cable although there are interesting by-paths."

The Hammer and the Wire

February 6, 1918

F. E. Morton: " In a moving picture the image is flashed before the eye at the rate of sixteen

per second; where quick action demands, the number per second is increased up to 128, all in order

to retain the impression of a continuous movement. In sound, the number of impulses must

follow at the rate of about thirty per second before the impression of a continuous tone obtains.

Greater energy is required to produce the same degree of intensity at a lower pitch than at a high er

pitch. Applied energy being the same, the higher the pitch the farther the tone carries.

"I made a statement at one of the first meetings, simply as a basis for further theorizing,

that the generally accepted American piano tone is that in which the fundamental, or first partial,

has an intensity of at least fifty per cent and the partials above the first decrease in intensity

sequentially up to the seventh, of which there is only a trace. Let us now approach a few prob-

lems from a new angle and thus become a little more intimate with them. Let us take for granted

that there is no such thing as a foolish question; there is such a thing as a foolish answer. Some

things most obvious to those daily associated with the technique of the trade have never been

given general currency. It is difficult for the dealer to talk to the public about the tone of the

piano because he has never been told by the manufacturer in words meaning the same to both.

Helmholtz coined words and terms and their translation necessitated borrowing from the vo-

cabulary of other trades and professions and coining as well. The principles involved were not

understood. Helmholtz demonstrated them, and to give the public the benefit of his demonstra-

tion was obliged to coin or compound words expressing his deductions.

"In the 1912 edition of Helmholtz there are still many terms misleading because unfamiliar.

If those terms were generally accepted, brought into our public schools and made a part of the

curriculum, it would be as simple and easy to discuss the relative merits of piano tone as it now

is to discuss shades and tints and colors in a dry goods store. We should give all currency pos-

sible to our technical terms. One term constantly used is ' partial.' It is a contraction of the

term 'partial tone.' When a stretched wire is set in vibration by a blow, by plucking or electro-

magnetic drive, a wave or undulation is started over the wire, the wave length depending upon!

such properties as composition, tension and weight of the wire. That wave travels to the end

and is reflected. On its return the arc is changed, forming two segments. As it reaches the end

it is reflected again in three and then again four, five, six, seven, etc., the number and intensity

with which it responds depending upon the weight, stiffness and the composition of the wire.

Having to do only with the first movement of that wave, we have this effect. (Illustrated with

the ' Spiral Wave Demonstrator,' see Fig. 24 Page 105.) We strike the wire at this point. Watch

it break into segments. It is now vibrating not only as a whole but segmentally. I now strike

this wire two blows instead of one. Notice one wave following the other. These points that do

not oscillate are called nodes—quiet places. The points between the nodes are called crests.

This wire is about 225 feet long, so you are really observing the traveling of an impulse over 22£

feet of wire within a compass of twenty feet. This spiral demonstrator I am putting up now is

190 feet long. We will assume that the wire vibrating as a whole— so — moves at the rate oi

108% times per second, giving a pitch of A. That would produce this sound (illustrating witr

large tuning fork). Vibrating in segments of two we get 2173^ vibrations on each side in additior

to the first. The combined result is this sound (illustrating with two forks). Vibrating in thirds

each one of these thirds vibrating three times as fast as the whole, each one would be vibrat

ing 435 times per second and these vibrations are simultaneous."

Mr. Morton then, by means of the Spiral Wave Demonstrator and a set of harmonic fork:
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with resonators, visualized the movement of the vibrating wire and made audible the effect of

each partial added until seven forks were heard in unison.

He continued:

" Notice each one enriches the tone a little. If it were not for the fact that increasing the in-

tensity of the fifth partial in practice throws in the higher odd numbered partials, giving a rough,
cutting tone, it would be a decided improvement. The seventh, which vibrates 761 \i vibrations
per second, adds another delightful quality, and which gives the characteristic tone of the concert
grand piano. It doesn't require very much of it to give that delightful horn-like quality. It is

like a bit of seasoning to the tone, and were it not for the fact — as in the fifth — that a generous
modicum of the seventh throws in the ninth and eleventh partials, we could obtain that effect in

drawing our scale by adjustment of the ratio of length, weight, pitch and tension. The hollow
effect comes with the ninth and eleventh and is due to the dominance of these odd-numbered
partials. Suppose you were to string your piano with wire of too small a gauge, use hard ham-
mers and strike a hard blow, you will produce these high odd-numbered partials and get a nasal
tone. If we strike this wire at one-eighth with a hammer of the proper degree of hardness, we
get just such segmental vibration as we require on the piano today up to the seventh (illustrat-

ing). If we strike closer to the bearing it breaks up into more segments. Using a hard wire
drawn to high tension and struck with a hard hammer we get partials audible with the resona-
tors up to twenty-five."

C. C. Chickering: "What part of the piano do you use for this sort of experimenting?"
F. E. Morton: "It is more easily observable in the middle of the instrument — say a little

below middle C, although they really are present in all parts of the piano. It is difficult to ob-
serve cause and effect on a wound string owing to the distribution of weight. I have here an
example of the effect of hard, stiff wire in a little bar of steel. Here are inharmonic high partials,

and the general effect is what tuners call a 'false note'."

E. B. Bartlett: "The fundamental disappears very quickly."

F. E. Morton: "Even with a light tap we get the inharmonics. It is sometimes possible

to get rid of a 'false note' by changing the striking point. If you can strike the node of the in-

harmonic partial and make a crest of it you may eliminate the inharmonic (illustrating with steel

bar)."

E. L. Stryker: "What is a 'wolf'?"

F. E. Morton: " It is the difference between three perfect thirds and three equal thirds pro-

ducing an octave. Here is a perfect third, no beats in it. That difference must be distributed

throughout the octave. That has been called ' the wolf.' The pipe organ tuner deals with sustained

tone and can spend whatever time he pleases in distributing the wolf."

G. B. Demes: "In the bass of some pianos you will find a note that seems to stand out sharp

and that can't be voiced. The note next to it can be toned down but this one has what we call a

'wolf tone. What is the cause?"

F.E.Morton: "Has it a beat?"

G. B. Demes: "It has a peculiar quality — a hollow, metallic sound."

F. E. Morton: "This quality of tone — if I have the same thing in mind — can be pro-

duced by using a covering wire which is too hard, by giving too much weight to the covering or

core wire or both and making up for it in tension. It also may be produced by a wire that is not

cylindrical."

C. C. Chickering: "Does the question refer to a tone produced on all pianos of some par-

ticular scale?"

G. B. Demes: "On certain scales it occurs on the fourth note—A— and sometimes the fifth.

One can't check it. It always seems to be in one locality."

F. E. Morton: " If it is a case of scale work and not a fault of wire or string, there wouldn't

be beats, but it would be attributable to the relative bearing of the bridge on the sounding board

i and the position of a rib. Such a condition may be changed by changing the position of the rib.

! It may be produced by certain arrangement of rib, sounding board and bridge. Mr. Waud has

. taken up that matter in a scale which he has designed and which has produced a beautiful

result."

R. H. Waud: "It is corrected in the bass notes by using a lighter covering wire on the

notes giving that trouble."
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G. B. Demes: "Take the B flat, which is No 17 core wire and No. 30 covering wire. The

A below it is No. 17 and No. 29. Why should that difference be in the two notes?
"

R. H. Waud: "I would advise that you try different winding and different core wire."

W. B. White: "Change the tension."

F. E. Morton: "Have you changed the load?"

G. B. Demes: "No."

R. H. Waud: "No one wants to change his core wire at that point because he wants to step

down. The only thing to do is to put on a lighter covering wire."

F. E. Morton: "A scale was made for steel covering wire and changed to copper of the same

size. It brought the tension up and gave a bass with the peculiar quality you describe. It is

not practical to remedy it by voicing."

R. H. Waud: "The old factory name is the 'wolf tone. It is the predominant tone of

that scale."

F. E. Morton: "An old gentleman in the Knabe factory in '85 or '86 called it the 'howl.'

It is a weakness of fundamental caused by wire stiffness."

Wm. Braid White: " In the attempt to fit into the scale the size required, all sorts of difficul-

ties have arisen. The tension has been up on one, down on the next, and there is a different

quality in every string."

E. E. Beach: "Don't you think the quality is produced by certain peculiarities of felt and

hammer?"
F. E. Morton: "It could be produced by a hard hammer. I doubt if a felt could be made

hard enough to produce it alone. We start with the idea that the fundamental must be fifty per

cent to give a substantial whole. The fundamental is weak— lessened by the ability of the wire

to vibrate as a whole. If you will conform to a lower uniform tension throughout, you will

obviate that defect. Not only must the tension be reduced but thickness of sounding board

and the position of ribs and general construction throughout, together with the weight of ham-
mers and striking line, must conform. The weight and tension should be the first

consideration."

C. C. Chickering: "What would you consider the proper hammer weight for a low tension

scale?"

F. E. Morton: "A man who supposedly is a thorough expert on hammers made the state-

ment that he could produce better results with a twelve-pound felt than with a fourteen-pound.

He explained that the disposition of the felt on the hammer was very much more important

than the weight of the sheet from which it was cut. He could get a much more desirable effect

with a twelve-pound felt except in the case of a concert grand where there was great length of

string in the bass and more weight required there. I don't think the weight of the hammer felt

should go beyond twelve pounds. The disposition of the felt, the tension of the felt over the

hammer are all vital, for the ability of the hammer to get away from the wire quickly is the one

consideration."

C. C. Chickering: "Another thing that has interested me is an attempt to secure brilliancy

in the upper sections. The hammer makers appear to have difficulty in getting felt hard enough
to get that result. In order to get what the manufacturer calls for they stretch the hammer over

the molding so hard that the wool is gradually disintegrated. In time the treble gets soft and
mushy, although it started out perfectly hard, pleasant and brilliant. This is due to the stretching

of the felt too much in manufacture. That is a feature upon which the manufacturer should be i

coached. I have been very much disturbed to observe the effect on pianos of our own manu-

1

facture. We call for a hard hammer and they overdo the stretching."

R. H. Waud: "Is it in the extreme treble?"

C. C. Chickering: "It is an octave and a half down."
F. E. Morton: "If we can determine the ratio of resiliency to hardness, it should be prac-

ticable to adjust the tension of the hammer felt whose resiliency is known, to the tension of the

;

wire with which it comes in contact. A condition exists where the hammer gets away in the

shortest time. We hope to find out where that degree of resiliency lies."

R. H. Waud: "In how many pianos have you found this trouble, that is, in what pro-:

portion?"
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C. C. Chickering: "I have supposed that if it occurred in one of a certain lot of hammers
the same would be true of all."

R. H. Waud: "Hammers should stay a certain length of time in the press to get molded and
hardened. If left in too long they will remain hard too long."

F. E. Morton: "Do the hammers cut through?"

C. C. Chickering: "No. I have a piano at home which at first had a bright, clean-cut
treble. It is now softer."

Wm. Braid White: "To what extent are the hammers cut in?"

C. C. Chickering: "Not very much. The hammer pushed out, due to the fact that it was
pressed too hard in the manufacture rather than stretched over too hard. A good many grands,
particularly in the raw state, showed pleasing quality, but when the tone regulator took off the
outside of the felt and pricked it the tone didn't seem to respond and you couldn't 'feel' it under
your fingers. When the hammers are right and the strings are right, there is a certain response
that one feels through the fingers. I have often wondered at it, but have not arrived at a satis-

factory conclusion."

F. E. Morton: "You can account for it by the greater spread of the hammer over the wire
after being voiced. It should strike at a point. If it touches the wire on either side of that
point it destroys certain nodes. Take the node of the seventh, which is desirable, and on a string,

say, twelve inches long; on striking at the eighth you are only about one-fifth inch from the
seventh node. It isn't difficult at all by a little overhang of felt to damp the segmental
vibration."

E. E. Beach: " It is possible to voice a piano accurately with a warm iron by placing on the
upper or under side, as the case may be, and change the striking point just a little."

F. E. Morton: " I have a piano in which a good set of hammers of good felt were put and
never voiced. I have been pounding away at it for over three years to observe the effect. The
hammers are standing up beautifully. I doubt if the tone has changed materially."

C. C. Chickering: "Then the less you doctor the hammers the better."

F. E. Morton: "I had those hammers made under my direction and left certain parts in

longer than others and the pressure properly distributed."

C. C. Chickering: "If we can get our tone regulators to that point we will get away from
a good many of our troubles. When I hear that a man has taken two or three days to voice a
piano I always have a notion he has taken a lot away from the hammers."

F. E. Morton: "Wouldn't it be well, where enough pianos are made, to establish a standard
on each piano, to have C voiced by a master voicer, as do the organ pipe makers, and then have
the tone regulator work up to that standard? It might make a little work for the scale drafts-

man."

C. C. Chickering: " I don't know whether that is a practical thing or not. The tone in the

middle is not what we want above and below. As it works up toward the treble the hammer
should become harder."

R. H. Waud: "Mr. Morton meant a number of C's."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. McClellan, what is your experience in the homes in regard to the con-

dition of the hammers in various parts of the instrument?"

W. F. McClellan: "It has always appeared that the felting was not close enough — not

so much the pressure around the hammer but the felting itself. The fibres are too short, and the

result is when you take a little off the surface to get the outside skin off, the wire goes through
to the wood while between the wires it is just the same as before."

F. E. Morton: "I selected a sheet of felt that was very full from a hammer maker's stock.

It had been felted to the extreme and was considered an especially fine piece of felt. The fibre

was excellent, but it had been felted to the limit. I had a set of hammers made from it and put

on an upright piano and tested out. The felt wore down almost as though there was a scuffing

movement of the hammer. It looked like a cut, but an examination showed that it was worn
through. There evidently is a point of felting beyond which they should not go in the manu-
facture of hammers. There is a certain wool known as F. F. that gives a very beautiful quality

)f tone, but is not practical from the wearing standpoint."

C. C. Chickering: "The fine felt goes into the F. F. It will not wear as well."
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F. E. Morton: "There is not enough resiliency to the felt itself. The relationship of

resiliency of hammer, when caused by tension of felt over under felt, to the tension of the wire,

is a big factor in tone production. Personally, I think hammers are going to be made by hammer

makers that will not require sanding or picking up at all. Certain it is, if we do we will have a

durable hammer and better quality of tone. I want to bring your minds once again to cause and

effect relative to differences in tone quality. Wire first must be right in its mode of vibration.

If the wire vibrates with a large number of odd numbered higher partials, that is expressed by

the sounding board, for the sounding board travels with the wire just as the impulse on the

diaphragm records on a phonograph record; so the matter of weight of wire, length of wire, and

tension of wire are the first things to be considered. Following that is the attachment of wire

to the bridge. The bridge is actually carried and we may say that the sounding board simply

furnishes area which the wire has not. The board, then, must respond fully to all movements of

the wire. If you reduce the tension or weight you must reduce the thickness of the board to

make it responsive. Here also are the safeguards: The energy conveyed to the wire must remain

in that area between the agraffe and the plate bearing until fully expressed in board motion.

This means reflectors of energy must be so perfected that when the wave is transmitted to the

bearing or agraffe, it returns as energy. When we say we want a piano with singing quality of

tone — a g00d sostenuto effect — we mean we want a piano in which the energy 'stays put,' —
continues to express and is not absorbed. Any condition which necessitates the weaving of pieces

of felt or tape into the wire between the bridge and hitch pin means lost energy and is taking

away from the sostenuto effect of the piano. That energy sets the felt in vibration and the friction

of fibre against fibre produces heat. We should avoid all things which lead away that energy.

On the agraffe side the presser bar should be rigid. Rigidity is the main requisite in a presser bar.

You can get greater rigidity with a heavier bar. The rigidity can be increased by lugging it tc

the plate. I have taken off a floating presser bar and put on a heavy lugged bar and the difference,

in tone quality was very noticeable. In the case of small grands the suspension bridge is effective

down about two octaves. From that point on it is doubtful. There is a point where energy

applied at the key will free the wire from its bearing, which means a failure to reflect. In some,

cases it may show itself by a little jarring sound. If you strike the key hard it does not sustain

as well as when struck a light blow. To a great extent efficiency in piano building to the end that

a good sustained tone may be had depends very largely upon responsiveness of sound board

rigidity of construction and a perfect reflection of energy at the agraffe and plate bearing."

E. B. Bartlett: "What ratio do you recommend as a distance from the sounding boarc

bridge to the hitch pin or plate bearing?"

F. E. Morton: "The requisite there is responsiveness of the sounding board — a free move-

ment of the bridge both ways. The wire must carry the bridge with it both up and down. Ii

you have too much bearing on the bridge the board movement is only one way and therefore!

only about fifty per cent efficient. If the bearing is caused by a bridge too high, the effect is th<

same as though the distance from the bridge to the plate bearing is too short. The minimun

distance on the average upright piano can safely be put at three inches until you get to the last

octave. Then it is fair to make it two inches. I have found by experiment that three inche;

was very satisfactory, while any less showed very plainly in lessened responsiveness of board." i

C. C. Chickering: "Is there any objection to getting more than that?"

F. E. Morton: "There is a point to which we should not go because of the board's failun

to respond to the higher partials."

Felt Resiliency

February 20, 1918

F. E. Morton: "At the last meeting I mentioned the possibility of accurate measuremen

of piano hammer resiliency, in the near future, by means of an instrument known as the resiliome

ter, invented by Mr. S. W. Widney of the Widney Company. The special appliance for th

finished hammer is not yet completed, the instrument at present being adapted to flat materia

only. At present no means of determining the relationship of resiliency to hardness, eithe
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before or after putting the felt on the hammer, obtains. We have in the completed hammer
three factors — the hammer butt, the under felt, and the over felt. The resilience of the wire we
now can determine; we can measure by length, weight and tension, with the aid of tables and
formulae which we have prepared. The ultimate problem is, How quickly does the hammer get

away from the wire after striking? Hence our interest in the ratio of resiliency to hardness."

H. H. Arnold: "Hasn't the flexibility of shank a lot to do with that?"

F. E. Morton: "It may have. There is also a question of difference in resiliency with and
without shank in the hammer butt. A test should be made before and after the shank is put in.

In actual practice this is a constant with a standardized hammer shank. Suppose you find a

hammer that exactly suits you; one which gives you precisely the result you desire and you
want it duplicated. What can you tell your hammer maker about the hammer? The only test

at present is a destructive test. Any device that will give the ratio of resiliency to hardness will

supply that missing information to the hammer maker. The hammer maker will welcome this

jas he has other suggestions. He will then be able to take the hardness and resiliency measure

of the hammer with under felt, then of the flat hammer felt and then of the hammer felt on the

hammer. From such data he may determine what quality of felt will give the desired result.

Mr. Widney expected his latest model tonight, but it did not arrive in time, so he will demonstrate

with one of the earlier models."

S. W. Widney: "Mr. Chairman, as I told you, I hate to come up here and make any

apologies. This model I have here will show all essential principles. The ones we are building

I

now are an open type, self-contained. What prompted us to get it out in a completed form was

government specifications. When we produced our first model, we knew it would meet with

obstacles, but that people who saw it would give us ideas for improvements. When we put the

ifirst one before the government engineers they told us to make it open and self-contained, so the

iones we are now building are very much easier of access. You might be interested to know how
the instrument was first conceived. Shortly after I entered the felt business I encountered

imisunderstandings regarding hardness. I soon found that no two men's ideas were the same.

sWhen I got samples from a customer I tried to determine the hardness. That usually is the big

[factor in the common usages of felt. The first method of determining this was by the use of an

l ordinary caliper. With the jaws of the caliper we would get the normal thickness and then force

[the jaws of the caliper down as far as they would go. If we had two pieces of material of the

same thickness, after forcing each one down as far as human pressure would permit, the one that

went down the farthest was the softest, etc. Later on we got the dial micrometer. In making

tests for hardness, I noted the possibility of observation for resilience. Immediately we relieved

>the pressure on the dial gauge, we could see the rebound. It was just a simple question of working

it out mechanically. We got busy one day and our first move was to get a lever and weight.

iWith the regular lever and weight we could observe and get exact measurements and thereby

i eliminate the human element. We then decided it was a commercial proposition as well as a

good thing for anyone handling felts or any resilient material. When the government specifica-

tions came along we had a great deal of trouble with them on account of their being so incom-

plete and incomprehensive, so we proceeded to work out a proposition that the other fellow

could use as well as ourselves. This instrument is the outcome. Hardness is the power of a

given body to resist penetration. Resiliency is the power to react toward the normal position

» after compression. For instance, we take a given material. The first operation of the machine

is to give the normal thickness. We will say that it is .100 inch. We relieve the spring catch

and apply the pressure. Under pressure the reading is .050 inch, or one-half the normal thick-

ness. We then say it is 50 per cent hard. If it went down to .025 inch it would be 25 per cent

hard; if .075 inch then 75 per cent hard. That gives you a positive reading. We ascertain the

resiliency by relieving the weight pressure and observing how far it springs back. In this in-

stance it goes back to .080 inch, that is, % of the possible 50 points, and it, therefore, is 60 per

cent resilient.That is all there is to the machine. If anyone wants to ask questions or make tests

I would be delighted to answer them or assist."

E. J. Fishbaugh : "What is the highest point of resiliency you have found in hammer felt?'

'

S. W. Widney: "About 98 on the hammer. I have not been able to make any observations

in the sheet because we have not had a dial gauge of sufficient capacity."
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"On a good hammer?"
"No, I wouldn't say on a good

"I am referring to good hammer

"I can furnish underfelt as resilient

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Which, in your estimation, would have the greater percentage of

resilience, a hammer with underfelt or one without?"

S. W. Widney: "I wouldn't want to say."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "If you did want to say, what would you say?"

S. W. Widney: "It would depend somewhat on the underfelt, whether live, fine, all wool

underfelt or cheap, low-grade underfelt."

E. J.' Fishbaugh: "I am speaking of the highest grade underfelt you could put on."

S. W. Widney: "It would probably increase the

resiliency."

F. E. Morton: "Have you made a test to determine

whether this would result?"

S. W. Widney: "No."

E. y. Fishbaugh: "WT

hy would it increase the re-

siliency?"

S. W. Widney: "You are adding more body there."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "Could it be made more resilient?"

S. W. Widney: "Yes. Some top felt today is made
very low in resiliency."

E. J. Fishbaugh:

S. W. Widney:

hammer."

E. J. Fishbaugh:

and underfelt."

S. W. Widney:

as top felt."

F. E. Morton: "One point should be taken into

consideration and that is the ratio of resiliency to hard-

ness, so resiliency is not a lone factor. Suppose a

test is made on this machine — first of the hammer

butt, then of the underfelt in the fiat, and then of the hammer tmtt with underfelt

applied; then of your overfelt flat; then of the entire hammer complete; a knowledge of the

three processes will establish a practice of great value to the piano trade. Being a matter of ratio

between hardness and resiliency it would seem to me that unless these other factors were known

the result would be a guess in any event. If resiliency alone could determine a standard, then

an answer to such questions could be made with assurance."

Wm. Braid White: "If I understand you clearly, Mr. Widney, you have provided us

at last with a basis for figuring. If the piano maker, the hammer maker and the felt maker each

has one of your resiliometers and the piano maker decides a certain run of hammers in a certain

scale is giving proper results, he may take readings of that scale, pass them to the hammer maker;

the hammer maker will make readings and pass them to the felt maker; the felt maker will

then have a definite basis for work. In other words, we are beginning to see a scientific system

in hammer making."

C. H. Jackson: "Would you say that you could measure the finished product?"

S. W. Widney: "Yes."

C. H. Jackson: "Wouldn't you get a different test from each hammer? As you graduated

wouldn't you find one hammer different from another?"

S. W. Widney: "A difference will always be found in the upper treble and lower bass, and

it has to be worked out in your own way. If you wanted the measurement on each hammer

you would also have to give the specification on each hammer."

H. W. Jarrow: "The hammer maker is unable to work on each hammer separately."

C. H. Jackson: "As long as you are getting it down to so fine a point why not go through

with it?"

Wm. Braid White: "Last year we said that the time must come when the hammer maker

will have to have means of knowing how many pounds pressure he puts on a hammer."

H. W. Jarrow: "The hammer maker has means of knowing how many pounds pressure is

Fig. 32
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put on the hammer. Unfortunately, he has several unknown quantities with which to deal.

One is the 'touch' of the felt and the power applied. That alone won't help him, but it is a step
in the right direction. The most interesting thing is the get-away of the hammer."

F. E. Morton: "That is the relationship between the hardness and resiliency of the wire
and hammer."

H. W. Jarrow: "Some felts take time to come back, but hammer felts should come back
on the instant."

F. E.Morton: "The same hammer won't come back in the same length of time from a

piece of wire of a given weight and tension as from a wire of the same weight and different

tension, lengths being the same. Resiliency of the wire also is a factor."

S. W. Widney: "I think I realize what Mr. Jarrow is getting at, and that is the instant

come-back as against the sluggish come-back. This will tell you that precisely. It registers on
the dial gauge."

H. W. Jarrow: "As I see it now on your dial gauge you are depending on the eye. That
gauge is quicker than the eye."

S. W. Widney: "After you have made a few observations, you will find that it is not difficult.

Some of the felts will creep back slowly and keep creeping back. If you will observe for ten
minutes you will see they are still creeping back. Its total rebound will make itself evident

in a quarter of a second."

F. E. Morton: "What are the variations in the reading of your dial?"

S. W. Widney: ".001 inch."

H. W. Jarrow: "Take a piece of sized felt and put it under there. Won't you get a pretty

quick resiliency test from that as compared with live felt?"

"No. My experience so far is that sizing kills the resiliency."

"Sizing is a very resilient material."

"Not as compared to real, live wool."

"Are you speaking of the relation of resiliency to hardness?"

"No, the resiliency itself."

"This is only determining the ratio of hardness to resiliency."

"There would have to be a relationship then?"

"Yes."

"How would you express the ratio of resiliency to hardness?"

"The final reading of the dial is an expression of that."
'

' I would like a statement as to what you would say the relation of resiliency

to hardness is from the time the wool leaves the sheep, is made into a beautiful hammer after going

through the different processes, until the tone regulator comes along and knocks the tar out of it."

F. E. Morton: "We are inducing the farmers to stop branding their sheep with tar."

E. J» Fishbaugh : "I believe the nearer right the hammer is made in the first place, the better

for the hammer. Is there a point where we ought to stop between hardness and resiliency?"

F. E. Morton: "That is the very reason I welcome any instrument that promises to help us

out of that problem. When we took up the matter of felt last year we all floundered helplessly.

No one floundered more helplessly than the felt man. There was no single factor that was stand-

ardized. The human element entered into every operation, from the shearing of the sheep down
to the putting on of the hammer and tone regulating. We promised at that time that there

would be things done. Since that time things have been done. It has been a slow process be-

cause we had to start with no known quantity. The felt makers have been willing to co-operate

and have received our proffer of services very graciously. They have established laboratories,

put in competent men and have made great strides. The felt maker and piano manufacturer

express in different terms. Mr. Jarrow spoke of the 'touch' of felt. That doesn't mean any-

thing to your tone regulator, necessarily, and it doesn't mean a thing to the farmer. His idea of

'touch' is entirely different. All along the line there was apparently a lack of knowledge of

what the other parties at interest wanted. It was exactly the same in the piano trade when I

tried to discover what wire the manufacturer wanted. A manufacturer would say: 'This wire

gives 'false tones' Our mill man would say: 'That wire is over drawn.' They didn't speak

in the same language. It was necessary for me to work out certain formulae both for the trade

s. W. Widney:

H W. Jarrow:

S. W. Widney:

F. E. Morton:

H W. Jarrow:

F. E. Morton:

H W. Jarrow:

F. E. Morton:

E. J. Fishbaugh

F. E. Morton:

E. J. Fishbaugh
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and mill and so bring them together. The same thing can be done with felt. We are progressing.

Mr. Widney's invention gives us one basis— the ratio of hardness to resilience. With that we

can go much farther than with the 'Tone Regulators' Chart,' which I got out some time ago.

You will recall that Mr. Brown, our sanitary engineer, stated that a device for the measurement

of tension of the felt on the hammer could be made. Before it could be made practicable this

resiliometer was needed. If we don't know the hardness and the resiliency, what good would it

do to know the tension of the felt afterward? I believe your interest in this resiliometer is going

to help you as much as it does Mr. Widney. Resiliency is only one factor; hardness another.

Ratio of resiliency to hardness is what we desire in solving this problem."

H. H. Arnold: "Mr. Widney, assuming that your machine is now completed, inasmuch as

you have demonstrated it, will the felt manufacturer have an appliance for this machine on which

he can test out the life of the wool which in itself will demonstrate the resiliency before the felt

is made up? For instance, a certain lot of wool is bought and on account of past practice they

presume this wool has a certain amount of life and it ought to make a certain grade of felt. Is

there any way the raw wool can be tested on a machine or device of this kind before he attempts

to make that wool into felt? Or doesn't manufacturing the felt to a harder or less hard degree

largely regulate the resiliency afterwards? Is the percentage of resiliency increased or decreased

through the amount of pressure that is brought to bear in the manufacture of the sheet felt

before it gets into hammer form?"

S. W. Widney: "That is strictly a manufacturer's problem and I am not here to say anything

about the manufacture of felt, because I am not a felt manufacturer. All I know about this

instrument is that it will tell him the hardness and resiliency of the finished product. As to his

determining the possibilities the wool might have for resiliency before being made into felt, that

is his problem."

H. H. Arnold: "Couldn't a given quantity of wool betaken from a lot to be placed in a certain

form of a certain size and then the thickness and hardness be determined by a machine of this

character?"

S. W. Widney: " I can see those possibilities. They are simple. Knowing what resiliency

that ball of wool would have in the raw state, the possibilities after having been made into felt

is a matter of experiment."

H. H. Arnold: "The resiliency might largely be determined by the laying of wool?"

S. W. Widney: "That would be a factor, at least."

H. W. Jarrow: "As far as wool is concerned, the determining of the value of certain wool in

a certain grade of felt is a constant — a laboratory process."

F. E. Morton: "Whether or not this will measure the ratio of hardness to resiliency in raw

material is to be seen. I have some raw wool here which you may try out."

S. W. Widney: "To test the raw wool you would have to have a positive container."

F. E. Morton: "Would the element of thickness enter there?"

S. W. Widney: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "Why?"
S. W. Widney: "The hardness and the resiliency primarily is ascertainable only after the

thickness is known."

F. E. Morton: "Given a piece of felt one inch thick, make a test for hardness and resiliency,

then take from the same felt a piece 3^ inch and test for resiliency and hardness. Would that

be the same?"

S W. Widney: "Absolutely.'

F. E. Morton: "Why?"
S. W. Widney: "You could explain it better than I to the understanding of these gentlemen.

I myself know from actual demonstration."

F. E. Morton: "I doubt my ability, for the reason that I spent about two hours trying to

get that over with a skilled engineer on a mathematical basis. After he had worked it out he

was convinced. It is true that the ratio of hardness to resiliency is the same whether you test

Y% of an inch or two inches."

C H. Jackson: "That was the point I was getting at."
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Wm. Braid White: "In the case of an ideal material, absolutely uniform throughout, that

angle then would always be a right angle?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes."

Geo. Lufkin: "I understand, then, that the percentage of resiliency of a half inch piece of

felt would be the same as the percentage of a quarter inch of the same material?"

F. E. Morton: "The ratio of resiliency to hardness would be the same. Another thing you

may find of interest is the front rail punching."

R. H. Waud: " It would be a matter of interest only so far as it applies to the packing down
afterwards."

Wm. Braid White: "What is the relationship between that and the after touch?"

R. H. Waud: "The after touch is more important."

F. E. Morton :

'

' Would not the length of time it takes to come back determine the durability

the front rail punching?"

S. W. Widney: "It would establish the proper relation of hardness and resiliency. That
remains to be worked out."

J. H. Gerts: "We ought to have something that absolutely stays — something that doesn't

pack in the front rail punching."

F. E. Morton: "I think the quickness of the 'come-back' determines that. Suppose under

your resiliency test your dial comes back very quickly — immediately springs back to place—
and on another punching comes back very slowly, wouldn't it be reasonable to assume that the

same condition would obtain longer in the one that came back quickly than the one which came

back slowly?"

S. W. Widney: "I have samples here which bearthat out. Cheap stock with cotton shoddy

is slow in resilience. Wool stocks recover very quickly."

H. H. Arnold: "Suppose that test was made on a front rail punching of a certain felt today

and found to have a certain reading as per record, would that same reading apply in a year hence

without use?"

H. W. Jarrow: "But for a slight difference in atmospheric changes, which would put more

moisture in the piece, the reading would be the same."

F. E. Morton: "What difference, if any, does a degree of humidity make in the resiliency

of felt?"

H. W. Jarrow: "If you get your felt too dry you haven't as resilient a piece as you have

with a certain percentage of moisture."

F. E. Morton: "Then there come atmospheric conditions under which felts are tested.

You will have to have a hygrometer on your machine, Mr. Widney."

S. W. Widney: "
I do not believe the atmospheric conditions would be a serious factor to be

considered. Felt that has been used in the rain is abnormal, as also is felt that has been in a dry

place over steam pipes. Under ordinary conditions, it would not be a factor to be considered."

F. E. Morton: "The humidity in a room or recital hall is a real factor in tone. Mr. Widney

is having made for this an appliance that will take in the finished hammer. You will all recall the

various opinions expressed relative to the value of reinforcement of hammers. I am looking for-

ward with interest to an actual test of hammers, plain and reinforced, and if I have my way it

is going to be done right here before this body."

R. H. Waud: "Do you think the reinforcement will help it at once? Don't you think it

is a matter of time?"

F. E. Morton: "We will let the makers determine that. We can satisfy ourselves as to

the value of reinforcing a hammer, which is the main thing."

H. H. Arnold: "When you come to the question of producing tone, is hardness and resil-

iency the main thing to be considered?"

F. E. Morton: "The ratio of hardness to resiliency, yes."

H. H. Arnold: "Is that basic?"

F. E. Morton: "The ratio is basic. The degree of hardness is a matter of individual se-

lection."

C. H. Jackson: "You might put on an attachment to take the hammer with a loose edge on
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the molding. I don't care how resilient the felt is, if the edges are loose you get a poor result.

Some edges are loose in spots on the upper part of the molding. I have cut into all of them and

found bad places. I should think the machine would take that."

F. E. Morton: " If the use of the hammer on the piano can show it, this resiliometer certainly

should. Whether it would determine the cause of that condition remains to be seen. I believe

we could take the instrument and work out a basis for all sorts of deductions."

C. H. Jackson: "I have yet to find any make of hammer immune from loose edge trouble."

F. E. Morton: "That is a fault in the glueing process. I have watched the glueing up

process in a hammer shop and can understand how it can happen. It is another case of the

human equation."

"C. H. Jackson brought up something which interested me very much. He said if the piano

salesman would go to the extent of taking the customer into his confidence he would be well

repaid. He had discussed some of these subjects with some of the ladies in Milwaukee and they

came back for further information. They told it to others. It has since been made a topic for

discussion there in certain Women's Clubs. That shows there is an interest evolving and that

they would like to talk of these things just as men like to get together and talk of their cars. It is

up to the salesman to furnish subject matter. In articles for the press, magazines, etc., if the

article is signed I have a flood of correspondence afterward from the readers asking for more

information and asking where they can get books on the subject. I stated at the last meeting

that the terms which you use in your factory and which are used in the trade in discussing pianos

should be given currency so that you can express these ideas in your own language and have them

understood. If the children were taught in the schools in the language of the piano manufacturer

they would ask to be shown how a piano is made. In Boston students of some schools and

colleges visit piano factories in classes."

R. H. Waud: "I had four or five classes last year."

H. H. Arnold: "We had a class from the Theological Seminary."

W. S. Jenkins: "Through these meetings I have learned quite a few points and it has

taught me to tell the truth in selling pianos. Now when I come to the point where I cannot tell

the truth it staggers me. A party came in and asked for a player piano. I explained several

things and they sounded reasonable and true. The gentleman said: 'I see you use rubber

tubing. How much is that worth?' I said: 'I must say frankly that I do not know.' He
replied: 'You have gained my confidence now. I am in the rubber business and I am convinced

when you say you don't know how much rubber there is in there that you have been telling me
the truth."

"F. E. Morton then gave a demonstration of his new electrically driven harmonic set of forks.

Beginning with the first, or fundamental, he added partials up to and including the tenth,

showing the effect of each on the composite tone. He said in part: "The first fork gives the

same quality you get by blowing across the mouth of a bottle—no overtones. The 9th and 10th

are inharmonic and give a decided roughness to the general effect. This quality is character-

istic of a high tension scale or one which is overloaded. The same effect obtains from wire

that is too stiff whether from composition or practice in wire drawing. Now we add the 4th

partial, now the 5th, 6th. The 'horn' quality begins with the 6th.

"The more a wire is drawn after annealing, the harder it becomes. In the process of wire

making it becomes harder as it progresses. At certain periods it is drawn through a hot lead

bath and made soft and again drawn up to a certain degree of hardness. If the wire is not an-

nealed at the proper point, when it reaches the required gauge it will be too soft or too hard.

If it has been drawn too many times through the die after being annealed it will be too hard.

The hardness expresses in sound with the 9th and 10th partials that you have just heard, caused

by the breaking up of the wire into nine or more segments.

"In the composition 'Prometheus' by Scriabine, the piano is used to accentuate fury and
rage of flame and to give the touch of authority to masterful assertions. The cacophonous sounds

are brought into prominence by forceful blows upon the piano keys.

"If the hammer is well pointed and very hard it doesn't take a very hard blow to break the

wire into a large number of segments. If the tension in your piano is particularly high, if you have
overloaded your scale, if your hammers are particularly hard and pointed, you have relief in
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a thick sounding board and heavy ribbing. If you were to take off the sounding board from a
piano with a scale calling for heavy loading, very high tension, free action, hard pointed hammer,
and put on a thin board with a light bridge, it would produce this cacophonous effect. In re-

pairing and rebuilding this should be taken into consideration. All these things affect tone
quality. Load a scale heavily, with a high tension, use a hard hammer, make the action free,

the touch light and you will get this rough tone. The other extreme, which was at its best in the
old three string Weber square, gave a tone consisting of the fundamental and nothing above the
4th partial. A low tension scale, this was considered a delightful instrument for voice accom-
paniment.

"In the piano of today— and we must talk now in terms of grand pianos— we must have the

means of expressing great scope of emotions — such voicing as will give the normal seven partial

tones with a light, caressing touch. Then with additional strength of touch we can bring out

higher partials. The man who was raised on the little straight scale square loves it until he

hears symphony orchestras, brass bands in great masses, piano recitals, great choruses and sees

large numbers of people dancing to the strains of music. Then the tinkling tone of the little

straight scale square does not suffice to express his emotions. The 'point of saturation' of grand
pianos in America is fixed by the condition and mileage of the roads. The interest of the auto-

mobile and piano trades to this extent at least are identical."

Mining Mnsic

From The Music Trades, Mar. 16, 1918

CHICAGO, ILL., March 10.—The commercial piano—the piano with nothing but price

to recommend it—will soon be a thing of the past, according to Frank E. Morton, acoustic en-

ineer of the American Steel & Wire Company, and one of the most insistent workers for the

better piano.

Mr. Morton made this prediction at the meeting of the Piano. Technicians, Wednesday ev-

ening, March 6, in the executive rooms of the American Steel & Wire Company. His address,

delivered with compelling directness, followed the showing of the moving picture, made for his

company at a cost of thousands of dollars, which depicts the many processes in the evolution of

the wire which enters so importantly into the making of the piano, the pipe organ and the harp.

The large gathering of piano men, strongly impressed, through the picture, with the tre-

mendous amount of labor and expense necessary to evolve a piano, were in fitting mood fully to

appreciate a plea for better pianos and better prices and his plea for these things was direct and

convincing.

He pointed out that the supply of pianos this year was certain to be inadequate to the de-

mand, and he cautioned the manufacturers not to do anything to keep their financial men from

advancing prices. In addition to the technicians there were many wholesale and retail sales-

men present, and these, as after-the-meeting comment disclosed were given new ideas as to sales-

manship and were strengthened in their determination to know the goods they are selling and

to sell them on their merit and not on price and terms.

"When you realize that the piano represents the labor, brains and finances of thousands

and thousands of your fellow-workers," said Mr. Morton, "you should never talk concessions

to your customers. Instead, you should show them what the piano really represents. From the

ends of the earth come the materials that enter into the making of a piano. The result is a wonder-

ful art product, and this should be impressed upon the prospective purchaser. But instead of

doing this, many salesmen make price the paramount issue. This is because they do not know

what is in a piano.

"If we can give the people a proper knowledge of piano values, they will have a higher re-

gard for pianos and will therefore be willing to pay a fitting price. There is not enough money

in the piano business to-day because the people do not appreciate the value of a piano. There

are people to-day who can express all their musical emotions on a tin whistle. Those are the

people who buy the commercial piano. The more of them, the better the business of the pur-
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veyor of cheap instruments. But their number is dwindling steadily, thanks to the educating of

the people in things musical.

"So let the commercial piano have its swing. It is a good missionary. The day is coming

when there won't be any money in the cheap commercial piano and then it will cease to be. For

people are fast learning about pianos. They are getting interested in them just as people are in-

terested in automobiles today. They want to know the name, the reputation, the merit of the

action and of all the other parts of a piano. They want to know all about it.

"The time is ripe now for an educational campaign. I know of no manufacturer who is not

at least trying to make a fairly good piano. This gives hope of much higher strivings. There is

always room above; there is only the ground below.

"Some of the manufacturers tell me they are planning to bring school students to their

factories to let them get a first-hand knowledge of the making of pianos. This is an excellent

movement. The more people you can get to your factories to find out what you are doing, the

better for the industry. The matter of price depends upon your own knowledge of values and your

ability to disseminate that knowledge.

"I plead for a higher price on the present piano. You are not making anything like enough

from your product. You should be able to maintain departments where research work for the

betterment of your product and of the industry generally could be carried on. You cannot do

this because the prices you receive for your pianos make outlay for such important purposes

practically impossible. While everybody has raised the price of his pianos in the past few months,

the advances in most cases have scarcely made up the difference in the cost of production.

"At no time has the manufacturer of good pianos received the price his commodity merits,

and he never will receive it, until, by process of educating the public and the salesman, pianos

are sold strictly on merit—as a costly art product.

"When the reconstruction period following the war sets in the piano will feel it in a pro-

nounced way. The reaction the people will feel when great victory crowns the period of self-

denial and uncertainty, will find its expression in a large degree through music, and there will

be a demand for things musical such as the country has never known. The demand will be for

the good piano.

"Now is the time to prepare for this development, and to do this the piano and player-piano

must have greater publicity. There are many ways to gain this publicity. One good way is to

call the attention of the public to the thousand and one features of the piano that to you are

every-day affairs but to the average person is brand-new information.

"The National Bureau for the Advancement of Music is doing considerable work in this

direction. Active work has been begun here by one who is competent, interested and can in-

terest. Join in this movement and the piano industry will profit by it."

Mr. Morton urged the piano men to lend every support to the roll and record movement
which was first launched by the Chicago Piano & Organ Association and taken up by the Chi-

cago "Evening Post," which runs a department devoted to it.

"When I suggested to the Chicago Piano & Organ Association that we endeavor to make
the movement nationwide, I did not believe it would grow anything like as rapidly as it has,"

he said. "It is becoming a national movement. Other cities have taken it up and rolls and rec-

ords are being recruited from cabinets in all parts of the country. I do not want to see it fall

down at its base—Chicago. Everybody can influence five or six persons or he would not continue

to exist. Let us all get together and compel our friends to give of their old records and rolls, if

for no other reason than that they will have to buy new ones to fill the empty spaces in their

cabinets. If you can do a noble act and at the same time profit by it, what can be said against

that? The interest in music rolls is infectious. The sale of the rolls means new music to the

neighbor of the player-piano and eventually may lead to the sale of a player-piano to that neighbor.

"We had planned to give a piano orchestra demonstration in connection with the showing

of the moving picture tonight, but that was postponed because of lack of time to put it on as we
desired. With the two piano performances of Gabrilowitch and Bauer here last Sunday, the piano

orchestra does not make quite such a Philistine of me, perhaps. The two pianos brought out the

new tonal idea so strikingly that even the musical critics noticed it and made comment. The
possibilities of the piano have not been discovered and we want to do what we can toward the

discovery. The piano orchestra isto be a study, not a show."
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In concluding his remarks, Mr. Morton said:

"From information we have received from all parts of the country the demand for pianos

this year is going to be greater than the supply. Don't do anything to keep your financial men
from raising the prices of pianos and player-pianos."

Instead of the long table about which the technicians usually gather for their deliberation,

the big executive room of the American Steel & Wire Company was arranged theater-fashion.

An operator ran the moving-picture machine and Mr. Morton explained the views as they were

thrown on the screen. The picture, which is aptly captioned "Mining Music, " was originally

shown at the annual banquet of the National Association of Piano Merchants, during the conven-

tion in Chicago last May. Since then it has been enlarged and improved. The harp and organ sec-

tions, both intensely interesting, were shown for the first time here. The picture has been shown

in New York and other cities, and it is now planned to have it exhibited in one of the large as-

sembly halls of Chicago in order that pianists, piano teachers and piano students especially and

the public generally may see and marvel at the effort the producing of a musical instrument entails.

The picture begins in the Minnesota Hills where a number of men are prospecting for iron

ore. In entertaining fashion the watcher is carried through all the processes necessary from the

finding of the ore until the attainment of the great task—wire—is shown doing its duty in a con-

cert harp, a mammoth pipe organ, and a grand piano. The mining of the ore, the loading of it

on the great ships that carry it to the steel plants, the Bessemer and open-hearth methods of re-

fining it, the drawing of the wire—all these are shown in every detail. Outside of the highly in-

structive character of the picture there is an appalling beauty about much of the film. It car-

ries the watcher into unaccustomed places and drives home the mightiness of the industry with-

out which there could be no pianos.

Of especial interest were the views of the large blast furnaces, with the various operations

that take place such as the cleansing and separating of the iron ore and the generation of the

terrific heat required to melt the metal. There are several of these furnaces and they cost as high

as a million dollars each.

The picture also showed in detail the two processes used in the smelting of iron known as

the Bessemer and Open Hearth processes.

The locating of a mine was next depicted, a large army of laborers were seen at work and a

drill erected, resembling in appearance an ordinary well drill. The tests to determine the depth

and quality of the ore were shown.

The extensive railroad work that enters into the mining and moving of the ore was featured

in detail. The building of special lines to the mine, the moving of tracks and the large trains of

cars in use giving a splendid idea of the magnitude of this work.

The transportation of the raw material over miles of country to the docks, whence it is carrie

by steamers to the mills, proved very interesting. As the train of cars reached its destination each

car was weighed and the weight automatically registered as it passed over the scales.

The unloading of the cars to the vessels showed how modern methods have made it possible

to load a large vessel in twenty-five minutes. The cars were run down over the hold, tipped and

run back and followed one after another almost as close as if they were coupled to each other.

The work of unloading the ore from the vessel when it reaches the mill proved almost as

speedy as the work of loading. By means of a new plan, large scoops go down into the hold and

lift three tons of ore in one mouthful. By this means a vessel can be unloaded in three-quarters

of an hour.

The ore is then taken from the storage pile to the blast furnace by means of skip cars, which

are hoisted to the top of the furnace and dump their load into the blast furnace.

The second part of the picture showed the processes of purifying and melting the ore. How

the great heat of the blast is obtained was clearly shown by a picture of the large engine that is

used for blowing the blast into the furnace. By this means the waste gas is also blown into the

stove.

The pictures of the molten iron being run from the furnace were particularly clear and very

interesting. As soon as the furnace was tapped the iron flowed forth in a river of molten ore,

throwing off a fiery spray. When all the iron required is run off, the aperture in the furnace is

closed by what is known as a mud gun which shoots a large ball of clay and closes the aperture.
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The molten iron is then run into cauldrons and finally molded in troughs that resemble

pig troughs, hence the name of pig iron.

The process of converting the iron into steel is next portrayed. The open-hearth furnace is

ingeniously charged with limestone, scrap, and the proper mixture of iron, the temperature and

the cooling is closely watched as these factors are of the greatest importance in producing a prop-

er and even tempered steel.

After eight hours of cooking the steel is tapped and poured into molds and when cool they are

reheated in soaking pits. This is necessary because the steel in the first instance cools quicker

on the outside and the second heating is to offset this.

The steel is now ready for the rolls and is run back and forth through various sized rolls until

it is rolled down into billets. These billets are then sheared into standard sizes for convenience

in handling and these are raised and carried by means of large and powerful electric magnets. The
billets are then drawn into an oven for re-heating and afterward pass through numerous rolls and

become rods. These rods are cleaned to prepare for wire making. The rods are converted into wire

by being drawn through dies of various sizes. While this is a simple process it is a very import -

tant one, and great care is taken to see that annealing takes place at the proper time, as it is this

process which gives a proper and even temper to the wire.

The manufacture of the wire having been completed, the picture then showed the process

of wiring and assembling a harp, the instrument which is really the predecessor of the piano.

The Effect of Hammer and Wire Resiliency
upon Tone Quality

March 20, 1918

F. E. Morton: "We have a very broad subject and a very deep one for tonight
—'The Effect

of Hammer and Wire Resiliency on Tone Quality.'

"Let us consider details such as shape of hammer and mass of wire, and I will demonstrate

the result of a certain specific treatment. A theory has commercial value only when demonstrated.

Our verdict is rendered when the theory is demonstrated and in our case the verdict of the public

is an important matter. A verdict on an opinion is only an opinion. A verdict on a demonstration

is a determining factor from the commercial viewpoint.

"In our conferences during the last two years we have entertained many theories, and we
have given them a certain amount of consideration. Each one knows of someone who has tried

out some of these theories. I have been fortunate enough to have been taken into the confidence

of quite a number and know it has resulted in an attempt to demonstrate the truth or untruth of

these theories. The result is just what we have all been working for—the interest of the employe

in the piano as an art product, and in the tonal results of his efforts. When every employe is

vitally interested in the manufacture and sale of pianos, you will have a successful business. That

is what we are striving for—a successful, profitable business. A profitable business is one which

in addition to a fair profit on labor, capital and skill invested leaves an amount large enough to

insure research and experimental work and the employment of specialists in order that the busi-

ness may be assured of continuity through progress. If the piano is made no better fifty years

hence than it is today the business will not be profitable. The piano of fifty years ago will not sell

—

not in this country. We have devoted a little time only to matters of architecture and that only

at points which had to do with utility matters, height of keyboard and bench, etc., but we have

gone rather deeply into the matter of tone production.

"We have studied tone production from two angles, the analytic and the synthetic, and by
the practical application of knowledge so acquired the manufacture of pianos becomes an art,

removing it from the common products in proportion to the interest of the employe in tonal value.

"I may only be Toeing a theory, but I feel assured that the public interest of the future large-

ly will be centered in tone quality rather than architecture. We always will expect to find a good

cover on a good book and a good canvas well framed; we will always expect a piano to have a

suitable case, but architecture will not be the paramount issue, and this is evidenced in every

move in the educational world.
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"Three years ago I went before the National Physics' Teachers Association at Washington
and argued for the use of manufactured products instead of the usual brass and glass apparatus
in demonstrating the laws of physics, without fear of helping the man or firm manufacturing. I

showed that the piano offered a magnificent clinic for the demonstration of acoustical principles

at a lower cost than the apparatus now in use, and that it would cross reference with matters and
events of daily life. It would furnish the means for educing, thus making the theory and practice

of education consistent.

"I am just in receipt of a copy of a new text book, the title of which is 'Elementary General
Science,' by Daniel Russell Hodgdon, A. B., B. S., M. S., Sc. D., Head of the Departments of

General Science, Science Methods and Agriculture, State Normal School, Newark, New Jersey,

and published by Hinds, Hayden & Eldredge, Inc. Dr. Hodgdon states in his preface that 'the

proper basis for the teaching of this subject is the environment of the student, and he has utilized

in text and illustrations manufactured products, including pianos, harps and pipe organs, to the

practical exclusion of conventional laboratory devices.

"The influence of every member of the piano trade should be brought to bear to introduce

this text book in the public schools.

"A book has been received, accompanied by a letter, from William Braid White. It is

entitled: ' Modern Piano Tuning and Allied Arts,' published by Edward Lyman Bill, Incorporated.

"I will read the inscription: 'To the Conference of American Piano Technicians meeting

in Chicago, whose valuable and exhaustive discussions mark an epoch in the development of

American Musical Technology, this book is, by one who has the honor of membership in that

Conference, respectfully and affectionately dedicated.'

"This book was sent to me with the compliments and best wishes of the author, but I under-

stand it is to be placed in the archives of the Conference.

"We have stated repeatedly that the composition best adapted to American tonal needs is

made up of the first seven partial tones, or partials, with 50 per cent of the fundamental, and the

other six partial tones decreasing sequentially in intensity to a point where the seventh is very

faint, a mere trace. We have also demonstrated in a single unit that a certain tension will give

that tone quality under a normal touch. That tension was found by experiment during a period

covering something over six months, where the wire was kept at a constant tension of 165 pounds

and the wire vibrated by means of hammer, plucking and electro magnets. At the end of that

time it was analyzed and micro-photographed, and no change in the molecular construction was

found.

"The physical value of a reasonable tension is demonstrated every day—the tonal value of

that tension has not yet been demonstrated to you. I hope we will be able to do so to your satis-

faction tonight.

" I have here a small grand piano, a laboratory product. It has no friends, no name, not even

a stencil. You can say anything you please about it and you will not hurt any one's feelings.

It has no price tag, nor promise of a commission for sale. I am going to use it as a clinic.

"It has a uniform tension scale. The difference between a uniform tension scale and an equal

tension scale is about four pounds tension either way. That is to say, an equal tension scale is

one in which every string and wire on the piano has the same identical tension as every other one.

A uniform tension scale made with the help of the formulae of which you have copies gives the

required tension to the first key having a change of gauge, counting from the treble, the intervening

lengths being determined by semi-tone proportion.

"In an equal tension scale the agraffe must be set regardless of sweep line and it does away

with the bearing bar. Above the last bar break the difference is microscopic and, therefore, the

bar is practicable, but below that point the agraffe is necessary, otherwise you would sacrifice

your striking point to your difference of lengths, as indicated on the bridge. In a uniform tension

scale you are working from the striking point and the bearing, but it only makes a difference of

about four pounds. The scale of this little grand is 160 pounds tension in the treble and 170

pounds in the bass.

"My claim for the uniform tension scale at 160 pounds tension on Perfected Wire, is that it

places the tone color, under the normal touch, at the point which allows greatest scope for color

on both sides. Tone color changes only may be obtained by different degrees of intensity of touch
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and the length of time the hammer stays on the wire after contact. I will leave the rest to Mr.

Marx Oberndorfer, who will demonstrate it to you. You will observe readily that Mr. Obern-

dorfer is a master in the technique of tone production."

Marx Oberndorfer: "I think the greatest test for a piano, to me, has always been to be

able to imitate the instruments of the orchestra, and so when Mr. Morton asked me if I would

try out this 'orphan,' I decided to give it the severest test. I will now play several pieces—

I

am not going to play them entirely, so you need not be bored, but I have selections which are

orchestral compositions and will try, if possible, to show you the different instruments which I

am trying to get out of the piano.

"The first one which I will play for you is the prelude, 'The Afternoon of a Fawn, ' by Debussy.

It starts out with the flute and then you will hear the harp playing the accompaniment, then the

horn, flute and harp. (Demonstrated.)

"My next selection is 'Marche Slave,' by Tschaikowsky. I want to say right here that I

have had to do a great deal of work in illustrating the orchestral programs, and I have not always

had a piano where it. was possible, and I can always tell very quickly when it will be possible.

I have practiced on a piano sometimes a week at a time trying to get a certain quality of tone and

could not get it, and sometimes on another piano of the same make I would get it immediately.

(Demonstrated.)
"

I will play the 'Musical Snuff Box, ' by Liadow, as I want to show you how you can imitate

an old-fashioned music box. The next I will play is 'Siegfried's Horn Call.' It is a good example

of the horn with the rest of the brasses in the orchestra. (Demonstrated.) The next is excerpts

from Schumann's first symphony.
" I have found that the two composers who knew the least about orchestral music, Schumann

and Chopin, whose orchestrations are poor compared to the rest of the composers, have gotten

the finest orchestral effects out of the piano. That, in a way, proves to me that the piano is for

orchestral effects, because they are the two best composers we have for the piano—their music

is always satisfactory, and, as I say, it gives us the best orchestral effects. The piano we play must

give us the proper touch and technique, of course.

"I have gotten so, and a great many of my colleagues have, that I cannot play anything on

the piano without thinking in terms of orchestral effects. No matter what I play, when I am teach-

ing or when I am playing, I think of the cello, violin, harp, or the horn or other brass instruments,

and, of course, we have got to have the pianos which will respond.

"I will play you another of Schumann's, which is not orchestral, which is piano music, but

you can hear the different tone qualities—Schumann's 'Romance in F Sharp.'" (Demonstrated.)

(Mr. Oberndorfer also played excerpts from a piano arrangement of Rimsky-Korsakoff 's

tone poem, ''Scheherazade.")

F. E. Morton: "Are there any questions?"

James E. Jennings: "We have heard it stated that 160 pounds is the ideal tension. That
tension may be secured by shorter and larger wire or by longer and thinner wire. As there is

great latitude, what effect does the shorter and heavier wire have and what effect the longer

and thinner wire?"

F. E. Morton: "With a longer and thinner wire, the breaks at the change of gauge will be

greater. With this uniform scale the gauge is indicated if, starting at No. 13, you continue with

No. 13 to such a point as will give the least difference in tension at the break. As a matter of fact,

the lengths need not vary in the smallest scale nor in the largest concert grand, down to a point

where the length of the scale makes it physically impossible to carry it farther. We do not have
to have 26 or 27 notes in the bass; we can have 29 or 31 if we will. It is the tone we are after, and
when we get that we should make the case and action conform.

"For instance, I have been asked to devise a scale which will produce certain tone qualities,

using such and such a stock action. That is not always consistent."

E. H. Lapham: "In the player piano what causes strings to break? Is it defective wire or

too much tension?"

F. E. Morton: " I do not know that that could be answered in a general way, although in the

majority of cases it is too much tension. A very high tension may do it or using a wire of too large

a gauge, or it may be too long a string. The tension on some pianos is abnormal, some running to
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235, 240 and even 245 pounds. When the wire is drawn beyond its elastic limit it breaks. You
take, for instance, wire that will break at 400 pounds. I cannot speak for others, but the elastic

limit of our wire is about 60 per cent of its breaking weight. When 240 pounds tension has been

reached the wire begins to stretch and as soon as wire begins to stretch, if the tension is main-

tained and the stretching continued, it will break. That perhaps answers it in a general way. I

have had people say, ' I do not want to reduce the tension on my scale, because I get a distinctive

quality of tone which characterizes our pianos, and I do not want to lose it. ' If it is carried beyond
International pitch and beyond the elastic limit of the wire the tone loses its brilliancy or 'goes

dead'; therefore, you will seldom find a string really brilliant which breaks easily.

"This instrument has not been tone regulated. It is a clinic piano and not an exposition piano.

We want to bring out all of the tone and it is what I hope to see some day in the manufacturing

world, a uniformly good tone without the aid of the tone regulator. I found that idea on a tobacco

box: 'The flavor is in it, not on it.' In the bass at the break you have always found difficulty.

Every piano manufacturer has had it, so we may as well own up to it. I do not know a single piano

which is absolutely satisfactory to the progressive man at that point. I like a scale blending from

the double bass into the cello, viola and on into the violin tone, and forget the break."

E. H. Lapham: "I think the trade realizes and has for a number of years that the upright

piano has practically seen its day and the grand piano is the piano of the future. The demand, as

we all know, is here for the small grand. These are facts. The trouble with the small grand, how-

ever, as we all know, is that it has been void of tone, but this grand you have here has a wonderful

tone quality, and I think that Mr. Oberndorfer will sustain me as to that, and the question which

occurs to me is why manufacturers who have been in the business for years have not produced a

piano of the same character before."

James F. Bowers: "You forget Lyon & Healy's, Mr. Lapham."

F. E. Morton: " I appreciate the value of that question, but I would like to have it addressed

to the manufacturers rather than to me. I accept it in good faith, and think that the manufacturer

will. I will answer your question by asking another. Who is the manufacturer of the piano? Is

it the man who owns the factory? Is it the manager? Is it the superintendent? Can you point to

the responsible manufacturer of the piano in a factory today? I cannot, and I do not know anyone

who can."

James F. Bowers: "Wouldn't that be up to Mr. Waud in our case?"

F. E. Morton: "I think Mr. Waud will agree with me when I say he is at the mercy of those

men whom he employs."

R. H. Waud: "Decidedly so."

F. E. Morton: "I have gone into a factory, have drawn a scale, have done my very best,

have given all that I knew; all that I could drag from science; have given the manufacturer speci-

fications, details, drawings and blue prints that any mechanic who had never seen such an instru-

ment, but who was a good, conscientious workman, could follow and produce what I intended

should be produced; I have gone with them into the factory and attempted to supervise the mak-

ing of the piano and, after all that, had a piano which I could not recognize as having emanated

from my plans. I could not put my finger on any one man, the president of the company, the

manager, the superintendent, the foreman, the tone regulator, the tuner and on to the various

workmen, and say that he was responsible. It is a collective responsibility. Each man had

traditions which he maintained in spite of all the pressure brought to bear upon him.

"
I am not making a protest. I am willing to play the game according to this year's rules and

know positively that we are making progress in the piano trade, and you know it. I do want to

call attention to this however—there is no one man who can control the making of pianos. When

the piano is completed you place it in the hands of your tone regulator. If the specifications we

give can be carried out and materials and parts can be tested and rejected or accepted, then the

piano can be made by the man whose brain directs, but not until then. That is the real reason

why I called you gentlemen together two years ago, to see if we cannot bring about co-ordination

between the man who makes the materials and the man who shapes, fabricates and puts the parts

together, so that the result will be what you intended. I feel strongly on this point, and when we

bring about the accomplishment of this purpose, mutiny in the factory will be unknown."

E. H. Lapham: "You are doing a wonderful work in this way. Now the minute the manu-
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facturer gets down to these facts there are going to be increased sales, for the reason that many
people bought pianos as pieces of furniture before and not as musical instruments, but if you can

accomplish your efforts sales will increase through the purchase of pianos by musical people."

F. E. Morton: "Those of you who saw the play the 'Garden of Allah' will remember the little

native who wanders across the stage with a little flute-like instrument, as nearly a simple tone as

is ever heard in a wind instrument. That is a pleasant tone for a little while, but it soon becomes

dull and uninteresting. The old three-string square had that tone in a great measure, and it was

difficult to get the children to continue practicing on it. That was the piano which was closed up,

with the fleece-lined cover on it and only opened on state occasions. It was not attractive enough

in tone to make people want to hear much of it. Then there came the high tension scale in the

upright, a very high tension, and a hammer which in places had to be picked until it was fluffy on

the surface and that had partial tones running up to the 13th, and even up to the 15th in places,

and a correspondingly less amount of the fundamental or first partial. That tone was tiresome

just as the reed organ was tiresome. That is the quality of tone which makes a dog howl—it

affects the nerves. From observation and deduction I assume that the first seven partials are best

adapted to our needs.

"We have often wondered why in certain foreign countries the desired tone is nasal, composed

of a larger number of partials and a weak fundamental. You will find, however, that these people

are provincial—they remain at home and they have only such ideas as may be expressed by just

such an instrument. The American people travel, see great masses of people, absorb ideas, that only

may be expressed by American instruments. The American piano still is open to improvement and

that is your privilege. I will work with you and for you to that end."

Frank Milner: "There seems to be a general disposition now to adopt 440 instead of 435

all over the orchestral world. What effect is that going to have on your number of partials?"

F. E. Morton: "It will necessitate a different scale."

Frank Milner: "It is admitted that it is coming."

F. E. Morton: " Reluctantly admitted by some, not at all by others. It is an orchestral idea

and started from the fact that the oboe player positively refuses to change his instrument.

"

Frank Milner: "It seems to me that would affect these seven partials."

F. E. Morton: "It would decidedly. The tension would be increased about one pound upon
each wire and string with a resultant change in tone quality. If you make a piano with 440 A as

your pitch you will have to take a different length of string in your use of the formulae. I am of the

opinion that they may not get it over. Personally I do not see why makers of all other instruments

in the world should cater to the little oboe in such an operation.

"The question of the tension of the felt over the hammer is of decided interest

—that we will all admit. The question of the permanency of that tension, whatever it may be, is

one of even greater interest. Various plans have been offered by the trade and some have been

found impracticable, expensive or for other reasons were eliminated. Some have shown their

right to exist and some have become important factors in the trade. Among the last is the rein-

forced hammer and we have with us tonight Mr. George A. Ruth of the Charles Pfriemer Company
who will exhibit sample hammers and show the felt in the sheet."

Mr. Ruth exhibited sets of finished hammers, with the construction and appearance of which
the trade is familiar. He claimed for the reinforced hammer a retention of the original resiliency

of the felt on the top of the hammer and called attention to the reinforcement as being impervious

to moisture. He also stated that the reinforcement added weight to the hammer to the amount of

one ounce to the set. He argued strongly in favor of foreign felt, giving as a reason for its superi-

ority the great care and attention given to rearing and caring for the sheep from which the wool
is clipped, and the condition of the fibre due to the methods of cleaning and handling. He said

that the felt manufactured in America was bleached and that this bleaching process broke the fibre,

producing a short fibered wool, while the foreign manufacturer did not bleach his wool.

F. E. Morton: "I want to express the appreciation of the Piano Technicians for the very

gracious assistance of Mr. Oberndorfer and Mr. Ruth and assure them that we are pleased with

what they gave us, all of which we accept in good faith. Without differences of opinion business

would be uninteresting and these conferences would not be needed. We should bring in all the

ideas offered in good faith and in return ask the privilege of questioning and bringing out such
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points as we consider vital. In that we have received the co-operation of practically every one who
has come before us.

"I want to ask the technicians their good pleasure in a proposal that the next conference to
be held the first Wednesday in April be turned over to the tuners—to let the tuners have full

freedom to tell us all what they think of us and why. Particularly why. The tuner takes charge
of your product after it leaves your factory and keeps in close touch with it until it comes back
to be traded in, when you are asked to give at least as much as you received for it in exchange. The
tuner takes your customer when you are through with him. He really has a vast fund of knowledge
and we would be very much better off in the possession of that knowledge ourselves.

"If it is your pleasure I will invite the tuners to come to the next meeting and we will give
them full swing."

E. H. Lapham: "You ought to arrange for a long session."

F. E. Morton: "The place is yours all night if you want it. I hear no objections, so the next
subject will be 'The Finished Piano and the Tuner.' "

The Finished Piano and the Tuner
April 3, 1918

The chairman, F. E. Morton, stated that the session was dedicated to the tuners and asked
them freely to express their views, confining their discussion as far as practicable to creative,

constructive criticism. He assured them that their suggestions would be accepted in good faith

and invited frank and honest criticism.

W. F. McClellan: "These meetings are a great help to me, and I think they are to every-

one connected with the trade.

"There are three factors in the piano trade—the manufacturer, the dealer (including the sales-

man), and the tuner. The manufacturer makes the goods; the dealer sells them, and the tuner

takes up the burden of the work from that time on until the piano is no longer a piano. The field

he covers is so extensive that it is difficult to discriminate, but this I am glad to say—every tuner,

consciously or unconsciously, feels elated at meetings such as this, where points relative to con-

struction are discussed. There are two interests in the piano trade—one looks upon the piano as

a musical instrument, the other assumes that the appearance of the piano sells it. To the latter

it is simply a box, or a piece of furniture with strings inside.

"The other night a question arose here, and I for one became deeply interested. I thought

we were about to discover the real man behind the gun in the making of pianos, but the issue was
sidestepped. Mr. Morton passed it over to somebody else and you agreed that they are limited

by the disposition and ability of the workmen. I believe the view that was taken is not altogether

correct. The workman must respond, and if he does, not respond it is within the power of the

management to discharge him and get another man in his place. Therefore, it seems to me that

the man who is responsible for the piano is the manager, or the superintendent. I do not believe

the piano will develop beyond some one man's ideal in the factory.

"The workman may find certain discrepancies in the piano. He can do nothing but appeal

to the superintendent. If the superintendent says: 'Well, that piano is ordered to go into this

carload—we have not time to go over and make those changes—we will have to take a chance on

it,' the workman can do nothing further, but he has done his duty and stands higher than the

superintendent or the management.

"Now let us reverse the case. If the manager comes around and finds that something in the

piano is not up to what it ought to be, he can raise Cain with the workman and if he still persists

he can get rid of him and get a better man.

"I think, therefore, that the man responsible will be found above the workman, because the

working man has responded in every case.

"In bringing this up I wanted to do so in order to illustrate my contention. It is with the

furniture element that we tuners have our greatest difficulty. Let us see how this theory works

out. A lady is shown a piano. The salesman runs his fingers over the ivories—it is a good looking

piano—and very likely the lady orders it. The acoustics in that room are probably very good. I
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have heard some very poor toned pianos and they have sounded pretty good under these conditions.

"When the piano reaches its destination the lady finds a different tone—short and brittle.

It does not please her. Her friends play on it—they have time then to listen and they do not like

it. The telephone rings in the store and there is a complaint. The order is shifted over to the tun-

ing department and they are requested to send a man out.

" Now the tuner may discover that there are a number of faults in the piano, but his allegiance

to the firm he is working for compels him to cover up these faults. It would not be wise for him

to say the construction is wrong, the treble action is set in too close or not close enough, or that

the hammer strikes a point which damps the tone. The tone regulator may have jabbed in too

hard) pushed the hammers up or made the tone stringy.

"He is confronted with a hundred and one things, 2nd while I say that we appreciate, asi

tuners, Mr. Morton's meetings and the influence that it is bound to have, I think I voice the

sentiment of all tuners, because the tuner never talks of the piano in any other terms but tone. He

seldom considers the case.

"
I am somewhat in doubt as to just where we can assist. Every tuner is willing to assist the

manufacturer, but there has been no mingling together as there should be. The tuner has not

been taken into the council. They call a meeting of salesmen to perfect their plans and coach them

as to how best to approach the customer, but the tuner gets only his orders at night and goes out

in the morning. He has never been called in to council, except when the lady who has bought a

piano from appearance finds that it is not what she wanted, then he is called in and sent out.

Now I believe that these things can be remedied. There are thousands of tuners today mingling

with the piano trade, mingling with people who are studying music, and I believe that if the trade

will take the tuner into confidence, bring out his ideas, it will be mutually beneficial.

"In the factory there is the tone regulator. Mr. Morton says he is going to eliminate him in

the future, but I think he is going to have a difficult time in doing so. A hammer company sells

to the superintendent five hundred sets of hammers. They are altogether different from other

hammers, and unless we can get all hammer makers to make the same kind of hammers, all sound-

ing boards alike, etc., I do not think the tone regulator can be eliminated. It seems there is an im-

pression that the tone regulator's principal object is to pick the hammers until they are all mushed

up. I do not think any good tone regulator has that idea. He finds a hammer very solid and

tough, having no rebound. It goes 'plump' and there it sticks and kills the tone. Now the tone

regulator must get as much life, as much resiliency from the hammer as he can without destroy-

ing its contour or interfering to such a degree as to kill the tone. It looks ridiculous, but there are

a number of companies today which take men from the mill room or action room and put them on

tone regulating. The tone regulator is the thorn in the side of the efficiency engineer, the super-

intendent or the man taken from the mill room or some other part of the works, because as soon

as the piano gets to him, if the tone is defective, he detects it, and consequently he is in trouble!

with the management. I would like to suggest to the manufacturer that instead of taking the

tone regulator from the mill room or some other part of the factory, they get these men from among

the tuners.

"We are going to help Mr. Morton, we' are heart and soul with him, because he is fighting our

fight, but how we can help him is not exactly clear to me at the present minute. If we were per-

mitted to take one certain instrument, we could probably point out the discrepancies there, but

taken from a general standpoint, it covers such a large field that I do not know how we are going

to help much.

"I would not suggest that the manufacturer of a piano ought altogether to think of profit,

but I do maintain, as Mr. Morton said, that the price of the piano is not sufficient to get the best

tonal results.

"Some dealers think if they would reduce the price of tuning, they could probably get more

business. Now there never was a greater mistake. It would not make any difference if you tuned

a piano for fifty cents, if the man did not realize that the piano needed tuning he would not throw

away the fifty cents, but if he is made to understand that his piano at certain intervals needs tun-

ing, even if the price of tuning is $3 .00, he will be willing to pay it. The tuning department could I

have been made a paying proposition if the trade had used judgment in the propaganda when the

pianos were sold. There is no other business which has greater license to exist than has the tuning
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business, and yet there is hardly one store in the country whose tuning business has not decreased,

notwithstanding the fact that new pianos are being sold, and the old pianos have to be tuned as

well. The reason is simply that the purchaser of the piano is not impressed with the necessity of

the piano needing frequent tuning.

"If the superintendent and manager must qualify for their positions, it would help. When
Lyon & Healy hire a tuner, they send him into a back room and give him a piano to tune and when
he has finished they send someone to see how it has been done, but in the case of superintendents,

they do not seem to need any special qualifications."

F. E. Morton :
" You can' help me by helping each other. That is the object of these meetings.

By exchanging views, each goes away with as many viewpoints as there are people present. Mr.

McClellan evidently is not a student of Ulysses. Ulysses said: 'I am a part of all that I have

met.' The piano is a part of all it has met on its rounds through the factory, including preju-

dice and tradition, and all that stands in the way of perfect co-ordination in the factory is respon-

sible for the faults in the piano; for this reason neither the superintendent, the tone regulator, the

manager, the principal stockholder, the president, nor other official is personally responsible in

the true sense of the word. An exchange of employees would, perhaps, be an exchange of traditions,

an exchange of prejudices. When the appliances have been supplied which will enable us scien-

tifically to test all material and finished work and gauge it to a pre-determined standard of work-

manship, in such a manner that the result means the same to the workman, the superintendent,

the dealer, and to the user of the piano, it will be practicable to place the responsibility for every

piano. I want to ask Mr. McClellan if, according to his own argument, it would not be an excellent

matter to take the purchasing agent into the councils as well."

W. F. McClellan: "Exactly. One superintendent said to his president, ' I can put any lumber

you give me into this piano, but never say anything to me about it going bad on the outside."'

F. E. Morton: "Isn't it true that the foundation upon which the tone regulator's skill and

knowledge should be based is a love of music?"

W. F. McClellan: "Yes."

F. E. Morton : "Would it be of assistance to him to attend symphony recitals and concerts?
"

W. F. McClellan :
" Undoubtedly. If I was a superintendent and was hiring a tone regulator

I would not take him if he never attended concerts. I think the first question I would ask him

would be what he knew about music—not that I would expect him to play, but if he associated

with that class of people, I would consider he had some idea of tone."

F.E.Morton: "You speak of the dissatisfied customer saying that her piano had sounded

good in the warerooms and that now it sounds different. Wouid you not say that was because of

too much tone regulating?"

W. F. McClellan: In some cases, yes."

F. E. Morton: "In what case is it not so?"

W. F. McClellan: "It was the same as when heard in the store, but the salesman who was sell-

ing it touched it gently and did not bring out the defects. This is particularly true of players.

When they reach the home some one comes along and hammers them like a brass band, and then

we get a call to come out—that the piano does not sound right. I remember one instance where

the lady insisted it was not the same piano she bought. Her room was heavily hung with curtains

and velvets and a very soft carpet on the floor. I discovered the trouble and remedied it. You

would hardly figure that the better class of tone regulators would jab that piano too hard, but

they do. The tuner on the outside ought to be something of a tone regulator himself, because he

has to deal with these conditions."

F. E. Morton: "
I was referring to the work of the tone regulator in the factory. I find that

where the desired degree of intensity is developed by the tone regulator rather than by the hammer

maker, a rasping sound is the result. It is that kind of tone regulating that I am anxious to elim-

inate. I remember pianos used for a long time—particularly those made over twenty years ago,

when the resilience of the hammer depended entirely upon the tone regulator—and I found that

after a period of time the hammer was flat on top. The softened portion had been scuffed off until

it reached the underfelt. That was the day of excessive tone regulating, as every old piano man

knows. The tone regulator did not have the co-operation of the hammer maker. From your point

of view co-operation between the various factors is desired by the tuner. Am I right?'
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W. F. McClellan: "You are right."

F. E. Morton: "I think that in itself justifies this meeting."

George Ruth: "Do you believe in bench needling?"

W. F. McClellan :
" To a certain extent. I believe that the tone regulator ought to think care-

fully and try to discover the different qualities of tone. There are certain places where he could

go into the heart of the hammer without destroying the contour or affecting the tone, and it could

be so done as to give life to the hammer. My contention is that the hammer ought to have enough
life to it to make it springy, and it then gives a better quality of tone. The part on top ought to

be needled only to a limited extent."

George Ruth: "If a set of hammers were made suitable for a scale, is it not possible to regu-

late that set of hammers by needling on the side—light needling instead of deep needling?"

W. F. McClellan: "One must determine the kind of needling from the sound."

Chas. Deutschmann: "In building a piano the maker should take into consideration that

there is something to be done after it leaves the factory. The poor tuner is just one man. For
instance, we must take nineteen screws from a grand to get the action out. The outside tuner's

time is limited. There are other pianos made which one has to turn upside down to get at the pedal
action. It should be made a penitentiary offense to make an action which will not stand on the
floor. If the manufacturer would take these things into consideration, they could make things

more simple and the work would be better done. There are more pianos ruined by chipping than
in any other way. The work usually is done by a lot of boys."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. McClellan, what is your idea of 'ironing' to even up hammers?
What is the result?"

W. F. McClellan: "I do not believe that ironing ever does a particle of good. If the felt

is too soft you cannot make it good with an iron."

George C. Johnston: "The statement has been made that the public should be told to

take care of their pianos, but we were not told who was to tell them. The dealer should tell them,
but who is to tell the dealer? He does not know much more than the customer, on the average.

That has been my experience from working in the country, and, of course, we get all kinds of

pianos out there, principally mail order pianos, but we do have sandwiched in a good piano now
and then. With good pianos we have very little trouble. The people are willing to pay for tuning
if they realize the necessity for it, but many salesmen will tell a customer that once in five years
is enough. A woman told me that she had her piano for five years—a very ordinary piano. She
had been told that it would not need tuning for five years. When it was six years old it sounded
just as good as when it was five years old and she did not then think it needed tuning. She also

said that a friend of her's had her piano for eight years and never had it tuned, and that if she
commenced, she would have to have it tuned every year or two.

"Now, we have those things to contend with. The manufacturers', the dealers' and the
customers' interests are at stake. The majority of pianos are manufactured behind a roll top
desk, and the average man behind the roll top desk does not know what is in the piano.

"In the country the tuner has to be a tuner, a tone regulator and fly finisher, and there is one
thing we have to contend with which I want to bring to your notice, and that is, the bridge in the
upper section where it is cut. You will find that where it is cut at the bar break that it is impossi-

ble to keep it in tune on either side. That should be a question which should revert to the manu-
facturer, although if you made complaint to the dealer he would say, 'That is the way the manu-
facturer made it—it must be right.'

"The manufacturers of these pianos should know these things, so that the people who buy
these pianos with their honest money would get value received, and the people purchasing piano
should be told how to take care of them and what is necessary to keep them in good condition,

and that unless they do take care of them they will not give satisfaction. When this is done you
will get good results, but not until then."

George Ruth: "Do you consider the hammer the heart of the piano?"
George C. Johnston: "There are good bridges, good sounding boards, good strings and good

hammers and with them you have a good piano—without any one of them you have nothing."
W. F. McClellan: "If the dealer and the manufacturer fail to acquaint the purchaser with

what to do with the piano we are working in the wrong direction, but I think there is a move-
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ment on now, in fact, I am glad to say that a great many of the manufacturers have shown a dis-

position to take hold of the matter in the right way, and they have promised to give us all the

assistance we want along that line. We are just beginning to realize that the man who has to

look after the piano is the man who owns it."

F. E. Morton: "I would liketosuggest to the Tuners' Association that the best propaganda,

because the one most acceptable, is in the form of fiction. If you can find a good story writer who
will put into the stories the effect of listening to pianos out of tune and who will make it part of a

readable story, you will popularize well tuned pianos. The poeple do not like to be preached at.

They do not like to be told their faults directly, but they rather enjoy a thrust at the other fellow,

because then it is somebody else who is 'getting it.' Let me tell you that twenty-five years ago

it was a difficult thing in the average commercial hotel to get a room and bath. In the ordinary

home the bath room was not considered an essential. It is not many years since the Saturday

night tub idea obtained. The propaganda for bath tubs and bath room equipment was carried on

very largely through fiction and popularized in that manner. Other things have been brought out

in like manner. Some of them by influence. For instance, the price of shoes was not satisfactory

to the shoe manufacturer and dealer. Something had to be done, and by a clever arrangement

with the people who set the styles, the length of skirts was shortened. The shoe became an im-

portant factor and the shoe trade has prospered accordingly. Very few changes have been brought

about by preachment. There is a reaction from that sort of thing. If your association will adopt

those indirect methods of popularizing well tuned pianos, I believe it will come."

W. F. McClellan: "Would you suggest that the manufacturer or dealer attach a little notice

or booklet to his piano when he sells it? I believe at that time the people would be open for instruc-

tions.

F. E. Morton: "Yes, if the dealers all would do it, but you have already indicated the diffi-

culty there. One dealer would say that the piano should be tuned twicea year and another dealer

would point out that there must be something wrong with a piano requiring so much tuning. No
dealer will voluntarily put a club in another dealer's hands."

W. F. McClellan: "The best little idea is that of the A. B. Chase Company. They put in a

little booklet entitled 'Construction and Care of the Piano.'

"We asked one hundred average piano owners why they were having their pianos tuned. We
found only one out of the hundred who gave anything like a reasonable answer. She said, 'Why

the weather has an effect on the bass of the piano and makes it go out of tune.' She was asked

how she knew that. She then went over and lifted up the lid of the A. B. Chase piano and said,

'I read this.'

"I believe there is something in what Mr. Morton said

—

'if you drive at a man he does not

like it.' I believe that the trade will assist us, themselves and the advancement of music in the

home, if they will do something in that line, so that the tuner has something to back him up."

F. E. Morton: " It is a question of popularizing the idea. It is not the tuning of the piano

that you want to talk about, but the idea which makes necessary the tuning of the piano."

E. B. Bartlett: "Mr. McClellan objected to the elimination of the tone regulator, as though

they were a part of your propaganda. My understanding is that you want to eliminate the need

for a tone regulator—not to put out worse pianos than we are making now, but better pianos with

less chance for change after they do get out. I could not resist applying this right here."

F. E. Morton : "Quite right. There is one thing to which I want to commit myself, and that

is that the last man to touch the piano before it goes into the box at the factory should be an

artist."

W. F. McClellan: "If you had a man like that most of the pianos would not get past the ship-

ping door."

F. E. Morton: "WT

ould we not all benefit by that?"

W. F. McClellan: "The first thing that a man would hear when he came up and said: 'That

has got to go back to the sounding board room,' would be, 'That is ordered and it is the only one

we have here and it must go. We will have to chance it.'
'

F. E. Morton: "I fully appreciate that it is a touch of idealism, but it all goes back to one

question: 'Why is the piano?' What is the purpose? We were told at the Piano Club yesterday

by Madame Sturkow-Ryder, who addressed the Technicians' Conference last year, that there are
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four classes of purchasers, and the one which she pointed out as being responsible for the growth

of the business was the music lovers, and she said that they had not been catered to sufficiently

by the trade to bring up the piano production in any marked degree. Pianos should appeal to the

hearing primarily. That appeal can be made by the manufacturer, not by the dealer alone. The
tuner can do little to overcome that difficulty."

George Ruth: " Don't you think the present tendency is towards better pianos?
"

F. E. Morton: "Decidedly, and that tendency must be encouraged by the manufacturer."

D. A. McDonald: "It seems to me that in this question of propaganda there is one thing

which should be driven deeper than any other into the purchaser of pianos. If every purchaser

of a piano could understand that the child who learns to play the piano or to sing to the accom-

paniment of a piano which is out of tune and is allowed to continue to sing or play on that piano

up to the age of, say, eighteen or twenty years, if that person lives a hundred years he will never

develop a fine sense of intonation, because that wrong tone idea will stay just as long as his body

remains. If the piano owner who sends for a tuner would say to him, 'Tune that piano to 435 A
exactly, no matter how many strings you break—I will pay for the strings and your time,' the

sense of intonation of the coming generation would be greatly improved. Personally, I can see no

reason why a person should allow one string of his piano to be out of tune any more than the

violinist should play on his violin with one string out of tune."

E. E. Beach :
' 'A number of years ago a retail store made a practice of sending out a tuner when

a piano was sold and every three months thereafter for one year. They had the customers so thor-

oughly imbued with the idea that the piano needed tuning that they usually attended it them-

selves afterwards.

"A lady had her little daughter go across the room, turn her back and then the mother would

strike a note on the piano and ask the note she had struck and the little girl would tell her. After

the piano was tuned the daughter was unable to tell. She had gone completely out of tune with

the piano."

F. E. Morton: " Memory is responsiveness above normal—that is just as true of every bit

of matter on this earth as it is of the organs of hearing. Take an instrument that is at all respon-

sive, strike its key note on another instrument and it will respond. The next time it will respond

with a little greater intensity and the next time a little greater, and so on—that is memory.

Responsiveness comes from the practice of responding and 'tone memory' offers material for one

of those stories I suggested. You get more responsiveness from a piano after it has been played

upon for a length of time. The chipping and four tunings help it, but if the piano is kept in tune

and played upon, the tone improves. The sounding board will respond to the same pitch from

each note a little better as time goes on. The man who has a violin which he values highly should

always keep it tuned and at the same pitch. Violins increase in value because of the treatment

they receive as well as the original work put on them.

"The other night Mr. Milner suggested the possibility of demanding of the manufacturers

of pianos and other fixed pitch instruments that the pitch be raised to 440 A. A piano at its best

at a given pitch is not at its best at another pitch. That does not mean that all scales will have to

be changed."

D. A. McDonald: "In regard to the change of the official pitch of the American Federation of

Musicians, which was made at the annual convention last May, I will say that it was entirely un-

necessary. If they wished to get the wind instruments and pianos together all they had to do was
to provide that, when the piano is used in orchestra, it shall be tuned at A-437 or A-438. Then
when the temperature rises the piano will sink a little and the wind instruments will rise a little,

establishing between them a very playable pitch.

"Every one knows that a wind instrument rises in pitch with a rise in temperature and almost

every one has a fairly good idea as to the cause thereof, but what they do not know is just how
much the different instruments are affected. That is one reason why our Army and Navy depart-

ments have placed in their latest band instrument specifications a most ridiculous provision, as

well as one with which no manufacturer can comply—namely, that all instruments made for army
and navy bands must give A-435 at 59° F. and A-440 at 71° or 72°. If one instrument could be

made to do this—and I do not consider this possible—the others could not comply with this

requirement.
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"Mr. D. J. Blaikley, the eminent expert and acoustician, in his lectures on acoustics in rela-

tion to wind instruments, delivered before the Royal Military School of Music, Kneller Hall,

London, gives the following table of variation in pitch caused by the rise in temperature of ten

degrees, from 60 F. to 70 F.

:

Vib.

Flute and Oboe Rise 1 .50

Clarinet " 2 .06

Cornet and Trumpet " 2 .45

French Horn and Trombone " 2 .88

Euphonium or Baritone " 3 . 16

Bombardon or Bass " 3 .50

Mean of full wind band "2 .60

"If therefore, a band playing at A-435 at 60° F. encounters a rise in temperature to 70' F.

the instruments will then be found about as follows:

Flute and Oboe 436 .50

Clarinet 437 .06

Cornet and Trumpet 437 .45

French Horn and Trombone 437.88

Euphonium 438 . 16

Bass 438.50

"From the above it will appear that the United States bands will have to get along with the

variation established by nature. If the specifications had demanded that instruments should play

at A-435 when the temperature is 60° F., about all that is possible in that line would have been

accomplished.

"Mr. Blaikley further states that while increase of temperature may cause a rise of as much
as a quarter of a tone, the difference is modified by the breath, and that the variation between

summer and winter pitch of instruments, when warmed by playing, is always less than would be

caused by extremes of the outer air. In other words, that the heat imparted by the breath modifies

both the rise and fall of the pitch, making the variation less than would be shown by the labora-

tory test.

"In my position with Lyon & Healy I have had occasion within the past ten years to test thou-

sands of instruments, both of American and foreign make, using for purpose of comparison a well

tuned reed organ, and I cannot recall a single instance of an instrument made to play at A-435

which, in the hottest summer weather, could be played with a piano correctly tuned to A-440. A
person with a very strong embouchure could probably force a single note that high, but it would be

absolutely impossible to play the different registers of an instrument under such a strain. The

saxophone, for instance, can be played very much off pitch in the second octave, but if one attempts

to play the lower register sharp the instrument will 'octave'—that is will give the note fingered

an octave higher than was intended. That is the reason why a 'jazzer' does not use the lower

notes of his instrument to any great extent.

"There are several other reasons why the full effect of temperature is not felt in wind instru-

ments. For instance, when the metal in an instrument is heated it expands and the instrument

becomes a little longer and a trifle larger in calibre. This is so small as to be almost negligi-

ble, but it has some effect. Also, every player blows more or less moisture into his instrument.

That moisture evaporates and in doing so cools the air within the tube, and thereby lowers the

pitch.

"Still another cause is that in winter time only a part of the bore of any wind instrument be-

comes heated. In the saxophone, probably not more than one-third, or at most, one-half of the

length is affected. In the case of the basses a change of twenty degrees would not, probably, mean

a change of more than ten in the air within the instrument. The few inches affected at the mouth-

piece would be counteracted by the coldness of the bell and other large tubing, which the breath

would fail to heat.

" In the public dance halls, is probably where the greatest trouble from changes of tempera-
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ture is experienced. When the orchestra begins playing the hall is often as low as 40 . Little by

little the temperature goes up to 70 or 80. Then the dancers find it too warm and the windows are

opened, even if the outside air is below zero. Immediately the strings go up, including the piano.

The harp is affected probably more than any other instrument. . I have played on engagements

where the harpist's pay for the evening was less than his expense for broken strings caused by the

opening of windows. Of course, the wind instruments drop in pitch. Often they cannot be kept

up to A-435. What will they do in such cases when the piano is at A-440?

"As an instance of what change of pitch is already doing, I will state that one factory which

manufacturers flutes and piccolos claims to make its instruments regularly to A-440, but because

they have a large government contract calling for A-435 they are using the latter pitch. Another

factory making flutes, piccolos and clarinets are supplying these instruments—despite the specifi-

cation—at A-440. It is not hard to imagine the result when instruments from these two factories

are used in the same band.
" I believe that the verdict of the scientific men of the world is in favor of A-435, and I should

like to see everybody agree to that pitch. I should also like to see the American Federation of

Musicians, as representing the professional musicians of the United States and Canada, demand
that the manufacturers of wind instruments get together and standardize their pitch, instead of

each one following the dictates of his own sweet will, as they have been doing for the past few

years.

"From experience I am inclined to think that the manufacturers of wind instruments through-

out the country know less about their pitch than others do. For example, as soon as I heard

about the change I called up the head of one factory and asked him what pitch he was making his

saxophones. Promptly he replied 'A-440.' A short time afterward a saxophone of his make was

brought in by a lady vaudeville artist to see if we could not raise its pitch, as she could not get it

up to the pianos in the theaters in which she was playing. On trying the instrument I found that

I could not get it up to A-435, and on measuring it I found that it was about an inch and a half

longer than other instruments in the same key of three other makes. I have since had another

case of the same kind and of the same make. So much for that manufacturer's knowledge of his

product. In another case the general manager of one of our largest factories read my letter to the

International Musician protesting against the change and immediately wrote me a very kind and

sympathetic letter saying that he was sorry that I had not first posted myself on what band

instrument factories were doing, as they had been making their instruments at A-440 for a long

time. He seemed quite sorry that I had made such a fool of myself, but although I have been

carefully trying every instrument of his make that I have seen since, no tone of them was anywhere

near A-440. He also could look into what his factory is doing, to advantage. On my desk at

Lyon & Healy's lies a C soprano saxophone sent in as a sample by still another factory. So that

there should be no doubt as to its pitch they put a red mark on its mouthpiece cork at a point

where they said the mouthpiece should be placed to make it A-440. I tested it and found that with

this adjustment it was just a comfortable A-435.

"One argument which was probably used at the convention in favor of the change is that

because the symphony orchestras play at A-439 or A-440 all others should do the same. They
evidently did not stop to think that symphony orchestra players have their instruments built in

that pitch, but that the thousands of other players throughout the country, as well as the music

stores, have only instruments made at or nearly at A-435. They, also, did not take into considera-

tion the fact that instruments built in A-440 will vary from change of temperature just as much
as the others, and that when all the factories are making reed instruments at A-440 it will again

be necessary to raise the pitch of the pianos and organs to A-443 or A-445."

James F. Bowers: "Suppose at the coming meeting of the Federation, Mr. McDonald, you
should represent the tuners in the matter of pitch. What would you recommend, what method
would you advise as to insisting upon A-435?"

D. A. McDonald: "The convention of the American Federation meets again in May, here in

Chicago, and I feel sure that if the Piano Manufacturers Association and the Tuners' Association

would communicate with President Jos. N. Weber and request a hearing on this subject he would
gladly comply, and would probably appoint a committee for the purpose of re-hearing. Then if

that committee could be made to include representatives of all parties concerned and also some
well versed scientific men who are competent to present the acoustical side of the matter, I am
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confident that the old and well established International Pitch, A-435, would be restored, with

the added proviso, as I have before suggested, that when pianos are tuned for orchestral use

they shall be tuned to A-437 or A-438."

Frank Milner: "I became interested through the pipe organ. For a number of years

435-A was considered the correct pitch. This question of pitch has been the subject of legislative

enactment and also royal edict. If we have to comply with the symphony orchestra and with the

theater orchestra, you will have to have two instruments if an exact pitch is desired. It was on
that account that the Federation changed the pitch from 435 to 440. We cannot change the

pitch of an organ after installing as you could a piano. Therefore, because the orchestra could not

be used with the organ, we had to go to 440. Many of the large orchestras—that in London and
our own here prefer 440. It means a great deal more to us than it does to the piano. It costs us a

lot of money to make the change."

D. A. McDonald : "I may venture one little piece of information. That change of pitch did

not originate with the organ. It came about through the manufacturer of orchestra bells dis-

covering that the smaller their bells, were and the higher the pitch the less the overtones would
hold over. Consequently the makers of these bells have been tuning them at 439 and 440. I asked

one manufacturer of orchestra bells the other day at what pitch he is tuning his bells. He said:

'439-A. It makes them sound a little more brilliant to be a little higher than the orchestra.'

Like the two country violinists who had occasion to play at a kitchen dance and when they got

there one said to the other: 'Let us tune a little bit apart, Bill, and then they will know there are

two of us playing.' As a result of this business of tuning the bells higher than the orchestra, the

orchestra bells now are being thrown out of the orchestra. It is now up to the manufacturers of

orchestra bells to force a 440 pitch or they will be up against the proposition of retuning thou-

sands of bells all over the country and most of the owners will insist on their being tuned without

charge."

Frank Milner of the W. W. Kimball Company then demonstrated the Deaganometer and

described its uses.

Small Grand Construction

April 17, 1918

F. E. Morton, chairman, in announcing the subject "Small Grand Construction," exhibited a

scale drawing (Fig. 33), a cross section drawing showing action placement (Fig. 34), and a

strung plate identical with the small grand exhibited at a prior meeting. He explained that the

new scale was expected to show an improvement over the first in that the tension on the bass sec-

tion was graduated from 160 pounds to 170 pounds. He further stated:

"The difficulty in reconciling the last plain wire with the first string was one of volume and

quality. The first attempt was made with copper wound strings throughout. We found that

copper wound strings did not blend. The jump from the steel wire to the copper wound strings

was very pronounced. It seemed almost impossible to continue the tone quality. Therefore, we

used the steel wound strings, with what result you now know. With the same size of steel cover-

ing wire as copper prescribed in the original drafting we get a lower tension. The effect of a change

in tension led me to change the bass scale. As you will see, the bass bridge is dropped quite a bit

lower on the treble end, shortening the first double. We also used a smaller gauge covering wire.

The last steel wire is No. 20 gauge. The first double is 18 core wire and 34 steel covering wire. On

the piano exhibited last month the first double was 18 core wire and 32 covering wire.

"During the past two years I have examined a number of instruments and made a number

of experiments and I feel certain that most pianos have too high a tension on the bass side of the

break. On a short scale from 110 to 135 pounds is all we can get on the treble side of the break

with No. 20 wire. It is an abrupt change from that to 175 or 200 pounds, and it is unthinkable

that we can get the same quality of tone with two wires, one drawn to 110 pounds and another

to 175 pounds tension. One wire will vibrate in one mode or in a certain number of segments,

while the other will break up into smaller segments, and it is the segmental vibrations which deter-

mine the tone quality. We must have sufficient tension to lift the sounding board by means of
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the staggered pins on the bridge as well as depress it by vibration of the wire. It must move both

ways. I find that 150 pounds tension on a proper gauge core wire is about the limit, below which

one cannot go without sacrifice of volume. The size of the core wire determines the energy, the

covering wire functioning only as weight. Covering wire, if it is a good wire, does not vibrate, it

only travels with the vibrating core wire, so that anything that is done to give greater depth to

Fig. 33

the tone, greater life, greater brilliancy, involves only the core wire. A drop of two gauges between

plain wire and strings gives good results—other factors being right. With No. 20 plain wire you

can drop back to No. 18 core wire. If your covering wire is too small it does not hold well.

No. 34 is about the smallest that you can use on the average string."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you use frequently a tri-cord covered string in the bass? Some
makers do. In a case of that kind what would be the size of the covering wire?"

F. E. Morton: "I would not like to prescribe a covering less than No. 34. I know the tri-

cord is used, but I fail to see where it is an essential. So far as my observation goes the tri-cord

is an afterthought and not in the original scale. Tri-cord bass was used when it was found that
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the core wire was too small to supply sufficient energy, and instead of changing the action and
changing the entire scale, the tri-cord was put in. The tri-cord tone must be made satisfactory by
the tone regulator. You have found that to be true, haven't you?"

C. C. Chickering: "I think my own experience would lead me to say that. There is a less
decided character of tone where tri-cord was used next to steel. It occurred to me that if a covered

Fig. 34

string was used above the break, one or two notes at least, it might modify the general rule and
carry out the question of tone character."

F. E. Morton: " It probably would. I know of one small grand in which there was a very de-

cided improvement above the break by dropping the gauge instead of raising it—running from No.

18 to No. 19 and No. 20, then two each of No. 19 and No. 18. It was an improvement, but it was
an after-thought. If the scale had been properly drawn in the first place I do not know of any
reason why one should put wound strings above the break. Suppose you are down to No. 19

wire and in place of two No. 20 we put two wound strings. You cannot wind No. 20 and keep the

same tension. You cannot get the same energy with smaller gauge core wire. It is a matter

of intensity of vibration of the sounding board.

C. C. Chickering: " It might be possible that a No. 17 string or a No. 18 string, lightly cov-

ered, would in itself have a clearer vibration, even though the board might be tightened up on

account of the closeness of the lining. Might not the lighter string vibrate more easily and freely

than a thick, heavy string?"

F. E. Morton: "There is no question but that it would vibrate more freely."

H. H. Arnold: "Would the weight of the covering wire add anything to it?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes. That is why you get so little of the fundamental in a wound string.

With a high tension wound string from four to six notes from the break it is hard to determine the

pitch; perhaps not when you run the scale, but certainly when you strike it alone. It is because
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there is so little of the fundamental. The tuners are aware of that. One reason is, as you suggest,

the stiffness of the wire. Stiffness of wire is the greatest enemy of the small scale.

F. E. Morton then exhibited the small grand plate and showed the method of patterning

in such a manner as to avoid residual stress and torsion.

F. E. Morton: "Suspend a plate and strike these members and you will learn very readily b>

the difference in sound where there is stress or torsion. It has a peculiar higher ring—a sort of in-

harmonic overtone, quite a bit higher than the pitch of the member. By suspending half a dozen

plates and listening you may easily determine the differences due to stress and torsion.

" It pays to put your wrest plank down and be sure that every portion of it rests solidly against

the plate and have sufficient screws of the proper size to hold it there absolutely rigid. That is one

great big factor. I might mention that we have tried cementing the wrest plank to the plate at

considerable time and expense, and while it is not a commercial possibility it demonstrates the

value of rigidity."

Wm. Hehr: "What tension do you get on those copper singles?"

F. E. Morton: " Not more than 100 pounds. If you would make those of a size to give you

170 pounds the sound would be like striking a steel bar. I have heard pianists complain of the

shortness of key in the small grand. There is a different feel, decidedly. Artists note it quickly.

Several people whom I consider very good pianists say that their only objection to the little grand

is the length of the key. I wonder just how much it means to the purchaser really, and if we can

manage to give them a greater length key."

C. C. Chickering: "The distance from the back end to the front is a fixed distance. We can-

not change that and I do not see how we can go back, because the minute we do that it throws the

centers of the action all out of line, so it seems that we either must leave the piano as it is in spite

of the criticism of the artist or else build an addition to the front of the piano which is unessential,

so far as general construction is concerned, for the mere purpose of getting a longer key."

H. H. Arnold: " I do not see how you can change it unless it might be done by changing the

location of the balance rail and give a little forward pitch corresponding to a longer key."

F. E. Morton: "Do you think it is worth while to change that?"

H. H. Arnold: " I do not. The artists do not buy small grands for their own work and will not

play on one from choice. The small grand is for the home where they want to save space and yet

have a grand piano. I would like to hear what some of the other gentlemen have to say about it

—

those who have charge of sales—whether they do not meet that condition of people wanting

grand pianos and do not want to give them the necessary room."

E. Whelan: "There is no question about that. The average purchaser who buys a grand

usually buys it more for looks. They want a grand piano—they have an idea that it lends an at-

mosphere of musical refinement to the home, but the criticism that we get from the musician is

always one of condemnation of the small grand."

H.H. Arnold: "I do not believe the manufacturer needs to worry a great deal about the small

grand."

C. C. Chickering: "I have often felt that the question of the condemnation of the small

grand piano by the artist has been Thought about quite largely by the unsuccessful pianos which

were originally put on the market. Some of the earlier makes of small grand pianos were freakish

instruments, no tone and nothing to recommend them to anyone who had the slightest musical

intelligence. That is not true today. We have a number of small instruments today which may
be fairly termed successful instruments from a musical standpoint. It is a condition based on an

original prejudice which, I believe, will gradually work itself out. I think we can notice it in our

own business. Even two or three years ago there was a decided prejudice against a piano which

was less than five feet ten inches long. This was partially brought about, I believe, through the

attitude and advertising of our big concerns to the effect that no piano could retain the grand

qualities below the measurement of five feet ten inches."

E. Whelan: "The salesman has been to blame also. The salesman who is not selling a very

small grand starts the propaganda and hammers on it very hard. He is anxious to sell a large

grand."

H. H. Arnold: " Mr. Chickering, don't you think it is largely a matter of touch and not get-

ting accustomed to it?"
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C. C. Chickering: " I do not think the question of touch is very generally considered by the
average purchaser, but I do think that touch enters very decidedly into the selection of a piano
by an artist, even more than tone. I have seen them come into our place for a good many years
and pick out an inferior piano which had the touch they liked. Many years ago a man had special

pianos made for him corresponding to his touch. He was a wonderful performer and claimed it

was because he did not have to go so far to get results. However, I do not believe that from my
experience I would say touch was essential to the ordinary purchaser. I think the question of

tone, or their idea of tone, is the only thing they consider, but the man who is a technical gymnast
has to have that action so he can do all the gymnastic stunts he has in his mind, or else he does
not want the piano. Tone is secondary to him. The piano on which he can perform as he wants
to, he will take in preference to a better toned instrument with an action not suitable to his needs."

W. S. Jenkins: "From my experience of the last two or three years I think people have been
buying small grands because they like them and I do not think the question of touch has entered
into the proposition at all. I do not think we have had one in a hundred and fifty complain of the
length of the keys. The small grand is more of a commercial proposition made for the public and
I do not think that the manufacturer should worry about the trouble he might have if he were
making concert grands for the artist."

F. E. Morton: " I felt quite confident of it myself and only raised the question because I was
asked: 'Why can't we have the same length key in the small grand as we have in the concert

grand?"'

C. C. Chickering: "It can be done."

F. E. Morton: "It can be done, but is it worth while?"

C. C. Chickering: "You would have a freakish looking piano. The distance out to the front

of your keyboard would be at least one-third of the length of your piano, and you can imagine how
that would appeal to some lady with good taste."

F. E. Morton: "One other question has come up several times in the process of working out

these small grands, and that is the height of the plate above the sounding board. Some very

queer ideas have been handed to me on that subject."

H. H. Arnold: " If it were not for the height of the plate above the sounding board the depth

of the piano could be made a little lower and more in conformity with its size and general appear-

ance. At present it has about the same height of case as any other grand piano. If that could be

cut down from Y2 to % of an inch and cut down the height of the case correspondingly, it would
look a little neater."

C. C. Chickering: " If I understood Mr. Morton's question, I do not think he referred to the

lines of the case as much as to the effect on the tone of the piano by raising or lowering the plate,

and I have had a good many discussions on that point myself."

F. E. Morton: "I think there are differences of opinion enough to make it an interesting propo-

sition."

C. C. Chickering: " Theoretically it would seem that the plate ought to be kept away from the

board and still get proper contact between the hitch pin and the bridge, but practically I do not

think it makes very much difference."

F. E. Morton: "The question is: Does the height of the plate above the sounding board

have anything to do with the tone of the piano?"

Wm. Hehr: "I do not believe it has."

E. E. Beach: "I do not believe that it makes any difference."

W. S. Jenkins: "Would the thickness of the bridge affect the tone?"

F. E.Morton: "You do not get the same undulations as with less mass of bridge. Bridges

need not be quite as wide as we make them."

C. C. Chickering: "Some of the very finest toned pianos are heavily bridged."

F. E. Morton : " Quite true. I am referring, of course, to the little grand. Some time ago we

went into the matter of cutting up bridges. I found that in certain parts of the piano a very

decided improvement is made by cutting the bridge out and having it rest only on the ribbed

point. On other scales there were parts in which it was decidedly not a success."

C. C. Chickering: "That is a feature of construction which I have never considered. I really

do not feel competent even to express an opinion about it. Your judgment is that there are some
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instruments which have been benefited by contacting only at the point where it attaches to the

ribs?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes—only at the treble end of the bass bridge and both ends of the treble

bridge. Now whether that would be effective on every piano I .am unable to say. I have only

made a couple of experiments along those lines, but it was a decided improvement, gave a much
greater freedom of tone. With the lighter tension it is reasonable at least to suppose that anything

which will give greater freedom of undulation will be an improvement."

C. C. Chickering: "I had a peculiar experience in that connection with the construction of

the treble end of a piano in which I was once interested. We had plenty of room at the very

extreme end of the piano and originally made it with the bridge cut off, and the results were not al-

together satisfactory, so somebody suggested that we put a tail on the bridge. The results were

very much better."

F. E. Morton: "I have done that, too, and obtained good results."

C. C. Chickering: "That would be almost contrary to the theory of too much freedom of

vibration."

F. E. Morton: "That means a greater area of conduction and the tail is cut very thin."

C. C. Chickering: "We have been experimenting with the small grand and so far as over-

hanging the bridge in the treble is concerned we have not been successful. We find that by over-

hanging the bridge about half way down we got better results in tone. I only mention that to

show that there can be no fixed rule. What will work out all right on one piano does not work out

on another.

"I would like to open the question of solid bridge versus the glued-up type and get some ex-

pressions along that line. If the rest of the manufacturers here are having any such experience as

we are now, I would like to hear about it. There is quite a bit of difficulty in getting thin maple

stock for glued-up bridges at the present time. You can get them, but the manufacturers of

bridges wouldjust a little bit rathernot bother, because of the difficulty in getting that lumber. I

am wondering whether a change from the laminated type of bridge construction to the solid

bridge with a cap would be likely to be detrimental either to the piano or its tone producing

qualities."

G. Thode: "Don't you think the one-piece bridge is a better tone carrier than the glued-

up bridge?"

C. C. Chickering: " I thinkthe glued-up bridge is stiffer and if stiffness is something you want

to avoid, then the solid bridge would be a little more yielding, more apt to fit itself in with the vi-

bration of the strings, but so far as the tone producing qualities of the piano are concerned, I am
not prepared to answer that. I have thought sometimes that the solid bridge was better than the

glued-up bridge from a tone producing standpoint, but those of us who are trying to make an ex-

pensive piano and give our salesmen something to talk about hesitate about using a solid bridge

for the reason that three, four or five of the so-called old standard makers insist and stick to the

usual accepted type of the glued-up bridge as being superior. I am not prepared to say which is better,

but I do know from my personal experience that the glued-up type frequently gets one into trouble.

If the piano is sent into the south, where there is a lot of moisture, the piano frequently is sent back

to the factory. The glue has not held or the cap comes off. If you are making up your pianos

from the standpoint of safety and can get first-class clear stock with the cap on it, it will stand

up safer and better than the glued-up type of bridge, but I am not prepared to say which is the

better bridge from the tone producing standpoint, nor which is the one best adapted to general

practice. That is a point which I want to have discussed and talked about."

F. E. Morton: "Do you remember the reason for the first glued-up bridge?"

C. C. Chickering: "I do not."

F. E. Morton: "Was it not because of splitting?"

C. C. Chickering: "I presume that was the reason. That is the talk we used to have in the old

factory in Boston—that the glued-up bridge was used to prevent splitting."

F. E. Morton: " In the old squares, I remember, the bridges did split. It is my recollection,

and I think I am right, that that was the reason for the glued-up bridge."

C. C. Chickering: " In your opinion, then, Mr. Morton, the only excuse for the glued-up bridge
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is the argument in favor of its rigidity or its ability to stand the strain of the strings, not tone re-

sults from that type of construction."

F. E. Morton: "No doubt the theory if carried into practice would go farther than that.

The difference in the cut of the wood might do that as well, perhaps. I have some samples of

wood here which were sent to me to test out, and the manner of testing as to splitting is rather
simple. We have driven in a series of nails and have tested it out. You can look them over for

results."

C. C. Chickering: "Of course, we will assume that everybody would use a quarter sawed
bridge."

F. E. Morton: "That is a pretty fair test. I consider that a very good test on one-quarter.

All the nails are driven in, not drilled, and it stands up very well. Personally, I do not see any rea-

son why a first-class piece of lumber, quarter-sawed., is not 100 per cent effective for bridge work.

I had end wood bridge talked to me thirty-odd years ago and spent two weeks experimenting. If

I had known as much then as I learned in the experiment, I would not have spent the time. I

think the theory of those who advocated end wood bridges was based on the fact that sound travels

faster through the length than it does across it. As a matter of fact, there is no sound there at

all; nothing but motion—so that makes it simply a foolish experiment. I have never heard an
argument advanced for built-up bridges, or anything of that nature, that I could reconcile with

anything I have encountered in my experimentation."

C. C. Chickering : "It comes down to this, that the glued-up bridge is merely a talking feature.

"

F. E. Morton: "I have always considered it so."

H.H. Arnold: "Have you not found, Mr. Chickering, that it is more difficult to keep a bridge

in shape when glued up than when solid?"

C. C. Chickering: "Of course it is—it depends on circumstances. Sometimes you have to

bring your bridge up, have it come to your pattern. That is the difficult part. I remember a bridge

we made during the last two or three years. On the suggestion of one of our men we took a series

of little pieces of maple and glued them up one on another, the idea being to get a bridge that was

less stiff. We cut them out, joining them very carefully, and sawed off the two outside pieces. The
grain of the wood would be running at an angle of about a quarter with the sounding board. We
tried this out, particularly on a small grand which was giving us a little trouble owing to stiffness,

but the results were not satisfactory.

"There is another thing which comes to my mind, although it is entirely aside from the sub-

ject in hand—that is the question of waterproof glue. In all probability the manufacturers of

this country after this war is over will do a larger export business than we have done in the past,

and if that should come about, the question of waterproof glue will be rather an interesting one.

I have run across a concern within the last six weeks or two months in Minneapolis that is making

a glue which they claim is waterproof. We have experimented with it sufficiently so that I am
pretty well satisfied that they have something worth while so far as its holding qualities are con-

cerned. We have tested it by sprinkling the joints; soaking them; put one block of veneered

stock over our steam box and left it there for a day or so with the idea of loosening the glue and

having it let go or blister, and it has not done so. The name of the concern is the Curtis Cold Glue

Company. The only disadvantage that I know of lies in the fact that it has to be used immedi-

ately after it is mixed. Of course, after experimenting you would know just how much you would

want to use, but you cannot use the old glue over again."

H.H. Arnold: "We are at the present time doing some government work and using this glue.

We are also making it ourselves and it is true about the necessity of using it within a short period

of time after it is mixed. It is not animal glue, but has some of those principles, and so far as

holding qualities are concerned I wish to say for the benefit of those who have not looked into it

very far, that we have tested it up to 2,750 pounds per square inch and then the wood broke.

"To what extent that glue will be used for commercial purposes by the manufacturers of

furniture and other veneered articles remains to be seen. We had been using some for a'

time prior to the government demand for glued-up pieces for aeroplane work requiring waterproof

glue. The original requirements were a twenty-four-hour boiling test, followed by a twenty-four-

hour baking test, followed by a two weeks* submerging test in a normal room temperature. They
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would have to stand all of those tests in succession, and some pieces would have to stand a separate

twenty-four-hour baking test. They have changed that to an eight-hour boiling test or ten days'

submerging test. It will, in my opinion, overcome the question of shrinkage of varnish. The
shrinkage of varnish is not due to the varnish; it is the action of the animal glue in the pores of

the wood. It is not a shrinkage, it is a rise. Of course, when you raise a part of that surface an-

other part is sunk below the surface and, therefore, it is, in effect, a shrinkage of the sunken part.

"I do believe that on account of the moisture not having any particular effect on this glue

it is very valuable. So far as having any effect on our export trade is concerned, that would be

about the only part which would be affected, the appearance of the instrument. You cannot ex-

pect a sounding board maker, action maker, or hammer maker to use it."

C. C. Chickering: "Why not?"

H. H. Arnold: "We could probably get them to if there wasa special interest in it. A certain

time limit figures in the question where the glue is used."

C. C. Chickering: "Is it a matter of practicability or cost?"

H. H. Arnold: "The spread is greater than normal glue, but the cost is much greater at the

present time."

F. E. Morton: "Are the materials from which this glue is made likely to decrease in price?
"

H. H. Arnold: "The material from which the glue is produced will probably remain close to

the present standard market price, but we all know where animal glue has gone."

C. C. Chickering: "Tropical pianos are usually made up in solid cases, for the reason that in

those portions of the world the veneer will come off. Now if we can find a substitute for our glue

by means of which we can give the market a finer figured thin wood, the same as in the atmos-

pheric conditions under which we live, we will have a much more beautiful article to offer."

H.H. Arnold: "We are experimenting along those lines. It is quite an important matter and

it seems to me that it is worth considering from that standpoint."

C. C^Chickering: "I do not know how this glue would work out on felt—whether it would

hold or not. If it is absorbent it might not work so well on more absorbent materials, but as to

this I am not posted."

H. H. Arnold: "We have not gone into that very deeply. We tried it a little, but I am not

prepared to give any details as to its practicability."

C. C. Chickering: " It may be that in the course of the next few months I can tell you some-

thing about it. I have ordered keys and actions made with that glue, because we are having a call

for export instruments, and the question of humidity is a very vital one. If I find that the glue

works out satisfactorily, I will give you the benefit of our experience."

H. H. Arnold : "We took two pieces of walnut veneer, glued them down, made panels, finished

them up. That panel has been kicked about for the last seven months and there is not a sign of

shrinkage or veneer chipping. The action of atmospheric conditions has been eliminated. We have

made the test by taking the same pieces of glued-up panel stock—taking a strip four inches long

by two inches wide, quarter-inch core, and the expansion on that core was just ]/i of an inch on

four-inch width. We tested it out in the usual way, baking it for twenty-four hours, and there was

not a sign, either after baking or after boiling, that there was any expansion or contraction. That

is one reason why water-proof glue is demanded, to prevent expansion or contraction, prevent the

tearing apart of the fibers of the wood. We have to build up panels in as many as twenty-one ply

—124-inch thick, all told. Of course if there was any expansion or contraction in building up

stock of that kind the fibre of the wood would soon tear apart. We have a glue which has stood the

test on holding strength far superior to any other water-proof glue on the market, Curtis in-

cluded. The highest holding strength they have on it is 1300 pounds at the Madison laboratory,

and some of them only 800.

"As to holding qualities no manufacturer need fear to use it. I have learned today that the

Perkins people are prepared to put a water-proof glue out that is mixed with their vegetable glue,

and if that would work, I think as far as the general benefits derived from the use of such a water-

proof mixture are concerned, one would be just the same as the other. If you can prevent the at-

mospheric action, it is all that is necessary, in' my opinion. It goes farther than animal glue for

veneering purposes."

F. E. Morton: "Would that be effective on ribbing?"
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H. H. Arnold: "Just the same as in any other part of the piano, in my opinion. You can use

that even for gluing joints. Any glue which will hold 2,750 pounds to the square inch is just as

good for joints as for veneer."

C. C. Chickering: " In an extremely damp climate this becomes rather a serious problem, and
anything which will have a tendency to eliminate the difficulty is a step in the right direction."

H. H. Arnold: "Yes. It would not prevent the expansion of the wood in the sounding board

so as to create a lap. We are going into this matter deeper and deeper, and I am glad to hear that

Mr. Chickering is going to take it up with the action people, because if you are interested in that,

in a short time we will be able to help you out on the other."

F. E. Morton: "One point in small grand construction is tremendously important, and that

is the gluing of the sounding board to get an absolute rigidity. The use of such a glue would prove

valuable. I have found and have been told of a large number of factories where the work has not

been left long enough after gluing, and I have tried out some of those pianos. It was evident in

the tone. One upright which was left in the press only fifteen minutes came out 'dead,' but it

gradually improved."

H. H . Arnold : "I should j udge that the reason would be the expansion from the water absorbed

from the glue. When you first had it, it had not really dried down to a solid basis. Wherever

there is a tear it will never knit again. If the board is not left in until the glue sets and hardens

to that point where the expansion of the wood will not tear the fibre of the glue any more, you have

something loose, and that which is loose is going to stay loose. It may afterwards dry out and not

be as noticeable, but it will always be noticeable against one which had been given sufficient time

to set and dry. There is a difference in glue setting and glue drying. The glue that we use will

set under pressure sufficiently in a couple of hours' time so that parts can be taken out and left

to dry. However, we find that we get safer results if we leave it ten to twelve hours. We know

then that the water carried into the wood has been spread through the wood and a sufficient length

of time given for setting and partly drying. There is one thing we must remember and that is

that water carried into the wood when double veneering, is a great deal more than most people

imagine. We have extracted as much as six ounces of water from a square foot of double veneered

stock. That is the water carried into it with the glue."

C. C. Chickering: "Don't you think there might have been some moisture in your stock?"

H. H, Arnold: "We dried it thoroughly before using it."

C. C. Chickering: "You can say safely then that the moisture you got came from the glue?"

H. H. Arnold; "Yes."

C. C. Chickering: "One other question comes to my mind in this connection, and it bears di-

rectly on the point which we are supposed to be discussing—that is, the question of the rapidity

with which you handle a board under process of construction in putting it into the piano. Is it

good practice to put your ribs on and let them stand for twenty-four hours or forty-eight hours,

or is it better to get them on and get your board in as quickly as you can? Some manufacturers

do not hesitate to glue up, say, twenty-five, thirty, fifty or one hundred boards, get them into the

piano, put the bridge on and all that sort of thing. Do you get better results with a board which

is put together and glued into the piano permanently as rapidly as it can be handled?"

H. H. Arnold: "Your board is super-heated and you have an extreme contraction. You glue

your ribs on that hot board. Your ribs have a normal temperature and consequently very little

contraction or expansion, because the predominant percentage is end wood. By doing so you are

preventing the long side of the board from expanding as freely as the other side and, therefore, it

seems that the quicker the board is glued in after the ribs are on the board and sufficiently solidi-

fied the more rigid your board will be."

E. E. Beach :
"We try to get our board as nearly bone dry as we can before we glue the ribs on.

We also dry the ribs* at the same time. Our boards are not glued in until the next day, because we

do not get through with them. Before gluing on the back we put them in the hot box and warm

them up again."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Lufkin, what do you do in that case?"

Geo. Lufkin : "The boards are not glued on until the next day. It takes that long before they

are finished."

C. C. Chickering: "
I believe if thesound board is put into the piano the same day it is ribbed
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you are going to get a better tone. If the board is left over night it gets an extreme crown, and

it is a question whether that does not interfere with the vibration."

Wm. Hehr: " I just tried out a soundingboard the other day, one which has been thoroughly

dried, causing about W shrinkage across the board. Thirty-six hours afterwards it went back

y% of an inch. If it had been glued in it would have caused a checked board. We weigh the ribs

down, and some boards probably lie there two or three days before they are glued in."

C. C. Chickering: "Some years ago we were manufacturing our sounding boards in another

part of the city. I found that a number of the pianos were for some reason deteriorating in tone

production, and we could not account for it. We examined everything, looked over the hammers

and endeavored to find out where the trouble was. I finally went over to the other side of the city

and found that we had about a dozen or two sounding boards standing around which had not

been glued into the piano. I looked them over and found that they bellied up tremendously. I

asked the man why he was doing them that way and he said they had been doing that for quite a

while. He said they got to handling the work that way, found it was a little more convenient to

put the ribs on and afterwards glue them all in at a time. I told him I guessed he would better

handle them the other way and get his boards in as quickly as possible, and we found as soon as

that was done that the pianos came out all right again."

F. E. Morton: "What is your observation on that matter, Mr. Klepac?"

Jos. F. Klepac: "I agree with Mr. Arnold and Mr. Chickering. Get your board in as soon

as possible."

C. C. Chickering: "The trouble is that the board, if it is allowed to expand too much before

it is glued in, will buckle in places. It will be raised in one place and hollow in another, and it

just about ruins your board. If the board is expanding after it is in, it is confined to the limi-

tations of the frame."

F. E. Morton: "The poorest sounding board is a hemisphere. That is carrying it to an ab-

surdity, but it serves to illustrate. A talking machine diaphragm made in hemispherical form is

absolutely useless. There is nothing more rigid than the arch, and rigidity is just what you do

not want in that case. The board should give freely to undulations."

C.C. Chickering: "The question I was going to suggest was this: Would you, in determining

the amount of bearing, give an instrument with more than a normal crown a greater bearing than

a board that was comparatively flat?"

F. E. Morton: "No, I would not give it more."

C. C. Chickering: "In other words, you would give a hollow crown board the same bearing

as a flat one."

F. E. Morton: "If you could assume that it would retain its position you would make the

bearing the same."

C. C. Chickering: "Would not the tendency be for the hollow crown board to split more

than the flat one?"

F. E. Morton: "No—not with other things being taken care of properly. It would hold its;

position, which is the real purpose of crowning, I take it. I do not think crowning was ever

undertaken as an acoustic proposition."

Resiliency of Piano Hammers
May 1, 1918

F. E. Morton: "The series is fast drawing to a close. We usually wind up our work for the

season about the last of May. The need for discussing the work we have do»e or tried to do and
j

our plans for future operations seems to adapt itself to the coffee and cigar period, and so we ask

you to be the guests of the American Steel & Wire Company at dinner on Wednesday evening.

May 15, at 6:30 sharp.

" It may seem to those who have not attended regularly or to those who have been interested

only in some one specific factor that we have rambled somewhat this year. It is a big subject and

we have only 'hit the high spots.' To that extent we have rambled in search of high spots, perhaps

but one point has been kept always to the front, that one thing for which we strive—a means oi
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substituting scientific knowledge for traditions; some way of obtaining by scientific means that
elusive thing called tone; the ability to do it again and again with a full knowledge of the law of

cause and effect. We may or may not have made progress—that is an individual and not a collec-

tive verdict, but that we are still working indicates a continuing interest that can but result in

benefit.

"In our discussions of metals and the treatment of metal, we have taken up those points only
in which we are directly interested. We have gone back to the protoplasm for an understanding
of the nature of wood and the best treatment to bring desired results. In fabrication such as felt

and cloth we have only touched here and there on methods, in order that we may determine our
present status, the first point to be gained in changing that status. Manufacturers of pianos have
told me freely that they have improved their practice and their product; that they are more proud
of their work in the past two or three years than for many years preceding, all of which gives us

hope that we are on the right track and that it is worth while. We have been students together

and have conducted our research together and each has added just as much to his store of knowl-
edge as he has drawn from his own store house, paradoxical as that may seem. One thing is abso-

lutely established, and that is that we only gain as we give. A possession divided is multiplied,

and so those of you who have given most have gained most.

"Among those who have become interested to the point of activity in enabling us to specify

intelligently, positively and with an assurance of having our specifications made satisfactory, is

Mr. S. W. Widney of The Widney Company. He has been working, as you know, for a long

time to develop an instrument which will give us that much needed ratio between hardness and
resiliency, particularly as applied to hammer felt. We have waited some time for the fulfillment

of this promised demonstration. Let it be distinctly understood that the results are absolutely

impersonal, that they are purely scientific and that anyone who is good enough freely to offer

his product for this test is our good, kind friend and that any criticisms which may be made are

for the purpose of mutual helpfulness. It is only reasonable to assume that the best felt which will

ever be made is not made today, nor that the best piano which will ever be made is made today.

All is progressive, an endless task in which we do our little bit in the time we occupy the field of

action. We are backward, perhaps, compared to some other industries, in testing material before

it becomes a part of the finished product. If that can be helped in the slightest degree we
have received a very great assistance.

"Mr. Widney with his assistants will demonstrate the Resiliometer."

S. W. Widney: "We have been working on this instrument since last November. The in-

strument in its present form is practically complete with the exception of a few details, but for all

: intents and purposes it is the machine that we will put on the market. In our tests we have

learned many things about felt and the variable conditions affecting thickness, hardness and

: resiliency. I wanted to make some tests on hammers of different makes and coverings of felt, but

we did not have time. We have made a few tests, however—enough to show that results are

: positive.

"We will be glad to make demonstrations for anyone on any felt here and will answer any

questions.

"With the idea that it might be possible to test wool before it was made into felt and find its

resiliency in the virgin state, I went to one of the felt mills and we worked out a makeshift method.

Here are two samples—one is Cape wool and the other Australian wool. I learned from the mill

man that they worked up very different. One has a tendency to hardness and the other just the

contrary."

F. E. Morton: "Is that due to the size or the character of the fiber?"

S. W. Widney: "I could not say positively—probably the character. These two pieces I have

] here he told me represented some of the wool they were using in making hammer felt at the present

'

time. The hammer felt they are making contains a mixture of the two. It was very interesting to

'

test the felt out in the sheet and then in the hammer and see the change which took place both in

!

hardness and resiliency."

George Lisk: "We took Australian and Cape wool hairs and stretched them out; one

\ would spring back very much quicker than the other. The straighter had less resiliency, less come-

back."
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S. W. Widney: "The mill man was very much interested and pleased. He could see after we

had made a few tests the possibilities which it would offer him in getting out his product."

F. E. Morton: "Would you say then that if this instrument proves effective the mill meh
will use it?"

S. W. Widney: "I see no reason why they would not."

George Ruth: "Was the wool bleached or unbleached?"

S. W. Widney: "I would assume it was bleached—here it is."

George Ruth: "Australian wool in comparison to others will show a little more elasticity.

If you pull it out it will spring back quicker. Was that a better quality than the other?
"

S. W. Widney:' "I did not ask him, but upon making the test we discovered the difference."

George Lisk: "The Resiliometer is somewhat like the Burnell instrument used in testing

hardness, in that it gives the definite notes and puts the sample under compression. In using the

instrument for thickness tests, you use it the same way you would the ordinary gauge. In this

particular sample we get a 16-pound-per-inch pressure—that pressure concentrated on the foot

provided gives 100 pounds per square inch. That reading under pressure compared to the original

thickness reading gives the percentage of hardness. In testing the resiliency we release the pres-

sure and immediately the indicator rebounds. For testing hammers we have a special appliance

whereby we can set the hammer up or down. In this hammer (demonstrating) we get a reading of

.460 thickness, .85 hardness and .70 resilience. That is the operation of the instrument and

those figures are denifite."

George Ruth: "Mr. Widney, what is shoddy?"

S. W. Widney: "Shoddy is woolen goods made over. I think the limit is about six times, then

the wool fiber becomes so short that it will not hold together. It is then ground into 'flock', a

powder. There is wool shoddy and cotton mixture shoddy. An all-wool shoddy is produced by

eliminating the cotton."

F. E. Morton: "If material containing shoddy has less resiliency than that made from the

virgin wool, would you say that was because of the previous use of the wool or the process of re-

preparing it, or both?"

S. W. Widney: "Both. The fiber is shortened from use and that naturally would take out

some of its kink, which gives it resiliency."

F. E. Morton: "Then it is elasticity, or the ability to return to position immediately after

being stretched, that gives resiliency to the fabric into which it goes?"

S. W. Widney: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "Then, in effect, an instrument measuring the resiliency of a fabric is also a

measure of the quality or characteristic of the wool fiber which gives it resiliency?"

S. W. Widney: "Yes, indeed."

George Lisk: "There is an analogy between the felt business today and what it will be and

the steel business today and what is used to be. The steel business used to be a question of the indi-

vidual absolutely. The men in charge of heat treating judged the temperatures by their eye. As
a result you never got a quality of steel that you could absolutely bank on. After the installation

of pyrometers, where everything was handled mechanically, individual opinion was thrown aside.

From that time on the steel business began to rise. The same thing I think will be true in the felt

business. Now it is a question of individual opinion. We have no working standard. Every

manufacturer makes up the product according to his own opinion."

F. E. Morton: "You can carry that idea through and say that from the time steel became a

dependable product the use of steel increased enormously. Would not the same thing be true of

felt? If so, it justifies all the work you can put on it."

George Ruth: "That idea is very goocT, but an atom of iron is an atom of iron, and this is

an entirely different proposition."

F. E. Morton :
" It is a question of dependability. Any help in bringing that about will certain-

ly be as valuable to the felt industry as were the pyrometer and similar instruments to the steel

makers. We used to test the finished product in steel, but the steel was made, the labor invested.

Now we test as the process goes on. Today we make Perfected wire having in mind the'ultimate

product from the furnace to the packing room, and every man who handles it is checked up by
tests, with the result that we have what is required when completed. Formerly the wire was only
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tested when finished and that only at the ends of each coil, it being impossible to test anything
lying between. Today we predetermine whether it is to be Perfected or spring wire. This has been
brought about by men working their gray matter at just the right time and bringing to the aid of

the steel manufacturer, very frequently under the protest of the workmen, those appliances
needed for a true test of the product during the processes of manufacture, thus insuring compliance
with the original specifications. If I am right in my surmise, Mr. Widney has in mind the same
thing in regard to the felt business. If this machine performs its function I think we can all agree
that it is a valuable aid."

W. B. White: "If we presume that the manufacturer of felt is willing to adapt himself to
fabricating a product in accordance with specifications, we will have to find a way of hooking up
the piano manufacturer with the machine. At the present time the manufacturer has no standard
whatever in his efforts to get the tonal quality heis after, and that is illustrated by the personal
element in the tone regulator. It seems to me, therefore, that one of the things which it is the duty
of such conferees as ourselves is to put up to the piano manufacturer for consideration methods by
which he can make definite use of the material which is given him to work with, but the manu-
facturer has to learn how to use it, and until he does it will not make very much difference whether
the fabricator of the felt can fill the specifications or not."

F. E. Morton: "That is quite true, but, on the other hand, I do not presume there is a piano
manufacturer who occasionally does not receive a shipment of hammers with which he is more
pleased than with other hammers. If I wanted to take advantage of such a means and were mak-
ing pianos, I would test out every set of hammers used, identify the data and judge of the results,

and when I found a set of hammers which exactly suited, I would specify to the hammer maker
from that data.

"Let me tell you of one practice alone, that of micro-photography, photographing the struc-

ture of steel through a microscope, showing the layers of manganese, iron, silica, carbon, phos-

phorus, sulphur, and the relative positions of one substance to another. This only could be de-

termined by a great number of micro-photographs of steel of various qualities. I do not know the

number we have taken, but it has been going on for something over five years in our laboratories

in Worcester, Massachusetts. We have been continuously making and checking those photo-

graphs, and it is considered one of the most effective means in its result on steel making that has

ever been attempted. Now, if in the interest of a better product it is worth while to put an entire

laboratory making micro-photographs continuously for five years and still continue classifying and

tabulating those results for the benefit of manufacturers of steel, it would seem to me that in

whatever degree such work might apply to another product it would be an equally good investment.

We are not losing sight of the commercial side of the proposition. I would be the last one to ad-

vocate to the piano trade any visionary thing resulting simply in the expenditure of money, but

there is an enormous amount of laboratory work which should be divided among the interests of

the piano trade. I hope the time will come when the price of pianos will be raised to where they

belong, and that we will cease selling on the basis of a common product. The measure of experi-

mental work is determined by the price of the piano as compared with its cost, and the closer you

bring the cost to the selling price, the more remote becomes the possibility of this work of im-

provement. I say that everything we can do to bring about a realization of the value of this

progressive work is a help to the entire trade.

"Back in the days when the temperature and condition of steel was determined by a man

who judged by shades and tints, the steel workers' wage was small, and the common laborer with

the expert 'guesser' protested most strongly against the use of mechanical appliances for checking

and testing, and yet with the application of those very instruments he now is raised into the

expert class and is paid accordingly. The man who objected to automobiles because he was a

blacksmith or owned a livery stable now has a wonderful garage and repair shop or a line of taxi-

cabs and busses. His business has been lifted, in spite of his protests, to a plane where he may be

of greater service to every man. The greater the service the greater the reward. The man who

can put the felting business or any other trade on a basis where the dependableness of the product

is absolutely assured, makes the worker on that line an expert workman and gives him expert's

wages."

Wm. B. White: " I wish to ask Mr. Widney whether he has yet had the opportunity of examin-
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ing any reasonable number of hammers in sets with a view to obtaining figures which could be

used as averages."

S. W. Widney: "We have not tested a sufficient number of hammers to give any reliable data."

Wm. B. White: "I have a particular reason for wanting to know, and it is this. I have just

completed work on the scale of a very small grand piano which I have arranged to be a low tension

instrument—a tension running from 150 to 160 pounds. In getting the tonal results for which I

am aiming, naturally, when it comes to the hammer, it would be a very important thing to obtain

if possible, in advance, such knowledge based upon the analysis obtained from this machine as

would make it possible for me to give orders to the fabricator of the felt and to the hammer maker
according to the results obtained."

S. W. Widney: " Undoubtedly we will be able to help you out in that particular as soon as we
get a sufficient number of tests made. The only test we have made so far is a superficial test to

see how the different sets run as to uniformity, hardness and resiliency, and we have made rough

comparisons with the hammers after they were made up and compared them with the felt in the

sheet."

George Ruth: "Are the results in the sheet the same as in the hammer?"
S. W. Widney: "No. The resiliency is reduced in the hammer."
George Ruth: "How does it show as to treble and bass?"

George Lisk: "We made some tests today. Apiece of felt .280 inch thick showed up 81% hard

and 74% resilient. The figures may interest you : 72, 72, 70, 71, 72, 73, 73, 75, 79, 79, 81, 83, 83, 83,

watch the drop, 79, 71. Here are two sheets each Y
/i of an inch thick. This one shows 70% hard,

together they show 73% hard, 3 points rise to each 34 inch in thickness. That we have checked

absolutely. When you are held down to a certain thickness you have to raise the quality.

Where not held down to thickness, increasing the thickness would give the same resiliency."

A new hammer was then tested and turned over to Mr. White for what he considered a

first-class job of voicing. It was then submitted to Mr. McClellan, who manipulated the top of

the hammer, imitating as nearly as possible the practice of the itinerant tuner who 'butchers' the

hammer by 'over-needling.' Mr. Deutschmann then 'ironed' the hammer back into form. The
tests after each operation showed the following:

THICKNESS HARDNESS RESILIENCY

As it left hammer maker 800 .93 .73

After voicing by Mr. White 805 .93 .76

Over-needled by Mr. McClellan 863 .85 .50

Ironed by Mr. Deutschmann 797 .91 .69

F. E. Morton: "The hardness was the same after voicing by Mr. White; the hardness was de-

creased from 93 to 85 by the over-needling process and was increased to 91 by the ironing process.

In other words, the ironing brought back the hardness to within 3 points of its original status.

The resiliency after voicing was increased 3 points; over-needling reduced it 23 points and it was

increased by ironing to 69, or within 4 points of the original state, but note that the ironing only

brought it back to within 7 points of its resiliency after the first voicing. That is, I think, an im-

portant conclusion. We have checked these figures several times to make sure we are correct.

"I want to call your attention to one thing which now assumes still greater importance. It

is the resiliency of the hammer felt which determines the length of time it takes the hammer to

get away from the wire, and this, as you know, determines the quality of tone by permitting or

eliminating certain essential partials. The proper voicing of the hammer is, therefore, a big factor

in determining the quality of tone. I have frequently heard it stated that needling a hammer sim-

ply decreases the volume. The layman usually assumes that to be the reason for voicing a ham-

mer—that the piano is too loud and, therefore, to make it softer, have less volume, that it is voiced.

Now this test has been conducted fairly and establishes the point clearly that no matter what the

quality of the hammer, if the tone regulator is not an expert, the tone quality is bound to be affect-

ed. If the tone regulator attempts to reduce the volume by producing a sort of a feather bed on

the head of the hammer, he changes the quality of tone of the piano. I believe if we can make that

thoroughly understood by every man who touches a hammer with a needle, we will do that much
to preserve the product which has been honestly and fairly put upon the market. A very inter-
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esting operation would be to carry these tests to the point of destruction. After the hammer has
been over-needled, that it be put on a 'thumper' and worked until the point of destruction has been
reached, also after ironing it should be thumped to the point of destruction, thus determining
whether ironing will give longer life to the hammer."

George Ruth: "After ironing you have adhesion on the outside and the cushion under-
neath. The reverse of what you are after."

F. E. Morton: "The hammer gets away from the wire quicker."

George Ruth: "Don't you think the way the hammer is made is as essential as the ma-
terial?"

F. E. Morton
:
"We are prepared to learn the effect of tension on the top of the felt. What ef-

fect does tension have on the felt?"

S. W. Widney: "We have quite a few tabulations of figures here on that. In so far as we
have gone we have noted without question that the hammer felt after it is drawn over the hammer
is appreciably reduced in resiliency."

George Lisk: "I have some figures here on a set of hammers. From one treble hammer we get
in the sheet a hardness reading of .81 and in the hammer a hardness reading of .86. Resiliency

in the sheet is .74 and the hammer resiliency .72. Take another sheet—it reads .86 resiliency in

the sheet against .73 in the hammer."
F. E. Morton: '"Referring to reinforcement of hammers, without regard to the manner of

reinforcing, here is a set of hammers which should give a reasonable test. In this case some have
been reinforced and others have not been reinforced, alternating frequently throughout the set."

George Lisk: "Here are two adjoining—the reinforced hammer shows .93 hard and .75 in

resiliency and the other shows .92 hard and .77 in resiliency."

F. E. Morton: "So reinforcement in this case increased the hardness one point and reduced

the resiliency two points."

George Ruth: "I have a couple of sets of reinforced hammers here and, we being pioneers
,

I think you ought to test one of our sets."

F. E. Morton: "We are quite willing to do so."

George Lisk: "Here is one: Reinforced hammer .89 hard and unreinforced .89 hard. Re-

inforced showing .79 resiliency and unreinforced .80 resiliency. Well up in the bass it shows the

same hardness and one point less in resiliency by reinforcement.

" Here are two about the middle of the register which show one point increase in hardness by
reinforcement and four points less in resiliency. In the upper register we have two hammers show-

ing one point drop in hardness and one point drop in resiliency."

F. E. Morton: "Let me suggest, if I may, to the manufacturers of hammers, whether rein-

forced or treated in some manner for which a special claim is made, that all tests be carried to

destruction. It is the only way that anything can be accurately determined to the satisfaction

of the man who wants to know the underlying principle. The piano manufacturers have given us

a wonderful product. Now let us ask the hammer maker in good faith to go further with us and

show us as he goes why and how he does things. We will enter into a partnership for mutual bene-

fit and make it well worth his while.

"We are fortunate to have as a guest this evening, Mr. Charles M. Courboin, the famous

Belgian organist and one of the greatest tone builders of our time."

Charles M. Courboin: "I do not think it is very fair to take advantage of a poor Belgian

so far from home. The talk here this evening has been a revelation to me in more ways than one.

I have had my own ideas about tone quality and have always been rather skeptical about piano

tone quality, but this talk has made me very much more appreciative of the possibilities of the

piano than I have ever been before. I thank you."

An informal discussion of the relative merits of domestic and imported wools and felts fol-

lowed, and piano hammers of numerous makes and styles were submitted and examined by those

present.
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Dinner and General Review

May 15, 1918

F. E. Morton: "Conditions are changing so rapidly in these days when great events are fol-

lowing each other in such rapid sequence, that it is inexpedient to determine now just what we will

do. If I am in a position to do so, and I do not now know of any reason why I should not be, I

want this work or some branch of this work which has developed during the last year, to go on, and

I want to do all that I can for it. I want to feel that the piano industry is established on a scienti-

fic basis; that the final result of every operation from the production of the raw material to the fin-

ished product has been predetermined; that every move is made with full knowledge of cause and

effect; that there will be no more accidents. On the merchandising side I want to feel that it is as

dignified, reputable and ethical as the sale of any art product. When I go into an art gallery, I al-

ways feel that I would better put on my 'Sunday best' and make a function of it. There is an at-

mosphere of dignity, of refinement and culture inconsistent with the idea of barter and trade and

which precludes the possibility of considering pictures in terms of price. I want to see the day when

all will have the same reverence when they step inside a piano wareroom. It is not a shopping

proposition fundamentally—we have made it so. The time is propitious for a readjustment.

Respectability, honesty of purpose and scientific achievement can be expressed in the product in-

stead of words to impress or mentally coerce the customer. In fact, we should not think of them

in the future as customers, but as participants with us.

"You are going to have a sellers' market, a condition we were discussing some time ago, but

which seemed afar off. In a sellers' market you will determine your own future condition. This

condition must be backed up at the factory and we must not under any circumstances, because of

the agressiveness of the buyer, be led into commercializing our products. Now is the time to lay

the foundation for that long period after the war. You can look forward without fear to a good

business. The latent resources of this country are enormous. Its racial activity is about 20 per

cent to 25 per cent capacity. This is no time for pessimism, it is a time for hard work, producing

a little more tomorrow than you have today. In Canada the people are very much in earnest.

Everyone is purposeful in his work. I saw no young men on the street whom I thought should be

in service, and those who were on the street were very obviously making it safe for those who had

gone over to the other side. Under those conditions the demand for pianos is very much greater

than any one ever imagined it could be under the most favorable circumstances, and we are less

than one year from those conditions."

Mr. Morton then called on Mr. James F. Bowers, President of the Chicago Piano and Organ

Association, stating that speeches were not in order around a family table.

James F. Bowers: "I feel very much honored in being asked to be present at an affair of this

kind given under such auspices. Speaking for the association which the Chairman has given honor-

able mention, the Chicago Piano and Organ Association, I believe I speak for them, as I certainly

dc^for myself, when I say that the series of meetings carried on under the direction of the worthy

Chairman have been helpful, beneficial and constructive, to say nothing of being entertaining in

the highest degree.

"Now and again, in fact as a general thing, I have found myself, together with Gene Whelan
who usually sits with me, coming up for air frequently, the matters being so far over our heads. We
have sometimes found ourselves going down for the third timeuwhile listening to the fulminations

of Brother Arnold, Brother Waud, to say nothing of the Cicero of the trade, William Braid White.
" I am firmly of the opinion that if conditions make it possible these meetings should be con-

tinued indefinitely for years to come, as they have been wonderfully beneficial. Every man who
has left this room after these meetings has left it richer than when he came in, if he had a mind
capable of absorbing important and useful facts. The diversity of interesting subjects, the manner
of their presentation, the comment about the table, the after-meeting discussions, all bearing upon
matters cogent, eminently fitting and appropriate to conditions, have been worth their weight in

gold, and I am glad to be here tonight to express my belief in them.
" I desire to testify to the goodness and usefulness, the benefit and wisdom ot this undertaking.
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Our host of the evening and his company need no honorable mention at our hands. They speak
for themselves. We are the beneficiaries. I hope we will be able to go on with this work and that
the health and strength and prosperity of our host and his aids will continue, and that in the house
of Morton and in that of the American Steel & Wire Company may there always be found torty

lakes and seventy palm trees."

Eugene Whelan, President of the Piano Club of Chicago: " I am very glad of an oppor-
tunity to express myself regarding the meetings of 'us technicians.' I, personally, have derived

much that has proven helpful and I wish it were possible for every sales manager and salesman to

become acquainted with your viewpoint, and then I think many of them would undergo the same'

change that I have. I can recollect not such a great while ago, if while waiting on a customer, they
mentioned that they were looking at the Hobart M. Cable piano I was there with a great sledge

hammer and started to tell them what a bad piano-it was, but during these meetings a change has

come over me, and now when some one mentions the Hobart M. Cable piano to me I see the genial

face of Mr. Fishbaugh confronting me and I change my tune. If one speaks of the Bush & Gerts

piano, up comes the picture of Mr. Gerts or the ruddy countenance of our friend Mr. Arnold, and
I hesitate again and say nice things about their piano and wish them well, and then tell the cus-

tomer other things about our piano. I, therefore, wish it were possible for all salesmen to attend

these meetings. I thank you all for the privilege of mingling with you and learning about your

pianos."

H.H.Arnold: "I thank the Chairman for his comment and for the privilege of attend-

ing these meetings. I am sorry to say that I missed two during this season; last year I did not miss

any. Every evening I have been here I have had a very interesting time and have always learned

something. I hope that if I have differed with any one at any time it has left no ill-feeling. Any
one who has differed with me can feel assured that it has left no feeling on my part. We are not

here to criticise, we are here to learn, and the only way we can learn is by word of mouth and hear-

ing. The Chairman has been kind enough, with his company, to give us these opportunities of get-

ting together, and I certainly hope this opportunity will be granted again the coming season. As

far as our piano is concerned, I hope everybody will like it, especially those who buy in large

quantities. I am sorry to say we are not even now able to keep up with the demand. I thank the

Chairman and all you gentlemen for the assistance which you have given me from time to time."

F. E. Morton: "The Bush & Gerts grand piano here is made on the American Equal Ten-

sion Scale. It will be demonstrated by Mr. Harold Triggs who will play for us."

Mr. Triggs played Stacatto Caprice by Bogrich and responded to an encore with Lotus Land

by Cyril Scott, after which Chairman Morton paid a high tribute to the Trade Press and expressed

the appreciation of the members for the excellent treatment accorded. He then called upon Mr.

Roy E. Waite, Editor of the Piano Trade Magazine.

Roy E. Waite: "Referring to the matter touched by Mr. Morton; I think it has been the

experience of all the trade papers; in fact, we have been very much surprised at the great amount

of interest throughout the country in the reports of the technicians' meetings. It only goes to show

that the men out on the firing line, the salesmen and dealers, are very much interested in what you,

gentlemen, do here; more than that, they are interested to know how pianos are made, and, if in

knowing something of them they become better merchandisers, it is well worth while. I also think

it has been the experience of all the trade papers that these meetings help our circulation—some-

thing that we are always able to use to advantage. The matter of deleting certain parts of the re-

ports is, I believe, left to Mr. Morton, and I will say that he is a censor par excellence. I have

been present at some of the meetings and while, as he says, nothing has been said that anybody

need be ashamed of, there are things said and discussed which it would not be politic to spread be-

fore the entire trade, because unfortunately we have not yet arrived at that ideal state where the

trade is entirely free from misunderstanding.

"This movement is a good deal bigger than simply a matter of piano manufacturing tech-

nique. It works in very harmoniously with other movements in the trade, particularly the work

for the advancement of music, the movement for distributing music rolls and talking machine re-

cords throughout the army camps. All these movements really aim at a single bull's eye which is

greater efficiency in manufacturing and greater efficiency in merchandising, and in these times it

is very essential that we eliminate all waste in the factory to the end that we may release man power
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and materials for the big job we have on hand across the water. Although some of us may not be

able to work directly for the government we all can help by promoting efficiency, making every

move count, making every dollar count, and every piece of material count for all it is worth. I

think that I can speak for all the trade papers when I say that we have learned a great deal from

these meetings. Very few, if any of us, are piano manufacturers, although we sometimes may
write as though we were, but that is more or less camouflage. We have learned a great deal here

not only about the production of pianos from a technical phase, but have learned how important

these things are as they permeate out into the trade all over the country. The trade is interested

in these meetings not only in this country but abroad. We have found that out.

" I think the entire trade owes a great deal to Mr. Morton and the company which is back of

this movement, and I hope that conditions will be such in the fall that these meetings may be con-

tinued and the work go on."

Raymond Bill (Music Trade Review): "The Chicago Technicians' Conference is one of

the greatest innovations of the industry during the past few years. It is not a debating society,

but an institution for scientific achievement. There are many reasons why we should have this

kind of achievement and I think the last few months have brought about a new angle which is real-

ly significant, and it is this: A certain element is pessimistic and a certain other element is not pes-

simistic. You will find that the man who is not pessimistic and who never gets pessimistic is the

man who is thinking ahead, is still learning, still studying and still progressing. You will find that

is also true of institutions. There is always a way to meet every situation, every new condition

which may arise, and frankly I am sorry to see the Chicago Technicians' conferences discontinued

during the summer, because we are at a time which is critical nationally and industrially, and it is

a time when we want everybody steady and everybody interested in the progress of the industry."

Thomas J. Mercer (Music Trade Indicator) : "We not only have been glad to give space to a

full report of these meetings, but we have derived a great deal of benefit through a perusal of the

reports which have had an educational value, and we have felt the benefit in a way which pleases all

newspaper men, through increased circulation. I recall numerous instances of special interest on

the part of our Canadian friends who were desirous of securing the paper regularly on account of

the reports of these meetings. You gentlemen who are reported every time no doubt are glad to

know that you are becoming internationally famous in the technical side of piano making.
" I hope these meetings will go on and while the trade paper men are denied the privilege of

attendance I know that so far as we are concerned, we will be glad to continue giving a full report

of the meetings and be glad of the opportunity given us to educate ourselves along technical lines."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Arnold tried to pose as the infant of the trade, but there is a man hereto-

night who is the youngest in the industry, although you would not think it, because, I believe, he

made the first talk before you at your first conference. Within the last month there has been born

into the industrial world a new piano company whose product, a Trench piano, is closely related

to war activities. Mr. C. H. Jackson, of The Jackson Piano Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin."

C. H. Jackson: "I firmly believe that these meetings are worth while. In the factory with

which I have been connected in the past I have been getting some real ideas from the men who have

read the reports of the Technicians' meetings. Prior to these meetings if there was anything new I

had to go out and pick it up myself, but these men have been coming to me with real ideas which

have been the means of bettering the piano, and I surely hope that they will go on next season."

E. H. Lapham: "In the life of W.W.Kimball I always considered, as have many oth-

ers, that he was one of the wisest men ever connected with the music trade. Mr. Kimball, it was
said, made the statement that nine-tenths of the people knew nothing about pianos. Whether he

said it or not, it was true, and it is really true today. It also may have been said prior to that

time that nine-tenths of the piano men knew nothing about pianos, but it is not true today, and
that it is not is largely through the influence of Mr. Frank E. Morton. I honestly believe that there

has never been a man connected with the music trade in Chicago,— I may say in the United

States—and I am absolutely sincere in this, who has been such an inspiration to the trade as Mr. Mor-
ton. It is a wonderful thing and the whole music industry is benefited by it. With men like Mr.

George W. Pound in the East and Mr. Morton in Chicago, I think the music trade can well be

congratulated."
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F. E. Morton: "A manufacturer taking me through his factory in Canada introduced me to

his superintendent and tone regulator, and they began talking about these meetings. One of them
said: 'Mr. Morton, who are Mr. Fishbaugh, Mr. Arnold and Mr. Waud? We have always wanted
to know.' I questioned them and learned that those three men had said the things they wanted to

hear; had talked to them in their own language and told them what they wanted to know."
R. H. Waud: "I am only one of a great many who have attended these meetings and learned

more than they expected to learn. These meetings have helped me immensely. I have enjoyed

them very much and certainly took away more than I ever brought. I surely hope that the meet-

ings will be continued. I presume everybody has done the same as I have—taken these ideas

to the factory and tested them out, retaining such as prove useful. We cannot use everything we
hear or practice everything we are told, but we can do some of the things, and it certainly has been

of great benefit to me in my work."

E. B. Bartlett (W. W. Kimball Company): "I have been greatly interested in these meet-

ings, and I am sure they have been of great benefit to the trade. I should say that the benefit was

in direct ratio to the absorbing qualities of the minds attending. Certainly there has been a great

amount of valuable information. The results of scientific investigations, the practical experiments

and the following out to logical conclusions of theories which have been carried on under Mr. Mor-

ton's direction certainly have been a great help to those who would take advantage of it, and I feel,

therefore, that we are greatly indebted to the American Steel & Wire Company and particularly

to Mr. Morton who has helped us. Those of us who have enjoyed this hospitality before, of course,

knew what to expect tonight. It may not be out of place to recognize the quality of the dinner—it

could not be surpassed anywhere.

"Something has been said about the trials and tribulations the piano trade is passing through

at this time. It occurred to me at the time that we only grow and gain strength by overcoming ob-

stacles. It is a favorite theory of mine that the man who looks for the easy way, who works along

the line of least resistance travels slowly and rarely arrives. An athlete trains vigorously for a con-

siderable period before engaging in any athletic event. He does not coddle himself; he does not

take the easy way. He works and he works hard and practices daily for a long period of time be-

fore the event. His whole thought is to win the event in which he expects to take part. The same

thing applies whether manufacturing pianos, selling pianos, looking after the management or

whatever the line of activity may be. It is the obstacles we meet, the work we do before we

come right up to the sticking point that helps us to win.

"I have sometimes said to the salesmen: 'After you have done all you can, do a little bit

more and that will get the business.' It is true, I believe, in every line of activity.

"As has been suggested, we will soon have a sellers' market. Now you should be fair with

that market, so that when our days of prosperity come, as they are bound to come, we will not have

anything to apologize for or be ashamed of. I am proud of the piano business and at a meeting

in Washington, something over a year ago, I got a new inspiration. Facts which are well known

to most of us were presented in a new light. I realized then as I never had before that the piano

is an educational institution, a very valuable and important factor for the youth of the country.

That being so its future is assured and so we do not need to worry about the future. Today is the

only time that is ours, and if we do well our task today, the future will take care of itself."

E. J. Fishbaugh: "The majority of us are trying to walk across the gang plank of diffi-

culties loaded down with weights. The Chinese, as I understand, are ancestor worshipers, and I

think that 99 per cent of us are ancestor worshipers. We want to carry ancestral traditions

across the gang plank of the present difficulties and if we do so we will break the plank."

William Braid White: "No word that I could say would deepen the sense of appreciation

I am certain all of us have for the privilege of attendance at the Technicians' conferences during

the last two years. I may express my own feelings best in the words of that great man who said

to the charming woman who afterwards became his wife: 'To have known you has been a liberal

education.'

"It is perhaps more than a coincidence that the inception of these conferences coincided al-

most with the beginning of the great world drama of which we are now a very considerable part,

and in which I am thankful to say we are as one with our allies to the last man and to the last dol-
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lar. It was perhaps more than a coincidence that Mr. Morton clearly foresaw that the war which

would come after the war would be one which would require the utmost of energy, the utmost of

systemization, the utmost of organization.

" In that war which comes after the war the United States will find itself in a condition quite

unique. Before the war broke out about nine out of ten pianos manufactured in the world for over-

sea trade were produced within the German Empire.

"We make the best pianos in the world. We are the only people who, in the modern sense of

the word, can be said to make pianos. No piano made in the world today can be compared for one

moment with our ordinary, reasonably good, second-rate instruments. It would be very remark-

able if in the war after the war we did not get a large share of that oversea trade. It would seem

that Mr. Morton must have been gifted with something like prophetic insight when he suggested

bringing together men interested in the scientific side of piano making, men determined to do

something which everybody said could not be done. We have gotten round this table and have

done the things which could not be done. We have learned remarkable things. There is one thing

in particular, and without wishing to be personal, for something like ten years I have been talking

an equal tension scale. Nobody paid any attention to me, and really I do not know that I partic-

ularly expected it. We have one here tonight and there are others. Mr. Morton has exhibited one.

They mark a revolution in piano making, because it shows that we have at least realized that tradi-

tion has nothing to do with it and that science has everything.

"For my part I can say that to have had the opportunity of being one of the board to sit a-

round this table and take part in discussions which had to do with production and other questions

of piano making has been a tremendous privilege, a privilege for which I cannot too sincerely

thank my other member friends, Mr. Morton himself, and the great company which has stood

back of him. I do not think that any of us as yet quite understand how much we are indebted to

these gentlemen. I do not think that any of us have considered how really important the work is

in which we have been engaged. When the Peace Conference has dictated its terms we shall be

ready to derive the benefit from what we have done around this table, to take our place in this

industry, not only as the makers of the best pianos, but the makers of scientifically made pianos.

With what we have we are going to be able to take the oversea proposition and put it on a scienti-

fic basis, and when the war after the war begins we shall be able to restore the trade to a basis

where we shall not only^ominate domestic production, but the production of the world. We make the

best instruments which have ever been made, but during the next fifty years we are going to make
pianos which will amaze every one.

"Mr. Morton, you have given us not only entertainment, not only pleasure, not only oppor-

tunities for discussion, but you have been to us a liberal education, and I thank you."

F. E. Morton • "I truly appreciate all that has been said, but I do not feel that I can accept it

for my own part. I have had the full support of the company I have the honor to serve.

"As I sat here looking at our service flag representing 1800 young men in the service, two of

them sons of Mr. Baackes whose companionship he is now enjoying during the short time he may,

I thought of the good, solid and loyal support he has given us and which has made this work pos-

sible. I think he is treating us as he is treating his country, giving us the best he has. I do not

want to let that sense of appreciation lodge with me when it should go back to where it rightfully

belongs."

E. H. Lapham: "Gentlemen, I think this is a suitable time for all of us to make known
our appreciation of what has been done for us. I move a rising vote of appreciation of what the

American Steel & Wire Company and its representatives have done. I would like to see you all

upon your feet as a token of appreciation for their work. Now three cheers for Frank E. Morton.

Hip, Hip, Hooray."
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First Meeting of New York
Piano Technicians

February 19, 1919.—The first conference of the New York Piano Technicians was held in the
assembly room of the United States Steel Corporation at 71 Broadway. The meeting was called

to order by the chairman, Frank E. Morton, acoustic engineer of the American Steel & Wire
Company, and the purpose and methods submitted to those present. The purpose, as stated by
Mr. Morton, is the discussion of all technical questions bearing on the building of pianos, by
superintendents, sales managers and executives of piano manufactories, having in view the pre-
determining of results obtained.

It was unanimously agreed that only such reports as were edited by the chairman should be
given to the trade press, thus permitting free and unrestricted discussion of all subjects with-
out injury to the interests of any.

Mr. Morton then called upon Mr. George W. Pound, general counsel and manager of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, who said in part:

"Mr. Morton and Gentlemen of the Industries: It see,ms to me that we should take a
constructive part in this work in New York which has been so splendidly done in Chicago. I

had the privilege, in the course of my duties, to attend some of the Chicago meetings and in

some little way participate in the proceedings.

"A regiment went to France with the inscription on its banner, 'Deeds, Not Words.' It is

the actuality of performance, rather than the ideals of tradition, which must be cultivated by
you. This country has preserved its industries through the war. No other country in the world

has done that. In France and Germany the industries were all ruined. In England only 5,000

pianos were rationed and manufactured during each quarter, 163^ per cent of normal, and 60

per cent was required to be exported. Repairs on not to exceed 1,000 instruments per quarter

were allowed.

"The English manufacturers cannot supply their own trade. Germany and France are also

out of the running. It seems to me your problem is not only to bring your capacity to 400,000

pianos this year, but you should make for greater efficiency and more profit than before. You
should now reach out to the markets of the world. We have the brains and the genius in America

to accomplish this thing. These meetings will help us to progress in piano construction.

"The value of the export business is not only in the units of commodity that may be sold or

maintenance of exchange in times of war, but that you may always have an outlet for that over-

production at home which surely will come from expanded production.

" It has been a problem to some of our free-trade friends why, for instance, under the benefi-

cent rule of protection certain products were sold cheaper in London than at home. Two marked

examples are the sewing machine and the typewriter."

Mr. Pound referred to the German propaganda in South America against buying pianos

made in America, as Germany could make better and cheaper pianos. He stated that Spanish

banks are controlled by German capital and England is unable to care for trade in South America,

New Zealand and Australia, all of which are open to America. He continued:

"We cannot take advantage of this great opportunity that confronts us by following in the

footsteps of the past. The day of destruction has gone. War did much for manhood and woman-

hood and sounded the knell of the destructive man. The world has no place for a man who

drags things down. With this thought and splendid opportunity afforded by these meetings,

conducted by a man of brains, the biggest man in his line in this country, let us grasp this won-

derful opportunity. I am going to try and tell the people, on my forthcoming coast to coast

trip, your hopes, my vision, of music."

F. E. Morton: "The president of the National Piano Manufacturers Association is also

chairman of the committee of arrangements of the New York Piano Manufacturers Association.

We would like a few words from Mr. Klugh."
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Paul B. Klugh: "I think, Mr. Chairman, you want to get to the subject matter of the

meeting here as soon as possible, as I see many anxious faces who want to know more about

building pianos. I heartily agree with you in this constructive work, allowing freedom of speech

but not of press. I talked with some of the men in Chicago who attended the meetings held

there last year and was told some of the humorous sides of the talks, unpublished, and afterwards

read the report of the meeting, after being edited, and I can see the justice of the position Mr.

Morton takes. If you are going to have open meetings and ask questions which might in cold

print reflect upon the members, you do not want to embarrass those men by publishing their

questions and answers. Every man here should assume the duty of spreading the gospel of

these meetings. Every man in the business should attend these meetings. It is a wonderful

opportunity, costs us nothing; the American Steel & Wire Company pays the bill and all we

have to do is to come and learn all we can. The advancement of the piano is worthy of our at-

tention, for nothing under the sun has reached perfection. I, for one, want to be present at all

the meetings and learn something about making pianos."

F. E. Morton: "One point in which we are all interested has brought no definite action.

Where are we going to get our expert workmen five, ten or twenty years from now? Is your

factory an attractive place for a young man who wants a career? Is the young man going to

come in there and work from bench to bench as in the past? Is the man who has worked in the

trade five or ten years and has become expert going to find someone stepping in ahead of him

prepared only by an academic knowledge? I think that possibility affects every man here. I

want to give about five minutes to a man who has anticipated all this and has effected a plan

to cope with this situation. I want you to know him and get such knowledge of his plans as

will enable you to assist him and he to assist you. You should have just such an institution

in New York as Jie has established in New Jersey. I have the honor to introduce the president

of the College of Technology of Newark, New Jersey, Dr. Daniel R. Hodgdon."
Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "The institution which we are directing in New Jersey is being built

up by the industrial men who have seen by consequences of the war that men have not been

educated on right lines. There has been too much theory and not enough actual practice in

his education to make him of value to commercial institutioi s. It is a co-operative plan between

the educational man and the industries. In relation to your line of industry, why is it not pos-

sible to train men to become acoustic engineers in a school of that kind? The subject of physics

and the subject of mechanics can be combined for practical use. We hear a great deal about

Pascal's law but seldom applied in a common sense way. We are also not only developing the

engineer there but trying to find some kind of work or industry in which the wounded sailor or

soldier can be trained. The thought has come to me that it is an excellent place in which to train

men who have become injured while working, who are already a burden upon the manufacturer.

You know the rigid laws regarding the responsibility of the manufacturer in our state applying

to the workman and sometimes the men become careless on that account."

F. E. Morton: "There is no 'cure all' idea extant. I have no particular hobby but I do

cultivate the man who has one. If we can get enough men together with enough hobbies, we
will secure information which will benefit us all. No particular subje t is to be followed to the

exclusion of others. Men of brains and intellect have devoted their lives to this work. It is

our privilege to know what they have achieved. Tradition plays a great part in our work and it

is very difficult to uproot by radical treatment any of the practices which have obtained in years

past, and yet that must be done. Progress demands that we throw aside our prejudices and

alleged factory secrets and, so far as possible, learn what the most advanced have done in our

particular line, begin where the last man left off, and go forward.

"We must first define our present position. I will define mine. The welfare of the piano

trade is of importance to our company. We cannot make a dollar from the piano trade until

you have made it, therefore, we want you to be successful. We want to go further in our sales-

manship and assist you in using material as intelligently as may be. If we have not the experts

ourselves we will bring them to you if possible. I think it is agreed there is no such thing as an

ideal piano. What we propose to do in the future must be plotted, planned and designed and

we must know that we are going in the right direction. The piano of fifty years ago had a tone

composed of a very light first partial or fundamental and what might be described as a nasal
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tone. That tone satisfied for a time, as did the reed organ. If we listen to someone playing an
accordeon, mouth organ or reed organ, it does not take long to tire us. It is physiological; it

tires the nerves. We want to progress from that tone. It is an open question whether we are

progressing when we go from the tinkling sound of the straight scale square to the broad, deep

tone of the concert grand. I have heard good arguments on both sides. Popular taste, how-

ever, tends that way, as shown by the increased sale of instruments. We must, therefore, secure

in our pianos a greater fundamental or first partial. When that prospective customer says,

'
I don't care for that,' it may mean the fundamental is not strong enough, or if flute-like in

quality without much spice or character, it has not much besides the fundamental. The flute is

composed almost exclusively of the fundamental, hence the old adage, 'The only thing worse

than a flute concerto is a concert of flutes.' I will have at a future meeting a series of harmonic

forks by means of which I will be enabled to demonstrate these partials and in what proportion

they obtain. The application of these principles is your business and I do not want to encroach.

The individuality of the instrument should be retained by all means.

"Given the physical possibility of an instrument, the longest string of which is twenty-eight

feet, a scale could be drawn that would give a theoretically true scale. We have brought that

theory down to a very small scale; a very short bass string; a very short steel wire at the break.

The problem has been to get a satisfactory tone, without breaks, throughout the instrument.

In the solution of this problem certain possibilities have developed, some of which have been

accepted and ingenious devices have been brought to bear, but the fact remains that we must

have a good, live, responsive sounding board and we must give to that sounding board the vibra-

tions we want that sounding board to give out. While the board will only give out such forms

of energy as are given it, it will not always give out all that is given it, so it may be necessary

to make certain allowances. Our first problem, therefore, will be the vibrator; later we will

take up resonance.

"Let us consider a base for our vibrator. The area of the sounding board for a house piano

is not a vital factor. That sounds iconoclastic to some, but not so much so as it did five years

ago. A four-foot eight-inch grand has been developed with a sounding board about as big as

that of a bass guitar. The thing most important is the rigid retention of that board. First

comes the composition, then the treatment of the board. If you will take a little piece of lath

and hold in you hand so (demonstrating) and snap it, it will give one or two movements and stop.

What becomes of that energy? It is conveyed to the flesh of the hand and through friction of

the molecular tissue passes off as heat. In other words, the energy is expressing as heat. This

is what happens in the sounding board which is not rigidly retained.

"The form and treatment of the bridge will provide a topic for discussion for an entire even-

ing. Proper weight, length and tension of the wires become important factors, and will merit

our attention.

"Now, as to' the mechanism by which the string is set in motion. Considered only as a

machine, the piano is an instrument wherein the energy applied at the end of key expresses as

vibration in the sounding board.

"Mediums for conducting energy with a minimum loss, striking point, resiliency of ham-

mer felt covering, treatment of the hammer in the making and in the instrument, all become

interesting factors and will be taken up in due time.

"When your work is done in the factory to your satisfaction and the instrument is shipped,

what will happen to it then? Who will be as much interested as you in its preservation, and

who then will have the keeping of your reputation? We are privileged to witness the first pres-

entation of a device for keeping the piano in tune—'once tuned, always tuned'—the principle of

which is not difficult to understand or explain. It is the invention of Mr. A. J. Ostrander, of

Lyons, N. Y., and will be demonstrated by the inventor and Mr. Gould."

A J. Ostrander: "Three conditions govern the pitch of a vibrating string: (1) length,

(2) weight per unit of length and (3) tension. In the piano as now constructed the first two of

the above conditions remain virtually constant. It therefore, is necessary only to remedy the

variation in the third condition, the change in tension due to the contraction an.d expansion of

the wires under atmospheric conditions or change in tension due to any other causes.

"This is accomplished, in this device, through the operation of what is known as Pascal's
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law of internal pressure of fluids (or semi-fluids), which states that the pressure in all parts of a

chamber containing such fluid under pressure is equal.

"It, therefore, follows that a freely-moving piston having a given cross-section area will

always exert an amount of pressure directly proportional to the pressure in the chamber. By
means of a simple lever of the second class, this pressure is stepped up and applied directly to

the string, the necessary amount of pull being accurately obtained by adjusting a movable ful-

crum to give the proper ratio between the two members of the lever. Once this adjustment

is made, with a given piston pressure, a given pull on the string is maintained, regardless of its

contraction or expansion, thus meeting the third condition mentioned.

"Another law of pitch in vibrating strings is this: That to raise any string a half tone in pitch,

an increase of 12 35/100 per cent in the pull already exerted must be applied. Thus, a string

having 100 pounds pull would, in going up half a tone, require a pull of 112 35/100 pounds,

while one having 200 pounds would require 224 7/l0 pounds.

"An illustration of the working of the device under normal conditions may be given as

follows: Suppose 100 strings to be tuned to middle C, and that one string contracts (or is drawn

up) enough to raise the pitch one-half tone, all the other strings remaining the same in length.

The increased pull of the contracted string immediately transmits, through the lever, increased

pressure to the piston controlling this string. But by the law of internal pressure, this increase

of pressure on one piston is immediately transmitted to the entire compression chamber, affect-

ing all the other pistons. The result, then, is that, instead of the one string going up half a tone

and all the others remaining constant, all the strings go up l/lOO of a half tone, thus maintaining

a musical instrument, though at a slightly different pitch.

"To maintain a given pitch in all strings it is only necessary to provide a master piston

controlled by a weight or spring.

"As the pressure of any piston is directly proportional to the pressure in the chamber, and

as the amount of pressure by one member of a lever is directly proportional to the amount of

pressure applied to the other member, it follows that with this device it is possible, by merely

changing the amount of pressure in the chamber, to raise or lower the pitch of the entire instru-

ment at a moment's notice.

"The small increase in the cost of construction that may result will be offset by the reduc-

tion in selling cost, elimination of gratuitous tuning after the sale and changes in construction

such as doing away with the wrest plank and pins. Other important items can be mentioned.

"In closing it is only fair to say that the present model was intended merely for experi-

mental and research work. It is made entirely by hand and is necessarily crude and inaccu-

rate. Also it is the first model of its kind and it is obvious that it is open to great improve-

ment in mechanical refinement, both as to material and in design and arrangement of parts.

But we believe it is entirely conclusive in its demonstration of the principles involved and
their applicability toward the desired result."

F. E. Morton: " It may not be popular with tuners. The most important thing in making a

radical change or in the installation of labor-saving machinery is first to sell it to the workman.
If this is not done your product meets with antagonism and your sales propaganda is handi-

capped from the start. The best sales argument I know for improved machinery is found in the

automobile. When it first came on the market it was opposed by every man who had a livery

stable or blacksmith shop. It would have taken some time to have sold the automobile idea to

these people. The man who had a livery stable has now a garage, and the blacksmith has a re-

pair shop or service station and apparently makes more money than before.

"

J. J. Schwab: "Can you change the pitch right here?
"

A. J. Ostrander: "Yes,sir. It is now below pitch. I will demonstrate putting it in tune (rais-

ing pitch one-half tone). You can raise the piano to the pitch desired by singer or orchestra. Once
the tuning is done it is self-compensating after that.

"

H. J. La Joie: "What would it cost to incorporate the device in a piano?"

W. M. Gould: "It is not on a selling basis as yet. It is only here for your consideration.

"

B. P. Sibley: "Will it do away with tuning pins?

"

W. M. Gould: "Yes, and the pin block.

"

August Richter: "This instrument has to be tuned originally perfectly?
"
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W.M.Gould: "Yes."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "How do you maintain that pressure?

"

W .M. Gould: "By a master piston.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: " Do you use mercury? "

W.M.Gould: "No. Waxandoil."
W. B. Williams. "How do you get and keep these pistons tight?

"

A. J. Ostrander: " There is where I had a fight. There are several ways of doing it. This

is a tubular diaphragm."

F. Pfannstiehl: "In this construction is it necessary to put an eye in each end ofc the wire?"

W. M. Gould: "Not necessarily an eye.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey :
" It seems to me we can think of this as a three-horse evener. The fulcrum

gives the same advantage you give one horse or one team over another.

"

F. E. Morton: " Does it strike you as being practical, Dr. Muckey?"
Dr. F. S. Muckey: "The only thing which might interfere is the condition of the fluid or wax.

If that can be controlled I should think it would not get out of tune.

"

W. M. Gould: "The comparison of the three-horse evener strikes me at home. I am in the

nursery business and use horses.

"I have been very much interested in the remarks made regarding co-operation, because in

our line of business we spend a great deal of time in these co-operative meetings. They have lasted

with us for twenty years and we have always had good results. I want to thank the piano manu-
facturers for the very courteous treatment Mr. Ostrander and I have been accorded. I also want

to thank Mr. Morton for the privilege of exhibiting our apparatus this evening. We did not come
with the idea of marketing anything but to find out how a proposition of this kind would be

received by the trade. We have worked so far without the assistance of experts in the trade."

F. E. Morton: " I want at our next meeting to demonstrate to the man who makes pianos of

what tone is composed. Let me suggest to everyone here the value of selective listening. Our

environment is such that we select what we receive. I imagine the shepherd on the plains hears

and notes every sound. It is also true of all wild animals. I hope with the aid of apparatus to direct

your attention to the things for which you should listen. When a man tunes an instrument he

listens for beats. It is equally simple in listening to a sound for quality. We are greatly concerned

with tone quality. If you will listen to one key for a long time you will be surprised to learn what

you have missed.

"I stated at a recent meeting of the New York Piano Manufacturers' Association that the

manufacture of pianos is an engineering proposition, beginning with the plate. None of us

maintains that it has reached perfection. Long ago when we wanted great strength we used a

lot of material. Now we use a smaller amount of material better distributed. There is lots of

room for advancement along this line in pianos.

"Now will someone give a problem in piano manufacture they want discussed? What is

your pet peeve?"

Edw. F. Vail: "The varnish problem."

F. E. Morton: " I will bring in an expert on that.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I think you suggested a few moments ago tone quality. What it is and

how to get it."

F. E. Morton: "That subject will take up an entire evening and I will provide an apparatus.

"

L. D. Perry; "The method of making the sounding board rigid.

"

Fred Pfannstiehl: "Uniformity of the casting and drilling of plates.

"

J.J. Schwab: " Relation of the back to the piano.

"

H. J. La Joie: "Glue problem as relating to veneers."

Justin O. Shore: "Are there any experts on wood drying? Tests determining whether woods

are actually dry?"

F. E. Morton: " If the lumberman takes care of his end of it, you need have no trouble. I

spent a good part of a year's work on lumber and found results that were interesting only to the

lumberman. Now they have established laboratories and corps of experts. The chances are in

favor of your getting satisfactory treatment from the responsible lumbermen.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: " Is there not a chemical test to determine the amount of water in wood?"
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F. E. Morton: "Yes. Let me offer a few suggestions for your consideration. In a vio-

lin we have a confined body of air, a small vent on each side, a sounding board of spruce and a back

of hard wood, we have a sound post and base bar and the confined body of air is measurable.

By blowing over the F hole you will find its keynote. It is usually F or F#. It responds fairly well

all through the scale, although in some parts better than in others. The point of greatest response

may be affected by moving the sounding post. Now what have you as a resonance box in the

piano? You might say the space between the wires and the front panel. This space usually

is filled with shock absorbers.

"Try a player-piano manually before and after putting in the player action and note the dif-

ference. See if you cannot find some way of compensating for the loss of resonance.

"Think of the back of the piano. What is the function of the back posts? If a bridge con-

sisting of two timbers covered with planks is put across a stream and to strengthen it steel girders

are added, which carries the load, the timbers, the steel, or both? These questions apply directly

to the piano.
"

I put that problem to the chief engineer of a bridge company. He said there could be only

one instant in eternity when both the wood and steel would maintain the load. That would bei

when either the steel or wood was giving way and the load was being transferred to the other.

Apply this principle to your back and plate. Think of a flange around your plate making it

self-sustaining and sufficient to sustain its load. Think of your wrest plank being made a part of

your plate by being very firmly attached to the plate instead of the frame. Think of the plate

as carrying the load. How about the necessity for back posts? These posts cost money and

make expensive freight.

"Another point to think about. It is a positive crime to cut out the bridge for the bar brace.

You can make up for it to some extent by putting a block on the board behind it, but why do

it in the first place? The foundryman says he needs that room. It is not true. It is not neces-

sary to have a plate one-fourth or three-eighths of an inch thick over the wrest plank. Bring it

down to one-eighth and do away with tuning pin bushing. You must cut out great masses of

metal in the plate. We will bring in the foundryman and let him explain why."

"Make a note of your troubles; bring them in and let us discuss them together."

"On the subject of felt, if we can predetermine the quality why should we depend, as we do,

for resiliency on the individual judgment for the proper tightening of the clamps?"

C. Arthur Brown: "There is no reason why a machine should not be made that would do it.

It is hard to give a felt man that viewpoint. He has his factory arranged on a certain basis and

on traditions and it is exceedingly difficult to bring a felt man to the point where he will

acknowledge that it is possible to make a felt that can be handled on a machine. A hammer

maker said to me that the presses had to be handled by hand, each screw treated separately and

a certain amount of pressure exerted on the hammers as formed. The amount of pressure thus

depends entirely upon the personal equation—the 'feel ' of the man handling the clamp. When he

is feeling strong he may put on more pressure than late in the day when he is tired. He may

put more pressure on it after having a drink. A thousand things can influence the pressure the:

man puts on the hammers. All of those things can be much better done by machinery but to

date we have been unable to induce the felt man to see that. We have partially completed orj

designed a machine that will do the work."

F. E. Morton: "Referring to felt: In Germany, a number of years ago, I took up with a

felt maker their felt as compared with our domestic felt. The statement was made to me then

that we never would be able to make as good felt in the United States as was made in Germany

because we did not have the water. Practically the same statement was made in England.

We took that matter up with certain felt companies here and assured them that synthetic water

is a practical, commercial undertaking."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "How does water affect the felt?"

C. Arthur Brown: "The resiliency of the felt depends upon the quality of fibre and waterl

is called ' hard ' because of the fact that it contains a proportion of lime and magnesia, each fibre

gets a coat and it kills the resiliency. Elimination of hardening qualities in water is necessary to

bring about the proper quality of felt."

Albert T. Strauch: "To what extent has the machine for hammer felts been perfected?
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Automatic machines have been devised distributing pressure on felts in different sections HavP
they not been failures?"

c

C. Arthur Brown: "I believe that was carried out but the designs, from all we could learn
were not such as to insure success. The fact that it failed shows the execution, not necessarily the
idea, was wrong. y

After an informal discussion, the conference adjourned.

Tone Building
Feb. 26, 1919

F. E. Morton: "The poverty of terms in which to express tone quality must be apparent
to anyone here who has ever attempted to describe his own product. We have used the technical
terms of the painter in speaking of 'tone color'; we go into the chemist's domain and speak of
'dry' tone and 'liquid' tone and have borrowed words from other trades and professions to such
an extent that we feel the man who will write an acoustical dictionary will accomplish more than
one who writes an elaborate treatise on acoustics. We all flounder when struggling for terms
to express our tonal ideas. But we have a few expressions in common use in piano factories
and they are very expressive, some of them too expressive for common use. The terms used in
the factory, however, should be used by the dealer and by the customer, otherwise your ideas
cannot be expressed to the prospective buyer. Talk in shop terms on every occasion. I have a
friend in the Middle West who tried it for two days with the result that several people came to
his warerooms to get ideas for papers to be read as a basis for discussions in their clubs. It be-
came, in effect, a propaganda. Take the public into your confidence. I know of no better
illustration of its benefits than the automobile trade. Every time a change is made in a car it
becomes a news item. The daily press publishes a page of automobile news every day. If the
public had not been taken into the confidence of the manufacturers, and interested technically
the press would not devote the space to the subject. The motor terminology is known to all.

"Vibration is an expression of energy. Vibration is the first expression of life; the first
expression of all energy. Your interest need not be confined to vibrations in numbers that appeal
only to the sense of hearing; from zero to quintillions per second, up that ascending scale of
number and power through sound, electricity, heat, light and the X-ray to the great antarctic
beyond, all is of interest. The law of vibration is of vital interest to every industry. I was talk-
ing to a Manufacturers' Association convention on vibration and its application to their respec-
tive needs. I thought I had included every industry represented. After the meeting, a man
came to me and said, ' I came to get some points and am disappointed. I am a manufacturer of
refrigerators.' I told him to reverse the instructions I gave to the men who make heating ap-
paratus. To you, however, vibration means pitch and quality, with a limitation to a range from
about 27 to something over 4,000 per second. You must first have a vibrator and the nature of
that vibrator must be predetermined. The mechanism of vibration has been evolved during the
last two centuries and yet action makers will now tell you that very few basic changes have been
made during that time. Your object, mechanically speaking, in making pianos is the devising
and making of a machine in which a given energy when exerted on a key will express as vibration
in the wire, conducted through the bridge to the sounding board, retaining so much of mode and
intensity as will satisfactorily affect the organs of hearing. Fortunately for the piano trade,
hearing is not affected alike or there would be only one kind of piano desired.

Don't think that the individuality of your product will be interfered with by acceptance
and use of such knowledge of these laws as may be given you. These points I am giving you are
only sign posts. Whatever vehicle you may choose is your own, but the sign post is a constant.
Science is only the accumulation and compilation of facts that have largely been deduced at

the work bench. I venture to state that the greatest scientists in our universities would be
proud and glad to have your knowledge of mechanics as additional scientific information. So
when we speak of a scientific way of doing things, we mean this is the best practice observed
up to date.

It will be sufficient for our present purpose if we define noise as a disturbance in the
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atmosphere producing a sound too brief or too irregular to have an assignable pitch, and tone

as a sound continuing uniformly for an appreciable time and having an assignable pitch.

"Tonight we want to consider tone quality and to what it is attributable, as far as your

practice is concerned. Many years ago, when I wanted to draw and was unable to express

myself properly through that means, I asked the instructor what I lacked. The artist told me
that the first essential is to see things as they really are. I found by putting on neutral

blue glasses I could eliminate color and see things very differently. Before we can consider

tone quality, it is necessary to eliminate some accompanying sounds from consideration, and then

direct our entire attention to certain component parts of tone. We then recognize that tone is

composite—made up of other tones and the effect of the dominance or diminution of any one or

more of these partial tones. A simple tone is not composite and is produced when wire vibrates

as a whole and not in segments."

Mr. Morton then demonstrated simple and pendular vibration and segmental vibration by

means of his Spiral Wave Demonstrator. "Wire vibrates as a whole, producing the first partial

or fundamental. It also vibrates in two segments, producing the second partial, and so on up

through the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth. What really happens is the breaking up of that wire

into segments according to tension and composition (demonstrating Mehlde's experiment).

With a very fine wire of fair length partials can be obtained and made audible (with a resonator)

up to forty-two or forty-three.

"This is a simple tone (demonstrating with electrically driven fork) like the tone produced

by blowing over the mouth of a bottle or like the Bourdon stop in a pipe organ. It is the same
sound you get in certain parts of the flute. The seventh partial adds 'crispness' to the tone.

The eighth gives pointed brilliancy like adding a piccolo to a band."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I made some tests this afternoon and got the ninth and twelfth."

F. E. Morton: "As soon as the seventh is increased we get the ninth, and that is inharmonic,

it sounds out of tune. So to keep the ninth and eleventh out, we must be satisfied with a sugges-

tion only of the seventh. Where a cacophonous tone, as used in some compositions to express dis-

sonance, passion or anger is desired, a very hard blow on a full sized concert grand, about in the

middle of the piano, will develop the partials well up into the thirties, because a great force or en-

ergy applied will break the medium into many segments. A perfectly round wire will break into

segments sequentially from one into two, into three, etc. You get your greatest fundamental

at the time of impact of the hammer on the wire, but the sequence of partials developed is deter-

mined by the roundness of the wire, because a flat body vibrates in odd numbered segments be-

ginning with the third. We need the even numbered segments: (demonstrating with forks) the

third, sixth and seventh are the ones which give timber and richness to the tone. They are the

spices or seasoning and you should do nothing to your piano that will throw in too many of these

odd numbered segments. A plate vibrating at certain points is inimical to the tone you require.

The old three-stringed square at a point near the bar break produced a tonal combination that

drove the tuner mad. Every note was wild ; every one a howl. This was overcome to a large extent

by reducing the amount of metal at that point. When you find that howl in a string you will

generally find too much metal ; it may be in the wire or in the plate.

"These tones do not interfere in a manner that is unpleasant to the ear (demonstrating with

seven forks). We used to want to hear the simple tone alone. Now we want something added
to that tone. I take it we have reached a point today where the general public responds well to

seven partials in piano tone. How you shall distribute them is left to your judgment and the re-

sult constitutes that something known as individuality. However, it is safe to say that you can-

not have too much fundamental ; that should be strongly dominant. You are catering to the

needs and tastes of millions of people.

"Do not get the impression that this proportion of seven partials alone will determine tone

quality. A stiff wire, from whatever cause, will bring out inharmonics, higher partials above the

seventh. They will be very clear and very dominant because you cannot get a full fundamental.

The wire may be too stiff for several reasons. Take a steel rod and strike it and you get the

same effect you get from too high tension, too heavy a gauge for length of wire, or if the wire

is too hard from composition or practice. In any of these cases, the resultant sound is the same;

just as when I strike this fork with a piece of metal (demonstrating).
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"Another thing affecting tone is the point at which the wire is struck by the hammer. It is

an established fact that the striking point within certain well-defined limits determines the quality

of tone. If you strike at one-half you get a hollow sound. That hollowness leaves as you move
back toward the agraffe. As you approach the agraffe closely you produce a 'nasal' quality, a
thinner tone with weak fundamental and many overtones. Strike middle C at one-twelfth and
you will throw in higher partials which you will hear plainly above the weakened fundament-
al. Take a piano on which you can change the hammer line and listen as you go toward the

agraffe to the thin 'nasal' quality and toward the middle for 'hollowness.' The striking point is

determined by your desire for a tendency to 'hollow' or 'nasal' tone. You are not striking a sin-

gle point on the wire. That only could be struck with a metal hammer having a sharp edge. A
hammer which has been over-needled demonstrates the other extreme. These points are nodes,

meaning quiet points (illustrating with fork and thread). If you were to strike here (indicat-

ing) it would cease to be a node. In striking a nodal point you make of it a crest. On a short

wire the node of the seventh is close to the eighth and a flat hammer will strike both. Sup-

pose your wire is four inches, and the striking point is one-eighth,—it is so close to the seventh

and ninth that if the hammer stays on the wire any length of time you destroy the nodes and
crests that would form there (demonstrating). Note the wave formed by the stroke of the ham-
mer. Your agraffe and plate bearing are supposed to reflect the waves back and forth.

"Not only the resiliency of the hammer but that of the wire is a factor. One or the other

must be used as a constant,—which one should be determined by wire and felt men. If we have

100 pounds tension on one string and 185 pounds tension on another string, is it reasonable to sup-

pose with the same felt, the same hammer, that we can get the same quality of tone? Can we
expect the tone regulator to correct these gross errors which should be solved by the scale drafts-

man? Certain parts of the piano require certain characteristic tones but they should blend with

other parts as in a string quartet.

" I have talked with string makers who have found it impossible to follow the specifications of

the manufacturer where the tension of the wire goes beyond the elastic limit; they substituted a

heavier and coarser wire which would stand the strain but sacrificed all acoustic value. The fault

lies with the man who draws the scale. When materials are of the very best, they must be ac-

corded proper treatment. One can abuse a truck horse, but not a thoroughbred.
" I have seen alleged artists strike a key on a piano and give a shake on the key afterwards,

thinking they got tremando effect by so doing. To one who knows, that is foolish. There are

many such theories which, if true, would argue against the possible efficiency of player-pianos.

The only influence which the performer can wield is the degree of energy applied and the order in

which the respective keys are struck. Intensity of tonal energy is accounted for in the

performance of the wire as amplitude; the order in which keys are struck is accounted for as

reinforced partials.

"Piano wire is at its best at a tension practicable, with a maximum amplitude of vibration

and a minimum of segmental vibration."

W. C. Hepperla: "What is the difference between European and American tone?"

F. E. Morton: "The European tone is more 'nasal,' has a weaker fundamental.

"

F. E. Edgar: "Don't you think that their liking for pianos having a 'tinkling' sound may

be the result of using the mandolin and other like instruments?
"

F. E. Morton : "Yes, an association of ideas, possibly. In America we want a big, broad tone.

The people demand it. You can well remember the first pipe organs used in moving picture houses,

two or three reedy stops and a tremolo; now they cannot get an organ big enough to express their

ideas. We want increased fundamentals, possibly 50 per cent fundamental.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "On what do you base your statement when you say 50 per cent funda-

mental?"

F. E. Morton: "That may be an ideal tone—one toward which we strive. I have some ex-

periments along that line—records taken direct from the sounding board.

"

Dr. F.S. Muckey: "Do you think you get that from any sounding board as now manufactured?"

F. E. Morton :
" No, but it is being approached.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Don't you think that it can be done? Don't you think the sounding board

could be so constructed? At present the ribs on the back of the sounding board interfere. We get
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most of our tone from the sounding board itself. Anything which interferes with the larger seg-
mentations cuts down the fundamental more than the overtones.

"

F. E. Morton: "The undulation of the board is, of course, to be considered. "

W. B. Williams: "Does greater amplitude of vibration mean more body of tone?"
F. E. Morton: "That means concentration of energy. Whether it is conveyed through the

bridge to the sounding board depends upon efficiency of construction.

"The amplitude of the wire's vibration is indicative of the amount of energy for the energy
is directly as the square of the amplitude.

"

Francis Connor: "Don't you think it would bean immense help if we had a piano here for

demonstration purposes?"

F. E. Morton : "This was suggested at one of our Chicago conferences and the first question
raised was, 'Whose piano?' After several months of experiments on piano materials, I assembled
them into an orphan piano and everyone had a 'whack' at it.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "You touched upon one point, Mr. Morton, which I think can be elabo-

rated—terminology. If a term doesn't mean the same to all of us we cannot understand one an-
other. The meaning must be based on the things we are describing. Now the things which de-

termine quality are the number and relative intensity of partial tones. When we speak of a
'nasal ' tone, we mean one that has a weak fundamental and high partials. This term, however is

not applicable and the sound is not produced in the nose. That peculiar quality that we have re-

ferred to as 'nasal' is simply a lack of fundamental and too much overtone. I think it is of the ut-

most importance that we find the proper terminology.
"

F. E. Morton :
" I agree with you fully, Doctor, and for that reason am at a great loss for terms

with which clearly to express myself. Salesmen, particularly, need proper terminology, as the
old method of condemning other products no longer is popular, and he needs proper words with
which he may express his claims to patronage.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey. "In all the pianos I have examined I have yet to find one with a well sus-

tained tone. It is constantly interrupted. We get what seems like a sustained tone, but when
heard through resonators we find it is intermittent."

F. E. Morton: "That shows a lack of synchronization of partials caused by faulty construc-
tion. Take a wire with lumps in it; tonal interruptions follow. The rigid retention of the board
also is a very important factor.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Referring to salesmanship, I am convinced if I had an instrument with
the ideal sustained tone and a set of resonators, that I could sell the instrument. It would only
take a few moments for the prospective purchaser to hear the partials in the composite tone
through use of the resonators. All tone I have listened to so far in pianos has been intermittent,
a tone and then absolute silence. This alternation continues for a time and then dies out.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "What is the relation between that intermittance and beats? You get
silence anyway. How can the tone be sustained? "

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Two ways, I think. By rreater responsiveness to segmentation in the
sounding board and more resonance. I have experimented along this line and it almost entirely
eliminates those periods of silence. The fundamental can be heard all the time with a slight

impulse in the tone. The overtones continue, but the fundamental holds the longest.
"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon
:

" How do you reconcile the theory that the rapidity of the break or beat
is part of the thing needed for harmony?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " I don't believe it is true.
"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "This work was recently published.
"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I don't take much stock in authorities.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Your questioning of authorities is what prompted my question.
"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "To illustrate what I mean. I was working in the college laboratory one
day and a man came in to see what I was doing there. The professor of physics came in and sug-
gested that he might be interested in hearing 'vowel forks.' They were simply a series of forks
which could only give fundamental tones. The forks were passed around and the professor asked
if he could hear the vowel 'oo' sound and the man said he could. The professor asked me what I

heard and I replied, 'only the fundamental tone.' After passing the forks around again, no one
heard the 'oo' sound."

After general and group discussions the conference was adjourned.
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F. E. Morton: "The original bass string which, by the way, was not A-27, was made from
brass and wound with brass wire its full length. That was followed by steel wire wound with

brass ; steel wire wound with iron ; a steel wound and copper wound. The core wire was swaged and
the winding began and ended inside the vibrating length. The pitch is inversely as the square root

of the weight, inversely as the length, and directly as the square root of the tension, so, as we have
not sufficient length—a physical impossibility—we take a wire of sufficient gauge to energize the

sounding board at a reasonable vibrating tension, and compensate for length by added weight.

The sole function, therefore, of the covering wire is weight.

"The function of the core wire is to act as the vibrator and conduct its energy through the

bridge to the sounding board. If the board is not sufficiently energized, it may be due to a small

core wire, providing length, bearing and distance from bridge pin to hitch pin are correct. The ef-

fect of the core wire of too small gauge is lack of sounding board energy and corresponding lack

of tonal intensity.

"Now we will take the first bass string from the break on a 44 set—Key No. 27, B. If plain

wire No. 20 were used at a tension of 170 lbs. a length would be required of about 49^8 inches.

The same key given a No. 18 core wire and a No. 28 copper covering wire requires a length for the

same pitch at the same tension of about 323^ inches. Now that same key with that same length

and a No. 19 core wire and a No. 28 copper covering wire gives a tension of 196 lbs. Note the

difference—26 lbs. by a change of one gauge in core wire. The same key with No. 18 core wire and

No. 28 steel covering wire at a tension of 170 lbs. requires a length of about 3334 inches; that is

about 134 inches more than with copper covering wire.

"Suppose you have figured on a length of 40 inches, for instance, for your first string from the

break, sent your pattern to the string maker and expect him to use No. 18 core wire and No. 28

copper covering wire. The string breaks at that tension because it is pulling about 256 pounds.

If you don't change your pattern and he does the wise thing from his viewpoint he will use No.

19 instead of No. 18, because tensile strength increases faster than the resultant tension. This

may be perfectly proper mechanically, but the increase of tension of 42 lbs. results in a bass

drum tone. The string maker is not at fault; this difficulty should be met by your scale drafts-

man. By using No. 16 core and No. 34 copper covering the tension will be reduced to 204 lbs.

You are going from a No. 20 plain wire to a No. 16 core wire, and you are attempting to work a

heavy bass bridge on a part of the board which requires great energizing. With a reasonable ten-

sion and a reasonable loading you can drop from No. 20 plain wire to No. 18 core wire and be able

to blend bass and treble. As a result of experimenting, I have found that 175 lbs. tension on a

bass scale is the maximum that should be used for good tone production. Mechanically you can

bring it close to its elastic limit, and it will stand. Observation of the work of the string makers of

this country shows their practice is excellent. But if the first bass string length from the break is

too long you are putting the string maker to a test in which, if he succeeds, you fail.

"We have with us tonight several string makers, and I ask them to treat us in good faith. We
want to get together on these points and straighten out matters. William G. Schaff, of the

John A. Schaff Company."
W. G. Schaff: " Mr. Morton, permit me to express my appreciation for your work in conduct-

ing these meetings. I think they are of great value and should prove a stimulus and inspiration

to the trade.

"We want more light and a greater understanding regarding piano construction and such

meetings as these will help the piano man to crawl out of his shell and emerge from the medieval

night and take his place in the sun. He will then automatically slough off the skin of jealousy and

suspicion. Experience has taught us, gentlemen, that we cannot ' go it alone.
'

Life is a co-opera-

tive proposition and each must contibute something to the common good.

"The string maker has had a great many difficulties with which to contend. He meets
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varying situations. Here are some little matters which occur to me relating to the handling of

the product:
" Don 't oil the tuning pins in the bass section or the steel core of the bass strings with a view to

counteracting the moisture of the stringer's bare hands. Oiling the strings is an evil and it is

surprising how many practical piano men take issue with me on that point. Stringers should

wear gloves. They should take a chance on the string getting rusty and not on the tone, because

a rusty string will last a good many years and produce a satisfactory tone, whereas one that has

been oiled may not last long enough to get by the tone regulator.

"Then we have the strong armed chipper to contend with, the husky chap who yanks the very

devil out of the wires and injures the tonal quality and durability of the instrument. He should be

restrained.

"These all may seem very simple and obvious things, Mr. Chairman, but I find they are com-

mon practice.

"You also allow strings to lie around on the floor and some one comes along and spits tobac-

co juice over them. You should chain the office cat that goes to sleep on the trap board and key

bed of the piano. When your dealer writes in that a complete set has gone dead and he had to

send a tuner into the country at an expense of $10, don't conclude that the string maker or your

tone regulator has put one over on you; maybe there are one or two faulty strings in the set

which could be had from the string maker for the asking.

"When the plate man sends his plate with so many varying pin positions that when you pin a

set of strings the winding will run through the agraffe and bridge pins, you curse the string mak-

er and make him drag his weary body all over town, when Ramaciotti and myself might well be

playing golf, to set you right when if you would only use your God-given ingenuity you could

have measured the distance between bridge and bearing and found out who was at fault.

"Then we come to the question of operating freak scales. You hand us string lengths—you

suggest wire sizes and you ask for results that are impossible and foredoomed to failure. Many
a troublesome scale may originally have been satisfactory, but there have been so many changes,

so much copying and you have gotten so far from the basic plan that it stands there as an abortion.

You need a scientific man to take hold of this, and Mr. Morton is the man with the practical

knowledge and science to do it.

" Now the string man is inclined to be helpful. He will talk in a sort of a wise way about chang-

ing the string length or shifting the bridge or something like that, but really gentlemen, it is

not wise to take his advice because he would only get himself in bad as well as yourself.

"

J. Rossi: "Mr. Schaff has given you his experience. We find a lot of trouble on the first C
sharp from the break. We get "'tubby' and overtones. We find tensions on some pianos of 250

to 285 lbs. The first note from the break gives the most trouble in pianos throughout the country.

The longer strings give more trouble than the shorter ones.

"The tubby string is a question of high tension.

"

Geo. Holz. "Mr. Schaff has voiced my sentiments but if I can give any information, I will

be glad to co-operate in every way."
F. Ramacciotti: "I am afraid Mr. Schaff has taken the wind out of my sails. However, I

would like to inquire what produces the 'bell' tone. I was called upon many years ago to find

out what caused an overtone or bell tone. I went to Boston and interviewed two superintend-

ents of factories and both gave me different reasons. I wrote a piano man who gave me seven

or eight reasons and many suggestions as to how to overcome it.

"

F. E. Morton: "What data does the customer give in his specifications?"

Geo. Holz: "He usually sends on his pattern for measurements. Sometimes they shape up ex-

cellently and when there is a doubt in my mind I make suggestions. If a man wants 50 or 75

sets, I tell him to try out one or more sets first. I find usually that if a set does not come out sat-

isfactorily the customer is open to suggestions. We can co-operate and get together and get good

results."

F. E. Morton: "Have you noticed a difference in the vowel sound of copper and steel-covered

strings?"

Geo. Holz: "We get better results from a set of strings where the singles are wound with cop-

per and the rest with iron. Our business has revolutionized itself in the last ten years, running
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90 per cent copper wire. Copper has greater specific gravity; gives more weight, but there is such
a thing as overloading the string. I should say there was a difference in the quality of tone.
Copper is softer and gives a more mellow tone.

"

F. E. Morton: "Anyone noticed the difference in quality of copper and 'iron' covered strings?"
F. Ramacciotti: "The difference I find between copper and iron is that the iron gives a more

brilliant tone; the copper gives a duller tone, often a tubby tone. Some people want tubby
tones; we give them the copper. Some want brilliant tones, especially those for export.

"

F. E. Morton: "There is a decided difference, and if any care to experiment along that line I
suggest you alternate with copper and steel wound strings on the same scale. Considering it as a
vowel sound you will find a decided difference between the two. An experiment of that nature on
any scale is very well worth while. Alternate keys are better than unisons, as you will have to
damp one and the conditions are not as favorable.

'

'
The difference between copper and steel is as great as that of o-o and e-e. Thinking of it as a

vowel sound perhaps will tend to direct your attention to quality. It is true, as has been stated,
that the first ten singles in the ordinary 44 string sets should be of copper in the average scale. It
does not require as large a covering wire, therefore the string is not so stiff when wound with copper
as with the same weight of steel. On doubles, with the tone which the trade seems to be striving
for at present, I think you will find better results with the iron string. The possibility of getting a
'crispness,' a little of the 'cello effect, perhaps, makes possible a blend between the treble and ex-
treme bass. The tone regulator 's work also will be lessened.

"The copper wound string was brought into common use very largely by the piano salesman.
It never was an acoustical measure in the first place. Some hold that at that time it was impossible
to make a steel covering wire soft enough, and there is truth in that. Steel covering wire now is

drawn softer than copper. The situation is much like the use of varicolored felts in actions, where
we sacrifice a perfectly good piece of woolen felt to the destructive action of the dye in order to
have green, red or purple felt, and then shut it up where it is rarely seen afterwards. The excuse
is 'we have always done it.'

"The effect which has been referred to as producing overtones, as 'bell' tone, as a bass drum
effect, is due to the stiffness of the wire. It may be due to composition of core or covering wire
or the wire may be overdrawn. If the covering wire is too hard or the core wire is too hard, or if it

is wound too heavily, you have a stiff string. The same effect results from high tension. You
cannot improve the tone by increasing the tension. The string maker is right in the practice of

winding and you can well consult him. Whenever you have that bar effect, that tone with a
'ping' which is the bane of the tuner and tone regulator, it is stiffness of the wire. The simplest

method of getting away from it is a change to a reasonable tension.

"The breaking weight of No. 20 bass string wire is about 480 lbs. No. 18 is something
like 420 lbs.

Four hundred and eighty pounds breaking weight would give an elastic limit on our wire of

about 288 lbs. When you approach 280 lbs. on No. 20, you are getting so close to the elastic limit that

it gives you no leeway for the first tuning. That is unnecessarily high. Later on we will take up
sounding boards, ribbing and bridges, consideration of which will show how to bring down the

tension. When I say bring down the tension of your bass strings, I don't mean on the same board

that you use on high tension. It requires changing. One hundred and seventy-five pounds with

proper handling of bridge and sounding board will give a clean and clear tone, and a greater

factor of safety for working. At 175 lbs. tension, strings will last for years, and when taken

off and micro-photographed it is found that the molecular structure of the wire has not changed.

Anything that is done to meet your demand for a higher tension, such as increasing the break-

ing weight, is done at the expense of acoustic value. The number of replacements which you

demand from the string maker adds to the expense of your operation. Reduce the tension on

those high tension scales and it will give you a much better instrument and a more saleable one.

If you have a heavy sounding board, well crowned, with solid bridge and hitch pin close to

your bridge pin, you are adding very materially to the expense of piano manufacture."

C. F. Hovey: "If we had a bearing of wood instead of plate, would it not bring a lower

tension?"

F. E. Morton: "You mean the plate bearing at the tuning pin end? Not necessarily.
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The function of the bearing is the return of the energy and the more rigid the material the

more energy it will return. A very heavy metal presssr bar is a great help. Particularly if the

presser bar is lugged to the plate."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " What is meant by 'tubby' strings?
"

F. E. Morton: " In a bass string, almost the same as 'nasal' in the treble. In the tubby

string the prime amplitude is very slight."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " It is not strong fundamentally?
"

F. E. Morton: ' No, and the tone is very short lived. It fades away almost immediately

after contact of the hammer with the wire."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "The reverse of the sustained tone?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, because there is very little to sustain. The energy is lost."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "And that is due to what? "

F. E. Morton: "Very generally to the fact that the wire has been drawn beyond its elastic

limit and no longer piano wire. You get the same effect as from iron.
"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "It is not resilient?"

F. E. Morton: "Not at all."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What is the 'bell' tone?"

F. E. Morton: "The same effect as striking a steel bar. Lacking in fundamental but with

stronger high partials than the tubby tone. It is also difficult to determine the pitch. Tuners have

told me that where the 'bell' tone is in evidence they can only tune by partials or harmonics.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " It seems to me it would be of great value to translate these terms into

terms of partial tones."

F. E. Morton: " It would be of great help, but these are 'shop' terms and closely associated

with the odor of glue, varnish and sawdust. I was raised on them, like every other piano man, and

it is most unfortunate that we are so limited in our mediums of expression.

"Another remedy for that which has been referred to as 'bell' tone is the tone regulator."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What does he do to change it?"

F. E. Morton: "He picks up the felt on the hammer—the effect being the same as if you

said to every person who played on it, 'Touch that key lightly. ' This, in effect, is reducing the

intensity of partials in order to hear the fundamental.

"

A. Ostrander: "How much is the tension increased by the hammer blow?

"

F. E. Morton: "Different tension on every point of the arc. We strike a blow on the end

of a key, of say, 10 ounces. Of that two or 2 l/2 ounces are taken up in overcoming weight and

friction, so only about seven ounces, if we may refer to it that way, is applied energy. Then

take the leverage into consideration and you will find it is not a great deal. There are seven

points of leverage to take into consideration and the computation of stress at right angles. It

makes a complicated problem."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "One more question about that 'bell' tone. Does softening the hammer

make more fundamental?"

F. E. Morton :

'

' No. It reduces the volume of higher partials. The tone regulator has not an

easy task. He must bring the whole piano to one standard if he makes a uniform scale. He can

bring a good, clean, clear, resonant tone down to the level of the dead tone of the 'tubby' string,

but he cannot bring the standard of the lower to the higher quality."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What effect has the picking of the felt on the hammers?"

F. E. Morton: " Decreases the resiliency and durability of the hammer. The evidence of life

in the hammer is resiliency. Mr. Ramaciotti, do your customers specify tension or give you infor-

mation relative to tension?"

F. Ramacciotti: "Only in one case.
"

F. E. Morton: "How about you, Mr. Schaff?"

W. G. Schaff: "Very rarely do I come in contact with a real scientific piano man. I think the

tribe is dying out."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Holz, you have numbers of sets of strings established. If a new scale

is brought in don't you have one on hand with about the same lengths and take that one and move

it up or down to the right point?"

George Holz: "As a rule I do.

"
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F. E. Morton: " Mr. Schaff, if you were given lengths and weights you would work from such
specifications gladly?"

W. G. Schaff: " In a few instances we have. We sometimes give the customer our experience

to arrive at a satisfactory break, and in most cases the customer has deferred to our suggestions.

I can truthfully say there are very few who give us specifications as to wire, weights and tensions.
"

F. E. Morton: "The sole object here is commercial. What I want to get at is this: Suppose a
piano manufacturer would bring to you a specification and pattern with the weights and lengths.

Assuming they were scientifically computed and accurately designed, would the manufacturer
conduct his business at less expense?"

W. G. Schaff: "He would. I think the disposition among piano men, Mr. Morton, is to pro-

duce the maximum tone. They like the treble very clear, and when they get to the bass they don't

plan to have that bass blend with the rest particularly. The piano man would rather point out

to his dealer what a wonderful bass it has. Now I believe that in a piano scientifically laid out,

acoustically correct, the bass, compared with pianos not laid out correctly, will, not show up so well

or so big. Take the Steinway, for instance, their bass is not particularly a big bass, but it is well

balanced. Now the majority of piano men are not looking for that balance but are looking for a big

tone without regard to the ensemble. If they would reduce that bass a little the string maker's

job would be simple.

"

F. E. Morton: "Would it mean less expense to the piano man?"
W. G. Schaff: "It certainly would. I find, Mr. Morton, that in the majority of instruments

shipped, instead of being around 175 lb. tension, are more nearly 190 and 210; there is greater

brilliancy, but the margin of safety is much reduced."

Dr. F. S. M uckey :

'

' How about this effect of brilliancy, does it lack fundamental ? '

'

F. E. Morton: "A wire which will produce a good fundamental and one which will produce

little fundamental in proportion to harmonics may both be made brilliant. There is such a thing

as a brilliant saxaphone tone.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Your tore, all fundamental, would not be termed 'brilliant'?"

F. E. Morton: " I would say the term 'brilliant' might be used here in a comparative sense.

The piccolo is brilliant as compared with the flute. The high pitch required in the last octave of

the piano is given a test for brilliancy. In that last octave they do get a strong fundamental,

not much else—a piccolo tone.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " In the very high piano tones I think there are no overtones.

"

L. D. Perry: " Do you know of any piano constructed scientifically with 175 lb. tension in the

bass that will stand the pounding an artist will give it?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, sir, at 170 lb. even.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " How do you determine the proper degree of stiffness to give best results?"

F. E. Morton: "The degree which will permit of a good amplitude of fundamental vibration

and yet sufficient tension to eiergize the bridge."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "How do you determine it?"

F. E. Morton: "The types of construction differ materially. Rarely do you find two makers

who use the same caliper of sounding board in different parts of the instrument or the same

bridge and rib work on crownirg."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Any way of determining the pressure on the bridge for bass bearing?"

F. E. Morton: "That is directly as the crowning and the ribbing. If very heavily ribbed it

requires greater bearing. When highly crowned it requires a greater bearing.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Any standard measures?"

F. E. Morton: "None that I have ever heard of; only the results of individual experimenta-

tion. None have been published to my knowledge.
"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Any definite rule as to the height of bridge, from the level a string would

take if there were no bridge?"

F. E. Morton: "That difference is the bearing."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Would the higher bridge have greater pressure?
"

F. E. Morton: "As relating to the bearing it is a great factor. It should be determined by

ribbing, thickness of board and crowning of board.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " In other words, the amount of resistance you have in your board?
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F. E. Morton : "Yes. There is a demand for copperized strings. Do you use the same weights,

same loading in copperized as you do in steel?
"

F. Ramacciotti: "Same as in the steel. At the break they hold up much better than with real

copper. I cannot understand it.

"

F. E. Morton: "The copper wash or copperizing, as it is called, is not a factor in that. But

do you find any difference in the covering wire—in its handling?
"

F. Ramacciotti: " No. The hardness is about equal. Easier to wind than with real copper.

"

F. E. Morton :
" Replacements about the same as in steel?

"

F. Ramacciotti: "Less than that with copper.

"

F. E. Morton: "Do your customers attempt to hold you responsible for its discoloration?"

F. Ramacciotti: " No. It tarnishes but holds pretty well.

"

(Samples of copper and copperized wire passed around for inspection.)

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Schaff, in which direction do you twist in eyeing a string and why?"
W. G. Schaff: "We twist to the left for no particular mechanical reason.

"

F. E. Morton: " Do you ever take into consideration the practice in some factories of giving

the string a few twists in putting it on?
"

W. G. Schaff: "We instruct our men to twist the string to the left in the direction of the wind-

ing. Sometimes they may get it twisted the other way."

F. E. Morton: "Would it be of any benefit in that case to make your loop twist to the left?
"

W. G. Schaff: "We twist to the left, but have no mechanical reason; just as good a loop results

if twisted to the right."

F. E. Morton: "Watch your stringers. You will find the stringer gives three or four twists to

the string before setting the pin. It has been learned that it helps on high tension scales for the

same reason we twist a rod for concrete reinforcement. It increases the tensile strength. Some-

times a few twists will be just enough to take it above the high tension required, but this is always

at the expense of acoustic value. It seems like a minor point, yet in a factory where such scales

obtain it becomes an important matter.

"Mr. Ramacciotti, what do you consider a reasonable number of turns on a good loop?"

F. Ramacciotti: "The size of the wire determines that. Seven to nine, with anchor of two to

three turns."

F. E. Morton: " In a scale where the distance from the hitch pin to the bridge pin is too short

for that many turns, do you have trouble?"

F. Ramacciotti: "That would only happen in the first string—the heavy string. Seldom does

it happen beyond that."

F. E. Morton: "There is one other point I want to bring out for record, and that is the ques-

tion of distance from hitch pin to bridge pin. The minimum up to the last octave and a half

should be three inches. If you get less than three inches the result is a down pressure, a gripping

or binding of the sounding board. Then it requires a higher tension and considerable manipulation

of ribs, sounding board, etc., to get away from the effects. If the sounding board cannot move
up as freely as it should there is one reason for your 'tubby' tone. While you cannot get any-

thing from the sounding board that is not given it by the string, there are modes of vibration

in the string not expressed by the sounding board. While three inches is the minimum up to

the last octave, from there you gradually reduce to two inches."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What is the maximum?"
F. E. Morton: "Determined by the length of the string on the other side of the bridge. It

must not be so far that it will require an extreme bellying of the board.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What would you say was a good medium?"
F. E. Morton: "A fair medium for the bass strings would be from five to five and a half

inches. Excellent results may be obtained at that length.

"

J. J. Schwab: "Don't many manufacturers claim the tonal life is sustained longer by use of

copper-wound strings, say after twenty years? You have a different tone in the copper than in the

iron."

F. E. Morton: "I have in my possession a little old straight-scale square with the original

steel-wound strings, about sixty-five years old. There is not a buzzing string or dead string in the

piano."
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J. J. Schwab: "Was the composition different?"

F. E. Morton: "The composition was the same by analysis as used today. The practice of
wire drawing is slightly different now. We draw a softer covering wire than we did at that time.

"

J. J. Schwab: " In that old piano, you had the same hardness of covering wire? "

F. E. Morton: "It is not too hard, because it doesn't show it in tone. If covering wire is
too hard it will throw in its own key note, usually an inharmonic, and this also is true of copper.
It is difficult to draw copper soft enough for covering wire for those who are very discriminating.

"

J. J. Schwab: "Take ifon covering wire fifteen and forty years old and you will find two
different strings."

F. E. Morton: "I don't know that from experience. I have taken off covering wire from a
piano after it has been in use twenty-five or thirty years and found that the molecular structure of
the covering wire has not changed. There is no fatigue.

"

J. J. Schwab: "Isn't covering wire made softer today?"
F. E. Morton: "Yes, softer than it has ever been made before.

"

Wm. Ruhenbeck: " Iron covering wire is more sonorous. Copper will outlast iron by thirty
years. When an iron-covered string goes into a damp climate, in less than ten years you will find
dead strings."

F. E. Morton
:
" In a high tension scale that always obtained. Given a wire, we will say of an

elastic limit of 240 pounds, bring that wire up to 225 pounds' tension, the wire begins to stretch
and then it is no longer steel. The molecular structure changes when the wire begins to stretch.
I have found bass strings in natural gas regions covered as with a gum. It has the same effect as
oiling the bass strings. There are numerous reasons why strings go dead besides the covering
material."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "Iron strings go dead almost immediately. Copper retains its life.

"

F. E. Morton: " It is not the covering wire that goes dead; it is the core wire. Is the strik-

ing point ever given you in specifications?"

W. G. Schaff: " We never get it.

"

J. Rossi: "It is never specified."

F, Ramacciotti: "No."
F. E. Morton: "What is your experience with core wire? Is it too highly polished?"
W. G. Schaff: "We prefer a highly polished wire. It seems to be less likely to rust.

"

F. E. Morton: "You don't find any particular difference in the winding or in its holding?"
W. G. Schaff: "No."
F. Ramacciotti: "We find that the highly polished wire does not grip so well.

"

Geo. Holz: "From a selling standpoint, it makes a better appearance, but I believe a highly
polished steel wire loop and eye when pulled to pitch will have a tendency to slip.

"

F. E. Morton :
" No difference in the holding or gripping at the swage? "

Geo. Holz: "No."
W. G. Schaff: "Mr. Morton, has your company ever made a wire hexagonal in shape?"
F. E. Morton: "Only as an experimental product."

W. G. Schaff: "We have a connection that uses that kind of wire for bass strings, and they
prefer it. These pianos are for export."

F. E. Morton: "For export pianos the hexagonal wire will give a peculiar tone which the

Europeans prefer. It is the only thing which will match up with that peculiar tonal characteristic

required in what is known as the European product. You can get that 'klang' that is wanted in

some parts of South America in the treble by loading your scale, by tension and by bearing.

The booming bass of an American piano does not match that tone. Hexagonal wires having a
fiat surface vibrate segmentally. They want high odd-numbered partials.

"Which is better, a tinned or bright under-covering wire?"

F. Ramacciotti: " I think there is no difference. Results seem to be the same as far I know-.

"

W. G. Schaff: "I find the tinned under-covering wire decidedly better.

"

J. Rossi: "I find the bright corrodes more Quickly than the tinned."

F. E. Morton: "Have any one oi you ever noteo. any difference in specifications for the dis-

tance from wrapping to bearing in the bass strings? Anything over or under the usual three-

fourths inch?"
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W. G. Schaff: "I have in mind one customer who wants a winding a half inch from either

bridge point."

F. E. Morton: "Did he give a reason?"

W. G. Schaff: "Well, no. He wanted a longer wrapping.

"

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "It should be from three-fourths to one and one-fourth inches.

"

J. Rossi: "Three-fourths inch is too much from the pin to the wrapping, about one-fourth inch

if dimensions were always alike. Plates usually shrink and we have to make this allowance.

"

F. E. Morton: "One fourth inch would be the best? Doctor, how do you account for that?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I have not worked on that as yet."

F. E. Morton: "The function of the core wire evidently is being usurped by the covering

wire."

J. Rossi: "If the covering were only one-fourth inch from the bearing, the vibration would go

direct and stronger into the bridge."

F. E. Morton: " Vou don't mean to say that vibration stops at the point of wrapping?"

J. Rossi: "No; but if the covering is closer to the bridge the vibration is better.

"

F. E. Morton: "What pitch is the usual factory practice for chipper and first tuner?"

F. Kraus: "Concert pitch in chipping.
"

J. O. Shore: "Concert pitch. If you have it too high, you exceed the elastic limit."

F. E. Morton: "If concert pitch is used by the chipper and first tuner, the tension on the

wire and strings must be computed on that basis, and if you want to know exactly what your strings

are going to be called upon to stand then instead of figuring on international pitch, figure on concert

pitch, for there is a decided difference."

J. J. Schwab: "Some chippers, when they get to the middle of the bass, feel of the string

for tension. They tune by feeling."

F. E. Morton: " I have heard of some who pulled until the string was straight. This might

be called tuning by sight."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "Bass strings should never be pulled beyond the pitch of their own key."

F. E. Morton: "How do you define the point at which double covering should begin?"

W. G. Schaff: "There again they are governed somewhat by the tonal result they are try-

ing to get. Some scales are laid out without double covering. The piano maker should have a

balanced tone in his piano. You can get excellent tone with single covering, but if you compare

that with a double-wourd string it would not show up favorably alone, so we are governed

entirely by the customer. I don't know how durable that string w'A\ be, but it gives a big tone."

W. C. Hepperla: "Do I understand it is the opinion of the string maker that it is a fault

on the part of the piano man to want too heavy a bass?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes."

Geo. Holz: "We have scales where the first four or five strings and some scales where the

first fifteen strings are double wound. I quite agree with Mr. Schaff. We have had scales sub-

mitted to us in which the strings were more like cables than piano strings."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " Is the quality of tone the same in the single and double wound? "

F. E. Morton: "No."
Geo. Holz: "You can strike a happy medium between the two."

J. O. Shore: "Is a single-wound string more stiff than a double-wound?"

W. G. Schaff: " It certainly is. A double-wound string is more flexible."

Mark P. Campbell: "Is there any marked difference in so-called volume of two pianos

where one has single-wound strings and the other double-wound?"
F. E. Morton: "Yes. Yet the carrying power is greater in the single than in the double."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "Double-covering wire was only adopted when upright pianos were

made."

J. O. Shore: "In double wrapping, do you get more overtones?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, on short scale instruments; it is stiff with a tone almost like a bar."

J. O. Shore: "But the string is considered as a whole; not the wrappings separately?"

F. E. Morton: "Wrappings only function as weight. Mr. Campbell, what is your idea of

the sales value of copper-covered strings?"

Mark P. Campbell; "It was brought about[in the first place by the manufacturer who
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as a
wanted a better finished article. It was quickly taken up by the salesman and pointed out
more durable piece of mechanism. The advantage of copper over iron is dwelt upon on account
of its not rusting. How quickly it loses its value or its effect on the tonal quality is not compre-
hended by the buyer who, as you know, has little or no knowledge of tone. It is certainly a good
sales point."

F. E. Morton: "Is that argument still potent?"
Mark P. Campbell. "Yes, indeed."

F. E. Morton: " I want to point out a few things that seem to be natural deductions from
the discussion of the evening. In the first place, string trouble is expensive. Someone must
bear the expense. The string maker has h :

s recourse in the dealer and the dealer in the customer.
Progress in piano manufacture should bring with it efficiency. Anything that will obviate string
trouble undoubtedly is of interest to all concerned. The mechanical and acoustical value of core
and covering wire is not always the same, and to reconcile them requires change in design and
practice. The result, however, is a factor of safety and you can make good use of it. When that
is accomplished, matters of tone will be found very largely to follow. That which will give most
favorable treatment to the materials used will give the best results tonally. Points brought out
by the makers of strings are in line with acoustical value. Therefore, the function of the core
and function of the covering wire should be your guide in determining the use of each or the
specifying of both. Keep in mind that the function of the covering wire is only weight. If

you require on your piano that your bass strings be brought to a tension of 200 pounds or more,
it is because of defects elsewhere which should be remedied, and the expense of such change will

be less than the added expense in the time of chipper and tuner. When a string is found to be
faulty, you have used the string maker's time, your employer's time.

"The effect of using hard covering wire, which is up to the string maker largely, is the pro-
ducing of a tone which decreases the audibility of the fundamental by increasing the odd partials.

Hard covering wire forces into the general composite tone it own vibration, and I am not sure
you don't get the longitudinal vibration as well. The stiffening of the wire through high tension
or hardness or through other causes is all done at the expense of the fundamental. Any of you
who have listened to pianos played in concert, four or six played together, noted that the entire

performance is sadly lacking in fundamentals and that the lack is shown up by a greater volume
in the treble. I have tried on one or two occasions double basses with four pianos. The fund-
amental was exceedingly grateful. We might just as well have this in the piano itself and make
it more satisfying. It could be used as a great selling point.

"Remember, gentlemen, that a buzzing string is quite likely to become a dead one. It in-

dicates a stretching of the core wire which will result in a dead string. Look to your tension

when you have buzzing strings."

William Scheele: "Why is it a dead string, 16 or 18 years old, may be used again after being

sandpapered?"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Electro magnetic forces may have been generated."

F. E. Morton: "Unless it was a faulty wrapping in the first place, it would be caused by
fatigue of the core wire. How that may be resuscitated by the rubbing of another wire, I can

hardly understand.
" Note in your scale, gentlemen, particularly the difference between elastic limit and breaking

weight, and don't figure over 60 per cent. That is high for elastic limit."

J. J. Schwab: "What is your idea of bringing the string up to concert pitch and then rub-

bing it with a hardwood stick?"

F. E. Morton: "Rubbing the string down used to be considered better practice than

drawing up to higher tension, and was supposed to give the effect of a couple of tunings. I

don't think the tension on the wire would be as great as drawing it up to pitches used now for

stretching purposes. Of two evils, choose the lesser.

"When the pattern goes to the foundry and an iron pattern is made, we look upon it as settled

that we always will have the same plate, but, unfortunately, we don't. You accuse the string

maker of changing your scale when as a matter of fact your plate has been changed. Originally

every scale is pretty fair that gets to a point where it is manufactured in quantity. But watch

your foundry—watch your templets for marking. I have found the templet used by the belly-
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man which was minus one screw, which had increased the treble string lengths and decreased
the bass string lengths materially. Check up your patterns. By a little initial expense in the
factory things can be changed which will save money from now on."

Varnish

Mar. 12, 1919

The conference was called to order by the Chairman, Mr. F, E. Morton, who said:

"Tonight we will discuss varnish, its use, its possibilities and its limitations. Give us the ben-
efit of your experience and queries. Questions are valuable in that they make the one to whom
the question is addressed think.

"

Mr. Morton then called on C. L. Sargent, of the Murphy Varnish Company, who after as-
suring the trade of the desire of his company to co-operate with the manufacturers, introduced
P. S. Kennedy, of the piano varnish department of the same company.

P. S. Kennedy: "The ordinary piano finish usually is put on wood of open grain which re-

quires filling, and the first operation, as you all know, is to stain the wood,' fill it, and then follow
with varnish until the work is bodied up; then it is rubbed off to a level finish and finally polished.

"As to the stain, I think practically everybody is agreed that the water stains are the most
practical, both from the standpoint of their fastness under the influence of light and ease of appli-
cation. Once a water stain is on there is no 'trickiness ' left. In an oil stain you always have to con-
tend, more or less, with greases from anilines which go in oil stains. Perhaps some of the bigger
varnish manufacturers have anilines to the point where they are practically grease proof, still

there is always danger of getting some with grease which will make the filler and varnish dry slow,
causing lots of trouble. The only objection to the water stain is that it raises the grain of the wood.
The good points, however, compensate for the bad. There are many who believe, after water
staining, in putting on a coat of shellac to seal the wood and more or less prevent shrinkage. There
is a very strong prejudice against shellac, and with good reason, for there is no question but that
shellac improperly used will make varnish extremely sensitive to cracking. On the other hand,
it has been demonstrated that when properly used in a very thin wash of about ten parts alcohol
to one part of the ordinary shellac varnish as it is sold, it is practical.

"The filler, of course, is the manufacturer's composition. Everyone who makes it has his

own ideas. Most of the fillers are made of finely bolted silex, raw oil with a little good drying
Japan in it; it varies according to the manufacture and causes a great deal of trouble on account
of the foreign greases either in the oil or aniline colors.

" In bringing up the varnished case there is a wide difference of opinion as to how the varnish
should be applied. I think most finishers believe in laying down varnish with turpentine up to
the point of the last or last two coats and making the last coat particularly thin, the idea being that
as the filler is somewhat porous the thin varnish sinks in the tiny pores and really acts as a sealer.

The first coat of varnish is the most effective when it becomes a sealing coat instead of a bodying
coat. Attempting to make the first a body coat is rather dangerous, as it develops in over coating
and sweating trouble when rubbed. The bodying up and polishing are shop matters. Everybody
has his own ideas as to the amount of pumice, rottonstone and polishing oil to be used.

"As to the application of the varnish, sprays have come into use to a great extent and there is

more or less difference of opinion on its practicability. Production governs the use of sprays to
some extent. Some shops are very successful and others are not. The kiln for the drying
of varnish has come into extensive use. I think a great majority, if not all the piano manufacturers
having a large production, use the kiln. While this also has its problems, if used scientifically
it gives satisfaction. It gives a uniformity of results which could not be obtained formerly on ac-
count of varying conditions of the weather.

"

H. J. La Joie: "What temperature do you advocate for kiln drying of varnish?
"

P. S. Kennedy: "Anywhere from 104° to 114° is the most practical.

"

H. J. La Joie: "What is the result of temperature greater than 114°?"

P. S. Kennedy: "There is not any serious result until the glue and veneer are affected except
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you have sweating troubles when you rub and when youstart to coat, glue trouble, which is serious.

"

you

F. E. Morton: "Would you specify different varnish tor thinner veneer? Does the thicknessof the veneer have anything to do with the kind of varnish used? "

P. S. Kennedy: "No, I would not say it did."
F. E. Morton: On a very thin veneer the glue works up through the wood, so you are in effectputting varnish over glue.

^x"cucl.l

!A?w ?
en"edy: .'' YeS

'^ m°re daStic Varnish shouId be use<* over the thinner veneer-with that elastic varn.sh you would not get as full a polish, but it would be much safer to use intnat case.

F. E. Morton: " Is elasticity determined by the kind of oil used? "

P. S. Kennedy: "Yes. But while that holds in a general way you still must consider the
polishing power of your varnish. "

F. E Morton: "I have an idea that when men who use varnish have a clearer idea of whatcomponent part of the varnish is responsible for certain characteristics, they will be better able
to diagnose their troubles. As I understand it the lustre and durability is due largely to the gum
used; the elasticy, and to a less extent the durability, to the drying oils; the metallic dryers areoxygen carriers, and the volatile solvents act as spreaders.

"I have seen very poor cases which upon examination were found to have resulted from a very
thin veneer. The glue had soaked up to the surface. The varnish man was blamed. When the
limitations of varnish are known, more intelligent use of it can be had.

"

Theodore Cassebeer: "Confined to the use of shaved veneer, as most of the trade now is
one has no choice as to thickness. As few use sawed veneer, the trade is held to 1-28 inch "

'

F E Morton: "Do you think the glue which works through may have an effect upon'the
varnish? r

Theo. Cassebeer: "Many manufacturers put paper on the outside before they put it in the
press. The adhering paper must be taken off by scraper or sanding machine. '

'

F. E. Morton: "The scraping and sanding produce a thinner veneer. "

Edw. F. Vail: "What is your experience with a patent filler and the advantage gained by
its use?"

P. S. Kennedy: "By the patent filler I suppose you refer to combined stain and filler. That
is a question that goes back to the product and therefore is difficult to talk about. They are further
governed by the nature of the color which is used; if it is a color which is grease free, it is a very
good proposition, but there is an element of risk in it.

"All oil colors will fade—a mahogany quite rapidly. I think the principal objection to it is
the chance taken in color. It works easily and polishes very quickly.

"

A. T. Strauch, Jr.: "Do you advocate using a different varnish for bodying and polishing;
a more elastic for bodying?"

P. S. Kennedy: "There really would be nothing gained by that, if I understand the question
properly. I think probably a comparison with automobiles would be the best example. After you
get your stain and filler on you bring it up with rubbing varnish which is rubbed to a surface and
flowed with a finishing varnish of very long oil, a durable varnish, but one which never really dries
hard. No advantage is gained by following such a system in piano varnish, because it does not
have to have outside exposure, so there is no reason for an extremely elastic varnish over it. If

you put on a more elastic coat than the one underneath you are getting a better polish because of
less oil in under coats and it is the gum which makes possible the polishing.

"

A. T. Strauch: "My idea was the reverse—you should have the oil elastic varnish under
it to counteract the glue work."

P. S. Kennedy: "Glue works everything over it and in working the elastic varnish it would
be working under the varnish, which is more brittle, and it would not be long before cracks would
appear. An exception would be where you use a cheaper varnish to bring up the work and a
higher grade for the final coat. If the composition of the two varnishes were the same there would
be no difference in elasticity.

"

F. E. Morton: "What gum is used in that cheaper varnish?"
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P. S. Kennedy: "The difference in price is governed by the grade of the gum, or in other words

the softness of the gum. The softer th : grade the poorer the polish. Color enters into it because

pale gum is more valuable, other things being equal."

F. E. Morton: "Are gum and shellac of the same kingdom?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Shellac has resin and a wax in it and is an animal product; it is not a vege-

table. Gum is the sap of a tree fossilized.

"

F. E. Morton. "When products of the vegetable and animal kingdom are brought together

there is a lack of synchronization. For instance, a mixture of cotton and wool is not as durable as

either all cotton or all wool. The cotton is of a lower rate of vibration than the wool and the wool

wears out the cotton. This is true of any two products from different kingdoms. The objection

to the use of shellac with varnish is scientific.

"

Joseph Rettinger: "Is not China wood oil used instead of linseed oil?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Linseed and china wood oils are both very excellent and one has, perhaps,

what the other has not. The most satisfactory results are secured by a blend of the two. China

wood oil used alone is very difficult to handle in a shop where the ventilation is not of the best.

Many of you have had a flat or frosted 'alligator' finish. The linseed does not have the water-

proofing or elastic qualities but has working qualities and safety the other has not. The two com-

bined give very fine results.

"The gummy waterproof nature of the China wood oil would be shown up by the rubbing and

be complained of by the workman. It is a question whether it is gum or oil. When dry it is quite

comparable to rubber.

"

Edw. F. Vail: "What is the proper time between coating?"

P. S. Kennedy: " It varies entirely with the varnish. It is not well to wait too long between

because you get scale."

G. Kubelka: " What is the cause of pin holes in varnish and how can they be overcome?
"

P. S. Kennedy: "A good deal of pin hole trouble goes back to case work. My experience is that

the belt sander has a lot to do with pin holes. In running over the work little particles of glass

come off and get tucked into the pores and when you fill your work those little particles have s'. uck;

when you coat up your work you lift out the little particles in the holes. The next coat you

put on gets into the holes and carries all the way up. I think this is one of the most common
causes. The successful way to overcome this is to run your belt sanders in both directions over

the wood."

F. E. Morton :
" Didn't they show up before we had belt sanders?

"

P. S. Kennedy: ''There are other causes, of course, and usually have to do with theporesof the

wood, and it will show up most frequently on highly figured veneers. The pores run at such an

angle it is difficult to get the filler down into them. It leaves an air space underneath and a suction

is created which pulls the varnish down. The best way to overcome that is to use a thin coat of

filler and then double fill with the first thin coat of the regular body.
"

G. Kubelka: "How about cracks in pilasters?

"

P. S. Kennedy: "I think really to put that proposition up fairly you would have to exhibit the

cracks. There are different kinds of cracks and you can distinguish the difference in appearance.

Cold cracks would come in a pilaster directly across the grain. If the cracks are of exactly the same

nature over the glue and over the pilaster it is safe to put it up to the varnish.

"

Theo. Cassebeer: " Is it not a fact that varnish manufacturers claim that the oils are supposed

to check less now for that very reason? They are longer in oil and we have more shrinkage. Old

time varnishes which had the same gum checked easier than the modern varnish. Modern varnish

has more shrinkage.

"

P. S. Kennedy: "There are just as short varnishes today as there were fifteen or twenty years

ago."

Theo. Cassebeer: " I mean the usual type varnish not requiring as high polish.

"

P. S. Kennedy: "There is a general tendency that way, because, while you cannot get the

polishing power which is known as the old time, you do get an elasticity which is a pretty good, safe

guaranty against cold checking."

F. E. Morton: "What causes sweating?"

P. S. Kennedy: "The varnish film is improperly dried in the center, or top dried."
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Theo Cassebeer: "It is very similar to the treatment of lumber-surface drying, caused by
insufficient moisture and too much heat.

"

F. E. Morton: "What humidity is the best?"
P. S. Kennedy^ " .40 to.45 gives a good, healthy normal condition.

"

Edw. F. Vail: "We find 24 to .30 best from our experience."
P. S. Kennedy: "Do you put the work in the kiln as soon as varnished or let it stand over

night?"

Edw. F. Vail: "Perhaps an hour after a dozen have been finished.
"

Theo. Cassebeer: "If you had 84 and 104 you have a relative humidity of .40.

"

P. S. Kennedy: "When you run with too great humidity you get soft rubbing.

"

Fred W. Lohr: "There are very few workmen who understand 'relative humidity.' Give
them degrees on the thermometer."

P. S. Kennedy: "Your point is well taken."
G Kubelka: "Getting back to pin holes, I don't think you explained what the real cause is.

You blame the sanding machine."
P. S. Kennedy: "Not as the entire cause."
G. Kubelka: "What would you recommend?"
P. S. Kennedy: "When you stain, sand paper with very fine quality, about 00, and graze over

to knock off little fibers, but not enough pressure to force the glass or garnets into the wood. When
you come across a condition caused by little particles in the pores and you find you are getting
pin holes from sand'ng, use steel wool and mak- correction on your next."

Mark P. Campbell
:

" Do you find pin holes in better grades of varnish?
"

P. S. Kennedy: "Yes, sir. You get them with all grades. There is a condition which de-
velops sometimes known as 'pits' often confused with pin holes. Pitting, if in the varnish, is

caused by imperfectly made varnish.
"

Mark P. Cambell: "You could not confine it entirely to sanding? Might it not also be
caused by improper drying of veneer work?"

P. S. Kennedy: "That will come up where dried in a kiln. WT

hen you put your work in the
kiln the moisture forces itself out and causes pin holes.

"

Mark P. Campbell
: "Where veneer work is dried in a kiln before staining or filling, do you find

this condition?"

P. S. Kennedy: " I would not say it was more general than in air dried.

"

F. E. Morton: "Is there anything in the composition of varnish which, if not thorough-
ly macerated or digested, could cause that separation at points which would produce that
effect?"

P. S. Kennedy: " It could occur with oils which were not properly mixed.
"

F. E. Morton: "What oil?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Linseed oil."

F. E. Morton: "A portion of a drop not thoroughly mixed with the rest would cause the var-

nish to leave that point?"

P. S. Kennedy: " No, sir. You could not get that condition with linseed oil.

"

Oscar Brambach: "While in charge of a large plant, a young man was sent to me who was
anxious to know what the use of varnish and wood was against that used out West. He was sci-

entific in his methods and had magnifying glasses of various powers. While he was in the factory

we had some of this pin hole trouble and we examined several cases where the pores of the wood
were large, magnifying these pores thirty and some one hundred diameters. WT

e followed this

batch of cases through the varnish room. We could see by aid of the glass a fine powder of the

wood itself in the pores underneath the varnish. We observed some more cases and followed them
through the factory, but before they came to fillers we blew these pores out thoroughly from top
to bottcm and gave them a fine wash of water; then to the stain room. These cares

had no pin holes. Most people use brushes. You will not find pin holes in cases where the

pores are very tight. But you will where the pores are large enough to contain this powder.

You cannot wipe or brush it out; you must blow it out."

Theo. Cassebeer: "I think Mr. Brambach is absolutely on the right track. You start in

with a sander first one way and then the other, and you actually press this fine powder into the
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pores of the wood. Sucking off sawdust does not take it all off. The blowing method strikes

me as a very sensible and thorough practice."

Oscar Brambach: "Pin holes are also due to defective fillers."

J. R. Lang: "I have found pin holes before varnish was put on, with a glass such as Mr.

Brambach used. I think you can find pores in wood where it has been treated with fillers twice,

thin and thick. I have used a coat of alcohol before staining, successfully. The alcohol seems

to make the sap, or sugar, in the wood impervious to water. Some of those holes in the dry

veneer contain a little shell of gum, like glass, and the filler will not stick to it."

L. D. Perry: "I would like to say we have had a lot of varnish trouble, but we do not

know what pin holes are today. I think if anybody in this line of business will use a thin filler,

rub it in properly and use thin varnish they will not have pin holes. You must fill the pore, and

it cannot be done with a thick filler. That can be illustrated by trying to shove a cork in a greasy

mouthed bottle. We use what is known as the immersion system of varnishing. We have about

thirty-five barrels of varnish in the tank and put in six cases at a time, in fact everything which

belongs to the case. After you shove them down there is a pressure and the varnish is forced

into the pores. Naturally, on account of using this immersion system we use a thinner body of

varnish. We do not know what sweating is any more. Our cases are smooth, even and level.

If you will use a thin filler and rub it in properly and use thin varnish you will have no more
pin hole troubles."

G. Kubelka: "What consistency would you use?"

L. D. Perry: "Use your judgment. Do not allow the filler to be gummy; have sufficient

turpentine so when you rub them in you force the air out. You must get the air out of the

pores."

H. Kamm: "My experience has been the same. I do not have pin holes and have been

in the business a long time. I use very thin filler and very thin varnish."

F. E. Morton: "What is used in place of linseed oil?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Several known drying oils and mineral oils."

L. D. Perry: "One of the best mediums is China nut oil for thinning down. It dries much
more quickly and you can rub it off in a very short time, and it is hard and ready for varnish."

G. Kubelka: "Why is it you do not find pin holes in oak veneer? Neither have I found

them in walnut veneer. We do not clean them out any better than mahogany."

Oscar Brambach: "The pores are probably large and you take the sawdust out with the

brush."

G. Kubelka: "Suppose in your mahogany veneer you blew out the pores and still found

pin holes?"

Oscar Brambach: "You have not filled properly."

Theo. Cassebeer: "People didn't use fillers fifteen years ago. Do you think you had less

complaints of pin holes?"

Joseph Rettinger: "We used English varnish. We looked more closely to higher finish.

In the old system of scraping we had pin holes. The proper filler will overcome it, as Mr. Perry

stated, if you go at it systematically. In the old days before fillers were manufactured we made
our fillers of sawdust and oil. I have had pin holes and don't deny it. The kiln and the spray

have brought their problems. However, pin holes are not so serious as checking and cracking.

I look for the day to come when we will get away from varnish itself. I think there will be a

substitute and not in the far future."

L. D. Perry: "When it comes to a dull finish you must use outside varnish. You will get

more shrinkage, but it will not scale as much. The dull finish if done with outside varnish will

stand up against dampness much better than the hard finish. If you have a dull finish that is

smooth, the people will be pleased."

Joseph Rettinger: "The outside varnish does not check?"

L. D. Perry: "The idea I want to convey is if you want a dull finish it must be done with

outside varnish."

F. E. Morton: "What would you say of temperature in spraying, Mr. Kennedy?"
P. S. Kennedy: "I think the best results are secured by heating both the varnish and the

air. It is very much like running a kiln. Everybody has a little different idea as to temperature,
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John Kneiste: "How much temperature? There is a big difference between summer andwinter weather. If you have 70 degrees in your room you have considerable heat. Heat varnish
in a cold room and it will not flow out."

PS. Kennedy: "It will flow out fairly well. Your volatiles are your spreading mediumand will evaporate slowly. The cooler it is the longer the volatile will remain on the work '
Jno.Kneiste: "Will it go in the borders as easily? The wood not being as warm as thevarmsh, the varnish will get cold. The temperature of the varnish should be about 70 degrees

or 80 degrees. &

P. S. Kennedy: "The ''actor of safety is the most important matter. Put the varnish on
at the temperature you would brush it on and do away with over coating. If you have adverseroom conditions you cannot expect results."

Jno. Kneiste: "Just the same as if you brushed it?"
P. S. Kennedy: "The varnish actually doesn't go on the work thin. When the varnish

goes out of the atomizer a great deal of the volatile is out before it meets the work. It goes on
heavy."

Jno. Kneiste: "We want it to go on thin to fill those pin holes."
P. S. Kennedy: "That is a matter of coating, particularly your first. Reduce your varnish

with considerable turpentine."

Paul Bilhuber: " In the spraying of aeroplane wings almost one hundred per cent of thinner
must be added to be sure it will reach the work. There would be no chance of the wood chilling
the spray if both were heated. That varnish will strike at about 70°."

P. S. Kennedy: "I made some tests in spraying—collecting the excess flowing down in
dishes. It averaged from 60° to 70°."

J. R. Lang: " Does it make any difference how far the air brush is from the work?"
P. S. Kennedy: " I really think that is a matter of local conditions, because I have seen good

wjrk at eighteen inches and good work at eight inches."

J. R. Lang: "With the same consistency of varnish?"
P. S. Kennedy: "No, not with the same varnish. It must be adjusted by the workman,

according to the varnish."

J. R. Lang: " I think there is a vast difference in the escape of the volatiles."
Paul B. Klugh: "I would like to ask about China wood oil, where it comes from- what

is it?"

P. S. Kennedy: " It comes from China. It is pressed from a nut that grows on a tree. It
has been used for thousands of years by the Chinese on their ship bottoms and decks."

Paul B. Klugh: "How long has it been used commercially in varnish?"
P. S. Kennedy: "About twenty years. Its greatest point is its wonderful waterproofing

quality."

Paul B. Klugh: "Used in spar varnishes more than in interior? Is that the way they get
'hat outside varnish?"

P.S.Kennedy: "Yes."
Paul B. Klugh: "Does it ever dry in the form it comes originally?"

P. S. Kennedy: "It dries flat and 'cheesy.' It does not dry with the film as linseed oil

loes."
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Paul B. Klugh: "It does not become brittle?"

P. S. Kennedy: "No."

Paul B. Klugh: "I have a piece of rubber tubing treated with China wood oil ten years

ago, and it is flexible; it seems as though it is a good deal like the rubber itself. It is not only

preserving the rubber, but it is about as flexible as the rubber and of the same consistency."

F. E. Morton: "Was it treated both outside and in?"

Paul B. Klugh: "Outside. When that is put in varnish what makes it hard, or does it

stay in the same gelatinous state?"

P. S. Kennedy
Paul B. Klugh

P. S. Kennedy
Paul B. Klugh

"By mixing of linseed oil. The purpose of any oil is to expand the gum."
" Do you get elasticity from China wood oil?

"

"Yes."

"How do you determine what the contents should be of China wood oil

in piano varnish? I mean roughly."

P. S. Kennedy: "I couldn't tell you. For different cases and conditions it would vary

all over the board. You could not fix a proportion."

Paul B. Klugh: "Would you use a larger percentage of China wood oil in flowing varnish?"

P. S. Kennedy: "For working qualities, no. Linseed oil has the working quality—it gives

proper flowing powers."

J. R. Lang: "Can you make synthetic rubber from China wood oil?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Yes, it is a very good substitute."

Jno. Kneiste: "
I would like to ask whether those who use spraying machines find it better

to coat over edges with a brush."

J. R. Lang: "It is unnecessary."

Jno. Kneiste: "My experience has been that it is necessary to go over with the brush if

you want to get something on the moulding."

F. E. Morton: "I have watched that process considerably. Perhaps it is up to the man

who uses the spray."

Mark P. Campbell: "Will an oil varnish overcome checking?"

P. S. Kennedy: "Except where it is a case of grease underneath. Cold checking is over-

come by elasticity.

"As to sounding boards: It is a question whether you want an elastic varnish or a very

short varnish. I think the general opinion is that it makes a decided difference whether you

use a short varnish or an elastic one and one of the principal factors is its color, which must be

very pale."

Theo. Cassebeer: "We would like to break away from short varnish and get an elastic

one. We have not experimented very much on it."

F. E. Morton: "From an acoustic standpoint, actual experiment shows a much better

result obtained by simply rubbing linseed oil in with a cloth. The board will be much improved

and will stay put. It is not as finished a looking board, but it certainly does give you every bit

of sounding board value. You have not put a jacket on the board; have not interfered with

the undulation."

J. R. Lang: "You would have to keep it in a glass case."

F. E. Morton: "I only refer to acoustic value. Varnish should be of the elastic type,

but if very elastic the varnish would act as a shock absorber, the very opposite of the require-

ment.

"Regarding the use of sandrack on the board, I find that. anything used other than linseed

oil is a compromise and the degree of compromise is determined by the individual. We are not

permitted to make pianos just as we would like to; the conventions dictate architecture, etc.,

so it is largely a matter of compromising tonal value to these conventions. Anything on the

board which will produce either an elastic, or, as it was expressed, 'cheesy' effect, is injurious."

L. D. Perry: "The old violin makers never were satisfied until they got the varnish on the

instrument. The violin without any varnish has a peculiar quality of tone that you don't care

to hear, and when varnished it is entirely different."

F. E. Morton: "A violin in the first place is made with the idea of varnishing. It is true

that a violin belly unvarnished and not intended to be varnished can be made to be very
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responsive. Shellac on the sounding board is one of the poorest substitutes that could be used.

It does not respond in the same degree as the wood itself.

L. D. Perry: "Very hard varnish will have a better effect than anything soft or elastic

if it is thin."

F. E. Morton: "Yes, if it is thin. The compromise should lie in the thickness of the

varnish."

Theo. Cassebeer: "When I used the word 'elastic' I did not mean anything elastic enough
to be soft. I meant a varnish just a little longer than what we call 'short varnish.'

"

F. E. Morton: "I want to express for the Flood & Conklin Varnish Company of Newark,
N. J., their regret at not being able to have their representative here. They wish to be heard

at another time.

"I want also to express to the representatives of the Murphy Varnish Company our

appreciation of their courtesy and consideration in giving us of their store of knowledge.

We accept it in good faith."

Piano Sounding Boards
Mar. 19, 1919

The conference was called to order by F. E. Morton, chairman, who said:

"The subject tonight is Piano Sounding Boards, which naturally will include resonance and

responsiveness. That we may distinguish responsiveness from resonance before discussing

sounding boards and their treatment, we will have an explanation of resonance. When we come
to the board question just bear in mind the prime factor,—for what are we striving? Why is a

sounding board? Older men will look back upon attempts to add things to the instrument

inconsistent with its purpose. Let us keep to the one line of argument—what is the function

of the board, its limitations, and are there possibilities not yet developed?
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Fig. 1

Photograph of the motion of the flames while singing the vowel

a as in father.

The lower line is the fundamental, and the others are the 1st. 2nd, 3rd, etc.,

overtones In the order of their pitch. One wave of the fundamental corre-

sponds to two in the first overtone, three in the second, four in the third, and

so on.
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"I have heard it said by scientists and laymen that a satisfactory definition of resonance has
not been given. I have encountered alleged definitions, the nearest approach to a true statement
being that it is 'a production of a second sound by a stimulation of a first.' Whether this is

satisfactory to you after discussion remains to be determined. If it means anything else to you,
let us have the benefit of your views. These questions have not been settled for all time. The
textbooks largely have failed to meet the issue. We will now hear from one whom I know is

not satisfied with the definition up to date—Dr. Floyd S. Muckey."
Dr. F. S. Muckey: "As Mr. Morton has said, we ought to know just what the function of

resonance is; just where, in the matter of tone production, this matter of resonance applies; how
to effect tone production in the piano as well as in other musical instruments.

"We might go over the whole matter of tone production, briefly, as it will show exactly where
this matter of resonance comes in, if it does. I doubt whether we are getting much, if any, in

our pianos as constructed today. The first step is a definition. Tone production is air wave pro-

duction and I have here an analysis of a tone (exhibiting chart showing fundamental and over-

tones). (See Fig. 1, page 35.) I have the original photograph from which this analysis was drawn
and will pass this around. It is a natural representation of air waves in a string tone. Now the

first thing that we need in tone production is something to start these air waves. This is called

a vibrator. In the piano we have a string that originates the waves transmitted through the bridge

to the sounding board, the sounding board dividing into segments according to the pitch to be pro-

duced. We have a great many segments for every series of air waves produced and therefore

the sounding board itself starts a great many air waves at the same time and we get a louder

sound from the sounding board than from the string. If it were only the string we could not

hear it very far. We, therefore, amplify the sound by means of the sounding board.

"There are three things to consider in tone, or, if we translate tones as air waves, three things

we must study in a :

r waves. The length of wave, or number of waves produced in a certain time
which determines pitch; the height of the wave from the crest to the hollow, which determines
volume; the number and relative intensity ;f partial tones, which determine quality. Resonance
has to do with volume and quality. The first question then is—do we get a proper vibration of the

string—proper length, weight and tension of string, for best volume and quality? We cannot
do anything until we get vibration of the string itself and then the sounding board reproduces as

accurately as possible the string vibrations. If a string is vibrating naturally this (Ci), which

Fig. 2

represents the fundamental, will always be strongest. The fundamental tones should always
be the strongest and overtones should gradually decrease. That combination of partial tones

gives tone of good volume and quality. However, the fundamental must be the important
one in the group; the tone with good fundamental always has good volume and good quality. If
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the fundamental is weak and overtones too strong, you get a disagreeable tone. The reason is that
the higher pitches are never as agreeable as the lower pitches. The rapid vibration of the ear
drum produces a disagreeable tone, while a slow wave motion produces an agreeable sensation.
The fundamental or lowest pitch, therefore, should be the strongest. This does not obtain in
pianos as built at the present time. The fundamental in most pianos is not as strong as the second
and third overtones. The fundamental and first overtone are always weaker than the second or
third overtones. It took several years to build an apparatus to analyze tone.

"What is the cause of the weak fundamental and first overtone? When we first strike the
string, for an instant you will get a disturbed vibration of the string but a moment later it will

assume its natural action. We don't get out of the sounding board the most desirable combina-
tion of these partial tones. Now after we have started the air waves by this dual vibrator, the
string and the sounding board, the function of resonance comes in. The question now is, do we do
anything to the air waves after they have been started by the string and sounding board ? As far as
I know, there is no piano built at the present time that is making use of what I term resonance
Most of the men I have met in the business of making pianos seem to think they have resonance
in the sounding board. That is not my idea of resonance. The sounding board is a vibrator and
not a resonator. It is used to start air waves, but a resonator cannot start waves. The resonator
picks up air waves already started. I have here a tuning fork and resonator. (Striking the tuning
fork.) (See Fig. 2, page 36). You can hardly hear it. Now I will strike it in the same manner
a d you note the great difference in tone with a resonator (using resonator with fork). The explana-
tion is this: When I place the vibrator close to the mouth of the resonator these air waves are
entering the resonator in different directions; some go straight back and others reflect at different

angles. Finally we get a lot together near the outlet of the resonator and they are discharged in one
big wave. The definition I would give is : Resonance is a condensation of the air waves started by the

vibrator, in the resonator near the outlet by means of reflection in the cavity. I have another
resonator and a tuning fork; the resonator has a larger opening and I can put the tuning
fork directly inside the cavity. When it is about so far in I get no tone at all, but when
I put it farther in or out, I get tone. There is one position where no tone is produced.

The point of condensation is just inside the outlet of this resonator. Resonance is the most
important thing in volume and quality of tone. (Demonstrating.) Note that I am using no more
energy in one instance than I am in the other. The same blow is given to the fork, but you can-

not hear it without the resonator. With this resonator this tone can be heard 900 feet in the

open; not in a noisy city, but in the country. You can only hear it about three feet without a

resonator. You can judge what an important factor resonance is in the matter of tone pro-

duction and the question for you gentlemen to determine is whether you are using it in the

manufacture of pianos. Another thing, the more effective your vibrator, the more effective

your resonator cavity. The matter of the string action and the sounding board action is very

important to this factor, resonance. If we haven't the right kind of air waves,, then the resonance

factor will not act as well as if we send the proper air waves into the resonance cavity. I don't

believe you have a sounding board that will reproduce accurately wave motion from the string.

To make this matter of resonance a little clearer: That fork when vibrating is sending out air

waves. The second air wave will never catch up with the first, as they travel at the same rate,

unless you have means of holding back the first, and the only possible way to do that is through

I

reflection, and that is what we do in this cavity."

Paul B. Klugh: " Is this resonator made to match that fork or can it be of any size?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "This particular resonator will only resonate well at this pitch. This

'spherical resonator is a very simply shaped cavity—one of the most simple shapes. Therefore,

the pitch is practically limited to this fork. The finest mechanism we have, the vocal organs,

(having a cavity about six inches long, about three wide and three inches high, will reinforce well

: four octaves. We must have a complex cavity to enforce a wide range of pitch.

"

Paul B. Klugh: "This is an A fork. If you place in front of that orifice a C fork, would it

resound?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Only a little."

Paul B. Klugh: "How does that result differ from what you would get if you struck the fork

and stuck the handle on the surface of the resonator?
"
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Dr. F. S. Muckey: "You get a better result on a board. (Demonstrating.) Any fork you
put on there would respond."

Paul B. Klugh: "In this latter case the vibration of the fork is transmitted directly to the sur-

face of the sounding box, whereas in your example there is no conducting medium. What is the

difference in those two demonstrations?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey (striking fork and resting handle on table): "This is a sounding board

effect . This board is so thick and heavy you get only a little segmentation, which immediately

dies out, and the fundamental is not sustained. Now if I put it on this (placing fork on spruce top

of sounding box), which is much thinner, it segments in a better way to sustain the fundamental

tone."

L. D. Perry: "The trumpet and other reed pipes in a pipe organ will not sound unless you have

vibrators and resonators synchronized."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " In the pipe organ the pitch is determined by the resonator. The pitch

in this combination is determined by the fork, not the resonator.
"

L. D. Perry: " If the resonator did not correspond to the fork you would not get anything?"

F. E. Morton: "No. In other words, it is a selective resonator."

L.D.Perry: "In building pianos we cannot build a resonator for each tone of the instru-

ment."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "You can build a complex cavity. The vocal cavity is very complex, no

larger than six inches long and three inches wide and high, and yet we can reinforce every pos-

sible pitch in a range of at least two octaves. You vary the volume, the pitch and the quality

in the voice mechanism without a sounding board. In the piano we can use both sounding board

and resonance effect.

"

U. Urquhart: "Does the tone continue from the resonator?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "It stops immediately.

"

F. E. Morton :

'

' Perhaps he refers to the persistence in the resonator itself, which can be heard

for a few seconds afterwards.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " If I stop the fork the only continuation is the tone in the resonator after

vibration is stopped. Air waves travel 1,000 feet a second, so your tone would not stand long in

the resonator.

"

F. E. Morton: " I think Dr. Muckey has drawn a nice distinction between the driver and the

driven, and in our work on sounding boards if we will substitute the word 'responsiveness' for

resonance until we have defined the latter, I think the incentive to do better work in the factory

will increase. With a fork set upon a sounding board, with the volume of air contained between

the top, sides and bottom of a pitch identical with that of the fork, we have a combination of sound-

ing board and resonator. I take it that the Doctor does not intend to do away with the sound-

ing board.

"Here is an example which may interest you, of a combination of resonance and responsive-

ness. This is a Koenig fork and resonance case, made in 1870 or 1871. Look at the material from

which this top is made. I had it cleaned so you can see the grain of the spruce. This is the material

selected by one of the greatest acoustical experts for a resonance box sounding board.
"

Mr. Morton then sounded the Koenig fork on its resonance box and passed another fork and

resonance box of the same pitch to the members, asking them to note the vibration of the second

fork and also that of the top of the resonance box.

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Touch it on the base and see if you get a sounding board effect.

"

F. E. Morton: "Scarcely feel any vibration in the base. You have here nothing but reso-

nance. Here is another fork and resonator, made by Chas. F. Pleumacher about twenty-five years

ago in Philadelphia, also sounding board the grain of which may be seen. The sides of this seem

to be of oak veneer and the bottom is of spruce the same as top. You will note that while the top

responds slightly to the Koenig fork, the fork does not respond at all.
"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Are they tuned to the same pitch?"

F. E. Morton: "This is C-256; the other A-435.

"

"Now, the only point which, so far as I know, is applicable to the shop, to the work bench, is

the matter of responsiveness, and let me say that there are possibilities in responsiveness of which

no advantage yet has been taken. In a church built of heavy timbers about seventy-five years
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before, a pipe organ was placed and for the first year no disagreement arose between organ and
building. But after a while a responsiveness developed resulting in the reinforcement of one of
sixteen-foot pedal pipes. It first became disturbing to the organist and then, when the plaster
started to fall, to others and from that time on the effect increased very rapidly. I was called in

to see if I could solve the problem and found a wonderful old red pine timber running across the
ceiling ; that timber was three feet square and beautifully seasoned. (Any violin makers looking for a
good wood will find it when that church is torn down.) When that pipe was sounded the timber
vibrated. As usual, the diagosis was 99 per cent and the treatment 1 per cent, the treatment in this

case consisting of changing the pitch of the timber.

"The highest efficiency in responsiveness is reached through repeated responding and the
more a body responds the more responsive it becomes. People are the same way; it is what we
call ' habit. ' It is true of all substances—rocks, stones, trees, everything in nature. Once it has
responded it becomes memory and the response will be more prompt and energetic the next time.

We are not taking advantage of that principle. I don't think it would be drawing too fine a point
to say that if you placed your sounding board stock where pianos were being tuned daily, you
would get those boards in the habit of responding. I believe you would find a decided improve-
ment in your stock. We all know the piano improves after it is tuned a few times. We require

board which is capable of responding not only to one key, but to energy, to any frequency, and
we find spruce is more satisfactory for that purpose and far more durable than any other wood
used. It is possible to use cedar, certain types of fir, etc., but there are serious objections. In

cedar the volatile oil evaporates and then the wood shreds easily. In spruce, properly handled,

the final result is a collection of millions of little sounding boards, little diaphragms, and there is

no question but that there is a certain amount of cell resonance when properly prepared. By
micro-photograph we have been able to visualize the diaphragms and the result is a more respon-

sive wood and, while minute, a certain amount of resonance."

Dr. F. S. Muckey : "Do you mean by resonance the same as I have explained?

"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, as I will show you. There is a picture of this little diaphragm and the

air space around it. That little sounding board has a minute chamber on either side of it. This is

magnified 650,000 times. Just to what extent that enters into the function of the sounding board, I

don't know whether any one has determined. But the fact remains, where a board js treated in such

a manner as to rupture the diaphragm it is not as satisfactory a board. " (Fig. 3.)

Fig. 3

The disc with the vibrating membrane in flat, perspective, and plan view,

of spruce contains millions of these resonators.
Every sound board

Mr. Morton then read extracts from an article which he prepared and which was published

in several lumber trade journals, giving detailed instructions for the cutting, sawing and seasoning

of spruce for sounding boards.

"What I want to emphasize most strongly is that the function of the sounding board is to re-

spond to the energy conducted to it. You want the board to express the same frequencies as are

given to it by the wire. As for resonance, the piano tuner goes into a home and finds an upright

against the wall. He suggests they put it across the corner and they do get a little resonance
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perhaps by so doing. The only resonance cavity in the piano itself worth speaking of is the space
between the board and panels, a large part of which is taken up by the action, in which also
is placed felt and other soft materials, thus spoiling the resonator. The question of working out,
in any way, tone production by means of a resonator is wide open—an antarctic in the piano
trade. I am very glad to have Dr. Muckey's experience, and the trade will be much enriched
by his efforts if he is as successful as he has been in the vocal field.

" I know factories, and so do you, where the purchase of sounding board stock is purely com-
mercial, and where boards are sent into the stock room to be used in the manufacture of pianos
which would cause anyone not brought up in the piano business to give up his job. This practice
is becoming less, especially among those who discriminate. We want to improve the piano tone by
utilizing what we have to the fullest extent. Get your board as responsive as it is possible, but remem-
ber a vibrating body will not persist in its vibrating until the energy is reflected back and forth—kept
there. The sole purpose of an agraffe is to reflect the energy of the wire back again. The sole pur-
pose of the plate bearing is the same. To carry out that idea in the sounding board, have the edges
of your board retained as rigidly as you can. In a grand piano, and to a lesser extent an upright,

on the extreme treble end the temptation is great for a narrow board bearing. You should have at

least one inch bearing on your board at the extreme treble and one and one-half inches the balance
of the way. If it is* not gripped firmly the energy is conducted into the lining or into the case,

resulting in heat. In other words, you are not using the energy you have to energize the board

—

to make it dance.

"Speaking of the shape of the interior of a spherical resonator. The reflection of energy in-

side the resonator is a very interesting study to a man who plays billiards. Imagine a round bil-

liard table having one pocket. You shoot a cue ball from a point close in front of the pocket to

every point on the cushion. How many of those balls shot at the same time would arrive at the

pocket entrance at the same time? This is a question of angles and the reinforcement is by ad-
dition. It does not consume a bit more oil in a lamp if you put a big reflector behind the light.

Resonance requires no added energy. Those of you who have visited the Mormon Tabernacle
at Salt Lake City are familiar with the usual dropping of a pin on the floor and hearing the sound
of its fall in any part of the building. The Tabernacle is pretty nearly half egg-shaped and if you
were to look into it very closely you would find exactly what Dr. Muckey has described as a com-
plex resonator, and not very complex at that. If you want good results in an auditorium, avoid

angles. The Tabernacle, acoustically, is good because there are no angles. Whether it was built

with that idea in view or not, it brought about a wonderful reinforcement and it is not a selective

resonator.

"Think of this spherical resonator combining these waves and passing them out in a smaller

number of greater waves where they can be heard at a distance of nine hundred feet and then note
that dissipation is as the square of the distance. The only point in selective resonators that need

interest you is that there is very little dissipation. It is reinforcement by addition.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "Regarding the treatment of the sounding board, what is the best medium
for preservation?"

F. E. Morton: "I stated in the last meeting that, from an acoustic standpoint only, the

best treatment for a piece of spruce for efficiency and for durability is linseed oil rubbed on with a

cloth. As the sounding board would become dusty and dirty, especially in grand pianos, this is

not a commercial possibility. Anything else that is done is a compromise. Short varnish is

acoustically better than long varnish for a sounding board.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "For given area of sounding board, is there a scientific way of determining

the area which should be covered by the ribs?
"

F. E. Morton : "What do you understand to be the function of ribbing?
"

F. Pfannstiehl: " Necessary evil.

"

F. E. Morton : "The best definition I have heard yet.

"The rib is placed there to keep the board from caving in. When you have sufficient to hold

it in the position desired, the rib has performed its full function. The bridge, however, should

never end between ribs. Another function of the rib is the conduction of energy from one segment
of the board to another.

" Here are three strips of spruce. Suppose on this center section I place a bridge and on each
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side of it glue the other two pieces. This is common practice in sound board making. If instead
I separate them so, I get as good results if they are ribbed. Glue and wood not do synchronize-
do not respond in the same manner."

F. Pfannstiehl: "Is there some way of figuring out just the weight of the ribs and amount to
give a certain area of sounding board? "

F. E. Morton: " Ribbing is not as the area. It is directly as the bearing, as the crowning and
also as the thickness of the board. I have seen a very responsive board, very thin, low tension
scale with very little ribbing. The board when drawn up had scarcely any crowning visible; down
pretty nearly level It had just bearing enough so the strings gripped the bridge pins, and the re-
sult was wonderful; it made a very responsive sounding board. A light touch on the key pro-
duced a tone equivalent in quality to a much heavier stroke on another piano. I take it that the
artist wants such a responsiveness there that the slightest touch will bring a full characteristic
quality of tone. You want responsiveness in your board, but very rigid retention "

Mark P. Campbell: "Have you made tests of spruce from different sections of the country?
From what sections has the spruce given best results?"

F. E. Morton: " I have not found it a matter of locality, but a matter of selection. There is
magnificent spruce in Idaho and Washington; fine sounding board stock, but you have not always
been getting it.

"

Mark P. Campbell
:

" Do you find it a finer spruce than that found in the Adirondacks?

"

F. E. Morton: "No, but if the western spruce were properly prepared and selected the re-
sulting stock would prove very satisfactory. They have not yet fully acquainted themselves
with your needs.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "Do you find in Washington that the spruce is much larger timber?"
F. E. Morton: "Generally speaking, yes. But there is very fine, slow-growing spruce in the

Adirondacks."

Mark P. Campbell: " Do they have slow-growing spruce in Washington?"
F. E. Morton: "On the north or west side of the hill slopes.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "If we don't get it, what is it used for?"
F. E. Morton: "For other commercial purposes."
Mark P. Campbell: "Just what is this so-called spruce of reddish color and soft in texture

that they sometimes make boards of?"

F. E. Morton: "Here is a piece of that spruce, evidently put in as one strip of a sounding
board. It is sap wood and never should have been used. Bend it up so (demonstrating), rub
your finger across the grain and you will find it has roughed. That wood will not stand the com-
pression on one side and tension on the other which is necessary if you crown your board. It is

good material for split sounding boards. The distance from the ground to the first cut to be used
as sounding board stock is about six feet, and it should stop before reaching the first limbs. In
resawing all sap wood should be cut off.

" I want to repeat that there is lots of good spruce in the country and of that spruce a very
great deal of it is good for sounding boards. It has not been delivered to you. Sounding boards
have been a mixture of strips such as the sample represents—an otherwise perfectly good board
with a strip of slash grain and a strip of sap wood running through it. In other words, the strips

were not properly selected and matched. I think if you will give them back to your sounding
board salesmen you will get better boards. In their treatment of spruce the lumbermen have
improved very much in the last two years. You should check up with these people. They have
the goods."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "It seems to me the general opinion is that a good sounding board for

sympathetic vibration must have a certain degree of thickness or thinness and homogenity of

texture. We have the second qualification in the laminated sounding board and one with no ribs

on the back. We have a board at present one-fourth inch thick in one place and, depending on the

rib, three-fourths inch or an inch in another place, and it will not be as responsive as a board hav-

ing the same thickness throughout. The question is whether the rib is necessary. I do not be-

lieve it is. I think it is an evil because the different partial tones, as in the phonograph, are pro-

duced by different sized segmentations of the board itself. The second from the fundamental is

much larger than for the first overtone. If we in some way can get rid of the rib so the large seg-
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ments will act as well as the smaller ones we will strengthen our fundamental. I think the removal

of those ribs is important and I think they can be removed.

"

F. E. Morton: "There is one factor in sounding board construction which modifies an ap-

plication of that principle, which principle is absolutely correct. That is glue. With a layer of

glue between the strips the rib performs a function in conducting energy from one strip to an-

other."

Dr. F. S. Muckey : "Cannot you perform the same function without the rib?

"

F. E. Morton: " It is not unlikely that a glue may be made to overcome this. If we can get

glue that will conduct well, as well as the wood, the objection to the removal of ribs is gone. The

ideal board, as I have said, would be made of one piece. A homogeneous board is exactly what the

bellyman means by well selected stock."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Can we not laminate the boards?"

F. E. Morton: "That has been done in three-ply boards with very unsatisfactory results.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I think we can get this by laminating if the boards are not too thick.

I tested out one, but the board was too thick and it will not segment properly for fundamental and

lower overtones. You must have enough resistance to hold up the pressure of the strings."

F. E. Morton: "You must get into high tension if you have too thick a board.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Not over one-fourth inch thick."

F. E. Morton: "As a commercial proposition in the factory, is it possible to select from the

stock of shipped boards those which are wrong in principle, such as I have shown you and ship

them back?"

Mark P. Campbell: "We do it."

F. E. Morton: "
I think that practice, if made general, would bring the board people to your

way of thinking."

W. J. Behr: " If glue between the strips in the sounding board is a non-conductor, how about

the strips in the sounding board and rib?"

F. E. Morton: "You are losing efficiency by using a glue between board and ribs. I don't

say it does not conduct energy, but that the form of energy is distorted. Glue is not good sounding

board material."

Mark P. Campbell: "Is that because it is animal glue?"

F. E. Morton: " It is not resonant material. The value of vegetable glue has not yet been

demonstrated.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "Any experiments been made with vegetable glue?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, sir. But as full demonstration requires special presses and special

treatment, the progress of these experiments has been slow. The glue promises well.

"

C. F. Hovey: "
I would like to ask if you have experimented with the direction of the grain

and the results obtained.

"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, and the grain running the same way as the bridge has proved most

satisfactory.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "Have sounding boards ever been made for pianos of any other material

than wood that you know of?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, of aluminum, of steel and of rock maple. Those are extremes in hard-

ness and those boards had a selective responsiveness. A board, for instance, the key note of

which was G, responded beautifully to the key of G; very much better than the spruce sounding

board. It was good in all G's and fair in D. In other words, it responded to its key note and

harmonics, but the others were absolutely impossible. A bass bridge made of aluminum, stiffened

with four units of vanadium, was tested out on six upright pianos in which these metal bridges

were installed, together with six pianos with regular wood bridges; the sustaining power of the

pianos having metal bridges was much greater than those with wood, but the quality of tone was

not as satisfactory. The higher partials were very dominant.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Are these metal boards made of the same thickness—no ribbing?"

F. E. Morton: "Uniform thickness, and no ribbing."

U. Urquhart: "I believe the Doctor here has started with a wrong assumption—that air

waves come from the string. I have made a few experiments as a matter of curiosity. I am not a

piano builder. I believe when the string is set in vibration and numerous segments start in the
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string, a rhythmic movement of the particles composing the string results. The crest of the
string stretches, while at the node it compresses, and this starts a molecular disturbance. You
hear the motion of the string, which is a tone in itself. It is a molecular disturbance of the board
which causes air waves we call tone.

"I made a resonator very roughly and I discovered that, taking any means of setting up a
vibration like a tuning fork, string or phonograph record, I could conduct molecular disturbances
into the resonator or amplifier by means of a string which had very little tension and produce
that tone and carry it across the room.

" I think the old idea of sounding boards in pianos is wrong. I take a tuning fork and you
can hear it and by touching the resonator you hear a tone. It is better if on something solid.

As a matter of curiosity I put a fork on the handle of this umbrella—you don't hear anything. I

now conduct that tone through the umbrella handle and stick to this box and you hear it plainly.

"

F. E. Morton: "Is not what you mean by conducted molecular disturbances in the wire fully

accounted for in longitudinal vibration?"

U. Urquhart: "I am not a technical man and therefore do not know. I experimented also

with a strip of sounding board material four feet long and did the same thing and got excellent

results. By just touching the fork to this end of the spruce, three-quarters of an inch wide and
one-quarter of an inch thick, and attaching it to the box I get good resonance. The flexing of

that piece of spruce would destroy freedom of tone. I took the resonator and screwed it on
maple flooring thirteen feet long and secured it solidly. If I lifted up the end of the strip of flooring,

so, the weight of the material would bend it and destroy the tone. I took a piece of hard pine one
foot square and got the same results. I believe if we had a quiet room we could put the tuning
fork on one end of the table and resonator on the other end and get the same results.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "If we put a string across the mouth of this resonator cavity with the

same pitch without any connection and put that string into vibration, would we not get a re-

sponse from the cavity?
"

U. Urquhart: "Yes."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " Did you get conduction of sound? "

U. Urquhart: "When you set the sounding board in vibration it is a different vibration than

when you set a volume of air vibrating. I am not a scientist, but I took a few of these experi-

ments to the head of a technical college and asked for the law governing this. He was unable to

throw any light on the matter."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I don't think the air waves themselves have any effect on the sounding

board. It is the vibration of the string which is conducted to the sounding board itself which

amplified the air waves started by the string. You can take a log one hundred feet long and you

can hear a scratch made at the other end.
"

Paul B. Klugh: "I don't see that Mr. Urquhart has brought out anything new. I go back

to the first question I asked Dr. Muckey, one relating to the amplification of the sound through his

resonator, and then I requested him to put that tuning fork upon the sounding board. In one

case you transmit directly, and in the other case you have the principle first given by Dr. Muckey

as the gathering of these sound waves and amplifying them. Now the mere fact that you put an

umbrella between does not affect the sounding board."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "The efficiency of the medium for transmitting the vibrations under Mr.

Urquhart's demonstration will diminish according to the size, length, etc."

F. E. Morton: "The reason why the conducting member did not conduct after having been

bended was that it was made elastic, which is an argument against a rubber bridge. A piece of

wood or lath will only conduct as long as the pressure is directly in the line of rigidity. If you

could take a piece of wood and stretch it, it would become elastic. The structure is the same in

weight as before, but you have separated its molecules, making the body elastic.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I think Mr. Urquhart said he thought it was due to the molecular dis-

turbance. Passing a current of electricity through a wire produces a molecular disturbance. I f we

hold the wire there, not physically connected, would it produce sound?
"

F. E. Morton: "An electric current is of a higher rate of vibration than sound. If it were

possible to hear electrical vibration it would manifest as longitudinal vibration of the

medium."
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U. Urquhart: "Have you gentlemen ever seen a piano without any bridge? I have seen one
and played on it. It had a wonderful tone. This is another explanation of tone coming from the
sounding board which came some other way. It did not come through the bridge. The plate was
brought up to the bridge line. The molecular disturbance went through the plate into the board in
another fashion. I do not claim I have discovered anything new. I simply believe we have been
fooled in the function of the sounding board.

"

F. E. Morton: "If you could be shown the actual movement of a sounding board at any
given point and knew the movement was transverse and rhythmic, would it alter your opinion
of this theory?"

U. Urquhart: "It might."

Mr. Morton stated that he already had visualized this movement and hoped to perfect a per-
manent instrument for this purpose.

After an informal discussion of vibration responsiveness and resonance as applied to specific
cases, the conference adjourned.

Glue

Mar. 26, 1919

F. E. Morton: "It is the general opinion of the men who use glue, the men who make glue
and those making apparatus for the preparation of glue, that an understanding between the par-
ties concerned would benefit all."

Mr. Morton then introduced L. L. Lauve of the Armour Company.
L. L. Lauve: "I am perhaps better qualified to talk about the handling rather than the

manufacture of glue, as I have been interested as a salesman. The actual manufacture
of glue is handed down from father to son. There is a knack in judging the raw materials from
which glue is made.

"I can tell you briefly that glue is divided into bone and hide glue. The raw material of the
hide glue consists of hide trimmings. When a hide is taken from a steer it is usually sent to the
tanner and he trims it, because as a leather man he can trim better than the packer, leather being
more valuable than glue. These trimmings consist of corners and edges; the inside of the hide
also has a skin valuable for hide glue. Another source is the sinews of the animal, obtained direct
from the packing house from cattle that are used as 'canners.' These raw materials are sent to
the glue house from the packing house. The primary treatment is the removal of all blood
and grease, and this is usually done by liming. The practice is similar to that of sugar making
in skill. If you have seen sugar in the process of making you know it is put into a big kettle
and the sugar maker knows, by testing, just when it is right for a strike—when the syrup will crys-
tallize into sugar.

"The bones for glue are obtained daily from canners. The fresh meat is not boned, so it is

only the canner of beef who can supply the bone stock for our business. There is a quality known
as 'old bones' collected from the city, which gives a certain type of glue, dark in color. We get
about 250,000 pounds of bones a day. Proper handling applies to raw materials as well as to
the use of glue in your factory. These materials are dead cattle and will putrify if not handled
carefully. Ours is handled daily, and we get a much higher test on the stock, and no putrefac-
tion takes place. In going through a modern glue factory you will get very little repugnant odor.
If you have odors in your factory it means inferior materials or poor management by your glue
man. You are also losing money, as you are not getting the value from your glue. Whenever
a batch of raw material is put in the glue kettle for manufacture, some small part of this material
may begin to putrify and it will lower the test of the whole batch two or three points. If you have
a kettle of glue that is getting bad and you add fresh, it is like putting a bad apple into a barrel
of good apples—it spoils the whole. I find a good deal of abuse of glue because people take it for
granted that they know all about it and how to handle it. In the manufacture the material is

put into the vats and water is added and it is made into a very light broth with a superfluous
amount of water. In order to get this liquid to such a state that it will jelly and cut in slices, the
superfluous water must be removed. This evaporation is accomplished in vacuum at 120 degrees,
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avoiding excess heat as far as possible, and this applies as well to your business. Superheating is a
common abuse of glue and causes it to lose its adhesive and spreading values.

"I was called into a big factory one time; the odor around the factory was terrible, and the
man said the salesman who sold him the glue told him to use a little citronelle to overcome the
odor. This happened in a business rated AAA1 for sixty years. They were using a gasoline drum
with one end cut out and a steam pipe running into it and losing about 5 cents per pound on their
glue. They melted their glue, poured it into pans and made cakes and the cakes were covered with
'whiskers.' This is also a common practice among glue users. Look into your own factory and if

you find drippings all over the floor and a dirty mess around the kettles, your people are handling
glue wrong.

"One firm I have in mind handles 3,000 pounds of glue per day, making containers for shrap-
nel, waterproof containers with metal ends. They handle it in a space not larger than 15 feet

square and you could eat off the floor.

"A common fault is measuring water and glue without reference to weight. In a flake glue
the conditions in weight contained in standard barrels will vary on account of thickness of glue.

A man is accustomed to filling a pail with glue, not taking into consideration the variation in

weight. A thin-cut glue of the same grade made in one month will vary from a glue made a month
previous in weight, and one pail of glue will weigh fourteen pounds, while another pail of the
same grade made in a different batch will weigh seventeen pounds. If the same amount of water
is used for both, the man complains he is not getting the same quality. Nine times out of ten
it goes back to the measuring. You manufacturers do not give enough attention to your glue
room—why put a porter in charge when it will pay you well to put a good man in your glue
room?"

A. L. Verge: "There is a difference between the dry and the green glue stock. Glue stock which
has been taken from the hide, if used when first taken from the hide and limed right then, makes
an entirely different glue than the same stock taken dry and limed. The bone taken right from
the animal makes a different glue than the same bone dried. The fresh bone makes a light green

glue and the dry makes a darker colored product. For silk it is used in the green state. For
strength in joining you should U33 a dry glue stock.

"

F. Von Schuckman: "My particular experience has been in selling glue. We can tell you
many things, you men in the office, but we would really like to get hold of your practical man who
is not governed by dollars and cents. There has been a great upheaval in glue—from the flake to

the ground form. One factory I was in used only the flake form. The man in charge prepared

in the course of a day, I should judge, twenty great big forty-gallon tanks of glue. I asked him
how he prepared his glue and he invited me to watch his process. He put in his glue and then

poured on water. There were a lot of lumps floating around on the top. I had explained that

in ground glue the practice should be reversed. The ground glue should be stirred in prepared

like a cereal and made without lumps. I demonstrated to the man and the proprietor by taking a

lump out of his kettle and showing them the dry glue inside of this lump. He said he would change

his practice. I called again at the expiration of a month, but they were making the glue the same

old way, and they were using a half million pounds a year. They could have prepared that glue

in one-quarter of the time. I convinced the office man, but he could not influence the

practical man.

"The war has done a great deal in educating people to get the full value out of

glue. I have it on good authority that one concern in the past two years has gotten

twenty-five per cent more out of the glue than they ever had before because it was

more expensive and they had to economize. When it was cheap, it was 'just glue' and

no account was taken of the waste. But recently, with high prices obtaining, it becomes a

factor, and even chemists are employed to see how much more can begotten out of glue. The

glue that cost ten and twelve cents now costs them fifty cents, and the glue must go farther.

"One big point to be taken into consideration is cleanliness of the vessels and the amount of

heat applied. It is safe to say that few users look at it from that standpoint. The glue is heated

and allowed to cool off and heated again. If you have an actual test to determine your grades

you will find that just by the application of too much heat you have lost at least one full grade of

value. When you use one grade which costs only a half cent more a pound, it does not mean
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much, but when it makes a difference of eight or ten cents a pound it means a great deal. The
glue is put on in the morning and the man is not ready when the glue is right and you still have the

heat under the glue. When you heat glue beyond 160 degrees, or even 150 degrees, the entire day,

you have lost two grades of glue in value, if not more. The installation of a modern glue kettle

will save money for the manufacturer—it will pay for itself in a very short time.

"When putrefaction takes place in glue animalculae form which feed at certain degrees of

heat. If you heat above the boiling point you could destroy them, but you would also destroy

your glue. When there is an odor in your glue room there is something wrong. If the glue

cools down and not much purtefaction has set in you will have the odor, but if you heat it up again

these animalculae come back to life, so if you put fresh material in the putrefied batch you sacrifice

your fresh glue. You must throw this bad glue away; it has lost its adhesive power.

"Grading of glues has been the specialty of the Peter Cooper Glue Company and it is one of

the oldest concerns in the business. Most firms grade their glue along their own lines, but the

best advertising our competitors give us is when a salesman says, 'This is equal to 1 \i Peter

Cooper glue.' We have thirteen grades of glue, from the low bone glue up to the highest

grade.

"

F. E. Morton: " Do you give out publicly the viscosity and crushing tests you make of this

glue in the factory?"

F. Von Shuckman: "That is done in the factory. The viscosity test, as I have understood it,

is allowing the glue liquor to run through an aperture like a sand glass. It takes so long at a

given temperature. If it runs through more quickly, it has a lighter body. Six to one is the pro-

per proportion for testing for viscosity; always compared on the basis of known quantity and

proper temperature. After it is heated we allow it to jelly and the jelly with greatest resistance

is the best.

"

F. E. Morton: "A very simple way, instead of depending on the touch, is to put it into a re-

ceptacle on the scales and, with a flat surface of a known diameter, note the pressure at which it

breaks. I would recommend that users of glue interest themselves in the viscosity and tensile

strength in the jelly if only to interest those who are working with it.

"Has any movement in the past few years been made to remove the human equation in glue

manufacture?"

L. L. Lauve: "The selection of raw material is absolutely dependent upon the human equa-

tion. The chemical analysis of, say, four grades would show no difference in the ash residue, etc.

You are dealing with perishable products in the making of glue, and the glue maker must be able

to judge of the raw materials. When the glue is made, a hydrometer is used to determine moisture.

It is a general fallacy that the hydrometer determines the strength of glue. People will take a

good glue and an inferior glue and make a solution and judge the value by a hydrometer. It gives

you density only; it will tell you nothing about the strength. It indicates only how much foreign

matter other than water is contained in the glue. After the glue is made, your chemical labora-

tory can help you out. Acid is used and you must neutralize the acid. Most bone glues have

a slight acid reaction. It becomes interesting in veneer work. If you had a mixture of hide and

bone glue for veneer work and this bone glue was very acid, it would be rather dangerous, as it is

apt to crystallize if it is there to any extent. An easy way to test for acid is to use litmus paper.

If it is super-acid the litmus paper will show a red color."

F. E. Morton: "It is then too late to do anything after that test with the glue?"

L. L. Lauve: " If it is too acid it is better to reject it. Some of you are troubled with foam

when spreading. A foam test is given on each boiling in the laboratory. If your glue foams there

is no grease in it. It takes a very little grease to hold that down. If there is much grease it

turns rancid. If your glue foams, ask your glue man to give you a glue with a very little grease

in it."

Mr. Seymour Sylvester, representing Bass Bros., manufacturers of glue heaters, advocated the

use of modern, up-to-date equipment for factories, stating that the investment would bring large

returns. He cited one firm using twenty-four pounds of glue to seventeen pounds of water which

benefited by the use of his apparatus. They are now making the same mixture with one pound of

glue to three pounds of water—the installation paying for itself in six weeks. He also recommend-

ed a central source of supply in each factory, with a responsible man in charge. Mr. Sylvester
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suggested a simple test for glue as follows: Put an ounce of glue in an ordinary tobacco sack;

soak it in water and then let it drip over night. If it then weighs four ounces, the absorbing ratio

is three to one.

Paul Bilhuber: "We use the hydrometer solely to check up on foreign matter. We always keep
samples of our different glue stock for comparison. Possibly fifty per cent will run fairly uniform
and the balance will vary. It is advisable to take samples from four or five barrels out of fifty.

We make a water test which indicates the spreading power of the glue. There is no absolute test,

only comparative. We have a basis for comparative samples as far back as 1895. These are not

always used, but we do compare one season's shipment with another. There is a slight deteriora-

tion in glue after four or five years. We also use the viscosity test. It is the ability of the liquid

to run out through a little glass tube with standard opening in a given period of time. We use a
pipette, and while the given column of water will run out in fifteen seconds, glues, of,

say, lM or W2 to 1% vary from seventeen to nineteen to twenty-one seconds, timed
with a stop watch. We make the jelly test with a little machine perfected by a man
named Smith, called glueometer. A little tube with a film or skin over the end is put
into the jelly, air pressure is put on it and the pressure necessary to break the jelly is

registered by the column of water in the tube, on the scale. This is a comparative test.

Viscosity and jelly tests are most accurate. Another test is by breaking the glue apart

or rubbing pieces together—this for tensile strength. We tested for foam with a small

egg beater. This is important in veneer work where you have blisters, as there is no glue

where there is a bubble. We also test for grease. (Showing pictures.) The color will not take on

grease and they show up as eyes. If you have too much grease, the glue will have no adhesive

value and the strength of the glue is lowered. We have made many experiments in deterioration of

glue through heating, but not necessarily through excessive heat. We do not allow our glue to go

above 155. If more glue is made up than is used during the day, and the glue man keeps adding

fresh glue, if glue stands around more than a day, or if it stands over night with the heat on, a

deterioration of from nine per cent the first day to twelve per cent the second and thirty per cent

on the third day results. Glue is very much like meat. It is fibrous and if overheated the fiber

will not hold together, and the application of excessive heat destroys the fibers.

"

F. E. Morton: "It is analogous to fatigue in steel?"

Paul Bilhuber: "It is a fatigue strain. Even heat that is not excessive—and you would not

call 155 degrees excessive—is destructive. It is advisable always to use glue that is absolutely

fresh. The acid in the glue is not so important except with certain woods. "

A. L. Verge: "Speaking of the use of formaldehyde: Use sulphate of zinc or carbolic acid in-

stead of formaldehyde, as it rubberizes the product.

"

Paul Bilhuber: " In what particular circumstances would a piano manufacturer use any pre-

servative in his glue?"

A. L. Verge: " Never, if he uses fresh glue all the time.

"

F. E. Morton: "Does not the use of a preservative indicate poor treatment of the

glue?"

A. L. Verge: "Yes, it is better to do away with it than to treat it."

F. Von Schuckman: "There is a preservative added in the making of glue. Don't get gela-

tine confounded with glue. They are entirely different. In a broad sense, a chemical analysis

of pure glue and gelatine might be the same, but no chemist is able to tell the difference in the

molecular composition.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "The chemist does know. He has recently found out and he can give

you the chemical analysis. Mr. Hughes, secretary of the National Confectioners' Association,

has had this threshed out very thoroughly. Glue is a kind of gelatine, but gelatine is not glue.

The only animal that can digest glue is a goat.

L. L. Lauve: "Gelatine is really a pure food glue. It must contain no arsenic or bacteria

causing typhoid fever. No ordinary glue will stand that test."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Gelatine will convert to glucose, but glue will not convert to gelatine.

"

L. L. Lauve: "Gelatine is made from the calf's pate."

F. E. Morton: "One matter which was touched upon was the acid and alkali in glues. This

should be of interest to the manufacturer of player actions. The use of brass in conjunction with
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glue induces electrolytic action and corrodes the brass. I have found the same to be true of felts and

leathers. Two or three years ago the matter of felts and leathers in player actions came up when

there was trouble with valves. The guide pins and springs would corrode. Most of

this was traceable directly to felt, leather or glue. If glue shows an acid reaction then the copper,

zinc and acid form a battery, producing electrolysis. In felts and leathers used in piano con-

struction the reaction frequently is acid, running from .08 to .12 per cent acid. It is not a bad plan

to test your felts and leathers as well as glue for acid reaction for player valve work.

"The warning of Mr. Bilhuber not to subject glue to too great heat, nor to a normal heat for

a protracted period is reasonable. The result is accounted for as in the case of metals—fatigue

caused by a continuous vibration at a rate higher than normal. Continuous vibration is the cause

of fatigue. The moral is very obvious—don't make up more glue than you can use in a day.

Some very successful woodworkers claim it is very profitable to soak glue over night in cold

water for use the next day, and the quality of their work, if attributable to that, would make it

seem a very excellent practice. Never put glue in hot water under any circumstances. In

one piano factory for a year they have put the glue to soak in cold water every night, and they do

not seem to find it difficult to determine the amount needed for a day's use. In this way the

efficiency of the glue is maintained. The glue that is furnished by standard glue manufacturers is

good, it is excellent. They do their work very much better than those who handle glue in the

factories. My sympathy is with the glue manufacturer. The tradition is what stands in the

way. When the piano manufacturers get away from tradition and act upon reasoning and under-

standing they will turn out more and better work.

"Considering the composition and decomposition of glue, would not the conditions described

as obtaining in some factories of floor drippings and glue-pot overflow be a menace to the health

of the men working in the same room?"
Dr. F. S. Muckey: "It certainly would."

F. E. Morton : "The very fact that disease-producing bacteria are present makes it as objecr

tionable as any other kind of filth. It would be a good idea to beat the health authorities to this

discovery. In making the workroom sanitary, glue and money will be saved.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "How is the adhesive quality affected in joints when put in the dry kiln as

contrasted with outside drying? Does shortening the time of operation affect the adhesive

quality?"

Paul Bilhuber: "We have experimented with test samples on joint work. Veneer cannot be

subjected to strain. We find the strength is not jeopardized by putting this work in the kiln.

But we have found it advisable to give it an initial air drying—veneer work about ten days, a few

weeks is even better; minimum time six days for joint work. We take it easy and never subject

glue to any strain we can avoid. A kiln with the proper moisture does not deteriorate the

work.

"

L. D. Perry: "What are the relative merits of flake and ground? I think the ground much
superior. You can get the water to it better and have less chance for trouble.

"

F. E. Morton: " My understanding is that the glue is ground to facilitate blending.

"

L. L. Lauve: "If you are going to make a blend it is impossible to blend two flake glues.

It is rare to find two different boilings of glue of the same grade. The flakes are not of the same

size or the same thickness. If we made the m'xture of two flake glues, mixing them thoroughly, t he

jogging of the truck would shake the heavier flakes to the bottom. If you are going to blend,

use a granulated.

"

F. E. Morton: "Is there any difference at all in the respective values of flake and ground

glue?"

L. L. Lauve: "Some maintain there is. It has not been shown. In a sandpaper factory

which we have we use a lot of our glue. Our man has some traditions on the flake and ground glue.

He has never been able to demonstrate the difference. He makes the sandpaper satisfactorily

and he buys the flake glue."

L. D. Perry: "About fifteen years ago we were using the flake glue. I looked after it for a

while and I got tired of it and we have used ground glue for at least ten years and

nothing else. We get a very even grade of glue and we can make it in an hour's time.

" In reference to heat, you can add more water if you do not use so much heat. More water
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is necessary than most people believe, because you must get it into the pores of the wood Inveneenngwe find we can save 25 per cent in glue by adding more water and using cauls barelywarm to the hand. It flows out easier when lots of water is in it
"

S D. Taylor: "Mr Morton very kindly invited me to attend this meeting and I gladly ac-cepted the invitation. The majority of you, possibly all of you, know something about vegetable
glue. No doubt many of you are familiar with the use of it. It is made from starch. Many of
the rules in the manufacture of animal glue apply to the manufacture of vegetable glue The first
thing is to select the proper kind of starch to make vegetable glue. We test all of our raw materialwe give it a viscosity test and after we have the proper mixture it is put through quite a lengthv
process; the material passes through a series of tanks and then through a series of dryers before it
is ready for shipment. As each batch of glue comes through our factory we make viscosity and
strength tests of the finished glue. We use the pulling test entirely. We take maple blocks about
one inch square, glue them up and pull them apart with a testing machine which registers the
strength they will stand. I am glad to state that in a great big majority of the blocks we pull apart
the wood gives way first. Our average test on a pull strength on one-inch maple blocks runs from,
I should say, 850 to 1,200 pounds per square inch.

"No doubt some of you know that in the making of high-grade veneer work we like to use
2/8 parts of water to one of glue, used in conjunction with a solvent of caustic soda. Put so
many pounds of water and so many pounds of dry glue into your kettle. Add a certain per-
centage of solvent, about three pounds of solvent to one hundred of glue. After it is thoroughly
dissolved, turn on the steam and apply the heat up to about 150 degrees and when the mixture
is converted to a nice amber color and transparent, the conversion is completed. We then cool it
and when it is quite cool it is ready for use. We can also prepare this cold. We can cook it
with the solvent alone, but that mixture cannot be used on all kinds of work. For some lines of
veneer doors, where heavy face veneer is used, we can prepare it without the use of heat at all.
The stain occasioned depends upon the amount of solvent. If the veneer used is of a proper grade,
stains very seldom will appear with that amount of solvent. If you increase the solvent, stains
might show.

"

F. E. Morton: "Can this be used for joint work?"
S. D. Taylor: "Some people are using it for joint work every day. I think before taking up

the use of glue there are other points which need to be considered—the proper preparation of the
stock you are going to glue; the proper moisture contained, and whether it is in the right condition
as to dryness. In the making of piano tops or ends, where a thick core is used, it is necessary that
it be machined properly. I hardly suppose you will admit that your planers get off, but I have
seen them with one side thinner. You may have a loose edge and you wonder what caused it.

In making five-ply work, use the proper kind of crossband. I don't think I can agree with a good
many in the use of very thin crossbands. I don't see where it gives the desired results. I know
lots of it is used and I don't mean to say my opinion is authority, but I believe more manufacturers,
every day, are coming to the use of a thicker crossband.

"

F. E. Morton: " In the use of vegetable glue in the factory is it necessary to have special ap-
paratus?"

S. D. Taylor: "Yes, sir. We make our own equipment. There is other equipment made that
will handle the vegetable glue, but we feel our equipment handles it better because it is constructed
specially for vegetable glue, while the other equipment is not.

"

F. E. Morton: "Is vegetable glue waterproof?"
S. D. Taylor: "No, sir. It is more resistant to moisture in the air, but I don't believe that

it would stand any better than animal glue if subjected to water. In some climatic

conditions the vegetable glue stands up better than the animal glue; at least some of our
customers have told us so."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What is the comparative cost?"

S. D. Taylor: "It is hard at the present time to give a comparative cost, on account of un-

usual conditions forcing prices up. In normal times we were able to sell vegetable glue for eight

and eight and a half cents where a good grade of animal glue sold from ten to thirteen cents."

F. E. Morton: " Is material from which vegetable glue is made likely to advance in price with

ncreased use, or is it a common product?
"
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S. D. Taylor: "I hardly think so. So many unusual things have happened, it is pretty

hard to predict what will come up next, but I cannot see where there is any cause for it. We use

Cassava beet mostly. In the past year, due to our Government restricting the importation of it,

we used something else, but we are now back to our old practice of Cassava beet.

"

A. L. Verge: "Is any deterioration caused by caustic soda after a joint has been glued up?

"

S. D. Taylor: "We have not found any place yet where we can say it has. Our glue has only

been on the market about eleven years. We have different samples at our factory made at the

time Mr. Perkins was first experimenting."

A. L. Verge: "Would they split in the wood or in the glue?"

S. D. Taylor: "It would depend on the texture of the wood. The joint on those samples

shows up as strong today as the day they were made.

"

A. L. Verge: "The caustic soda does not deteriorate the glue?

"

S. D. Taylor: " I cannot go back of the eleven years we have been in the business.

"

Paul Bilhuber: "Is there a physical test the manufacturer can make to insure the quality

being kept up? That we may know that we are getting what we specified?"

S. D. Taylor: " My way of testing any kind of glue is by gluing two pieces of wood together.

There is no doubt that you can get certain knowledge of animal glue by making laboratory tests,

but from the experience I have had in the glue business, if I were a user of glue today I would want

to glue two pieces of wood. I don't know that there is a laboratory test.

"

H. W. Bradner: " How long do you have to leave that under clamp? "

S. D. Taylor: "Some using it for joint work leave it under pressure two hours and machine

it the next day."

H. W. Bradner: "Don't you get a stain from vegetable glue on thin oak veneer?"

S. D. Taylor: " I have seen that tried and the caustic soda on oak has a tendency to make a

greenish kind of a line."

H. W. Bradner: "How do you spread that glue on a joint? Do you brush it?

"

S. D. Taylor :
" It is too heavy to brush. We make a spreader. Some spreaders take as many

as four boards at a time."

H. W. Bradner: "What footage do you get on your veneer work?"

S. D. Taylor: "With a 2% to 1 mixture, forty-five to fifty to the pound.

"

H. W. Bradner: "The Singer Sewing Machine Company get about sixty. They have some

86,000 feet coming through their stock room daily.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Will protozoa live in this vegetable glue as it does in the animal

glue?"

S. D. Taylor: "I don't know that I could tell you that. I am not familiar enough with the,

medical part of it.
"

L. D. Perry: "Is this glue absolutely sweet and clean all the time?"

S. D. Taylor: "I have seen our glue which has stood three weeks and was then used up.

It is odorless; however, if you get quite close to it you can detect a little caustic odor, but nothing

objectionable. The workmen like to handle it pretty well.
"

F. Pfannstiehl: "We had trouble with veneer work at certain seasons of the year. We started

some years ago with vegetable glue and sent out a number of pianos to the sea coast, from Long

Island to the Gulf. We got reports every three months on these pianos. We still get reports on

those original shipments, and they are giving excellent satisfaction.

"

S. D. Taylor: "We installed an equipment ^"or the Hobart M. Cable Company and glued up a

great many cases for testing purposes. They shipped those cases out to all parts of the United

States and kept track of them. It was at least a year after that before they started the use of our

glue. The way those cases stood up convinced them it could be used for piano work. I was up

against a stone wall in trying to sell the piano man new glue. We let the piano trade alone for

quite a while.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Are they beginning to use it now?"
S. D. Taylor: "Quite a few, and I think the majority of them will say it has given satisfaction.

"

H. W. Bradner: "Absolutely."

F. E. Morton: "The men report satisfactory results on the use of vegetable glue in the

Hobart M. Cable Company."
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F. Pfannstiehl: "They make their own piano back and use vegetable glue exclusively, and
that has the greatest glue strain of anything in the piano.

"

F. E. Morton: "In the report of the Piano Technicians in Chicago, the experience of Mr.
Fishbaugh, superintendent of that factory, is decidedly interesting.

"

A. T. Strauch, Jr. : "Any tests being made in gluing felts or cloth?
"

S. D. Taylor: "I think the caustic soda would attack the felt. I think the use of vegetable
glue can be applied to a lot of things that it is not used for at the present time. It is still in its

infancy as far as development is concerned. Three or four of our customers are using it in fiber
furniture.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Could piano men use it to glue ribs?"

F. E. Morton: "It has been used, but it is a little early to tell the effect of it. The real result
would show in vibration.

"

H
.
W. Bradner

:

'

'
After a board is glued with Perkins' glue, how much water do you take out?"

S. D. Taylor: "Before the stock is machined at all I would say it was to be brought down to
the same moisture content that it had before it was glued. Of course, as to whether you could
do that and hold it there would depend upon the amount of humidity in the factory. The stock
will take on that moisture.

"

H. W. Bradner: "The reason I asked is that some people will only take out 50 per cent. I

maintain it should come out to at least 70 per cent.

"

S. D. Taylor: " I would not say that I think it would be safe to machine stock with 50 per cent
of moisture where you work to a close measurement. "

H. W. Bradner: "What is your experience on warping veneer with animal glue and vege-
table?"

S. D. Taylor: "I don't think a panel made with vegetable glue will warp as quickly as with
animal glue. I do not say the vegetable glue will not warp at all because a good deal depends on
the wood. You make a three-ply panel and the back veneer runs straight, face veneer curves

out to the side; that is likely to warp. It is the wood, not the glue. Vegetable glue does not draw as

it dries, therefore I think a straighter panel can be made than with animal glue. Vegetable

glue requires more uniform pressure than animal glue. Animal glue warps more.

"

Mr. Morton then read portions of a letter from Mr. H. H. Arnold, of Bush & Gerts, relating to

their experience with casein glue.

Mr. Morton then said:

"It seems to me there need be no unknown quantities in vegetable or casein glue. I am
firmly of the conviction that the reason there is any mystery in anyone's mind is because the

man who uses the glue has not been sufficiently interested in the proposition. It is true in every

line, and I honestly think the answer to the glue question in the piano trade will come when

the man at the glue kettle is interested in glue. It is up to the superintendent and foreman to

interest him in the proposition. Interest is the basis of all efficiency. We can compel any maker

of piano supplies to deliver the goods we want only after we have learned intelligently to specify

those materials, but we cannot do this until every man has a knowledge of conditions. It is

making a constant of every variable that must take our attention in this and other equations.

[

Felt

April 2, 1919

The conference was called to order by the chairman, Frank E. Morton, who stated that the

aim of the members should be to specify their needs in substance and terms intelligible alike to all

having to do with the execution of their orders. He called attention to the vast army of workmen

not on the factory pay roll as such, but whose debits and credits were entered on the books as

"material," and the difficulties encountered in issuing intelligible orders to these workmen, or in

recognizing a faithful response thereto. He continued:

"Nearly every product which goes into a piano represents the highest refinement of the raw

material. Piano wire is the highest refinement of steel. You use the choicest varnishes; piano

hammer felt is the highest refinement to which wool can be brought. This vast army of workmen
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is producing these things, but you are unable to tell them exactly what you want. It is through

such conferences as these that an understanding may be obtained.

"This industry shall be Americanized. Pianos going from this country shall be American pi-

anos and not merely an assembly of foreign products. Everyone manufacturing these supplies

must use every means possible to bring the standard up, not only to equal but to excel that pro-

duced in any other country.
"

Mr. Morton then introduced Mr. W. E. Terry, New York manager of the American Felt Com-
pany, requesting an accounting for the opportunities of the past two years.

W. E. Terry: "In vie *' of the fact that there are others from my company better qualified

to give you this information, I will defer to them. I might say in a general way that our product,

unquestionably, has bean brought up to higher standards. We are using the finest wool, and our

method of manufacture is more painstaking than ever. We find we are getting the finest products

up to th : s tims.
"

J. T. Lawless: " Perhaps you want the story of how felt is made. It is generally accepted that

a shorter wool than that used for any of the clothing wool has to be used. The American wools

best for hammer felts are obtained from California and Texas. They seem to have more resiliency.

The wool is prepared by scouring, and there still is necessity for removing the specks caused by tar,

which has to be done by hand. As yet there is no chemical process that will eliminate the tar

without injury to the fiber. The wool is carded in the usual way with cards similar to clothing

cards. The hardening is an important factor; fulling is perhaps the most important process of all.

The fulling is the knitting of the fiber and therefore more important than in any other product.

The finishing is similar to the finishing of other felts, except that it is quite essential that no arti-

ficial firmness be given it, as by pressing. The 'setting up' of the felt is done according to speci-

fications. Orders come to the felt m'll with particular sp3c 'fications, and the felt is laid up. Each

sheet is made according to the particular requirements of the respective user.

"

F. E. Morton: "You have specifications from your users in the mill?"

J. T. Lawless: "We are supplied with a measure or taper stick.

"

F. E. Morton: "Aside from the taper of the felt, are degrees of softness and hardness speci-

fied?"

J. T. Lawless: "Some like a firm bass.

"

F. E. Morton: "The degree of hardness and softness in the various sections rests with

you?
"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes, I would say that."

Paul Bilhuber: " I would like to ask how the carding is done. We have recently had trouble

which we trace to the carding machine. We have found broken bits of wire in our felt."

J. T. Lawless: "A carder is a machine made with a wooden cylinder 48 inches in diameter,

and about as wide, clothed with wire. It is quite like a curry comb. These wires are set loose in

canvas or in leather. Contacting this cylinder are small rolls covered with wire, and the stock

feeds on the cylinders, ani each of these small rolls picks up the lumps and lets the fiber that is

straight pass on. A little comb combs it off. If a card gets rusty, the wire breaks off. The fiber

coming from the card is like a thin film or kind of a web. It is hard to understand how wire can

stay in it, but occasionally it does.

"

Paul Bilhuber: "Can you remove them?"

J. T. Lawless: " If the 'clothing' starts to break, it is a case of reclothing the card.
"

Paul Bilhuber: "We find it in piano hammer felt. Is there any way of removing the wire

from the material?"

J. T. Lawless: " It can be picked out. If near the surface, there will be a rust spot which will

indicate the presence of wire."

F. E. Morton: "After it has passed the card, could it be passed over a magnet?"

J. T. Lawless: " It does not happen often enough for that, if proper attention is given to the

clothing of the machine.
"

F. E. Morton: " Do you use Australian wool as a blend?"

J. T. Lawless: "We have used it.

"

F. E. Morton: "Have hammer felt makers, either here or anywhere else, used other than

American and Australian wools?"
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J. T. Lawless: "The Cape wool. It is softer than the Texas or California native wools "

F. E. Morton
:

" Doubtless you have heard it stated that the country in which sheep grow and
the care given them influence the quality of wool. Has anything of that nature come to your
notice that is reasonable?"

J. T. Lawless: "The coarse wools used for carpets come principally from China and India "

F. E. Morton: "Is that a different breed of sheep?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes, it is; but other sheep grown in that country would have wool of like
nature. Wool from China is more nearly like hair.

"

F. E. Morton: " Is there any wool market open to any other country which is not open to the
buyer of the United States on the same basis, in normal times?"

J. T. Lawless: "I think not. I don't know of any, Mr. Morton."
C. Arthur Brown: "What is the typical characteristic of the individual fiber that is best

adapted for making felt?"

J. T. Lawless: "A fiber of a staple, perhaps W2 inches in length, crinkly, a fine fiber and
alive."

C. Arthur Brown: "The crinkly feature is a very important factor?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes."

F. E. Morton
:

" Is it due to the fact it is crinkly or because the crinkly condition indicates life

in the fiber?"

J. T. Lawless: "I think it is because the crinkly condition indicates live fiber. This, in my
judgment, is brought about to some extent by the scales on the fiber.

"

G. M. Newcomer: "Is the tensile strength of the fiber indicative of its quality?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes, but fiber that is sufficiently strong can be spoiled by improper treat-
ment."

C. Arthur Brown: "Is there any notable difference in the serrations on a good felting fiber and
a non-felting fiber and, if so, what is that difference?"

J. T. Lawless: "A fiber with the greater number of serrations to the inch is supposed to be
and is generally accepted as a better felting fiber. Wools without many serrations, however, will

felt."

C. Arthur Brown: "Will they make as firm a felt?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes."

C. Arthur Brown :

'

' Wherein lies the difference for piano use?
"

J. T. Lawless: " I was not speaking with regard to piano hammers. They will felt in a hard
way.

'

'

Paul Bilhuber: "What is the meaning of the term 'alive'?"

J. T. Lawless: "The elasticity of the wool and the crinkly feature indicating the life of the

sheep.

"

E. F. Bacon: "What is 'pulled' wool?"

J. T. Lawless: "Pulled wool is that taken from the pelt after it is removed from the sheep.

Serrations or scales close as the sheep dies. Some authorities say a pulled wool will felt as well or

Detter than a fleeced wool, but it is not so.

"

C. F. Hovey: "Is the same length of staple used all through the sheet?"

J. T. Lawless: " The same staple.
"

F. Pfannstiehl: " Is wool used from all parts of the sheep?"

J. T. Lawless: "Certain parts only. The wool is sorted and different parts are graded.
"

F. Pfannstiehl: "From what part of the sheep do they get best quality for piano purposes?"

J. T. Lawless: "I cannot really say."

KF.
E.Morton: "That is the wool sorter's job. It is matter of 'touch.'"

J. T. Lawless: "For the most part, the wool from the flanks will be coarse.
"

F. E. Morton: "That wool really all comes in one bag and is sorted?"

J. T. Lawless: "Well, a fleece is usually tied up by itself, but handled in such a way that it is

Dretty well mixed."

F. E. Morton: "The sorting is a matter of personal judgment?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes."

F. Pfannstiehl: "I should think, if they used the wool from certain parts of the body, that it
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would vary in springiness and wearing qualities. Take parts of the sheep which never come in

contact with anything, that is, protected, and the part coming in contact with stone, fences, etc.,

would be tougher—have more or less resiliency.
"

F. E. Morton: "Piano hammer felt is a blend of wools, is it not?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes."

Paul Bilhuber: "What is the most desirable characteristic of water used for felt; what is the

best water?"

J. T. Lawless: "In fulling, soap is used; soap, heat and water liven the fiber. It opens the

serrations and helps join the fiber. As far as water is concerned, any water that is neutral or can

be made neutral will give the proper agent to the fulling.

"

Paul Bilhuber: "What do you mean by neutral?"

J. T. Lawless: "Water that will not precipitate.

"

C. Arthur Brown: "Where do you find such water?"

J. T. Lawless: "We make our felt in Connecticut. We have a river there without pollution,

and we have the only mill on the river. It is water that is reasonably soft.

"

C. Arthur Brown :

'

' Any measure of softness
? '

'

J. T. Lawless: "We had analyses made of the water, but I cannot tell you offhand what

they are."

C. Arthur Brown: " I might answer your question by saying that I don't think there is any

water anywhere on earth that cannot be duplicated, with the possible exception of some radio

impregnated waters, in this country. Less than two weeks ago I found a water absolutely neutral

—a surface water—no mineral salts, no alkali, no acidity. It is the only one I know of that comes

up to that standard. That water is found just north of Mobile, Alabama. In some sections oi

the South they get artesian water which is not only neutral but of negative hardness; containing

just a little bit of soda which turns it the other way and makes it softer than a neutral water.
"

F. E. Morton: "Take any mineral content of salts of lime and magnesia in comparison with

pure water, H2 O, can you give us a statement as to the saving in soap in the felting operation?'

C. Arthur Brown: "
I think that was gone into several years ago at one of the mills and they

saved better than two-thirds of the soap, about 70 per cent. As has been stated before, the felting

qualities of the wool depend largely upon its crinkliness and number of serrations. Where a

water containing lime and magnesia is used after the fulling, there is deposited on each fiber a

thin coating of lime and magnesia. That has a tendency to even up the wool fiber; to cover over

these serrations. If you will take those fibers and section them with a very fine microtone and

put them under the microscope, you will find that between the serrations there is a greater ten

dency for the lime and magnesia salts to accumulate, partially eliminating the effect of the serra

tions. The experiments made a few years ago seem to indicate that that was disastrous to the wool.

It had a tendency to deteriorate its resiliency, to load it up. The more load, the less resiliency.

This is logical from every scientific viewpoint we can get of the matter. We have before us an

instrument tonight that we will hear about later, that is intended to give certain data as to re

siliency and hardness of felts. I rather think that the results obtained by this instrument can

be very nicely supplemented by chemical analysis of the ash, and taken in conjunction with the

data from the resiliometer will give you a better basis for your specifications than we have yet

obtained."

A. T. Strauch, Jr.: "Is there any particular advantage in bleaching the wool?"

J. T. Lawless: " I don't know that I am prepared to answer that. There is such a difference

of opinion."

C. Arthur Brown: "There is a material difference in the several methods of bleaching, is

there not?"

J. T. Lawless: "Yes, there is a sulphur bleach; a sun bleach; a peroxide bleach and a sul

phuric acid bleach which is really not a bieacn at aii.

C. Arthur Brown: "All of those would tend, at least the sulphur, to put mineral matter in

the wool?"

J. T. Lawless: "I should suppose so and the sulphuric bleach leaves the felt with a harshei

feeling than the other bleaches.

"

A. T. Strauch: "Why is the wool bleached?"
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J. T. Lawless: " Ours is not.
"

Vincent Vilim
:
"What causes water marks in the felt? It is a center stain and cannot be seen

on the surface but shows when cut and is of a greenish color.
"

J. T. Lawless: " It might be that the soap in the fulling is not thoroughly washed out. If not
thoroughly washed out it is forced to the center and lodges there."

Paul Bilhuber :

'

' Are hammer felts ever sized ? '

'

J. T. Lawless: " I have heard of it being done but have never seen it.
"

Paul Bilhuber: "Is it beneficial?"

J. T. Lawless: " It is detrimental. "

Paul Bilhuber: "Why is it done—is it to increase the weight of the felt?

"

J. T. Lawless: "To make it harder.

"

Paul Bilhuber: "Will the addition of any size or foreign material aid the elasticity of felt?"

J. T. Lawless: " It is a detriment—same as pressing—an artificial stiffening, and should not
be put in as far as resiliency is concerned. Sometimes the treble end is covered with sizing ma-
terial; not on top but in contact with the molding."

Geo. Lisk: "W7

ould you go so far as to say that it would injure instead of benefit?"

J. T. Lawless: " I don't know of any chemical that would help it.
"

C. Arthur Brown: " My opinion is that anything of an inorganic nature must of necessity be
very injurious. I don't know of anything of an organic nature other than wool that can possibly
be beneficial. The wool itself contains certain mineral matter, not as dirt, but as an inherent part
of the wool; that is, matter which has been abstracted from the food of the animal and by its life

processes carried into the wool. There is a doubt, but I don't believe a very reasonable one, that
that mineral matter is anything more than carried. I think it is not, itself, alive. The fibre is

probably, as Mr. Morton and I arrived at it, of a higher rate of vibration than the mineral matter.

|I believe that (this is theory only, so far) by means of suitable solvents and following with mi-
croscopic examination you can differentiate between the mineral matter that has been carried into

the wool in its growth and that which is found on the outside of the wool as a result of rinsing, or

washing out of the fulling matter. I think it would be quite possible to determine whether
that matter was an inert substance put into the wool in the course of manufacture or whether

it was mineral matter in the wool of itself, natural or unnatural."

Paul Bilhuber: "Has anything been tried to reduce that native mineral in the wool?

"

C. Arthur Brown : "I think not. I am afraid the results would be injurious rather than bene-

icial. I think it would be possible, however, to keep lots of mineral out of the felt that now
goes into it."

F. E. Morton: "Let us go back to the discussion on wound strings. The wound string is not

as resilient as the core wire. Added weight reduces the resiliency. Take a single fibre of wool,

load it with salts of magnesia and lime, and, treating it as a wire, figure its resiliency. It has too

much weight for length. There is no doubt in my mind that the fault which has been found with

:ertain hammer felts could largely be attributed to that cause. I recall a number of years ago a

very cheap hammer felt and by some used for commercial products. I have seen new hammers put

Dn those pianos, a key struck and the lime and magnesia dust would fly from the hammer. If there

was ever any resiliency in those hammers it never was discovered. The time it took the ham-

mer to get away from the wire showed its quality. That is an extreme case, and I have not seen it

for a-number of years. But is it a matter of degree or total elimination? I think it is worth while

ito determine that. If it is true, there still remains something to be done to make American felt

what it should be. It is true that the mixture of organic and inorganic is detrimental to the

organic. There is in all matter a vibration natural to itself. The rate of vibration of the in-

prganic is low; that of vegetable higher; that of animal, still higher. The process of organization

-equires energy; in the case of the animal, food; in the vegetable kingdom, nourishment from soil,

md this added energy expresses as a higher frequency of vibration. It is common knowledge that a

mixture of wool and cotton is undesirable. The vibration rate of the wool is greater than that of

:otton and therefore the cotton wears out the wool. The mixture is not as durable as either wool

)r cotton. The same is true of every product. In the automobile business alloys for points of

Dearing and contact have been a problem. One metal bearing on another of a different rate of

vibration reduces the durability of both. The difference in the rate of vibration of inorganic
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elements is less than that between organic and inorganic. The rate of wool fiber with inorganic mat-

ter is lower because of its presence, and that of the inorganic is higher because of its contiguity to

organized matter. Whether from a vibration viewpoint or general observation of textile fabrics,

it all comes to the same thing. The ideal material is live, active wool that is all organic.

"Progress in the past five years in felt making has been tremendous and I am not prepared

to say today that any country in the world can make better felt than is made in America. If it

can be done once or twice or three times, it can be done continuously. The industry must have

your active interest and support and the resultant product your commendation.

"As to the making of felt into hammers—I would like to hear from those making hammers. I

Paul Bilhuber: "We are not custom hammer makers, but we have made some. We have

sought the best materials on the market. We have all steel equipment for that reason. The better

the hammer, the less work there is for the tone regulator. There are lots of ways to make hammers.

Some makers reinforce their hammers. Our reinforced hammers are not absolutely waterproof but

moisture resistant, made so by our process of introducing a chemical which rubberizes the felt and

makes it impervious to water. It is much like the action of formaldehyde in glue as mentioned at

the last meeting. We use a gelatine in conjunction with a chemical producing a rubberlike

re-inforcement.

"

A. T. Strauch, Jr. : "I am not qualified to talk on hammers, as I have not had much experience

in that line yet. I am as yet just breaking into the business and what I know is just from what I

have observed. Frequently, when I approach piano men in regard to the purchase of hammers,

they take a hammer, look at it and say, 'That looks like a small hammer* (comparing with some

other hammer), or, 'This has more felt on it', and invariably these hammers they show me have

more felt on the sides and about the same amount of felt on top, and their hammers will have larger

molding. The important part is the felt on the top of the hammer. The molding is there just to

hold the hammer firmly and allow the hammer felt to be stretched over it. The molding we use is

only large enough to bear the pressure. We have tried to find a glue which is waterproof.

We have an extensive repair business. The hammers are sent in to be reglued because moisture

has loosened the hammer felt. We wanted to make some experiments with casein. We tried it on

some other action parts and found that the glue did not soak into the felt, but just caught the

nap."

F. E. Morton: "The casein glue does not rise?"

A. T. Strauch, Jr. : "No. The important part is stretching the felt over the molding. It

pulls when the pressure is put on there and helps to increase the te sion and unless the glue soaks

into the felt sufficiently, you will not get a right tension on the hammer. "

F. E. Morton: "What material do you use for your hammer molds?"

A. T. Strauch, Jr.: "The caul is partly wood and partly metal.

"

F. E. Morton: "Which comes in contact with the hammer?"
A. T. Strauch, Jr.: "Around the sides it is metal and on the tip it is wood.

"

Vincent Vilim: "I am going to give you a line on top felt only. Hammer making depends

greatly on felt cutting. I am probably the only man in the United States that handles all

kinds of felts. I find that by using all kinds of felts I have found the secret of cutting. Felt with

a back on will not make a good hammer. If you want good results and resiliency the felt must be

cut to a point. A stumpy piece of felt that is high will double up when forced into the

mold."

F. E. Morton: "If you could specify in such a manner that the maker of felt would give

you exactly what you want, would you adopt such a method or device?"

Vincent Vilim: "I have thousands of sheets of felt and I have to pick them out and give

them to the manufacturer who wants that sort of a hammer."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming you could specify to the felt makers in the terms meaning the

same to you both and did not have to sort over and cut, would it not reduce your costs?"

Vincent Vil'm: "Surely it would save money if any specifications could be given in such

a manner that it could be checked up."

F. E. Morton: "Referring to these softer felts, if you had an instrument, for instance,

by which you could test it out in an easy way, would you use and depend upon it?"

Vincent Vilim: "I would want to cut a half dozen anyway."
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F E. Morton: "But if the instrument was correct, you would not have to cut to test
"

Vincent Vihm: » I think I would keep on doing it."
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Vincent Vilim: "The product of the American Felt Company is better. It is as good asany imported felt we have ever had, especially during the last two years

"

E. H. Allen: "The manufacturer and the felt maker have not gotten together because the
requirements of the various piano men are so different. The piano hammer coverer stands be-tween the felt manufacturer and the piano man. He has to get the best felt he can from felt
manufacturers; with it he tries to meet the particular requirement of each piano man. One
piano man wants a hammer with a very soft bass; another a firm bass; one will spend a lot oftime on his hammers and another doesn't want to give that much time. Much depends on theway the felt is handled by the hammer coverer. He cannot take any kind of felt and getgood results. He should have the proper felt in the first place. Probably the quality of the
felt as a whole has more to do with results than what the hammer coverer may do to the felt.We would hketofeel weare an important factor, but I do not believe any hammer coverer can take
poor felt and make a hammer which will give good tone results. We can take a piece of felt
that is not what it ought to be and tinker with it and get fair results. The hammer coverer
can take a mighty good piece of hammer felt and in his operation of covering the hammer, spoil
it The piano man can take a fine set of hammers and his tone regulator can very easily spoil
them if he doesn t handle them right. To illustrate, one piano concern that we made hammers
tor for a number of years made no complaints. Suddenly a complaint came that our hammers
were too hard in the bass; couldn't do anything with them. We had to change our specifica-
tions, even going back to the felt manufacturer. We found that the old tone regulator had gotten
drunk and had been fired, and the new man wanted something entirely different.

"The American Felt Company has no suggestions to force on the piano man as to the making
of hammers. It is purely custom business. We try to find out what each man wants and the
result he wants to obtain. The results we have to obtain depend not only on the felt itself
but also upon its handling. As Mr. Vilim stated, even the cutting has a great deal to do with it.

I think Mr. Vilim is right, you cannot force down into the mold much more felt than is dire-tly
under the point of your molding. All other felt will bulge out and go to the side. One gentle-
man has spoken of the size of the molding. The place for the hammer felt is on top. On the
other hand, the piano man likes to give the impression he is using a large, heavy hammer while
he is only using a light weight felt. If he wishes to make his hammer appear to be 14 pounds,
he says to the hammer man, make it so and so. A heavy looking hammer can be made with a
comparatively light felt. If he wants a better quality of hammer he can get that. It depends
on what the piano man wants and what he is willing to pay. We welcome any suggestions from
the piano man which will improve our product. We feel that our hammer felts manufactured
in America are very much better than they were a year or two ago. We have improved greatly
during the war and the American made felt today is probably better in every way than it ever
was before and I certainly feel that it at least compares favorably with any foreign make that
ever was used to any extent in this country."

W. E. Rammelkamp: "Is there any advantage in using hammers without underfelt?
We have many calls from abroad for hammers without any underfelt."

F. E. Morton: "If you will just postpone that question a few minutes,* I think we will
give you some real data.

Paul B. Klugh: "Referring to the pathetic case of the tone regulator that Mr. Allen spoke
of who was discharged, would it be out of place to suggest that after July 1st there will be no
more trouble of that nature?"

*Note: Tests with resiliometer after the session showed a higher resiliency in hammers
without underfelt.
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E. H. Allen: "I would merely like to say that while that may remove that particular

trouble of the hammer coverer, I am not at all sure it is going to be worth while."

F. E. Morton: "Perhaps the price of equipment may be deemed excessive.

"Mr. Allen brought out a point which is vital—the difference in actual requirements. There

is a point which has been overlooked, to some extent by the trade. I think the hammer makers

all will agree that one vital point is the resiliency of the hammer, the time it takes the hammer

to get away from the wire after it has struck. Certainly the hammer that gets away the quickest

is the most effective hammer. The degree of hardness and softness depends on the judgment

of the tone regulator. The all important factor to take into consideration, therefore, is the

resiliency of the wire—two bodies come together, the required resiliency of one depending largely

upon the resiliency of the other. The time of get-away is just as dependent upon the resiliency of

the wire it strikes as that of the hammer. A synchronization of the two will give the desired

result.

"The reason the tone regulator requires different degrees of hardness and softness in the

same scale is because he has different wire tensions. The reason why you have to have a softer

hammer in one part than in another is because you have a higher

tension in those parts. You must have a very soft hammer in the

bass, beginning with the first double, because your tension is abnor-

mally high at that point as compared with the plain wire adjoining it.

Assuming the same wire is used, a uniform tension throughout the

scale would demand a uniform degree of hardness or softness. That

is the vital factor. It is true and has been demonstrated that uni-

form tension does away with a very large part of the tone regulator's

work, even without special instructions to the hammer maker. Most

of the research work on that line has been done by a very difficult

process. If applied to an ordinary engineering plan it would have

been considered utterly impossible. The whole problem all the way

through has been presented without a single constant upon which to

base a calculation. No man, up to a short time ago, manufacturing

pianos (and I except so few as to be considered negligible), knows the tension of his entire

scale and therefore cannot draw up specifications for hammers based on the tension of his

scale, but I do know that when the tension is uniform no complex specifications are needed

for hammers. For a piano of uniform tension, maximum variation about four pounds, a set of

hammers was ordered from Mr. Vilim. No special orders were given as to the relative hardness

or softness of the bass, tenor or treble. That set of hammers was put on the piano, has never

been touched with a needle up to this date, and I will defy anyone to run over that scale and

find the miscellaneous vowel sounds incident to the average piano prior to tone regulation. You

can save time of your tone regulator by starting back a little farther, and the extra cost of change

in the scale to make this possible, will be absorbed in your saving in a very short time.

"These ideas are practical and if carried out would standardize specifications to the hammer

maker and eliminate this 'custom trade' business with its attendant expense to that extent.

Drawing your scale to a uniform tension gives a variation, if % numbered wire is used, of not

to exceed four pounds. The first string in the extreme treble should be of a length that will

give the required tension. Suppose you have four keys of number 13 wire and then begin on

133^, the first 133^ also should be of a length to give the required tension. The difference in

length of those notes lying between may be determined by semi-tone proportion. You will

find the formulae in the American Piano & Pipe Organ News, a copy of which will be forwarded

to you from any of our offices. Begin your first number 14 wire at a length giving required

tension, and figure the semitone proportion between the 13K and 14. Proceed throughout the

scale in like manner using half number to and including No. 16^. The tension on the stnngs

will not vary over four pounds from the set tension of the first one of each number. It is entirely

practicable to take the scale you are already using and change it. You will have to make a

slight change in your plate. You will absorb that added cost in a very short time in labor.

On next Wednesday evening I will have a uniform tension scale here to show you. I will

also have an equal tension scale, both grands, and I want you to be absolutely fearless in
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your denunciations if you have them—they have no friends, and you are perfectly free to
criticise.

"Further hammer making points will be brought out by the demonstration of the Resiliome-
ter invented by Mr. Stanley Widney, president of the Widney Company." (See Fig. 4, page 58.)

Stanley Widney: " I simply want to say we have perfected the instrument that will measure
values in felt. First comes the thickness. I have handled a good many hammers, and I know
there has never been any definite means of measuring hammer thickness because the edges curl

up on the treble. The next value is relative hardness and we have always relied on the human
touch, which is a variable. No two men have the same touch, nor one man the same at different

times of the day. The same applies to resiliency. It is a case of the human element—always
a variable. In getting out this instrument, we have been working about two years with the

best engineering talent that we could find. Mr. Brown has given us a great deal of help, and so

has Mr. Morton, as also have numerous engineers in war work and munitions. Mr. Bilhuber was
one of the first to develop the instrument and might now rightfully call it his 'baby.' He made
one statement here that leads me to believe that he has forgotten some of the tests he has made
with this machine—that drawing felt over the hammer makes it more resilient. He discovered

it was just the opposite. Those are the things we have run into, but when we got an instrument

which would really measure, we found we were wrong on many points. The chart Mr. Morton
has gotten out will simplify the matter all the way down the line.* It puts the whole matter

into figures that you can transmit and the other man can understand. There won't be any guess-

work. Of course it is always up to the felt manufacturer whether he wants to check himself up.

If he wants to he has the means. Most of the felt manufacturers are anxious to have this instru-

ment."

Geo. Lisk: "The function of the instrument, in short, is to establish a series of standards,

an intelligible language between the maker of felt, hammer maker and piano manufacturer. A
standard of thickness, hardness and resiliency will enable the felt man to produce a felt that can

be put into a hammer which in turn can be put into the piano with very little work on the part

of the tone regulator. In determining hardness the pressure we use is 100 lbs. to the square inch.

Some times we use as high as 3,000 lbs. to the square inch to determine the hardness of wood

fibre. We have weights representing ten, fifteen, twenty and thirty pounds. First we determine

the normal thickness of the material and note it (demonstrating); then apply the 10 lbs. weight,

noting the depression it makes, then the 15 lbs., then the 20, each time noting the amount of de-

pression. Now the full load of 100 lbs. is on. The normal thickness of this material is .279 in.;

under pressure it is .201 in. thick. Difference .078 in. In engineering terms we have meas-

ured the amount of energy we have applied."

Mr. Lisk then tested felts and hammers and explained in detail the method of making read-

ings. He also made and explained a graph of these readings, saying that while the graph is a

most convenient and comprehensive form of record, it is not essential.

F. E. Morton: "Everything in this work shows that error lies back of the tone regulator.

He is supposed to cover all the errors made before the piano comes to him. To stop that ex-

pense and prolong the life of the instrument we must go back to the original cause. First, in the

laying of a scale that does not require a lot of tone regulating; second, that the type and quality

of hammer be such as will give you the desired results without added work. If you pay more

for your hammer, don't forget the labor account you are not charged with on your pay roll."

F. Pfannstiehl: "Too much is left to the human element. You have mentioned there are no con-

stants. Let us get them. Let us start somewhere, from either end. Let us standardize con-

ditions. W7
e are all after the best tone. If it is a fact, as has been stated here, that hammers are

mutilated, let us do away with it. Let us do away with the human element by more modern

methods, and get the exact tension or whatever specifications may be necessary and then the

hammer maker can give exact specifications to the felt maker.
"

F. E. Morton: "Would you not say, in your judgment, that the superintendents of factories

would be interested to a point of activity?"

*Note: Tone regulator's chart, furnished complimentary by American Steel & Wire Company

upon application.
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F. Pfannstiehl: "They ought to be."

Geo. Lisk then spoke of the automobile industry—how they got together in just such an
informal conferences as this with the end in view of standardizing automobile parts, and gave some
interesting figures showing the economies effected.

F. E. Morton: "In all of the ideas of standardization that have been recommended or sug-
gested not one will result in a standardization of tone. Making scales of equal or uniform tension,
establishing standardization for hammers; standardization of measures for bearing, crowning, etc.,

through the entire piano, give even greater scope for individual expression of tone ideals than now
obtains. In player-pianos a tremendous amount of expense has been and will be saved by analo-
gous practices. Player actions with parts made special at added expense are unnecessary because,
with slight changes not affecting the instrument, they can be made standard. This is only one
part of a campaign we are waging, all to one purpose, the making of a better product at a lower
cost.

Piano Plates
April 9, 1919

F. E. Morton: "The subject for discussion this evening is plates, and this will take us, more or
less, into foundry practice. This is not the first time I have had the pleasure of a discussion on
plates, as it was a matter of daily occurrence in my office. This brought me in contact with the
methods and motives of the foundry man, and I believe that any failure to meet your needs has
been due to lack of understanding. The foundry man is willing to meet the manufacturer half

way. There also has been a failure on the part of the manufacturer to understand the possibili-

ties and limitations of foundry practice.

"One great enemy of the completed plate is internal stress, and if we can find means of ac-

quainting the foundry man with the needs of the trade and the manufacturers of pianos with the
cause and effect of internal stress, much will be accomplished for the good of both. Very little

change has been wrought in design, and few of the difficulties met by the foundry have been
remedied. While we don't look for a radical change beginning tomorrow morning we hope a
discussion will set us to thinking. Our progress should be evolutionary, not revolutionary."

Mr. Morton then introduced Mr. J. C. Wickham of the Wickham United Industries who said:

"I want to start by asking if any of you gentlemen have ever been tried for murder. I feel that
way now. This is the first opportunity I have ever had of meeting the piano technicians and I

want to express my appreciation. Mr. Morton said: 'Go as far as possible without offending
your customers. ' For the time being, we have no customers in this room, but tomorrow morning
when you get out your order book don't forget the Wickham Company. This is a wonderful op-

portunity for you men to know each other, and one of the best things for the progress of the
piano industry. Knowing your fellow man is one of the real big things of life. Co-operation in

plate making means everything, just as it does in every other line of industry. If this meeting will

result in you gentlemen taking up with your plate makers, whoever they may be, your prob-
lems, I will guarantee they will be able to overcome for you seventy-five per cent of your pres-

ent difficulties.

"Our customers have trouble with their plates. I have never yet heard of absolute perfection

in the works of mankind. Co-operation is necessary, but when you send a pattern of wood to

the foundry man and occasionally give reports, this is not co-operation. This is the only indus-

try I know in which the manufacturer, buying a special casting to be fitted to his product, does

not own and maintain his patterns.

"Our methods today are considered right only because they have existed for years; tomorrow
we will not tolerate them. I wish to sow a thought seed—individually come to us and we will

help you solve your plate problems. Let me tell you something of the general practice in our

commercial casting business. By commercial castings, I mean such as are used in automobiles,

tractors, electrical motors and bread making machines. In every one of those lines, the manu-
facturer owns and pays for the maintenance of his castings. The manufacturer carefully works
out with his engineers just what he wants and has it sketched. His corps of engineers figures

the stress and considers the uses and abuses to which it is put. After testing it out he adopts
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it as a standard. At a great expense to himself he rigs up that job to make it fool-proof. Later
someone may suggest a change. That change means real money and he must pay for the change.
Sometimes it means discarding entirely the old equipment at a great expense to himself. Com-
pare this practice with your own.

" During the past four or five years there has been a wonderful improvement in plate making.
Today we are just 'going over the top.' However, a perfect plate means proper equipment and
proper equipment costs money. The piano man has never paid or contributed his share toward
that proper equipment by paying for the producing and maintenance of patterns. The plate maker
has always been forced to pay for that equipment and he has been spending his own money
for the benefit of the piano manufacturer. Now what can the foundry man do but expend the
least possible money for that equipment which will enable him to get by and hold your business?

I only express this as constructive criticism. The piano manufacturer is not entirely to blame
for these conditions, because I don't believe it has ever been put up to him in the right man-
ner; when it is, he is going to give the plate maker full co-operation. It may appear that
we are talking for ourselves, but we are talking for the whole industry. We have a wide-
awake concern, men who want to do things in a modern way; it hurts us to be compelled
to do things as they were done twenty years ago, and with your assistance we will make plates

differently.

"A pattern is now sent to us from which we make an iron casting. If it does not come
straight, we have to file and change it—we footing the bill; then we sink it in the sand, make a
plate and send it to you. It is again returned to you after templet treating. That costs money.
Every hole drilled in the plate—the steel bushings for the templet—those bushings alone cost

on an average of five cents a piece. The pattern as sent to us is merely an idea that has not

been thoroughly tested out—has not been adjudged a scientific proposition that will produce
results. We make this plate without any assurance that this pattern will be adopted. We ask

how many plates you will take from this pattern. You do not know, as you must consider what
the merchant is going to demand also.

"Gentlemen, if the piano manufacturer cannot tell us how many castings he will take from

that pattern or whether or not it will be adopted as standard, how can the plate maker do other

than chance the least amount of money on your gamble? If a definite number of castings were

guaranteed from that pattern, we could make it in a different manner altogether. You may draw

a pattern by all the rules of science and we won't get exactly what you figure on. By drawing it

carefully you may get close to what you want. We make a plate according to design and in order

to get that plate with just the proper crown and no internal stress, it will take, on an average, no

less than six castings from the wood. Seven times out of ten, patterns that are made are not

correct. Another thing, the factory management and the purchasing department should co-

operate. As long as the club of price is held over the head of any supply man, he is influenced by

the thought that he may lose that business tomorrow on account of ten or twenty-five

cents. What we want and what you want as manufacturers, is confidence and co-operation.

This we stand ready to give."

F. E. Morton: " Before questions are asked, I would like to get. something specific before you.

I have advocated a uniform tension scale which is rather a compromise with the ultimate equal

tension, because it permits of changes in existing plates without much added expense, and I

thought perhaps you would like to have then visualized. This (indicating) is a uniform tension

scale— this (indicating) is an equal tension scale. The tension on the uniform tension scale is 160

lbs., carried through the treble as far as physical conditions permit, leaving the last plain wire of

a length which gives only 140 lbs. tension. The bass is 170 lbs. throughout. The change in the

design of that scale is shown in this blue print. In this last scale the tension on the first bass

double is the same as on the last plain wire and the tension graduates from the break up to 160

lbs. The object of the change is this—when that first uniform tension scale was put into a piano

the jump of thirty pounds in the tension required tone regulation. In this latter case no tone regu-

lation was necessary. The result was such a blending as results from the cello to the double

bass; it is gradual—does away with the 'break' and requires almost no tone regulating. I had

a set of hammers made with the same pressure throughout and practically no tone regulating

was necessary. These plates will be left here for your criticism and inspection. The casting of this
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plate (uniform tension) was reported by the foundry as being a very satisfactory plate to cast; only

one casting pattern was made. There are still some points which I think can be improved

upon, and I have asked Mr. C. Arthur Brown to make an analysis of this plate for your benefit.

"

C. Arthur Brown: "The number of strings in the extreme treble in the Uniform Tension

Scale, up to the first bar break, is 51, with a combined pull of 8,160 lbs.

"There are 54 strings in the treble section, between the first and second bars, exerting a com-

bined pull of 8,640 lbs.

" In the tenor section, between the second bar and the break, there are 72 strings with a com-

bined pull of 11,520 lbs. The combined pull of these 177 strings in the extreme treble, treble and

tenor sections is 28,320 lbs.

"Based on the hammer line the angles of pull' of these various strings vary slightly from one

another, but the general direction is approximately the same, not varying more than seven

and one-half degrees from the mean angle from the base line of the hammers. Not to clutter up

the records with too fine distinctions, we can regard the pull as in one direction. In figuring

the pull of the strings we have assumed an equal tension of 160 lbs. per string. This is more than

really exists but we need not take the lower tensions into consideration.

" In the bass section there are 17 doubles and 12 singles, all exerting their pull in a general di-

rection common to themselves; but this general direction varies about 50 degrees from the mean
of the extreme tenor section. The combined pull of the 34 strings in the double section amounts

to 5,440 lbs. and that of the 12 singles to 1,920 lbs. or a combined pull in the bass section of

7,360 lbs., assuming the same tension as in the treble and tenor sections, which will be suffi-

ciently accurate for our purpose.

"The combined pull of all strings would therefore be approximately 35,680 lbs. If all these

strings exerted their pull in exactly the same direction, the total crushing force would be readily

carried by a short member having one square inch

of cross section. (Fig. 5.)

"The cross section of metal in A is 1.64 sq.

inches; B—1.09 sq. in.; C—1.64 sq. in.; D—0.93

sq. in.; E—1.09 sq. in.; F—1.40 sq. in.; G—1.25

sq. in., and H—1.56 sq. in., total 10.60 sq. in.

"While these bars or struts act largely as

compression members, they also act in torsion

and bending. From a strict engineering view-

point they, as found in this plate, are not of the

most economical form. A lesser quantity of

metal, properly placed, would make a plate

equally strong and more rigid; a modified T or

L shaped strut would give greater strength and

rigidity with less metal.

"The struts not only serve to keep the hitch

pin end from moving towards the tuning pin end

in a direct line, but also to keep the plate as a

whole from buckling inwardly toward the sound-

ing board.

"This tendency to buckle is not so pronounced at the hitch pin end as at the tuning pin end

as the angle of pull away from the horizontal at the tuning pin end is as high as 28 degrees in the

tenor section while the angle acting over the bridge is relatively much smaller, being only about

five degrees.

"The largest turning movement is on the fulcrum point at the plate bearing, the force ex-

erted on the agraffe, exerting itself upwardly, is the largest force acting upwardly and the bars

must be so designed as not only to care for this but also keep the hitch pin and tuning pin ends

rigid in their positions.

"Thus these bars must resist not only an upward but a longitudinal thrust. Due to the va-

rious angles of pull, they must also resist a torsional or twisting movement, created partially all

through the scale but particularly by the overlay.

Fig. 5.
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"This torsional thrust is cared for by the members D and E more particularly but to a smaller
extent also by A and to a still smaller and largely negligible extent by F.

"While this plate is of excellent design, generally speaking, a better placement of metal un-
questionably would give equal strength and rigidity with a considerably smaller weight of iron
materially reducing the cost of the plate. I do not consider myself qualified to say what the ef-
fect of the lighter plate would be on the tonal quality, but as far as my knowledge goes it should
not interfere with the tone quality, but improve it.

"All of the struts could be reduced in height and thickness and a smaller amount in the web at
the bottom. One thing particularly noticeable in this plate and also the equal tension plate, is that
you have an absolutely clear bridge which needs no cutting. The bars all clear the bridge nicely.

"

F. E. Morton: "On the member marked D, is there a torsion or other than direct stress and, if

so, what direction does it take?"

C. Arthur Brown: "That would come from the strings in the tenor section traveling to the
hitch pin and these two forces acting across one another.

"

F. E. Morton
:

" In general plate casting I find that the member D has such a torsion as when
broken to give a positive twist, and this detracts from its tonal value. At what point in the plate
would action be taken to remedy that?"

C. Arthur Brown: "The probabilities are that this being a lighter member than these others
it cools more rapidly and when this has set firmly, these members have not set, therefore when
the plate is cooled an internal stress obtains, the effect of which is expressed in the member D.

"

F. E. Morton: " Is there a mass of metal at any other point which by elimination would make
that torsion less?"

C. Arthur Brown: "If all these members were constructed with less metal it would have
a tendency to take the strain off of that.

"

F. E. Morton: "Please note the nose bolt in the second treble bar. In your judgment, is

that necessary?"

C. Arthur Brown: "I do not think so."

F. E. Morton: " If that nose bolt were necessary, would it not argue a bad design of plate?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Yes, sir."

Mark P. Campbell : "Would nose bolts strengthen it in any place, based on figures you present,

of stress and strain?"

C. Arthur Brown: "If improperly designed they are necessary. I don't think in this par-

ticular case they are needed. If this member were heavier or the other members lighter, I think

the nose bolt could be taken out."

F. E. Morton: "I made a piano from a plate just like it and did not put in nose bolts. It

was checked up very carefully, position of strings, board and plate noted and no buckling was

found."

Mark P. Campbell: "From an engineering standpoint, would you say a plate of different di-

mensions could be made of sufficient strength to carry the strain without any artificial assistance?"

C. Arthur Brown: " I think possibly the holding down on the rim of the plate may be assisted

slightly by the wood. I never investigated sufficiently to say.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "Where rupture occurs, would you add more metal?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Adding or taking away an internal stress may be brought about by too

much mass at one point and may be responsible for rupture of the plate."

Mark P. Campbell: "How are those internal stresses caused?"

C. Arthur Brown: "By unequal cooling."

Mark P. Campbell: "How can that be overcome?"

C. Arthur Brown: "By heat risers—retarding the cooling of some portions.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "Would that be called artificial?"

C. Arthur Brown: "It is foundry practice."

F. Pfannstiehl: "Would it be better to use heat risers or would it be better practice to re-

construct the design of the plate?"

C. Arthur Brown: " Reconstruct your plate and save money.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "The piano manufacturer is not so experienced in matters pertaining to

plates as the foundry man. Could he give us known factors or proper proportions?"
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C. Arthur Brown : "I should think very close co-operation between the plate foundry man and
piano man would bring about a decidedly better practice by both."

F. Pfannstiehl: " Is anything known to the scientific man that will better determine the uni-

form shrinkage of plates?"

C. Arthur Brown: " I think I should defer to the plate maker on that. It can be controlled

by analysis. It is impossible for any man to put a casting into sand of such a size and have a

hundred come out uniform. They are not poured into just the same sand at the same tempera-

ture. There are a number of factors besides the composition of metal, which would exert an in-

fluence.
"

F. E. Morton: "The general shrinkage is known. "

C. Arthur Brown: "Yes, and there are variations which cannot be accounted for. I would
like to ask in relation to the metal which you use in your plate work—is there any secret in its

composition or is it a fine quality of gray iron?"

J. C. Wickham: "There are no secrets in our business. We use the best iron we can get

by chemical analysis."

Mark P. Campbell: "Do you make or would you make wooden patterns?"

J. C. Wickham: "We have never been called upon to make wooden patterns; however, it

would be a pleasure to take your drawing, construct a wooden pattern, from that an iron pattern,

give it all the tests and furnish you with a casting from the casting pattern. That involves an

expenditure of money and we would want some guaranty of business from that expenditure."

Mark P. Campbell: " In making that pattern from a drawing—you first measure the tension

of the strings— what would be your practice?

"

J. C. Wickham: "We know the strength of the iron. We would make a pattern from the

drawing—then a casting."

Mark P. Campbell: "Would you figure on the resistance necessary for the combined strain of

the strings that come directly on the plate at angles— lines of resistance?"

J. C. Wickham: "We would be glad to do that. We have often changed patterns to overcome

difficulties where we had the necessary things to do it with."

C. Arthur Brown: "There are a large number of changes made in plates, are there not, that

are sent to you for manufacture, from time to time?"

J. C. Wickham: "We make changes.
"

J. R. Lang: "When you look over a wooden pattern, and you see too much iron, do you make
a change in the wooden pattern before making the casting?"

J. C. Wickham: "Occasionally."

Mark P. Campbell: "Do you recommend to your piano manufacturers changes that you see

or do you analyze it from a scientific standpoint with a view to making a plate satisfactory?"

J. C. Wickham: "Generally speaking, we have not found that our trade has been in a mood to

receive such suggestions."

Mark P. Campbell: " Did you find that out by making suggestions?"

J. C. W'ickham: "We have. We sometimes make a change and say nothing about it.

"

Mark P. Campbell: " Is that based on the spirit of co-operation?"

J. C. Wickham: " Based on the desire to protect ourselves.

"

Mark P. Campbell :
" Do you think if the trade were more receptive you would be in position

to make suggestions for changes beneficial to the plate?"

J. C. Wickham: "We would work hand in glove with the piano manufacturer whenever a new

scale came out."

Mark P. Campbell: " Is the cause analyzed when plates break?"

J. C. Wickham: "Yes."

Mark P. Campbell: "Sometimes factory defects and sometimes pattern defects?
"

J. C. Wickham: "Plenty of faults in the foundry practice; sometimes the buck is passed.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "You spoke of co-operation being of importance, but do you mean it

would be a better practice for you to make all the wooden patterns?"

J. C. Wickham: " It has never been tried out. Personally, I am for breaking away from the

things that have ruled and ruined us for years, but they must come about gradually. A better

method cannot be decided offhand; it takes time, but I think that wonderful results could be
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accomplished by starting now with a little co-operation. If you make a pattern, call in the foundryman and talk over things with him." y

Mark P. Campbell: "Is the average foundry man in position to show him scientifically the
stresses that are necessary on an even tension scale from point to point?

"

J. C. Wickham: " If he is not it is because he has never been called upon to do it before He
would quickly put himself in shape to do these things and with proper encouragement he would
get up a department that would take care of it."

Mark P Campbell: "You would be willing to inaugurate an engineering department if your
business would warrant it in volume?"

J. C. Wickham: "It would be our dream realized."

F E. Morton: "If you organized a Service Department, in your judgment would the financial
cost of the plate to the purchaser be increased or decreased? "

J. C. Wickham: " It would be hard to say. What the piano manufacturer wants to do is to
make a better instrument at the same price or the same instrument at a lower price. Offhand I

would say they would be no higher in price.

"

F. E. Morton: " In other lines the cost has been reduced both to the manufacturer and cus-
tomer.

"

C. Arthur Brown: " If the ordinary plate is too heavy now and if a better placement of metal
is made, would there not be a saving there?

"

J. C. Wickham: "There would be a saving. I was speaking of the cost of manufacture, not of
material."

F. E. Morton: "You could get greater production yourself working on correct lines with the
same labor.

"

J. C. Wickham: "We have increased production but there is always the human equation.
We make a practice of sharing our saving.

"

F. E. Morton: "With good sane practice resulting in a lesser quantity of rejections for any
reason, a possibility of organizing because of known conditions—could you not with the same force
of men turn out a greater amount of product?

"

J. C. Wickham: "Yes, I would think that that would be the case, but it is impossible to say
absolutely, as we have not been able to try it.

"

F. E. Morton: " If the conditions are right the benefits are mutual. It is this mutual benefit

I am trying to bring to your attention. If the manufacturer turns over the making of patterns

and plates to you, it relieves him of a certain amount of experimenting and work and if done
in quantity by you, and you have a big enough clientele to warrant it, would it not be of advantage
to the manufacturer? On the other hand, having the practice well defined in your own foundry, I

believe your own organization could turn out more work. If this is the case and both stand to

profit, the division of the cost would be fair. I have made a dozen or so patterns in my shop and
I know the cost. I know that a pattern turned over to a foundry without a thorough understanding,

makes you unnecessary expense; if an understanding obtained that expense would be eliminated.

"

C. Arthur Brown: "What is the relative difference in quality of the plate made by hand
molding and that by machine molding as regards uniformity?"

J. C. Wickham: "To my positive knowledge no plates have been made by machine molding

and put up for such criticism as the customer would put who does not manufacture his own
plate."

F. E. Morton: "You want to be sure of your plate before machine molding?"

J. C. Wickham: "You can throw back on the plate maker today plates you would ac-

:ept if you were conducting your own foundry. Plate makers have never had the pleasure

}f producing plates by machine.

"

F. E. Morton: "What is a fair factor of safety? Given a ten tons pull, what should the re-

sistance be for a general practice?
"

J. C. Wickham: " I would say in a piano plate the factor of fifty per cent by estimate.

"

F. E. Morton: "In general foundry practice on castings of like nature, what is the factor

>f safety?"

C. Arthur Brown: " It depends altogether on what use the casting is put to. It would run as

ligh as three, maybe two for general work."
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Mark P. Campbell: "As you study the piano plate, what would you say?"

C. Arthur Brown: " I would say three on that, on account of the vibration to which the plate

is subjected in action."

F. E. Morton: "Given an upright plate in the factory under greater tension than the final

requisite. In transportation a jolt breaks a bar. Could you not say that was caused by internal

stress?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Certainly, it is internal stress.

"

F. E. Morton: "
I have found it true in all cases of transportation breakage. Whenever you

find a member broken you will find that one side of that member has departed from the other,

whether it is turned, pulled away or has dropped below the other. It had tension before it had

a load—almost as great as the factor of safety. In making a plate, should not the factor of safety

take into account the internal stress of the plate?"

C. Arthur Brown: "It should. I believe Mr. Campbell asked me a question a while ago.

Maybe I answered more loosely than I should. In regard to a member breaking, whether it would

not be wise to add additional metal to that member? I think that that one thing ought to be em-

phasized strongly. It is not the lightness that ordinarily cau&es it to break, it is caused by an un-

due tension on another member.

"

F.E.Morton: "Two or three points have come up that have a bearing on this question. In the

old three string square piano, up in the treble was a light piece of plate or web at the curve. We
used to call it the 'harp' of the plate. It was considered weak because it did not have as much

metal as other points. One experience I recall was of the manufacturer of a large three string

square. While no breakage had taken place in several years, he decided there should be more

metal there., so he had an additional amount put there and immediately there developed a 'howl' in

the strings opposite that point. It made smooth tuning impossible. They therefore added more

metal; the 'howl' was just as disturbing and a half dozen plates broke. More metal was put in

and I know personally that in the first three pianos sent out the plates broke at that point. I

have since seen the same thing done to uprights and grands. Increasing the mass of metal and

using heat risers is not sufficient to overcome unequal cooling. In a plate where breakage occurs,

the chances are the member that breaks is not the offending member. The problem is to locate

excess of metal. There are numerous places in this plate which can be improved. Every rise

in this plate is followed correspondingly on the back. This rise is hollow underneath.

"On this scale (equal tension scale) made for a manufacturer, some of his ideas were embodied.

There is more metal in this plate than in the other. A great deal of this could be taken out with

benefit. As to the effect tonally, I have been told by manufacturers that the taking out of metal

from plates injured the tone. I have never heard a satisfactory explanation of this. The only

function of the bearing of the string on the plate bearing is the return of energy. If the plate is

not elastic, if it is rigid and does not give, it cannot interfere with tonal value. Putting felt here

(indicating strings bearing between bridge and hitch pins) indicates that something is wrong.

If made right the bearing would be on the plate and not on a felt bearing. Disturbance of the

felt results, so part of the energy put on the key is expressed in heat instead of sound. Taping

strings is covering a fault which exists in design. Anything you do that contacts elastic material

with strings or sounding board takes just that much from the tonal value of the instrument.

There can be no exception to that rule.

" Now in uprights of today there is one great error and I think every manufacturer knows it.

The treble bar comes down in such a line as requires cutting away part of the bridge. This

is absolutely unnecessary, as the bar can be carried across to clear the bridge and still not come out

far enough to interfere with the action. There is a point where the foundry and piano men should

get together. When you cut your bridge at that point you are affecting everything on a line of

sounding board grain with that down to about middle C.

"

F. Pfannstiehl: "As to removing metal, where would you add the metal removed from the

bottom of the brace—to the sides?"

F. E. Morton: "I made a different line of resistance. I don't mean to say that you could

take your present pattern and follow that out. I would say that the bar could be carried in the

same line as at present and on the bottom form an inverted T, carry it above the string line and

not interfere with the strings or the bridge.
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Now that the export business becomes attractive, there are upright scales I know that can
dispense with back posts to a point which will increase profits in transportation as well as material
Consult your plate maker as to the possibility of such strengthening of the plate by flanges to make
it sufficient for the work. Make the wrest plank practically part of the plate and you will have a
point from which to work, resulting in the removal of back posts if the plate is right In a 4 ft
8 in. upright it was desired to place some mechanism in the back of the instrument and I was asked
what could be done to give room and whether it would be possible to use certain space without in-
jury to the instrument. I found a well flanged plate, lines of direction good, and ordered the back
posts out; after considerable argument one was made without back posts. Every man that
touched it stood off, apparently in fear of an explosion. That was five years ago. No plate has
broken and no change was made in the plate. No trouble of any kind developed, due to the lines
of stress on the plate and flanges.

"No matter how large your scale, even if a 10-foot grand, you can carry out the uniform or equal
tension, and the strings will be of the same length down to the compromising point, as in the scale
of a five-foot grand. I don't know of a reason why any piano should have a limited bass—why it
should not be 27, 29, 31 or 33 notes, if necessary to bring about proper lengths in the plain wire
at the break, nor in a larger instrument why you should not have 12 or 13 notes in the bass I
know from experiments that excellent results can be had in small grands and uprights by extending
the bass to 31, if necessary. Extend it to a point to get sufficient tension on your last plain wire.
The break always has been the point of sacrifice, but there is no necessity for having the location
of that break emperical.

^

" In order to have one constant for securing proper hammer resilience, we must first know the
resilience of the wire. In making a uniform tension scale, I took our Perfected and Crown wire,
made tests extending over several months and found that at 165 lbs. no change had occurred in
the molecular structure of the wire after a test equal to six years' wear. This was determined
by micro-photography. A slight change was observed at 175 lbs. From 160 to 170 lbs. gives
the best acoustical and mechanical results and the mechanical results alone will pay well.
Bring down the tension, particularly the first four wound strings. There is a difference in
the treatment of plain wire and a wound string because onlv the core wire can energize the
bridge."

Mark P. Campbell: " May I ask what you consider the relation of the rim to the plate, from a
standpoint of resistance?"

C. Arthur Brown: "Added rigidity."

Mark P. Campbell: "Could that be measured by thickness through?"
C. Arthur Brown: "I hardly know. I should say that it could. That is a question I have not

gone into.

"

Mark P. Campbell :
" It has been customary to make rims for grands about as that one appears

there. I am wondering if because of custom or because of scientific measurement. "

C. Arthur Brown: "I would not feel qualified to answer without further study."

Mark P. Campbell: "It forms an anchor for the plate—on what basis, if not tradition, is

it made that way?"
Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What effect would the flange have? Suppose you had a flange on an

upright, would it affect the stra'n on that particular cross piece which has torsion?
"

F. E. Morton: "I took it off, not because of the metal but because of a different direction

of bracing."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: " I think it was custom. I have seen grands made where the rim was three-

quarters of an inch thick, three ply.

"

F. E. Morton: "I have known cases where they went farther than that and built up a very

heavy case as well.

"The sounding board requires a broad enough bearing to give it absolute rigidity. If at-

tached to something elastic you would have a force working counter to that on the bridge. Per-

sonally I know of no reason for a thick heavy rim.
"

Mark P. Campbell: " I was speaking of the depth.

"Would you say, Mr. Brown, that in a small grand, properly strung to international pitch, it

would change position, buckle?"
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F. E. Morton: "Having watched that very carefully, I can say that all the changes in position

were accounted for by the sounding board."

Mark P. Campbell: "How did you arrive at your decision?"

F. E. Morton: "By micrometer measurements; position of plate; position of the bar and of

certain set wires throughout, over a constant."

Mark. P. Campbell: "As a result of your experimenting, you would say there is a waste in our

laminated structure?"

F. E. Morton: " I should say so, if that is a fair representative of the idea.

"

Mark P. Campbell: '

' It would be a fair one if made as nearly alike as it is possible to make
plates.

"We have made some very interesting experiments in our factory on the rim. We drew

strings up to such a degree that they became worthless, to get the exact resistance of plate and rim

and found that there is a great waste, and that practice has been followed for years in making of

backs; from a selling point it could be pointed out as a great weakness.

"

F. E. Morton: "One other point I want to get an opinion on is the relation of the flange on the

back of the upright plate under the wrest plank. Have you found it necessary?
"

F. Pfannstiehl: " I made a plate pattern and instead of having the flange run clear across, I

had three bearing points of one inch each. I couldn't see any difference."

F. E. Morton : "Is there any reason why you should not take those three points out?
" If the wrest plank were made part of the plate by rigid bolting the flange could not function,

could it?"

F. Pfannstiehl: "No, if the wrest plank were bolted to the plate as one member."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "There would be danger of bolt shrinkage. The flange would hold it."

F. Pfannstiehl: "With the elimination of the flange on the plate, could more uniform castings i

be made?"

J. C. Wickham: "Why not determine whether the flange is necessary? Yes, it would be

more uniform. You could locate your points to set your plate more quickly. Suppose you got

that back flange in proper relation to tuning pins, etc., would your wrest plank be absolutely ac

curate?"

F. Pfannstiehl: "We would fit it to make it so.

"

Wm. Ruhenbeck: " It can be done, but it takes about a half day.

"

J. C. Wickham: " If you take the back flange off the plate you can set your wood bearings by

a templet with relation to your wrest plank with sufficient accuracy, put a large templet on your

plate, marking end holes for tuning pins and hitch pins; then you could take any plate without back

flange and you could throw that on the back. You could line up your pins for wood bearings and

locate the position of your plate by locating those tuning pin and hitch pin holes and every one be

the same. Now the back flange on your plate is not accurate unless machined. If you fit the

back with absolute accuracy, that is an extra expense."

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "The piano can stand just as well without a flange."

F. E. Morton: "Would you say it was useless?"

Wm. Ruhenbeck: " If a piano goes to the tropics, it is better to have the flange.

"

F. E. Morton: "That would indicate a fault somewhere else.

"

J. C. Wickham: "Why is the back flange of use?"

Wm. Ruhenbeck: "An insurance against plate shrinking in extreme climatic conditions."

F. E. Morton: "Having found three points were sufficient, would not the result of cutting

out more metal be a profitable move?"
F. Pfannstiehl: "I do it. If three are not enough, you might want five. It is a question of

experimenting whether an inch is enough. I put my contact right behind the bars, figuring that

the bars are carrying a big percentage of the strain.

"

J. C. Wickham: "Does the back flange carry any strain?"

F. Pfannstiehl : "I am sure it does.

"
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Small Grands

April 16, 1919

Mr. Morton introduced the subject as follows:

"We have taken up the principal materials entering into piano building and brought out such

>ints as are supposed to give us a knowledge of their possibilities and limitations. Having had

mind the assembling of these materials, the relation of one material to another largely has

:en covered.

"You will recall a statement made by Mr. Wickham at the last meeting. 'We have not al-

lys found that the members of the trade have been in a mood to receive such suggestions.'

lis he gave as a reason for not having offered assistance or co-operation on certain lines. In a

easure that has been true in my experience. Very reputable firms here in New York have re-

nted my statement of a Natural Law. I am willing to go before a notary and swear that neither

e company I serve nor myself had anything to do with the making of that Law. The trade

ing built upon traditions, we apparently resent having such traditions placed in jeopardy by a

atement of Natural Law.

"When a man says, ' I am going to have my first bass string, 27 B, 50 inches long and I am
ing to use No. 18 core wire, covered with No. 34 covering wire, and I know it is right, there is

ithingleft other than to point out the law that tension is directly as the square of the length and

.rectly as the weight, and therefore if he draws it up to 300 lbs. he must find steel wire No. 18

iuge, having an elastic limit above 300 lbs. So far that has not been made. And I will say

rther that when it is made, no matter of what material, and drawn to 300 lbs. tension, a stiffness

11 result which will cause that string when struck to break into small segments, for it cannot

Drate as a whole.

"The trade interest today centers largely in the small grand piano. The difficulty has been

e limitations affecting length of string. If, however, I have only twenty-seven notes in the bass,

ey must be of such a length as will give a rational and reasonable tension at which a wire will vi-

ate naturally as a whole, producing a full fundamental. This is in accordance with Natural Law,

lid we cannot violate this law without getting poor tone quality. There is nothing to prevent us

ving an overstrung bass of more than 27 notes. It is not essential that we hold to 27 notes and

en try to compel the supply trades to meet the demands necessitated by this error. Keep in mind

at the greatest difficulty has been found at the break, and that it is the shortness of the last plain

re, rather than any part of the overstrung bass which has caused this difficulty. In my opinion,

e first doubles of the small grand have proved better in short than in larger grands. The posi-

•>n of the bridge has necessitated shortening these strings in the small grand, lessened the tension

;d forced the maker to give a better tone. That does not help the last plain wire very much.

e must have a given length there in order to utilize a proper gauge of wire. It takes much more

lergy to set this board in vibration when acted upon at the rim than farther toward the center,

1 us requiring a larger gauge wire. The reason we use a larger gauge of wire as we approach the bass

because of the greater energy required. Don't, under any circumstances, conclude that with a

iger string we can justify by the use of a smaller core wire. Note this bridge, remembering that

lie purpose is to energize the board from this point, (indicating point near rim.)

Iippose I were to put a No. 14 core wire in there to reduce my tension. I will have

•sufficient energy, and the tone regulator, to make it uniform, must harden the hammer.

)u can induce a mode of vibration on a small wire with a hard hammer and increased energy

actically the same as by striking a larger gauge stiff wire with a softer hammer and a lighter

dw—or by the aid of the tone regulator. Seven out of eight queries coming to me from men

gaged in designing new scales or reconstructing old ones are based on that one point.

"The grand piano prior to, we will say, four or five years ago was a 'specialty.' Prior to that

ne I never heard a piano manufacturer admit that he made money on grand pianos. The an-

er is quantity production. It is much cheaper to pass the work down the line to the workmen,

r instance, than to bring the workmen to the job. I know makers who are building grand pianos
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complete practically on one spot. Going to the other extreme we find the endless chain system c

assembling, similar to the Ford method."

J. R. Lang: "What is the value of the agraffe over that of the suspension bridge bearing? \

F. E. Morton: "A rigid retention of the string at one point. The distance from one bearing t

the other is the issue. For instance, we will say here is a rate of vibration of 200 per second. Th

hammer strikes the wire forcing it to the bar; it flies back 200 times per second. A measurl

of the intensity of that sound will show a variation in intensity every 1-200 of a second unti

the vibrations have decreased in amplitude very materially. With the agraffe it is not so a\

parent."

W. C. Hepperla: "Will a grand piano, with the same length of string as an uprigr

with same sounding board area, have an increased tone over an upright?"

F. E. Morton :
" If you mean volume, no.

'

'

W. C. Hepperla: "How big a factor is the sounding board area?"

F. E. Morton :
" Not so great as is usually considered. I think your company has demonstr;

ted that fully. In this uniform tension scale the working sounding board would not compai

unfavorably in size with that of a bass guitar. I can go still further and say that prol

ably 225 square inches could be taken from that board and not affect its volume one particn

provided the space vacated were used for the obtaining of a greater rigidity. The vital fact<

is the rigidity with which the sounding board is retained in its position.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Is it not the sensitiveness of the board itself rather than the size whic

determines the volume?"

F. E. Morton: " Responsiveness depends on several factors—the principal one being rigidit

of retention."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Your string starts the vibrations, and the sounding board merely rein

forces those by responding sympathetically to the vibration of the string. The better the n

sponse the greater the volume and the better the quality.

"

F. E. Morton: "How would you value the sounding board of a harp as compared with tr

piano?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "
I have not studied the harp and do not understand much about it.

"

F. E. Morton: " In the piano the board is depressed by the bearing and in the harp it is raise

by the tension of the strings.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "
I don't know that that would make much difference so long as the prop<

relation of the strings to the board is observed.

"

F. E. Morton: "I have never had the pleasure of working that out on the harp,

think it would be interesting and might demonstrate that the longitudinal vibration of the strirj

in the harp enters into sounding board responsiveness.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Responsiveness depends upon its particular position. You must ha\

tension on any vibrator but that tension should not be greater in one direction than another. T\

vibrator itself should not be pushed in one direction more than in another."

F. E. Morton: " Responsiveness of the board in the piano is changed by the bearing.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey; "Bearing has much to do with it, but numerous other facto*

also enter into that. The down pressure against the board caused by contact of the strinj

through tension should not overcome the responsiveness of the board.

"

F. E. Morton: "
I have in my office a model of a bridge with what is practically an agraffe ir

stead of staggered bridge pins; the application of which would not require a crowned board.

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " I do not believe the crowned board is absolutely essential.

"

F. E. Morton: " It is not necessary to crown it more than one way.

"The model I refer to worked beautifully. I think if the agraffe did not have as much met;

as the regular agraffe it might afford interesting results. If an up and down bearing could be ha.

crowning would be unnecessary. I am not prepared to state it will work, but think the exper

ment is well worth trying.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "That was common practice years ago with one manufacturer.

"

F. E. Morton: "Did they also crown?"

J.R.Lang: "They did."

F. E. Morton: "That would spoil it."
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Mark P. Campbell: " Is it not a fact that the trade as a whole regarded the grand piano up

within a few years ago only from a certain standpoint, that of length? Beyond that it was im-

Dssible in the mind of the trade.

"

F. E. Morton: "Yes sir. The grand was not popularized by advertising. I recall an adver-

pement a few years ago picturing a grand piano, played upon by a great and well known artist. In

little cloud scene above was a vision of angels. That would convey to the person who saw it the

npression that perhaps once in a generation some person would be born who could play on a

and piano. This would in no way tend to popularize the grand with the great buying public,

/hen I see such ads as yours—and I have also seen others—of a grand piano in a living room with

te children playing on it, it became at once in my mind a home proposition. I look upon the

nail grand piano as the forerunner of a big business in grands. The market for concert grands,

x foot grands and larger, is going to be increased tremendously by the popularizing of the five

>ot grand."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "What is the relative demand at present of grands and ordinary uprights?"

Mark P. Campbell: "Well, Doctor, I might answer that question by giving you a little his-

Dry. I think it will be in order. Up to six years ago the grand piano product in our industry

as about 9,000; relatively speaking, that is a very small percentage compared with about

30,000 players and uprights. The trade has used the grand piano ever since the first one was over-

rung, in 1856, as a prestige builder. Manufacturers have not specially cared to build grands,

abinet makers disliked to build cases because of the uncertainty of the size of scale. A few cases

ould be made and then the maker would change the model. It has always seemed to me that in

le natural evolution of piano building the small grand would have followed the square but the

lanufacturers brought the upright in and continued to use the grand as a prestige builder, pre-

mting it as a superior instrument. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been spent by manu-

icturers and dealers presenting it as the superior piano. We look for it on the concert stage; in

le best homes; we find them in the studios, but there it hc.s stopped. Reducing the size has had

pmething to do with popularizing the small grand, bringing it into a position where it could

ecome a home piano. The dealer in the past has not shown the grand piano. A customer coming

lto the warerooms had to ask to see grand pianos, if he wanted to see one; he was always shown the

prights. The grand pianos that were in use up to a few years ago have been bought—not sold,

t is only within the past few years that the small grand has come into the field, come in large, and

iken its proper place. The public has looked upon the purchase of a grand as an outlay of from

700 to $1 ,000. Purchasing uprights, in each case the lady would say when shown grand pianos:

Are they not beautiful? Some day I hope to own one; we have not room for it.' Size as well as

tjice held it back. Now that the smaller grand has been proved, they want the grand and the

iture for the grand is going to be very large. We see it, and dealers say, 'Our territory is not a

irand territory.' As a matter of fact New York was not a grand piano market, nor many other

jtrge cities I could mention. How could they be when less than 9,000 were distributed over the

runtry? The manufacturers have been to blame for it, not the public. The dealers when they

lid, 'Our territory is not a grand territory,' also said the same with regard to the player pianc

nd it was only through the persistent efforts of the manufacturers that the player got in. The

ealers resisted the upright. It is a fact that if some of the leaders in manufacturing pianos had

ad their way there never would have been an upright built to sell for less than $500. But there

ame into the field pianos that could be sold for much less and we found a new market in the fami-

!es and homes of people who wanted pianos for various reasons.

"It was an education, and so we increased our business tremendously; the same condition is

icing us in the small grand, and I venture to say that the smaller grand is going to supersede- up-

ght pianos— not by evolution but on the basis of careful study and canvass of the buying public.

;had this opportunity while directing manager of a large retail business and part of our system de-

landed that I should meet every customer. I studied them and spoke about grands and was sure,

'hen we started this business, that the small grand piano, if it could be built at a price that would

leet the buying public, would be a big seller, and we talked 3,000 grands a year, a third of all

uilt; we were looked upon with some suspicion as to our sanity. Now we talk about 10,000 grands,

ut on the right basis. Our first pianos were not built any cheaper than any other grands. But

re established a price based on labor and material on an output of 2,000 grands. One large
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concern I know of at that time was building 100 or 150 grands a year, and didn't want to increas

their business; it was a nuisance in the factory because they did not get up to the point where the;

could use proper machinery to build in quantities and organize their labor for such productior

There must be a standardization and a quantity output must be reached before one can appl

those rules of manufacture. We found in our industry a dreadful waste. Take an action factor;

where they have a hundred customers and you will find at least 90 different actions in that factory

none of which differences have a bearing on tone; no added selling value but only a tremendou

waste.
" In supplies, we are, as a rule, an independent business. We take the raw material and pro

duce the finished product and are not dependent on supplies like many other manufacturers

With that independence lies the great importance of production. Our wholesale price was no

based on the cost when we began; if we had we would not have sold. We had to base the price ti

meet the public demand.

"I remember asking a key maker to figure on 2,000 sets and he said, 'You will have to wai

a day or so because I have never figured on more than two dozen sets at a time.' That cannot b

an economical basis on which to manufacture. We are referred to as ' specialists' on grands. W
are, as our factories are devoted solely to their manufacture, and we are in a position to study th

market for grands. We are merchandizing an art product—selling it to the public. We ar«

making it to stand and to wear, and it is durable. We are constantly minimizing the cost of pro

duction and applying new methods. Every one is welcome to come to our factory. A grea

many manufacturers are using our methods. It is a better method and more economical to appl?

the board. Then comes the selling proposition and we come to the real meat in the cocoanut-

the buying public. What is the market? How can it be presented through creative advertising

Creating a desire, that is the advertising man's great forte and the best advertising men are abl

to put in printer's ink things that create interest followed by a desire and consumated by a sale

That is the grand piano business today and its future is tremendous. The sooner manufacturer

get bigger production (we think we are about five years ahead) the better we will like it— w<

welcome them and want the competition. We had to make our own at first; in a gingerly way thi

dealers asked us to send one, now these same dealers are sending for them in car lots. The]

allowed this business to go to the nearest big cities for years. We must necessarily put into ou

construction all the thought and all the science of proper piano building and also put into it th<

practice of selling a completed article.

"

F. E. Morton: " I may say that the optimism which was expressed by Mr. Campbell is sharec

by me and caused me to devote considerable time to the small grand. I think the grand is th<

piano of the future. It has many points that appeal to the homemaker. That is one reasoi

the public has responded so well. I have talked with people who are interested in interior dcco

ration and they tell me it is easier to furnish a room up to a grand than to an upright.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "The placing of a grand where an upright has stood changes the whol<

room. A young man came to our place not long ago and asked permission to go through the fac

tory to see how our grands were made. He stated he was a buyer and I personally conducted him

After he had looked things over he said, ' I am going to get married and shall buy a grand piano t<

put in my home, not because I can afford it, but because it will almost furnish a room; it wil

save me $200 or $300 in that one room.'
"

J. R. Lang: " Did you experiment with the height of the bridge relative to the line from th<

agraffe to hitch" pin?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes."

J. R. Lang: " Did you try a low bridge?
"

F. E. Morton: "One factor which determines largely the height of the bridge is the crowi

of the board, the thickness of the ribbing and the weight of the board. The thickness o

the board may be considered less of a factor now, as most manufacturers are using the same thick

ness.

"There is one point, however, which justifies the reduction in the height of the bridge withou

changing bearing. What is your idea of the necessity, if any, of keeping the plate at its presen

distance from the sounding board? Why not lower the plate?"

J. R. Lang: "Would it not necessarily lower the bridge?"
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F. E. Morton: ." Does it make a difference whether it is 1 inch or % inch from the web to the

board?"

J. R. Lang: "Not a bit. But you have to raise the plate to get height of bridge.

"

F. E. Morton: "Perhaps that may have been the original reason.

"

J. R. Lang: "Would a lower bridge give a clearer tone?"

F. E. Morton :
" Yes. If that could be brought about in a grand piano, a saving in height could

be effected sufficient to bring the very small piano down to a depth more nearly in proportion to its

length. Architecturally it would be an improvement. "

Dr. F. S. Muckey :
" I cannot see any objection to lowering the plate and lessening the height

of the bridge. I should think it would be an advantage. What is the usual height, above the

level of the string?"

F. E. Morton: "The necessary bearing determines that.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey : "Is there some limitation to that?

"

F. E. Morton: "The tension cuts quite a figure. The higher tension requires a greater bearing

also."

Mark P. Campbell: " I think the unevenness of the plate necessitates raising the board.

"

F. E. Morton: "That unevenness would largely be overcome.

"

Mark P. Campbell: "It is very difficult for plate makers to overcome. I don't mean direct

thickness but unevenness of edges, perhaps improper casting."

F. E. Morton: "It might require a greater margin of safety at the foundry.

"

J. R. Lang: "Suppose you lowered the hitch pin line one half inch?

"

F. E. Morton: " It would lower the bridge that much.

"

J. R. Lang: "What would the result be?"

F. E. Morton: "Less resistance to overcome in setting the sounding board in motion—a more

responsive board. I have found it is not necessary to use as wide a bridge as is found in general

practice, also that bringing the bridge pins closer together not only is practicable but brings

better results; naturally all this decreases the weight on the sounding board.
"

J. R. Lang: "Why did you not carry that out in this scale?
"

F. E. Morton: " It is quite a bit narrower than that which the party for whom I made this

had been accustomed."

J. R. Lang: "If you were to draw a scale, would you try to center the bridge in the board, an

equal amount of board on each side of the bridge?"

F. E. Morton: "Not necessarily. The farther toward the center your bridge is placed the

more responsive the board becomes. If you go close to the rim you have a smaller factor of safe-

ty. Away from the rim, to a reasonable distance I see no reason for calculating for a dead center.

As far as the bridge is concerned, I approve of this plan very generally because of two great bene-

fits:

"First, this position of the bridge gives an equal tension on all strings. In this scale every

string is pulling 160 lbs. It is the required position of the bridge to give those lengths and the

first benefit from that is the standing in tune of the instrument. This has been demonstrated.

"Second, with that tension no special treatment of hammers is necessary; the same resilience

of hammer throughout will break the string into the required segmental vibration. That means

less tone regulating, no special instructions to the hammer maker. If you can get a uniform

quality (not the same quality) by equal tension as a basis, and a known basis, hardness ol ham-

mers and resilience of felt, you have a line from which to work—a standard. I think it is quite

worth while from those two points alone. Certain it is the piano will stand in tune better than

another; this has a value in the eyes of the purchaser. It will drop together in a year without use.

There are no high points in it, and after being played upon two or three hours the condition is the

same, showing it was not taken up by friction at bearing points. There is also less waste in strings,

wires and tuning pins. No high tension points at which tuning pins, strings and wires break or

buzzing strings develop; a less number of replacements throughout. It makes for real economy in

the factory. It costs less to make a thing right than it does to make it wrong. This comes to

light in quantity production. Mr. Campbell based his work on quantity production which was

right and proper. If the conditions had not been right quantity production would not have

squared with his original calculations. You can apply that to manufacturing practice generally.

"
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Mark P. Campbell: "Are you in any way familiar with the percentage of troubles with the

board in the grand as compared with the upright, commonly known as a split?"

F. E. Morton: "About three years ago a large number of firms had trouble of that sort. It has

been largely overcome in the practice of today which seems to be conducive to clean board stock

and the sounding boards are holding very well.

"

Mark P. Campbell: " In the case of larger grands, to hold boards rigid, is it more prevalent

for that reason?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, sir. One way of meeting that which was considered successful at the

time was the making up of quite a number, permitting them to stand for some time in a room
kept at a stated temperature conducive to splitting and those that did split were shimmed, fin-

ished up and varnished after this had taken place. That is unnecessary, if the crowning is proper-

ly attended and the board and ribs properly treated before being assembled."

Mark P. Campbell: "You mean by that, factory drying?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, and that the boards be put on the backs of uprights as soon as ribs are

put on. If put on later, even twenty-four to thirty-six hours, it makes a vast difference."

Mark. P. Campbell: "What you say applies particularly to uprights?"

F. E. Morton: "It is just as true of grands, but seems more common to uprights on account i

of quantity production."

Gordon Campbell: "You spoke of the lath vibrating longer when held in a vise than when
held in the hand. When you strike a note and the energy goes from the rim back over the board, i

which is desirable, the waste energy passes through the rim. Is it desirable to have the rim vi- i

brate?"

F. E. Morton: "The desirable condition would be found in a rim that would reflect all that (i

vibration. The reason the lath vibrates a greater length of time when placed in the vise is because I

the vise not being elastic does not vibrate."

Gordon Campbell: "You hold your board to the back rim. Suppose that is sufficiently heavy

to retain the energy?" I

F. E. Morton: "It is not elastic material. If you put it in contact with soft material you do

conduct that energy away. 100 per cent efficiency would obtain where all the energy was re-

turned to the board."

Gordon Campbell: "A certain amount of that must get away. If that can be sent out in

vibration of the outer rim, is it not better than not to have the rim vibrate?"

F. E. Morton: " It is better than having the board contact anything elastic. In other words,

it is better that all energy be expressed as motion rather than as heat.

"

Gordon Campbell: "You mean if the rim vibrates it is bad for the tone of the piano?"

F. E. Morton: " If an elastic substance contacts your sounding board at any point a part of

the energy which is supposed to express as motion of the board itself goes into this elastic substance

and expresses as heat.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "The difficulty is that you have not the responsive material in your rim for

vibration that you have in your sounding board. Heat there is going to be an inevitable loss.

"

F. E. Morton: "You have an analogous case in the triplex—wire between the agraffe and

plate bearing of a proportionate length to the whole to secure a vibration between the pin and '

the agraffe. Once the energy has passed the agraffe it is well to permit its use. If I strike this !

wire with a hammer and put my finger on the triplex, it dulls the sound. Removing the finger adds

to the brilliancy of the whole, but permitting energy to pass the agraffe has to that extent defeated

the purpose, which was to return that energy to the bridge—use it, to energize the board. I would

say to one who had built up such a scale to demonstrate its value now that you have it you would <

better allow it to express than to felt it but if it were not there at all, the energy would express

through the board instead.'

"

Gordon Campbell: "Would it be there? Would there not still be waste?"

F. E. Morton: " If less than 100 per cent agraffe effectiveness obtains there is waste.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Even if you did get any added energy there, it is in the wrong place.

What you want is a strong fundamental. The duplex or triplex sale would not reinforce the funda-

mental tone unless the string were as long on one side as on the other. Whether added energy ob-

tains or not, that energy is misplaced and produces a bad effect.

"
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F. E. Morton: "Brilliancy in the treble is a desirable factor. Through the general scale I

uite agree with Doctor Muckey, the energy is misplaced. The sole purpose is the movement of

ie sounding board in certain modes, and the modes most desirable, requiring the greatest re-

lforcements, are the first and second partials, particularly the first.
"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: " If you are trying to transfer energy to the board, what excuse is there

>r putting felt on?"

F. E. Morton: "The excuse given by others is the possibility of the wires barely touching,

ie vibration causing them to jingle.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Why do you have it between agraffe and tuning pins?"

F. E. Morton: "For the same reason. It would be much better to have a half round bear-

ig here giving a positive bearing for the wire.

"

Paul B. Klugh: " I recall at one time hiring a high priced designer to design some cases, being

issatisfied with some of the criticisms of architects, artists and experts of that type and after

aose cases were designed and the tremendous bill paid, those cases never sold, but the cases that

-e brought through the factory by the men who are accustomed to making and designing cases

>r the public, although they may not please the technical eye, seem to please the public and that after

I is the important thing. The old idea that a piano must have a 1S}4 inch side has disappeared,

oday you have thousands of player pianos made three or four inches wider than that and no one

'er thinks of it. It is also interesting to record that my present company was the first one to re-

jce the size of the back of the piano so the enlargement of the side of the case would be as little as

ossible. Now every company has adopted the thin or small back. I remember when we used

double truss, running from under the key bed to the toe block. We ran out of back trusses,

tipped the pianos without them and found nobody noticed it. The truss costs money and from

:
iat day no double truss had been put on.

"I would like to ask you a question about the harp and its sounding board. I have observed

hen a harp is used in an orchestra that the tone of the harp travels better than that of the piano,

mean by 'better' that you can distinguish the harp from the entire orchestra, yet with a piano

; is difficult to do so."

F. E. Morton: " It is because the string is plucked. The violin carries much further when the

ring is plucked than when bowed."

Paul B. Klugh: "Why is it?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "You get high over tones and they are not covered up bya mass of tones

r the orchestra. They are different from the rest of the tones. Different in pitch, particu-

rly."

Paul B. Klugh: " I have heard harpists state that you can hear a harp at a greater distance

an the piano."

MDr. F. S. Muckey :
" I don't think that is true.

"

F. E. Morton: "It might be true of a good harp. The tone of a plucked string carries

emendously.

"Volume and carrying power are two different characteristics. One would think the volume
1 a lower pitch of the same instrument would be greater than that of a higher. Strike the C
lilow middle C on the piano and then strike the first C below the extreme C in the treble. The

gher pitch carries farther, yet if you stand beside the piano, the volume of the lower will appear

v be greater."

C. M. Tremaine: " Has the sounding board anything to do with it?"

F.E.Morton: " I don't know the work of the harp sounding board. I do know that the

iund of a plucked string will carry farther than that same string bowed or struck with a

immer. A very excellent violin may not sound as loud to the player as a modern 'commercial

Idle,' but it will carry above a full orchestra where the cheap ' fiddle' will be lost.

"

Paul B. Klugh: "As I understand you, the higher the tone the farther it carries? Would you

y the tenor voice could be heard farther than a bass? Can a quartette be heard farther than a

tigle voice?"

F. E. Morton: " Not farther than the first tenor.

"

Paul B. Klugh: "Why is it you can hear the cheering of a baseball mob a mile and a half

vay and not hear one voice alone that distance?"
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F. E. Morton: "One would not be heard because he would not have the advantage of a grand

stand, fence or whatever forms the resonator. Given, if it were possible, one hundred voices of

the same quality, same timbre, same volume and pitch and shouting the same vowel sound at the

same time, in the open, they could not be heard any father than one."

Paul B. Klugh: "You mean to say 30,000 tenors could not be heard farther than one tenor?"

F. E. Morton: " No, sir, they could not.

"

W. M. Plaisted: "Why do you use three treble strings rather than one?
"

F. E. Morton: " To convey energy through three mediums to the sounding board.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I think if we had one hundred voices absolutely the same pitch, possibly

that tone would carry farther than one voice.

"

F. E. Morton: "Not unless reinforced."

Paul B. Klugh: " I remember one time when there was a national convention of bands num-

bering three hundred. The big feature of that convention was that all the bands were to go into

one park and play the "Star Spangled Banner" and it was thought that it would be heard several

miles away. No one heard it except those in the natural zone where one band would have been heard.

I drew the conclusion that one voice would carry as far as hundreds until this baseball incident

came up and I heard 30,000 voices cheering where one could not possibly have been heard at such

a great distance.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "You could hear if any one man yelled as loudly.

"

F. E. Morton: "There is no question as to the principle. The only possibility of a large

number of voices carrying farther than one would be where such conditions obtained as would

bring about a reinforcement of tones. Such condition would be analogous to that of a resona-

tor."

W. C. Hepperla: "Is it not true that a grand piano with the same length of string as

an upright has a greater carrying power? Would that scale standing over there carry tone

as far as if lying horizontally?"

F. E. Morton: "Position of strings has nothing do to with it. The best carrying vio-

lin I ever had the privilege of hearing was played by an artist who held it in a horizon-

tal position."

W. C. Hepperla: "If the upright had the panels out and was not stood against the wall

would it have the same volume as a grand with same length of string?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes."

Katherine Elliott: "If you have two large pianos in a small room it 'eats up' the tone.

If I open the windows of my studio it alters the tone of my piano."

F. E. Morton: "Opening and closing a resonatqr changes the intensity."

Katherine Elliott: "Would the answer in part be that one voice carries straight and

the others 'eat' on themselves?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I don't think there is any possibility of that. There might be an

interference caused by the reflection of the air waves."

F. E. Morton: "That would account for it."

C. F. Hovey :
" In constructing a room, what would be the form for best tone?

"

F. E. Morton: "One without any angles. The only demonstration I am familiar with

in this country is the Tabernacle at Salt Lake City. It accounts for the ease with which you

can hear sounds. There are no angles. An ideal music room would be constructed like a half

egg shell."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "I have met a number of people within the last year, since interested

in investigating the piano, who are in position to judge of tone quality, artists and musicians

who consider the piano as now constructed anything but a musical instrument. Also players

of various instruments have expressed themselves in the same manner. Now from my study

of the piano and analysis of tones, I believe there is some ground for these statements. I have

been listening to all the tones of the pianos of every make, and in analyzing the tone I have not

yet found a piano which produced a sustained tone. The complex tone sounds like a sustained

tone. If you pick out the different partial tones not a single one is sustained. It will go on and

stop, and again and stop—an interruption in tone. The interruptions do not come at the same

time but at different times, so the tone as a whole goes on. Now according to Helmhotz, a musi-
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cal tone is one in which the particles of air move to and fro uniformly, regularly, that motion

continued. Under those circumstances you have sustained tone, but the particles of air dis-

turbed by the piano are not uniform in their measurement, not technically musical tones."

Katherine Elliott: "I think one difficulty is the lack of co-operation between the music

dealer, the manufacturer and the music teacher. Retail dealers offer us very desirable com-

mission for putting their pianos out. It is exceedingly attractive to any teacher, because we

cannot always get the price we should obtain for lessons and because we have not a stated in-

come, so the teacher will go to this firm, whether good, bad or indifferent, and select a piano

for her pupil, although knowing better. The average teacher falls for the dollar."

F. E. Morton: "Thinking of tones in dollars and cents is not confined to teachers alone."

Katherine Elliott: "In my classes, I have had tuners lecture to my pupils."

F. E. Morton:" Is it your opinion that if children Were taught to listen for the partials

they would be able to understand tone quality as well as the child today understands that certain

tints are made up of certain primary colors?"

Katherine Elliott: "Yes. They should be taught to the pupil at an early stage."

Mark P. Campbell: "Compa.e the cheaper pianos of today with the high grade uprights

years ago and note the change. Our cheaper pianos today are better than the expensive ones

of thirty-five years ago."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "The piano has been greatly improved. The reason for that improve-

ment might help us to go farther. There is still a lack, because we do not get sustained quality.

The tone is changing all the time and will as long as we get the interruptions. The tone quality

is not the same at any two intervals of time because we have changing partial tones all the time."

Mark P. Campbell: "Is that not so of other string instruments?"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "It is not so with the violin. The notes are sustained by means of

the bow."

F. E. Morton: "Energy is continuously applied in other instruments."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Our fundamental tone should be absolutely uninterrupted and the

same tone quality sustained as long as the tone can be heard. If a musician has a certain senti-

ment to express, he must have the same quality of tone. It cannot be done at the present time."

F. E. Morton: "That could be illustrated in this way. The hammer strikes the wire

and about 1-120 of a second afterwards the fundamental is at its highest peak point or

greatest amplitude; then it diminishes very rapidly. Some of the partial tones, the odd

numbered higher partials particularly, are at their peak before the fundamental, and sus-

tain much longer. The relative partials are not alike in their sustaining power. The more respon-

sive board will better sustain the fundamental. I made a test and found that uniform sustaining

could be had for fifteen seconds on a very responsive board. This also admitted of greater

scope of expression than one having a great crown, heavy load and high tension but which

gave more of a ' boom ' tone.

" I think that difficulty may be overcome. Up to date experiments have been made without

any assurance that back of the experimental point things had properly been taken care of. As
long as factors are unknown they remain unknown in the final solution. Taking into considera-

tion the factors covered first by natural law,—length, weight, pitch and tension, and the neces-

sity of conserving every bit of energy to produce motion—if all these are taken care of the treat-

ment of the sounding board is on a known basis. A more responsive board is possible but we
must let go of some pet theories in order to get it."

Mark P. Campbell: "Your engineer told us that in your small plate there was 36,000

lbs. strain on the strings. What is your idea of the pressure on the board as a result of that strain

passing over the board?"

F. E. Morton: " I could not tell you that because I don't know the bearing of each string."

Mark P. Campbell: "Is there any way of obtaining that?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, by measurement."

Mark P. Campbell: " It would change, however, with the different lengths of bar of pianos,

would it not?"

F. E. Morton: "It would change with the distance between bridge and hitch pin also."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "There goes your law of angle of forces."
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F. E. Morton: "The bearing is not the same on both."

Mark P. Campbell: "Because that is a continuous bridge, would it not carry that weight

through to the end of the bridge or have an influence on the board as a whole?"

F. E. Morton: "The greater the tension the greater the bearing."

J. O. Shore: "There is more flexibility in the larger board."

Mark P. Campbell: "If possible to measure, would we not find practically the^tension the

same on the small as large?"

J. O. Shore: "If the bearings are the same I think you would have a greater tension in a

small grand because your strings would be a little shorter. I mean the tension of the strings.

I think you would have a downward strain."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "I am wondering if the demand has not grown greater in the world

for music on account of the psychological effect in our schools. I overheard a teacher the other

day giving a lesson. All she did was to play a little piece and turning to the children, asked them,

'What does that make you want to do?' Each child acted out the emotion. I am not a musi-

cian but it seems to me people are reaching out for something because they are not satisfied.

The musical world is demanding more."

F. E. Morton: " I have made the experiment of having a new composition played to students

and then asking each one to write on a piece of paper the name he would suggest for the compo-

sition. I have been astonished at the interpretations."

General Piano Construction
April 23, 1919

Chairman F. E. Morton stated that numerous queries and comments addressed to him indi-

cated a desire on the part of many for information relative to specific operations which, while di-

verse in character, might be classified under general construction. He therefore announced the

meeting open for discussion of any and all subjects relating to piano building not clarified by past

conferences.

The first subject taken up was that of bearing, and Dr. D. R. Hodgdon, president of

the College of Technology of Newark, N. J., was called upon to give formulae for the cor-

rect solution of problems relating to bearing of piano strings upon the sounding board through the

bridge.

Dr. Hodgdon gave the following formulae and solutions upon the blackboard, explaining each

step. While using trigonometrical functions he explained fully the principles underlying all the

operations.

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "The object is to determine the pressure which a single string exerts on

the sounding board of a piano. This pressure is communicated to the sounding board through the

bridge over which the string passes. There has been no opportunity to determine the relative

tensions in the string on the opposite sides of the bridge and therefore, for this discussion, it has

been assumed that the string adjusts itself so that the tension is the same on both sides. Since the

bridge is constructed so that there is a minimum of friction where the string passes over

it and since the height of the bridge is very small, it seems that this assumption is not very far from

correct. The fact that a piano in which the bridge is not treated to minimize this friction will very

soon be found out of tune, while one so treated remains in tune for a long period, seems also to

strengthen this assumption. With this assumption the pressure on the bridge works out in a very

simple way, as follows:

"Calling the tension in pounds on the string T, the length of the string in inches from the

agraffe to the bridge B, the height of the bridge in fractions of an inch above the level of the agraffe

and the hitch pin C, the length of the string in inches from the bridge to the hitch pin A, the

pressure of the string in pounds on the bridge P, and the angles as indicated in the drawing, the

following relations are evident. The downward force which the A side of the string exerts on

the bridge is T sin M. The corresponding force due to side B is T sin N. Therefore the total down-

ward pressure is T sin M+T sin N (their sum). From the figure we
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"In words, the force which the string exerts on the bridge is found by adding the lengths of the

parts of the string and dividing this sum by the product of their lengths, and finally multiplying

this result by the height of the bridge and then by the tension in the string.

"A practical example would work as follows: Suppose the length of the string from the agraffe

to the bridge to be 8 inches and on the other side of the bridge to be 3 inches, the rise of the bridge

to be & inch and the tension 160 pounds. Then, using the formulae above, we obtain

= 160X1/16X

= 160X1/16X

8+3
8X3
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24~

110
"
24

= 4 7/12

therefore the pressure is 4-7/12 pounds.
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Case 1 represents a string 2 inches long on both sides of the bridge. The height of the string
above the level is rg- of an inch. The string has a tension of 160 pounds.

Case 3 represents a string 3 inches long on one side of the bridge and 8 inches long on the other
side with a tension of 160 pounds.

Case 4 represents a string 3 inches long on one side of the bridge and 8 inches long on the other
side, with a tension of 180 pounds.

Case 5 is a diagram showing the different parts which must be taken into consideration in

obtaining a formula for this work, and finding the tension on the sounding board for each
string. A and B represent inches of string over the bridge at C. C represents height
of string above the level of the hitch pin. T represents the number of pounds of tension
on the string."

Paul B. Klugh: "What, then, is the total pressure on the board?"
F. E. Morton

: "We arrive at that total by multiplying the average bearing of each wire by the
total number of strings.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "This gives an approximate total of 1,725 lbs."

Dr. Hodgdon then illustrated the increase and decrease of bearing caused by raising or
lowering the bridge. He attached spring scales to each end of a string, lifting the string at various
points by means of another pair of scales and noting the relative weights recorded on the three
scales.

F. E. Morton: "As the tension increases, the ribbing also is increased in weight; the crowning
of the board and the bearing is increased. With high tension a near approach of the bridge to the
edge of the board necessitates a shortening of the distance from hitch pin to bridge, thus the bear-

ing is increased proportionately greater than the tension, giving a drum effect to the tone. There
is a point in the tension beyond which, first, the wire does not vibrate naturally; second, the
sounding board is overloaded and therefore does not respond freely; third, it is impossible to secure
a uniform quality of tone throughout.

"

Mr. Morton then demonstrated the use of his formulae in finding length, weight or tension,

working out several examples propounded by those present, upon the blackboard. He advo-
cated the use of logarithms, stating that any one who could add, subtract, multiply and divide
could learn their use in a few hours. He recommended Bruhns' New Manual of Logarithms to
seven places of decimals for this purpose.

F. Pfannstiehl: " What is the tension on a No. 20 gauge wire 38 inches long at C, the 28th note?
This is usually the first plain wire from the break."

F. E. Morton (after calculations) : "112 lbs."

F. Pfannstiehl: " In this case would it be well to use a larger wire?"
F. E. Morton: "Not necessarily. A poor quality of tone as often results from wire of too

large gauge as from too low tension. In short scales loaded to D, the third note from the break, with
No. 20 wire better tonal results frequently obtain by using a No. 19 on the last two notes."

Paul B. Klugh: "About how many scales have been worked out mathematically that way?"
F. E. Morton: "I can account for about twenty-four."

Paul B. Klugh: " How many are manufactured, that have been worked out mathematically?'
F. E. Morton :

" I think there are close to twenty.

"

Paul B. Klugh: "Uprights and Grands?"
F. E. Morton: "Yes. In a number of those cases concessions were made resulting in a com

promise, and only such changes were made as did not require a change in actions, cases, etc.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Was there a great difference in tone quality?"

F. E. Morton: "Yes, sir."

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "How do they get scales without mathematical computations?

"

F. E. Morton: "Frequently by copying with a few changes introduced.

"

Dr. F. S. Muckey: " In working out this scale (indicating), did you use uniform or equal ten-

sion?"

F. E. Morton: "Same tension on each string. It is only practicable where agraffes are used.

(Showing on scale the graduation of wire in half sizes.) The hammer line is the constant. Uni-
form tension is obtained by a formula for semi-tone proportion published in the Piano Wire
News, page 16. The use of half numbers gives a decided advantage."
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F. Pfannstiehl: "Given a string of a certain length, what factor is used to determine the

triking point?"

F. E. Morton: "The striking point is determined by the quality desired. When anyone

.ys that making piano building an exact science, building intelligently and on a known basis,

taking away the individuality of the piano, he is mistaken. Predetermining results does not

tean sacrificing the individuality of the instrument. You can predetermine the quality of tone

I hammer line; shape, size and weight of hammer or even in the setting of the action."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "Would not the hammer line depend on the load and tension?"

F. E. Morton: "It is only to secure the desired quality that the hammer line is set."

Dr. F. S. Muckey: "If you had a very large gauge string and a great deal of tension you

ould have to strike it at another point?"

F. E. Morton: "Usually those who load their scales heavily and get high tension do so

> get a quality which could have been duplicated by changing the hammer line. Many a

an has spent good money and lots of time increasing the loading of scale, increasing the

taring, the weight of the board and the crowning, when he could have obtained the same result

/ changing the hammer line.

"

Dr. D. R. Hodgdon: "Is there any reason why the bridge is not made of metal and secured in

ace or made a part of the plate?
"

F. E. Morton: "
I have a bass bridge which is the most successful of any I have seen, made

' aluminum, with a few units of vanadium. It is effective, and the sustaining power is increased

ut the tone is not so satisfactory. The bearing is given in order that the board may partake of

ie motion of the string, hence the staggered pins on the bridge."

The conference then entered into a general discussion of factory practice, machine work,

^ssibilities of further co-operation between the makers of pianos ami the supply trade, and inti-

ate and interesting argument ensued relative to methods of advancing workmen and means of

ving men showing proficiency and interest such advantages as would enable them to become

iperintendents and managers.

Piano Actions

April 30, 1919

Mr. Morton introduced the theme of the evening as follows:

"The subject tonight is piano actions, with a view to the possible standardizing of parts.

Ir. Klein of the Haines Piano Company has submitted an upright action model without bridles

>r your examination, criticism and queries.

"One point which seemed to stand out at the last meeting was the interest taken in the prob-

:ms of the piano manufacturers by Dr. D. R. Hodgdon, president of the College of Technology of

fewark, N. J. The formulae and diagrams presented were worked out by the students of that

allege as part of their regular work. This marks an epoch in the trade. When our colleges and

ichnological institutions work out problems as part of their regular work, we are experiencing real

o-operation. Dr. Hodgdon at any time will receive engineering problems from any manufacturer

nd will put them through the same course. He wants live material for the students. With

lat precedent established, we may look to the future with optimism.

"Mr. Strauch, in your action factory, have you two manufacturers using the same action

(rackets?"

A. T. Strauch: "Yes."

F. E. Morton: "Is this merely a happening or a common condition?"

A. T. Strauch: "An accident."

F. H. Abendschein: "That is our experience, also."

C. H. Wood: "Our experience is the same."

F. E. Morton: "Practically the main part of action hardware, then, is special."

"I want to preface anything that may be said for or against, by repeating what I have

aid before, that the standardizing of methods and the basic parts of pianos will in no sense
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standardize tone. I think every manufacturer has all he can do to standardize tone in hi:

own product. As to the benefits to be derived, we will hear from the action makers an<

manufacturers of pianos.

"Mr. Strauch, are you in favor of standardization?"

A. T. Strauch: "We most surely are. I presume it is permissible to ask questions. Wh;
do a dozen manufacturers making twelve four-foot-eight pianos have twelve different height

for their actions? Such a variation in brackets is costly. Twelve different piano makers wil

set their top bolts in twelve different positions, making a difference in length of the neck of th<

bracket. These things we have been unable to control, and it has necessitated our having al

these different patterns."

F. E. Morton: "Have you taken it up with manufacturers and suggested those changes?'

A. T. Strauch: "No."
F. H. Abendschein: "We have not taken up the matter on account of the great expense

It would mean changing of all gates for casting. We have in our factory over 200 kinds of actioi

brackets in use."

F. E. Morton: "From your viewpoint, would the standardization to a very small numbe
give you a benefit commensurate with the cost of the change?"

F. H. Abendschein: "Naturally it would. It's a hard pill to swallow until you reach tha,

point, however. It would mean discarding all these patterns, in which capital has been invested

It is about as expensive to reconstruct old patterns as making new ones. Gates cost about $

each."

F. E. Morton: "Are you in favor, as far as practicable, of standardizing action brackets

Mr. Wood?"
C. H. Wood: "That involves a great many problems which must be met. There an!

probably in active service today 2,000 different action brackets. Those gates cost about $2(

apiece. That means about $55,000 invested, which at the present time represents the brackets

required for various makes of pianos. The minute you change you must throw away $55,000

None of the action manufacturers are able to give a reasonable explanation for these variations

Before you can do much with the action makers, you piano manufacturers must get together

Another thing, no two actions are made in the United States with the same center."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Pfannstiehl, what is your opinion?"

F. Pfannstiehl: "You will have to go as far back as the plate maker. However, I thinl

it can be done. I have carried out the thing to this extent—we do away with the top bolt:

altogether. I don't see why we all can't."

A. T. Strauch: "It will depend on the height of action. A lot of manufacturers makinj

four-foot-eight pianos will vary a quarter of an inch, therefore your brackets must be longenougl

to cover that difference."

F. Pfannstiehl: "I have used the same bracket for a four-foot-six and a four-foot

eight."

A. T. Strauch: "The Starr Piano Company has done that for years. They never use

bracket bolt; they fasten it against the plate with a screw."

F. Pfannstiehl: "If there are so many long brackets, you could cover the distance with twe 1

brackets; I don't think anything is made out of the range of four foot to four foot ten inches

Get the factory superintendents interested and go back to the plate maker to change castings i

necessary."

A. T. Strauch: "Every manufacturer of pianos has his own idea. He may want a doubl<

rack or a single rack. We have 238 patterns, which involve quite an investment. If we couk

get down to one pattern, it would compensate very quickly. In grands, it is different—onl)

about two patterns. The height is governed by the opening of the front of the case. Thos<

two patterns will cover any height to which a grand is built today."

F. E. Morton: "From the piano manufacturer's viewpoint, what would be the relative

expense in standardization, assuming that his particular patterns were not used?"

A. T. Strauch: "The standardization between action makers would hardly become

general thing, because of the variation in centers to which Mr. Wood referred. If the actioi

maker could standardize his own actions it would make a great saving."
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F. E. Morton: "Mr. Pfannstiehl, assuming you had to change your brackets to conform to

a standard agreed upon, would the expense of that change amount to enough to be considered by

youi

F. Pfannstiehl: "I don't think so."

Joseph Oktavec: "I hardly think it would need consideration."

Mark P. Campbell: " I should say it could be very easily done from the piano manufacturer's

end.

C. H. Wood: "There would be a large initial cost to be distributed."

F. E. Morton: "Would there be a recourse for that added expense?"

C. H. Wood: "The action manufacturer cannot make a move until the piano manufac-

turers get together and adopt a standard for the action makers to follow. It would then be an

easy matter for us to conform to their ideas."

F. E. Morton: "Let us get to dimensions. What would be the first point to be dis-

used?"
C. H. Wood: "Standard dimensions above the main action rail rest."

A. T. Strauch: "Better take it from the striking point."

C. H. Wood: "The trouble is that the phrase

'striking point' is rarely used. We would be work-

ing with a doubtful element."

A. T. Strauch: "I think it would be the most

reliable from a piano man's viewpoint."

C. H. Wood: "Fully 95 per cent are devoid of

that information."

A. T. Strauch: "We prefer the striking point,

as we can get something from that."

C. H. Wood: "Perhaps in theory, but few

specifications come in that way, in our experience.

I am trying to avoid any unnecessary reforms."

E. B. Bogart: "The 'striking point' does not

give us just the idea that we. can figure on, but it

seems to me that the bracket can be standardized

if the length of neck from the center of butt flange

to the bracket bolt is designated in units of one-

half inch."

J. O. Shore: "The move proposed would mean

a saving to the action maker which would probably

come back to the piano manufacturer and if they

could devise a standard bracket that we could use,

we would like to adopt it. There would be two

points which would have to be determined—the

Dverstrung bass and the treble bar."

William J. Behr: "I can't see any reason why
it should not be standardized above the rail. Every

manufacturer has a different striking point and the

bracket must be regulated according to that."

F. H. Abendschein: "We have been groping

in the dark. A number of years ago 1 made a draw-

ing which I have with me. It is my belief that the

bracket can be made standard above the action rail.

The action must be set always the same distance

from the strings. This drawing shows the set-up

of an action. (Fig. 7.)

"The three most important centers of the action are the butt, wip and fly. The distance

between the butt and Avip is 334 inches; that covers at least twenty-five actions of differentjmakes

and ages. It has always been 3% inches in well built actions. This drawing shows that the
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wip is A inch nearer the strings than the butt center. The velocity diagram automatically
works out that distance. When the actidn is set so that the wip center is \i inch to the rear of
the butt center, this permits the front of the action rail to assume an angle of 97 degrees. This
insures a maximum efficiency of the action movement. With this setting, the face of the butt
flange stands at an angle of 90 degrees. All these angles are reckoned from the bed, which is
assumed to be horizontal. The blow distance of V/% inches seems to be adopted by all manufac-
urers—the correct distance is 2 inches, butt an allowance of % inch is made for the wear on the
face of the hammer. The distance between the bud center and striking point should be 5%
inches. This has been used in grands right along, but no manufacturer has ever given a reason
for that. The distance between the butt center and steel strings should be approximately 2%
inches. If you set an action with those measurements, you will always get it right, regardless of
length of shank, providing the boring of the hammer is 2}/2 inches in the treble, from center of
shank boring to the face of the hammer. Like many other things, many piano makers do this
not knowing why.

"The front of the rail assuming an angle of 97 degrees when the butt center is 2% inches
from the string, the wip center is M inch closer to the string than butt center. The position of the
action rail lug, the hammer rest and spring rail rest should be standardized. Assuming that we
did standardize these three points, they would be of no avail unless the action is set 2% inches
from the string. If the butt center is 3 inches from the steel string ahd we still have a blow of
V/s inches, the contact point on the butt is higher than when set at the proper distance. You
must raise your hammer rail to meet your shank—more blow felt is required under the:
hammer rail and a loss of power ensues. Many houses use the same bracket but continually
get different thicknesses of felt under the hammer rail, because they don't get the proper,
distance from the butt center to the string—setting the action as they do from the front of I

the case. If they were to gauge their cases when received, the distance from the front of I

case to a line dropped perpendicular from the striking point—they could always set their
actions the same. If your piano manufacturers are willing to do this, it will be one of the
biggest steps to help along standardization. Unless you will do this, all talk of standardization
is of no avail."

G. Adessa: "How about making hooks shorter or longer in the rail?"
F. H. Abendschein: "You should not make your hooks shorter or longer. 2 lA inches is

the proper length. The boring in the bracket on which the hammer rail hook pivots should
always be in the same place."

A. T. Strauch: "We have standardized our borings."
F. H. Abendschein: "Many manufacturers insist on its being in a particular position and

|we have been unable to get them to change."
A. T. Strauch: "The proper place for the rail to be centered on the brackets is from the

center of the butt; then there will be no travel on the rail."

C. H. Wood: "Do you consider it possible to standardize brackets with present methods
of setting actions?"

F. H. Abendschein: "Utterly impossible."

A. T. Strauch: "They cannot make them alike so long as they set the action to the keys."
C. H. Wood: "Don't you find very great variety of opinions as to how it should be set?"
F. H. Abendschein: "It has been my experience that they try to build the action to the

case instead of the case around the action."

F. E. Morton: "If those points mentioned are constants and results can be obtained from
them, would not a gain be had by the manufacturer in adopting them?"

F. H. Abendschein: "There would be."

F. E. Morton: "Would it permit of finishing up an action before it is put in?"
F. H. Abendschein: "No. Not with an upright action. Wr

ith a grand they regulate on
the bench."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Pfannstiehl, do you think it is practicable so to co-operate with the
action maker and effect such changes as will make possible the finishing of an upright action
before it is put in?"'

F. Pfannstiehl: "Absolutely. Get yout plate right, then you can do it."
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F. E. Morton: "Everything in the way of standardization goes back to plate construction,

as far as you have tried it?"

F. Pfannstiehl: "Yes, sir, that is my experience."

F. E. Morton: "What would be the attitude of the manufacturers of pianos in effecting

changes going back to the plate?"

J. O. Shore: "If we can make changes in the plates not too involved, we would be very

glad to do anything to help standardization."

F. E. Morton: "What would you consider involved?"

J. O. Shore: " If we would have to shift our bass strings, bolt holes—changes of that kind."

F. E. Morton: "Assuming standardization was considered seriously by the trade, Mr.

Abendschein, would these points be affected, would the construction at the break and bar prove

a handicap? Is that a factor?"

F. H. Abendschein: "I don't think so. For argument's sake let us assume we had twelve

plates where we wanted to standardize the position of the top bolt. Suppose we had a blueprint

of each of these. The right way to arrive at a conclusion would be to lay one blueprint over an-

other but have the blow lines, one exactly over the other and then through the center of the bolt

holes in the top blueprint drive a needle through the whole twelve; then examine each blue print

individually and see where the positions of the holes are. Imagine the wide discrepancies shown.

Who is going to act. as a judge as to which position is correct—who is competent?"

F. E. Morton: "I appreciate getting at this from the right angle as well as any one and I

would like it distinctly understood that I have no pet theories to air and don't think it should be a

one man job, but I do think getting together and discussing these points will uncover possibilities

that were not known to exist, and this makes for progress. You piano manufacturers must

do your share. Each is interested, but it is your ideas which are going to count. As far as

my experience with piano action makers goes they have shown their willingness to come
halfway in co-operation. If, when we have discussed this sufficiently it is your pleasure that a

committee be appointed to investigate the matter on a scientific basis and report at some future

time, it is your privilege. I would be very glad to put such a motion and have a committee

appointed from the floor."

C. H. Wood: "Will any manufacturer explain why the brackets of the same sticker length

should vary two and one-fourth pounds in weight? We have cases where they vary in weight

from six to eight and a quarter pounds. Quite a difference in view of required strength of ma-

terials, especially at the market price of cast iron."

Mark P. Campbell: "Why should these differences exist? Why these various lengths

and ideas of brackets, their form, their pattern and their weight?"

Paul B. Klugh: "I don't think we will get anywhere by talking details of standardization.

I think action makers have occupied the attitude of a custom tailor. They made actions to

order instead of ready to use. It looks to me as though standardization must come from the

action makers, not from piano manufacturers. Every piano manufacturer has a different idea

as to what he wants. If I were making actions and a customer came in, I would tell him that I

would make him what he wanted for so much money, but that if he would take standard actions

I could sell them at a less price. If the action manufacturer would consider it possible to

offer a price differential on what he calls his standardized action, I believe it would be possible

within a reasonable length of time to get a large proportion of the piano manufacturers

to adopt that standard to save that price even if as small as twenty-five cents, or as fair as

fifty cents, or if it were as attractive as a dollar an action. If a manufacturer can use 500 or

1,000 or 10,000 actions with a saying, which is a profit, he would himself gravitate toward that

standardization."

C. H. Wood: "How can we attempt standardization of actions without standardizing

the setting of the action? I think an action maker would be extremely foolish to standardize

brackets. Shall we say, you must set your action so and so? Every one of us would go right

after it if you would tell us what you want, but I should not attempt to tell 200 piano manu-

facturers what to do. I tried it twice in my life and made no headway."

Paul B. Klugh: "If I conveyed through what I said that you would be placed in the posi-

tion of dictating, that was not my purpose. I placed it purely on commercial grounds. The;
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action maker says to the prospective customer, 'If you buy what I make in large quan-
tities, I can afford to sell you for less than if I must have special castings made.' I don't see how
it would concern you how he sets it. It is up to him to find out how to utilize that action in
order to save the difference in price."

F. H. Abendschein: " It would require two stocks of brackets, two sets of cauls for making
frames. Suppose we adopted a standardized bracket and developed the standardization to
six lengths of brackets. The difference would only be below the action rail to compensate for
various heights of action. Suppose we followed out the line of argument you gave. Suppose
we accepted the standardized brackets. It would mean capital invested. It takes maybe two
months to get the brackets; would you take something on hand?"

Paul B. Klugh: "If there is anything in standardization, it would be from what vou will
make in big quantities. Don't you think ultimately it would take less capital?"

F. H. Abendschein: "That is a large question to answer offhand."
Mark P. Campbell: "Do you carry now the different brackets in stock? You would be

referring back to a standard bracket.

"Mr. Wood spoke of going to the trade. Specifications would be necessary to go with that
standardized action; where it should be set—just as every machine which comes to our mills
has specifications for its use. If we vary from the specifications we don't get results."

F. H. Abendschein: "I have taken this drawing around to the best piano manufacturers
and they say it is all right in theory but not in practice. They fail to see the difference in theory
and practice. It is like tunneling from two opposite directions, without much hope of meeting."

Mark P. Campbell: " If we don't start we will never get those tunnels to meet. The object
of these meetings is that very purpose—that we may get together. Let us get standardization.
Average the weights. Bring it down to a commercial basis and get those two tunnels meeting
in the center, starting from opposite points. Let us get a line of thinking in the trade between
action maker, case maker and plate maker."

F. Pfannstiehl: "How many manufacturers send in their specifications, including gate
patterns, for actions when they are starting to do business?"

F. H. Abendschein: "Very few."

F. Pfannstiehl: "I have sent specifications to various action manufacturers and in every
instance we have accepted their bracket. If that is true, it can be carried out in every line.
You possibly can standardize down to three points."

F. H. Abendschein: "There are a lot of piano manufacturers who insist on a certain posi-
tion for their top bolts. Suppose I go to some factory and they point out a case for an action
to be built. I take the distance from the striking point to the bed, that being the thing that
interests us most, as from that we get the length of the sticker. We go to our sample board and
select a bracket which is nearest to that required."

F. Pfannstiehl: "I have never found it necessary to make wooden patterns, as the action
maker has models on hand that will answer very well."

F. H. Abendschein
: "Sometimes we have a gate that can be altered ; if it is not too involved

we make it in our own shop, or if it is too difficult, we send it to the foundry."
F. Pfannstiehl: "Is there not on the market an adjustable bracket?"
F. H. Abendschein: "It has not proved satisfactory because they employ a machine screw

to hold it together. The contacting surface of the two parts is corrugated. The casting is

rather rough and the machine screw holes are not always bored in the proper spot and you cannot
bring the parts of the bracket in proper contact."

F. Pfannstiehl: "Could you not stamp it out?"
F. H. Abendschein: "Unless you could standardize six or twelve different kinds you would

continually be making new dies."

Paul B. Klugh: "Is a stamped bracket cheaper than cast?"
F. H. Abendschein: "It might be."

Paul B. Klugh: "If you could get it down to four or six kinds of brackets then you could
afford to have dies made and the net results would be. a saving."

C. H. Wood: "I don't think there is a man in this room who can state whether stamped
brackets are practicable; I don't think there is anyone in the action business able to state that.
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There is a great difference in the rigidity of cast iron, sheet steel and rods. The question of

dies is an important matter and I don't believe this trade could ever get down to four brackets."

Paul B. Klugh: "Why do you think that?"

C. H. Wood: "Because you have so many variations in stickers, in scales—all individual

ideas; to come down to four from 2,000 is carrying it to an impossible point."

Paul B. Klugh: "2,000?"

C. H. Wood: "I have 276 that are live and I don't know how many have been scrapped,

attempted just the thing Mr. Klugh was talking about, in 1907-8, and mad e a satisfactory

bracket all the way through. It was mostly ignorance that led me into it and when I got through
I scrapped 2,700 sets. Now, there have been great changes since then, but I have not forgotten

that experience."

Paul B. Klugh: "Would you say there is nothing to be done?"
C. H. Wood: "I say by all means something is to be done, but the first thing to do is to

let one man, or some men, in the piano business, who understand it, place a drawing, a blueprint

or something before the action maker that you consider satisfactory. We will be glad to work
from it and probably be able to go farther than you thought possible. I, personally, don't

understand piano building. I meet all kinds of opinions on the subject. One man tells me that the

Dack felt must be a certain thickness; another man says if it is that thickness he cannot use it

pt all. I go from pillar to post to do the best I can under the circumstances."

F. E. Morton :
" Mr. Klugh states the action maker should take the initiative. I feel the piano

manufacturers should have a chance to express themselves fully in the matter. That expression

:ould take any line you see fit. I think we should hear from more piano men on this subject."

Paul B. Klugh: "If you don't mind, I would like to insist upon an answer to my question

regarding standardization by the action makers."

C. H. Wood: "I will say, no."

A. T. Strauch: "I wouldn't attempt to educate the trade—it's too expensive."

C. H. Wood: "I feel sure I would not succeed. I wouldn't mind the pioneer part of it

f I understood the piano business. I don't know what is true, what is prejudice or what is

juess work. I am up against all three. Take the difference, for instance, of between six and
ight and a quarter pounds in an action of the same sticker length."

Paul B. Klugh: "A wide variation. Either one or the other is wrong, isn't it?"

C. H. Wood: "I don't know, both are successful firms."

Paul B. Klugh: "Either one or the other is right."

C. H. Wood: "Maybe a margin of safety is figured."

Paul B. Klugh: " If that man has broken brackets, you would hear of it in a hurry?"

C. H. Wood: "That might happen in transportation."

Paul B. Klugh: "If it is so light it will break in transportation, it strikes me the bracket

should be heavier."

C. H. Wood: "The heavier ones break also."

Paul B. Klugh: "You must have some idea of what is right—take an average between the

wo."

C. H. Wood: "Eight and a quarter pounds is more than necessary but I would be afraid

:o say that six pounds is heavy enough. Left to myself, I would straddle the two.

"What is your objection to having the piano manufacturers give the action makers an idea

)f what they are willing to accept as a standard?"

Paul B. Klugh: "It is difficult to get so many of them together.

"My mind does not run just to the saving in material only. That is one small end. If we
ould ever standardize the piano bracket and other things in piano actions, from many little

hings a tremendous saving would be had in the course of a year. That is one of the objects

)f these meetings."

A. T. Strauch: "The costs come in the variation in height of the action, which forces an

action maker, when he wants six, to make up six sets of stickers. 100 sets of actions require 100

>ets of stickers. There may be only one sixteenth inch difference but you cannot use them.

The customer will not take them. The matter of saving on a set of brackets of two pounds

would be only about ten cents on a set of actions. You will get standardized actions when your
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pianos are more nearly standardized. Why, are we to go to you and say you must change your
scale in order to use the goods we offer you?"

Paul B. Klugh: "You don't get my point. I don't say you should refuse to make the
customer what he wants, as you always have done, but you can offer the standardized action
at a lower price and the piano man would help you."

Mark P. Campbell: "Mr. Wood, what is the greatest number of actions you make from
any set of brackets in a year?"

C. H. Wood: "No two alike except by accident. Sometimes a customer might want 100
in an emergency and take the nearest we had."

Mark P. Campbell: "Action brackets are very much as they were 25 or 30 years ago,

are they not?"

A. T. Strauch: "Yes. If there is a little variation, the manufacturer builds up on the
bottom of his bracket. He builds up in putting his action on the key frame and in building

up he takes up any little variation."

Mark P. Campbell: "No attempt to change the bracket?"

A. T. Strauch: "No."
Mark P. Campbell: "Could there be, to reduce the cost of the bracket?"
A. T. Strauch: "It would almost be impossible to make a reduction in the present style of

bracket."

Mark P. Campbell: " In our attempts at saving and standardization, we have saved nearly

50 per cent on brackets by changing the form. I should think you could make a saving on
that two pounds of iron referred to."

C. H. Wood: "He said if six instead of eight and a quarter pounds were used the saving
;

would be ten cents."

A. T. Strauch: "We could take out two pounds in the grand and have it safe."

Mark P. Campbell: "We have no trouble with our brackets and they are going all over

the country."

A. T. Strauch: "I doubt whether yours would vary a quarter of a pound from ours."

Mark P. Campbell: "Our quantity would not be greater than Mr. Strauch's in the market
of his grands. An actual saving has been made and I should be very glad to compare the figures

with you for the benefit of the industry if the bracket could be accepted. We are satisfied with it

because of the experience we have had. We have had no adverse experience."

A. T. Strauch: "What does a set of your brackets cost?"

Mark P. Campbell: "Thirty nine cents. Does that mean 50 per cent of your cost?"

A. T. Strauch: "Not quite, about 40 per cent."

Mark P. Campbell: "There is a material saving in six thousand sets of brackets."

A. T. Strauch: "As I remember, about 25 cents on a set of brackets."

F. E. Morton: "Mr. Klugh, would the appointment of a committee of piano manufac-

turers, with the assistance of a good engineer to report at a given time to a given body, meet the

requirements you have in mind?"
Paul B. Klugh: "I think that would more nearly meet Mr. Wood's than mine."

C. H. Wood: "Mr. Morton, and Mr. Klugh, how many manufacturers here tonight are

prepared to say to the action makers here, 'We will take any standard action bracket'?"

Paul B. Klugh: " If you were to say here tonight, ' I will make an action with standardized

bracket and that action will cost me no more to make than one with a special bracket,' irrespect-

ive of the statement of Mr. Strauch, and I believe myself it would be an expense at first, if you

were to say, 'I will make that standardized bracket action and if that is used in sufficient quan-

tities for me to produce that as a standard article, I will sell it for less—I won't tie you to a

figure—but sell it for less than these custom made,' I think there is not a piano manufacturer in

the room who will not think it over."

C. H. Wood: "Without the slightest desire to criticise the industry, I wish to call your

attention to the fact that it probably costs more money than you could possibly save, in the

changes made by piano manufacturers on brackets; and sometimes the action maker is given

no notice—he will have to scrap a great many brackets. I think more money is wasted in this

respect th^n could fee saved by standardization."
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F. H. Abendschein: "I think you are absolutely right."

A. T. Strauch: "This would apply also to stickers."

Mark P. Campbell: "How many action makers are there?"

C. H. Wood: "Eleven."

Mark P. Campbell: "A very small body compared with the piano makers. It would be
easier for eleven men to get together than for 200 piano makers."

A. T. Strauch: "We might get together and ask them to standardize their scales."

Mark P. Campbell: "You would oblige them. It is to the right end."

Paul B. Klugh: "Not so much of a joke as you may think it is, Mr. Strauch. You would
see the scales changed in a hurry.

"When you get to working on standardizing you can carry it to a point of standardizing

action brackets, length of stickers and centers and you can go so far as to standardize the di-

visions."

A. T. Strauch: "If you do change the brackets, what can you save? Not more than ten

cents. Mr. Klugh believes there would be sufficient saving finally that it would amount to

something for the piano man. In one item I cannot agree with him."

C. H. Wood: "I think the important factor is a movement toward standardization."

A. T. Strauch: "You mean general standardization?"

C. H. Wood: "Start with one thing and keep on with the others."

F. E. Morton: "Just to break in one moment before anyone leaves. We are all very

much indebted to Dr. D. R. Hodgdon for his interest in this work and in his placing the prob-

lems of the piano manufacturer in the College of Technology before the students as part of their

work. I want to say that this College of Technology is in a position to use action models to very

great advantage in problems in physics as well as construction problems which will eventually

come to the piano action makers and piano makers, which problems will be given consideration

by the faculty and students. I am going to ask contributions to the laboratories of the College

of Technology of Newark, New Jersey, assuring you that having tried it in other ways the bene-

fits are reflected very quickly to the trade and industry as a whole.

"I went into the laboratory the other day and surprised the Doctor in clearing up a strung

back and parts of pianos with the help of which he had been giving a lecture to students on piano

making and I think if the educational institutions of this country will make our problems theirs,

it is a real privilege to assist."

Mr. Klugh introduced Mr. C. A. Grinnell, as a successful dealer and manufacturer who,

because of his progressiveness, has espoused the cause of the general trade, and as president of

the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, is throwing his great influence into the campaign

for a musical nation.

C. A. Grinnell: "Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I have been exceedingly interested in

this meeting and it seems to me that such earnest and sincere discussion and exchange of ideas

must lead to splendid results. Nothing has transpired in many years, and I have had nearly

forty years in this industry, which has interested me more than reading at long distance the

accounts of your conferences here in this city. It is simply marvelous. If others of the dealers

i
have taken as deep interest as I, I am sure that the work you have done here will carry through-

out our entire land and a great benefit will result therefrom. It is, of course, a great pleasure and

m very great opportunity for the manufacturers of this city and of this vicinity to get together

and discuss in the frank way you do, the vital things concerning the manufacture of our mer-

chandise and I want to commend you on the splendid work you have done. Your questions,

your sincerity, your close attention—I have never seen a lot of seekers who seemed to be more
i intent, more earnest than you have been tonight—and your discussion so pleasantly carried on,

the cards thrown on the table and the discussions above board, leads me to a thought in connec-

tion with larger gatherings and broader viewpoints of men getting together in association work,

not merely in our industry but in many other lines. In passing I want to say I think there has

never been a time in the history of our trade when such deep thought has been centered on the

benefits to the industry and benefits to the public as is now being centered on the music industry

of America. America, to an extent, is looking to this organization, to the meeting of you gentle-

men, for future direction and future development. The world, in turn, is looking to America.
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I am very enthusiastic over the prospects because when serious minded men get together dis-

cussing things of such vital interest there must be wonderful results following.

"I wish to thank you for the opportunity of being here; it has been a very great pleasure
although I hardly hoped I might have this pleasure while reading the articles, and I hope you
will all be as earnest in endeavoring to contribute your portion of support to the industry and
to the great cause of music, which is confronting us at this time. The war has done lots for us;
it has shown us things in a way that we have never thought before. I trust that we may meet
you all on the second day of June, in Chicago; that you will be with us in as serious mood as
you have been here tonight and that we may work out for music the splendid plane it should
occupy."

F. E. Morton: "A change of scales has been suggested to bring about a possible standardiza-
tion. I want once more, then, to call to your attention that with a uniform tension scale the
action work down almost to the break on either uprights or grands will be identical. Under this

treatment the hammer line distance is a matter of simple adjustment. If you were to build a
uniform tension scale in grand or upright, your sweep and line of bridge is the same in all to the
point where you must compromise. The number of bass and treble strings, respectively, is so

nearly standardized as to necessitate only two or three patterns. That will give us one constant
in solving this equation. It seems to me the question now is, what can be done to lead us into

such practice as will make standardization possible? We have already taken up a number of

subjects and I am confident a better understanding obtains between the manufacturers and
those upon whom they are dependent for material. This alone will tend to bring standardiza-

tion closer. Better understanding will bring about better practice.

"This is the last meeting of the series. On next Wedensday night a session will be held at

the Piano Club, where will be shown moving pictures of the manufacture of wire from the ore

to the use of the finished product in the piano, pipe organ and harp."

M. J. de Rochemont: "I move that a committee consisting of practical piano men and
mechanical engineers be appointed by the chairman to submit specifications of standardized

action brackets."

Paul B. Klugh: "I second that motion. They should be practical men. We have some
practical men right here in the room."

The motion was unanimously carried and the chairman stated he would name the com-
mittee after conferring with the officers of the New York Piano Manufacturers' Association.

F. E. Morton: "I want to thank you gentlemen for your responsiveness. Some satisfac-

tion is derived from action, but 90 per cent comes from the response to such action. I hope I

shall be privileged to confer with you in your respective factories. I want to thank you for your

attendance here and help you have given. This is not a one man job, as I remarked before.

It is a conference; a getting together of men who are in earnest, whose ideas are progressive and
you have given all the evidence of filling that bill."
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